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IMPORT ANT NOTICE 

It is now the practice of the Patent Office to return letters ordering 
pr inted copies of patents and trade-marks , photostat copies of office 
records , photo prints of drawings, certificates , class lists of patent 
numbers , and other related services if payment is made in cash. 
The returned letter will enable you to check the material you have re
ceived with tha t which you have ordered. In the event an adjustment 
is requested in this order ~ this letter must be returned to the Patent 
Office a long with your claim . 
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It 1s ~:nOW:1 "':.he.t t'le neu ~,.. ·:m ~8 a rarticle hrn· .:.nr; 2.. !11:198 
verj' close t·:> t:h."l.t of the p:"o+.o:--, -9.~i that the n•JJnber of neq""",_ ::me CO..'!
ta;.ned. to the nucleus o:" ar:;• ,1. tom ~6 eqtL"l.l to t.ue "iif~crenc~ be"'7.ree~. 

t:!l.e e.-::.c:·<.c Wf2 · --.h~. ::....'1f. 13-"tom::..c r".unber of the -pa.:::-tictll«.,... OJ.to . !-.; 
becvJles ~ _mrv>Jia tel~r cle?. ~'1at 'l.ll 'lt .. xr.s, excep"': l' ::-1.: t.y~..r ren. c:c!:.r.:, 
one or severRl ne•1b: :Jr c . 

'::r:e 0€'-tl"Jl<G a:.~e icno:::J.:ed OUt Of tile ·ato:n:.c l .: c::.e.:. b:· '-j::ili!'P''-'~0("" 

"'.:,he la.tte,... Y:::-.~ :--1-... ~.J .. ,.._es cf rl~verse nsttlJX'e . ':'hus. -rur eaxq.nol.e, ~ r·~:!ture 

r:f ~aiO:J 1 . r . -,~f Pf"'.£..:."'::-:' Of rar ' um, .,,·:_:r, ')r;.;(lf'.e-1 ~r:·l::.' •tc:. :'J'G._3 the 
~0-C8l-el fA.8t Pf•' t !' JnR . T1 €.: ll(Utr~nS <>.t'P n'h ec.:- •r-·< by tJ'E' "t'X'8 Oi:' :;hP 

s•tbst.<lnce \.'hich th c•v "':.rav"'rce . This 9.bsor·c.: n rf:1't::8.G<">3 rrer-:· <t.."l:... it 
~s more or less p-::r.;er: 1l ~(]pend::.nr. on •,1te r.::-t ··e o.:' L,hP ·1 b.l )t· .:.nr· substaL:::e 
anr1 or t~e -:el.c':.y .::' •_:'} reutr1:cs . Th<> f3et ::1e"c.r .!1G (~.~ . ~l:.css ~av~'l!S 

1". -velxi~v r- o• :<l. t.::> cr h'.vher t!1."r :..c'.rru r-n'!;.ers '"C~ r rn~-::·) "lr~ rheor:>e: 
o~:"" l::.tle; t!1e ·-:::r,v 'o:LJ".t :1'' :!'.mfJ (· . e . . h•)Se h·.<n£" f '"'1 c ~":y ::-f the 
or ... er of ? . 500 :net-?.!'s 'lP!' sec):;.-; 'i;J 1! !"~~) "'..l"e 'lbs-rl.el. '"Jr~ e;r .... r..:-,c···el~- . 

T11e ·.reloc .:.t;r nf ':e~·~- s]ov rp~t.r~r. s t8:np- of :.he or~er --:r ~h.rt ~:-:roe-r~ec1 

to hyrL--oren ator,s by :. . ..ernc..l 9.g:: :.s.t.~..;n , ...,t.:.ch neutr.:.ce 'i,;'e "\r''B·~ "' so 
therm:'ll neutr.Jns . 

C:er".;"l.·· n elcmen :.e absorb l/~.rp·ely ne11tr .:me whose vel >c: t.:es 
ranre w:.thin ne.rrvw L..r1~ts, the-ce L.G'.~ts rle":'en-ljnp; fur~herrnorc ::m the 
absorb~.:-.,.-:; element. ':'he nen trons sc absorbed are terr..e" ttbGcr~ l.e" b:-:
resona.."lce . 

'::he present ::.m·ention _s bs.£ed on the ;.~::..::.ur ·!1.; ·"' · 3cover:;.- : 

( 

~ 
'21e ::"P.st ::1nd t.'le ~rrr.."l.::. ne _,"""...rons. uoon the r abscr1 :..:. .. ~ 

tl.ra.nil':r:, ::m:-:' r:ause a ruptu.re of the u.rrm ium :-tt:.~leas :..:-:·.:) ::..'3. · ~e f. g_p:rr,e~ ts 
. with s one c·r. : t"' ..... t re leA.~e of ener ;ry o:' 0 . !~J"1?,2 er 17 . -:1. ~ •- .--~~"'· "T'E' s 'l.Cr: .)n-

l · ,."...n.:.ed by the emiss::.Jn of ar. averF.~•·e of no Jut t...'lr~P Ile ll"St"m p, (r:·J•.: ·,,,
neutrons, now four, n~· one, e0c . ) . 

e:n::.ss:::.on of ar. EJ: errJ.t;e of tlr:-ee :re" .... rors a.-: €:i1.c:; r·_...-.:,:.;.r< ol' ".::.e 
a":.om due tc :1bsarp-:-::.on of a. th.-r::r.nl ne:·~cn. w.l-: ~ch C)Ls·.~ ~. ':.es 

a!" the :.nv-on ti:)r1 . !.t ~ts r:. Le r:'J"-..~cri t~...a-:. -:.~e :!-..er~r.La.:. lLP ~~ )ns ·""r"' .nuch 
more effeC' ':.~ 7e t.b.an th'=: :'e.s:. nent.rons ;n CfLS in[ Rue·.-. r·~ptw:f's . '.'he 

"r8son~\.t1c c•· neut. ons co J,c;"; ca:.1se an7 rupturE> . 
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'J.'h new r:e ttr::ms rn· )d cad -.:, e-:.c" r · ~ure are f1.!::t r.e:.-:!:' ,ns . 

0 8<":11'Cn~~ the~· ~~}"e l ea s ef::'r•ctive i'Jr r:;.L.B·m:·, in tm·n. nr·..., !"'Ut.u:-·38 

An" -c!·~· l"kel;"· will le:J.<e t-he ::nos o:' Llrt>nium ( ~ta dilllel.'i~C!'-B LP.:.n;· 

neccsso. ... :l;",· lir.it"''4; vitJou :; be:nf- ahsarbe-i . 

The authors of the pr03son~ ::..n,·ent"..~un h:lv~ foL:n·i th'lt by 'u-

tr "XL.wi.n,c;; L.'1to t.1.-1e u: .,_"'1:>un :nPSe a su~s A3.11CC containine; ver:· . ::.igh7. a t_oms 

(b;}•fru(;P.U
1 

i'ar €XCI.J.:rple) ·")r l"!. ,ht A.toms (water) par~..i:i.n rYr 1 a.ti2J. Q.etter, 
heA.vv v ater) i . e . ·.; <:er ;:hich co:.ta::ns rieu :('~; ~~')):"' carb0n) wh :ch absorb 

tl1e- neuvr::>ns on~ ·rwT ::_:_ttle, it is }:.:>Ss"'.b_e to re 4.l~ce the velcc.!.:.y of 

I the fe..st neutrons (produced upon each ru~tUJ•E) and thereforP to :.ncrense 
I 

c ons i derably the chP-.nces of obtainir, ~ nev r ··p~ures v ~ t;h the ·airl of ne'.l"\d" ::Jns 

that were slowed d:JWD . 1"nis alCN .:.ng dovrn of :'A.st neutror.:.s "s due to 11'1~cts 

beu•een the latter <1nd the nuclei o:' light or ve ry l" i:Y)1"':. e~eraents :.!1':.rof..ucec 

~nto the uran imn mass . 

,_, 
T'!'.e object of' the "71"'esent inventi:m :s e.;1 amxu-atus ::or the con

vera ~on of nuclear energ;; into r.nJth~~:for~n of energy , vhich :a chsractPr:!.zed 

in tha~.t compr.:. JeG a bRae !"lB.terial capable of giving, under the action 

of neutr0ns: ('.n emission 0f elect!'ons tn ch3."~n.a , c un T.B..Jling in its bor!y 

n ne tr):::l-ret .. ar'' ing elc:uer.-':. '1.:.e: r1 ed :o slow· dmr.n at leA.st a ror~iun o.: ':.he 

latter, in a.:ppr..JX 'IDE.l.-:.e ::.ht.r!llB.2. et;.'l:1. l i 'or iL::::av,.:.th the mr:'d.ium so as to sub

stantially stab 1 .:.ze the d.e~elopment of chains ~~d peru't liberation of 

encrg;,r furr: isherJ. b:v· the transmutati n.a of the base rna.terh::. ...... ~ th A. view 
to its ;;.:..:.l:zat.L::Jr, . 

The appen,ed dravings represent, by vay of an exam~Je: nn ombo~1 -

m€n t of tte epJ~at~..:s a cc or rli.ng to the :.r...v6u"L1on. 

F::. g .l S !!ot-:'J "':he entire la.y.)ut in ele7e·.' _; . 
-;.c ~f"-~ S}XVf! the flR.l1. r.nrl'f.:Spun -1 'ng t or : f' · : . 

F:::.g. _" shO\Is tl1e er:1 v ~ew c::;rrennun' :r..e t-::> -i ·.1. 
F:r.4 sho~ s t ·e sec~~on on l"ne rv-rr of F"p.2. 
Fig . ~ shO\Is an enlru· ~E:j sec'.i.:.m on line v-·, of Fig.?. 
F 7f_J shove a.n en::.arged sec .. i::Jn on ljne V1 -YI of F:..?" .l. 
Fige.. 7 t hrough Jl sh.J\1 "the de 'Vails . 
F:..gs . 12 and 13 are erpl:mc. tory n iatSram.s. 

Pr ior to describ ·nr -'",be eobod irr.er.t of r.J:e Sl'}'?.r"~"tue rerr e ·ente(1 

in the qravings, a orne o:pl::umt:i ons ~r::lJ ~ e..Jt: ; Vf'.n <-o enc.o::.e F\ t ~.:::"Ler 1u1 'er

sta.r.cUne o: tbe tl:eore-:. :c l vr:.a::. erations "'h:..ch •mc'erLe the ~ua.r~:~ ng of 
tl:: :..a a P}Jars. +J· • s . 

: .. et '!B cor.s-.:..del4

• i' 1· e x:J:lrle, a r.lUBS of 1tre..P ·1Jm :r1 ·.,tl::ch 13 

-:lsn-~_':)u":e'l P, :.ir)"_-, a••'JSU".l:.<"'(, Sl.ACfJ '18 for examr le' he!:l.\'"Y ;;;_:.er I?.I"''i ~r."v-..' 

:.te bod:~· .:-f ·.;h'c~, ·:.he-:: ::'"·~ · 1--.f <:t'.r, uce·. :'J.:.· ~!:·:aJnl.:.e. eec:.0rc o:' 
8 r•.c'..J .. · .WJ - C va :.e-:. ne u: l ;· i..a ·. E: r.t~ . "'1 t"-." :::n ~ ~ .::c s n.n(' ser .. ~:\(.: to 9.08 Jr ~, a 

f~'F.C ~.:: _,:J :-: ~.J:c ~!.er .r.a l r.eu"':runs r·.n~ whose c.--..eL~ · · en•. - :' 'l.UEl·.Jr::'· · -:-n 

bee :l:-.es p·uj.";l'~ss:. ve~· .-;rce. ter thru1 U:l'l.:. i' · ..ran~ ' Jl'"\ >,s tb: ~e:.l~c-''' t. • .rF 

~:1(':--eaGe>B . :.,e t 11 9 e'J·ppose <J. lao "'.:.}:..:,t ar::. "LY.: l:.£tr;• so:..':!·cc: of! eu..,r__,ns .:.s 

rlaced, fvr exsr. ; :::.e, in U:.e cen1,er uf thE' B.:!=".,.'ru'"stun . 
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eoll.rcf: c• ·.1se~;, h::- s' r:.r le 

absorption, :.'1e rh's l1":."c • .re resU:ts :n 
t'.n er:;J3si~J:. ~·; ".l:I·•P far·. ;.;•J'.r•:::c. ~·r lXR.. ::e. e·c:1 o '" t.h~ ...:.ttE>r l'"~n.;· 

-=.l:lc ':;c..,'·"..~,-....,- no:.>!' t.:.E" f<' .. 'c¥~·n~ Jlr -::··~Res, v'~; oth~r..··:;~e <Lfferer:. 

rh[..nc-::s: 

}. Ir. c1 :r:~...sin~ -t.h.ru•.gr t}-r- l""'?.1i.l:::J ~~aes. (•er-b .!J.f' ·'·.run rns.y 
leave ~ ... _e P. ~rcr"l t'v8 wi -:-.hout 1"-f- !nf "OS_,_·. ~r'l, "ll1 t heron!:' l.::n '- n "~.ce ; 

2 . In t.r-::.vers:.nr 1.be L;:o;ll, _u.hs~A'"'..:"'.c e •rhere:.:: 't ~2 s-..:wer'! 

dCJW:!J: each neutr~:m may "-fi,er ~ cer· t.a~r: n· r1o8r •1.f ;mpa.c+:.s be <::.·~·oarue l 

by the ~ight atcrnn; 
3. In t.re.vE"·rsinr L1e u.ran~uru. mnee, e .... c~.1 r,e t':.~ :·!·'l me.y be e.bsvrbed 

w.;:chm .. t, causint; a ruptL~~P; 

~ - Tf ... ~ lea;c.. ... es ..,he :_·,_-::-.t c:~''ct~~t"P. w:th_ 3- ~:·~-+:.!c~.._. F:.G-"' 0 :..le 4 

"resonM.ce'' , v~:locity~ er.cb r,eu tron · e quite l'"'.t1le tc :>e absorbed w:thuu':: 

caue ing a rupt,.rrc; 
5. :::n t.r·<>vers".rlf' ':.he :-aci-, i.um-coo',ed metal nla.te, e3.c~ neutr m 

may l.Je e us _r be-1. b:.- :.ue 11. t"-.~"·r; 
t~ . In '.rPVerc1n, -.he .!"rJ.: lUI !'J..'l.Sf\

1 
e r·[, r.e.;tron may be a~S~he•l. 

~'<...nct cause a. r tp•~ure "': t.h rAleese of a ~31'£,'? ertmmt of er.erf!.Y and em .L.:J8 · :m 

' ~ three new neL '-r'>::-w . 

Tw;:, c as es may ":.hen oc~ur : 

CasP. A . It · R eaf'"ly ' tl1r1 <>:·atLod ',l'.IE,~ . :.::the ·:.r .~ pcr+:.Lx:r of t.e 

sum -total of the :f'J-st f"ve s_f'~re.-0r.>Ji 1r.e"' ''l"'<:~'-S3E.:G '"lll ~"'f vh·cll Jes.d 
~ l ve sos of ne• t,r ms llli"thc·u·J -~l'E:<:.t·· n c:· n.:n.: !'f'P',r·:;r.:~ 's r,r'"f'ter ... ~. 3.!' 
,3et of t.b~ p·,cass f. . -::.hen '.ll( ; ·e ct.·· >:t.E: fiV"i:lC r·;sc ':.:> rlpLtres C'\Illlut 

mu:.t..:.ply ;_r , more exactly . C<illr ,.Jt !..r~..nch ou.t a t;ree.t .iee.l. 

The ~~1l.;:t'T1 :· :J .,.. iLl2 :n~1 :r,e.tes h.-,..; the r c.,.,..cttons of four 
r ·eutr ·;n E' br tnc!1 O'l', wr P:: e-a···[ :>f 7-he neutr\.me c~.lses a r'.mLu•f- ( t.he Gl•J ir~ 

c:rcleEJ r ... preeen", r~;nt•rr~e, the p~· ,.o. c• i m o;' :1t..n,: f'\st ne ·tr) .e be:··r-tg 

shcrw·n t':l r::"le:rF:.nF line e , E'...P.<l the 1.:-ll l'W c'::-c·2.efl ~e>r.:--P-sl?nt ~y one o'f: 
the .Uorerue .. ':.:l.01•ed cour·ses 1 t· 5) . 

It is sc:en '.hai, the ·'c-1~· ·1,: · · ~1 :-- ·:,t' .,..,s :.P.ve o.1~""'n f . 1~ ·~;t. ~ 

by the proG.uction of o.J.y e'g:-.: r-·...,t~·es 'r ,·r, a ~ .-~-,:_ et".'a::;ion J: ""'" 
neutr·on"' . The c ha:rto qre <:rrt-!:,tu"" q :·~t- r·q:,· ':;,./ , ;!',<""' er>c:1 o.: 1.i.Je r.e:.:1:.r mE 

a.t the end uf t..he ch .ne P''- En.Ps one -,f U:, ·.;~s:.~f· ... l c ~.ur:es 1 •.o ~- rnE:~~ 

tivned ab ove. He wo ld use the te:r;·, ' ~or. E': .-•mt" cb11 {ns there:· _ r . 

On +..he c· ·e...-Ft;;t , ~.hF- c:n.c:c~"' ssive rt.1 :.u!'·e reFc-:.:.cr~;; ;;ruw o!"~y 

1 1 t t.le e.nd 3 to}:· <t::1.er " fev: _ e::.c t i, ,_,r.s . ..,.t_F> e::1 r -v re le.c.ser-: !.-.er 1-e-: •n:. 
is ins igr.::..fican t. <uv~ Cf.n n".~ t· t:t :1: ::.ed . 

Case B. If :he J..tc::pcr :.ion of the pr.:.·cesr.: :s B"r'fl.::c;-,'. an 
cotnp6I'ed tothe eum tl)te.l o..- the r r oce ses l t.o '5 , ~hen t,~_r- che1!1 u-",::b 
.. -ill DIUl tiply anc }:eep on lllCr~D C l Df. 
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t.'s:r>g tl1e S8.lllC symbols r,s in ::;"l.s -· , We 'tl ~l~ }l'1VC, +> rr' f'XO.ffi lF', 

the C. 4ap;ro_..11 :.n Fiv.l~ apJ-eJ.deC: b·r~w~t.h . The :· !·8: f ) .J' :r-rt1.res "re then 

f' l;})c,.,;ed .');.' ·, 8\.:bSt.n.r .. f>l n cllnber <. f DE"W "J:•t .!' •t> 1_r.;:• 1':~ -~--:: " .-· ':,); ~J ~l!IC an·' 

•,he Pne.:..·~ 1'c-leaseG. is a _bs trmtiA.U:· r_:r8a',el· . ,·-= •·c-· ,] 1 se.;i ...--:: p-t:s -:: 1'1.11'1£ 

"'ere w; ~.h ··-:" ·:ereent. chF.t ~ne" . 

I"''. -~c.r E:~amplc, fo:- or.e ne tr .m cP.Uf: :J1g e. !'~;, '"l~ n-e, :::!1] ~; 1. 'Jfl7 

neutrr•J:s (ol!. tl.e e··era~) 01.' )f the three p:· •'~<11c~=-r1 -,.-:11 PU::;e nev !~lJ:t·.:PS, 

tl:,er. ~'le nL~"llber of r·,ptu.t'~"6 ... ,;11 1ncreese w1th t,imc ln fe:.>ru!Ot. ~c uroJt;J.'d's:....,n 

by the cormHorl rat.io l.('(r- , ; . e . <>. d:iver gent pr"'F:r~ss'on '.6n ,J ing to .:..nfini ty . 

·_o t e aure, the syetem -.· nJ ·.1c bro}en up by An ex: ·los ~em . 

E:v int:rc cl;,Cint:; i.nto w'le •-:rr.n·w ma6F< Fl. lit:!:+ or very l' rrh". e1enc.·. 

\8 mvder t vr of fast ne1~:.r ,r.s Pmit.:..e c~ e.t each l" ll J=r'..- Ltr~) "\.:Jd, cc·r. 'nge!J ·,.l:', 

e.:1 e:lement wh:.cr. absorbs :- a : J sloo..ed.-n ~n,.·n re. r ->nt . {~ ~e ·~h1. ... s rn2 sible ~ • 

br'nf 'n ~0 be'ng <~. ·.:!. i·.rt i' _:<;f' :;:: ·J r·_,,-t,m·e c::~in ( ;s.se D) "'ith '-!">c rele ,.,.se of 

suba .,.....anti.al enerc;;:;r . 

~be cr.aY'l ~""S 2~ ·.Jt-+,a_;_!" ·!li th: s ~jverc;ent cte. 'n may te .:.nccer,~ed. 

·~c 'T "uryir.r: tG alt.er t'te .• !l<tt:ve p!"-pcr• .:..'1: 0: tLe "l..:.ffe.::ent ;r -.•-::esaes 1 ":;o : 

Tbe c cnd~t•or-s req11~rec t-heref0r :.u1ti .... :. ~ ch Il'lb.:'>- serve n.s a be.s.s 

for e::f:'ectir.f ::J-.e e:r.h.o·~~ '!len· s •)f the R.pparatur accord 'ng t0 the .i.n·1ent-i...:n 

are> u:rtJ!lg ot!-.e:·s} as f _} v..:s ; 

a) r::o ret:• :ce losses r:.~.<e to eecRpe of n<:utr ms lnto the qr·ce 

out-s;de of the uranium :..ass {p·vc as 1 r:1en"...~Jr.ed 'ibOVF), the c...:.r::er:~:or.s 

o::~ the mass of the apps.r-'1. tue rM:r be e.:1 1 ru:-ger:; s.lsc there: may be :r;lacef 

or: the outei.de of 1-'c.e .L.ft"':.ter a l.e.yer of ::Ja.ter~al sud: a.a ir .. n. ~Jhich is 

non-absarbtng a.nL.; • .-·1~cl: re:'lects the escaping neatrc ns '!;~cv ~a+,o t..-1e 

in t.er:! or of thP U!"~ni _llll nJ.flse . 

The :l.E'1tr .. 1:s sl.:noeC. dmm ~'el:eve :1¥e a gas 'W!'l'cl: ha.E Lee.:1 

geners<:.ed in a s:r-here o-: c ompreeeerJ :' :r:e: :Jo.r.-1. The;-;r.:es•.:..r-:: o: the gas 

h }- <=' ~1 ' < . ' "'h _, th :>r ~ e num..,er c.~. f<"8C r.L ~c c.. ... ee r-er c:r.- 18 p--<::~_t.er "n •. e s~,..~. . ru. c·n 

the :nts ide d >.te to the rm.tl"':.' ple b - ae.:: 7..s of the £,aS a;:a inGt ~e :m.nC. 

p;ra::.us . BeE'ciPS. :.h~ : .. me :>f resi-tence of &1'\c.r~ molec·1le ::_..,the sann 

· e s·~bc ·.ar. t.:aE;· .:.ncre3.sed by i.nc eas .i.ng -::.he ~ imens :o~s c:' •,he . phere . 

":"n •,:1e c~sf' o:.' !:elJ•..rcms, the c"'..A...nces t.het they would be ~.hs"'!'be~ ·oy the 

'.J'"'.ni a!1_ are s ,'hs t.::>~ tial1J' i.ncre'ised by slir.htly increaa iner .. he d.imena ~ 1J:e 

•:> f the w-an ~ wn ma&G. I:. ~s a lso preferable to use mate!":·als ver· hip-,h 

in ..rr~~i nm e •1ch aG the rne-.a.:.J ic uranium whi<:h leads ':,o l:'ead::::' acce:r:-t?-.ble 

C.imension8 for L'>le ap:r;e.rat-us . 

L) Tc reduce losses dua -:;o al.iac:r · tLm of neut.r ,ms 'c:'-' ~he J'ght 

substance int.rod'lccd i;}t.o the l:trar..icL"Tl ( JT 'lC'E!es 2 mentionec ab::·,...E') . -c.he 

p:-e:'erred chvice wo·~ld be a Lght su1sta r.ce ·.rh.l G!l. :1bsl"rbs a very _ · !:.tle 

a :nr.o•Z!t of neut:ror:s . The lighter ":-his subs~nce, t.he b~tter it will ret>.1r· 

thA .c.e~trone . :.:- ve cwmrare: ord1nar:-· ...-nJ:.er, hP<tvy· weter, c<trhur. , w~ 

sh..'\::.J eee :..hPJ:. ti:e e ff:lc~ency of re t::.r..::ai-1-:Jn :'or the 3'1:-ne qu<U:t ~ t;· of 

MA·,erilil tr~vereed wtJ..l be in th~ fo::.low:n &' Or'l er: crnin.ar,:; water, hea·.ry 

water, curbon. But +;he acscrpt'on :-'ower 1-:i~.J. :rEJ.r..fe ~n the inve.rae c.roer. 
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'I'h• s 4 t '" ~ ;_:._ be prefarar le "'""" Jc ...._ect }.!_•w7· W5.~~l' A.o the l"l ·-x1~··"1t. ·")r bt::C'3.'tfl?. 

c ':l. ',r ( \1 \..!IJ.:-\. roo· . e~ 3 r: ""1!') wo'l ~ 1 _ ~ c ty ·; · r the fl. PT\:n·3. J £1 .~ rr,uc~, ::...-u- '-:er ·:o .Li .• !ut~} 

!'l~ ·~<>sa -l_ '!:8. ',. · ":f' rr.uch l ~..r em· d ... ?1lt':s ·on a :'• r :.h 1'1 t. t~r . 

c) :Jt·"l<z'n;:~ na.-;;~'\J qr-~.~.m } :•. is >so'ble :o reduce losses 

]~e ~o abo vrrt~ on of neu~ans by tbP cranium (pr >rPss 3 ~e~t{one1 above), 

he ause the absorption of t.::er~.al neu'trons in 'he 1t.ra.r.iwn, with ·;)Ut r·Jptn-e, 

~s ,.roport.iono.l t.) that: vl->:ch a·tses thP. rup~ure . 

o) To r e,:uce l.JRfH)S due to absorption o/ resor.FU'l.ce neutrons, 

c ::tre s.Oould be ta.kf>n t.o dF>creaeP. the 1~r opor~ . .:. o:1 ::Jf the slowed -riovm ~e'!""rons 

hav ng the crjt~~n.l velx"ty te!"'mer'l "rP. e ona.:1ce" . -=-~; -~ ,;:'l" )J'Or~ · oL 'ler:er,ls 

un the ehoiL'e of the mcrterator F>len-er.t- ~n ! ' :Y1 nced. ""!".-1 on :ts :!il:""'.ribJ ... 4 .:1 . 

Therefore, or•jinary wac.er ~s preferabl e o\·er heav::. wa ~er a.::a esr~L · a2.l,v

carbcn . On the other hand 
1 

t~1e proportion of reson3.1"'.:P nr• Jtrons ~F-1"1'E:;~.Je 

if the l r~ht moderator s ;;,bs-tP.nce .:.a diatrib• <+,urJ. ~n dtscon::m• ; .1s f'esl"'' ,

.,..:_~~.i.:r: ~he ..u-r-..nil:ll'l rrP.8e . Ccr-s~re1·~n~ ... -:r,a:. haa o.lr<Jady been sta.teri on ':.he 

S'lb,jec:: o." :he prveeas ::. , i t seems prefera.l::le t.o select heavy water as ... ..he 

:no1<>rat.,>r a•"n rl::e~ .. r'b· .. ;',e a. ;Jr:-.:-... U 7ol:;me the eo:' 'lolithin t he .1raniu:n tuass . 

'') :..,oesE-:8 rrf n•~U ~ •. . )US -itte t-o at·s : rp·' ::.0:1 i n the ~'ldm:!.uro - C'08.ted 

r...et.e me;v Je ,;,ncreas erl c 'le,re::>-sei 'o'( .,·:_:... "-~ · "r"tr·-:;duc .ne t..he p:a.te Jr 

y;l3.re8 t.c e. grente:::- Or lesse!' le}::t.!-1 i.r. t 0 the urs.n~uru !!'.880, 

-:..') !\e. t.) prc·ceao r, i. e: . '\bsorption of neu:;rone by t !:1e lir.<U"~.:'n 

wi--:.:. r·;r+ • ....re, :J-, i::J :'<.ct:>r CBn n-:Jt be v<U" i ed when c.n.:.n-· nacu~'3.l ure.n ~.ur: . 

~c the extent ti~t the aforement.ionerl. t ond:!.: _ons have been more 

a:' less re~l · ".ed. a& a whole or in part, T.here w 111· be more cr less ,.::hanc~s 

o::· expec:.~ng t.re C"l,.JA B (~i·Jergen'L chain) t.o '!ll:l't.e::-~aL. ?.e. 

Thus all : ... n.e. t seems to be necessary ~a simpl,v the 'n'C!'o" ·J c:.:on 

ef 1:!. Lg~t: -:;r· ·;-el-y 1 ~p;:ut eler.1ent (hea v:-· water or- h~rdrngen. !' ~· ex>mq.lP) 

.n'".) :lle ur&'l· u.m rrass :.n cr(1er to per rr;it obta.inine the 1~v"!rgent. ha.Jla 

of ru}: tures w1 "th s· ~bstant · Rl release of ener gy . 

Bu-r, :Jl:'..s 'i.~ Yc r~:-1':. cha{;. <: .. f ruptureo lJreOP..:Jta :.he ha "):t.rd of 

:r.~ -rr<.::c :J.r. e:;:plss >Je :rele ,se o:' e"-erEJ (vh'ch r rccludAH i"ld~~str~al 

• .. tt.: .. :::.a t i·•n o-:· the 1'1.:-,:l..eratus f ,Jr the ,;,Jt.tn:ooe of S:..tpp:i.,"iinF": 3. cen+:.ral 

hr>e. t_ 8 :.a_ t -:::Jn 
1 

for r.!X!l.:::p.l e) . 

'::'his i.s vnere conte s in, ;Jltima.tPly . tl1e .:.!L.· .xbc t.i ... m c:' C'l'1!!!iun 

( or other si:n .:. la.r eleraen~ absorbjru;- the:rw-1 !'!eutrona) into the ' :.:-3.!1i1.ua 

mass . T'.L abs·Jro:ng elet:le! t makes :.t. Toositle :.nce~n t 8 pu on T.he 

brake - i f nece38t>.ry - r.1n the development of :he !"'IJ_:~·Jre reFtc~~vna . lis~ 

r e s ul t of t~e introduction of cactmium, f or exa.r1J:..:0 . ( ~11 the f c :::"!T' of Gec:.ors 

o~ cadmLun- c 1a t.e . metal pl& te) into the lll"ru'liu:n mas3 , : t becomes possib l e 

to c ontr :)l the o,era:.:ng ~onrliti.)ne of t.hP. anp"rat •.1s in a. manner s•1ch that 

th~ p:.- o~;orti -·n cf t:r.e r '.lp ture pr·xesa r excee"la by a -;ery smn_,_: 1Uflnt:tv 

r...he i'lltl!l tot..al of t..hP. proce&ses l -:;:::> 5. 

f.s a !".at:e of :)·.ct, the prx~essea l to;;; !.ncl;Jie c.he waste 

rr x:eas 5 V~lOSe propor~ic.n i'la~· be ma,:e 8.8 large a s des.J-e " . 
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1~e reacti0n h~ll nt1ll he explosivP 1 because ~he case B io 

be ·ng r ealized . The c 1 ··~ ' n::: af ::.he r•.:. ture rea.ct1· n 'lrP br'Ul him; out, 

thl"} e. ergy re] eu.se<'l :.ncree.ses an t the ter:rper a t1. r"' f the <~ pp<rr~ ':11 a, 

. e . of the urw.:.um o.n"! o:;:' the moder"::.tir:g ligh .. , s,.;.bste.J, eo , ses . 

But t~e P.ff"ctiv~m~ss o~ ':.l1P- m0 ·ler~t:on, f-:·r a p;.;.v'3n sn·:Js,.u:r,c0, decr-·:rsr>s 

with r' :Jr! 'n '"s temnera-:.u.~e (~s "~he oq•Jar'l root uf 803-:.>lu-+~e :.ernpern':.ltrP) . 

In proporr...:.or~ t ,J the r' eE: ·r. ~eLTJeratltre o!" -r:.he <~.ppa:ntus, the ne•J7.ro't1e 

v ill bP. slowqc llT' ~~ "'· :e:::se•· P:;,:tent ann -r.he1•ef:n·c become lese £>1'fect'!·:e 

for ca~lS ng r •.Jpt:.J.re::; . 

J:n fac-':. . ~'1e prv:par '.::."'n of processes r A.nrl 3 n_:..,,niehes ·..rh:le 

:.ha':. of prqceGo~s :;.., 2 . 4, ~ ren'l.ins subs"ta.TJ.~',...ll? m.:;':.<t.'!t. . i·S "- result: 

n.t. "L.l'l,V p.:i ·;en ins"'.ar.: . the conr..:.;, ·ons of C' A.Se ,\ •:ill. be 9.Jtor~tirall~,r 

es+..abl~sher1. ur:JV-:1eri •.hat they were in{tially ·Je::-7 closR :-.t1eretCl lue to 

i n tr.:xhc :..ir_,n of sec+.ors of +..he c:3.<.nillrJ -·l..'1.t.ed sheets. Then the mttc'l.:.r.e 

will stan, :J:E' ch..P.ins htl.v !1£' becoi'110! conver~ent . But vhen tne c!Ucr .:. es 

e;enerated ~n tl..J.e 8"'VUA.tue e re t.ncn e·:-v:-·..:.ateri, +:.n •: t.e::l:pcr"'t·:.;:·e ·.:. _l_ c:..· lp 

end ~:he case~ will prevail ap;A.1n j w:r.t: L">:le chains ":Jec~--e.:.r; ".:.'JP.rr:-en-c 

c-•f"i:nl'lnd the ::.emperA.tt:re r:s:nr: 8.b'3:r., we have th•r.; '1.n OPf''!':J."':.ion of t..he 

ap~~ t h s be :.Ween t\·To ":.e::1pera ~-:u-ES . :'he n~~....:-; :"!De' tem~rn.•: tre '-7::.11 'te the 

h~gher , the more c}.CJsely t~e case B hac 'Jer·r. re~l>e:l A.: the S':•..!'t , i . ·~ . 

~he farther the ca i.'7':U!:l-:::o,<;. ted plate ~r;;ctcrs were drawn vu~ I'r')m tL~ 

m·an·um r.Jftes . ·.:·11:e temper-at,lr"l is cont.rullable by +.he po3::~on of the 

cs.drr,; :.u;--: ')8. te 1 pJ.a.-ce sec torn . 

::::. s!1o'.llC. be mer:~ior.e1 --:.11.9.!:., hesiies tLe ele,_ent .... tcr....,e•: :-e:r8 

as moderators , ':.:.e ele:-te:1ts iesj g:nat.eC. b:· the ter:-::: 'lbsorbe r: :. s h.~-;"' 9. 

sect.ion effective :'•,r the absorrt :,_,n r.f ne10trona . :r:c~~·w.n::r . the ccs~--:.-~ 

tiun "11.baorsing eler;.H:mt,s' ' a ~ust"if'h"i :;y :J:e -::'o2.lO\v~:tF~ ce;ns~cc:r .. _· . .:..:-ns : 

As f'll" as the r!l.Oder'"'.Si.;~g elemen:.s are ccr.cerned. , t..:..uir a b:: vrb:n,:s 

p awe i s lw . Thc8e '!ioderR t:J4: elements cr~, as s..:.rear.y stated D..."ld ~s 

will be shewn ~.r:.her here ·noe:ow, a re l .tght or \'P-r;-- 1·-::-:1+J elene nta . In 

conu-ast , fvr "::he el~ments des jgt".ater 1-:-"" th~ L<-4~· ::t abscr.1 ()ents P_l"J.j which 

'U'P he··v:- ele:!!er"ts, the absor bir>G ~OWP-~· is ·re~·!:. p,L nn' - Vt :!.~por'.rnt 

fr:tct- incre~GF::8 ....-:th Jemperat·rr-:: . ':."'ne cltl.aH·::r:<~t'~>n ;,' t.'lese ,:;_erner_~s 

i s be.se·1 o:r: rie"'::.e .~ven n ":2ables ~U"J1c.r..lles 'l., C'.JTIS ...nn-:es 2:. :.Jr.;.;./~=:t1 

nu~,e'r ·'1' tee P'-'' T :a J.l-:--s i '!_"~? 'l'lC le'a :re" , ~ ~ar :.e~ e::;:,' "':.le"" ·;e · ::.~ c::.1:: -

C0eff'c::.en"-::: c~ ~ . .:.:· "-Shn (_;:>u.::Jl . b7 E .~ ~ C~e •. I1o . ·v· , 1.·3'' . '"~~"·F;e B 4!.../~:~ 

ai'ld hl~/95 . , . 

~"j.w "l. '1PS ~" L i;-J· J!" w-'. 12. b.; ~:.vf"·~ o'~ t.h•" Gl!"lt ,,-"imE'n t of' the 1.J.'P~-'~·..~a 

accur-:1 n[ t,.., 1..:1e · nve:~t..·-=·r . . r e J:resente1 .:;,n F~&"s . ::.. ':,o _ .L. 

This s. ppara. t•..ts c .. w:'"'T ::.sPa :::.n '"lll ~e · p.;:c ::.1 o. ref'r'1 c: :.--:.or-· "'r r ·· ,.I\ l, 

forming the 7..berma.l i. nsula. t::'. on , anc ~~ · ~::-· ,,p ·, ~) cL~ "\.:"l ''1!10r sh'"::.'..? C)n

Gt'tu"':eri h:• b:t· '~'..-..s c a lll.9.~er-: a.l 31;_ .. ,., "l.l' ::.!')i1 ~·~r eY"'t'':•lt> . .'!un - J..uS)l"o· 1g 

::.r:~: ~e"'"iec+ ... ::-tg :.'he nn·~':rJJ13 . Tne t.h· ~~~:JlCG3 ') ...... Lh:s .:!.!el:. ~ t'.a.:; 1)a ;Je":t"t..!l ·nl 

'i t""~ ,...t~n u{' ccn--,i~eter3 . 
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In ~~ ._,-:f:! ..... J ,; .. ~) t.r .. ~ l ~.e:J - .... Ln""P ~ 1 J"'.~ · ,""ry,r.J-~ ~ r:.D r )l:. 

~1"431:1 .3 3 can-4:.~\:.:-~.·nc 3( ~""~:P·),~•l.! ... :J ~~ .&. .... ~e.=;~.·..,.- J l. :-.:~..:-~:..t~:.2~J: .. cL1 1· . 

;.'1.ch nf ~::.e L ... ~• .. e!· ·J; .:.• 1~.~ ;:,·:. ~-- · ~:e·r·!':.t r : ·:'~t_r-: - :)n 'l.ll·~-

r~·bo··'~l.5 .. cm, ::>ne~-:::1 "l: " · 3e··,.,. ';!J -,n c.· .. f.:· S ..... n: ..,Le e::..!'! ",.., 1':.a h th~r~· 

'U'8l.;J;_ tt',:} TJL"t-f". _;{', )_~ .~~111>; <U' f"l ' <TT' (I'"o , ·· ,M,•,~· 9.8 m<)"W"l .:-:_ ~~.t! ''.}'':, 

.:'r· •Gl ... :.u·an ~ t:a h,;::-r-i) or o:."lm· '1!' t:.e!~ ~.:11 r : .... ·. r: · _;·'::..Il . "~ . The -:: uhe con

tco.ininc - ~hey; elP.:n~nts 4 :3 abo:1.~ l . ~ '1 . ·n F' ·; ~ 1 t a~1e . 

~.;' Lh' 1 ·,>;,·· ,.., , on'l.::. :. ,.. , __ tJPS '~ '"i-J.-.re s ~ ·r:ulate·1 s. r.lo'l13r'3.t:ng 

liq~ i -1 ,,or ~as -:. ne-..tt >n.s ( 'Jr""f'ern ·'.· tl"C :.Prtt""· · 'lt~r <)f' l''"l/·~ .e·..l tP!':·un 

- .c r~~.. n· ..... · ' ~ .:, •• . - 1" tr..-, 7-...,....:Jl.r" ·~-1 )e,,., ...... . .r' 
conven J - ··'1~11 a<' pr.J<tHC - ' ' I ,r - ,{:.. . ' -· · ... - '1;7 ~-· :~ -· .;~ r:I-.;: - c .... -- ....... ' 

!i'o t.his ~u:· };Ose the ui.~e::> - ·;i' <•·> ··:. e ::_,. :~:, ~ L '=!J: "e con.T.r'l' ':. J~ ..,.· th 'Y c:: Jthar 

br srn::.:. r"unJ ·: :':.s a:rrD J{-'e n::_-,t':lc .. 'l",t-:i~· ·-'~ -u· ,."lt- tup 'l.n-·1 net'.:" t.he U0t!:;Yu1 

(F 1 EG • 5 r.nrl 12-) . 

'T"nG :.:,1der& ·. · nr ::.. ~~ '..J.: , ~ >n :9. in€ :i ~ '' : P a p:1a.r~ t 1 t8 :a rna :-1 '").'\ ine 1.. 

J1 r.0u"'lnuous :::.:...r•·ul'"L'on r:: ':'-.'· hir)l - pref3'3'u~e J.' ot<>.r:· ;mr.JlB. '=-'·.., -jG >1\lcb 

force 1 t . through tube a .l~ -l' 'n ':,o +:w-v 1-;r-s, !c:.·g l ') each :;-;t·) r · _,e ~ wi t~1 

e!Jilktpcw ~:_.;. v-alves 27 L.O C·•.>ntrc..._ t-l'~ <>.c.l.nlission oi' c.he ;_ ; T.lici. iPto t u"r>es 

~,.;_11::1 s~1~0\~ ":,he r,JdeJ.~.t:!:C :.tc:·..:.ic: t .. ·')e'3 -: ~n "':.l·e ~.r.rPc UJner o.n• 

lover l' Ns, r"•:Or pec,i·•v l:v . ...,f '..i1c ~~r.l' ::..~.·~~-e,al <O?leruen:H :- . The 

1 
moderat~ng 2.iquid :lava ~hr ·~qg.h +,he~ : )>"• c•t1,es 0: e::J.ch o-1" ~e t.h1·~e -:;we! · 

and u~:rer l"Jws, ref1'PI)(~ 1• • ve~J. ·.J~' ',he , .. -_er-.en· s :, , leavG3 'i · s. :-:l"es -~ to 

j)<'l.SS i.'1to c u::..l "''~ t•:;rs l 7 ,J..P :u::l vh~.::nce •• 1 'l. ' . DP S l ~ , ~ to :;}le ro':.".t".{ ,'tl"P:.t)f3 

?.~"' .3 0 . The rircl Jt.iol v' •: .u ~..:.~r '1 •. :.:-..:; =-~~·.J.L-1 ·s ':.'.•t!- ·m~c.!i·.,r-: 1 · · -, ::,c 

'I'lle motierat~ng liq_-..: .i~ i..;ms .:: ·.rt:..l la ·,~ng wi ~h .i.1 t~e .:: •lbes •;. serves 

c.n ..,_ ve; i. ·t::le ': l ' the G'ilorl.es p;enere.~e1 <n : 1 ! ~-: ':l.f:oru·ntl.Ae. F•1r ':.hi.s :'l ' c})·.Se 

tiv~ ·~l)..,.,6S l) pr_u~...ru-'1 . r..g 1.""'0'1 She J..l 1 "i!'e l3'..1'·cvt.l11d•~ j --~:· .cone en L.r l.C -:_. .b€f:> "') 

~Fi .... . ll) ..-here~"- r ·r·:·.ll'\tPa 1r d.i.ra::-:: -..rJ. ",e:: -:•J '"'·:cl~~·1 thE:: !nod~rat i l ~ -:. ·~ 1.:.' 

d·!::l.:;m 1 ta its calories . 'fl."ie colri. v :"'·: , ' .nil.e~· :1i1<:h pre3.3'..:.-re , en~e-r~ ~~!J.A 

:1,~)e6 ~0 v~9. '•J;)es 22 <.:..:1d .l.eM."/e8 ":J :10t ,, .. ~.,e .· . :" t l ::. 1.wie"· high .. ~esa,c-e . 

v~3. tubes 21, for eX3.!!1='2.e a.t A. l::.et :I~ erflt.tL~c :.- ·.1 · ::· : .. :ent f::;"J.· the o~:..·e. :.' .. .n a~ 

h'~j·~ -;n-eG31 l.rC tu:-·bines . The 'lS::>er.~· ::..:·" of -:· •.,.,es..._l- ar: ; 2 0 ·d en . .::'l.ose ··1 :....'1 

a.n insu.lat.ing s: nll 23 ·..rh ~ ·;·1 is ~t cvn:.·.r',£'!~,ion ,)f s.i.ell l (F.:. gs.l 'i:J1 ~). 

-::-n -':.he .:...."lter ior o.:-· c;hEt le:ser, ~!-re -::·:•Pa 11 t'~""l·' 2'- f •Jr e.lmissi')n aJl ·,:· :.n. 

·.-·..ra:. o'.:' the m•Jd.c;ro. -+:. in,:;- ~·g _ i:: !'lre prov::.1ea \ol'.:.t"l :;_nat;.latin~ w'!''"l.~Ycers 

"4,~:5 (Fiv . ~) . The '.roll:?ie c:£' mode"!.'f"\.':"-::.118 l_;_qui'l (heav-y ;.rate::-) used '::'SY be , 

fr-;r e:.{P~':rple , 725 11. ,. e~3 . 

s:,<:et mP::al '~s-g 7 ser·y-e to ca::·7 the aecto-r:-a ~.,_ il'..:-.·1 e o"" aairn i l'U

c on ted. mete l. :·ln te ( :-r· i w<. ~ t·~ ·I) • TheGe d i s~s are !ll\)l.ln ted 0r. 3ho.f c..s t;, the 

rote t t on o:£' w:: i.c:::-1 : s e.::· :'ec <,eJ by s1.. lt.aolP. 0lec tr ic 'lle.:ma 28 ( l!\0 to, s , for 

ex::npl~) <;:·; ;x: :·u: · -:. pl"\t;~r;g ~, b.e 4.13r::s 7 .:.':.t.•J E""lCh -::retete:.~mined pos't'ons 

1.0 ru-e d":e :...re; . '::'::e 1 · sr- a ~ ue.."1e tra :e thro•lt:-;;1 a _·;te '=. (Figs . 7 t•J <j) :: _ 

t}.r- w3.ll. r.l .,~ c:'.e""lc,nt.;: ~ - T"·bea o ser7e fo:..~ ;.he s . .Jmlsslon a.'1tl di.sc.Ul!' l.re 

o~ ir.er t ~8 ( C ~ , "':o. P:nlll!'l£) .int) the A.p,arat.l.l6, the _::rese:1c<~ o:" sue': 
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gsa be~nr- ir.+-.-e!lded. to ;u·e·.re:1t ·"Jx:rt."'','or. -:' 'l~<~.: 'tL"!" . F'n-~lly, ~nth·~ 

cen+.e.,... J:: t•1u YPJ.>Ul'Cl u::s tn~?r··· :d j ' e pos~;;d ::.he 3J',"C<· :.>~ n~'>u:.r,Jns com

priBLl'l~· . f' __ . <"XP.:.t le, a s r.:all 'CU)J,~ -~l '-Thien f:)l1'A 1 r~ 11. l'>~'W ::.nlll:c;::·a::LB 

of -ca.~iwll J,, :xo .J w: ~'1 iJ;; ·.·:.1 ~ .DJ :x.w'1 ·'':< 

':'he af rJ.!.~e sn: 1 stA:.e "] illi\"'n£; ".., o:: ::n ··· a"-.a1l'B(e"' , ~- · e ·'lfl :a~'>*". ,.u; 

is t..gula:.e.· ·.,i.th the ·'i~ l o:' 1'sr:a 7 inserte.J to"' t'l'e'l',er o~ le.sser ex

~nt into elements 4 :.t.""l.t '1 the !118..X ~ ffi1Ll'Jl -rA3m_;:e::-r-.. ae ~n the aope.rat-us reachea 

\.12-~ . , for exanrpJ.e. flnl the condit':m:; ·:J:' cese A or cFtse B I"J'» atAinei 

~matically anti alternatf'::..y •.1.1e.1 t'l;.e pos.:.tio!l ·:::J.:' the rLsca :tA.s bee!l 

regulated, as descr~bed nerein ~ho:e . 

The ·.ra'":'l·:Jr nreas·x:-·"' of heaV".f w9.ter be~nc- q:,out -,o 'itmosnheres 

at 320°C. , ann '1Jhe:1 :!t .s c,rc.1late<l a't the -ate :::;1 ~00 lite· .J per sec0nd 

so as to be cool~d, for ex:L"'l::-'1~, t0 ?0 or; . :n i.he "h.e<t t P.x c hanger ?3, the 

amount of he~t remove~ pe~ econd wil~ tP : 
.., 

200 X 1000 X l.l5 X JJ~ = ( , q Y.. :;_~ · 

stn11ll cal.oriPCI grams _?er a~~ond (1.::.5 b€•.J1g t":e average .:3'peC'l-f':r heat ."Jf 

heav:,- wa. t~r at. tbeer> te!l".pera tures) . 

The corresponding capacit:r of the 'ouile:r t;h.;s c:mar:.:c• te3 by the 

a poa.ra -c;u s 'Wi 11 be : 

~ - ~ x 10' x 4.1S "' .:mlP/sec onij?-= -:> . ,: x 105 

k~low'l t to, Ol' ro<J.fl".ly 3JO, 000 kilov~ t ts . 

The uranium conB'..lill:pti:::;n , using e ~.JtA.l rne.as o-<> 1 1 . -5 tons, voul1 

be ab JUt 3 ~ .~. 11 ig.r-:i:ns .rer aecC"n-4, or one ton ev ry l. J JP-'U"B . 

It is clec..r fi-vm the p:reced:ng i~L'lt t'le appara.t.1s 1Ps:::r:bed per 

mits governing tl'ie release of energy by preven.ttr .. g tt fron 'Jeco!'linr e:x:--_'),::ive . 

na.me}.:' : 
::. . F 1·.: t. )f [11:. by re· .. .1c .:.~s ~e v e Lx:: ty of: 1 ~ ber·n te r.e1; 7.!"-:.:-.. s . 

so that the" beco''le slow neutrons, appi-oxim:ltely in thermal eq•lilib.::<u.n 

with the med.i ~EJ . This is effec -,ed due to the :pre"'ence of 1eut.erium C:)m 

b:.ei ir> t'c.e forn: of he:wy e..~ As already s.hJVn. there C:)...tld ue ut.:.lized 

also anothe:;:· very li~t elerr-.:ent, hyirogen in :free or comn:.ned form , or 

light ele~ents such a a beryll ~~ , carbo~, ~xygen . for ex~~nle . in free or 

camb~ed fo~m . ~ spec t~l merit of very l~ght m~er~tora is ~h~t they 

reduce the qu."i!l t ity of neut!- .:>na vhich are qbso:!"b~d. b:.· res "')::.UJ.ce 'n 

u.rani L'll ani -which rn::. ht thus become ::.oat fo:!"' t~e c:~:. 1 r<-''ic~: c .il . The 

rPsultA.nt decreas~ i~ ·.relocit;:r of nei.ttro::~s n'(',w::.Jcs . ..._:...rcn.:y one at.P_b:l::.zn 

tion rne:> l B, oeca lse :Jf -:.ne f c"':. t~9. ':. the ':'l~ :Jb .1.bi.li t;~' t.hat ~. !le i.Jt!'-J:1 '\Joulrl. 

esc-at:~ t he e..p;a.r~tl lS ~Jefa:--e be 4 nf e':Jso;·bel! ;ncr03-0es wi t'l-t temper8. ture . -:--:, 

:permits, on the otler :-,ru:d , to establ::sh .-::Jn ,<tions :'1 wn'rh a tem])er'"'..t.llre 

rise leads rFJ.p: "'._,v toe change in concent.J.·at:aLJ.s or dist!-:b·tti"Jr.a CJf' ':..he 

cons:ituen -+:,a of the apparatus, thus arreaLng t.~e -r.:r,.rc.h of <:. he cha:ne . 
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? . !iy int.rod.• ~ ·nrr t ..... ~e se::::.ors :->f cad.mitlln-C::>B:.ed pla':-e lnto t.he 

ur8.!lium mass, to absorb the slow~ 1 -·lcn,rn ne~tro::1s, in a ~r,-.x:r.rtion wh1cl :!.a 

the gres.tP.r. w· tb respect to absorption by w-a.n..i.:un, t!:te hi-=-:,ber the tempera

t.•~.re . 

-e:- th.c> uso of the<le ~,..r ) m3 :.us .• the c :.1.ins ce.n r-r..;w unt.U e euf

fici.entl_v ~.·e ener"Y has been li~r9.ted, an:l ca.'1 be agaiL 3.Utoma.t~celly 

interruptPd or :imi t e-:.. t..'J.ereby a.·;o·d .Jl£ axp lnsive d.eveloiJllent of the 

nuc:c~r reac t i0:>. Jr, L1is way i.t. iB possible to liberate from the uran:um 

mass unrler Jiscuss;o:-~~ for the •..trp:)Se of i~s :. tl~ust.rtal utilization and 

co:uraensurate ;..·: 41: tbe ·eq :ire.:nents, tbe enerezy which ~t is capable of 

furnishing by transmutation. 

In the variations of t"l1e s.ppo.ratus deacribei, ~ t. i a possible t':l 

use, insteaO. of t.;.ran iwn, thor i '1.!:1 or 9. mixVtre of the se two rad~ oac L ve 

bod:ie.:, or ~v~:-. :;om')Otmr's or n~xt'lres of compo'!1.8 of t'r,cse two '!Jor':es. 

The MO~lerating element or elements may te illtr •.)J.uce r< in the for'"': 

of a L.quid (heaV<J water, f'or example), a ras or a solid (pO'.?'ier, :'or 

exe.q:le) . ':'11e .~ ·nay be :nare or les a intiDBtely :nu::ei ·.rE. the t.e-ar; 'll!l 

3llii the n:ixt'.lre ma:· be obtnined oy e.n,v known nr cedure. Tt iEI feas ~ble, 

for example, to mix vi ~h a compound of uran urn ·Jr thor:um ~n pownP.r f orm 

a h: ·dr~gen-bea.ring compound in aolirl, liquid or gaseous f:rnr; tcia 

h:·"'.!'vren-be~rin · co::npound 1n.::.y be, for example, a h,vnrocarbon, ·,.rat.er, 

-.. a ·.er vap:->r a hydroger:-Lear'nt:; gaG, a metal b_.vdr:de or hydrox: i e. 

If t."11e 1 ight or very light element Ln;:r:d.uced. .:.nto the uran i'.Lil 

ma.es l s a ~us (ilydroeen, helium, etc.) or a vanor (water vapor), it :nay 

be intro:iuced i f necessary under oressur~. nart.i..cularJ:v so as to main~ • .:.. 

the desLcoi concertrat ion of t:=.e lifht or ver:· l~rht element desDite the 

rise ::n temperaturP. Instead of l.nt.roducing into the ID.9.Bs of u:rani;.un 

or uranium compound 9. l.i..ght or very light e~.ement, tbia m'-\ss :m9.y be c on 

sti-cuted by a h.ydroven compoun of uranium or by a. mixture of ur'ln~'.llll 

with a non-h;r,1rogen compounil of uran i um and a hydrogen compound o:f 

ure.n ium . As to the proportion o:' the ligb+, or -;ery 11ght e ement _. 

it should not he t~o large so as to prevent ~mlimlte~ brsnching of the 

chains. Fur t her below there will be ~ivPn an approx~m~ te for~la wh _ch 

makes it possible to estlln.at;e this prcpor:.i .)11. 

To effect n ~.ecres.se, vhen tl1e temuer.1 ture r i ses, in the pro!Jor

-:.iun o.f slaved - down neutr 0ns causing the fission of u-an ium "t0ms, 4 t hn.s 

been alrea~r shown that there must be in~·vduced into the ~anium ~~ss an 

auso:r·b ro.F' ele~ent whose abS ':lrpt~_on coe::'fi.c :ent (or the effective sect on) 

becr.>nes grea tf''r w ~ th r es pee t +,o t.ha ~ of tu~a.n~ ~ as the t.em~ra~ure r ~ses . 

In the exrur._;;l<=> show-n. :11 s a.bsorb"-11£ element :is ca :lmtum t.:.ae' .:.n the forr.:t 

of ca~~ium-c vated plate . 

In t~e V!U"iations of the anpa!·a.tus , jnate,, o·:: cadmi.un there 

mev be user. g co~o~~. ~ t7frogen omp und for exaw~le, of c•dmi.~. 

Tne tntro1uc ".ion of this abs'J!'hent may be ef:~ected by impre,;na:~ion wi th 

solutions, by a. mixture of povders . by insertion of mets.lJ..ic ca~.:mi:.un 

foil at. differen~ pointo of the t~un um maaa, or by any other means . 
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The maximum amount~. not to be exceede~, of the moneratifl€ 

element (hydrogen or other) and of the a.bsorhine: elemen·. ( cFI.nm)um or 

other) int.!"Oduced into the a.pJ:e.ratus may lJe a.purox1.rnately estime.ter'i FI.B 

follows: 

Let P be the product F f x Nu, vherein 

Fu.:- is the effective sect.:on of thermal ne•1trons for pro~1'c ·ne; 

the r1rpture of ure.n tum nucle:i, 

Nu is the number per cm3 of uranium nucle: in i.he meditnn 

(l.~an"um concentra.tion). 

Fur a rolative to the mixture of ura.niwn 1sotopes, a.ltbou.s}l 

:!.t ~s known the.t onJ..y the isotope 235 rmder~=;oee fission 'l-.uder the ection 

of ther~l neutrons . Inetea .. l of !t'·..tf ::". J:r, it coul1 ~ust as well be 

e~ssed as F u235 x Nu235 which 1 s a. pro.il iCt equal to the urecc·rEng. 

I,et P.. be the sum total of the ;_~rcxhc ~s ane.loeous tc all bod i ea 

which absorb thermal neutr0ns in eccorrianc~'> with the law l: ; . e. fc-.r a.ll 

bvd.ies preaer11. iH the ap-pore.tus and vhose effective absorpt ·on c1.rface 

for th'3r;'18.l neutrons "Taries ap-proxir:tately as the rec1;roc:J.l of the::r 

vel oc i ty u ( ura.n i urn, hydrogen or other a ) : 

FR is the effer.tive absorption section of thermal neutrons 

for the nuclei of the retarder, 

~ is the number, per cm3, of nuclei of the retB.rder in the 

medium, 

F~!\ is the product of the effective absor1-t:on section of 

thermal neutrons for all of the present m :clei introd j.ced othe:~ ._"'!An 

t .hose of urf>..'t'lium e.nc'!. retarder, times their respective concentra.t::_.m in 

the med i UJ:J, 

"'usfNu is the product of the effective absor_ tion section of 

thermal neutrone for uranium nuclei vithout yroducing ~iesions, times 

the concentration of uranium in the medium. 

Let C be the pronuc~ (P) for the absorbent element (cRdmium 

or other). 

Fe is the effective section for thermal neutrons in the sub

st...a.nce absorbing the neutrons in accordance with a differerot l<io.·, 

~ (Fe varies l'~tle ~ith u), 
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N is the concentre t:!.or: of the absorb.ing s t:.bs t a r c <? : n (l'...le st ' on 

( c ) 
C e.d.m i urn f cr "'XI'\ ffi le in the !r.e ·-'~ : '.lr:. 

Let n N n be the 1. V""r 'J.e:;e n;m1l__,er of re1... t r ::::ns pr :>i 1ced fr um one 

f : s ei :>r: (;;' llrArtium . i,mllr. J:;" these rl re L:. t.r .::.nn' le t n' b e the num1Jer of those 

wh : c r "'Tt! c c.rable , for En.:re, to pr ·f!uce in the a r paratus an(1t h er f .:. ssi ) n 

I 
n 

i s the prcb~b~ l i ty that one neu~r ~n, nr ·muced by one f j a e.:.on 
n 

p.nj a.be ..:or t ·e d ~ n t~he p_ppa.rs.tus, W'J:.il d produce another fiss ion. 

w'e have : 
u l r 

= 
n A + C 

In fac t , i f n n e '..ltr ons nr :·d·1c eti. by a fj as . o~ are abs orbe d in 

t...~e uran ~ fer oua me d! un . there ,_.. il J be n' of t hem-. e.b a orre~ by the uran i uru 

end each proc',uc i ng a " : 3s i'Jn •,.jb.j.J.e r." ..r .:.J l ~~ abs c.ll: · e ~ l y the moC.erat Jr, 

t he abs or b ent s, etc. wi thou t prodt:.c i ng f i ssion (n = n' + n" ) . 

.. 
n 
n = ( A - P + c h· 

v herein u i s the ve locity of the neu:ron . 

( A - F + Chl_ represen t s t.h 13 rro·Y'ib· ~~·~;r r"!' .q,b e CJr rtion r er lJ.T,i t 

of t:.me, of a ne utro~ r..a;r .:. ng ...J. velocity u wh ~ c.t: doe s nc :. :produce f i ss ion. 

nl 
n = r x u = pr c:. be.b1 11 ty , rer un 1 t of tlme . o:' t h e abscrr~t i on 

of a ne t<. t.ron by uran i u...':l and. pro"uc ~ ng a fiss i on . 

_12 ' ::;: 
n" 

p 

fi. - P+C 

n' 
= n 

and 

p 
= A + C 

if all of t h e n nct:.tr ons haYe been, as a s sumed above . a bs -Jr beC. i n t he _ 

a pparatus, s ome produc ing and others not prc~uc :nr, f i s e:ons . 

In artier t>hat the fi ssions ta}:e pla ce succe Es i vely in geome t r i cal 

pro gression, it : a necessary ~hat more ~han one neutron out of the n ne utrons 

produced at on e f ission b e capable vf pr oduc i ng new f ~ ss ions 1 i . e . that 

n 1 > 1, therefrom the equation : 

nl (1 ) 

It ha.s been adm1tted tha.t n neutror.s are e.bs or )e d i n t h e a p'C8.T'9. t us . 

Or, t he latter ha.v1ng f.L"l i t e d i mensions, a cer :..a i n n~;mber of net,;, tra ns may 

a c tually esc a pe from i t wi thout be ing absorbe~ . Tne abo ve condi t i on (1) 
~s t hu s ~nsuff i c'er.t ; it !s neceee8ry fu~n we must f.:.rs t satisfy t h:!.e c or.~i 

tion ( l) :. n or der that the rea lizat i on of the appara t u s be poss i ble . 



rl 
I' 

- -r; .. > / .... + \.• .;.. 

!:
1 

r ::" < n 

T'_.,e ,, or • " ~I + n'' ' l - 1 l f' 1 

., .c ·-,.., . -· ---- w ___ 1p-nr •8.0:. ~ ~ l.te ~ J :~.-;.s; one of •1c 

· · ,n f J t) 
uran ·m· - oea.r rw: tll[;Sb \ r ~· c 1e ~ppara us 'l.re -:-~- ~;..-:resn . . ., ... ~ ~ .: ncr8t~ C\e: . 

or if ~t :s cr.cF~eed lr.:o r::n-'.:.er ~als , suer. ae -~~ ' r., Hh~c~ :r- e:'..'~e:::t- the 

ne rtrone 'nt:r thf' rrar.iUJr- be::...· :::.g medi1.un . 

J'heref . .u:· e . ·:1 "lrder :8 er..e.ble the ~ ,r,' · 7E'."':.icm cf 1 .• he 'i;'-;::ar'<,':.le . 

it : s necessrr~: t.ha+ : 

r: ' "" n 

"~. 1 j t 's ner~s Bfl.'7 the. t the 

·n~ "--:; , ::'.le '::.o the ·1se ::f JLe 

n' = n 

r >I 
P. + S 

',::> 

fl. + c 
lT'..a.:,r ~.hus ~ni ~cat€' :.h~ l: -:'-':.s . n c ~ :.~ bP ,.,x ,,.;ne-1~~; c~ :h-=- c..;r:rfl;:':.::-" .... 1tiJ1 ... 8 

of th~ bo-J'es ~_n+..ro'llced :in"to tile :n~X':. 1rr<:- (hf'r"' 3 '~[-: ~'-:- s n, o ·.J ":- c lv::m:s,- ''meCilS\ . 

~:. :8 ("lea r t.ne. t the r ~ SE' ;_[! terr. peru t- • .tre <t . :n . r." .3f:e :3 ~ I ' ."J.. :· 

cause this ouan: ''::;;~ !:,') chanp-e :'rGrr. R \·a.lue [;!"'enter the.r. <JJli-:.;-.· -co a S:-!1'1.ller 

value . 

::-n nr"!.ct ' c e , for t he r eal: z.ation of che a.ppn.rbtLo.P, wt: c 1 =.-~ 

etar t w'':.h c cr.c !1trA.t1one h ' rher than those ~n-!{rpted. ·:- t..nP at ~ -.-e 

f or"'l'tl"i (-" -:J r Ol: e 0~ sever<tl o: ·u-._e C'J ·~ · ,..,.., ) "S.n iPc::: .cs:q;c ·cr )P'!"'· Qs "·e::~· 

t.hese c c-r.c·· ::tra. :or.s •mt:l thP. 1e ~ : r r.: ···e - f .Jr :n'li'.ce 'a c'stP..' ::.ec1 • 

--: ·nee th'3 -'1 -"'e:Jrber.t - 'iS v El: 'l9 the ::.c'1Pr ,~ ~nr elP~.E:nt - :-r.ay 

be 1 ' str:::b1 , 'lc~ ·n h.;>":.-=r.Jt-·er.eoua fe"s!~ · :m '"';thin t.hP .... Ref . thP ]C~t'':ev· r.:."<.lr: 

c~ns ' ~t . f c ::-· nxN'lple, of ?Ones of pure t:r".r. · u.rr, (or ur'ln:um c.",r.:c . .:r~E'l) . 

7'Jne s of un\I!:!.lL~ (or urar:imn c mTJOlmd) l'..r.i re -'.:..'l.r'rJ~na f'lP.:ne.r'" m1:r.erl 

tol)'ether, A.Ild f'nal2_.y zones of u.l·an.!.u."'JJ ()r '1::--~r.~-L.,., cr:lY.~'l'!..'1l) e.n~ fl1:r>croen· 

m • .xecl t•:>ge i..her . 

I'he qua.r.Lt:v of a1sc,r b ' l··F e::.ex.en~ :r..-':::.· o~ · tce-'~ 

temper"!.ture of s t~bi~i zation to be estar~'ste~ . 

on 

F i .:1all :r, -.., t h r~s-:oec-c to the o-;;e '':\ ':.; Jrc o :' '"he "~-pal"'ft -;;: s :r-.-::~rf's~n _e-'~ 

in the trn.w i np-e and :!.t.s _pos!:1i.8le ~.crl'-~ co t:i_J;:s: ITe w~ll P-'~rl the ~ : .2.1.:".-r ::u·: 

The ste.r:.i.nr, 'lp o~ :.he reqctior; (or it s re - s:-..ert.ing wh;ch 'llli,'" 

be necessar:; i:' 'ts :.err.rerRt:lre fo.lls be~:J"tl' the stabil~ze.~:o'1 t.<:n::;-e:·9.:.·..re) 

takes pl ~.ce by J-.e nc Lon of the sour e of ne utrons 31 o:.s S:".ec ·~ 'e:i .:..~ :he 

des cr : -pt:.on of the ,.,_P!la.rtl. t u s . Tl:iG s":..':l.r --c.i:-:£; up or re-stfl:T, 'nr; r:1a:.r be 

effected ~n the mod::icet: ons of t he pre sen t apraratus eJlely by the e.c~ion 



:::>.,:1 os0 ~ 9-:.:.A:~on . .. r ,..~ .. e ~.-~ .... f -1_:-,.P r.e '':_ ":':9 ··e " ·,·!'"!- ~' +)lt"! :--J:P.rr:.t 1 .-3 

r·-. c<J.ee of ~~-stp.,.··_<n-). ., ~ ;;~~' 1 lc 1 nG ':1to :,he lr'll ~ r!ln u nn 

e1cmorLt . 1uc:' tl£' ~leT-'ll~ •f!:l . c~!)8ble J:" e!ni L"L.: r.~. -!eu. :-..r::>ns "'""' y-P.Bp<m.BP t 

c.•·e rqJ ·B t: 'n •J .u·<>r. · ur . 0r else "y r "''Jt-,rrms erd t.te<'l ..... ~ "'h ~e ~"'·Y hy t.ile 

';'he ener ~,r re:,-~·ls~3 !.D"'n -:..he o-pP.r-:!t'"n of ~.he 'H'l"1.r::.tus w:: 

hP ("( 'r..._,(;>~ f'\r '!lf"l,>fl'..J''"l.l '1.J.!'")RPE' 1 ·n ':;~A f'X!'" 0~ !;e11.t ~:; ':. n-:•1 ~i'•:ty 

{by 'J'l•.Fl: , .':.·.;f>e;; ~):n '1'\.."l.as <t'lrl W"lter. f;r exA.rrl"'. "o w>:.:.c;- the hefl.t 

of the _q S:i ,.,- ~ "'.:... "1'18...,:'. tte ·, . l.·~· on vee'::' n ( c · !'" l~!J· + :on n-:' ._..9. ter or 

(J.S. :Jr e:(".ll) ·-"' , -t.!~r)'.l[,b :.he I.P _,...1"''3.•. 6), h:'f ~··ri ~: ~ >r: ')r b;:· effoc- +:iT:'? 

e;l"Jo .~'2.::-m:c cl:err.~cA.l reec ions, +-rtr ~X"'..Jr.l'le . w•·:.·r. ·~he h "1;: o:' the mss . 

of <-.he "l.}:T'<U":._t··s ~.a:· .,_~~. 9S '1 -..,{.c,_e · ~ . ....,.,-t. -·~1 :.~e r "'.:"' ·.:.-:~, 

''l ~ f':C"' ":.·:r:: · ".r: '/ . A. bs 'Jr' "': ~ . T-::. "a:• el ~::;-, !:er ··e a.s ., ,."' '; · c ::.e ·' ,,... · n ~r Jr' "c :.nr 
no!!le ~,r e~l ')(' "'.:."le s···st.<~rc""' ,..,,,·· -e ..:: .-:1 T :·~: ... .- "".,.. "] 0: t,-e A,.....,.,....,..,_ "':·:o. 

I'\8J"t~=-(''~ 1 "l.t'l_:-" 'the rq·•.,.j•tr, r.: • 'rJt'":!n, e+:_,-. , "P"·o~_:-. ro··ar;".:,it;-· :)_:' ener~-

''!F'' :-e ;cr:-::>,2. .. ce.-: 8'-l:--'u-·:;m~~'!:7 a:.'l ·-..:~ { r· e2 ::_,. "..DS.)r O ~Ilf eZ m· I r':, of 

lt,e r~ ·a:.r"rs er..:~-ve1 b:"~ ~:--.e ? .. ;!'8-Jn~:,Js ~:--e' .. ~:)I"'S . e~es7~ns, ~~ -r!" .. ~:. 

i/--re.:·s. eL: . ) '1: sJ·:q·•::· "'"lose:1 ~).:.'~.:; <:lr! T'<U"t:cJla;~-- ~r. c.hP be'ies 

c nst:!tl";.i.r,:· :~ne 1r.e:1 s.r·t ex-:rr~·t.:.,.j .'ear.s !U"<" n':l"' '"''hE'~-~·se ini:::etl'!l 

h.' w~·- of 1·., ~atio'1 . 

-~·he n"nru.-n.;;•;s e~LI:i''l.e3 rllsc.. o'l':A·:-.:."1•: ·c-;;· :0"!. ~1 +"' -T·er'"~"'= '-~,s 

sue"~-:;t.:_·,::.f" o:' nuner ''J3 a~p.: · ._-:. ')rr. 11tt t 18 • T""• ·~-'-.ur. ,,:-•· r 1 ~ <•- eo 

r"':..':P:- e~~;-::.:-::nt.:.ons . l'h.,. ex::.ra. ,: m o:f' 

: .. ""1 ics; ,)n Jf rc...~l-"! (:·or exq.rr. ie. ~{ - r8.:'.'3 . 

enerp;.· C!l'l!:"8. ·· ~ !'Pr: ~. "· s-:r T'.f 

·,"""' - r~·~s .... r ... E:u~r J~S'. · 2:lJnrh 

" .::'1'-:.f::P. J'J8 "!1'1 ::-tecess'/l."".'nc 9 f"':Jf-,e::_'jn :w<>i:<:r Jr~.; P! • ..;J '1.l:'J":1"t ~e 

-:' ~,-'·- "1:'.:" :JF~c·- r" ~.~e f'.~ .... _-·_!;>s . A'l''• ~ ·· ·-E:J !l'lfiY -r .)•f' r,-1-oP.'' :~an(! be sui.":.!"b:!.o 

:'':JT u':Oe ·;:·.']:-Ps~':1;: ~ppl:. et5·::ms, p<Lr : ~r:-uJJ:>...r~:: fer "'le ::.cal p'lrposes . 

,. 

excess of the q··::uL"t:- o~ e.,,...._.... "X":r~~+,P.1, the t.e"\~-er-;.'"Te -::>f tr.~ mqss 

.creases nne~:;,·· ~:.:-" .. ltcs o1· ·~x··c·t=~s :;he "l!'~·::n,P.n::ne-1 ·.em7'e~~ ... l1"_ o:' 

Rtah'l~7e:. .. '>r . . 'r::e . 

-';;e:nner::t ";ll'~C rlcc1~ee.!3eS -t:.o 

li!l•l .1rup3 8::. ~ e.h ;·,";," .)€) low 

the L:-· ..nch ~ nt:: o:::~ the c !:.e ~ .... s :.., 1:-:-:. · te ::"!. ?Jl~ th,.., 

rea ch are.· n -..he ter::pera t t:'E> of ~ :.ab -·L -at. :: :Jn 

t~r-::>meA f'.£El~": '-'nl'-,-:.:.e".. <m· s o or. . ::;tc.l-'1' -P.-:.i on 0f ree.c:':;i.-.)n .:.s thus 

e:·:~e .:.e..-1 q":.::J:1,"3.t'cal>· P..n>i v:t.lo:l,:m:. >-'1cer o.:' "l.n ':'X'11Js · nn . 

')-le ·y•er-at on c>: <-1-Je "l.rpA..ratts rna:: be ~r~ste': -..,.. . .4 · .3~~,ce;ner':: 

,.',. ~ :.:~.-~ .... ~ U;} !~IeOS ~ -r. t~r C'l,.SP Whe ...... e ~:. CJl"" ·s~S. fJl'" 2XfP.,.:-;-J..·~ . ·"".~ +v~ 

LP-:f'...,!'"'~"S ···, ' c"l ~.:--7 7.he"1 se'Y'--.i~en encl .Jprefl.d e.pe.r:. 17.-,!r. ~~~_('1--j ::- .... 'lcr), 

cr ~':: ::--:c .. c~9~n;. -:..he L'~'!l.n··· -:.~-' J~ "10<~e--q'·"l-:- · eler:>e!:~. 1n~ocr:-:,~. or l,~.-

3''D::l!"es.s':w the ln. '.er . ::n-'le<:'~, ·..r!:en t.ne '1ro;uJrt:.ion of mo~er'1.t:;r e::.ecent 

"s i:lcrease-1, ;,i1·s mea.na f'_ctiv<:it· ~ '}1e 6'.."'\-1-1)1;{11 of ,.::_~c-::-Jns bt•"'::. "la:; 

.:.ncreas~:l?, the probnhi.::.':.~.- of +:.~e'.r "-·os':lrr- t ~:-·::1 ~n ''le atoms o:' t~P morl.eratn· . 

Refe::-r:n"" :.u c.he e<:!'lBl1E't'ln of Lile :'or:nHl£' ~ · _ n F 

:;.-r; is c.:..eur t.::ta: ~- ·~ncreas .. ng the pr"J.,c"':'on of t.2'-.e ~ + C' 

moder atc>r R we increase NR 811-:, coneeQ"E:nt..:..,'·. F~ x :~p, e..n-'l ! •. '!:'he·efo::-.-e . 

n' cecreases p.n·• the lat--"'r "1...'1.;· .~ec_;::le less ·,,lf'Jl uni.t.;v; +:.~er. :;he cha:::ns 

::1 -. lcn,~er d:. ver r.e . 
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· ... ;11cn tt:e q·1a11~·~- .J!' m.Yieret-:J i.;;~ ~~ritr.e·1 • +.he neu tr Jns .r !·r;~d 

s-1::;.;• r"l.-:--'.:.:1 '1nci the~r e•~:'c ~~~--, sec':..~.on of ~ .. yt L A,,.. +,he llr1Ul~'lii1 >r':h 

OC:..dc,::.m ;)': .~ · dsi.ms be,.. ,:X'l8S ''C"C:'"'' S""1al:_ " .. nr'l tlt> r:,•n~·-r;c;- '1 1 '>l S '·' 

Jo~~er s~+ · sf·~~ . 

~~hen ·. t C .::-; ·.,o.tl.• 0ec-:' "<1.3C8, th"' ·~h'U',..eE' o~ ~ !P .l~' -..>:1 ~"SC'l' ~!'•[: 

:-roM t11e apy.:a:4 n t'..l.s ~ e -:.her. :1· ::~ ;:-;:·e<t :.er . 

n' + n") ? l 

l'he stor:,nin,:: of the ' ec-<~--.j ~n !'lB.; be e.'..s •) ei':'ec";;P1. bv 

i:ncreas'.:lg the qunrt:ty of a.bsorb',:JF e:.e 1.1ent: ·n'.r J· 1c e ·i ( 'n3ert·on o:~ 

new st.r 4 1•s of '~ ·::.,~m~Lu:J . fur exA.nrple, ~r,t.,· t.he mass_: or cy .'n~Yi.lc~nc

~r:tc) ~e mnoe . :::r d:::J::lOS "ng c_rou..n•i ~.l- 'l ma::s. ele ~." Il ".s ·,· ". ' ,·h 9.• sorb 

ne'l ... r ~r.f:l (inser:_or: o:' 1'?"... 0 '!" sc.,.-.oen. ,r_t,,·, -:..'1e ::'n? r) r -:· E'. ., . ranP"'Tlf'n-

uf a ::..o:: ·or o: water Rrour,r:. •,he mat:s~; or ·.Jy ~v-nw':: 1; ':n.r ·t:: ·' ro:r. t .he 

rr.<~ c f' ~he e.:'::.e~'· :.:r j:f:'qs'ng e: emc~:S!wh~ch w ~:l · e ' sc· f't..,.., rcrc:.r.below.: 

or "r>y c-er-:ovinc the neutron ao·.:.::-ces prev :.Jua~• i.n ic~-:.e 1
• 

It nu a t be poir..ted c ut e:.lso that the 0perf'.':.· .:m :Jf t.ne aD~.rat1s"' 

a·:ch A.s : . .. L:::ate-1. above- ~s :n~:i•JPnce-1. l::.kew "ep b:v -:he q"'1.l1t.~t.·· .;: 

W'tl.J. :LL.--:J (01 · ~t:...'1ium ccni1Joun1) '"se:. ':'!:..::~· e c . ~n : c.ct, 3.l::.. othPr '.h.::J.fS 

be ing e .1·<: . . '\ -:: r~t;.cnl 'Trl"«' ); t.h-:; -,::..::c .)"' t,: e "l.ppar<J.":-'.1.8, 'Je:l.V\r ,;:::.c~. 

- ·•:- t•.f":'..P•~ l' . r,[ ::-f C ha '.ns '\1: :._ ·. ~ Cfl::38 .... l"' ~·- :.;-- L • - .. ve'' . S:: ~1C e 8 ·~ . ·-. r,:-; 

._, "ts "~'J?'.)3::t~ :-tv the f! .. ")G ..J:!:. :,:._ ·"; r:te·!..r,S f ! "" .,lcas~p .. .~:;, rr -.f-t~ Jt.J_~,·'""''-~. ~ ~ -

t ~0!1 0f ne ~l t.t •,.)n3 ' ~ ~ ,., ~ ll r,.~ n..., ~~~ ~>"' ._"") '3 'J .l:!. ~ .. e )'r ~: .. )~~ " e s s ~ -,e c:·:_:Je:'" , .. 1'1~:1 ; ... ~ 

-:l1e vo..lte of '" ...... 1e " · · ... o"), _-:L'"l:c . ·1-r .. .:s ...... - · 4~ · ·:f"l : -:. ... s .... ....,,_ ... '....r:- ... P .. , ... n~ 7",. 

l~ST.C[~ns -;-ojl:·1~ -... he n .. JJpG.l •'1.:,tlS .,.f~· ~d-.lf ~J_~ lit.C , ~.:1 0 ~Jr~ -·~ l'J~S ':.h~"'l 

l~:·er . . 9.._rd or·-1::.~,f , f"..n· ex<t.~,r:!.e . a ' vr.r.~?. -'-e rJr- p.~..'!" v . "l.l 'if..,.'it• .np: s i1ea.th 

"141 )'tnd ~i1e Inc'1.Sc, s ~_::--:·1 c.s ·J ~-!. .f:. :.e ex: .... :r· ___ -;:; "el3~~. ·· ·=' c~, w~ · -::1 :Jes no~ ctbsort. 

n.n:< .. :-cfle~~s 'J:e :1e ·~Y·Jns c ·,;·~· 1s r.he ~n', e2· · c·r .:;:' ::.,~ ".:r<>.:: :·llTl- 'becr<""c 

'nr.-.ss . This sh-::1.':.h - 'x<.:-.... - c·lj""'::J'..~ of ret·· r::ne; :.o t.t.e .. Lr<:!.r:.:. •~"Tl - "' "' ' n g 

r 'l:;n '!. fr'J.ct.:. )~ of '~1e ne•;:-,1" r:s wl' · .... 1~ he.'·e eec£<;::->e·i t..her<:~~r )"!. n::J · ~ w'1' ~ 

ma :r 1Je jY'")<luce"! i-:. :.I.e eheu h- f<·"·,··n·s :.be for:-nat' •_,n Jf ~·~a · .,_s . 

rl.!.f:.·· .. w:ng ':_,,,;:·es ::lD.;· ·~e r:nl.e not •)nlyf';' f •~ ... n, <•? :11 :.'w ':·." ~.,le 

.._,l.i':. .:'._S) ; J..e:'r , o:' rJer: 11 · '1" . .Jf C [i~ '-. l'l. :'<l.!'"'J•. ~".'.e (B<'C ~,"· l• r 

P .. nn•.e: ·_, ::: ·je consta.ntes e-c rlo1mees n..t,e'r~Q'lea p,yu· 3...a :;:JJ;'·s ·r! <e 'l' 

chap~.·2r r:mt'.r;:.ed Ut:: · t.r(1ns, Far·o; 1:;~}2) . 

u~·· 

...... '.., to .. ' 

~e crit:.cn.:.. IU.':IS S wv 'Je ;;.1'3-:J Y' ~" ~ 'lCerl by ' ncrPf!.Sln.E· '~P \~ns · ty 

of <..he r;u!ost~ nce wl)j·-:'1 <' 0!18-t:.it.u:es P''>l." 'l e ·v·er ' "L! • '8''.::. ' -.,r: . ·.l)t"' 

c!"' · t:.: ·l l mass i~ ·· n P9.c::. r:rJnor~~ona2. tr) ~he ·nverse of r:he sq_..cre :;f <:.he 

r1en.3i-f::: r. 7hus , to i.nr:.' e·l P ":. b·~ den si. t :,·, ":.here mP:' 'J•~ W'l e~ h~F-""h dens.:.:,~, 

·_,c"Jo~·:" s (rr.e:.A.ll·c 1 l_;·a:::·.a'l , r:".l"~Juretted or not , •zr..ntwo ca::'bir<c , ~ ::.c. ) . 

::;" )r the ~:'u~.e rc~::;)n :T, :H :l:· e_, trni.Jl.e t.o use r.1oilerntor elemen'.:,s o::' 9~ hjt:;l 

rler.aiv · 0.3 ·.~os:J:;J:'..e (: :::: e of narn.:f'f~:1 ~n nillce o.::· wa<:..e...· ) . 
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C'lRim: 

Apparatus f 'J'.' lhf' conver:Jion r")f n~-r;lcFt.!' f:':'Je_Q' :.·_:;') P.n:r:her 

fo 1:1. o~ energ;r. wbil".h r; Jl'!l-:11"' i S€3 ~ base substance ca.JXl·~ le of ~o:!..:Gin; 

u:1der the actio:: ·::>.::' neutrons 'U1 emissi.on of neutrons in ·: ~a~n s , · :mta.in1nc 

in ~ ts od.y :-;. ne-xtL·vn-mo<iernt:ne e l e ment des i gned •") sl "' d ::n•n at least 

a. portion of the latter. 'n t'l.pproxir:~ate thermal equ~lib ium .; i t!-1 the 

:nedium so a"l ':.o effect a substant:al 3tn.bi2. 1Z3.tio:::t of ':be ll.P.vel,Jpment 

of the chains and perm~t li bera.t on of the ene!'d:-' fnrn.ishe:l t-: ... t:.r e 

t-...r3.r..sr.ru.tations ~!: t!:.e ~2. s e s uLG t.a.n'o? f or +he purpo'"'~e of its ..1t::.iiza.t i on . 

l. ,:,.pp3.ratus a.ccori.i ng t•) th"' Clai.::1, ~n -.;hich the be. ~ e subs~.n..nce is a 

mter:al on ·lraniu.tl bP.se. 

::::.Apparatus l'l.ccorC.:ing to the Cla.-:m, ::_.':1 which the btse s..:bstanc e is 8 

mteria.l on uranium e.nd -.:':l.o!- ~ U.!l be.se . 

3 . Apparatus accorUnr t o the r.~ a. {rr. in wh:ict the "base su~struv::e "A a 

rna ter ia. ,_ on "".h ar i · L!l ~as e . 

4 . .A-p;e.ratus acco:-c:.n.r "':o t..~e ~"'~ i "1, 'n W'hich the mO<lerat'):- ele~ent 'is 

d1str1buted homozeno~oualy throuehout the tn.'iSS "Jf' ti1e base substance . 

~ . A:pp..'U'atus accordi.ng t o the Cln ln, jn wh~c~ "the macerator e:ement is 

distrib:_n,ed heter .Jreneo..;..'3 ly t.hr ,YJ gh.) tt .... he !•lfl.ss o~ '..he 'u"l.se e .tbst.~nce . 

6. J,., _;>O.!'at~: s ~1c:car-!-:.ng to the C ~aim, .:_n wh:ch t.he moder .\to~ element, i.s 

in tb:. fre e s te. t e . 

7 . .tq;peratue accJ!"dinE' t<J the Claim .• in wh ch. the r1CYle!"2t o~ element is 

in comb~e~ stnte. 

F Apparatus ".cc.>r1-:.n- t o the :laJ 'TI, ::n -..hie :, the mo-lere.tor element a 

a. light element o;:' e. tO!-:Ji c we l:,ht. :lOt over l.f. . 

9· h.pparat1As a co:-d 'n g t::> • '1e Claim, in ,.,.;J.ich t he mo<ierator el.e:uen':. :a 

hyJroren . 

10 . Ji. pperatus accord :: :;..~ ;:;o :.he :la.irn, in ..-!1 i ch :..ne !11 )'~er::.~o- elemen<:. is 

he liu.11 . 

11. Appara.tu.s a.cc oriinp tc the Clai!T'., : !l 'H.-: c !:. -che llt·::x!er::t "':.or o=::.ement is 

berJ ll.:_u.m . 

12 . Apparatus a.cc ori~ng to the Claim . L-1 wh i c h the moderator element is 

CFU'QO::J . 

13. Appara"'",• :s a.c c::>r<l:..nr -;;o the :la~r., n ,.,·hj ch the :noi.erator eletlent is 

'leuterium i n cor:l1~j ne':l s t.a"':;<::> . 

1~ . A~~qtus acc ~~ ~ <~f ~ t~~ Sl~im, ::.n wh i ch the moderator element is 

Ox;'' £:en . 
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l- . J1r[erP.t s acr:r~·r..r '".o :.~1c C:laLr. . ~n ~.-h~_r- t.~'' .n::>n'O'~·p"JT r;lement io 

mLxed with the :;·~::;e S\...tsr.anr"' . 

li~ . P.:ppr.l..""atllS 9.C .:lr"' ·~ .- :.o '.!'.Q C:'..~t ~·~, :'1. '.fh"rh W~ t.!'J;r.., t,.,_,e b:-:,s~ ?UbS7-:lnCC 

iJ:c. e is ::<:t:-"but-=--1 "'~'1 !."1-Js-::r. 'r...r e1<::ment. leG' -;.ne' to 8.':J::J -:>r'o the slowed

tl~n neut.r::ms in 9. pro'Y.)r·.·on vhicb 's -t.he greater, w::.-~h respe.::t to the 

absorption by the base rM.tertal, the h'e;her the ten~r<1ture . 

1- . Apparatus ar:co~~;} :nr to th~ Cl.F<~m "'.,.'1. 4 :.!-1e Sub - ~la~rr~ lh, in w!":l:lch t~e 

ebsorb:!..'1£ el.~!::J~mt ::.s vn C"'.dm wn b-!1se . 

l.J . ;..-:Y3'.~ '~:P ·;.rcC"· ·Lng tD -:.he ::.a::m .'ln·~ t}Je Su'..J<>l.;dm lr' , .in vh.:.~'1 t!-Je 

a'LE ....,r':,::.n.w e le:!-n t i::J rJ. i st . ihute::l. hom.Jce:-.30:.iSl? r.:tro·..;.p:hout th e t::..s·s substAnce . 

y: _ ·.,...,.-. .r'\':.'lS \CC'Jr 4 i.1~ ... a -.he ~jri~l . ·r: whirh -:.he ·:-'..bs·:n<-~!1[ element is 

djG1j-~o·:.e1 Let,~r1[Eneo•;sly t~;,)uijlo.lt t.he b::tse a ub st.-::.n.ce . 

20 . i<.pt'#"t.r<.-t]s '='cc ~T:.!.n><, ·~o t he -:l•dm , ·n. v h:.ch t~e a·.s·Jrtioe elemen-t. is 

i ·1~~~Yhc~1 .:.n c.he :'·:rm ol' ::· 3-tAl. :..~c s1 .. •1:>e ~ns; te: int·::J t:.e bl\ee substance . 

21 . Ap_re_:r'ltte P.CCJr ili' t'J ~he c:.a•m, ~ n w~'c h •,1-]e l;rwe 3'lbs-.:.ance ~s 

3tl.r"""0'mre rJ 'c;'· 9. shell '):i' Fl. ma.:..':!.' :a_ v nirh -jxs nY ''.'•t::'Jrh ':1...11d reflects 

•. ,..,warl ~/ tf' ·~.-:i<er t·.L :cw ·1c.tr:mn +:.e nf.~:1c tc• ?r:r:c.r.e . 

' 

2~ . ;[)1J."lratts ecc-,..,r~:!lf' t0 the .... la'm, ~n ;rh ich ":.~e ·,J,".se S:.lt::::t.~nc"' ::.s 

sw-r~u.rderi_ b'- a net.,:;_ 8hell wh' c r1 lens n t ,·r::J.)..,..J ".!!.-1 r e fler:"...s t·.:rwe.r

t.he 'ns .:.ri.e ~.:1E' Y:e-..r ;-e t":.,·:>:::: ':.en"ing t.'J ?8C''-fi€ . 

?< A:;:-}Jo.:..ra":.Cls e.cc vr~"l.f" +.~ -::1e c::..e ::.m , :n vh~ch the :;:::::>'erP..tor element 

:o ~.'.l · r:r.a: ne .:..:-: c .r..:· ::.-5.:,~ ) J:: to 2ET ·.-e ":.t "~he s .-..,..,e :~r;,e ~or -.!:le ex":.r 'lction 

of encr,:-:-.r re2.e."l.sed in t he a:_'l_p.?.r~.t·Js . 

?h . .. ~pr~~"':""- ·--·-·~ fl('' C':Jr~~nt' ~: ":.t€3 2:'3.·,.1 °:1-l ~:: e ...... ,,..__,-,-n..~ ~ 16, .:!1. w~:ch 

the q_'cscr"'nr elP.:ner"" · e ~~a~r.':.f'.·ne.:; .:.r: cL-c la ~. - 'J!'l t,.') serve ~t che 

same tirr:e 7.~ or t!ce f':;c ':~a:::':.~ or: rJhe E r:e1· !:~- !"~::CPs se -'l ~ n t :1e "ppa.re_ tus . 

;v, . t..p_parn i'-'J S n.ccor~ 'nr;: to the C~n :.n . :r_ ;,r;,:!ch the enns "es"tnc-1 to 

C"J.rry the ca: "Y'~"'.:.. p:!"Jic.c-e:3 ~1~-' ~-J ~-::L'1G-;'' rt t.:;em ":.a the ouc.s~ " c ser·re 
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The present invention relates to an improved electrical 
coalescence process and apparatus therefor. The inven
tion is more specifically concerned with an improved ar
rangement of electrodes for the breaking of oil emulsions, 
as for example, aqueous oil emulsions. A special adapta
tion of the present invention relates to an improved proc
ess anrl apparatus for treating hydrocarbon oils to re
move foreign substances therefrom, as for example, for 

2 
of water employed. Usually, in order to secure a satis
factory lowering of the salt content of the oil, it is neces
sary to employ relatively large equipment. 

Various electrical processes have also been suggested. 
6 In general, these processes comprise adding water to the 

salt containing crude, heating the mixture to a tempera
ture of about 250° F. at a pressure of about 200 lbs. and 
passing the stream through a pressure reducing valve or 
other mixing means to secure adequate mixing which re-

10 suits in emulsification. The emulsion is passed into a 
zone containing electrcdes which maintain an electrical 
field between the same. Due to the effect of the electri
cal field, breaking of the emulsion results which permits 
the aqueous phase to segregate from the oil phase. The 

15 salt to a large extent associates itself with the water phase. 
While these processes have been satisfactory, it is neces
sary to employ relatively large equipment. In accord
ance with the present invention, employing a novel elec
trode design and arrangement, the potential is increased 

20 per unit of spacing as the liquid progresses and flows 
through the electrical field. 

the removal of salt from fluid hydrocarbon streams con
taining the same. The invention is especially concerned 
with an improved method of electrical desalting wherein ~5 
the arrangement of electrodes and the flow of the fluid 
stream being desalted are controlled in a critical manner 

The present invention may be readily understood by 
reference to the drawings illustrating the apparatus em
ployed therein. 

Figure 1 illustrates a coalescent zone constructed in ac
cordance with the invention showing a side view of the 
electrodes and the coalescent surfaces. 

to secure increased potential per unit of spacing as the 
flu id hydrocarbon passes through the electrical field. 

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the coalescent 
zone of Figure 1 taken about the line A-A. 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the coalescent 
zone of Figure 1 taken about the line B-B. 

In accordance with the present invention, a hydrocarbon 30 
stream containing salt is chemically treated, emulsified 
and passed through a zone in which it is subjected to the 
effect of an increasing potential of electrical field per unit 

Referring specifically to Figure 1, a feed oil to be 
desalted is introduced into the system by means of line 1, 
heated to the desired temperature in heating zone 2 and 

35 mixed with caustic which is introduced by means of line 
3. A demulsifier is added to the oil by means of line 4. 

of spacing for improved efficiency of coagulation. 
It is well known in the art that various petroleum 

crudes contain salts and other deleterious substances in 
various concentrations. These salts comprise magnesium 
chloride, calcium chloride and sodium chloride. Among 
other metals present are iron, strontium, potassium and 
vanadium. Their salts may be present as the bromides, 
the sulfates, the carbonates and the bicarbonates. It is 
necessary that these salts be removed from crudes or at 
least reduced to a large extent since the salts not only 
cause corrosion of the refining equipment but also plug 
equipment, as for example, heat exchangers, condensers 
and the like. While sodium chloride usually is present 
in the largest concentration, the magnesium chloride and 
the calcium chloride apparently cause the greatest amount 
of corrosion and resultant damage of the refining and 
distillation equipment. It is thus known to remove these 
objectionable salts by various procedures. 

One conventional method employed is to add water to 
the crude containing these salts and to heat the mixture 

However, under certain circumstances it is preferable 
to add the demulsifier directly to the hot water stream. 
Hot water is added to the oil stream by means of line 5 

-HI and the entire mixture passed through a mixing zone 6. 
It is to be understood that the mixing zone preferably 
comprises a valve wherein the pressure is reduced in order 
to secure the desired turbulence and suitable mixing. 
The emulsion is withdrawn from zone 6 by means of line 
9 and passed through nozzles 10 in order to jet the emul-

45 sian into an electrical field supplied by electrodes 11 and 
12 within coalescent zone 14. A suitable voltage poten
tial is maintained between the positive and negative elec
trodes 11 and 12 in order to secure breaking of the 
emulsion. The treated emulsion is withdrawn from the 50 electrical zone and passed horizontally between coalescent 
surfaces 13. These coalescent surfaces comprise pref
erably chevron type structures, as shown in Figure 2. 
The desalted oil is withdrawn from the upper part of the 

55 desalting zone 14 by means of line 15. The aqueous layer 
containing the salt is withdrawn from the bottom of zone 
14 by means of line 16. This brine solution may be fur
ther handled in any manner desirable to remove entrained 
oil particles. 

to an elevated temperature, as for example to about 300° 
F. The heated stream is maintained at an elevated pres
sure, as for example, of about 200 lbs. In a desalting 
operation of this character in order to secure excellent 
contact between the water and the salt in the crude, it is 
necessary to secure complete mixing of the water and the 
crude oil which results in the formation of an emulsion of 
the oil and water. The mixing may be secured by any 60 
means but is usually accomplished by passing the stream 
through a pressure reducing valve or equivalent. The 
resulting emulsion is usually passed through a bed of co
agulation material which generally com?rises sand. T?e 
stream is subsequently passed to a settling zone wherem 65 
the water and oil segregate. The water phase containing 

The brine droplets which accumulate on the top of 
surfaces 13 flow outwardly along these surfaces and 
downwardly along the inner side of the drum. These 
droplets are coll ected in the lower area of the drum, and 
are removed by means of line 16. 

A header element 17 (Figure 2) prevents the free 
flow of the respective streams between the coalescent 
elements 13. The header element has a plurality of 
openings 18 immediately below each coalescent surface. 
The number of openings between the respective surfaces 

the salt is withdrawn from the bottom of the settling zone 
while the oil phase which is usually substantially free of 
salt is removed from the top of the settling zone. The 
extent to which the oil is freed of salt is to a large degree 
a function of the size of the equipment and the amount 

70 is so adjusted as to secure a uniform pressure drop be
tween all elements, thus insuring equal distribution of 
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3 
flow of the streams between the respective coalescent 
elements. 

4 

As pointed out heretofore, Figure 2 is a cross-sec
tion al view of the coalescent zone of Figure 1 taken 
about the line A-A showing the chevron type coalescent 5 
surfaces, th e end baffle 17 and the openings 18 in the 
end baffle immediately below the coalescent surfaces. 

trodes operating at relatively high voltages. The emul
sion flows horizontally between the electrodes and is 
subjected to the effect of the electrical field and is thus 
broken. The phases leaving the electrical field flow to 
a coalescent zone which is provided with parallel, close
ly spaced coalescent elements. 

In essence, the process is conducted in two distinct 
stages which are specifically designed for distinct pur
poses. The electrical field stage is designed to efficient-

The electrical sectio n of coalescent zone 14 has an 
anode 11, which is an elongated electrode of generally 
frusto-conical shape. Disposed withi n anode 11 is an 
elongated central cathode 12 of generally conical shape 
with its axis generally horizontal and with its apex 
directed toward the inlet end of the zone. The shapes 
of the cones are such that th e distance between anode 
11 and cathode 12 decreases in the direction of flow of 
the liquid. 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the electrical sec
tion of coalescent zone 14 taken about the line B-B. 
It can be seen from Figures I to 3 that the spacing be
tween the electrodes decreases and the area of the elec
trodes increases in the direction in which the oil flows 
through the electrical section of zone 14. It is this elec
trode arrangement which gives increased potential per 
unit spacing as the fluid hydrocarbon passes through the 
electrical field. 

Although the present invention has been described 
with i!s specific application to the desalting of a crude 
oil, it is broadly concerned with an improved electrical 
coalescence process and apparatus therefor. It may be 
adapted to the breaking of any em uls ion, particularly 
aqueous emulsions. The invention is directed to a prec-
ess wherein the feed stream is subjected to the effect 
of an electrical field and is subsequently passed to a 
distinct and separate settling zone. The particular pres
sures and temperatures employed in such an operation 
are dependent upon the character of the stream being 
treated, as well as upon the type and concentration of 
the dispersed substances present. As pointed out, the 
present invention is more broadly concerned with an 
electrical desalting operation wherein the electrical treat
ing zone and the sett ling zone are separate and distinct 
areas, wherein chevron type coalescent surfaces are em
ployed in the settling zone, and wherei n the electrodes 

] 0 ly subject the stream to the effects of the electrical field 
irrespective of settling requirements while the settling 
stage is designed to secure rapid and efficient settling 
irrespective of electrical field requirements. 

The emulsification results from the extensive mixing 
15 of the respective phases which is necessary in order to 

secure the desi red removal of the salt. As pointed out, 
various de-emulsification agents may be used, as well 
as agents for the adjustment of the pH value. One agent 
of the latter class is sodium hydroxide which is usually 

20 employed in a concentration which varies from about 
0 to 15 lbs. of sodium hydroxide per thousand barrels 
of oil being desalted. The oil is usually heated to a 
temperature in the range from about 150° F. to 350° 
F. and maintained at a pressure in the range from about 

25 25 lbs. to 300 lbs. per square inch. In accordance wi th 
the preferred adaptation of the present invention, the oil 
is heated to a temperature in the range from about 220° 
F. to 270° F., and maintained at a pressure in the range 

30 
from about 100 lbs. to 250 lbs. per square inch gauge. 
The mixing is secured by pass ing the heated stream un
der pressure through a pressure-reducing valve or equiv
alent means so as to reduce the pressure th ereon. It 
is desirable to have a pressure drop of from about 25 

35 to 85 lbs. per square inch through the mixing valve. Ob
viously, if the feed stream contains a sufficient quantity 
of water, it may not be necessary to add additional wa
ter. A particularly desirable method of desalt ing a crude 
oil is to heat the same to a temperature of about 250° 

~O F. and to maintain the pressure on the stream at about 
220 lbs. to 240 lbs. per square inch gauge. This stream 
is passed through a pressure reducing valve or equiva
lent means wherein the pressu re is reduced , for exam-
ple, to about 140 to 150 lbs. per square inch gauge. 

are so arranged so as to increase the potential per uni t 4.3 
of sp~lcing in the direction of fluid flow. 

By utilizing the particular electrodes of the present in-
vention, unexpected desirable results are secured. In 
the first place, the use of such electrodes concentrates the 
electrostatic field and produces marked improvements 
in the coalescent action. Furthermore, the use of these 

In accordance with the present invention, the oil to 
be desalted is treated with a neutralizing agent, as for 
example, with a caustic or carbonate solution. The oil 
is then contacted with a chemica! de-emulsifying reagent 
and emulsified with water. It is preferred that the 
temperature of the water added be in the range of 150° 
F. to 250° F. preferably in the range f rom 190° F. to 

50 electrodes eliminates the channelling of oil flow through 
the electrode zone. A very distinct advantage of the 
present invention is that the electrodes utilize the vessel 
cross-sectional area very efficiently. 

to 220° F. The chemical reagent may be any known 
de-emulsification material suitable for aiding emulsion 55 
breaking. The emulsion is passed through an electrical 
zone wherein it is subjected to the effects of an electrical 
field set up between electrodes arranged so that the 
potential per unit of spacing increases in the direction 

What is claimed is: 
1. In apparatus for breaking emulsions which com-

prises a horizontally disposed vessel, an emulsion feed 
inlet at one end of said vessel, and outlet for oil and an 
outlet for water at the opposite end of said vessel , a plu
rality of spaced-apart electrodes within said vessel ad-

in which the oil flows. The voltage between the elec
trodes may be varied appreciably and may be in the 
range from about 5000 to 35,000 volts and higher ; a 
desirable voltage is in the range of from about 16,000 
to 20,000 volts. The respective phases flow from the 
electrical fi eld and are passed to a settling zone. 

The process involves emulsifying the feed strea m which 
may comprise a crude oil or any refinery stream con
tainin~ salt. The mixture of water and oil which may 
contain ?.dded chemicals is passed through a mixing 
zone, prefera bly a mixing valve or other equivalent 
mean:'. Ho"'ev::r, the preferred method of mixing is 
to pas~ the ~1rl"arn through a differential pressure control 
valve resulting in the formation of an emulsion. The 
emulsion in order to break the same is in troduced into a 
horizontal, preferably a cylindrical vessel containing elec-

GO jacent said inlet, means for imposing electrical potentials 
of opposite polarity on adjacent electrodes, and a plural
ity of coalescent surfaces disposed within said vessel in
termediate said electrodes and said outlets, the improve
ment which comprises an electrode arrangement includ-

6.3 ing an elongated horizontally disposed central electrode 
and at least one additional electrode coaxially arranged 
with respect to said central electrode, said electrode ar
rangement being such that, in the direction away from 
said inlet and toward said coaiescent surfaces, the spacing 

70 between adjacent electrodes decreases and the total ef
fective area presented by the electrodes in a given vertical 
cross section increases. 

2. An electrode arrangement as defined by claim I in
cluding an elongated central electrode of generally coni-

15 cal shape having its axis generally horizontal and its apex 
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s 
toward said inlet and a second electrode of generally 
frusto-conical shape surrounding said first electrode. 

3. In a process for removing salt from a liquid hydro
carbon which includes the steps of emulsifying said hy
drocarbon with water and flowing the resulting emulsion 
through an electrical treating zone where it is subjected 
to an electrical field and then to a settling zone wherein 
separatiOn between water and oil is effected, the im
provement which comprises applying said electrical field 
in said electrical treating zone by flowing said emulsion 
through an electrode arrangement providing decreased 
electrode spacing and increased total electrode area in the 
direction of fluid flow. 

5 
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It is a common practice in industry to extract 
a definite body from a mixture constituting a 
11quid phase by a solvent or a reagent also liquid 
and non-miscible or incompletely miscible with 

5 the mixture under consideration. 
For that purpose, use Is generally made of 

columns of the counter-current type, with or 
without an Inner 11ning, or a series of mixers 
provided with mechanical stirrers, followed by 

10 decanting apparatus ; according to certain proc
esses, the whole or a portion of the vapours of 
the solvent Is used , in columns, for mixing or 
moving the liquids. 

All these apparatus used have the !nconven-
15 fence of being either of !nsumclent emciency, or 

dimcult to carry Into practice, and are costly. 
The present invention has for its object a 

process which makes it possible to effect, con
tinuously, and by a single passage through a 

~Q simple and compact apparatus, the methodical 
and complete extraction or treatment of a liquid 
by another liquid acting as solvent or reagent. 

The process according to the Invention is 
mainly characterized by the fact that the cir-

::: :;,. culation and separation of the various prcducts: 
mixture to be treated, solvent or reagent, inter
mediate and final products, are automatically 
ensured by centrifugal force, which is used, for 
that purpose, under the following conditions: 

:JQ . <a> The liquids are caused to circulate on the 
counter-current principle, for example, in a 
multi-stage apparatus, for ensuring a methodi
cal and complete exhaustion of the mixture. 

(b) Both liquids (solvent or reagent and mix
:.;;J _ ture> are simultaneously caused to enter through 

fixed pipes, and they are simultaneously pro
jected on conical walls rotating at a high speed. 

<c> Preferably, use is made, conc~Jrrently with 
the movable walls, of fixed surfaces arranged 

40 very near the latter, so as to produce, by fric
tion, a thorough stirring and intimate mixing 
of the Uquids; this result can also be obtained 
by atomization, for Instance, under the acticn 
of the available pressure of the liquids. 

4.3 (d) The centrifugal force produces the sPpa-
ration of the emulsified mixture into concentric 

-- layers of different. densities, viz.: into a layer 
comprising the solvent or reagent loaded with 
the body to be extracted, and into another layer 

i:iO formed by the empoverished mixture. 
<e> The liquids of these various layers are 

separately drawn off by scoop-pipes similar t::~ 

those of centrifugal apparatus of the so-called 
"cream separator" type, these scoop pipes con-

5.5 vey!ng the various products as stated, that is to 

(CI. 196-45) 

sa'y on the counter-current principle and through 
several stages in which the above operations are 
repeated. 

When these operations are terminated, the sol
vent or reagent and the body It has carried along 5 
are separated by any suitable process, for in
stance by distillation, or again by a treatment 
according to a process similar to that indicated 
above. 

Of course, for carrying out the process the 10 
principle of which has just been set forth, It 
is possible to provide any suitable arrangements. 
capable of varying in the widest limits, accord
ing to the conditions of appl1catlon <nature of 
the products to be treated, of the operations to 15 
be effected, etc.> without departing thereby from 
the scope of the Invention. 

The number and variety of the possible appli
cations of this process are in fact very exten:. 
sive: for instance, and without this enumera- 20 
tlon being in any way limitative, there can be 
cited : the removal of tar from pyroligneous acids, 
removal of oil from methyl phlegms, purifica
tion of residual waters, extraction of acetic acid 
from its aqueous solutions, extraction of acetic 25 
acid from tars by washing with water, extrac
tion of ethyl and methyl alcohols from their mix
tures with ethers, separation of the anhydride
acetic acid mixture by petroleum, extraction of 
phenols, extraction of essential olls, acid or alkali 30 
treatments of petroleum on the counter-current 
principle, purification of olls and greases by 
oxidation or reduction, etc. 

Likewise, any suitable plant can be devised for 
carrying this process into practice and especially 35 
any suitable modifications, considering the par
ticular conditions of application, can be made 
in the dimensions of the apparatus, arrangement 
of the scooP-pipes, number of stages or of suc-
cessive treatments, etc. 40 

In certain cases it may be desirable or possible, 
comidering the complexity of the mixture, to 
discern more than two concentric layers capable 
of being simultaneously separated; additional 
scoop-pipes and partitions can then be provided 45 
and suitably arranged. 

Concerning that point, one may be led to draw 
off, in the form of sludge, a precipitate the den
sity of which will be comprised between those of 
both liquids. 50 

Likewise, it is possible to use as reagent a pul

verulent product which practically behaves as 
a liquid in the various partitions of the appa-· 
ratus, but, In this case, the scooP-pipes and mix
ing devices will of course be modlfied. This will 55 
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be done when a Uquld 1s treated by a . carbon or 
decolouring earth, for Instance. 

Furthermore, use can be made, without de
parting from the invention. of a centrifugal ap-

5 paratus rotating about an axis of orientation, 
the liquids can be introduced in said apparatus 
after previous coollng or reheating, and, conse
quently, the apparatus can be heat Insulated or 
heated, the operation can be effected In presence 

10 of any gas, under vacuum or under pressure, etc. 
By way of example , and in order that the in

vention may be more clearly understood, a form 
of construction of such an apparatus will be de
scribed hereinafter with reference to the accom-

15 panying drawings, this apparatus being adapted 
to be used for the extraction of a body dissolved 
in water, by means of a light solvent. · 

Fig. 1 Is an axial vertical section of the entire 
apparatus. 

20 Fig. 18 is a cross section made according to 
broken line V-V of Fig. 1. 

Fig. Jb is a partial section, on an enlarged scale, 
made according to line Z-Z of Fig. 18 • 

Figure 2 is a similar partial view of a modifi-

25 cation. 
This apparatus comprises a turbine body I, 

capable of. receiving a rapid movement of rota
tion from a suitable motor <not shown), for in
stance through the medium of a transmission 

30 comprising a belt, a pulley 2 and a shaft 3. 
This turbine rotates about a fixed hollow shaft 

4 which passes through one end thereof, pref
erably through a hydraulic joint 5 ensuring fluid
tightness. 

35 The shaft contains the inlet and outlet con-
duits for the products, viz. : a conduit 6 through 
which is admitted the mixture to be treated and 
a conduit 1 through which is admitted the sol
vent or reagent, a conduit 8 through which is 

40 discharged the exhausted mixture, and a conduit 
9 through which is discharged the solvent or re
agent loaded with the extracted product. The 
arrows in full Unes indicate the mixture to be 
treated and the arrows in broken lines, the sol-

46 vent or reagent. 
The body I is divided into six juxtaposed com

partments C1C2 . .. Ce by five annular partitions 
N1N2 ... Ns, and in each of these compartments 
are arranged two other annular partitions LtMt, 

50 IizM2 . .. LeMs, respectively; the partitions M1 

to Me have an outer diameter smaller than the 
inner diameter of the body I and the partitions 
Lt to Le have a diameter smaller than that of 
the partitions Mt to Ms. These partitions are ar-

55· ranged as follows: 
The partition M1 .. . Ms (each partition bears 

indicia of the compartment to the left of which 
it is located in Fig. 1) is arranged at right angles 

to the axis of the turbine, so that a passageway 

eo mt . . . ms is provideP. between its outer edge 

and the wall of the body I. 
To the right of the preceding partition 

M1 ... Ms is a partition L, ... Ls having a 

central frustum-shaped portion and the outer 
65 edge of which is offset relatively to that of 

M1 . . . Me, so as to provide a second peripheral 

passageway lt . . . ls. 
Finally, to the left of each o{ t he partitions 

70 M1 ... Ms. is a third partition Nt .. . Ns se
cured to the inner wall of the body I. 

Free narrow spaces D1 ... Ds exist betwten 
tt ! part itions L, M an d other nRrrow spaces 

Et . . . Es are provided between the partitions 

fl K.N. 

The decanting compartments alone are rela
tively large. 

The circulation of the products takes place 
moreover through fixed tubes, arranged in the 
following manner: 5 

The solution is led through the compartment 
Ct . . . Cs from right to left on the drawings 
through scoop-pipes /1 . . . /5 one end of which 
opens in the space comprised between the two 
partitions M, N and having an extension constl- 10 

tuted by a conduit 0:!, OJ . . . Oe terminating in 
an annular jet b2 • . • be opening very near the 

·frustum-shaped portion of the corresponding 
wall Ia ... Le. 

On the other hand, the solvent or reagent flows 15 
through the compartments Ce . . . Ct from left 
to right on the drawings through scoop pipes cs, 
cs, C4, CJ which extend from the compartment 
bearing the same indicia and leads to the an-
nular jet b bearing a lower indicia. 20 

The Inlet ends of the scoop-pipes are so ar
ranged that the liquids enter therein by Inertia. 

The conduit 6 through which is admitted the 
solution terminates In a conduit Ot and an an
nular jet bt opening in proximity . to the wall Lt 26 
and to which leads the scoop-pipe C2; the ends 
of these pipes extend through a relatively im
portant arc of the circumference of the appa
ratus as diagrammatically indicated in Fig, 1a. 
The distance separating the fixed and movable 30 
surfaces is so adjusted as to ensure satisfactory 
emulsion of the solution and solvent. 

The discharge conduit 9 for the extracted prod
uct is fed by a scoop-pipe C1 opening In the com-
-partment Ct. 35 

The inlet conduit 1 for the solvent or reagent 
opens in the last annular jet bs. 

Finally, the discharge conduit I for the ex
hausted solution extends down, in the compart-
ment Cs, beyond the last partition Ls. 40 

The operation Is as follows: ' 
The solution to be treated, admitted through I 

and o ,, is projected by the jet bt on the frustum
shaped portion of the wall Lt, at the same time as 
the solvent or reagent which has already passed 46 
through the five compartments Cs . . . C2 and 
is led to this jet b1 by the scoop-pipe C2. 

Both liquids, Intimately_ mixed, thus enter the 
mixing space or chamber Dt in which the ex-
haustion of the solution begins. 60 

These liquids are subjected to the action of 
centrifugal force and, owing to their diJference 

of density and of their non-mlsclbllity, they sep

arate and form two concentric annular layers Pt, 
P2, the outer layer Pt being formed by the solu- 151 
tion, which is the heavier, and the inner layer 
P2 by the solvent. · 

The separating surface X-X of the two lay
ers reaches ,. during ·the rotation, a level which 
depends on the radial distance separating the 60 
inlet ends of the scoop pipes Ct and /1, C2 and /2, 
etc. , and on the density of the liquids treated, 
and this ra dial distance is so adjusted that in 
each compartment the said surface of separation 
XX is located at a distance from the axis of ro- 151 
tation at most equal t.o the radius of the respec

tive disc Lt or Ia . . . , and however large enoUgh 
in order that the layer of soivent comprised be
tween the level XX and the level YY of the 
inlet ends of the solvent scoop-pipes C1C2 • • • • , 70 
should have a sumclent thickness. 

The solvent of the layer P2 is drawn of! through 
the scoop-pipe c1 and discharged through the 
conduit 9, whilst the solution, passing through mt 
and E1 is drawn of! through the jet /1 and sent, 71 
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through 0,, b:l, into the compartment C2, at 
the same time as the solvent coming from the 
compartment C3 passes through the scoop-pipe c3. 

The exhaustion thus progressively proceeds in 

0 the various compartments through which pass, 
on the one hand, the solution and, on the other 
hand, the solvent or reagent, according to the 
counter-current principle. 

According to the modification illustrated in · 
10 Fig. 2 each space D is supplied with a mixture of 

solvent and solution througn a double jet having 
two concentric orifices: the Inner jet serves for 
the admission of the solution, which Is sent to it 
from one compartment by a scoop-pipe f, and 

l6 the outer Jet c', serves for the admission of the 
solvent, which is sent to it from the next compart
ment through a scoop-pipe c" 

I claim: 
1. An ai)paratus for removing at least one of 

20 the constituents from a liquid mixture by cen
trifugation of the mixture and scooping the sep
arate llquid layers, comprising a drum rotatively 
mounted and laterally bounded by two annular 
discs, arranged for forming with the drum an 

26 inner annular compartment, means for causing 
this drum to rotate at a high speed, two an
nular discs secured within this drum and ar
ranged for dividing said annular compartment 
Into a lateral space of great width, a narrow 

30 intermediate space and a narrow lateral space, 
the disc limiting the narrow lateral space ex
tending outwardly to a small distance from the 
periphery of the drum, and the disc separating 
the intermediate space from the space of great 

36 width extending outwardly to a greater distance 
from the periphery of said drum, a fixed nozzle 
opening at the Inner periphery of said drum, 
in the intermediate space and directed towards 
the annular disc separating this space from the 

40 space of great width, a supply piping opening in 
this nozzle and adapted to lead from the ex
terior the mixture of llquids to be treated, a sup
ply piping also opening in this nozzle and adapted 
to convey the solvent in the latter, a scoop-pipe 

45 extending from the lateral space of great width 
and adapted to evacuate the solvent laden with 
the constituent to be removed from the mixture, 
and a scoop-pipe extending from the narrow lat
eral space and adapted to evacuate the treated 

60 and exhausted mixture. · 
2. An apparatus for removing at least one of 

the constituents from a liquid mixture as claimed 
In claim 1, In which the inner peripheral portion 
of the disc separating the intermediate space 

M from the space of great width, has a portion in 
the shape of a conical surface. 

3. An apparatus for removing at least one of 
the constituents from a liquid mixture, as claimed 
in claim 1, in which the outlet orifice of said 

60 nozzle opens against the portion in the shape of 
a conical surface separating the intermediate 
space from the space of great width, said orifice 
being very close to said conical surface. 

4. An apparatus for removing at least one of 
66 the constituents from a liquid mixture, as claimed 

In claim 1, in which the end of the scoop-pipe ex
tending from the lateral space of great width and 
the end of the scoop-pipe extending from the 
narrow lateral space, are directed in a direction 

10 reverse to the direction of rotation of the drum. 
5. An apparatus operating on the counter

current principle for removing at least one of 
the constituents from a liquid mixture as claimed 
In claim 1, in which the drum is internally di-

76 vlded into a series of annular compartments, 

each of which is divided into a lateral space of 
great width, a narrow intermediate space and a 
narrow lateral space, and has a nozzle within 
each intermediate space, the piping adapted to 
convey the mixture of liquids to be treated open
ing in the last nozzle at one of the ends of the 
drum, the piping adapted to convey the solvent 
opening in the last nozzle at the other end of the 
drum, the narrow lateral space of each com
partment being connected to the nozzle of the fol- 10 
lowing compartment, relatively to the direction of 
circulation of the mixture being treated, by a 
scoop-pipe, and the space of great width of 
each compartment being connected to the nozzle 
of the following compartment, relatively to the l:i 
direction of circulation of the solvent, by an
other scoop-pipe. 

6. A method for extracting a body from a com
plex liquid mixture by means of an auxiliary 
body acting as solvent or reagent on said body ~0 
to be extracted, this auxiliary body being liquid 
and nonmiscible with the liquid mixture to be 
treated, said method consisting in introducing to
gether the liquid mixture to be treated and the 
auxiliary body into a rotary vessel where they come :.!l 
in intimate contact, then separate in the form 
of concentric layers under the influence of cen
trifugal force, one of the layers being especially 
constituted by the auxiliary body and that of the 
liquid bodies it has dissolved, and the other layer 30 

being especially constituted by the impoverished 
liquid mixture, and in continuously t;xtractlng 
from each oi these layers the portion situated 
nearest the axis of rotation by a scooping opera-

tion. 35 
7. A method for extracting a body [rom a com

plex liquid mixture by means of an auxiliary body 
acting as solvent or reagent on said body to be 
extracted, this auxiliary body being liquid and 
ncnmiscible with the liquid mixture to be treated, 40 
said method consisting in introducing together 
the liquid mixture to be treated and the auxiliary 
body into a rotary chamber where they come In 
intimate contact, then separate in the form of 
concentric layers under the iafiuence of centrlf- 45 
ugal force, one of the layers being especially con
stituted by the auxiliary body and that of the 
liquid bod!es it has dissolved, and the other layer 
being especially constituted by the impoverished 
liquid mixture, in continuously extracting from 60 
each of these layers the portion situated nearest 
the axis of reLation by a scooping operation, and 
in discharging the liquids thus extracted respec
tively in two other rotary chambers where they 
again separate in the form of concentric layers 55 
and so on, . so that the solution ·circulates in one 
direction and is consequently enriched with the 
body to be extracted, and the impoverished liquid 
mixture insoluble in the auxiliary body circulates 
in the reverse direction and is consequently purl- 60 
fied, the evacuation and transfer of the liquids 
from one chamber to another being always pro
duced by scooping out from portions of said liquid 
layers situated the nearest to the axis of rotation. 

8. In a process of treating one liquid substance 65 
with another liquid substance of different density 
containing a solvent or reagent for a part of the 
first liquid substance, the steps of centrifugally 
stratifying ~aid liquid substances in concentric 
layers about an axis, causing said layers while 70 
subject to centrifugal force to flow beside one 
another in a direction transverse to said axis 
against the action of centrifugal force in sepa
rated, non-contacting portions each having Its 
surface nearest said axis free and substantially 76 
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parallel to the axis, and continuously scooping 
both liquid substances by their force of rotation 
from said separated portions. 

9. In a process of treating one liquid substance 

0 with another liquid substance of dltierent density 
containing a solvent or reagent for a part of the 
first liquid substance, the steps of centrifugally 
stratifying said llquid substances in concentric 
layers about an axis, caus1ng said layers while 

10 subject to centrifugal force to flow beside one 
another in a direction transverse to said axis 
against the action of centrifugal force in sepa
rated, non-contacting portions each having its 
surface nearest said axis free and substantially 

1.:; parallel to the axis, continuously scooping both 
llquid substances by their force of rotation from 
said separated portions, and repeatedly subject
ing said scooped layers in counter-current with 
one another after commingling them with one 

20 another to such centrifugal and scooping opera
tions. 

10. In a process of treating one llquid sub
stance with another liquid substance of different 
density containing a solvent or reagent for a part 

~ .; of the first liquid substance, the steps of causing 
a continuous flow of said liquids in counter-cur
rent to one another through a centrifugal ma
chine having several annular compartments, in 
each compartment centrifugally stratifying said 

:m liquid substances in concentric layers about an 
axis, causing said layers while subject to centrif
ugal force to flow beside one another in a direc
tion transverse to said axis against the action of 
centrifugal force in separate, non-contacting por-

:1.> tions each having its surface nearest said axis 
free and substantially parallel to the axis, con
tinuously scooping both llquid substances by their 
force of rotation from the free surfaces thereof 
in · each compartment, and repeatedly leading 

40 said scooped layers in counter-current to one 
another from compartment to compartment by 
their force of rotation. 

11. In a process of treating one llquid sub
stance with another llquid substance of different 

45 density containing a solvent or reagent for a part 
of the first liquid substance, the steps of causing 
a continuous flow of said liquids in counter-cur
rent to one another through a centrifugal ma
chine having several annular compartments, in 

:;o each compartment centrifugally stratifying said 
llquid substances in concentric layers about an 
axis, causing said layers while subject to cen
trifugal force to flow beside one another in a 
direction transverse to said axis against the 

.; .; action of centrifugal force in separate, non
contacting portions each having its surface near
est said axis free and .subst5.ntially parallel to the 
axis, contirmow;!y scooping both llquid sub
stances by tneir force of rotation from the free 

;,;, ~urff.~es thereof in each compartment, repeatedly 
leading said scoopPtj layers in counter-current to 
one another from compartment to compartment 
by their force of rotation, and finally scooping 
one repeatedly treated llquid from the first ccim-

li .i partment and the other repeatedly treated llquid 
!rem the last compartment. 

12. In a process of treating liquid hydrocarbons 
with acids, the steps of causing a continuous flow 
of said hydrocarbons and acids in counter-cur-

711 rent to another through a centrifugal machine 
having several annular compartments, in each 
compartment centrifugally stratifying said hy
drocarbons and acids in concentric layers abou~ 

an axis, causing said layers while subject to cen-
;;; trifugal force to. flow beside one another tn n 

direction transverse to said axis against the 
action of centrifugal force in separated, non
contacting portions each having its surface near
est said axis free and substantially parallel to 
the axis, continuously scooping said hydrocar- 6 
bons and acids by their force of rotation from 
said separated portions, and repeatedly leading 
said scooped hydrocarbons and acids in counter
current to one another from compartment to 
compartment by their force of rotation. 10 

13. In a process of treating liquid hydrocarbons 
with alkalies, the steps of causing a continuous 
flow of said hydrocarbons and alkalies in counter
current to one another through a centrifugal ma
chine having several annular compartments, in I.J 
each compartment centrifugally stratifying said 
hydrocarbons and alkalies in concentric layers 
about an axis, causing said layers while subject to 
centrifugal force to flow beside one another in a 
direction transverse to said axis against the action 20 
of centrifugal force in separated, non-contacting 
portions each having its surface nearest said axis 
free and substantially parallel to the axis, contin
uously scooping said hydrocarbons and alkalies by 
their force of rotation from said separated por- :!.1 

tions, and repeatedly leading said scooped hydro
carbons and alkalies in counter-current to one 
another from compartment to compartment by 
their force of rotation. 

14. In a process of treating one liquid substance .:o 
with another liquid substance of different density 
containing a solvent or reagent for a part of the 
first liquid substance, the steps of centrifugally 
stratifying said liquid substances about an axis in 
concentric layers separated by an intermingled :;.; 
layer, continuously leading further liquid sub
stances into the intermingled layer between said 
concentric layers, and causing said separated 
layers while subject to centrifugal force by their . 
difference in specific gravity to flow separated by 40 
walls beside one another in a direction transverse 
to said axis, each separated layer having its sur
face nearest said axis free and substantially par
allel to said axis, and continuously scooping each 
separated layer by its force of rotation. 4.; 

15. In a centrifugal separator, a compartment 
mounted to rotate about an axis and having its 
portion remote from the axis closed, a partition in 
said compartment transverse to said axis dividing 
the compartment into two sections and providing :;o 
a passage betweeft said sections adjacent the out
side of the compartment, and means to feed a 
mixture of liquids into one of said sections at a 
point closer to the axis than said passage but 
further from the axis than the inner edge of said :;.; 
partition, and means to scoop llquid from each 
of said sections in the portion adjacent said axis. 

16. In a centrifugal separator, a compartment 
mounted to rotate about an axis and having its 
portion remote from the axis closed, a pair of 00 
partitions in said compartment dividing the same 
into sections and extending transversely to the 
said axis, the first of said partitions providing a 
passage between two of said sections adjacent the 
outside of the compartment, the second partition tJJ 

terminating closer to the axis of the shaft than the 
innermost point of said passage, means to feed a 
mixture of liquids to the section between said 
partitions, and means to scoop liquid from each 
of the outer sections in the portion adjacent said 70 
axis. 

17. In a centrifugal separator, a compar tment 
mounted to rotate about an axis and having its 
portion remote from the axis closed, a pair of par
titions in said compartment dividing the same into ~ "' 
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sections and extending transversely to the aald 
axis, the first of said partitions providing a pas
sage between two of said sections adjacent the 
outside of the compartment, the second partition 

5 terminating closer to the axis of the shaft than 
the innermost point of said passage, means to 
feed a mixture of liquids to a section on one side 
of said second partition, and means to scoop 
liquid from each of the other two sections in the 

10 portion adjacent said axis. 
18: A centrifugal separator comprising a series 

of compartments mounted side by side for rota
tion about an axis, each compartment having its 
portion remote from the axis closed, a partition in 

15 said compartment transverse to said axis divid
ing the compartment Into two sections and pro
viding a passage between said sections adjacent 
the outside of the compartment, means to scoop 

liquid from each of said sections in the portion 
adjacent said axis, means to mix the liquid 
scooped from the second section of each com
partment except the last of the series with the 
liquid scooped from the first compartment of the 5 
second succeeding compartment of the series, 
means for mixing the liquid scooped· from the 
second section of the next to last compartment 
and from the first section of the second compart
ment of the series with fresh liquid, means for 10 
introducing such mixed liquids Into the inter
mediate sections at points closer to the axis than 
said passages but further from the axis t~.an the 
inner edges of said partitions, and means to re
move liquids scooped from the first section of the 15 
first compartment and the second section of the 
last compartment. 

CHARLES COUTOR. 
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The invention relates to an apparatus for con- such a manner that the above drawbacks of the 
tacting continuously and countercurrently two usual countercurrent stirred column are obviated. 
non-miscible or only partly miscible liquids of It is a further object of the invention to 1m-
different specific gravities such contacting being prove the structure of the partitions separating 
usually performed with the object of withdrawing 5 the mixing and settling zones, so as to improve 
one or more components from one liquid with the the transfer of material from and to the mixing 
aid of the other liquid as, e. g., in extracting or zones. 
washing operations, or with the object of subject- Other objects of the invention will be apparent 
ing one liquid to a chemical treatment with the from a reading of this specification. 
other. The invention more particularly relates to 10 In subsequent discussion and in the claims to 
improvements in an apparatus of the type where- avoid confusion the term wall has been used to 
in a horizontal, inclined, or vertical tube or shell designate the structures which subdivide the 
is provided with transverse perforated partitions, settling zone whereas the term partition ha<> been 
subdividing the shell into a connected series of reserved to designate the structures which sepa-
alternating mixing and settling zones and where- 15 rate the mixing and settling zones. 
in the two liquids pass t!1rough these mixing and The apparatus according to the invention, com-
settling zones in opposite directions ; certain fea- prises a connected series of alternating mixing 
tures of the invention may, however, also be em- and settling zones arranged to cause the two liq-
ployed in devices wherein the mixing and settling uids to pass in opposite directions through the 
zones are not arranged in the same shell. The 20 mixing and settling zones countercurrently to one 
stirring devices present in each mixing zone in another and one or more walls in each intermedi-
the preferred embodiment may be mounted on a ate settling zone arranged to subdivide the 
common rotatable shaft extending in the longi- settling zone into at least two spaces, one space 
tudinal direction of the tube or shell and turned being in direct communication with only one of 
by a pulley. 25 the mixing zones adjacent to the said intermedi-

An apparatus of this general type is described ate settling zone, and another space being in 
in United States Patent No. 2,154,713. It pro- direct communication only with the other mixing 
vides a settler between every two mixers, in which zone adjacent to said intermediate settling zone 
settler the separation of the liquid phases con- The wall or walls are provided with openings lo-
tained in the mixtures leaving the mixing zones :;o cated at different levels, and the walls are prefer-
should take place and from which the separated ably substantially imperforate between the levels 
liquids should be fed again to the mixing zones in of said holes, so that only the lighter liquid sep-
such a manner that in all settling zones one liq- arated in the settling zone flows through the 
uid flows toward one end of the tube and the opening at the higher level and only the heavier 
other liquid flows in the opposite direction. Be- 3J liquid flows through the opening at the lower 
cause in such a device each intermediate settling level. By this arrangement mixing of mixtures 
zone receives mixtures from the two adjacent from two different mixers and the return of a 
mixing zones and is in direct communication with liquid to a preceding mixing or settling zone is 
both of these zones, it is unavoidable, especially minimized or obviated. The mixing and settling 
if the stirring devices are capable of effecting an 40 zones may be separate units connected witll con-
intensive circulation in the settler, not only that duits, but are preferably located within a single 
the liquid already treated in a mixing zone is re- cylindrical shell as illustrated. Such a shell may 
turned to the same mixing zone--which in- be placed in any position, such as from 0 to 90° 
herently reduces the capacity of the apparatus- from the horizontal, the only requirement being 
but also, what is even more objectionable, that 45 that the walls dividing the settling zones into 
this liquid is returned to the preceding settling spaces be not horizontal so as to permit open-
zone and from there is allowed to enter the pre- ings in the walls to be located at different levels. 
ceding mixing zone resulting in a decrease of the This may, in certain installations, require that 
emciency of the treatment per stage and thus in the walls be not perpendicular to the axis of the 
the case of extraction in a decrease of the sharp- 50 shell. 
ness of the separation. Figure I is a sectional elevation view of one pre-

It is an object of the invention to prov1de an ferred embodiment of the invention. 
apparatus of the type described wherein S'Jitable Figure II is a cross-sectional view taken on 
structures, such as perforated walls, are provided section line II-II of Figure I. 
in the settlers between any two mixing zones in 55 Figure III is a fragmental sectional elevation 
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view of a modified apparatus wherein two walls 
are provided in the settling zone. 

Figure IV illustrates a fragmental section of 
an apparatus provided with modified partitions 
between mixing and settling zones. 

Figure V is a cross-sectional view taken on 
section line V-V of Figure IV showing the modi
fied partition. 

Figures VI, VIII and IX are sectional views 
similar to Figure V showing modified arrange
ments of the holes in the partitions. 

Figure VII is a fragmental section of an ap
par~tus similar to Figure IV illustnitidg a further 
modification in the partitions wherein certain 
bi:>enings are omitted. 

Referring to Figure I, I is an inclined cylin
tlrical shell carried by suitable supports 2 and 
3 and subdivided by partitions 4a, 4b, 4e, 4d, 4a', 
4b', 4e' and 4d', etc., formed of perforated plates 
or sieves to provide alternating mixing and set
tling zones. Any suitable number of partitions 
may be provided, only four mixing zones Sa, 5b, 
5a', 5b' with intermediate settling zones 6 and 6' 
in addition to end zones 1 and 8 being illustrated. 
Walls 9 and 9' divide their respective settling 
zones into sub zones or spaces I Oa, I Db, I Oa' and 
fOb'. The walls 9 and 9' at the top and bottom 
are perforated by openings I fa, I fb, I fa' and I fb' 
respectively. The space I Oa is in direct com
munication only with the mixing zone 5a while 
the space I Db is in direct communication only 
with the mixing zone 5b. 

A common shaft I 2 carries agitators I 3a, I 3b, 
I 3a' and I 3b' such as propellers or stirring rods, 
and is turned by pulley I 4 to provide mixing in 
the mixing zones. 

Valves I 5 and I 6 control the feed to and out
flow from the end settling zone 1 while valves 
I 1 and I 8 similarly control the outflow from and 
feed to end settling zone 8. 

Referring to Figure I, a light liquid A is fed 
from the left through valve I 5 and a heavy liquid 
B from the right through valve I 8. These liquids 
pass through the apparatus countercurrently, 
and are repeatedly contacted with each other in 
the mixing zones so as to interact the light liquid 
A leaving the apparatus through valve I 1 and the 
heavy liquid B through valve 16. 

During the operation of the apparatus a mix
ture is thus continuously produced in the mix
ing zones, which mixture, owing to, inter alia, 
the centrifugal effect and the differences in spe
cific gravity, moves to the adjoining settling 
zones in which separation takes place. The re
gions within the shell zones containing mixtures 
of liquids have been indicated diagrammatically 
in the drawing by dots, regions containing single 
phases being left unmarked. The mixture fed 
into the settling zone stratifies, i. e., the light 
liquid rises and the heavy liquid descends so 
that the mixture has above it the separated liquid 
A and below it the liquid B. The space I Oa re
ceives the mixture only from mixing zone 5a, 
and the space I Db receives the mixture only from 
mixing zone 5b. Now it is the intention that of 
the stratified phases at the top only the A liquid 
should pass from the left-hand space I Oa to the 
right in order to enter mixing zone 5b whilst at 
the bottom only the B liquid should pass from 
the right-hand space I Ob to the left in order to 
reach mixing zone 5a. To this end openings I I a 
and I I b of suitable size, through which the two 
liquids move in the said directions as shown by 
the single-headed arrows, have been made in the 
wall 9 at top and bottom. The shell is shown 

placed slightly inclined, so as to obtain the dis
placement in the desired direction by a rising 
of the light and a falling of the heavy liquid, 
although such inclination is not essential. 

5 The walls 9 and 9' perform two distinct func-
tions: they prevent the mixing of the two mix
tures of liquids from the spaces I Oa and I Db, 
etc., which mixtures were produced in different 
mixing zones and are, therefore, in different 

10 stages of treatment; and they prevent the mov
ing of the liquids separated from these mixtures 
by settling in the undesired direction, thereby 
preventing flow to a mixing or settling zone 
where the liquid in question is still in a previous 

15 stage of treatment. In other words, the per
forated wall only enables mixing of the separated 
liquids in the direction in which the liquid in 
question flows through the apparatus. Thus, the 
light liquid A in space I Db, which is already in 

20 a further stage of treatment than that in I Oa, 
cannot return to space IDa, and thence to mixing 
zone 5a, in which case the efficiency of the treat
ment would be reduced. 

Referring to Figure III, the construction is 
25 similar to that shown in Figure I, reference char

acters I, 4a, 5b, 4e, 4d, 5a, 5b, I 2, I 3a and I 3b 
designating the same elements. In this modifi
cation the settling zone between the mixing zones 
5a and 5b is provided with two walls 9a and 9b, 

30 thereby separating the settling zone into ter
minal spaces I Oa and I Db (in direct communica
tion with mixing zones 5a and 5b, respectively) 
and an intermediate space I De. The walls 9a 
and 9b are provided with holes I fa and I fb, as 

35 described for Figures I and II. 
The intermediate space I De permits liquid en

trained with the material fiowing through the 
holes I fa and I fb to settle out. Thus, the reavy 
liquid B moving to the left from the space I Db 

40 may contain an undesirable amount of the liquid 
A because the mixture in the space I Db is not 
entirely quiescent. This entrained liquid A rises 
in the intermediate space I De, wherein substan
tially no agitation obtains. The heavy liquid B 

45 which flows through the bottom opening I fb of 
the wall 9a to the space I Oa is thereby substan
tially free from the liquid A. In the same man
ner the light liquid A flowing from the space IDa 
is, in the space I De, freed from entrained liquid B. 

50 The fewer superfluous circulation currents 
there are the more rapid will be the demixing 
or stratification in the settling zones. Circula
tion Ci. e., two way flow) between a particular 
mixing zone and the adjacent settling zone is, of 

li5 course, necessary, because only one of the two 
liquids should move from said settling zone to the 
next mixing zone, whereas the other liquid must 
return to the said particular mixing zone. For 
bringing about this necessary circulation inclina-

60 tion of the shell or provision of pumps are not 
necessary; the disturbance of the equilibrium due 
to the mixing is sufficient. Thus, this mixing 
produces in the mixing zone of a dispersion hav
ing a density intermediate the densities of the· 

65 separated liquids A and B in the settling zone. 
The separated liquids therefore flow through the 
openings at top and .bottom of the partitions 4a,. 
etc., from the settling zones to the mixing zones, 
whilst the mixture flows at an intermediate lever 

70 from the mixing zones to the settling zones._ 
Owing to the centrifugal effect of the rotating 
stirring_ devices, however, the liquids in the mix
ing. zone near the shaft I 2 will be caused to fiow 

7-tS radially outward in tl).e mixing zone, drawing in 
material from the settling zone near the shaft. 
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This sets up a circulation in the settling zone 
in the direction from the circumference of the 
tube to the center, as shown by the double
headed arrows in Figure III. This superfluous 
circulation causes an increased consumption of IS 
energy and a decrease of the capacity of a given 
apparatus. Now according to the invention one 
may prevent this superfluous circulation due to 
centrifugal effect by providing the connections 
between mixing zones and settling zones in an 10 
otherwise closed partition at points substantially 
spaced from the shaft, preferably adjacent to the 
shell and at equal distances from the center line 
of the rotating shaft. In order to maintain the 
circulation resulting from the disturbance of the 15 
equilibrium by the mixing action, openings have 
been provided at least both at the level of the 
rotating shaft and above and below it. This is 
illustrated in Figures IV and V. 

caused by the rotation of the stirrers 13a, 13b, 
etc., through these openings into the settling 
zone. It has been found that the radial slots 
offer great resistance to flow in a direction hav
ing a tangential as well as an axial component 
with respect to the shell. 

It will be observed that the current in the 
upper left-hand part of the settling zone in Fig
ure IV and that in the lower right-hand part 
both shown by the double-headed arrows are 
such as to cause the movement of the liquid A 
or B to counteract the movement required to 
create a continuous flow of A or B through the 
whole apparatus. From this point of view it may, 
therefore, in certain cases be better to omit the 
group of upper inlet openings 20a of partitions 
19b and 19d, and the group of lower inlet open
ings 20b of partitions 19a and 19c altogether, or 
to reduce their size or to provide them at a level 
nearer the center of the shaft. 

One example of such an arrangement is shown 
in Figure VII, wherein all reference characters 
indicate the same elements as in Figure IV, but 
the openings 20a in partitions 19b and 19d and 
the openings 20b in partitions 19a and 19c are 
omitted. 

Besides the causes of circulation between a 
mixing zone and the adjoining settling zone al
ready considered, another cause of such circula-

Referring to Figures IV and V, reference num- 20 
bers I, 9, 12, 13a and 13b designate the same ele
ments as in Figure I. The device in these figures 
differs only in that the sieve-like partitions 4a, 
etc., are replaced by partitions 19a, 19b, 19c, and 
19d, which are imperforate except for the radial 25 
inlet openings 20a and 20b at the top and bottom 
and the radial outlet openings 2 I a and 21 b at 
about the level of the shaft 12. The distribution 
and shape of the radial openings is shown in 
Figure V. 

The circulation of the mixture and of the 
separated liquids between the mixing zone and 
the settling zone adjoining it are shown in Fig
ures IV and V by the double-headed arrows, the 
flow of the separated liquids between the spaces 35 
of the settling zone being shown by the single
headed arrows. The mixture formed leaves the 
mixing zone through the openings 2 I a and 21 b 
situated at the level of the shaft and the sepa
rated liquids return to the mixing zone through 40 
the top and the bottom openings. If these cur
rents are compared with those, as shown in Fig
ure III, caused by the centrifugal effect, it is 
found that, on account of their direction, the 
currents according to Figures IV and V, are 45 
much more favorable with a view to creating a 
place of comparative quiescence and with pure 
liquids A and B at the top and bottom, respec
tively, of the settling zone near wall 9; the di
mensions of the settling zone, measured in the 50 
direction of the shaft, may then be smaller. 

30 tion may be mentioned. The rotation in a single 
direction of the stirrers involves that the distri
bution of light and heavy liquids over the mixing 
zone is asymmetrical with respect to a vertical 

The intensity of the circulation thus created 
by the disturbance of the equilibrium depends, 
besides on the difference in specific gravity be
tween the two liquids, on the vertical distance 55 
between the outlet openings 21 a and 21 b and 
the inlet opening 20a as well as on the vertical 
distance from the outlet opening to the inlet 
opening 20b. If, with the openings 20a and 20b 
provided right at the top and at the bottom, 60 
this circulation should be too intensive, outlet 
openings 20a' and 20b' may be provided at levels 
nearer to the level of the outlet openings 21 a' 
and 2 I b' as shown in Figure VI. 

One may also provide all the openings, not on 65 
the circumference of the partition, but at smaller 
equal distances from axis of the shell. 

Attention may be drawn to the shape of the 
openings 2Da, 20b, 21a and 21b in partition 19a, 70 
etc., as shown in Figures V and VI; each of them 
consists of a number of radial slots. The object 
of this shape is to prevent propagation of the 
rotation of the liquid mixture in the mixing zone 
about the axis of the tube, which rotation is 75 

plane through th~ shaft of the stirring device, in 
such a manner that in the horizontal plane 
through the shaft the percentage of heavy liquid 
in the mixture is higher on the side of the shaft 
where the stirrers rise than on the side where 
they move downwards. The differences in pres
sure corresponding to this non-uniform distribu
tion create a compensating circulation current 
extending through the settling zone in a hori
zontal plane from the opening past which the 
stirrers rise to that past which the stirrers move 
downwards. In order to avoid this undesirable 
circulation the outlet openiDgs through which 
the mixture flows from the mixing zone to the 
settling zone may be displaced circumferentially 
in the direction of rotation of the stirring device, 
so that these openings come to lie at levels where 
the mixture in the mixing zone has practically 
the same composition. 

A modified form of the partition wherein the 
outlet holes 2 l a" and 2 l b" are located in this 
manner to avoid circulation currents due to 
asymmetrical distribution of light and heavy 
liquids is shown in Figure VIII. The direction of 
rotation of the shaft is indicated by the arrow 
23. The inlet openings 20a" and 2Db" are lo
cated at the top and bottom, but may be located 
as shown in Figure VI. 

It is also possible to provide one or more open
ings for the passage of mixture from the mixing 
zone to the settling zone on one side of the shaft 
only. Such an arrangement is shown in Figure 
IX, showing the inlet openings 20a'" and 20b"' 
and only one group of outlet openings 2la'". 

Each of the figures shows only part of the com
plete apparatus, which may be equipped with a 
large number of mixing and settling zones con
nected in series. The apparatus in Figure I may 
be conceived to consist of a number of sections, 
separated by the walls 9, 9', etc., each of which 
comprises a central mixing zone and settling 
space on both sides thereof; one of these settling 
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spaces supplies the separated A liquid treated in rotatable shaft, said shaft running longitudinal· 
these sections to the adjoining section, the other ly through said shell whereby said liquids can: 
settling zone supplies the B liquid to the other fiow in opposite directions through said mixing 
adjoining section. and settling zones and a wall in an intermediate 

The apparatus may be adapted in a known ~ settling zone dividing said settling zone into 
manner to the distribution of the components of spaces, one space being in direct communication 
a third liquid C over the two liquids A and B, with only one of the mixing zones adjacent to the 
which for this purpose is fed into one of the mix. settling zone and another space being in direct ,..-· 
ing zones at an intermediate point between the communication with the other adjacent mixing 
two ends of the apparatus. 10 zone only and openings in said wall for the pas-

I claim as my invention: sage of the liquids located at different levels, the 
1. Apparatus for contacting continuously and openings conducting the denser liquid being sit-

countercurrently two at least partially immisci- uated at a lower level than the opening conduct-
ble liqUids of different densities comprising a Ion- ing the lighter liquid, said openings being at the 
gitudinal cylindrical shell, a plurality of parti- 15 outer edges of said wall, and said wall being 
tions situated transversely to the axis of said otherwise substantially imperforate. 
shell subdividing the shell into a series of alter- 5. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the 
nating mixing and settling zones, inlet openings partitions between the mixing and settling zones 
in said partitions for the fiow of liquid from the contain at least two outlet openings located sub-
settling zones into the mixing zones, outlet open- 20 stantially diametrically opposite to each other, 
ings in said partitions for the fiow of a mixture one opening being slightly above and the other 
of liquids from the mixing zones into the two set- slightly below the level of the shaft at the posi-
tling zones, adjacent each mixing zone, a stirring tion of the respective partitions. 
device in each mixing zone mounted on a com- 6. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the 
mon rotatable shaft, said shaft running longitu- 25 outlet openings in the partitions between the 
dinally through said shell, .whereby said liquids mixing and settling zones are situated approxi-
can fiow in opposite directions through said mix- mately at the level of the shaft of the stirring de-
ing and settling zones, and a wall in an inter- vice at the position of the respective partitions 
mediate settling zone dividing said settling zone and are provided on one side of the shaft only. 
into spaces, said wall being substantially im- 30 7. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the 
perforate except for · openings at its outer edges , outlet openings in the partitions between a mix-
one space being in direct communication with ing zone and a settling zone are shaped as radial 
only one of the mixing zones adjacent to the slots radially arranged with respect to the shaft 
settling zone and another space being in direct of the stirring device. 
communication with the other adjacent mixing 35 8. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the 
zone only, and openings in said wall for the pas- inlet openings in the partitions between the mix-
sage of the liqUids located at different levels. ing and settling zones are situated at a substan-

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, where- tial distance from the extreme top and bottom 
in the shaft of the stirring devices is located of the partitions. 
substantially at the center of the shell and the 40 9. Apparatus for contacting continuously and 
openings in the partitions between the mixing countercurrently two at least partially immisci-
and settling zones are situated at substantial ble liquids of different densities comprising in 
distances from the shaft. combination a series of alternating mixing and 

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, where- settling zones connected by suitable inlet and 
in the shaft of the stirring devices is located sub- 45 outlet conduits, said mixing zones being provided 
stantially at the center of the shell and the with mixing means, said inlet and outlet conduits 
openings in the partitions between the mixing being arranged to permit the two liqUids to fiow 
and settling zones are situated at substantial dis- in opposite directions through said mixing and 
tances from the shaft, and at equal distances settling zones and a transverse wall, which is in-
from the center line of the rotating shaft. 50 clined to the horizontal, in an intermediate set-

4. Apparatus for contacting continuously and tling zone dividing the settling zone into two 
countercurrently two at least partially immisci- spaces, one space being in direct fiow communi-
ble liquids of different densities comprising a cation with only one of the mixing zones adja-
longitudinal, cylindrical shell disposed in a posi- cent to said settling zone, and another space be-
tion other than vertical, a plurality of partitions 55 ing in direct communication with the other adja-
situated transversely to the axis of said shell, cent mixing zone only, openings in said wall for 
dividing the shell into a series of alternating the passage of the liquids, the opening conduct-
mixing and settling zones, inlet openings in said ing the denser liquid being situated at the bot-
partitions for the fiow of liquid from the settling tom and the opening conducting the lighter liq-
zones into the mixing zones, outlet openings in 60 uid being situated at the top of said wall, the 
said partitions for the fiow of a mixture of liq- tatter being substantially imperforate between 
uids from the mixing zones into the two settling said top and bottom. 
zones adjacent each mixing zone, a stirring de- WILLEM JOHANNES DOMINICUS 
vice in each mixing zone mounted on a common VAN DIJCK. 
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The present invention relates to electrical dis
charges, and its main object is to provide elec
tronic devices which shall be capable of opera
tion at high voltages. For example, I have con-

5 structed devices embodying my invention which 
are operable at impressed voltages of the order 
of one million volts. 

In accordance with my invention, which in
cludes both a process and a device for carrying 

10 out such process, electrical discharges are given 
successive cumulative accelerations of the same 
order of magnitude. In other words, the total 
impressed potential is subdivided among a plu
rality of electrodes placed in cascade and elec-

15 trans are caused to travel successively through a 
discharge path in such manner as to gather accel
eration in their progress. 

In accordance with one modification of my in
vention the successive electrode stages are sub-

::!0 divided by walls permeable to electrons but not 
to positive ions, thereby intercepting the positive 
ions, but this construction is not a necessary part 
of my invention. 

My invention is illustrated by the accompany-
25 ing drawings in which Fig. 1 is a side elevation 

of a device embodying my invention; Figs. 4 and 
8 are side elevations partly in section of modi
fications in which a permeable wall or window 
is provided between adjoining sets of electrodes. 

30 Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10 are sectional views illus
trating various detail structural features, Figs. 2 
and 9 are side elevations of modifications of my 
invention adapted particularly for generating X
rays, and Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating a modi-

35 fled circuit connection. 
Referring to the drawings, and in particular 

to the device embodying my invention shown in 
Fig. 1, two sets of electrodes 1, 2 and 3, 4 are pro
vided, although a greater number of sets may be 

40 used as shown, for example, in the modification 
illustrated in Fig. 8. These sets of electrodes are 
respectively contained in bulbous glass tubes 5, 6 
joined at their necks 7, 8. As illustrated also by 
Fig. 10, tubular coupling members 9, 10 consist-

-±5 ing of thin metal, are fusion-sealed to the rims 
of the glass necks 7, 8 of the glass tubes and the 
thickened edges 11, 12 of these metal tubes 9, 10 
are soldered or welded to each other to make a 
vacuum-tight connection. 

50 The electrode 1, as shown in Fig. 3, comprises 
a metal tube 13, in which is mounted an incan
descible cathode filament 14, consisting of tung
sten, tantalum or other suitable refractory mate
rial. The leading-in wires 15, 16 for this fl.la-

55 ment are sealed into a stem 18. The wires 15. 16 

(CI. 250-35) 

are connected to a focussing device 19 which in 
turn is connected to one extremity of the filament 
14. The outer edge of the focussing device 19 is 
connected to a rounded evolute field equalizer 20. 
Fig. 7 shows a slightly modified form of cathode 60 
in which the field equalizer 20 is much smaller. 

A beam of electrons, or cathode rays, may be 
produced by the cathode 1 and projected into the 
hollow, tubular electrode 2 which with the tubu-
lar electrode 3 forms a chute or conduit extend- 61S 
ing between adjacent discharge chambers in l1ne 
with one another and in non-overlapping rela
tion. As the tubes 2, 3 are electrically connected, 
both being joined to the metal members 11, 12, 
they constitute in effect a single electrode which 70 
is intermediate in potential to the electrodes 1 
and 4 and which shields the cathode from the 
high potential field of the main anode. The edges 
of the tubular electrodes 2, 3 and 4 also are pro-
vided with rounded field equalizers 20. 75 

The outer extremity of the electrode 4 is pro
vided with a thin metal closure 22, (Fig. 6), which 
functions as a window for permitting the electron 
beam to emerge from the tube for use in the 
open air. 80 

As shown in Fig. 6, the window 22, which may 
consist of nickel foil about 0.0005" in thickness 
is joined at its edges to a metal tube 23 which is 
in turn fusion joined to the glass neck 24 of the 
bulb 6. The window also may consist of copper, SIS 
or molybdenum, or of a suitable alloy, such for 
example, fl.s the alloy known as "No. 4 Resistol" 
and comprising 43.8% iron, 35 % nickel, 18% 
chromium, 3% silicon and 0.2% carbon. It is 
supported against the pressure of the atmosphere 90 
by a grid or grating 25. This form of window 
electrode is described in my prior United States 
patent application Serial No. 26 ,469, filed April 
28, 1925, (Italian Patent 249,225). 

The bulbs 5 and 6 are deprived of occluded gases 95 
and evacuated to a vacuum sufficiently high to 
permit pas~age therethrough of a pure electron 
discharge, that is, an electron discharge unac
companied by positive ionization. A suitable 
auxiliary exhaust means may be connected to 100 
the tube during operation. The drawing shows 
for illustrative purposes a side tube 26 contain-
ing charcoal or other material suitable for ab
sorbing gases. This side tube, may be cooled in 
liquid air during operation of the device. 105 

Electric energy for operating the discharge in 
1 he described device may be derived from any 
suitable source of direct or alternating current. 
The drawing shows, as an example, an induction 
coil, the secondary windings 27, 28 of which are no 
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connected in series by the conductors 29, 30 to 
the electrodes 1 and 4. The intermediate elec
trodes 2, 3 may be considered as a single elec
trode which is connected by conductor 31 to the 

5 grounded neutral connection 32 between the 
windings 27, 28. The primary windings 33, 34 
are also grounded at the intermediate connection 
35 and are connected by the conductors 36, 36' 
to a suitable source of low potential current, 

10 preferably direct current. A suitable inter
rupter 37 shunted by condenser 38 may be in
cluded in the supply circuit. 

Electrons emitted by the cathode filament 14 
when heated to an emission temperature by an 

15 external source such as an insulated battery 39 
are caused by the electric field of the focusing 
electrode 19 to pass as a beam (cathode rays) 
through the intermediate conduit-shaped elec
trode constituted by the tubes 2 and 3, and to 

20 pass into the tubular electrode 4, finally emerging 
from the window 22 at the extremity of the de
vice. The electrons receive in their passage from 
the cathode 1 into the tubular anode 4 successive 
accelerations by the electric fields produced by 

2.5 the applied electromotive forces of windings 27 
and 28. 

In some cases, for example, when it is desired 
to produce X-rays instead of causing the cathode 
rays to emerge through a window the cathode 

30 rays may be caused to impinge on an electrode 
of high atomic number, for example, tungsten. 
Such an electrode is shown in Fig. 2 in which the 
window 22 is replaced by a target 40 supported 
upon a stem 41, the construction of the device and 

11 its connection to a source of energy otherwise 
being similar to the device shown in Fig. 1. 

In the device shown in Fig. 4 solenoids 42, 42' 
are provided around the path of the cathode rays 
in order to assist in confining the electrons to a 

40 circumscribed beam by the action of the electro
magnetic fields generated by these solenoids. 
These solenoids may be energized from any suit
able source of direct current as represented by 
the batteries 43, 44 and they may be connected 

41 as indicated to the intermediate conductor 32 and 
to the conductor 30. 

As shown in Fig. 5 a window 46 consisting of 
metal foil similar to the window 22 or thinner 
may be provided to separate the spaces within 

50 the electrodes 2, 3, that is, to physically separate 
the bulbs 5 and 6 as an intermediate partition. 
In the operation of the device the beam of cathode 
rays will pass through the intermediate window 
while positive ions, produced by the ionization of 

56 residual gas, travelling in the reverse direction, 
that is, from the most positive electrode back to 
the incandescent filament acting as cathode, ai·e 
intercepted. However, the use of such an inter
mediate partition which is permeable to electrons 

60 is not necessary when a sufficiently high vacuum 
is maintained in the device. In the outfit shown 
in Fig. 8, three primary windings 48 , 49, 50 are 
provided, these windings being connected in series 
to supply conductors 51. The solenoids 52, 53, 54 

6li may be omitted in some cases. 
It is not necessary that the unit electron de

vices which are arranged in cascade relation 
should be joined physically as shown in Figs. 1, 
4 and 8. Electrons may be projected from one 

·"o device into another through the open air as 
shown in Fig. 9. 

The devices 56, 57 are positioned in line with 
one another so that electrons passing through 
the window electrode 58 of the device 56 can enter 

"~ the device 57 through a window electrode 59. 

The electrons receive a second acceleration in the 
vacuous space within the bulb 57 and finally 
emerge through the window elecLrode 60. The 
window electrodes 58, 59 and 60 may be pro
vided with a supporting grid as described in con- 80 
nection with the anode of Fig. 1 and shown in 
Fig. 6. The cathode may be the same as the 
cathode of Fig. 1 and as shown in detail in Figs. 
3 and 7. 

In Fig. 9 the devices 56 and 57 are shown as 85 
connected to the secondaries of the transformers 
by the conductors 71, 72. The primaries 63 , 64 of 
these transformers are connected respectively to 
insulating transformers 65, 66 which in turn are 
supplied in series by the mains 67. The insulat- 90 
ing transformers 65, 66 may have a 1 to 1 ratio. 
The high potential, step-up transformers 61, 62 
have the middle points of their primary and 
secondary windings connected to the magnetic 
cores 68 , 69 , as indicated. The high potential 95 
secondaries of these transformers are connected 
by a conductor 70 which in turn is connected to 
the electrodes 58, 59 by the conductors 71, 72, 
and also is grounded as indicated at 73; as half 
waves of only one polarity are utilized by the 100 
devices 56, 57 a rectifier 74 and a resistance load 
75 is connected across the mains 67. The cathode 
of this transformer is of the thermionic type and 
is maintained heated by a transformer 76, as in
dicated to receive energy during the opposite 105 
half wave intervals, thereby avoiding the building 
up of undesired high potentials in the trans
formers during the idle half waves. Of course 
the illustrated energy supply system may be 
used in connection with other described forms 110 
of devices embodying my invention. 

In some cases, especially for the operation of 
rectifiers embodying my invention, the poten-
tial between the various electrodes may be 
equalized by a potentiometer connection as 115 
shown in Fig. 11. The arrangement here shown 
comprises a multi-stage device 78 connected to 
a load circuit 79 in series with the secondary 
transformer windings 80, 81 and 82 having re
spectively primary windings 83, 84 and 85. A !20 
condenser may be connected across the load cir
cuit. The potential difference between the cath-
ode 86 and the anode 87 is subdivided by con
necting an impedance device 88 between these 
electrodes and connecting the intermediate elec- 125 
trades 89, 90 to intermediate points on the im
pedance device 88 which in the case illustrated 
is constituted by the ohmic resistance. 

In the arrangement illustrated the conductors 
91 , 92 connect the intermediate electrodes 89, 90 ~:if1 
to such points on the resistance, that the po
tential is divided substantially equally among 
the respective stages but this is not always re
quired. 

What I claim as new and desire to secure by 135 
Letters Patent of the United States is: 

1. An electron discharge device comprising an 
envelope containing cooperating electrodes, 
means for producing an electron discharge be
tween said electrodes and imperforate means in- 140 
termediate said electrodes for mechanically in
tercepting positive ions. 

2. An electron discharge apparatus comprising 
an envelope containing electrodes capable of suP
porting an electron discharge therebetween, 145 
means for focusing said discharge, tubular con
ductors intermediate said electrodes closely sur
rounding said electron discharge without ob
structing the same, whereby said discharge can be 
given successive accelerations in passing from :5L 
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one electrode to the other, and means permeable 
to electrons but impermeable to positive ions for 
preventing the passage of positive ions from one 
electrode to the other, said means being posi-

5 tioned intermediate said tubular conductors. 
3. A high potential electric discharge appara

tus comprising an envelope including a plurality 
of non-conducting sections sealed to one another 
by conductive material, an anode and an elec-

10 tron-emitting cathode in said envelope, and a 
common means for successively accelerating the 
movement of electrons toward the anode and for 
electrically shielding portions of said sections 
adjoining the seals, said means including tubular 

15 members which surround the electron stream and 
are adapted to be positively charged. 

4. An electrical discharge apparatus compris
ing a plurality of containers joined with one 
another by an electrically conductive coupling of 

20 lesser diameter than said containers, main co
operating electrodes whereby a discharge may be 
projected through said coupling and an inter
mediate tubular member connected to said 
coupling and projecting into ihe containers 

25 joined by said coupling, and a solenoid about 
said coupling to assist in projecting the dis
charge through the coupling. 

5. An electrical discharge apparatus compris
ing a plurality of containers joined with one 

so another by an electrically conductive coupling 
of lesser diameter than said containers, main 
cooperating electrodes whereby a discharge may 
be projected through said coupling and an inter
mediate tubular member connected to said 

O:la coupling and projecting into the containers 
joined by said coupling, and a solenoid about 
said coupling to assist in projecting the dis
charge through the coupling, said solenoid being 
maintained at the same potential as the coupling. 

40 6. An electric discharge device comprising a 
multi-sectional tube containing main electrodes, 
each of the sections being energized with progres
sively increased potentials whereby a high veloc
ity cathode ray beam is produced between said 

45 electrodes, said beam being surrounded for the 
major portion of its length by intermediate metal 
tubular members arranged successively in end
to-end relation. 

7. An electric discharge device comprising a 
50 multi-sectional envelope containing main and 

intermediate electrodes, all of said electrodes be
ing energized with progressively increased po
tentials whereby a high velocity cathode ray 
beam is produced between the main electrodes, 

55 said beam being surrounded by metal tubular 
members which constitute portions of said en
velope and are connected respectively to each of 
the intermediate electrodes. 

8. An electric discharge device comprising a 
uG multi-sectional tube containing electrodes, the 

sections being constituted partly of metal, 
physically separate of one another and energized 
with progressively increased potentials whereby 
a high velocity electron stream is caused to flow 

6~ between the electrodes and through the sections 
successively, said stream being closely surround
ed for the major portion of its length by inter
mediate metal tubular members which form part 
of the respective sections. 

7G 9. An electrical discharge apparatus compris-
ing a plurality of containers joined with one an
other by an electrically conductive coupling of 
lesser diameter than sa:d containers, main co
operating electrodes whereby a discharge may be 

j r; projected through said coupling, and an inter-

mediate tubular member connected to said cou
pling and projecting into the containers joined 
by said coupling. 

10. An electrical discharge apparatus compris-
ing an elongated container constituted of wall 80 
members of electrically insulating and conduc-
tive material arranged in alternate relation, elec
trode means including an anode for producing 
therein a beam of electrons of restricted diame-
ter, a plurality of tubular members of approxi- 85 
mately the same diameter and each surrounding 
a!1 appreciable part of said beam, said members 
being connected respectively to the conductive 
wall members and arranged end-to-end, with 
their ends spaced apart in proximity to adjacent 90 
parts of non-conductive wall members. 

11. An electrical discharge apparatus compris
ing a plurality of bulbs, a metal tube connecting 
said bulbs, a pair of chutes supported in end-to-
end relation by said tube and extending in op- 95 
posite directions into said bulbs, means in one 
of said bulbs for producing a beam of electrons in 
line with said chutes, and means in another bulb 
cmmecting with the first bulb for receiving said 
electron beam. 100 

12. An electron discharge device comprising a 
highly evacuated envelope containing a plurality 
of sets of cooperating electrodes, a metallic mem~ 
ber positioned respectively between each pair of 
adjoining sets, said member being permeable to 105 
the passage of electrons from one set to another 
but being impermeable to the passage of positive 
ions from one set of electrodes to another. 

13. An electrical discharge apparatus com
prising an envelope including a plurality of pairs 110 
of non-conducting sections, conductive couplings 
respectively between each pair of said sections. 
conductive electron-accelerating chutes connect~ 
ed respectively to said couplings and being ad
jacent to and overlapping the major portion of 115 
said couplings in said envelope, means for pro
ducing a beam of electrons aligned to traverse 
said chutes in succession and an anode for re
ceiving the successively accelerated electron 
beam. 120 

14. An electrical discharge device comprising 
an elongated envelope made of non-conducting 
members, each adjoining pair of which is joined 
end to end respectively by a conductive coupling, 
main electrodes at opposite ends of said envelope 125 
for producing an electrical discharge, means for 
focusing said discharge in the form of a beam, 
tubular electron-accelerating members in said 
envelope respectively connected to said couplings, 
said tubular members having apertures sufiicient- 130 
ly large to permit said beam to pass therethrough 
without intercepting any substantial part there-
of, said tubular members being positioned to over-
lap the major portion of said couplings and ex
tending substantially in line with one another in 135 
cascade relation. 

15. An elect rical discharge apparatus compris-
ing a plurality of bulbs, a metal tube connecting 
said bulbs , a hollow electrode cooperating with 
said tube and projecting into said bulbs, means 140 
in onG of said bulbs for producing a beam of elec
trons in line with said electrode and means in 
another bulb connecting with the first bulb for 
r eceiving said electron beam. 

16. An electrical discharge device comprising 145 
an elongated envelope made of non-conducting 
members, each adjoining pair of which is joined 
end-to-end respectively by a conductor coupling, 
main electrodes at opposite ends of said envelope 
for producing an electrical discharge, means for 150 
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focusing said discharge in the form of a beam, of, all of said tubular members being substan
tubular electron-accelerating members in said en- tially in line with one another, longitudinally 
velope respectively connected to said couplings, spaced and extending over substantially the en
said tubular members having apertures sufficient- tire length of the envelope between the main 

5 ly large to permit said beam to pass therethrough electrodes. 80 
without intercepting any substantial part there- WILLIAM D. COOLIDGE. 
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1 Claim. (Cl. 23-270) 

This invention relates to a process for the con
tinuous mutual reaction of two liquids of dif
ferent specific gravities on the counter-current 
principle in an apparatus composed of a number 

5 of mixers through which flow both liquids but 
in opposite directions with respect to one another. 
Communication between the mixers is established 
by one or more pipes ascending in the direction 
of flow, the first mixer and the last mixer being 

10 in communication with overflow pipes by means 
of an ascending pipe. According to this process, 
the heavier liquid is introduced into the mixer 
provided with the outlet for the lighter liquid, 
while the lighter liquid is admitted to the mixer 

15 at the opposite end of the apparatus. In view 
of this novel arrangement of the ascending com
munication pipes between the mixers it is pos
sible to fully dispense with separators necessary 
when working according to known processes of 

20 continuous reaction on the counter current prin
ciple. In these known processes, apparatus are 
employed in which mixing compartments are 
connected in series, however in these known ap
paratus a separator is arranged behind each mix-

25 ing compartment in which the emulsion is sep
arated, and thereafter the two liquids are again 
supplied to the next mixing compartment on 
the counter-current principle. Thus in the 
known processes a separator must be provided 

30 for every mixing compartment. A thorough sep
aration of the liquids must take place in the 
separators, because otherwise the advantage of 
the counter-current principle is lost or other
wise diminished. In the known processes, the 

35 size of the separators must be suited to the speed 
of separation in order to cause a thorough sep
aration. For instance in the case of washing 
nitroglycerine, the capacity of the separator must 
be suited for a flow of at least three quarters of 

4\J an hour, for instance for a yield of 500 kilo
grammes nitroglycerine per hour and a washing 
liquid of 500 kilogrammes, the separator must 
have a capacity of 750 kilogrammes. Now if six 
mixers are necessary for carrying out the proc-

45 ess, the capacity of the separators has to be 
adapted to 4500 kilogrammes. 

These drawbacks are avoided according to the 
present invention by arranging inclined passages 
between the mixers in place of separators. 

50 Compared with the known example above de
scribed, in the event of like conditions, it is ren
dered possible according to the present inven
tion to reduce the capacity of the communica
tion passages between two mixing compartments 

515 to approximately 30 kilogrammes. In this case 

all the communication passages together are of 
a capacity of no more than 180 kilogrammes. 
This advantage would be still further enhanced 
in the case of a process in which the separa-
tion is carried out still slower. 5 

With respect to the solubility of the two liquids 
it is remarked, that the specifically heavier ini
tial product must be difficultly soluble or quite 
insoluble in the specifically lighter final product, 
and the specifically lighter initial product must 10 
be difficultly soluble or quite insoluble in the 
specifically heavier final product. 

The apparatus according to the invention is 
suited for the reaction of two convenient liquids 
of different specific gravities, such as for instance 15 
nitro-esters or nitro-products with water or alka
line solutions for their clarification or neutraliza
tion, benzol, hydro-carbons or other substances 
with acids for nitration, crude petroleums with 
acids for refining and the like. 20 

Diagrammatic views of the apparatus accord
ing to the present invention are illustrated by 
way of example in Figs. 1 and 2 of the accom
panying drawings, it being supposed that acid 
nitroglycerine is washed with an alkaline wash- 25 
ing liquid for the purpose of neutralization. 

Fig. 1 shows an elevation partly in section of 
a plant comprising three vessels. 

Fig. 2 shows in sectional elevation a plant in 
which the dots represent the lighter liquid and 30 
the dashes indicate the heavier liquid. 

In the drawings, A, B and C designate vessels 
which are open at the top and in which are mixed 
two liquids of different specific gravities for in
stance acid nitroglycerine and alkaline washing 35 
liquid. 

For carrying out the mixing operation, air is 
blown through the tubes l and into the liquid. 
If desired also mechanical agitators, not shown 
in the drawings, may be arranged in the vessels. 40 
The vessels A, B and C are interconnected by 
ascending pipes b and c, while inclined pipes a 
and d, provided with overflow pipes e and g re
spectively, are secured to the outer vessels A and 
C respectively. A cock f serves for closing or 415 
opening the overflow pipe e. 

Before the process is started, the entire appa
ratus is charged with washing liquid up to a 
level with the overflow pipe g. Agitation takes 
place within the vessels A, B and C. The cock f 50 
is shut. Washing liquid is continuously admit
ted by way of the inlets w or wl and flows un
interruptedly through the apparatus and finally 
leaves the same by way of the pipe g. The acid 
nitroglycerine uninterruptedly enters by way of 16 
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the inlets nor nl and, being the specific heavier 
liquid, flows through the pipe d and into mixer 
C. In view of the mixing an emulsion is formed 
in the mixer C and the acidity of the nitro-

5 glycerine and of the washing liquid are bal
anced in accordance with the affinity of these 
two liquids with respect to the acid. The speed 
of the flow through the pipes a, b, c, and d can 
be controlled by suitably dimensioning the com-

10 munication pipes. The emulsion in the mixer C 
is, however specifically heavier than the ascend
ing lighter liquid for instance fresh water, and 
therefore the emulsion descends towards the as
cending water in the direction towards the mixer 

15 B. The separators, which heretofore were ar
ranged in apparatus operating on the counter
current principle between each pair of mixers, 
separated water and nitroglycerine according to 
the specific gravities. According to the present 

20 invention, a separation of both liquids is not 
necessary in view of the arrangement of the 
communication pipes. The emulsion in the mixer 
C consists of already washed . nitroglycerine and 
acid water in fine distribution, whereby the ni-

25 troglycerine so to say is in suspension in the acid 
water. Now if this emulsion sinks in the com
munication pipe c towards the ascending fresh 
water, the acid from the water-phase of the 
emulsion coming from the mixer C is washed back 

30 into the latter by the fresh water. Drops of ni
troglycerine which may pass into the mixer B 
are not separated, but the water sun-ounding the 
same does not contain any acid anymore, derived 
from the water-phase of the mixer C. The ni-

35 troglycerine, which has been washed already, is 
thoroughly mixed again with fresh or weak alka
line water and passes in the same way through 
the communication pipe b and into the mixer 
A and from here through the pipe a into s. 

40 The nitroglycerine is completely separated from 
the water at s and leaves the apparatus by way 
of the outlet e whenever the cock f is opened and 
if in the pipe a a sufficient quantity of nitro
glycerine has accumulated, so that at least the 

45 whole ascending pipe is filled between e and s, 
whereby this liquid-column of nitroglycerine 
prevents the discharge of water through_ this 
overflow. The height of the overflow pipe e 
must be adjusted in accordance with the spe-

50 cific gravities of both liquids and the now puri
fied nitroglycerine flows out continuously by way 
of the pipe e. The washing water flows in a sim
ilar way towards the pipe g and leaves through 
the latter, so that the two liquids flow in oppo-

55 site directions, i. e. in the counter-current prin
ciple. 

In the vessel C, the washing liquid with the 
highest percentage of acid meets the nitroglyc
erine with the highest percentage of acid from 

60 which it still can-ies off some acid, while in the 
vessel A already cleaned nitroglycerine and clean 
washing liquid which may be slightly alkaline are 
meeting, whereby the latter fully cleans the 
former. Any desired number of mixing vessels 

69 , A, B, C may be provided. In this way purified 
neutral nitroglycerine is obtained with the small
est quantities of water and alkali. An excess of 
alkali, taken in by the nitroglycerine during the 
washing process, can be washed out again in the 

70 vessel A, because clean water can be charged 

into the vessel A while alkali is added in the 
vessel B only. Further it is possible to intro
duce or lead off any heat by enclosing the mix
ing vessels and separation pipes in a heating 
jacket or in a cooling jacket. Thus in this ap- fi 
paratus any separation of the two liquids ac
cording to their specific gravities does not take 
place between the mixing places, but practically 
the same effect can be attained in that the like 
phases assimilate and force back one another in l 0 
the communication pipes through which the two 
liquids must flow in opposite directions to each 
other, because no other way of communication is 
at disposal. In the illustrated example, the acid 
from the water of the emulsion originating in 15 
the mixer C is washed back from the pipe c into 
the mixer C by the ascending fresh water. 

The assimilation of like phases in emulsions 
is a general rule and therefore this is possible 
in all those cases in which two liquids can be 20 
washed, cleaned or enter into reaction on the 
counter-current principle. 

By bending the communication pipes or by 
arranging obstacles, screens or the like within 
the same it is possible to readily mix both liquids 25 
during their passage in opposite directions 
through the communication pipes, whereby the 
assimilation to the like phases is promoted. 

The construction of the mixers does not form 
a part of the present invention and therefore 30 
the same are illustrated diagrammatically in the 
drawing. The mixing is carried out by air cur
rent or by propeller but it must be such that the 
heavier liquid entering at the bottom is raised 
and is discharged at the top. If the overflow 35 
pipe e is disposed higher than the overflow pipe 
g, the apparatus will be filled with the heavier 
liquid and in this event the lighter liquid is forced 
downward by agitation from the top_ where it 
enters the mixer and leaves the same at the bot- 40 
tom outlet. The mixer may be such as is shown 
and described for instance, in the specification 
of U. S. Patent No. 1,893,447, dated January 3, 
1933. 

What I claim is:- 45 
Process for the continuous mutual reaction of 

two mutually insoluble or difficultly soluble liq
uids of different specific gravities on the coun
ter-current principle in an apparatus compris
ing interconnected mixers, which consists in in- 50 
traducing the lighter liquid at one end and the 
heavier liquid at the other end of the apparatus, 
allowing said liquids to flow continuously but in 
opposite directions through a passageway con
necting two adjacent mixers and ascending in 55 
the direction of flow of the lighter liquid, where-
by the heavier liquid descends through the as
cending lighter liquid and washes back into the 
previous mixer from said lighter liquid the heav-
ier particles carried by it and vice versa the 60 
lighter liquid ascending through the descending 
heavier liquid and washes back into the next 
mixer from said heavier liquid the lighter par
ticles carried by it, and after leaving the first 
mixer and the last mixer allowing said liquids 65 
to ascend and descend respectively through pas
sageways inclined in the same direction and 
connected with overflows. 

KARL SCHMID. 70 
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The present inYention relates to centrifu
gal separator baskets and 111ore pariictilarly 
to a separator basket const ruction adapted 
for automatically and contim10usly separat 
ing certain materials having different specific 
gravities. The present basket makes use of 
the principle of balanced column:, ''hich 
may be best illustrated by co11.'idcring a tube 
bent to the shape of a V \\ith both ends 

1" open, one leg of the tube being longer than 
the other by a certain amount which is de
pendent upon the relative weights of the 
materials being separated. Then a~,umc 
that the tube is reYolving in an orbit with 

J-. the point of the V outward from the center 
of rotation. 

Assume that the shorter leg of the tube is 
:full of the l1eavy element of the feed mix
ture which is be.ing separated ancl that the 

~· ' longer leg is filled 1\·ith a combination 
column, v.-hich sta rting from the point of 
the V consists of a section of heavy material, 
a section of mixPd material and a section of 
the light material being separated. Assume 

- that the legs of the tube are of such relatin 
lmgth and the proportions of the section
alized materials in the combination column 
in the longer leg are such that when the tube 
is revolYed, that the pressures at the point 

:;: . of the V produced by the two columns are 
balanced, and that there is no discharge 
f rom either end of the tube. The columns 
arc then in a balanced state anrl illustmte 
11hnt is termed "balanced columns." 

: ' If mixed material is introduced into the 
tube at the point designated as the mixed 
material section, this materia l will separate 
and the light material will climb the upper 
longer leg thus forcing separated light ma-

4:.J terial therefrom. and the heavy material will 
be forced toward the point o:f the V and will 
add to the section of heavy mate ial above 
the point thus o;·erbalancincr the heavy mate
rial in the short leg, and will ca11sP a rlis-

45 charge therefrom. Continuous feeding of 
mixed material will therefore produce a con
tinuous discharge of light and heavy mate
rials from the tube. 

In particular the present innntion relates 
50 to the construction of a separator adapted 

to use this principle of balanced columns. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 
related ends, said invention, then, consists 
of the means hereinafter fully described and 

55 particularly pointed out in the claims. 

The annexell dra~ring::; and tl1e following 
description set forth in detail certain mech
ani~m embodying the inYention, such di ,;
closrd means constituting, hon-ever, U11t one 
of various mechanical forms in which the C' ' l 

principle of the inYention may be used : 
In . aiel annexed drawings :-
Fig. 1 is a Yertical sectional view through 

my improved basket; Fig. :2 is a ·ectional 
view on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a G .~ 
,·iew similar to Fig. 1 but showing di
a.gmmmatically the l'elative pooitions of the 
heavy, mixed and light materials. Fig. 4 is 
a diagrammatic sectional view of a modified 
form. I J 

The present btt~ket consi:;ts of two trun
cated cone-sha1Jed members 1 and 2, the 
small end of truncated cone member 1 be
ing of smaller cliametu than that of meiHber 
2, these members ea<:h ha ,·ing a flange 3 be- 7.> 
tween which is motmted a separator plate 4 
the flanges 3 und plate 4 being, secured to
gether by l'i vets 5 or other suitable fa stening 
means. This separator plate 4 is proYided 
acljace.nt the outer edge with a series of aper- s.1 
tures 6. 

Mounted radially o£ the separator plate 
are series of vanes 7 and 8 v.·hich are gen
erally triangular in shape and >Vhich extend 
along the members 1 aud 2 and radially in- s.; 
ward thus dividing the basket into a series of 
pockets and forcing the material being sep
arated to rotatE with the basket. The~e 
vanes are mounted both aboYe and below 
the plate 4, the vanes 8 of the lower memLer r .. • 
being smaller than the vanes 7. The rear 
corner of the Yanes of both series is cut off, 
forming an opening ·9 around the basket for 
equalization of the loud. 

.A horizontal baffle plate or ring 10 is I•'• 

mounted above the separator plate -1:, ::.aiel 
bailie plat<:' or ring extending across between 
the vanes for a portion of the radial cli::;tance 
and thus forming chutes or pipes from the 
central basket pbrtion to an intermediate I ;r, 

portion. The basket is all a ptecl to be ro
t'ated and a central drive shaft 12 is pro
vided which extends through a suitable aper
ture 13 in the separator plate an~l ir to n 
housing 14 mounted on the unden;icle there- In.-, 
of. The shaft ir> secured in place by 111eans 
of a >Vasher and lock nuts 15 or in any other 
suit!\ble manner. , Th11s the bask'et ·is ro
tatably carried with said shaft '"hich may be 
hung in any suitable type of bearing not 110 
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shown . Extending into the up1)er open end 
of the basket are a seriC'« of feed pipes Hi 
the outlet ends 17 of which are adjacent the 
Sl'parator plate 4 and lwlow thC' )p,·el of the 

5 horizontal baffle plat<.' or ring 10 as best 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The operation of the device is diagram
matically illustrated in Fig. 3. In start
ing, the basket will be revoh-ed and brought 

JO up to normal spC'erl :1ncl then a charge of 
high density matt't'ial is fed in. until an over
flow occurs at the bottom and then the 
regular run of mixed solution 1s feel into 
the basket. \.s mixed material Js feel 

J.-; through the feed pipes 16 it is forced out
wardly through tho space bet 'Yeen the baffle 
plate lO ancl the spearator plate 4 into the 
separating area ''r''. The lwaYier charge 
material will flow through the holes 6 and 

20 fmallv fills the area "a" the s1ze of the 
lowe1~ vanes 8 and tlw rtrea "b" nbow thP 
plate 4. Next to the high density or heavy 
material will be a layer of the mixed ma
terial t.o be separated which \Yill occupy the 

:.::; area '·(; ' ' and then imYanlly will be a strata 
of the light separated rnaterial over the 
n rea "rl"'. Ii is of course' to be llnclerstoocl 
that the stratificat ion will not be as definite 
as indicated as there will bC' no line of ab-

;]ll sol11te dcmatcation betly~· en la\ {'rs but 111 
a general v.-ay the condition ilhistrated will 
be maintained. 

OncC' the basket is fully charged and the 
separa tecl concl i ti on obtain eel, the addition 

3.:; of more mixed material will cause a dis
charge, the light material being discharged 
through the upper centra l opening and 
being caught in any suitable container while 
the heny material increasing will cause a 

40 portion 1.hPJ"<'Of to fall from the botton1 
opening until a balanced condition is again 
obtained. Continuous feeding of the mixed 
material will therefore cause a continuous 
flow of the separated materials from the 

45 two basket members. 
It 1s to be understood that the basket 

need not have a V shaped wall as it is ob
Yious that the wall may be cuned or formed 
as shown in Fig. 4. in which fonn the basket 

GO 20 is cylindrical with horizontal flanges 21 
and 22 at the end s the flange 21 having an 
opening 23 of smaller diameter than the 
opening 24 in flange 22. The vanes 25 and 
separator plate 26 are the same as in the pre-

;:;.3 ceding form and a baffle plate or ring 27 is 
also used as previously described. It is only 
necessary to proYide th~ pockets above and 
below the separator plate, one Ret of the 
pockets being larger than the other and 

r;o having its· discharg·e edge of less diameter. 
It is also to be understood that suitabl~ dis
charge openings may be formed in the wall, 
the radial distance from the axis of rotation 

to the openings determining the action of 
1.he device. 65 

Other modes of applying the principle of 
my invention may be employed by me ill 
stead of 1.he one explained, change being 
made as rC'gards the meehanit=m herein dis
closed, pro1·iLle(l the means stated !Jy any 7n 
of the following clai ms or the equiYalenl oJ' 
such stated means be employed . 

I therefore particlJ larly point out and dis
tinctly claim as my invention:-

1. A centrifugal separator !Jasket for use 7;J 
with a separator using the principle of bal
anced columns, of a sha [lC' formed by at
taching bYo opcn-enclc(l c·one-shapecl mem
llC' rs togetlwr along their large::-t 1liameter, 
a sC'parn.tor plate mounted at the j1metion of so 
suc-h members and ha 1·ing apertures allow
ing communication between saill member::;, 
a series of vertical Yanes in said members 
attached to the \\alls thereof. one of said 
111embers haYing its free C'nd of less diame- S!'i 

tPr t!Jan the other member, and a ballle ring 
mo1tnted parallel to said separator plate and 
on t!Je ::- i1le of the meml.Jer ha 1·ing the open
ing of l0ssC'r dinmetC'r, said b:1Hle ring ex
tenclin_g into the body of the material being !JO 

separated, and means for feeding material 
to be sepnratC'cl to said separator plate. 

2. A centri fn!.::al sC'parator hasket com
prising a shell of the shape of t "·o truncated 
l ODes joined at their largest diameters, one !l:i 

of saicl coneo..; haYing a smaller outlet open-
ing than the other, a separator plate mount-
eel between ,,a i c1 tiYo cones ancl proYided 
" ·ith opening" adjacent the cones to permit 
flow of material to both sides of said plate, lou 
radial Yanes on the 'Yalls of said cones to 
force the material to rotate with saill basket, 
and a baffle plate para llel with said separa-
tor plate and aflaptecl to force the 111<\terial 
fed into saicl basket into an nnseparatecl Hl.> 

strata of the material undergoing separa
tion. 

3. A centrifugd sepnrator basket for us 
with a separator using the principle of bal
anced columns. comprising two open P11ded ' ; 11 

hollow compartments. joineJ at the; r larges 
cliameter,·, the disch<lrge end o£ one ~.:om
partment being of sJ tta ller cl iant!'tC'J" than 1.be 
other. a separator plate mounted l>Pt ween 
said two compnrtJuents and ]H'OYiLlell with ll i:i 

opemngs adjacent the wall t.o permit flow 
of material to both sides of sai<l plate, radial 
Yanes on the ~Yalls of said compartments to 
force material to rotate with said basket, 
and a baffle plate parallel with said sepa ra- 120 

tor plate and adapted to force the material 
fed into said basket into an nnseparated 
strata of the material undergoi11g separa
tion. 

S igned by me this 25th day of May, 1925. 
WALTER J. BLANCHARD. 
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7 Claims. 

This invention relates to centrifugal machines 
and is an improvement of the device described in 
my Patent No. 1,979,909, issued November 6, 1934. 

In centrifugal machines which have a high 
:; rate of rotation the capacity is increased and the 

time required for precipitation is reduced by 
leading the precipitable substances at the high
est possible velocity in the direction of the cen
trifugal effect direct to the places where t h e solid 

1 o substances collect and allowing the incompletely 
dry substances to slip back to the said places. In 
general the solid particles to be precipitated vary 
greatly in mass and size and the finest particles 
separate from the liquid only with great diffi-

15 culty when the time allowed for precipitation is 
short, and thereby prevent a dry ejection of the 
solid substances. This disadvantage is particu
larly evident in continuously operating centrifu
gal machines having a very short precipitation 

20 period, in which for example two rotary members 
are employed to· rotate one within the other at 
a very high speed for the purpose of attaining a 
high rate of rotation and precipitation of even 
the finest particles, the inner member having a 

:?!i slow individual movement about a different axis 
and being provided with containers or cells at 
its periphery, and the mixture to be separated 
being flung from the feed conduit into the con
tainers or cells in a direction other than the cen-

::10 trifugal direction and therefore not arriving im
mediately at the places where the solid substances 
collect. Solid substances and liquid are therefore 
carried in the cells to the place of discharge. 

To avoid this disadvantage, the walls of the 
35 containers or cells at that side which is opposed 

to the individual movement of the inner rotary 
member are formed inclined towards the direc
tion of rotation. 

The containers or cells may be arranged fixed 
40 or movable on the inner rotary member and 

empty their contents from time to time automati
cally in the vicinity of the quickly rotated shaft, 
whilst the mixture is flung with the greatest pos
sible velocity on to the collecting places in the 

45 containers or cells, whereby the cooperation of 
the pressure of flow and the centrifugal effect 
causes the solid substances to be pressed together 
at the collecting places in the containers or cells 
and consequently produces a higher degree of 

50 dryness than is possible by means of centrifugal 
effect alone. During transportation to the place 
of discharge only absolutely dry substances re
main on the slanting container or cell walls due 
to the angle of repose thereof, whilst all liquid 

.56 or mushy substances which have no angle of re-

(CI. 233-20) 

pose are forced to slip back to the collecting 
places and are again subjected to the precipitat
ing operation. 

The finest particles can thus be separated from 
the liquid and only comparatively dry substances 5 
can be transported to the place of discharge. 

Both rotary members can be formed frame
like or as casings and the individual movement 
of the containers or cells in which the mixture 
is fed and be effected by any suitable means. In 10 
the constructional example shown in the accom
panying drawings, the outer member is in the 
form of a closed casing and the inner member 
takes the form of a drum with open hollow mem
bers extending to both sides in the axial direc- 15 
tion. 

In the said drawings: 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section according to 

line A-B of Figure 2 and through a centrifuge 
with quickly rotated outer casing and a slowly 20 
rotated inner drum which turns about a cross 
axis. 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section according to 
line C-D of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a cross-section according to line 25 
E-F of Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged representation of the 
containers and inflow parts on the drum accord
ing to the cross-sectional Figure 3. 

Figure 5 is a section according to line G-H of 30 
Figure 4. 

Figure 6 is a section through the container walls 
with warped surfaces at that side which is op
posed to the direction of rotation. 

Figure 7 is a section through the container walls 35 
with sieve surfaces on that side which is opposed 
to the direction of rotation. 

Figure 8 is a section through a drum with tilt
able containers according to line I-K of Figure 
9, and 40 

Figure 9 is a section according to line L-M of 
Figure 8. 

In the drawings , a casing I rests in a quickly 
rotatable manner in bearings 2 and 3 and is 
driven by means of a pulley 4. By means of an 45 
externally fixed shaft 5 and reduction gearing 6, • 
1, 8, 9, I 0, a drum II is slowly rotated from the 
quick casing rotation through a toothed ring 12 
provided on the drum periphery. The drum II 
has a shaft 13 mounted in bearings 14 of the 50 
casing I and performs a slow individual movement 
with the said shaft. An inflow bracket 15 for the 
mixture to be separated projects into the central 
part of the drum II and has guide nozzles 18 
which are directed towards the drum cells or con- 55 
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tainers 19 lying inside the drum II over the whole 
periphery thereof. The cells or containers are 
closed by turnable flaps 2 I and possess an over
flow wall 20 for the escaping liquid. The axis of 

G the shaft 13 of the drum is perpendicular to the 
axis of movement of the casing I . 

The flaps 21 are retained in the closed position 
by rods 23 which are moved outwardly by cen
trifugal effect, and stops 22 provided in the 

10 vicinity of the discharge place 24 force the rods 
23 backwards and thereby enables the flaps 21 to 
be opened by centrifugal effect. At the discharge 
zones or places 24 the solid substances escape 
through the funnel 25 which penetrates the cas-

15 ing I. 
As can be more particularly seen in Figures 3, 

4 and 8 the channels 18 of the inflow bracket 15 
f~r the 'mixture lie radially relative to the cen
trifugal axis, whereby the escaping mixture is 

20 flung out of all the channels with uniform and 
full velocity and corresponding flow pressw·e into 
the depositing places, namely the cells 19 of Fig
w·es 1 to 6 or the cups 30 of Figures 8 and 9. 

The side walls of the cells 19, as can be observed 
25 from Figures 5 to 7 are directed radially at that 

side 19a which faces the direction of rotation, see 
arrow X, and extend substantially parallel to the 
axis of the shaft 13 which participates in the in
dividual movement. On that side 19b which is 

30 opposed to the direction of rotation, the walls 
however extend slantingly relative to the axis of 
the shaft 13, whereby during idle running every 
drop of liquid carried thereby, and during work
ing, the mushy part of the solid substances must 

35 slip back from cell to cell to the depositing zone 
under centrifugal effect, and consequently the 
solid particles are given the opportunity to again 
deposit themselves. 

As however all dry, solid substances possess an 
40 angle of repose, only completely dry, deposited 

solid substances cannot, due to this angle of re
pose, slip back, in spite of the slant of the wall 
19b, and are carried to the places of discharge 
and are ejected. 

45 In the constructional example according to Fig
ure 6, the construction of the cell side walls 19c 
in warped form increases the pressure surfaces 
of the solid substances. 

In the constructional example according to Fig-
50 ure 7 the walls of the cells are formed in part by 

slanting sieves 27 which operate as solid walls but 
let through any drops of liquid enclosed between 
solid substances and the cell walls. 

The overflowing liquid passes to the exterior 
55 through openings 26 of the casing 9 and flow into 

the gutters 29 from which it can be led away. The 
solid substances are caught in the gutters 28. 

In order to obtain absolute sealing of the cells 
independently of the individual flaps, the cells, ac-

60 cording to the constructional example of Figure 
9 are not closed by flaps , but are arranged tilt
able. The cells constructed in the form of cups 30 
rest on shafts 31 and for this purpose are swing
ably hung thereon and tilt over automatically at 

6- the places of discharge due to the position of the 
::> centre of gravity, whereby the contents can escape 

into the funnel 25, Figure 2. 
As can be observed from Figure 9, the cups 30 

are provided at that side which is opposed to 
70 the direction of rotation of the drum :Vit~ walls 

34 which are so slanted that the hqwd and 
mushy substances must always slip back from 
cup to cup into the depositing zones and cannot 
reach the places of discharge of the solid sub-

75 stances. The solid substances contained in the 

mush can thereby precipitate themselves there~ 
from. Furthermore the cups 30 are provided 
with projections 36 which rest on guide rails 32 
of the casing I, whereby the cups are prevented 
from tipping and are retained in the filling posi- 5 
tion until they reach the vicinity of the places 
24 of discharge. In Figure 9 the cup 30 situated 
in the discharge zone 24 can be seen in the tipped 
position, where it is discharging its contents out-
wardly. 10 

The containers or cups on the drum can also 
be subdivided by separating walls which for ex
ample are formed sieve-like and extend slantingly 
or in a warped manner at that side which is 
directed away from the direction of rotation. 15 
These cups can also be formed completely of 
sieve walls. 

Having now particularly described and ascer
tained the nature of my said invention and in 
what manner the same is to be performed, I 20 
declare that what I claim is: 

1. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 
having discharge openings formed therein, a drum 
rotatably mounted within said casing, means con
nected with said casing for quickly rotating said 25 
casing together with said drum, means for com
paratively slowly rotating said drum relatively 
to said casing, and a plurality of containers car-
ried by said drum on the periphery thereof and 
adapted to receive a mixture of liquid and solid 30 
substances introduced into the drum, the rear 
wall of each of said containers according to the 
direction of rotation of said drum being inclined 
from the bottom wall of said container, whereby 
said container may convey solid substances to 35 
said discharge openings according to the angle 
of repose, said inclined wall being inclined at such 
an angle that the liquid substances contained in: 
said mixture are flowing to the place of the 
introduction of the mixture and off the container:s 401 
opposed to the course of rotation of said drum 
before they reach said discharge openings, w,hile 
the solid substances are carried to said disChl);J~ge 
openings by said walls. 

2. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 45 
having discharge openings formed therein, a 
drum rotatably mounted within said casing, 
means connected with said casing for quickly ro
tating said casing together with said drum, 
means for comparatively slowly rotating said 50 ' 
drum relatively to said casing, and a plurality 
of containers movably mounted upon the pe
riphery of said drum and adapted to receive a 
mixture of liquid and solid substances introduced 
into the drum, the rear wall of each of said con- 55; 
tainers according to the direction of rotation of 
said drum inclining rearwardly from the bottom 
of said container, said slanting wall being in-. 
clined at such an angle that liquid substances con
tained in said mixture are poured off the con- 601 
tainers and flow to the place of introduction of 
the mixture and in a direction opposed to the 
direction of said drum before they reach said 
discharge openings, while the solid substances are 
carried to said discharge openings by the wall. 65 

3. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 
having discharge openings formed therein, a drum 
rotatably mounted within said casing, means con
nected with said casing for quickly rotating said 70 casing together with said drum, means for com
paratively slowly rotating said drum relatively to 
said casing, and a plurality of containers ro
tatably mounted on the periphery of said drum 
and adapted to receive a mixture of liquid and Tli 
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solid substances introduced into the drum, the 
center of gravity of said containers being so ar
ranged according to the axis of rotation that they 
automatically tip over adjacent to the discharge 

5 openings, the rear wall of each of said containers 
according to the direction of rotation of said 
drum inclining from the bottom of said container, 
said slanting wall being inclined at such angles 
that liquid substances contained in said mixture 

10 are poured off the containers and flow to the 
place of introduction of the mixture in a direc
tion opposed to the course of rotation of said 
drum before they reach said discharge openings, 
while the solid substances are carried to said dis-

15 charge openings by said walls. 
4. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 

having discharge openings formed therein, a drum 
rotatably mounted within said casing, means con
nected with said casing for quickly rotating said 

20 casing together with said drum, means for com
paratively slowly rotating said drum relatively to 
said casing and a plurality of containers movably 
mounted upon the periphery of sa:d drum and 
adapted to receive a mixture of liquid and solid 

25 substances introduced into the drum, the rear 
wall of each of said containers according to the 
direction of rotation of said drum inclining from 
the bottom of said container at an obtuse angle, 
said slanting wall being inclined at such angles 

30 that liquid substances contained in said mixture 
are poured off the containers and flow to the place 
of introduction of the mixture in a direction oppo
site to the course of rotation of said drum before 
they reach said discharge openings, while the 

35 solid substances are carried to said discharge 
openings by said walls. 

5. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 
having discharge openings formed therein, a 
drum rotatably mounted within said casing, 

40 means connected with said casing for quickly 
rotating said casing together with said drum, 
means for comparatively slowly rotating said 
drum relatively to said casing, and a plurality of 

45 containers carried by said drum on the periphery 
thereof and adapted to receive a mixture of 
liquid and solid substances introduced into the 
drum, the rear wall of each of said containers 
according to the direction of rotation of said 

00 drum inclining from the bottom of said container 
at an obtuse angle thereto and being perforated 
to form a sieve adapted to convey comparatively 

large particles of solid substances to the discharge 
openings. 

6. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 
having discharge openings formed therein, a 
drum rotatably mounted within said casing, ~ 

means connected with said casing for quickly ro
tating said casing together with said drum, 
means for comparatively slowly rotating said 
drum relatively to said casing, and a plurality of 
containers carried by said drum on the periphery 10 
thereof and adapted to receive a mixture of 
liquid and solid substances introduced into the 
drum, the rear wall of each of said containers ac
cording to the direction of rotation of said drum 
inclining from the bottom of said container at an 15 
obtuse angle thereto, the slanting walls being in
clined at such an angle that liquid substances 
contained in said mixture are poured off the con
tainers and flow to the place of introduction of 
the mixture in a direction opposite to the course 20 
of rotation of said drum before they reach said 
discharge openings, while the solid substances are 
carried to said discharge openings by said walls, 
and a separate sieve-like wall forming a continu
ation of each of said slanting walls and inclined 25 
in a direction opposite to the direction of rota
tion of said drum. 

7. A centrifugal machine, comprising a casing 
having discharge openings formed therein, a 
drum rotatably mounted within said casing, 30 
means connected with said casing for quickly ro
tating said casing together with said drum, 
means for comparatively slowly rotating said 
drum relatively to said casing, a plurality of con
tainers canied by said drum on the periphery 35 
thereof, and guide nozzles carried by said drum 
and directed toward said containers and parallel 
to the directions of the centrifugal force, said 
guide nozzles being adapted to transmit a mix
ture of liquid and solid substances situated with- •o 
in said casing to said containers , the rear wall of 
each of said containers according to the direc
tion of rotation of said drum inclining from the 
bottom of said container at an obtuse angle 
thereto, said slanting walls being inclined at such 45 
angles that liquid substances contained in said 
mixture are poured off the containers and flow 
to the place of introduction of the mixture in a 
direction opposite to the course of rotation of 
said drum before they reach the discharge open- 50 
ings. 

HERBERT SCHULZ. 
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"'When centrifugating mixtures of two . time, such wash water contains so large quaD
liquids of different specific gravities in or- tities of solid impurities that, after a rela
der to separate them and continuously dis- tively short run, the bowl must be disassem
charge them from the centrifugal bowl, there bled for cleaniJ?g· It has long been desire~ to 
often accumulates at the bowl wall a layer be able to punfy the wash water, to whiCh 55 

of solids with higher specific gravity than soda and soap are added in order to facilitate 
that of the heavier liquid. With the object the washing, from solid impurities and wax, 
of preventing a reduction of the separating so that the water, after such a purification, 
efficiency of the bowl resulting from such a could again be used for washing. At the 

10 deposit of solids, bowls provided with discs tests two centrifuges with the necessary 60 

are generally provided with an annular space pumps have been used in series with the wash 
between the bowl wall and the discs, this apparatus. The wash water from the washer 
space being sometimes designated a sludge is fed into a slowly rotating centrifuge in 
space. It is necessary to stop the bowl and which the coarse solid impurities are re-

111 disassemble it in order to remove the sludge moved. The wash water, precleaned in this 65 

before said space is totally filled, so that the way, is thereupon treated in a separator of 
thickening layer of sludge deposits will be the cream separator type with the object of 
prevented from building up in between the removing the wool grease. Experience 
discs, which would reduce the separating ef- teaches, however, that m this way it is not 

20 ficiency of the bowl in a high degree. When possible to obtain satisfactory results. The 70 

liquids containing large amounts of solids installation cost, as well as the working costs, 
are to be treated in such separators, it is gen- become very high;. and, furthermore, the wool 
erally necessary first to submit the liquids grease is split up into such fine particles 
to a pre-cleaning. Usually gravity settling when the liquid stre$ms out of the first sepa-

25 tanks are employed for the purpose, in which rator that their separation in the second cen- 75 

tanks the solids deposit under influence of trifuge is rendered highly difficult. 
gravity as a bottom layer. It has also been The object of the present invention is to 
proposed, and to a certain extent practically provide a separator bowl which can be ef
tried, to remove the coarse impurities by ficiently and economically used for treating 

30 means of slowly rotating centrifuges of great a liquid, such as wash water from wool wash- 80 

diameter and provided with a large sludge eries, which is to be freed from lighter as well 
space, and then to feed the liquid pre-cleaned as from heavier components. The separator 
in this way to a centrifuge revolving at a bowl is characterized by t);J.e fact that it is 
higher speed, in which the impurities which provided with two series of .outlets at suit-

35 are more difficult to separate are removed. able distances from the center of rotation, 85 

'Vash water from wool washeries may be which outlets permit a continuous discharge 
specified as a specimen of such liquids. Said of two liquids of different specific gravity 
water contains. besides solid impurities (in the illustrative case wool grease and wash 
(mainly fin ely divided sand and clay), waxy water), and a third series of outlets com-

40 and fatty substances, "wool grease", in sus- municating with a zone in the neighborhood 90 

pension, of lower specific gravity than the of the bowl wall. The solid impurities, to
water. By centrifugating in separators sim- gether with a suitable quantity of wash water, 
ilar to crea m separators, it is possible to take are continuously discharged through the last 
out from this water, through the inner ontlet mentioned outlets. I am aware that it is not 

45 of the bmvl, a liquid mainly consisting of wax new to provide, in a centrifugal bowl, three 95 

and fat. The wash water , more or less freed outlets communicating with the separating 
from fat, is led out through an outlet at a space of the bowl at roints at different dis
greater distance from the center of rotation. tances from the bowls axis in order to dis
Experience has taught that, eYen after a grav- charge components of different specific gravi-

50 ity settling during a considerable length of ties. Such bowls are usually intended to pre- 100 
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vent the accumulation on the bowl wall of 
a more or less viscous relatively heavy con
stituent, such as wax, which it is desired to 
separate from a lighter and more freely flow-

6 ing constituent, such as oil, for which pur
pose there is introducecl a still heavier car
rier liquid, such as brine; the three sub
stances being discharged from the bowl 
through outlets located at prol£'essively 

10 greater distances from the center. The more 
especial object of my invention is to pro
vide a bowl adapted to separate three mate
rials of different specific. gravities, the heav
iest of which, ordinarily a mixture of solids, 

16 tends to accumulate in the bowl wall, and to 
utilize a part of the material of intermediate 
specific gravity, ordinarily a free flowing 
liquid, to wash out the heavier solids. The 
novel structural combination hereinafter de-

20 scribed is more especially adapted to the sep
aration of mixtures of this character, al
though it is capable of other uses, and it is 
intended to claim the novel construction ir
respective of the uses to which it may be 

26 found adapted. · 
In the drawing, which shows a preferred 

embodiment of the invention, the figure is a 
vertical section through the centrifugal bowl. 

1 inclicates a central distributor into which 
30 the mixture to be treated is fed and from 

which it is led into the pile of discs 2 through 
distributing holes 3 at a suitable distance 
from the center of rotation. The liquid con
stituents divide into two parts between the 

3:1 discs; the lighter one that streams towards 
the centre of the bowl and is discharged 
through the outlets 4, and the heavier one 
that moves towards the periphery of the bowl 
and is discharged through the channels 5 
from the above mentioned sludge space, which 
channels suitably have the openings 6 at the 
centre. While the heavy liquid streams out
wards, a separation of the lighter compo
nents, as well as of the heavier solid impuri-

66 ties, takes place. Most of the solid impuri
ties pass through the liquid (layer in the 
sludge space a11d hit the bowl wall 7. The 
bowl wall is shown as conical in the illustra
tion, a wall so shaped facilitating the sliding 

60 of the solid impurities down to the bottom 
of the bowl. In the bowl body 8 are chan
nels 9 leading from the neighborhood of the 
bowl wall to outlets 10 suitably'placed in ex
changeable nozzles 11. The openings 10 

55 should be so dimensioned as to prevent an 
unnecessarily large amount of liquid stream
ing out with the solid impurities. The solid 
impurities can be discharged through open
ings other than the channels 9 shown in 

eo the figure. The~ last mentioned device, is, 
however, preferred, as it is thereby possible 
to make the outlet openings for a certain 
quantity of liquid larger, thus reducing the 
danger df clogging. ' 

In certain instances it has been found th&.t 

the separated solid impurities have such a 
consistency that it ii necessary to have trans
port devices in the Bowl to transport the im
purities to the zone from where they are dis
charged from the sludge space; or to trans- '10 
port such impurities, by means of scrapers 
and other devices, from the sludge space to 
that part of the bowl from where they are 
discharged. Such transport devices are 
known in the art and reqmre no description. 75 

To make it possible to treat, in one and 
the same separator bowl, different mixtures 
comprising liquids of various specific gravi
ties and having different proportions of 
light and heavy components, the bowl should 80 
be provideq_ with regulating devices, by 
whi ch the distance of the outlets from the axis 
of rotation can be altered. The figure shows 
a bored regulating screw 12 placed in the top 
di sc 13. By adjusting this screw the distance 85 
of the outlet zone from the axis of rotation 
can be altered, and, with it, also, the propor
t,ion of liquid streaming out through this 
opening. The outer outlet is provided with 
exchangeable discs 14, each provided with a 90 
central opening. An alteration of the pro
portion between the liquids streaming out 
through the different outlets can be obtained 
by usrng discs with holes of different diam
eters, rrnd it is thus possible to adjust the bowl 95 
to adapt it to the different characteristics of 
different mixtures. 

The regulating devices described are to be 
considered only as examples. Many such 
regulating devices are already in use on sep- 100 
arators for milk and oil, and they can gen
erally be adapted to bowls embodying my 
in"Uention. 

It is also advisable to provide the outlets 
for the solid impurities with regulating de- 105 
vicefl , it generally being necessary to dis
charge a certain quantity of liquid together 
with said impurities. If the content of solid 
impurities is increased in the liquid to be 
separated, it is, in general, 'also necessary to 110 
increase the quantity of liquid which is dis
charged with the solid impurities. 

While the construction just described is 
intended and adapted for the continuous dis
charge of solid imputities, the invention is 115 
not limited to a continuously discharging 
sludge outlet. With the use of special sludge 
outlets there may be combined special inter
mittently operable valves or special devices 
for forcing the solids out of the bowl. These 120 
beincr known in the art (see, for example, 
Pate~t 1,304,621 to Sturgeon), a description 
is unnecessary. 

What I claim and des:re to protect by Let-
ters Patent is: 125 

1. The combination with a revoluhle sep
arator bowl provided with an inlet for a 
mixture of centrifugally separable materials, 
of a series of superposed conical discs adapt-
ed to divide the separating space of the bowl 130 
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into strata and afford an open annular sludge 
space between the outer edges of said discs 
and the wall of the bowl, the top disc prov:d
ing outside and above it an outlet channel 

5 whose inlet end is in direct communication 
with the space adjacent the outer edge of the 
top disc, an outlet affording direct communi
cation with the inner ends of the spaces be
tween the discs and an outlet communicating 

10 with said sludge space at a distance substan
tially greater than the edge of said top disc 
from the center of rotation. 

2. The combination with a revoluble sepa
rator bowl provided with an inlet for a mix-

15 ' ture of centrifugally separable materials, of 
a series of superposed conical discs adapted 
~o divide the separating space of the bowl 
mto strata and afford an open annular sludge 
space between the outer edges of said discs 

20 and the wall of the bowl, the wall of the bowl 
being shaped to provide a sludge space of 
varYing width, the outer edge of the top disc 
adjoinmg a narrower part of said sludge 
space, the top disc providing outside and 

25 above it an outlet channel whose inlet end 
is in direct communication with the space 
adjacent the outer edge of the· top disc, an 
outlet affording direct communication with 
the inner ends of the spaces between the discs 

30 and an outlet communicating with a wider 
part of said sludge space. 

3. The combination with a r.evoluble sepa
rator bowl provided with an inlet for a mix
ture of centrifugally separable materials, of 

35 a series of superposed conical discs adapted 
to divide the separating space of the bowl 
into strata and afford an open annular sludge 
space between the outer edges of said discs 
and the wall of the bowl, the wall of said 

•o bowl being so inclined as to diverge from the 
axis of rotation from about ,opposite the top· 
disc to about opposite the bottom disc, the 
bowl having an outlet affording direct com
~unication with the space above the top 

4fi disc, an outlet affording direct communica
tion with the space below the top disc, and an 
outlet communicating with the part of the 
sludge space adjacent that part of the bowl 
wall farthest from the axis of rotation. 

GO 4. A revoluble centrifugal separator bowl 
having a circumferential wall bounding its 
separating space and inclined at an angle to 
the bowl's R1tis of rotation, there being an 
outlet communicating with the separating 

55 space of the bowl nearest its axis of rotation, 
means, including a top disc inclined to the 
axis of rotation of the bowl, providing an 
outlet channel whose inlet end adjoins that 
part of said bowl wall which is nearest the 

60 bowl's axis of ·rotation, there being a third . 
outlet communicating with the space adja
cent that part of said bowl wall which is 
furthest from the bowl's axis of rotation. 

5. A revoluble centrifugal separator bowl 
05 having a lower circumferential wall bound-

ing its· separating space and inclined a.t a 
relatively narrow angle to the axis of rota
tion of the bowl, and an upper circumferen
tial wall extending above the lower circum
ferential wall at a relatively wide angle to 
the axis of rotation, discs in the bowl whose 70 

outer edges are about in line with the inner 
upper cnu of said lower circumferential wall, 
said discs including a top disc spaced from 
said upper circumferential wall and afford- 75 
ing an outlet channel whose inlet end adjoins 
the inner upper end of said lower circum
ferential wall, there being a second outlet 
communq:ating with the inner ends of the 
spaces between discs, and a third outlet com- 80 
municating with the space adjoining the 
outer lower end of said lower circumferen
tial wall. 

In test:mony of which invention, I have 
hereunto set my hand, at Stockholm, Sweden, 85 
on this 7th day of August, 1928. 

HANS OLOF LINDGREN. 
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. .ThG im·ention relates to a machine and flow while its axial flow is closely controlled 
:f>toce5s for ~separating a liquid and solids in and is relatively very small as compared to 
suspension' therein, and more particularly to the lineal or circumferential flow of the 
a novel machine and process for centrifugally liquid. 55 

1?" s.el51!-rating the liquid and solids and discharg- Another object of the invention is to effect 
·ihg, the·-separatecl liquid wliile retaining the the separation of a liquid intermixture con-
solids in the machine. taining solid particles by restrictin(}' axial 

. Objects and a·dvantages of the invention flow of the intermixture while same i~ under 
·will be set forth in part hereinafter and in centrifugal .action, thereby prolongin(}' the 60 

JO -part will be obvious herefrom, or may be centrifugal action so as to effect the separa
learned by practice with the invention, the tion of the solids and flowing off a separated 
s:lme being realized and attained by means liquid. While the intermixture is under cen
of the instrumentalities a.nd combinations trifugal action, I permit only restricted axial 
pointed 011t in the appei1ded claims. flow of the rotating intermixture and there- 65 

15 The im·ention consists in the novel steps, after cause one of the liquids to flow away 
processes, parts, constructions, ' arrange- after it is separated. 
ments, combinations and improvements here- The remaining objects and features will be 
in shown and described. set out later in connection with the detailed 

The accompanying drawings, referred to description, and it will be understood that the 70 
20 herein and constituting a part hereof, illns- foregoing and also the following description 

trate one embodiment of the invention, and is explanatory and exemplary and is not re
a manner of carrying out the process, the strictive of the invention. 
same with the accompanyincr description Referring now in detail to the present pre-
serving to explain the princip1es of the in- ferred embodiment, illustrated by way of ex- 75 

25 vention. ample in the accompanying drawings, and in 
Of the drawings:- accordance with certain features of the in-
Fig. 1 is a central vertical section through vention, the invention is applied to a cen-

an extractor embodying the invention, with trifugal machine of the overhead suspended 
the frame and certain other parts in elent- type, ·although so far as concerns other fea- so 

30 tion; tures of the invention it may be applied to 
Fig. 2 is a full horizontal section taken on othct· types of centrifugals. 

the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; In said illustrated form, a supporting 
Fi<Y. 3 is a central vertical section through frame is providerl having uprights 1 and 2 

a ba;ket equipped with 'a screen or strainer and a horizontal cross-piece 3 supported 85 
35 for the liquid; and upon the upper ends thereof. The centrif-

. ·Fig. 4 is a full horizontal section taken on ngal extractor comprises broadly a casing 4, 
tl·. ~ line 4-4 of Fig. 3. which is preferably mounted in stationary 

The invention provides a centrifugal ex- position upon the floor 5, and is provided with 
tractor for separating a liquid and solid mat- any snitable means for carrying away or dis- 90 

40 ter in suspension therein, the solids being charging the elarified separated liquid which 
retained and the clarified liquid being dis- is discharged from the basket or bowl 6 
charged by the centrifugal action, the liquid thereinto. 
being compelled to·travel in a comparatively '111e basket or bowl6 is suspended from, and 
thin stream or streams for a relatively long . rotated by, a shaft 7, which shaft is preferably' 95 

45 circumferential distance compared with the resiliently mounted, to have also angular or 
flow or progress of the liquid axially, and gyratory movement with an unbalanced load, 
preferably without any flow of the liquid in in any suitable supporting bearing, such 
a radia1 direction. That is, the liquid is sub, bearin~ having connected therewith, or ad
jected to a very long flow in a relatively thin jacent thereto, any suitable or desired form 100 

GO stream while subjected to the centrifugal ac- of driving means for the shaft 7. The en
tion, and is preferably restrained from radial closing housing for the bearing is shown at 8, 
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and a belt 9 extends :from the housing around while so flowing, and consequently the more 
guide pulley 10 and to any suitable driving· exteuded and thorough the separatin2" action. 
means (not'shown). A brake mechanism 12 In the embodied form of means for permit-
is likewise preferably provided. ting the axial flow in connection with the 

s The liquid to be clarified is supplied in a means for directing the lined or circnmfer- 70 
suitable manner, and as embodied, a supply ential flow already described the baffies 30 
pipe 18 discharges downwardly and central- nrc imperforate except at preferably a single 
ly into the bowl or basket 6, . close to the point, where there is an opening 31 there
shaft 7. The bowl 6 is provided at its bot- through, whereby the liquid may flow up-

10 tom end with a central bearing hub 19, fas- wardly or in a general axial direction past 75 
tened on the bottom end of the shaft 7 in any t.he baffle plate 30. These openings 31 may 
suitable mann'er,. as by a nut 20. The sepa- be placed at v~rious points as desired, but 
atecl solid materials are preferably dis- preferably are placed so as to give substan
charged from the central bottom portion of tially or approximately the maximum lineal 

15 the bowl. Spider arms 21 extend radially or circumferential flow beneath each bafi:le 80 
from the hub 19, the spaces therebetween plate 30. 
serving as the discharge openings. Carried In many cases and with many liquids to be 
by the outer ends of the spider arm 21 is the separated, I wish to avoid forcmg the liquid, 
bottom 22 o"£ the Lowl. The side wall 23 of or the various particles thereof, radially so 

20 the bowl is imperforate and preferably cy- that it may escape upwardly. I provide means 85 
lindrical. whereby no matter where a particle may be 

Means are provided for determining the in the depth of fluid, it may escape by mov
depth or thickne~s of the wall of liquid which ing circumferentially !:tnd vertically without 
is subjected to the centrifugal action in the any radial movement thereof, except as such 

25 bowl 6, and as e.nboclied, an inwardly pro- particle is impelled to radial moYement due 90 
jecting flange or shelf 24 is provided at the to centrifugal force or action. 
top of the bowl, the clarified or separated liq- . This is effected in the present embodiment 
uid flowing upwardly and outwardly over by making the openings 31 in the baflle plates 
the inner edge thereof into the casing 4 and 30 equal or nearly equal to the entire width, 

30 is then discharged therefrom. A valve 25 is or radial extent, of the bafi:le plate, as is clear- 95 
provided as a closure for the discharge open- ly shown in all the figures of the elm wing. 
ings :for the solids in the bottom of the bowl6. ~'he passa~es. or openings 31 !!-re also propor-

In the embodied :form of means for con- twned to hm1t the upward flow of the liquid 
trolling the hereinbefore described flow and to a comparatively small sector of the annu-

35 action of the liquid during the centrifugal Ius formed by its baffie plate, as shown in 100 
action, a plurality of flat annular bafi:le plates Figs. 2 and 4. 
30, preferably horizontally disposed, are The particles therefore travel upwardly . 
provided, the outer periphery of these baffles in a substa~tial1y helical path, winding abouc 
abutting on the vertical cylindrical wall 23 the axis of the basket ;;haft. The radial clis-

40 of the howl 6. The width or radial extent of tance o£ a given particle from the basket 105 
thr. b:dHcs 30 is preferably such thnt .they ex- shaft during its helical trn.vel is snbstan
teJHl raclially inwardly a greater distance tially constant. 
than t.he flange or shelf 24, and when so con- In certain cases, or with certain liqnids or 
stnlC'te<l they c01rstitute means for prevent- solutions, it is desirable to finally filter or 

45 ing axial flow or currents in the liquid under strain the clarified liquid before it is dis- 110 
Cf'ntrifugnl action, thereby pre\'enting in- charged, as in certain: cases, there may be in 
termixture and consequent contamination of suspension in the liquid some substance, such 
the inner separated or clarified Equid with as an exceedingly finely divided solid which 
the ontward and denser arrd contaminated is not.entirely separated even by the unusual-

!iO liqni<l, nml likewise contributing largely to ly. exte~ sive a!1d thorough centrifugal action 115 
stabilizing the machine against gyration or of my mvcntwn, although such a condition 
angular clisplacement when the re:-;ilient form in practi ce \\·onld be very rar~ aml unusual. 
of suspension is employed. The flange or Accordingly, in pursuance to one feature 
shelf 2·!, as indicated <leterm ines the depth or of. the in.vention, there is provide~l, in cooper-

55 thickness of the wall of liquid within the atwn with the current controlling and di- 120 
howl 6 and when tl~e b~files 30 extend i~- redmg means already described, a sui'table 
wardly a greater ra<l1al distance than the lip form of filterincr means actincr in the man-
?r shelf 24 there is no axial flow of the liqui<l ncr de,cribecl. ~\s preferably embodied a 
mt~rnally P.ast a baffle. . cylindrical filt ering member 36 is supported 

00 1he precis~ nnmh~r ?f bufile~ employed, l~pon and extends downwardly within the 125 
broadly consHlered, IS JmmatPnal, but the lip or shelf 24 of the bowl 6, and preferably 
p;reatrr the nu!nb~r ?mployed the longe.r t~e ~buts upo_n and acts as a closure against the 
l m~a l flow wh1ch .'s 1mpos~d upon the hqmd mncr penpheral edge of one or more of the 
whll<• under c~ntnfngal actwn, and the small- 'upper baffies 30. In view of the fact that Lhe 

65 er Hte strrnm mto which the liquid is diYicle<l Iilter 36 will cause a certain amount of back- 130 
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pressure due to the forcing of the .liquid 
therethrough, the wall of liquid 40 below the 
screen or filter 36 will be thicker than around 
the filter, the difference in thickness being 

5 proportiona-l to the amount of pressure nece -
sary to overGome the resistance of the filter to 
the flow of the liquid therethrough. 

As embodied, the filter 38 is preferably 
provided with a reenforcing cylindrical per-

10 £orate plate 36, which supports the filter 
against the fluid pressure while permitting 
the filtered fluid to pass through freely. At 
the bottom end of the filter 38, and conveni
ently integral with, or ~_tttached to, the s~lp-

15 porting plate 36, there 1s a flat angular nn
perforate baftie plate 37, the outer periphery 
of which is joined to the bottom end of the 
cylindrical plate 36. The baffle 37 serves to 
prevent upward axial flow from this thicker 

20 portion of the wall of liquid without its pass
ing through the filter. The baffles 30 are also 
·of greater radial extent below the filter, to 
maintain their rleation to the wall of liquid 
within the bowl 6, so as to prevent axial flow 

25 past the inward periphery of the baffles and 
to compel all of the liquid to take the long and 
prescribed path already describeLl. 

With the manner described of directing 
and controlling the liquid, there is a lonl!er 

30 lineal and circumferential flow of the liquid 
under centrifugal action, while the axial flow 
is relatively exceedingly small. There is 
also a greatly reduced velocity of the flow 
throu~h the bowl, which conduces greatly to 

35 complete separation of the solids, especially 
the more finely-divided solids and those of 
lesser specific gravity. 

There is also less direct exit of the liquid, 
and the bowl is not clogged at as early a 

4o stage in the collection or separation of the 
solids. Nor will the lower baffles become 
clol!ged with the solids and lea~e or create 
conrlitions of instability in the upper part of 
the clevicc. 

4!i Also in the manner of pl'Ocedure described, 
I do not force clarifieJ or separated liquid 
into close contact or admixture with the pre
cipitated or separated solids or with the outer, 
d1•nscr parts of the liquid. . 

50 A nry important advantage of the inven-
tion is that it promotes in a most effective 
manner the stability of the machine, when a 
rrsilirut suspen~ion or mounting is employed, 
by preventing or counteracting the angular 

G!i movement, or tendPncy to such movement, of 
the bowl and its shaft, by controlling the 
position of the inner surface of the liquid 
and the relation or relative position of the 
mass, or center of mass, of the liquid to the 

110 bowl and shaft. Also, vertical surging of the 
liquid is eliminated. and this likewise con
duces to more complete and effective settling 
action. 

It will be understood that the invention is 
05 not limited to the details of construction and 

procedure hen;in illustrated and described, 
but that depar~ures may be mado thereform 
within the scope of the accompanying claims, 
"·ithout departing from the principles of the 
invention and without sacrificing its chief ad- 70 
vnntages. 

\Vhat I rlaim is:-
. 1. A centrifugal extractor compnsmg in 
combination a rotating basket, and a pluml
ity of horizontally disposed annular baftles 75 
in the basket, the spaces bet"·ecn the baffles 
being unobstructed circumferentially, each 
baffle having an opening therethrough ex
tending ~libstanlially from the outer edge to 
the inner edge thereof, the openings in the 80 

baffles having different angular position~ 
with re~pect to the axis of rotation of the 
basket. 

2. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combination a rotating basket, and a plural- 85 
ity of horizontally disposed annular bafHes in 
the basket, the spaces between the baffles be
ing unobstructed circumferPntially, each 
baffle having an opening therethrough ex
tending s11bstautially from the outer edge to oo 
the inner edge thereof, the openin~s in the 
baffles haYing different angular positiOns with 
respect to the axis of rotation of the basket, 
each baffle extending inwardly through the 
substantially vertical liquid wall fonneLl 95 

wlwn the basket rotates at high speed. 
3. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 

combination a rotating basket, and a plural
ity of horizontally disposrcl annular bafilcs in 
the basket, each baffle having an oprning 100 

therethr~mgh, each opening being in a dilfcr-
ent vertical plane from the opening in the 
adjacent baftle, each baffle being of a width · 
to extent! inwardly through the substantial-
ly vertical liquitl wall fonnc<l when the 10:l 
basket rotates at high speecl. 

4. A C<'ntrifuga l extractor C(lmprisin<r in 
combination a rotating basket, a ftan~ at 
the upprr part of the basket dct<'l'lllining thr. 
position of the snbstnntiall~r .vertical wall 110 

formecl when the basket rotates at high spcP!l, 
untl a plurality of spaced, annnl:~r lndllrs 
positionecl in the basket, each having an oJ!t'n-
mg therethrough extending substantially 
radially from the outer edge to the inner edn·e 115 

thet·eof, the inner edge of each bnflie bei~rr 
a less distance from the axis of the ba~kct 
than the inner edge of the flange. 

5. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combination a basket with an imperforate 120 

cylindrical wall, u flange extending inwardly 
from the top of the basket, determining the 
horizontal thickness of the wall of confined 
liquid, a plurality of horizontal baffles spaced 
apart and extending inwardly from the wall 125 

of the basket beyond the inside surface of the 
wall of confined liquid, openings in the baf-
fles permitting the passage of liquid there
through, said openings bein~ variously an/!U
larly positioned to give approximately the 130 
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longest pat_h of travel to liquid flowing up
wardly for discharge at the top of the basket. 

6. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combination a basket with an imperforate 

5 cylindrical wall, a fla_r;1ge extending inwardly 
from the top of the basket, determining the 
horizontal thickness of the wall of confined 
liquid, a plumlity of horizontal baflles spaced 
apart and extending inwardly from the wall 

10 of the basket beyond the inside surface of the 
wall of confined liquid, openings in the baf
fles permitting the passage of liquid there
through, said openings being variously 
angularly positioned to cause particles of liq-

15 uid to flow upwardly in a substantially helical 
path, the axis of the helix being at substan
tially the axis of rotation of the basket. 

7. A centrifugal .extractor comprising m 
combiiUltion a rotating basket mounted to 

20 have angular or gyratory movement, and a 
plnrality of annular baflles within the basket, 
each baflle having a radial opening there
through in a different vertical plane from 
the opening in the adjacent baffi.e whereby a 

25 circumferential flow of material is induced, 
the baflles preventing surgi11g of the liquid 
in the basket during gyratory movement 
thereof. 

8. A centrifugal extractor comprising i;1 
30 combination a rotating basket mounted to 

have angular or gyratory mowment, and a 
plurality of spaced, horizontally disposed an
nular baffies in the basket, each baffie having 
an opening therethrough extending from the 

35 outer edge to the inner edge thereof, which 
openings occupy different angular pos~tions 
about the basket shaft, the baflles causmg a 
circumferential flow of liquid between the 
baffies further serving to prevent surging of 

40 the liquid dnring the gyratory movement 
thereof. 

9. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combinatiou a rotating basket mounted tq 
haYe angular or gyratory moYe..ment, a plu-

45 rality of spaced, horizontally disposed ~n
nular baffies in the basket, each baflle havmg 
an opening therethrough. extending from the 
outer edge to the inner edge thereof, adjacent 
openings being out of alinement, the baffie be-

50 ing of a width such that the inner edge pro
jects through and inwardly of the substan
tially vertical wall of liquid formed when the 
basket rotates at high speed. 

10. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
55 rombination a rotating basket, an annular 

flange at the top of the basket over which liq
uid flows and escapes from the basket, the in
ner edge of said flanl!e determining the posi
tion of the substantially vertical wall of liq-

GO uid formed when the basket rotates at high 
sp<>ed . and a pluralitv of spaced, horizontally 
disposed annular baffles in the basket, the in
ner eclges of which extend farther inwardly 
than the inner edge of said flange so as to 

65 project through the said vertical liquid wall, 

each baffle having an opening therethrough, 
each opening being in a different vertical 
plane from the opening in the adjacent baffle. 

11. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combination a rotating basket, an annular 70 
flange at the top of the basket over which 
liquid flows and escapes from the basket, the 
inner edge of said flange determining the po
sition of the substantially vertical wall of liq
uid formed when the basket rotates at high 75 
c:peed, and a plurality of spaced, horizontal-
~y disposed annular baffles in the basket, the 
mner edges of which extend farther inward-
ly t!1an the inner edge of said flange so as to 
proJect through the said vertical liquid wall, 80 
each baffle having an Ol)ening therethrou()'h, 
each openin()' being in a different verti~al 
plane from the opening in the adjacent baffle 
and each opening extending in a substantial' 
ly radial direction from the outer edge of the 85 
baffie to the inner edge thereof. 

12. A centrifugal extractor comprising in 
combination a rotatin()' basket mounted for 
gyratory movement, a flange at the top of the 
b~sket, a plurality of spaced, horizontally 90 
disposed annular baffles in the basket, the in-
ner edge of each baffle extendin()' further 
inw!lrdly than the edge of said flange so as to 
proJeCt through the vertical wall of liquid 
formed when the basket rotates at hi()'h 05 
spee4, each baffie having a radially dispos~d 
opemng tl~erethrot~gh extending from the 
outer edge to the mner edge of the bafile. 
each opening being in a different vertical 
plane from the opening in the adjacent 100 
baffle, -and a vertically movable valve rn the 
bottom of the basket. 

13 .. A ~entrifugal. extractor comprising in 
co~bmatwn a .rotatmg basket, a plurality of 
honzontally d1sposed annular baffies in the 105 
basket, the spaces between the baffles beino· 
uno~structecl ci~·cumferentially, each bnfll~ 
havmg ~n openmg therethrough extending 
substantially from the outer ed()'e to the in-. t' 
ner edge thereof, the openings m the baffies 110 
having different angular positions with re
spect to the axis of rotation of the basket 
and a vertically disposed filter positioneci 
near the top of the basket. 

14. A centrifugal extractor comprisin()' in 115 
combination a rotating basket, a plnrality 
of horizontally disposed annular baffies lo
cated in the basket, each baffie havin()' an 
opening therethrough, each opening bei~g in 
!_1. diffe_rent vertical plane from the openings 120 
m adJacent baffies, the baffles bein()' of a 
width so that their inner edges "'extend 
through and inwardly of the substantially 
Yertical liquid wall formed when the basket 
rotates at high speed, and a filter near the 125 
top of the basket having a vertically dis
posed wall further out from the basket shaft 
than the inner edges of the baffles. 

15. The process of centrifugally separat-
ing a liquid intermixtme which comprises 130 
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maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 
undergoino- centrifugal action, permitting 
restricted flow of the liquid in a general axial 
direction and causing one of the intermixed 

5 materials to flow away after it has been sep
arated and retaining another separated liq
uid component in the cylindrical body. 

16. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture containing solid 

10 particles which comprises maintaining a 
cylindrical body of the liquid undergoing 
centrifugal action, preventing radial flow of 
the intermixture, permitting restricted flow 
of the liquid in a general axial direction and 

15 causing one of the intermixed materials to 
flow away after it has been separated. . 

17. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture containing solid 
particles which comprises maintaining a 

20 cylindrical body of the liquid undergoing 
centrifugal action, causing a restricted tlow 
at different places angularly and longitudi
nally of said cylindrical body, and causing 
one of the intermixed materials to flow away 

25 after it has been separated, and intermit
tently discharging a separated solid ma
terial. 

18. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 

30 subjecting a predetermined but progressively 
changing body of the intermixture to a rela
tively large rotational centrifugal separating 
'action and to a simultaneous flow which is 
relatively small and having an upward axial 

35 component which is displaced successively 
angularly of the body of the intermixture, 
and flowing off a separated liquid. . 

19. The process of centrifugally separating 
a liquid intermixture which comprises sub-

40 jecting a predet~rmined quantity of the ma
terials to ·rotational movement to effect sepa
ra6on centrifugally and causing a substan
tially helical flow of the mnterial to renew 
said quantity undergoing separation and to 

45 discharge a separated fluid while retaining 
a heavier separated fluid. 

20. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture containing solid 
particles which comprises subjecting a pre-

50 determined quantity of the materials to cen
trifugal separating action, controlling fluent 
movement thereof in a non-radial direction to 
protract the period -of the centrifugal action, 
and flowing off a separ~ted component.. 

55 21 . The process of centrifugally separat-
ing a liquid intermixture containing solid 
particles which comprises subjecting a body 
of the liquid to centrifugal action and .re
stricting axial flow of the intermixture there-

60 by subjecting it to a sufficiently prolonged 
centrifugal action and flowing off a separated 
liquid. 

22. The process of centrifugally separat
. ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 

65 maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 

undergoing centrifugal action permitting re
stricted upward axial flow of the rotating in
termixture and causing one of the intermixed 
liquids to discharge in the direction of axial 
flow after it has been separated. 70 

23. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 
undergoing centrifugal action, permitting 
restricted upward axial flow of the rotating 75 
intermixture and causing one of the inter
mixed liquids to flow away after it has been 
separated. 

24. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises ro- 80 
tating a receptacle containing the liqr1id at 
a high speed, and restricting the axial flow 
of the liquid generated by the rotation to sub
ject the liquid to the centrifugal separating 
action for a prolonged determinable period. 85 

25. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a · liquid intermixture which comprises 
rotating a receptacle containing the liquid at 
a high speed, generally preventing the axial 
flow of the liquid generated by rotation, and 90 
cansinp: a restricted flow at a plurality of 
different places angularly and longitudinally 
of the cylindrical body of liquid generated 
by the rotation. 

26. The process of centrifugally separat- 95 
ing a liquid intrrmixture whiCh comprises 
rotating a receptacle containing the liquid 
at a high speed , generally preventing the axial 
flow of the liquid generated by rotation, and 
causing a restricted flow at a plurality of 100 
different places angularly and longitudinally 
of the cylindrical body of liquid generated by 
the rotation and flowing off a separated com
ponent of the liquid intermixture. 

27. The process of cenh;ifugally separat- 105 
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
rotating a receptacle containing the liquid 
at a high speed, generally preventing thP. 
axial flow of the liquid generated by rotation, 
and causing a restricted flow at a plurality of 110 
different places angular![ and longitudinally 
of the cylindrical body o lig_uid generated by 
the rotation and dischargmg a separated 
component of the liquid intermixture from 
the receptacle by continued axial movement. 115. 

28. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
rotating a reccptn.clc containing the Jiquid at 
a hi,gh speed, and restricting the axial flow 
of the liquid generated by the rotation to 120 
subject the liquid to the centrifugal separat-
ing action for a prolonged determinable 
period, and removing the axial rest!·iction 
to permit discharge of a separated material. 

29. The process of centrifugally separat- 125 
ing a liquid intermixture which compi·.ises 
maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 
undergoing centrifugal action preventing 
radial flow of the intermixture, permitting 
restricted upward axial flow of the rotating 130 
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intermixture and causing one of the inter
mixed liquids to discharge in the direction of 

•
1 

axial flow after it ha. been separated. 
30. The process of centrifogally separat-

5 ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
rotating a receptacle containing the liquirl 
at a high speed preventing radial flow of the 
intermixture, aJHl restricting the axial flow 
of the liquid generated by the rotation to sub-

10 jcct the liquid to the centrifugal separating 
·action for a prolonged determinable period. 

31. The process of centrifugally 'separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 

15 undergoing centrifugal action, feeding inter
mixed materials substantially at the hollow 
center of the cylindrical body, generally pre
venting the upward axial flow of the liquid 
generated by rotation. and permitting a re-

20 strictecl upward flow at different places angu
larly and longitudinally of the cylindrical 
body. 

32. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 

25 maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 
undergoing centrifugal action, £ceiling inter
mixed materials substantially at the hollow 
center of the cylindrical body, generally "pre
venting the upward axial flow of the liquid 

30 generated by rotation, and permitting a re
stricted upward flow at different places an
gularly and longitudinally of the cylindrical 
body, and removing the axial restriction at 
the top of the cylindrical body to discharge 

35 a separated component. 
33. The process of centrifugally separat

ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
maintaining a cylindrical body of the liquid 
undergoing centrifugal action, feeding in-

termixed materials substantially at the hoi- 40 
low center of the cylindrical body, generally 
.preventing the upward axial flow of the 
liquid generated by rotation, and permit6ng 
a restricted upward flow at different places 
angularly and longitudinally of the cylin- 45 
drical body, partially removing the axial re
striction at the top of the cylindrical body to 
tlischarge a separated component, and dis
charging another separated component at 
the bottom of the cylindrical bocly. 50 

34. The process of centrifugally separat
ing a liquid intermixture which comprises 
rotating a receptacle containing the liquid at 
a high speed, f-eeding intermixed materials 
downward at the hollow center o£ the cvlin- 55 
clrical body of liquid undergoing centrif'ugal 
separation, preventing radial flow of the in
termixture, permitting restricted upwar<l 
flow of the liq u.id, and permitting one of the 
separated liquid components to discharge at no 
the top o£ the receptacle. 

35. The process of centrifugally separat
ing n. liquirl intermixture which comprises 
rotating n. receptacle containing the liquid at 
a high speed, feeding intermixed materials 65 
dowmYard at the hollow center of the cylin
drical body of liquid undergoing centi-ifugal 
separation, preventing radial flow of the in
tennixture, permitting restricted upward 
flow of the liquid, permitting one of the sepa- 70 
rated liquid components to discharge at the 
top of the receptacle and discharging a sepa
rated solid component at the bottom of the 
receptacle. 

In testimony whereof, I have signed my 75 
name to this specification. 

TANDY A. BRYSON. 

l , 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known thatl,PAm~NAEF, Ph.D.,chem

ical engineer, a citizen of Switzerland, and a 
resident of 132 Woody Crest avenue and One . 

5 H unclrcd and Sixty-fifth street, New York, 
in the county of New York and State of New 
York, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Treating Solids, such as Ores, 
Liquids, or Gaseous Fluids, of which the fol-

Io lowing is a specification. 
This invention relates to improved appara

tus for treating ores and other solids with 
liquids and gases or vapors for extracting or 
recovering certain of their constituent ek-

15 ments. 
The apparatus is especially intended for the 

extraction of gold by cyanid or chlorin; but 
it is also applicable for the treatment of other 
materials, as for the extraction of glue from 

20 bones and· the manufacture of bicarbonate of 
soda, &c. 

The object of the invention is to provide 
means for moving the solid material through 
a liquid while the latter passes in the opposite 

25 direction to that of the solid and to bring the 
solid and the liquid into intimate contact with 
each other and with a gas or vapor. 

With this object in view the invention con
sists in certain novel features of construction 

30 and combinations and arrangements of parts, 
as hereinafter set forth, and pointed out in the 
claims. 

The drawings show a revolving cylinder a, 
supported on rollers and connected by. means 

35 of a stuffing-box wi th a stationary cover 1 on 
the charging end. Solid material is fed into 
the cylinder a- for instance, by a conveyer 2. 
Liquor enters from the cylinder a into a cham
ber 3, having an inclined bottom 3', on which 

'l'J solid material settles, ancl is brought back into 
the cylinder by a com·ryer 4. In some ca~<'S 
I use no conveyer and inc I inc the bottom suffi
ciently so that f.he solid flows hack into the 
cylinder by gravitation. For the purpose of 

-~:> preventing overflow of materials from the 
charge end the conveyer 2 emp~ies the fresh 
material into a funnel 5, which may have ribs 
6 arranged .in helicoid lines to assist the for
ward movement of the material. The cylin-

der, which is fitted with agitating devices in so 
other parts, has no such devices in the charg
ing end to prevent carrying over of solid with 
the liquor. Partitions 7 are arranged in sec
tio.p.s and are made perforated, corrugated, or 
of wire-gauze. They are so arranged that 55 
they lift the material through the liquid and 
expose it also to the vapors or gases which 
may be circulating through the cylinder. The 
partitions also are ~o arranged that they move 
the material through the cylinder and may to 6o 
further assist this be arranged in inclined po
sition, as shown in Figure 1. 

E.~dial partitions may be employed, as 
shown in Fig. 3, in which case the said parti
tions do not run in the direc.tion of the axis 65 
of the cylinder on the periphery, but are bent 
so as to move the material. 

If partitions are arranged in parallel posi
tion and longitudinal sections, each section is 
not arranged running in the direction of 'the 70 
axis, but as shown in Fig. 1. After each sec
tion the material is lifted and then passes down
ward over the · partitions and at the same time 
is moved forward to be lifted and showered 
again by the next set of partitions. The ar- 7 5 
rangement can be applied in cylinders used for 
the treatment of solid mater ial without the 
presence of liquids. At the lower end the cyl
inder is closed by a plate g, usually also con
nected to. the cylinder by a stnffing-box. The 8o 
liquor is with advantage conducted some dis
tance into the cylinder-for instance, by in
serting an inlet-pipe f, reaching into the cyl
inder. 

The way of removing the material from the 85 
c.rlinclcr and treating it is Yuri ed according to 
the nature of the material. In many cases the 
material runs out as a sludge into a settling
tank &, which is fitted with a conical bottom 
ami has stit' J'ers c for prevenLing solidification 90 
in the lower part. Several of these tanks can 
be arranged side by side. The product of 
one oi· more cylinders is run into one of the 
tanks unlil it is filled. Then settling takes 
place as far as allowable without solidifica- 95 
tion of the solid and the clear liquor is dt·awn 
off. A ftcrward washing of the material takes 
place by addition of weak liquor or water and 
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afterward settling and withdrawing of liquor. 
Stirring appliances are arranged in the upper 
and lower part of the vessels, which can be 
independentl.v operated. Onl.Y the lower stir-

S ring de,·ices are operated during settling, but 
both after wash-water has been added. 

·with the arrangement described the liquor 
fr·om the cylinder has to be alternatel.y run 
into and through different settling-tanks. In 

10 place of this arrangement liquor can be con
tinuously run through one or more settling
tanks, as shown in the drawings. Clear liq
uor !eaves the last tank continuously. The 
solids settle in the conical bottom and solidi-

IS fication is prevented by running the stirrers 
in the conical part. which in this case are alone 
required. The sludge is withdrawn from the 
bottom of the tanks b to tanks of similar con
struction on a lower level 1/, where it is 

zo washed, or it is conducted to a filter-press or 
centrifugal machine. 

Hot or cold gaseous fluids can be conduct
ed through the apparatus by suitable inlets g 
and outlets g'. Often it is of advantage to 

25 conduct the same gaseous fluid through the 
cylinder b,y a fan d'. A temperature-adjust,er 
1, consisting of a vessel containing a pipe sys
tem, can be arranged in the pipe (},which re
turns the gas leaving the cylinder back to the 

30 same, so as to keep the temperature of the 
c,y Iinder at a constant point. Ores can in this 
way be leached by cyanid in the presence of 
oxygen or of other gas. Ores can further be 
leached in this way by applying chlorin di-

35 rectly to the charge as well as to the liquor in 
which the leaching takes place. 

The apparatus can be applied for dissolving 
bicarbonate without decomposing the same by 
effecting this dissolving in the presence of car-

40 bonic acid. The liquor thus obtained can be 
run continuously from the cylinder through 
a settling-tank and through a cylinder which 
may be arranged on a lower level, in which 
cooling takes place, carbonic acid being also 

45 at the same time passed . through the appara
tus. Pure bicarbonate is thus produced in a 
continuous and practically automatic manner. 

The apparatus cle<;cribed finds with advan
tage apvlication in the urewing industry for 

so operations where solid materials have to be 
treated. Most of the operations in this in
dustry can, thus be effected in a continuous 
manner, the liquor flowing from one part of 
the plant ti'o the other. 

S5 The c,ylinders offer especial achantage for 
htlating and also for cooliug beer, as the speed 
and degree of such \operations are absolutely 
undei· control. I T'ey alsu offer great advan
tage fof heating, anrl cooling such fluids as 

oo beer ih pr ;sen 'P ~f a suitable gas. Cooling 
can, for in.stanc~ , take pl:we first in the "pres
Pn c:e of ai r anJ -afrerwarcl in the presence of 
c~~;ovonic ac id. B." cooling sufficiently low a 
considerable amOl .llt of gas is taken up by the 

fluid, so that beer, for instance, can be cask eel 6 5 
in this cool state. The entire operations of 
the brewing industry are by these means en
tirely under control to obtain the best results 
from whatever material is used. 

In the drawings, Fig. 1 show a vertical Ion- 70 
gitudinal cross-section; Fig. 2, a section of Fig. 
1 on' line x a:, and Fig. 3 a section on line y y. 
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are modifications. 

d d are lifters, usuall,y arranged in the form 
of pipes with suitable perforations for liftin:f. 7 5 
and showering the liquid on the partitions 'l. 

The pipes e e, ·Fig. 1, are arr~nged for the 
purpose of heating or cooling the cylinder (t. 

e' is the inlet, and r! the outlet., for cooling 
fluid. fis the inlet-pipe for liquid to the cyl- So 
inder, which reaches some distance into the 
latter, and.f' is the outlet-pipe for liquid from 
the settling-tank. (J is the gas-inlet pipe, and 
r/ the gas-outlet pipe. Manholes h ma.v be 
arranged between the agitating-sections of the 85 
Cj'linder. . 

Fig. 3 shows the last section of the cy Iinder 
near the discharge end with radial partitions 
to lift and discharge the material. 

If operations are to be conducted in the 90 
apparatus under pres:sure, the settling-tanks 
are fitted with tight coYers. Suit..'lble \'alves 
are arranged above and below the feed-hopper, 
the latter being closed while the hopper is be
ing filled and the upper ~·alve being closcll all 95 
the time, except when filling the hopper. In 
Fig. 2 it is shown that the partitions can be non
perforated, perforated, corrugated. · They 
ma.r also with advantage consist. of wire-gauze 
7\ which may also be corrugated. In some Ioo 
cases the corrugations run acr·oss the cylinder. 
In others, especially if the material is heavy, 
they run longitudinally. The partitions are 
often with advantage fastened to a frame, as 
indicated b.r the dotteclline ·7\ in such a man- I05 

ner that whole sections can be pushed bodily 
into the cylinder. The frames may be filled 
with suitllble rollers facing against the periph-
er.r of the cy-linder, so that the sections can 
easily be placed. I 10 

To prevent the formation of scale on the 
partitions and periphery, it is, when treating 
some matPrial;_;, of advantage to use special 
devices. They may consist of rolls or pipes 
8", placed into the cylinder, which carry toPth II5 
8" to facilitate the removal of crust. These 
pipes may extend through the entire cylinder 
or be placed extending throug-h each ':JCction 
of partitions. 

Fig. 4 shows an empty c.ylinder with 1·od 8" 120 

and teeth on the latter, 8". As the shell re
volvs the rod also begins to revolve, remain-
ing at the same time in the lower par·t of the 
cylinder in a positiotl depending on the speed 
of the periphery-surface moving under it. In 125 
Fig. 3 rods having teeth are ::;ho\\"n lwt\\ecn 
the radial partitions . .As the cylinder revolves 
the rods slide on the surfaces, thus kecpi ng- par-
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titions as well as periphery clean. In Fig. 2 
rods8a, having teeth 8b, are shown between the 
parallel partitions, on which they slide when 
the cylinder gets into a certain position alter~ 

5 nately on one side of the surface and after
ward on the other. In Fig. 2 it is further shown 
that the partitions can 'carry projections 9', 
which act as lifters and can eventually replace 
the lifter d. 

ro Instead of placing the rods gain cylinder 
loosely guides can be arranged which allow 
only movement in certain directions, which 
may, for instance, be controlled by a slot in 
which the rods run. It is in this way possi-

tS ble to keep the rods and teeth a short distance 
from the surfaces and prevent wear and tear. 
If the surfaces are of round or nearly round 
cross-section, the arrangement shown in Figs. 
5 and 6 can be adopted. 

2o Fig. 5 shows a shaft or rod a' arranged in 
the center. On the shaft are hangers ct2, which 
carry another rod, as. On the latter numerous 
teeth a• are fastened in suitable manner, usu
ally in such a way that they revolve freely on 

25 _the rod as. The hangers a2 are usually also 
loose, and their weight causes them to hang 
nearly perpendicular, the teeth being station
ary and the c.vlinder moving. The rods a} 
are usually arranged in short sections. In 

30 smaller cylinders they can be avoided, teeth 
being placed on shaft a'. The arrangement 
can be so changed that the pieces a2 are fas
tened tightly on the shaft a'. The latter is 
then revolved, preferably, in a direction oppo-

35 site to the one of the cylinder. A good agi
tation is thus effected and the surfaces are 
kept clean. The pieces a2 can reach right 
across the cylinder ,as indicated by dotted lines. 
They can be arranged alternately at right an-

40 gles to each. other. _ 
Fig. 6 shows a cylinder in which round sur

faces, such as pipes b', are arranged, which are 
preferably perforated. In these pipes are ar
ranged agitating and cleaning devices. They 

45 may consist of a loose rod ga with spikes 8b, 
as shown, or of an arrangement similar to the 
one shown in Fig. 5. a' is a stationary or 
revolving shaft to which are fastened suitable 
scraping devices. The latter are fastened usn-

so ally direct on a' and hang perpendicularly if 
the shaft is stationary, or they are fastened to 
a rod a", as described. 

The sets of parallel partitions are with ad
vantage radially offset, each set being in a 

55 different position than the adjoining set. 
The apparatus can with advantage be adapt

ed for ti)e separation of materials of different 
specific gravity. Such separation can beef

' fected before the material enters the c_ylinder 
6o as it passes through it and also after it has 

left it. Separation before the entrance is ef
fected by arranging tanks of the same con
struction as b. Material is charged into one 
of these tanks, and agitation is kept up suffi-

ciently to settle only heavy material which 65 
has to be separated and which can be drawn 
off from the bottom. 
If several tanks are used successively, ma

terials of various specific gravity can be sep
arated in the different tanks. If gold ore has ·7 o 
to be treated, a material can be separated .in 
these tanks holding most of the coarse gold 
in concentrated condition. By discharging 
the same into a tank, as b', much of the coarse 
gold can be separated as such. Only material 7 5 
of great fineness enters the cylinder, whereby 
leaching is greatly accelerated. 

By running the product from the cylinder 
through the tanks b and suitably adjusting the 
agitation again a most accurate sorting of So 
material can take place according to specific 
gravity. The last traces of gold or concen
trates can here be collected in one or more 
tanks sufficiently agitated to allow only them 
to settle. They are removed as already de- 85 
scribed . 

. . ln regard to separation of . material of vari
ous specific gravity in the cylinder it can bt 
effected by placing pockets on the circumfer
ence. Such pockets can encircle the cylinder. 90 
They may consist of a ca...c;;ing c' with doors or 
valves c' for withdrawing the material. Plate 
cs with suitable openings allows the heavy ma
terial to enter the pocket c', from which it is
flushed from time to time through the valves 95 
<f. A number of these pockets can be ar
ranged. 

In washing-material such as coal and clay 
sufficient liq nor is often circulated to carry the 
good material into the tank 3, which is then 1oo 
arranged in the same manner as tanks b or 
which leads to suitable screens. The heavy 
material passes in this case from the lower 
end of the cylinder, which can often be made 
shorter. The same liquid is used over again. 105 

It can, for instance, be returned by pipe f 2 to 
pipe g, no vessel e being required. By adapt-
ing the speed of the cylinder and the agitat-
ing devices, also the speed of the liquor, large 
quantities are cheaply separated, the heavy no 
ma~erials passing from the lower end and the · 
liglit material from the upper end. Pyrites, 
concentrates of various ores, metals such as 
copper, gold are in this manner separated 
froru rocks. 115 

It is not always necessary to incline the cyl
inder from the charging . to the discharging 
end. It can be sometimes with advantage 
horizontal, and sometimes it is better to charge 
the solid at the lower end in the same manner 120 

as shown, the funnel being then placed at the 
lower end. If gaseous fluid is conducted 
through the cylinder by a suitable blower, the 
agitation is improved and less liquid is re-
quired for the separation. 125 

If especially good leaching is required, I 
arrange se\'eral cylinders in such a manner 
that liquid and material passes successivelf' 
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through them, preferably in opposite direc
tion. If concentrates are to be separated, I 
place a settling-tank, as described, between 
each cylinder. 

5 The cylinders can be operated discontinu-
ously. They are constantly rotated, filled 
with liquor and solid, as shown, and afterward 
emptied by opening valve g'. A gaseous fluid 
can be passed through the cylinder at the same 

Io time. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the partition~ , 7 can 

carry .projections 7\ which act as lifter. 
These projections can be arranged all over the 
surface. They lift more liquor than the ribs. 

15 I do not confine myself to any particular 
kind of interior arrangement, as this is varied 
according to the material treated. In some 
cases suitable cross-partitions are arranged 
between the sections of perforated partitions, 

20 with suitable openings to guide the flow of 
solid and liquid in a zigzag way. 

For the purpose of strengthening the per
forated surfaces the.y may be fastened to car
rying-rods, which form part of a frame which 

2 5 carries each set of partitions and may be mov
able, as described. In some cases the carry
ing-rods to which the partitions are fastened 
are held by suitable brackets on the periphery 
of the revolving cylinders. 

. )o For the purpose of strengthening the sur-
faces and also for the purpose of making the ap
paratus more efficient I sometimes arrange par
titions which intersect the parallel partitions 
at a right angle, as indicated by dotted lines 

35 7b in Fig. 2. Instead of partitions rods may 
be run in the same direction, which form part 
of the frame carrying the surfaces. 

The apparatus can be adapted to the purifi
cation of gaseous fluids or vapors by bringing 

40 them in contact with a liquid-purifying agent 
or a liquid-holding solid in suspension. The 
amount of iiquid in the apparatus is varied 
according to the material treated. Pipe f is 
arranged in central position if radial partitions 

45 are used. 
Having described th~ nature of my iuven

tion, what I claim is-
1. In combination with an apparatus for 

treating liquids and solids, a settling-tank, an 
so inclined bottom on said tank and means to r~n 

sludge from said tank, back to the apparatus. 
2. In combination with a revolving cylinder, 

means for passing liquid through the same, 
means to separate solids from the product 

55 leaving the cylinder and automatically return-
ing the same to the cylinder. . 

3. The combination with a rotary appara
tus, of a funn el located within one end there
of and rotatable therewith, means for feeding 

oo solid material to be treated, into the rotary 
apparatus through said funnel, and means for 
introducing fluid into said rotary apparatus. 

4. In combination with a revolvingcylinder, 
a funnel in the same near one end thereof, 

means for feeding solids into the funnel from 65 
the end of the cylinder and means to conduct 
liquor from said end. 

5. The combination of a funnel-shaped pipe 
reaching into an apparatus, means for feeding 
solids into the same and means on said fun- 70 
nel, such as suitable ribs to insure the for
ward passage of the solids. 

6. In combination· with a revolving cylin
der sets of parallel partitions and open spaces 
between said sets. 7 5 

7. In combination with a revolving cylin
der, means for passing a liquid and a solid 
into the same and perforated partitions ar
ranged in such position as to effect a forward 
movement of the solid independently of the 8o 
position in which the cylinder is disposed. 

8. In combination with a revolving cylin
der, perforated partitions arranged at an an
gle to the longitudinal and transverse axes of 
the cylinder, so as to effect a forward move- 85 
ment of solid material. . 

9. In combination with a revolving cylin
der, perforated plates arranged diagonally 
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder in separate sets. 90 . 

10. In combination with a revolving cylin
der, a liquor-pipe and a gas-pipe communicat
ing with one end of the cylinder and a dis
charge for solids at the same end thereof . 

11. In combination with a revolving cylin- 95 
der longitudinal bars carrying cleaning de
vices, such as spikes in the interior thereof. 

12. Irt combination with a rP1 olving cylin-
der surfaces in the interior a·1d longitudinal 
bars carrying cleaning devicrs moving on said ·roo 
surfaces. 

13. The combination of a revolving cylin
der, perforated partitions dividing the cylin
der into comr:lartment.<: and devices for clean-
ing the surfaces in each compartment. IoS 

14. The comhination of a revolving cylip
der divided into compartments in the interior 
and a hur carrying cleaning devic.es in each 
compartment. 

15. In combination with a rotat·y apparatus I Io 

bent surfaces in the interior and a loose bar 
carrying cleaning devices moving on said sur
faces. 

16. The combination of a revolving cylin-
der, parallel partitions and dedces between Irs 
the latter to clean the surfaces. 

17. The combination of a revolving cylin
der, longitudinal parallel perforated surfaces 
and means to keep said surfaces clean. 

18. The combination of a revolving cylin- I 20 

der parallel surfaces in the interim· and loose 
rods carrying cleaning devices between said 
surfaces. 

19. The combination of an apparatus. means 
to pass a solid and a liquid through the same r25 
and means to circulate gaseous fluid through 
the apparatus and a temperature-adjuster the 
same fluid circulating several times. 

I' 
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20. Thecombinationofanapparatus, m~ans 
to pass a solid and a liquid through the same, 
means to circulatE; liquid through the appara
tus and a temperature-adjuster. 

5 21. The combination of a rotary apparatus, 
perforated surfaces · and projections on said· 
surfaces, which act as lifters. 

22. In combination with a rotary apparatus 
means to separate material according to spe

Io cific gravity. 
23. In combination with a rotary apparatus, 

means to conduct liquid and solid through the 
same, means to separate solids ·from the liq
uid at each end means to return the liquid. 

15 24. In combination with a rotary apparatus, 
means to pass solid and liquid through the 

same, means to pass gaseous fluid through the 
same and means to separate soli<'! from the 
liquid at each end of the apparatus. 

25. The combination of a series of appara.- 2o 
tus, means to pass solid and liquid succes
sivel.y through the same and means to sepa
rate heavy material from the lighter material 
as the mixture passes from one apparatus to 
the other. 25 

Signed at New York, in the county of New 
York and State of New York,. this 17th day of 
April, A. D. 1901. 

Witnesses: 
c. E. LANGDON, 
I. W. HowE. 

PAUL NAEF. 
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This invention relates to extracting or leaching 
soluble material from a mixture of soluble and 
insoluble materials, and has for its object the 
provision of an improved met hod of and appa-

ll ratus for extracting soluble material from such 
a mixture. More particularly the invention aims 
to provide an improved apparatus of the rotary 
type for continuously extracting t he soluble ma
terial from the mixture containing the same in 

10 which the mixture and liquid solvent for the sol
uble material move countercurrently through 
the apparatus in consequence of its rotation. 

The invention is of particular advant age wher
ever the amount of solvent used should be small 

16 in relation to the amount of insoluble material 
present. A typical example of such an applica 
tion of the invention is in the extraction of 
soluble alkali chromates from the calcined prod
uct obtained by roasting chromite ore wit h a n 

20 alkali agent, such as soda ash. The alkali chro
mate is dissolved from the calcined product by 
water, and it is desirable that the soluble ma
terial be very completely extracted in as small a 
volume of water as possible, so as to minimize 

25 subsequent evaporation and other process opera
tions. In this as well as in other applications 
of the invention, it is desirable that t he extract
ing operation be made continuous, t hus permit
ting it to be operatively coupled with the calcin-

30 ing operation. To this end, the invention further 
contemplates the combination with the extractor 
of the invention of a drying chamber for the 
residual insoluble material. 

Briefly, the method of the invention comprises 
36 countercurrently passing a liquid solvent for the 

soluble material and a mixture of t he soluble 
and insoluble m aterials t.hrough an operatively 
connected series of rotating compartments in 
each of which agitation of the solvent and mate-

40 rials is effected in consequence of the rotation . 
and. effecting the countercurrent movement of 
the mixture and flow of the solvent between each 
compartment and the next adjacent compart 
ments during only a part of each complete revo-

45 lution of each compartment. The appara.tus of 
the invention is particularly adapted for carry
ing out this method, and in its preferred form 
comprises an elongated hollow cylinder mounted 
for rotation about its substantially horizontally-

,3o positioned longitudinal axis and h aving a series 
of annular segments circumferentially secured to 
the interior thereof in spaced and substantially 
parallel rela,tion with one another :md dividing 
the interior of the cylinder into a plurality of 

55 circumferential compartments. The segments 

(Cl. 23-269) 

are so positioned that the annular segmental 
space between the ends of any segment is an 
gularly offset with respect to the annular seg
mental spaces between the ends of adjacent seg
ments. Preferably, this angular displacement 5 
of the annular segmental spaces is genera lly 
along a spiral concentric to the longit udinal axis 
of the cylinder . The ends of each segment are 
connected respectively to the oppositely-posi 
tioned ends of the t wo adjacent segments by de- 10 
fleeting strips of slightly less depth th an t he 
depth of the segments. 

The foregoing and other novel features of the 
invention will be best understood from the fol 
lowing description taken in conjunction with 15 
the accompanying drawings , in which 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal elevation of an appa 
ratus embodying the invention, 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic longitudinal 0ectional 
elevation of the apparatus of Fig. 1, 20 

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are diagrammatic sectional 
views on the section lines 3-3, 4-4 and 5-5, 
respectively, of Fig. 2, 

Figs. 6 and 7 are diagrammatic sections,] views 
showing two deflecting strip arrangements, 25 

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic sectional view of the 
conical frustrum solids discharge of Fig. 2, 

Pigs. 9 and 10 are diagrammatic sectional 
elevations of modified types of solids discharge, 
and 30 

Fig. 11 is a longitudinal elevation of the com
bination with the apparatus of Fig. 1 of a dry
ing chamber. 

The apparatus illustrated in t~e drawings 
comprises a hollow cylinder I 5, several times 35 
longer than its diameter. The cylinder is po
sitioned with its longitudinal axis substant ially 
horizontal. It is mounted for rotation on t ire and 
trunnion supports I 6 by means of a gear and 
pinion drive I 1. 40 

The cylinder I 5 is interiorly divided into R 

number of circumferential compartments (e. g., 
A, B, C) by a series of annular segment.s I B 
secured to the interior of the cyEnder, concentric 45 
and perpendicular with its longitudinal axis, in 
spaced and substantially parallel rela t ion with 
one another. The series of segments 18 con
stitute in effect spaced annular partit ions. each 
circumferentially incomplete. extending radial~y 50 
inwardly from the interior surface of t he cylinder 
towards but short of the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder. The segments I 8 are so positioned th at 
the annular segmental spa,ce between th e ends 
of any segment is angularly offset wit h respect 65 
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to the annular segmental spaces between the ends 
of the adja,cent segments. 

The width or depth of the segments 18 may 
be greatly varied. For example, a dept of from 

;, about % to % of the radius of the cylinder is 
typical for many applications of the i.nvcntio:1. 
The space between the segments may also be 
varied over CJ, wide range , but may conveniently 
be considered as about equal to the depth of 

; o the segments. 
The annular segmental space between the ends 

of each segment , that is the circumferen tially 
incomplete portion thereof, may convenient ly be 
roughly 30° in length, and usually extends the 

13 entire depth of the segment, although t his is not 
essential. As previously stated, these spa ces 
are preferably not in line with each other along 
the cylinder axis, but are angularly offset from 
each other, preferably so as to be located at 

~0 points of an imaginary spiral in the cylinder. 
The ends of ea ch annular segment are con

nected respectively to the oppositely-positioned 
ends of the two adjacent segments by deflecting 
or transfer strips 19 of slightly less depth than 

25 the depth of the segments. Thus , one end of a 
deflecting strip 19 is connected at the rear edge 
<that is trailing as the cylinder rotates) of the 
segmental space in the annular segment between 
a compartment CB. Fig. 2) containing solid ma-

30 t erial and the compartment CC) to which such 
solid materal is next to be delivered. The other 
end of this defl ecting strip is connected at the 
front edge <that is leading as the cylinder ro
tates) of the segmental space in the annular seg-

35 ment between the compartment CB> containing 
the solid material and the compartment CAl from 
which such solid material was delivered thereto. 
The deflecting strips move solid material pro
gressively from one compartment to the next ad-

40 jacent compartment as rotation of the cylinder 
brings the deflecting strips into conta ct with such 
solid material. The deflecting strips may be of 
uniform depth throughout their length CFig. 6). 
O!' of var ying depth (Fig. 7) to more effectively 

45 fulfill their purpose. As shown in Fig. 7, the up
per part of that end of the segment connected to 
the shorter end of the strip may be curved C2D) 
to insure the desired flow of liquid from compart
ment to compartment, as more fully explained 

50 hereinafter. 
The mixture of soluble and i.nsoluble materials 

is fed into one end of the cylinder Cleft end in 
Figs. 1 and 2- solids feed end and solution dis
charge end) and the liquid solvent for the soltl-

55 ble material is fed into the other end of the cyl 
inder <residue discharge end and solvent feed 
end) . The segmental spaces between the ends 
of the segments permit interchange of liquid 
solvent and solid material between adjacent com-

60 partments. This interchange takes place during 
only a par t of each complete revolution of each 
compartment, that is while the segmental space 
approaches and moves from its lowermost posi
tion. Due to the angular displacement of the seg-

65 mental spaces , the interchange of liquid and 
solid between adjacent compartments occurs pro
gressively with respect to the series of compart
ments. 

The deflecting strips are arranged to move the 
70 solid material from the solids feed end of the 

cylinder to the residue discharge end, that is 
from left to r ight in Figs. 1 and 2. The liquid 
moves by gravity from near the residue discharge 
end of the cylinder towards the other end (right 

7a to left, Figs. 1 and 2), leaching out the soluble 

material as it progresses from compartment to 
compartment. The depth of liquid in each com
partment is usually maintained slightly below the 
level (depth) of the annular segments. A con
venient manner of maintaining the liquid level is 5 

to provide a continuous annular ring 21, of less 
depth than the annular segments 18, at the so
lution discharge end of the cylinder. The depth 
of solids in each compartment may be conven-
iently about half the depth of liquid therein. HI 

The countercurrent movement of the liquid 
solvent and solid material will be best understood 
by considering the actions taking place in three 
adjacent compartments (A, B and C, Fig. 2) as 
the cylinder slowly rotates in the direction of the J.; 
arrow. Assume that a charge of solid material 
has just been received in compartment B from 
compartment A, and that the segmental space of 
the annular segment between compartments A 
and B has just risen above the liquid level. The 21l 
liquid and solvent are now confined in compart
ment B and isolated from the other materials in 
the cylinder by the annular segments which rise 
above the liquid level. Rotation of the cylinder 
tumbles the solid material over and at the same ~:'i 
time agitates the liquid. The liquid dissolves out 
some of the soluble material , thus becoming more 
concentrated. This action continues for about 
300° of rotation. The segmental space between 
the compartments A and B then enters the liquid ::n 
level. Liquid immediately starts flowing out of 
compartment B into compartment A, and shortly 
thereafter liquid begins to flow from compart
ment C into compartment B. The amount of 
overlapping of these liquid ftows depends on the ::=·· 
angular displacement of the segmental spaces. 
As rotation continues, compartment B begins to 
receive Con one side of the deflecting strip se
cured to the annular segments forming the 
compartment B) solid material from compart- <111 

ment A and then to deliver solid materia l (from 
the other side of this deflecting strip) to com
partment C. As the segmental spaces Cof the 
annular segments forming compartment B) rise 
above the liquid level, the flow of liquid ceases. J;; 
The transfer of solids ceases shortly afterwards 
and the cycle is repeated. 

The separation of the liquid and solid material 
in each compartment depends on the settling of 
the solid material in the liquid , which in turn is :i(J. 

dependent on the particle size of the solid ma
terial and the difference in gravity of the solid 
material and the liquid in contact therewith. 
Too much mixing of the liquid and solid material 
just previous to transfer may cause poor separa- :>.'i 
tion, and hence poor leaching action. Agitation 
is desirable to promote dissolving of the soluble 
material. and, when settling is rapid enough to 
permit it, it is advantageous to provide spaced 
transverse baffles or agitating strips 18' (Fig. 4) ;;o 
in each compartment through the flrst part Csay, 
half or sol of the cycle foll::nving the delivery of 
solid material thereto. It is also desirable that 
the segmental spaces and deflecting strips be so 
formed as to transfer the liquid and solids from 1;;, 
compartment to compartment with as little dis 
turbance as possible. Also. the flow of liquid 
should be so controlled by the size, shape and an
gular displacement of the segmental spaces and. 
if necessary, by guide strips , that a minimum of 70 
liquid is moved more than one compartment in 
each revolution of the cylinder. 

It is desirable in most cases that the solution 
discharged from the rotating cylinder be as free 
as possible of suspended solids. To this end, agi- 75 
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tation of the solid material and liquid should 
be minimized at the solution discharge end of 
the cylinder. This may be accomplished by de
livering ihe feed of solid materia l to the cylin-

11 der a short distance inwardly from the end 
thereof, so that the final solution discharge com
partment will be subjected to a minimum of d is 
turbance. The mixture of soluble and insoluble 
solid material may be fed to the rotating cylinder 

10 by a spiral conveyor 22. The final solution dis
charge compartment may be made a more effi
cient settling chamber by increasing its dimen
sion along the longitudinal axis of the cylinder , 
and providing the compartment with an inwardly 

Ill projecting spiral ribbon or strip 23 of just suf
ficient depth to move settled solid material into 
the adjacent agitation compartment. The solu
tion discharged from the cylinder m ay be col
lected in an appropriate tank 24, from which it 

20 is wi thdrawn by a pump 25. The solution may 
be furth er clarified , if desired , by sedimentation, 
filterin g, etc. The solid material resulting from 
such subsequent clarifying operations may fre
quently be advantr>.geously vvorked back into the 

26 rotating cylinder. 
The liquid solvent is introduced at a suitable 

temperature into the residue discharge end of the 
cylinder in any appropriate mano.er, as for ex
ample, by permitting it to run ou t of a pipe , pref-

30 erably under volume control. As hereinbefore 
described, the liquid works its way through the 
cylinder to the solution discharge end by gravity . 
A slight amount of frictional resistance must be 
overcome, which means that the liquid must be 

311 at a slightly higher level at the res idue discharge 
end than at the solution disch arge end. This 
may be conveniently accomplished by positioning 
t he cylinder with its longitudinal axis horizon
tal and permitting the liquid to build up pro-

40 gressively high er on the annular segments n earer 
the residue discharge en d, or by slightly inclin 
ing the cylinder so that the liquid fiows there 
through at such a r at e that the depth of liquid 
on the annular segments is substantially the sarde 

46 throughout the cylinder. 
The residual or extracted solids must b8 re

moved from the cylinder in such a manner as 
not to unduly disturb the liquid level throughout 
the cyl;nder. This may be effected in various 

oo ways, the choice depending somewhat on the na
ture of the materials and the desired ratio of 
solids to liquid in t he solids discharge. Where 
a low solids content is permissible , a pump 26 
(Fig. 9) may advantageously bf' used to remove 

65 both the solids and associated liquid from the 
final compartm ent at the residue discharge end 
of the cylinder, care being taken to agitate the 
mixture of solids and liquid. A scoop discharge 
may also be used, scoops or buckets 27 (Fig. 10) 

60 being provided on the inside of the final com
partment to pick up a mixture of solids and liq
uid and deliver it to a chute 28 fer conveying 
the mixture out of the end of the cylinder. 

Where as dry a solids di.scharge as possible is 
65 desired, for example, when th e residual solid ma

terial is to be subsequently dried . the conical 
frustrum discharge ?.9 illustrated in Figs . 1, 2, 
8 and 11 mll,Y be advantageously employed. This 
discharge device comprises a hollow conica l frus-

70 trum. the diameter of its base b~ing approxi
mately the same as the inside diameter of the 
cylinder and the diameter of its smaller frus
tra ted end being less than twice the d 'stance f rom 
the longitudinal center axis of th e cylinder to 

75 the liquid level therein. The conical frustrum 

is preferably constructed of a large number of 
narrow plates 30 extending from the base to the 
frustrated end in straight lines. These plates 
overlap each other on their longitudinal edges 
so as to permit escape of liquid through the spaces ll 
between the overlapping edges (Fig. 8). The 
conical frustrum is positioned in the residue dis
charge end of the cylinder with its frustrated 
end facing outwardly and approximately in the 
plane of the end of the cylinder (or the extractor 10 
portion of the cylinder in Fig. 11 ) . The over
lapping of the plates is such that as the cylin
der and frustrum rotate the spaces between the 
p lates a r e under the plates on the rising side, 
simulating in effect a shingled roof. If a very 16 
wet mixture of solids and liquid is placed within 
the rotating conical frustrum above the liquid 
level in the cylinder. th e solids tend to move up 
on the r ising side of the frustrum and any free 
liquid tends to remain near the lower part of 5!10 
the frustrum and escapes sideways through the 
spaces between the overlapping plates. 

Solid materia l delivered to the base of the coni-
cal frustrum f rom the adjacen t agitating com
partment of the cylinder is moved up the coni- 21 
cal surface and outwardly by one or more spira l 
ribbons or strips 3 I secured on top of the plates 
3!1 inside the frustrum. The pitch of th e spiral 
ribbon 31 is such that as the cylinder rotates col-
ids are moved up the conical surface and dis- 80 
charged. 

The conical frustrum may be of any desired 
length, but if too shor t difficulty is encountered 
in moving solids up the conical surfa.ce and the 
dTaining time is shortened. A h ollow cylinder, 36 
constructed of overlapping plates similar to the 
conical frustrum, m ay be attached to the smaller 
enct of th e frustrum for fu rther draining of sol-
ids if desired. The liquid escaping through the 
overlapping plates of this latter cylinder should 40 
fa ll into or be directed to the main cynnder , as 
in the case of the conical frustrum. Instead of 
makin;;: the conical frustrum of overlapping 
plates. the spiral ribbon 31 may be constructed 
o~ overlapping sections with sufficient space be- 45 
tween the o·•erlapping portions to permit the es
cape of liquid. If desired , both the conical frus
trum and the spiral ribbon may be made of over
lapping members. 

Some fine solids v;ill usually be carried under 50 
the overlapping plates of the conical frustrum by 
the escaping liquid . Such fin e solids will t end 
to settle in th e lower part of the cylinder under 
the conical frustrum. and may be moved back 
to the agitating compartment adj acent the base 55 
of the con;ca.! frustrum, through appropriate 
openings therein. by one or more spiral ribbons 
32 secured to the inner surface of the cylinder 
bet veen th e cylinder and t h e conical frustrum. 
If desired, the fin e solids collecting between the 60 
cylinder and the conical frustrum may be re
moved by tappin p.- holes in the rylinder wall ::>.nd 
dmwing off controlled am ounts of the solids 
and liquid . 

If desired . the contents of the rotating cylin- 66 
der m::ty be heated or maintained heated during 
extraction in any apnropriate manner. For ex
ample, the liquid solvent and sol id material may 
each be preheated ~>nd delivered hot to the cylin
der , or the cylinder may be either externa lly or 70 
internally heated. Where hot waste gases are 
available , which are n ot deleterious to the cylinder 
contents, they may be passed through the cylin
der . In addition to h ea,ting the contents of the 
cylinder , such hot waste gases are scrubbed in 75 
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the course of their passage through the cylinder, 
thereby removing solids and soluble ~terials 
therefrom, which in some cases is of advantage. 
If desired, the cylinder may be insulated to better 

1 retain its heat . 
When the solid residual product discharged 

from the cylinder is to be dried , it is of advan
tage to embody the extractor and dryer in a 
unita ry cylindrical structure. This modification 

10 of the invention is illustrated in Fig. 11 of the 
drawings. In this construction the conical frus
trum is positioned intermediate the ends of the 
cylinder I 5'. The wet solids discharged from 
the extractor portion of the cylinder by the coni-

11 cal frustrum 29 are delivered into the extended 
portion of the cylinder and are moved towards 
the end of the cylinder by a spiral ribbon 33 
secured to the interior surface of the dryer por
tion of the cylinder. The dry solids fall into 

10 a bin 34 from which they are removed in any suit
able manner. Hot waste gases are delivered to the 
dry solids discharge end of the rotating cylinder 
through a sealed hood 35 and are drawn through 
the cylinder by a fan 36 operatively associated 

II with a sealed hood 31 at the opposite end of the 
cylinder. 

The apparatus of Fig. 11 is particularly adapt
ed for leaching soluble alkali chromates from the 
ca.leined product resulting from kiln roasting 

10 chromite ore and soda ash. The calcined prod
uct (after screening or grinding or both as de
sired) is delivered, preferably while still warm, 
to the solids feed end of the cylinder I 5', and 
hot waste gases from the kiln are conducted into 

II the other end of the cylinder. The calcined prod
uct is leached in the extractor portion of the 
cylinder , as hereinbefore described, and the ex
tracted wet residue is delivered to the dryer por
tion of the cylinder. Here the residue meets the 

40 hot gases from the kiln, and these gases after 
drying the residue pass into the extractor por
tion of the cylinder and impart heat to the 
contents thereof. Dust carried by the hot kiln 
gases is largely removed by the wet surfaces in 

41 the extractor portion of the cylinder. Thus, 
waste heat from the kiln is utilized to dry the 
extracted residue and to keep the extractor 
warm. 

The apparatus hereinbefore described may be 
10 constructed of any material of sufficient strength 

and corrosion resistance. Ordinarily, sheet iron 
is satisfactory for the purpose. The size and di
mensions of the rotating cylinder will be deter
mined in practice by the nature of the mixture 

aa of soluble and insoluble materials, the soluble ma
terial ?nd the liquid solvent therefor. The prin
cipal factors to be considered are the volume of 
soluble material to be extracted in a given time, 
the volume of liquid solvent to be used for ex-

80 tracting that amount of soluble material , and 
the time required to make such an extraction 
under the conditions of agita tion and liquid con
centrations characteristic of the apparatus. 
Knowing the number of cubic feet of solids to 

sa be handled per hour and the extracting time in 
hours, the volume of solids in the extractor is 
obtained by multiplying these two figures. This 
volume of solids may be treated in a short cylin
der of large diameter or a long cylinder of small 

70 diameter. The depth to which the cylinder 
should be filled by the solid material may be 
greatly varied, but a quarter of the radius of the 
cylinder is typical. The cylinder proportions are 
determined on the basis of agitation produced. 

76 cost, space available and similar factors. After 

determining the cylinder proportions, the depth 
of the deflecting strips I 9 is determined by the 
depth of solid material in the cylinder. 

The liquid solvent delivered to the cylinder 
must be equal in volume to the liquid discharged 5 
from both ends of the cylinder, and to this end 
a.ccurate control of the amount of liquid con
taining soluble material which is discharged at 
or near the residue discharge end of the cylin
der is desira.ble and in some instances necessary. 1 0 
While the amount of solution discharged by the 
apparatus, at the solution discharge end, is lim
ited, nothing fixes the amount of liquid within 
the apparatus and this may ·be widely varied. 
However, a liquid depth approximately twice the 15 
depth of solid material is ordinarily satisfactory. 
When the depth of liquid to be maintained in the 
cylinder has been determined, the depth of the 
annular segments 18 is determined so as to be 
greater than the liquid depth. 20 

Increasing the number of compartments the
oretically increases the efficiency of the appara
tus, but the advantage becomes less as the num
ber of compartments is increased. There is little 
practical advantage in extracting efficiency in 25 
increasing the compartments over about 30-40. 
The extracting length of the cylinder divided by 
the number of compartments gives the axial 
length of each compartment. If this axial length 
is substan tially less than the depth of the an- 30 
nular segments I B. better results will ordinarily 
be obtained by lengthening the cylinder and re
ducing its diameter. 

The number of revolutions per minute of the 
cylinder is determined by dividing the extracting 35 
time in minutes by the number of compartments. 
The cylinder need not necessarily be of the same 
diameter throughout. This applies particularly 
to the two portions of the cylinder used respec-
tively for extracting and drying (Fig. 11). 40 

The annular segments i 8 may, if desired be 
circular disks \vith suitable openings cut there-
in corresponding to the aforementioned annular 
segmental spaces to permit the contemplated 
countercurrent movement of liquid and solids. 41 
However, with such an arrangement the interior 
of the cylinder is inaccessible and the arrange
ment offers little if any compensating advantage. 
Two or more deflecting strips I 9 may, if desired, 
be used in each compartment, thereby dividing ao 
the compartment into two or more compartments 
and moving the solid material two or more times 
as fast per revolution. 

While the mixture of soluble and insoluble ma
terial fed into t.he cylinder (e. g. by screw con- 156 
veyor 22) has hereinbefore been generally de
scribed as dry, it need not be so. The soluble 
material may, for example, be a liquid or a solid 
dissolved in a small amount of liquid. 

I claim: 80 
1. The improvement in continuously extracting 

soluble material from a mixture of soluble and 
insoluble materials which comprises countercur
rently passing a liquid solvent for the soluble 
material and a mixture of the soluble and in- Clll 
soluble materials through an operatively con
nected series of rotating compartments in each 
of which agitation of the solvent and materials 
is effected in consequence of the rotation, and 
effecting the countercurrent movement of the 70 
mixture and solvent between one compartment 
and the next adjacent compartments during only 
a small part of each complete revolution of each 
compartment while a relatively small amount of 
mixture and solvent is confined in other compart- fl 
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ments of the series, at which time the said other 
compartments are disconnected for the exchange 
of the mixture or solven t. 

2. In the improvement a ccording to claim 1, 
li delivering t.h e residual material from the final 

extracting compartment in said series to a ro
tating conical surface pervious to liquid along 
which the re~idual r.1aterial i~ caused to m ove 
upwardly and to drain prior to its discharge 

10 as extracted mater ial. 
3. The improvement in continuously extracting 

soluble material from a mixture of soluble anc\ 
insoluble m aterials which comprises countercur
rently passing a liquid solvent for the soluble 

15 material and a mixture of the soluble and in
soluble materials through a n operatively con
nected series of rotating compartmen ts, effecting 
the countercurrent movement of the mixture and 
solvent between one compartment and the next 

20 adjacent compartments by progressively estab
lishing comm l!nicalicn for the passs,ge of the 
mixture and soiven t between said one compart
rnent and its adjacent com;:>artments during only 
a rel r.. Uvely ~maE par t of each revol11tion thereof, 

25 and during such period of communication the 
other compar t ments of the series are discon
nected for the passage of mixture or solvent and 
contain a relatively small amount of mixt~.<.re and 
solvent which is confined for the major part of 

30 each reovhltion, whereby the solvent is agitated 
with all the mixture in a series of separate 
extractions P.nd shOJ t-circuiting of portions of the 
mixture is substantially prevented. 

4. In the improvement according to claim 3, 
311 delivering the r esidual materia l from the final 

extracting comp2.rtment in said series to a ro
tat.ing conical surface pervious to liquid along 
which the residual material is caused to move 
upwardly &nj to drain prior to its disch arge as 

40 extracted material. 
5. An :o>.pparatus for extracting soluble material 

from a mixture of soluble and insoluble ma te
risJs, comprising a rotatably mounted hollow 
cylinder pcsitioned with its longitudinal axis 

-15 substantia lly horizontal , a series of spaced and 
r adially- posit ioned partitions dividing the inte 
rior of the cylinder into a p lurality of compart
ments , each of said par titions being circumfer
en t h:lly incomplete with the circumferentially 

:.o incomplete portions of the partitions angularly 
staggered with respect to one another. and trans
fer st rips of snbstantial~y less depth than the 
radius of said cylinder connecting the edges of 
the circumferentially incomplete portion of each 

;-,;, partition to the opposite edges respectively of the 
circumferentially incomplete portions of the two 
adjacent partitions. 

6. An apparatus for extracting soluble mate
rial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble 

1a1 materials, comprising a rotatably mounted hollow 
cylinder positioned with its longitudinal axis sub
stantially horizontal, a series of spaced annular 
partitions extending radially inwardly from the 
interior surfal:e of the cylinder towards but not 

1\'i reaching the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, 
each of said partition s being circumferentially 
incomplete wit:1 the circumferentia lly incomplete 
portiom of the partitions angularly st aggered 
wi th respect to one another, and deflecting strips 

711 of slightly less width than the radial depth of 
said partitions con:1ecting one end of each parti
tion to the oppositely-positioned end of the next 
adjacent partition. 

'1. An apparatus for extracting soluble mate -
75 rial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble rna-

ter ia ls , compnsmg a rotatably mounted hollow 
cylinder positioned with its longitudinal axis sub
stantially horizontal, means for feeding a mixture 
of soluble and insoluble materials and a liquid 
solvent for the soluble material into opposite ii 

ends respectively of the cylinder, a series of 
spaced annular partitions extending radially in
wardly from t he interior surface of the cylinder 
Lowards but not reaching th;') longitudinal axis 
(,f the cylinder, each of said partit ions being cir- 10 
'c.:nferentialiy incomplete with the circumfer-
,,;, c!c<J ly incomplete portions of the partitions 
__ _ ;:;·cuar;y &taggercd with r espect to one another, 
,:efle~ ting !:>L,·;ps of slightly less width than the 
:· .. d1al ~ l epth of s~id ;;:;; rtitions connecting one end 1:; 

of c> ~:..:b part~tion to the oppositely-positioned 
ell(! or the next adjacen t partition, and means 
for" >·emovmg f.·om the cylinder the insoluble 
m,.terial and the liquid solution of the soluble 
macerial. :.:.1 

8. An apparatus for extracting soluble mate
rial f: em a mixtru·e of soluble and insoluble ma
terials , comprising a rotatably mounted hollow 
cylinder positioned with its longitudinal axis sub
stantially horizontal, the interior of said cylinder :> .-, 
being divided into a series of operatively com
municating compartments th rough which rota
tion of the cylinder causes coun tercunent move
ment of said materials ar,d a liquid solvent for 
the soluble material, a hollow conical frustrum :w 
concentrically mounted within one end of said 
CJiinder and operatively communicating at its 
L.ase with a compartment near that end of th e 
cylinder, and bame means operatively connected 
to said frustrum fo! causmg rotation of said cyl- :;;; 
inder to move insoluble m aterial t owards the 
smailer end of said frust!um. 

9. In an apparatus for extracting soluble ma
terial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble 
materials in which said materials and a liquid 

4
1! 

solven t for the so1uble material move counter 
currently through a rotatably mounted hollow 
cylinder positioned with its longitu dinal axis sub
stantially horizontal, a hollow conical frustrum 
secured within the r esidue discharge end of said \.-, 
cylinder with its frustrat ed end outward and its 
base adapted to receive residue to be discharged 
from the cylinder, and mea ns operatively con
nected to and projecting into the hollow portion 
of said frustrum for moving the residue received 

5
() 

at its base towards the frustrated end thereof 
as t he cylinder rotates. 

10. An apparatus according to claim 9 in which 
the wail of the hollow conical frustrum is pervi-
o;.ls to liquid. ;,;, 

11. An apparatus according to claim 9 in which 
the wall of the hollow conical frustrum is made 
of overlapping plates to permit escape of liquid 
therethrough. 

12 . An apparatus for extracting soluble rna- fill 

terial nom a mixture of soluble and insoluble 
materials, comprising a rotatably mounted hol 
Jo-.·1 cylinder positioned with its longitudinal axis 
substantia lly horizontal, a series of spaced an
nular partitions exten ding radially inwardly from (ll'i 

the interior surface of the cylinder towards but 
not reaching the longitudinal axis of the cylin
der, each of said partitions being circumferential-
ly incomplete with the circumferentially incom
plete portions of the partitions angularly stag- 70 
gered with respect to one another, deflect ing 
strips of slightly less width than the radial depth 
of said partitions connecting one end of each par
tition to the oppositely-positioned end of the 

76 
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next adjacent partition, and means for removing 
insoluble material from the cylinder including a 
hollow conical frustrum concentrically positioned 
within one end of the cylinder and having a spiral 

5 deflecting strip associated with the interior sur
face thereof for moving insoluble material to
wards the smaller end of the frustrum as the 
cylinder rotates. 

13. An apparatus according to claim 12 in 
10 which the wall of the hollow conical frustrum is 

pervious to liquid. 
14. An apparatus according to claim 12 in 

which the wall of the hollow conical frustrum is 
made of overlapping plates to permit escape of 

15 liquid therethrough. 
15. An apparatus for extracting soluble ma

terial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble 
materials, comprising an elongated hollow cylin
der mounted for rotation about its substantially 

20 horizontally-positioned longitudinal axis, a series 
of spaced annular partitions extending radially 
inwardly from the interior surface of the cylin
der towards but not reaching the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder, each of said partitions being 

25 circumferentially incomplete with the circum
ferentially incomplete portions of the partitions 
positioned generally along a spiral concentric to 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, and means 
operatively associated with adjacent partitions 

30 for causing solid material and liquid to move 
countercurrently through the cylinder progres
sively in separate step by step movements when 
the cylinder is rotated. 

16. An apparatus for extracting soluble ma-
35 terial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble 

materials, comprising an elongated hollow cylin
der mounted for rotation about its substantially 
horizontally-positioned longitudinal axis, said 
cylinder having a substantial portion but not all 

40 of its longitudinal length provided with a series 
of spaced annular partitions extending radially 
inwardly from the interior surface of the cylin
der towards but not reaching the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder, each of said partitions being 

45 circumferentially incomplete with the circumfer
entially incomplete portions of the partitions 
angularly staggered with respect to one another, 
means operatively associated with adjacent par
titions for causing solid material and liquid to 

50 move countercurrently through the cylinder when 
the cylinder is rotated, and a hollow conical 

frustrum concentrically positioned within and 
intermediate the ends of the cylinder and hav
ing a spiral deflecting strip associated with the 
interior surface thereof for moving insoluble ma
terial from that portion of the cylinder provided 5 
with said spaced partitions towards the smaller 
end of the frustrum and into the other portion 
of the cylinder. 

17. An apparatus for extracting soluble ma
terial from a mixture of soluble and insoluble 10 
materials, comprising an elongated hollow cylin
der mounted for rotation about its substantially 
horizontally-positioned longitudinal axis, said 
cylinder having a substantial portion but not all 
of its longitudinal length provided with a series 15 
of spaced annular partitions extending radially 
inwardly from the interior surface of the cylin-
der towards but not reaching the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder, each of said partitions being 
circumferentially incomplete with the circum- 20 
ferentially incomplete portions of the partitions 
angularly staggered with respect to one another, 
means operatively associated with adjacent par
titions for causing solid material and liquid to 
move countercurrently through the cylinder when 25 
the cylinder is rotated, a hollow conical frustrum 
concentrically positioned within and intermedi-
ate the ends of the cylinder and having a spiral 
deflecting strip associated with the interior sur
face thereof for moving insoluble material from 30 
that portion of the cylinder provided with said 
spaced partitions towards the smaller end of the 
frustrum and into the remaining portion of the 
cylinder, means for feeding a mixture of soluble 
and insoluble materials into and means for with- 35 
drawing the liquid solution of the soluble materi-
al from that end of the cylinder provided with 
said spaced partitions, means for introducing a 
liquid solvent for the soluble material into the 
cylinder approximate the larger end of said 40 
frustrum, and means for causing the rotation 
of said cylinder to move insoluble solid material 
through said remaining portion of the cylinder 
to a solids discharge end. 

13. An apparatus according to claim 17, having -!ii 
means for introducing a stream of hot gas into 
said solids discharge end of the cylinder and for 
withdrawing the gas from the opposite end of 
the cylinder. 

ALFRED E. VAN WIRT. 50 
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5 Claims. (CJ. 233-28) 

This invention relates generally to· centrifuge 
apparatus and methods such as are utilized for 
separating components of different specific gravi
ties in fiuid feed material. 

It Is an object of the present invention to de
vise a centrifuge apparatus and method which 
will make possible continuous operation without 
clogging of the centrifuge or of the discharge 
ports. 

10 It is a further object of the invention to de
vise a centrifuge apparatus and method which 
will be emcient in operation with a relatively high 
speed of rotation of the centrifuge bowl. In this 
connection the invention is characterized by a 

15 minimum amount of slippage between the walls 
of the bowl and the material being subjected to 
centrifugal force, thus making possible the use 
of a centrifuge bowl of relatively small diameter 
operating at relatively high speed. 

20 Another object of the invention is to devise an 
apparatus and method of the above character 
which will make possible a relatively clean sep
aration between heavier and lighter components 
of a fiuid feed. In attaining this object the in-

25 vention Is characterized by the maintenance of 
a zone of separation substantially free of turbu
lence, and when the method is practiced as in the 
preferred form described herein, heavier solid 
components being separated from feed material 

30 are scrubbed with wash liquor to effectively' 
cleanse the same of undesired solubles. 

It is a further object of the invention to de
vise novel means for introducing a suitable ma
terial or liquid medium into the centrifuge bowl 

35 or chamber in addition to the usual fiuid feed. 
Further objects of the invention will appear 

from the following description in which the pre
ferred embodiment of the invention has been set 
forth in detail in conjunction with the accom-

40 panying drawings. It is to be understood that 
the appended claims are to be accorded a range 
of equivalents consistent with the state of the 

prior art. 
Referring to the drawings: 

45 Figure 1 is a side elevational view in cross 
section, illustrating machine incorporating the 
prirtciples of the present invention. 

F'Uf. 2 is a cross sectional view taken along 
the line 2-2 of Fig. 1. 

50 Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view taken along 
the line 3-3 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view taken along the 
line 4--4 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 is a cross sectional view taken along the 
55 line 5-5 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross sectional detail taken 
along the line 6--6 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 Is an enlarged cross sectional detail taken 
along the line 7-7 of Fig. 5. 

oo Fig. 8 is a detail in cross section and side ele-

va.tion showing in an enlarged scale the rota17 
centrifuge bowl and its associated part-s. 

Fig. 9 is a cross sectional detail taken along 

the line 9-9 of Fig. 8. 
Fig, 10 Is a detail perspective illustrating a ea 

swivel ring forming a part of the driving con

nection between the bowl and its driving shaft. 
While the apparatus illustrated in the draw

ings and to be presently described in detail Is 
in a single representative embodiment, it will be TO 
apparent that a number of distinct novel fea
tures are incorporated which can be utilized in
dependently or in various combinations. Like
wise the method of the invention, which can best 
be understood after a. detailed explanation of the ':15 

apparatus, incorporates various features which 
can be utilized singly or in various combinations 
to improve present methods of effecting separa
tion between components of different spec11lc 
gravities. The machine as illustrated consists of so 
a housing 10 which for ease of manufacture and 
assembly, has been shown formed of a number of 
separate parts joined together. Thus the lower 
sections 11 and 12 of the housing are joined to
gether by a suitable threaded connection 13, and 81 

serve to surround the rotary bowl of the appara
tus. An upper housing section or neck 15 is con
nected to section 12 by means of threaded con
nection 14, and serves in turn to connect the 
housing to the stationary parts of a bearing as- DO 
sembly 16. This assembly is carried by a suit
able support, such as a rigid arm 17. The rota17 
bowl of the apparatus is designated generally at 

18 and is supported centrally within housing 10 
by a suitable rotatable shaft 19. N 

The construction of the centrifuge bowl ap
pears more clearly in the enlarged Pig. 8. For 

convenience in manufacture this bowl Is Ukewiae 
formed of two principal members or sections 21 

and 22, which are secured together by suitable 100 
means such as a ring nut 24. Section· 22 Is formed 
with a downwardly converging portion 28 and a 
lower downwardly divergent ftanp portion 27. 
Within the bowl sections .described above there 
is formed the centrifUge chamber 28 Within 181 
which the centrifugal action takes · place. Tbe 
upper walls of chamber 28 are· defined by tbe 
conical shaped surfaces 29 and 31 of the bowl 

.section 21, while the lower wallis defined ma.lnl7 
by the inverted conical surface of member 32 to J 10 

be presently described. 
To form suitable means for introducq feed 

material into the chamber 28 of the rota17 bowl, 
an inlet pipe 33 extends into the housing · sec;. 
tion 15 and communicates at its inner end with 111 

a cup 34. The position of cup 34 is fixed by 
a spider portion 36, which is clamped between 
housing sections 12 and 13. Cavity 37 in cup 34 
surrounds shaft 19, and ftuid material intro
duced into this cavity thru pipe 33 is discharged 
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thru a depending sleeve 38. Sleeve 38 discharges 
into a lower second sleeve 39 of substantially 
larger diameter, which is mounted upon the cen
trifuge bowl as will be presently explained. As is 

1 evident from Fig. 1 sleeves 38 and 39 are concen
tric with respect to shaft 19, whereby the shaft 
and sleeve 39 can rotate independently of the 
relatively stationary sleeve 38. It will be noted 
that housing 10 is provided with an annular por-

10 tion 41 which surroUIJ.ds sleeve 39, and which 
serves as an enclosure for the interior of the 
housing. 

Within the centrifuge chamber there is a mem
ber 42 which is annular in cross section, and 

115 which preferably is provided with an inner coni
cal or downwardly divergent surface 43. By 
means of a threaded connection 44 with the lower 
end of sleeve 39, member 42 is suitably fixed with 
respect to the centrifuge bowl in order to rotate 

20 therewith. The space 46 within member 42 and 
surrounding the lower portion of shaft 19, can be 
termed a feed chamber. In order to retain mem
ber 32 in proper position, it is shown provided 
with a suitable threaded connection 47 with the 

215 lower end of member 42. For discharging ma
terial within the feed chamber 46 into the cen
trifuge chamber 28, the lower portion of mem
ber 42 is provided with a plurality of circum
ferentially spaced radial ports 48 and 50. In 

30 passing from feed chamber 46 thru ports 48, the 
material must flow over an inner annular wier 
or lip 49. Material flowing thru ports 50 is de
livered into chamber 28 at a plane below the 
level at which ports 48 discharge, for a purpose 

35 to be presently explained. 
Mounted concentrically of the lower bowl sec

tion 22 there is a collar 51, which is preferably 
downwardly convergent and is provided with a 
lower flange 52, to form an inner annular chamber 

to 53. Formed upon the lower face of inverted con
ical member 32 are a plurality of radially extend
ing ribs or vanes 54 which extend from a point in 
proximity with the upper edge or lip 56 of mem
ber 32, down~ardly into chamber 53. As will be 

41 apparent from Fig. 9, ribs 54 in conjunction with 
the lower surface of member 32 and the upper 
adjacent surface of the lower bowl section 22, 
form a plurality of radially extending passages 
58 for flow of fluid. The upper ends of these 

150 passages communicate with the annular space 55 
about the lip 56 while the lower ends of the 
passages communicate with chamber 53. There
fore member 32 can be termed an impeller -as it 
serves in conjunction with its associated parts 

15 to pump fluid material from chamber 53 into the 
space 55, which communicates with the main por
tion of chamber 28 through the restricted annular 
orifice between lip 56 and surface 29. 

In order to form a suitable driving connection 
68 between shaft 19 and the rotary parts of the cen

trifuge, a sleeve 61 is fitted upon the lower end of 
shaft 19 and is fixed thereto by suitable means, 
such as a threaded connection 63. Sleeve 61 is 
in turn slidingly fitted within an outer sleeve 64, 

6l) which carries the rotating parts of the centrifuge 
bowl. For example the lower end of sleeve 64 is 
shown provided with an enlarged annular portion 
66, and this annular portion is shown securely 
clamped between the lower end of member 42 and 

~0 the adjacent portion of impeller 32. The lower 
end of rotary sleeve 61 is formed with an annular 
surface 67 which is in opposed relationship with 
the lower a.miular face 68 of sleeve 64. An annu
lar swivel ring 69 such as shown in detail in Fig. 

75 10, is interposed between surfaces 67 and 68. The 

faces of ring 69 are provided with lugs 70 which 
seat in recesses provided in surfaces 67 and 68. A 
compressing spring 71 interposed between the 
lower end of shaft 19 and the lower central por
tion 72 of collar 32, serves to normally bias sur- 80 
faces 67 and 68 together upon ring 69 with con
siderable force. Thus a driving connection is 
formed thru which su.mcient torque can be trans
mitted for effecting normal rotation of the cen
trifuge bowl, and which will permit relative 'rota- 85 
tion between the shaft and the centrifuge bowl 
if the torque is in increased beyond a ~:ame value. 

It may be noted at this time that an impeller 
32 serves as a means for introducing fluid mate-
rial into the centrifuge chamber 28 in addition to 90 
the feed material which is introduced by way of 
pipe 33. Suitable provision is also made for the 
separate discharge of the lighter and heavier com
ponents. Thus the upper bowl section is provided 
with a plurality of circumferentially spaced ports 95 
74, which communicate with the centrifuge cham-
ber 28 inwardly from its outer periphery. These 
ports serve to discharge the overflow or the lighter 
separated components from the chamber. For 
discharging heavier separated components the 100 
lower bowl section 22 is provided with a plurality 
of circumferentially spaced ports or ducts 76. 
The upper ends of these ducts communicate with 
the outer periphery of chamber 28, while the lower 
ends communicate with the interior of bowl por- 105 
tion 27. 

The housing 10 serves the function of catching 
both the lighter and heavier discharged compo
nents, and as will be presently explained, means is 
also incorporated in conjunction with the housing 110 
for effecting a return of heavier components back 
into the centrifuge chamber. Thus the overflow 
or lighter components discharged thru port 74 are 
collected into annular pocket 77 and can be with
drawn thru pipe 78. Pocket 77 is formed by an 115 
annular apron 79, which in turn is formed within 
the lower housing section 11 and has its inner 
edge extending immediately beneath the lower 
surface of bowl ring 23. Depending collar 81 
formed upon ring 24 in conjunction with apron 79, 120 
effectively isolates the lower portion of the cen
trifuge bowl from that part of the housing in 
which the lighter components are discharged, thus 
preventing intermixing of discharged lighter com-
ponents with heavier components. ~25 

To effect delivery of fluid material to chamber 
53 and to the impeller 32, a volute structure 82 is 
mounted within the lower portion of housing 10. 
The inner peripheral surface 83 of this volute is 
curved inwardly, in order to receive fluid material 130 
discharged from the lower lip 84 of the centrifuge 
bowl and to direct this material downwardly. A 
plurality of circumferentially spaced passages 85 
serve to deliver material from surface 83 into a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced pockets 86. 135 
<Fig. 4.) Referring to Fig. 1 it will be noted that 
pockets:'86 are formed between the lower face of 
volute 82 and the adjacent annular face of the 
housing bottom wall 87, and that they are formed 
by vanes 88 carried by and depending from 140 
volute 82. Pockets 86 serve to deliver material to 
a cavity 89 formed between the inner portions of 
the volute and the housing bottom wall 87. An 
upstanding portion 91 of the volute 82 forms a 
passageway 92, communicating with cavity 89, 146 
and serving to conduct the material into the bowl 
chamber 53. It will be noted that pockets 86 are 
inwardly divergent and that they are faced toward 
the direction of normal rotation of the bowl. By 
this construction a swirling movement is imparted 160 
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to material which is discharged inwardly in to 
cavity 89, thus minimizing loss of kinetic energy. 
Likewise the fiow resistance of material dis
charged thru passage 92 is minimized by the 

5 upward and inward curving of volute surface 93. 
To permit the removal of a portion of fiuid 

material from volute 82 the lower section of hous
ing 10 is provided with a passageway 97, with 
which a discharge pipe 98 is connected. Cavity 89 

10 is in communication with passageway 97 thru 
connected passages 99 and 101. An adjustment 
of the rate of outflow thru pipe 98 is made pos
sible by the provision of a needle valve 102 by 
me~ns of which fiow thru passage 101 can be 

15 restricted to a desired degree. Needle valve 102 
can of course be adjusted exteriorally of the hous
ing and is shown provided with a suitable pack
ing gland 103. By means of another pipe con-

20 nection 104 with cavity 89 <Fig. 5), it is possible 
to introduce varying quantities of additional ma
terial into the interior of volute 82, as for exam
ple wash water, as will be presently explained. 
Another pipe connection 105 communicating with 
cavity 89 can be connected to a suitable manom-

25 eter or pressure gauge. 
It is evident that different types of bearing 

assemblies 16 can be utilized. The particular 
type illustrated consists of a collar 108 fixed to 
the end of support arm 17, and within which a 

30 liner 109 is fitted. Sleeve 111 is formed upon and 
extends upwardly from housing section 15, and 
has a threaded connection 112 with liner 109. A 
~uitable driving element such as a pulley 113 
18 engaged upon the upper end of shaft 19, and 

35 is retained in position by nut 114 threaded upon 
the shaft. A sleeve 116 is fitted upon the 
shaft below pulley 113, and has its lower end 
engaging a shoulder 117 formed upon the shaft. 
A collar 118 larger in diameter than the upper 

40 diameter of sleeve 111, and extends concentri
cally about the latter. A plurality of suitable 
bearing units 119, 121 and 122, surround sleeve 
116 within the liner 109. 119 can be a roller 'bear-

45 ing unit, 121 a b~ll bearing unit, and 122 a roller 
bearing unit similar to unit 119. An annular 
socket 123 serves as a support for the lower bear
ing unit 122, and is provided with an upper annu
lar conical portion 124 seated upon the upper edge 

50 
of liner 109. The upper bearing unit 119 is 
l)rovided with a socket 126 and is disposed tele
scopically with respect to socket 123. A plu
rality of spring pressed plungers 127 are dis
posed within the socket 126, and press against 

55 the lower face of the removable cover plate 128, 
thus serving to normally urge socket 126 down
wardly. The lower bearing unit socket 123 is 
provided with a depending collar 129 which ex
tends below and which is concentric with collar 

60 118. An oil throw ring 131 is shown disposed 
abou~ sleeve 116 between the lower face of pulley 
113 and the upper bearing unit 119. A bearing 
assembly of this character will properly journal 
and support the weight of the rotating centrifuge 

65 parts and will permit a high speed of operation. 
To explain the mode of operation of the above 

described machine, it will be presumed that the 
centrifuge bowl is being rotated at a given speed, 
as by means of a belt connected to pulley 113. It 

iO will also be presumed that feed material 1s be
ing introduced into the centrifuge bowl thru pipes 
33 at a constant rate under the control of the 
operator. While the apparatus can be utilized 
with various fiuid feeds, it will be presumed that 

75 the feed in this instance 1s "mill st<:.rch", from 

which the solid starch particles are to be sepa
rated. The feed material enters the centrifuge 
chamber 28 thru radial ports 48 and 50, which 
impart to it considerable rotary energy, and with-
in the centrifuge chamber separation takes place 80 
by virtue of the centrifugal force to which the 
rotating mass of material is subjected. Heavier 
separated components, which in this instance are 
the solid starch particles, progress to the outer 
periphery of chamber 28 and are discharged thru 85 
pipes 76 into the volute 82. It is of course under
stood that this heavier discharge material does 
not consist solely of solid heavier separated com
ponents, but these solid components are mixed 
with a liquid medium to provide fiow character- 90 
istics similar to a liquid, as for example water 
in the case of mill starch. Lighter separated 
components, which in this specific example will 
be gluten and water, will fiow thru the discharge 
ports 74. These lighter separated components 95 
are collected by pockets 77 and discharged thru 
pipe 78. The heavier discharge material re
ceived by volute 82 fiows downwardly thru pass
ages 85, inwardly into cavity 89, and then up
wardly thru central passage 92 into the chamber 100 
53. From chamber 53 this discharge material is 
forcibly introduced into the annular space 55 
of the centrifuge chamber 28, by the impeller 32. 

Assuming now that the preferred features of 
our method are to be utilized, the heavier com- 105 
ponents returned to the centrifuge bowl by volute 
82 and impeller 32, are diluted by admixing there
with a suitable liquid medium introduced at a 
controlled rate thru pipe 104. The nature of this 
liquid medium will depend upon the conditions H{' 

under which the apparatus and method are to be 
utilized, and upon the character of the feed ma
terial. Generally speaking it should be such that 
its contact with the heavier separated compo
nents will not be detrimental, and its admixture 1: .> 
with the ,lighter components not undesirable. In 

the case of a feed material such as mill starch this 
liquid medium introduced thru pipe 104 can be 
distilled water. When operating upon feed ma
terial such as a spent chemical solution in which ·: .-o 
solid particles of a metallurgical pulp are sus- · 
pended, the liquid medium can be spent chemical 
liquor. As will be presently explained, in the 
event that the heavier components to be sei>ar.ated 
from the feed consists of solid particles <as in, the .• :5 

example of mill starch) the liquid medium ad
mixed with the material reintroduced into the 
centrifuge bowl will perform the useful function 
of scrubbing the heavier separated components 
within the centrifuge chamber. Therefore this · JO 
liquid medium will hereafter be termed "wash 
liquor". 

Continuing the above example in wh:ch mill 
starch 1s being treated, water is introduced thrU 
pipe 104 at a controlled rate to form the wash :i.;-)1) 

liquor refered to above. The heavier previous-
ly separated components of the material intro
duced into the centrifuge bowl by way of im
peller 32 are redischarged thru pipes 76 togeth-
er with heavier components directly separated ::.44> 
from the feed material. In this connection it 
should be noted that the discharge passages af
forded by pipes 76 are preferably substanti&l.ly 
larger in diameter than standard practice. This 
is made possible by virtue of the fact that the 145 
passages carry not only heavier components di
rectly separated from the feed, but also heavier 
components reintroduced by way of impeller 32. 
Thus the use 'of relatively large discharge passages 
~recludes clogging of the centrifuge bowl 150 
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thru packing of heavier components. While it is centrifuge chamber and within the zone of sepa~ 
possible to introduce the material by way of im~ ration. 
peller 32 at such a rate, proportioned with re~ Assuming again the above example in which 
spect to the rate of introduction of the feed ma~ mill starch is ·being introduced into the centri~ 

5 terial, so that all of this material is discharged im~ fuge chamber simultaneously with the return of 80 
mediately thru pipes 76 together with the campo- separated starch together with wash water thru 
nents separated directly from the feed, it is pref- impeller 32, an exchange of kinetic energy will 
erable according to the present method to in- occur between the particles of starch separated 
traduce this material at such a rate that a portion from the feed and the wash liquor flowing in-

10 thereof flows inwardly from the outer periphery wardly from the periphery of the chamber, and 85 
of chamber 28 thru the zone of separation, to be if this exchange of energy is properly controlled 
discharged together with the latter separated the result will be that the slippage of the starch 
components thru ports 74. Thus assuming that particles being separated from the feed will be 
the material introduced by impeller 32 consists reduced to substantially zero. Due to the reduc-

15 of heavier previously discharged mater~al mixed tion in slippage the disadvantages attendant the 90 
with a wash liquor such as water, the rate at same will also be reduced to a minimum; that is, 
which this material is introduced is so adjusted, separation will take place in a substantially 
and the amount of wash liquor contained there- eddyless zone. Therefore with the preferred 
in is so controlled, that as the mixture is intra- method of this invention it is possible to secure 

20 duced into the centrifuge chamber it divides or remarkably sharp separation between the heavier 95 
splits into two portions. One portion containing and lighter components. As it is also possible 
the heavier previously separated components dis- to operate the centrifuge bowl at relatively high 
charges thru pipes 76, and another portion con- rotative speeds, the immediate transfer of energy 
sisting of wash liquor flows inwardly toward the from liqUid to starch makes possible a compact 

25 center of rotation thru the separation zone, and centrifuge apparatus of high capacity. Another 100 
is discharged thru ports 74 together with the material advantage results from the counter flow 
lighter separated components. This method of wash liquor, namely that each particle being 
makes poss;ble several important advantages, one separated from the feed is received in a zone or 
of the most important of which is that it causes an bed of wash liquor flowing over lip 56 and is given 

so energy exchange within the centrifuge chamber. a thorough scrubbing. Such a scrubbing action 105 
To explain what is meant by an energy ex- is frequently of paramount importance in secur

change within the centrifuge chamber, it may be ing a clean separation of heavier solid compon
pointed out that in an ord;nary centrifuge in ents. For example in separating starch particles 
which no material is introduced into the bowl in from mill starch containing gluten, the starch 

35 addition to the feed, the heavier components in particles are given a thorough scrubbing to re- 1 10 
the mass of material within the centrifuge bowl move solubles therefrom. · 
must accelerate in a rotary direction as they pro- It is evident that the apparatus must be care
gress toward the periphery of the bowl. Since in fully and intelligently operated and the rates of 
the ordinary centrifuge this rotary velocity must introduction of various materials properly con-

40 be imparted to the mass of material w:thin the trolled in order to secure an energy exchange as 115 
bowl and to the heavier components by contact explained above, with its resulting advantages. 
withthemechanicalsurfaces presented to the ma- The adjustment of needle valve 102 determines 
terial, it is apparent that as a given heavier par- the amount of material which is removed from 
ticle progresses to the outer periphery of the the apparatus thru pipe 98. The amount of wash 

45 bowl, it lags considerably behind the bowl's actual liquor introduced thru pipe 104 must also be prop- 126 
rotary velocity. Such lagging or slippage with- erly adjusted, so that a proper amount of this 
in the centrifuge chamber causes eddy currents or liquid medium flows inwardly to secure a proper 
turbulence within the separating zones, a condi- energy exchsmge. The amount of material be
tion which is conducive to poor separation. Such ing introduced by way of impeller 32 is indicated 

50 slippage may be reduced by vanes or by discs, but to a certain extent by the reading of a pressure 1~ 
vanes augment turbulence while discs are not gauge connected to pipe 105. In operation the 
satisfactory in treating feed materials containing pressure as indicated by this gauge may vary over 

wide limits responsive to different adjustments 
a high percentage of solids. Ontheotherhandif of needle valve 102, for the same rate of intro-
it is assumed that a fluid material is introduced 

55 into the centrifuge bowl of the present invention duction of feed and for the same speed of rota- 130 
by way of impeller 32, this material at its point tion of the bowl. For certain pressures <assum-
of introduction into chamber 28 will have a pe- ing a given rate of feed and speed of rotation) 

the exchange of energy within the centrifuge 
ripheral velocity substantially equal to the cor- chamber will be such that the material within 
responding portion of the centrifuge bowl, by v.ir- the chamber will in general be lagging behind 

135 60 tue of vanes 54. Assuming now that a portion of the bowl, for other pressures the material within 
this material flows mwardiy of the centrifuge the chamber will in general lead the bowl, while 
chamber over the upper lip 56 of the impeller, it for a given narrow range of intermediate pres
will be apparent that the rotary velocity of each sures the material within the chamber is substan-

65 mass of such inwardly flowing material will tend tially in unison 'with the bowl. In the preferred ~ 40 to remain the same. The result w.J.l be that such method the pressure of fluid in both feed cham- -
inwardly flowing material will tend to lead the· ber 46 and return chamber 53 is in excess of the 
bowl. pressure in chamber 28, thereby causing a scour~ 

From the above it will be understood that when 1ng or racing action which will prevent accumu-
70 a flow occurs in opposite directions thru the cen- lation of separated solids, particularly within the 146 

trifuge chamber, one of a liquid medium intra- annUlar space 55. Such scouring or racing ac
duced with rotary velocity thru the impeller 32, tion is facilitated because space 55 is substan~ 
and the other of components of the feed material tially unobstructed in its entire circumferential 
introduced near the center of the bowl, there will extent. 
be an interc~e of kinetic energy within the By experimentation an operator can readily 150 
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determine the proper adJustments for a given charge of lighter separated material and also 

feed material and for a given set of operating having ports for the discharge of heavier sep

conditions. Assuming a given rate of introduc- arated material, means for continually introduc

tion of wash liquor thru pipe 104 it is possible ing feed material into said bowl, and means for 

5 to maintain a control over the specific gravity of effecting a continuous return flow of a portion of ·80 

the discharge material removed thru pipe 98, by the heavier discharge material back into the ceo

adjustment of needle valve 102. Thus in general trifuge bowl apart from the feed, said means 

a lowered rate of withdrawal of material thru comprising a closed circuit flow path character-

the needle valve will tend to increase the specific ized by the fact that ununiformity in the total 
85 

10 gravity of the heavier discharge fraction. As- discharge from said ports cause automatic com

suming that adjustments are once properly made pensating control of the heavier material being 

for a given rate of feed and a feed of given char- returned. 
acteristics, the apparatus will continue to operate 2. In a centrifuge machine, a rotor having 

in a state of equilibrium without further adjust- provision for introducing feed material and for 

15 ments. It is of course obvious that in general separately discharging heavier and lighter sep- 90 

the machine is operated to give a separation as arated components, and means for continuously 

clean as that desired with a capacity which is returning heavier separated components back into 

as great as can be secured under the conditions the rotor, said last means including an impeller 

of operation. mounted upon the rotor and formed to provide 

20 It is to be understood that the term "feed rna- an inlet chamber concentric with the rotor axis, 95 

terial" or "fluid feed material", as utilized in the a volute adapted to receive heavier components 

present specification and the appended claims, · discharged from the rotor, and means for con tin

refers to a material having liquid characteristics, uously conducting heavier components from the 

as distinguished from gases. This feed material volute and into said chamber with rotary velocity 

25 may contain heavier suspended solid particles in the direction of rotation of the rotor. l'JO 

which are to be removed from the feed in the 3. In a continuously operating centrifuge rna

form of a concentrate, solid particles which are chine, a rotary bowl having provision for the dis-

to be separated from various solutions, solid par- charge of lighter separated material and also hav

ticles of different specific gravities which are to ing ports for the- discharge of heavier separated 

30 be separated, or liquid components of different material, and means for automatically maintain- 1:15 

specific gravities. The apparatus and method ing stable separating conditions within the bowl, 

described appear to be particularly adapted for said last means comprising a closed circuit flow 

the separation of solid particles in fluid suspen- path for continuously returning a portion of the 

sion and for the separation of heavier components heavier separated material discharged from the 
110 

36 emulsified with liquid, bowl back into the outer peripheral portion of 

In case certain feed material such as mill the bowl, said path being so formed and proper

starch, are being treated by our apparatus, a tioned that a change in the rate of discharge of 

preliminary classification can take place prior heavier material from the rotor is immediately 

to introducing the material into the centrifuge accompanied by a compensating change in the 
115 

40 chamber. Thus referring to Fig. 1 it will be rate of return into the bowl. 

noted that a swirling motion is imparted to the 4. In a continuously operating centrifuge rna

feed material because of the tangential relation~ · chine, a rotor, a wall disposed within the rotor 

ship of inflow pipe 33 with respect to chamber serving to divide the interior thereof into an inner 

37. Therefore feed material flowing into cham- separating space and an outer annular space, 
120 

45 ber 46 is swirling in the direction of rotation of said spaces being connected by a restricted annu-

the centrifuge bowl, and further swirling move- lar orifice, said outer space being substantially 

ment is imparted by contact with the conical unobstructed for its entire circumferential ex

surface 43. The lighter classified material in tent, means for introducing a fluid feed into said 

feed chamber 46 flows over wier 49 and is dis- inner space, means for discharging lighter .sep- ··u 
60 charged into the centrifuge chamber 28 while arated material from said inner space, means • 

heavier material is discharged into the centri- for effecting discharge of heavier separated ma

fuge chamber thru ports 50. Such a preliminary terial from said outer annular space, and 1m

centrifugal treatment is advantageous when uti- peller means for introducing fluid material into 

lized with feed materials containing components the outer space with substantially rotary velocity. 
130 

55 which are detrimentally affected by suddenly 5. In a continuously operating centrifuge rna-

applied centrifugal forces, as for example the chine a rotor a wall disposed within the rotor 

gluten in mill starch. In the form of the ap- serv~g to divide the interior thereof into an in

paratus illustrated, centrifugal force is gradually ner space and an outer annular space, said spaces 

applied to the feed material. It will also be noted being connected by a restricted annular orifice .. , 

60 that the paths taken by the materials flowing said outer space being substantially unobstructed -

thru ports 48 and 50 do not intersect or cross for its entire circumferential extent, means for 

within the centrifuge chamber. This is an ad- introducing a fluid feed into the inner spa~e, 

vantage in handling feed material containing means for discharging lighter separated matenal 

components which readily go over into colloidal from the inner space, means for effecting dis-

65 form, as for example gluten. If an excess of charge of heavier separated material_ from _the 

feed is supplied to chamber 46 an overflow oc- outer annular space, and means includmg an 1~ 

curs thru opening 133, and can be recovered peller for introducing heavier separated matenal 

from pipe 134. discharged from the rotor back into said o~ter 

We claim: annular spa::e with substantially rotary velocity. 
70 1. In a continuously operating centrifuge rna- ALBERT PELTZER. 

chine, a rotary bowl having provision for the dis- ALBERT PELTZER, JR. 

16 
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16 Claims. (Cl. 23"3-29) 

My invention is an improvement in centrifuges 
for the concentration, from a carrying serum, of 
materials which have a tendency to coagulate 
when overconcentrated or when dried. Ex
amples of materials of this class are rubber latex 
and similar plant juices. 

The object of my invention is the provision 
of a centrifugal bowl which will have a greater 
capacity than previously made bowls and will 
consistently continuously discharge the concen
trate in a more concentrated condition and at 
the same time leave a smaller quantity of solids 
in the discharged serum. 

There are two ways of increasing the separat
ing capacity of a centrifugal bowl; one by in
creasing the diameter and the other by increas
ing the length. Increase in diameter is limited 
by the strength of available materials. Increase 
in length beyond a certain rather short limit re
sults in unequal flow through the different inter 
disc spaces. 

It is known to divide the frusta-conical discs in 
a bowl into two groups with their large ends to
gether or closely approximating and feed the 
mixture to be separated to the space between 
the two groups. One example of such a con
struction is disclosed in an application filed by 
me December 2, 1937, Serial No. 177,68·8. With 
this construction each group of discs is half the 
height of the total number and the inequality is 
much less. I have found, however, that there is 
a tendency to feed much more mixture to the 
lower than to the upper group of discs. I have 
succeeded in overcoming this tendency by pro
viding, on the central feeding member, generally 
called a tubular shaft, an even number of cir
cumferentially spaced pockets alternately feeding 
the upper and the lower groups of discs. 

Even with short groups of discs there is a 
tendency to discharge too much liquid from the 
outer edges of the discs that are nearest the 
feed end of the group. To overcome this tendency 
I have provided a taper bored ring around such 

1-1 of Fig. 2, and Fig. 2 is a transverse section 
on line 2-2 of Fig. 1 partly broken away. 

Except for a driving and supporting spindle 
and its connection to the lower part of the bowl, 

,, the bowl is symmetrical about its center of length 
as well as about its axis of rotation. 

The central tubular shaft II has an equal 
number <four in the drawings) of radially ex
tensive pockets 12 projecting therefrom and be-

l 0 · tween the pockets a horizontal partition 13 sep
arating the space around the central tubular 
shaft into an upper chamber 1·4 and a lower 
chamber 15. 

Above the pockets 12 and clamped to them 
I J by the head 16 of the bowl shell ll is a group 

of frusto conical members 1-8, known in the art 
as "discs." Below the pockets another similar 
group of discs 19 is clamped against the pockets 
by the opposite head of the bowl. In each group 

~o of discs the one nearest the center of length 
of the bowl fits tightly against an annuiar coni
cal surface 38 around the central tubular shaft 
and is otherwise supported on vertical vanes 39 
arranged in the bowl intermediate the pockets 

'25 12. These discs are guided at their peripheries 
by vertical ribs· 20 in the bowl shell each of which 
has a hole 21. One of the ribs 20 has a key 22 
that, by fitting notches in the discs, insures their 
correct circumferential location. 

:w Two of the pockets 12 have holes 23 which feed 
liquid to the upper chambers 14 from which it 
flows through conventional distributing holes in 
the upper discs 18 to the interdisc spaces. The 
other two pockets have similar holes 24 which, 

35 through the lower chambers 15, feed the inter
disc spaces of the lower group I 9. 

The bowl top at each end has a neck 25 with 
a discharge controlling ring 26 substantially 
smaller than the neck but substantially larger 

40 · than the outside of the tubular shaft II. 
Beyond the ring 26 is an annular trough 21 w1th 
several slots 28 therethrough and, beyond the slots 
an inturned flange that fits closely around the 

discs. 4;1 
If air is allowed to circulate over the surface 

centr.al tubular shaft at 29. 
The central holes in the discs are, as shown, 

larger than the inside of the bowl neck 25 and 
much larger than the outside of the central tubu
lar shaft II and there are no members extend
ing into the annular space between the discs and 

of the concentrate it has a tendency to dry it and 
increase its tendency to adhere to any surfaces 
with which it comes in contact, causing irregu
larity in flow and non-uniformity in the product. 
The invention includes means to prevent such 
drying. 

In the accompanying drawings, which illus
trate an embodiment of my invention: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical longitudinal section on line 

:>0 said tubular shaft. 
A ring 30 around the discs in each group near

est the feed end has its inner surface almost 
touching the first disc and is distant from the 
last one that it surrounds by about twice the 

55 distance between two discs. The ring may sur-
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round the group of discs between about 15% to 
30% of the length of the group from its feed end 
and may be spaced from the group at its outer 
and larger end a distance equal to somewhat less 
than twice, to about four times, the space be
tween adjacent discs. 

A radial tube 31 resting against the inner sur
face of the bowl shell 17 at its maximum diameter 
has several small holes 32 leading to an annular 
passage between that tube and a smaller tube 33 
inside it, having at its inner end, an inlet 34 and, 
at its outer end, an outlet through the bowl wall. 

On the inner side of the central tubular shaft 
I I , and located at the back side, in the direction 
of rotation, of each pocket 12, is a liquid acceler
ating rib 35 and between these long ribs there are 
an equal number of shorter ribs 36. 

A feed tube 37 extends inside the upper end of 
the tubular shaft and has its end bent toward one 
side and flattened. 

In operation liquid from the tube 37 flows 
against the inside of the tubular shaft II where it 
is caught bY the ribs 35 and 36 and caused to ro
tate with the bowl. It then flows down and out
wardly into the pockets 12. Because the ribs 35 
and pockets 12 are equally and symmetrically 
spaced and of the same size, the pockets all re
ceive the same quantity of liquid and, because 
half of them feed the upper part of the bowl and 
the other half the lower part, the liquid is equally 
divided between the two ends. 

The action is the same in both ends of the bowl 
and, for simplicity, the description will be con
fined to the upper end. 

From the pockets 12 liquid flows through holes 
23 into chambers 14 and thence through the dis
tributing holes in the discs to the spaces between 
them where the light and heavy constituents are 
separated. The heavier constituent moves to the 
outside, passes through the holes 32 in the tube 
3 I, then along the annular space between that 
tube and tube 33 to the hole 34 in the end of the 
tube. The length of the tube 33 is calculated, as 
taught by Snyder Patent 1,283,343, so that the 
neutral zone between the heavier and lighter con
stituents will be at about the center of the dis
tributing holes in the discs. The bowl may be 
supported and driven in the usual manner by a 
vertical spindle 40. 

The ring 30 around the outside of the discs 
nearest the feed end of the group provides a 
graduated throttling that largely equalizes the 
fiow from the outside of the discs. 

The lighter constituent moves toward the cen-

shaft communicating with said space, a group of 
longitudinally spaced discs within said space and 
surrounding the feed tube, and means to retard 
excessive fiow from between the discs nearest the 

5 feed, said means comprising a ring surrounding 
the discs nearest the feed and having a tapered 
bore with its end of smaller diameter only slightly 
larger than and adjacent to the exterior of the 
disc nearest the feed end of the group and its end 

10 of larger diameter surrounding a disc substan
tially nearer to the feed end of the group than 
to the opposite end of the group. 

2. A centrifugal bowl as defined in claim 1 in 
which the larger diameter end of the ring is 

15 spaced from the edge of the last named disc a 
distance substantially greater than the space be
tween two adjacent discs. 

3. A centrifugal bowl as defined in claim 1 in 
which the larger diameter end of the disc sur
rounds a disc position between 15% and 30% of 20 the length of the group from the feed end thereof 
and distant from said disc between about two to 
four times the space between adjacent discs. 

4. In a centrifugal bowl for concentrating, from 
a carrying serum, materials having a tendency to 

25 coagulate, an axial tubular feed shaft, two groups 
of discs in said bowl arranged along different 
lengths of the axis of the bowl, said bowl having 
a serum outlet between its ends and provided at 
opposite ends thereof with necks surrounding and 

30 spaced from the tubular shaft and provided with 
discharge rings of substantially greater diameter 
than the outside diameter of the tubular shaft 
and of substantially smaller diameter than the 
inside diameters of the bowl necks and the group 35 of discs. 

5. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with claim 
4 comprising also guiding means engaging the 
groups of discs at their outer edges, the annular 

40 spaces between the inner edges of the discs and 
the tubular feed shaft being unobstructed by any 
elements projecting through the inner surface of 
the concentrate. 

6. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with: claim 
4,3 4 comprising tight closures between the bowl neck 

and tubular shaft beyond the discharge rings. 
7. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with claim 

4 comprising also a trough beyond each dis
charge ring having peripheral outlets for escape 

50 of concentrate but closed against admission of 
air. 

8. In a centrifugal bowl having an axial tubu-

ter and forms an annular zone which flows out 5,3 over the ring 26 into the trough 27 then out 
through the slots 28. 

lar feed shaft into which the material to be 
separated is fed, said bowl enclosing two annular 
separating chambers spaced apart along the axis 
of the bowl and having midway between them 
a common discharge for the heavier separated 
constituent, the improvement which comprises 
means providing equality of feed from the tubu-

The inturned flange at the end of the bowl neck 
25 fits closely around the tubular shaft II at 29 
and prevents circulation of air over the concen-
trate. 60 

While the bowl and especially certain of the 
described details are more particularly intended 
for concentrating, from a carrying serum, of ma
terials having a tendency to coagulate if over- 65 concentrated or dried, certain features thereof, 
such as the means insuring equality of feed to 
the two groups of discs, are of value and utility 
when applied to centrifugal separators and puri
fiers intended and adapted for general or other 70 
uses. 

What I claim and desire to protect by Letters 
Patent is: 

lar shaft to the two separating chambers, said 
means comprising an even number of distribut
ing pockets of similar size arranged symmetri-
cally around the feed shaft and communicating 
therewith along the same length thereof and at 
equal distances from the axis one half of which 
feed only one separating chamber and the other 
half of which feed only the other separating 
chamber. 

9. A centrifuga l bowl in accordance with claim 
8 in which the pockets are not less than four 
in number and in which the pockets communi
cating with one chamber alternate with the 
pockets communicating with the other chamber. 

10. In a centrifugal bowl having an axial tubu-1. A centrifugal bowl enclosing a space in which 
the mixture is centrifuged, an axial tubular feed 7:5 Jar feed shaft and enclosing two annular separat-
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ing chambers spaced apart along the axis of the 
bowl, and two sets of annular frusto-conical 
discs in the respective chambers having dis
tributing orifices between their inner and outer 
edges, one set of discs being inverted relatively 
to the other, all the discs of both groups being 
of uniform diameter with their inner and outer 
edges in alignment in the direction of the axis 
of the bowl, the orifices of the discs of each group 
being in alignment along lines extending parallel 
to the axis of the bowl, the improvement which 
comprises means providing substantial equality 

substantially exceeds the distance, similarly 
measured, between adjacent pockets, and longi
tudinally extending accelerating ribs on the in
side of the tubular shaft corresponding in num-

;, ber to said pockets and extending adjacent to 
corresponding edges thereof. 

14. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with claim 
8 in which the width of the communicating open
ings between the feed tube and the pockets, 

10 measured circumferentially of the feed tube, 
substantially exceeds the distance, similarly 
measured, between adjacent pockets, and longi
tudinally extending accelerating ribs on the in
side of the tubular shaft corresponding in num-

of feed from the feed shaft to the two separating 
chambers, said means including pockets of 
similar size located symmetrically around the 
feed shaft betwen the two separating chambers 
and communicating therewith along the same 
length thereof, and one of which communicates 
with the disc orifices of only one separating 
chamber and the other of which communicates 20 
with the disc orifices of only the other separating 
chamber. 

15 ber to said pockets and extending adjacent to 
corresponding edges thereof, and additional 
longitudinally extending accelerating ribs on the 
inside of the tubular shaft shorter than and 
arranged between the first named ribs. 

15. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with 
claim 10 having at opposite ends necks and con
trol rings extending inward therefrom, the in
ner edges of each ring having a radius substan
tially greater than that of the outside of the 

11. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with 
claim 10 in which the pockets are not less than 
four in number and in which the pockets com
municating with one chamber alternate with 
the pockets communicating with the other 
chamber. 

25 feed shaft and the inner edges of the pocket 
walls and substantially less than that of the 
central holes in the annular discs, said necks 
beyond said rings forming troughs closed at 

12. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with 
claim 8 in which the width of the communicating 30 
openings between the feed tube and the pockets, 
measured circumferentially of the feed tube, 
substantially exceeds the distance, similarly 
measured, between adjacent pockets. 

their ends provided with discharge orifices. 
16. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with 

claim 10 and comprising also means to retard 
excessive flow from between the discs of each 
chamber nearest the feed thereto from the 
pockets, said means comprising a ring surround-

13. A centrifugal bowl in accordance with 
claim 8 in which the width of the communicating 
openings between the feed tube and the pockets, 
measured circumferentially of the feed tube, 

35 ing only that minor proportion of the discs which 
is nearest the feed from the pockets to the disc 
orifices. 

G. J . STREZYNSKI. 
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UNITED STATES ·PATENT OFFICE. 
CHARLES E . AR:.\OLD, OF WIDIIX<;TO:.\. DELAWARE. r\SSIG:L\"OR TO THE E. I. DU PO:NT DE 

:L\"E~lOL"RS PO\\"DER CO:\!P.\:\'Y , OF \\"IL~II:\' GTO:.\, DI::U\rARE .. \ <"ORPORATION OF NEW 

JERSEY. 
LIXIVIATING APPARATUS. 

No. 888,685. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented May 26, 1908. 

Application filed May 21, 1907. Serial No. 374,834. 

To all w/,, '" it 111 rt!J conCI'rn: , rollers .f journaled in standards g. In op-
Dt> 1t kn•·11·n t !L:tt J , CII .\HLEs E. .\.H);OLD, a i eration, the cylinder is turned at the rate of 

<:itizcn •d' l iH· l"nitcd ~t<ltcs. residing at \Yil- • not more than t11·o or three revolutions p<'r 
llliJH!l• >ll. c·••unty nf \"c11·r·a::.tle , and Statf' nf' 1 minute. · 

5 DC'Iall ;tr•· . itaY<: innntcd a llC'II" and uspfu l l Oneendofthecylinderisprovide<;l.witha 60 

11npro1 <'IIIE'nt in LixiYiating Apparatu,.;, of central circular opening h, of less diameter 
\l"ltitli thr folloll"ing is <1 ftdl , clear,·aml exact I than the cylinder; and rPgistering \\ith tllis 
d <'snipt ion. rdPrt•ncr IH'i 11!! had to the accom- 1 opening is the annular throat i haYing flanges 
P<<nying- dnn1·ings . ,,·hi ('!< form a part of this ' i' holtPd to the end plate of the cylinder. 

10 spccifi<:ation. Through the opening h, the caliche or other 65 

The ohjt·d cd' lll~· inl·l'tttion i;:: to produce 1 material is introduced. and th<• saturated so
<lll appamtus capab le ,,j· l'Xtmcting nitrate of i lution discharged. The opposite end of the 
soda from cali<"hl'. The knmn1 processes are I cylinder is proYiJed \\-ith a central opening j 
alwn~-s attended ,,·ith n loss of a certain pro- I of less diameter than the opening h,· and reg-

l.i portion of tht' <Wnilal>le nitru:tP. the loss being ! istering with the opening j is a funnel shaped 70 

tl ue partly to the c· ;uT~·ing a wa~- of ni tr·llte : throat 7.: having flanges k' bolted to the end 
in soluti(ln h~· 1 he .. ripio;, ., or 1ntste. The ! plate. Through the opening j are inserted 
pcreentn~t' of lei,,,., ,·a ri P" ,,·ith tht• process or i the pipes land m, the pipe Z, through which 
npparatt1s etnpl .. yi.·tl. and aJnounts to from j fresh water is introduced, opening into the 

2:J otu•-third to OJIC'-ltalf nr the ava.ilaLle nitrate 1 cylinder near the latter's extreme end , \\·hile 75 

in the methods or ex tr:w1iun most commonly 1 the pipe m, through which the mother liquid 
used. 1 i,; introduced, opens into the cylinder at a 

The more specitic ol>j<'l:t uf my inYention ,. point more remot e from the latter's extre~ne 
is to produce an a ppurat us en pable of ex- end. 

25 tracting nitrate of soda from ca liche ·without. ' 1l is a third pipe extending into the cylinder 80 

·loss of suhst anti<'tlly an~- or the ,aYnilabl e through the opening j and connecting with a · 
nitrate and to <·arry out tht• r='l rnct ing proc- perforated cylinder or heater ol supported 
ess continuously and aut 1lil'·' t Jcally . from the helix p hereinafter described. The 

\Yhile the app;u,Jtus i"" dt>,.;i;?JH'd with espc- fu el supply, which may he crude oil or coal 
30 cialrcference to the rcqllircmcnts attending dust , is·mtroduced through the pipe n into 85 

the extra('tion of nitrate ()I' suctt from en lie he. '1 the heatero and is burned there. The heater 
it ·will be understoo<l tiHlt it is not intended o always being hot, the ignitiop. of the fuel is 
to impfy that the upparatus is no t use.ful f~>r 'I insured should the supply ~e momentarily 
operatmg upon otlwr "uh;t;1IH'f'" · It will stoppGd. Theperforatedhehx_pextendsthe 

35 also be understood th at '' lwJ{i ( ,. ,,pplicd to I ent ire length of the cylinder a, the function 90 

the particular use that l ha ·e Jll <Jl"l' I'"'JlP- of the helix being to propel the <;aliche, while 
cially in view, or \Yhether usPd for utlJcr pm- the perforations pernlit the solution to flow 
poses, the detailed construetion and arrange- in th!3 opposite direction to that of the caliche. 
ment of parts may be modified, it being un- q, q, represent ribs extending longitudinally 

4.0 clerstood that the specific apparatus herein- of the cylinder and secur~d to its 1nner wall, 95 

after described is intended to represent a pre- their function being to increase the rubbing 
ferred embodinwnt of my invention for the action of the caliche and at the s!lme time 
particular purpose specified. I serve as supports for the helix p. · 

In the drawmgs: - Figure 1 is a side-eleYa- r is an elevating spiral adjoinmg the outlet 
45 tion , partly in section. Fig. 2 is an end view . • j, the spiral extending from the inner wall of 

Fig. 3 is a section on the line.3- 3 of Fig. 1. the cylmder to the edge of the outlet j , its 
a is a long tube or cylinder of one-quarter I function be~ng to carry the ripios or ·waste 

inch iron plate. The diameter of the cylin- out at j. 
der may be about six feet, and its length 'I sis a perforated elevating spiral extending 

50 about one hundred feet. The entire tube is I between successive convolutions of the helix 
covered with heavy insulating material b to p and merging into one end of the perfOI'ated 
prevent radiation of heat. Tlw cylinder is j tube t. This tube is provided with a helix u 
rotated from the shaft c, on which are gears d whose convolutions extend in the opposite eli
engaging annular gears e encircling the cy lin-j recti on to those of the helix p.. The function of 

55 der. The cylinder rests and turns on sets of the soiral sis to carry any lumps, too large to 

100 

105 

110 
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pass-its (spirals) perforations, up to and into 2. In a lixiviating appatatus, the co)llbi
the tube t, whence the lumps are conveyed, nation with a cylinder and means for rotat
by the helix u, back to the starting point for ing the same, of means at one endJermitting 
retreatment. the material to be introduced an the satu-

v is a gate, hinged to and forming part of, rated solution to be discharged, means at the 70 
the spirals, the gate being operated by means opposite end permitting liquid to be intro-
of a screw sh~ft w, extending through the duced and the solid residue to be discharged, 
wall of the cylinder a. and a helix within and rotating with the cyl

To put the apparatus into operation, fire is , inder for conveying the material from one 
10 started in the heater o, air for the combus- end to the other. 75 

tion en~ering_through the pipes l, m, and n. 3. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combi-
The cylinde: IS reyolv~d at the rate of one or nation with a cylinder, of a perforated helix · 
two revolutiOns per mmute. Fresh water is therein for conveying the material from one 
run in at pipe land mother liquor at pipe m. end to the other, an outlet at the ·latter end 

15 At the same time a continuous supply of for the solid residue, means to introduce so 
caliche rs fed in through the opening t. The liquid at the end of the cylinder at which the 
water flows gradually along, extra._cting the solid rooidue is discharged, means to allow 
nitrate from the caliche during its progress the saturated solution to e~cape at the oppo
and, becoming saturated therewith, flows out site end of the cylinder, a heater within the 

20 of the cylinder at h. At tlie same time the cylinder, and means tb .introduce fuel to the 85 
caliche is carried in the opposite direction by heater. · 
the helix p. When it reaches the spirals, if 4. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combi
it is finely disintegrated, it will pass through nation with a cylinder, of a p,erforated helix 
the perforations of the spiral s at this point therein for conveying the material from one 

25 a~d continue on; but any lumps remaming . end to the_ othe~, an outlet at ~he latter e?d !JO 
will be elevated by the spiral s and conveyed for the sohd residue, means to mtroduce hq-
to the tube t, whence the helix 11, conveys uid at the end of the cylinder at which .the 
them 't>ack to the starting point. The finely solid residue is discharged, means to allow 
disintegrated "ripios" Is ele.vated by the the saturated solution to escape at the oppo-

30 spiral r and discharged through qhe outlet j. site end of the cylinder, a heater near the end S!i 
The nitrate is recovered from th~ saturated of the cylinder at which the water is intro
solution escaping at h by crystallization of duced and the solid residue discharged, and a 
the nitrate, as is well known, and the mother fuel-supply pipe extending through the dis
liquor, containing more or less nitrate in solu- charge opening and connected with the heater. 

35 tion, is fed in through the tube mas described . 5. In a . lixiviating apparatus, the combi- 100 
Should a large amount of rock containing no nation with a cylinder, of a perforated helix 
nitrate . accumulate in the apparatus, the therein for conveying the material toward the 
gate v is opened for a time, and the rock end at which the solid residue is discharged, 
passes out with the finer insoluble materials. a centrally disposed outlet at said·end to per-

40 It will be observed that the extracting mit the solid residue to escape, and an elevat- 105 
proc_ess is carried on. continuously and aut<?- ing spiral to convey the solid :esidue from the 
matiCally. The actwn of the apparatus IS bottom of the cylmder to ~aid outlet. 
such as to entirely disintegrate the caliche, 6. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combi
and the ·-ripios or waste is 'discharged wet nation with a cylinder, of a perforated helix 

45 with fresh water and not wet with the ni- therein for conveying the material toward the 110 
trate solution. Further, it is impossible for end at which the solid residue is discharged, 
any lumps . cont~ining I!itrate. to be dis- a tube withi~ the cylin_der1 a helix wit~in th_e 
charged, an{}. it IS also Impossible for the tube conveymg matenal m the opposite eli
waste to carry away nitrate in solution. rection, and an elevating spiral to arrest 

50 Moreover, maximum efficiency -is secured in lumps of material and convey them from the 11 5 
· the utilization · of· heat, every unit of heat bottom of the cylinder to the tube. 
'from the fuel being absorbed by the liquid. 7. In a lixivmtina apparatus, the com~i-

Ha'vinO' now fully described my invention, I nation with a cylincler, of a perforated heliX 
what I c1aim and desire to protect by Let- I therein for con_veying the_ mate:ial t?wa:d 

55 ters Patent is: the e11d at whiCh the sohd residue IS dis- 120 
1. In a lixivia~ing apparatus, the combi- charge~ , a ~aste_ou~let at said end at whi~h 

nation with a cylmder and means .for rota_t- the·sohd_ residue IS ~Isc~arged,- means a_t said 
ing the same, of a perforated heliX therem end to mtroduce hqmd mto the_ c:rlmder, 
'and rotating therewith for conveying the means at the ?PPOSite end permittmg t~e. 

60 material from one end to the other, an outlet saturated solutiOn to escape and the matenal 125 
at the latter end for the solid residue, means to be introduced, a tube within the cyliJ_lder, 
to introduce liquid at the end of the cylinder a helix within the tube conveying material 
at which the solid residue is discharged, and in the opposi~ direction, an elevating SP.iral 
means to allow the saturated solution to es- extending between successive convolutiOns 

65 cape. at the opposite end of the cylinder. of the first named helix, from the inner wall 130 
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of th'e cylinder to the end of the tube nearest 1 13. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combi
said outlet, the opposite end of the tube ler- 1 nation with a cylinder, of means allowing the 
minating near the end of t he cylinder at 1

1 

introdudion oi t!1e solid material and tbe es.: 
whi0h the solid material is introduced and cape of tl1c saturated solution at one end of 

5 the saturated solution escu~~- '> . . 1 the cylinder, a discharge opening for the solid 70 
' 8. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combina- I r0sidue at the otlter end of the cylinder, 

tion with a cylinder, of a perforated helix I means to introduce liquid at the last named 
therein for conveying the material toward 

1 

end of the cylinder, a p0rforated helix ii1 the 
the end at which the solid rt>siclul' is dis- I cylinder to conYey the material from one ~ud 

10 charged, a tube within the cylinder, a helix \ to the other, an elevating spiral at the last 75 
within the tube conveying material in the op- \ named fmd of the cylinder to convey the solid 
posite direction, and au elevating spiral to residue to the discharge opening, a perfo-· 
arrest lumps of material .and convey them I rated inner tube within the cylinder, a helix 
from the bottom of the cylinder to the tube, therein to convey material in the opposite 

15 a gate closing an opening in the elevating spi- I direction from that in which it is conveyed 80 
ral, and means to open ~:>aid gate and permit by the helix in the cylinder, a perforated ele
lumps of material to be fed by the helix into vating spiru.l to convey the solid material 
that part of the cylinder beyond the elevat- from the cylinder to the inlet end of tii.e tube,' 
~g spiral. · a heater within the cylinder, a gate forming 

20 9. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combina- part of, and hinged to, the last named elevat- 85 

tion with a cylinder having a relatively large ing spiral, and longitudinally extending ribs 
central opening at one end and a relatively on the inner wall of the cylinder. 
small central opening at the other end, of a 14. In a lixiviating apparatus, the f·ombi
perforated helix therein for conveying the nation wi th a cylinder, of a reeding device 

25 material from the first 'opening to the second therein to carry the same in one direction, . 90 

openino-,· and means to introduce liquid near and means to introduce a liquid therein and 
the end of the cylinder containing the second cause it to flow in the opposite direction ip 
opening. contact with the solid material. 

10. ln a lixiviating apparatus, the combi- 15. In a lixiviat ing apparatus, tile combi-
30 nation with a cylinder, of a perforated helix ' nation \\·ith a cylinder, of a feedin~ device 95 

therein for conveying the material from one tlwrein to carry the same in one direction, 
end to the other, means to introduce liquid means to introduce a liquid therein and cause 
at the end of the cylinder toward which the it to flo"~ in the opposite direction in contact 
s0lid material is conveyed, means allo"·ing I with the solid material, and a second feeding 

35 the saturated solution to escape at the oppo- / dence-in the cylinder to carry partly disin- 100 
site end, and 'ribs on the inner wall of the tegrated solid material in the direction of the 
cylinder. I flow of the body of liquid hut out of contact 

11. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combi- therewith. 
nation with a cylinder, of a perforated helix I 16. In a lixiYiating apparatus, the combi-

40 therein for conYeying the material from one 1 nation with a cylinder, of a feeding device 105 

end to the other, means to introduce liquid therein to carry the same in one direction, 
at the end of the cylinder toward which the and means to introduce a liquid therein and 
solid material is conveyed, means allowing cause it to flow in the opposite direction in 
the saturated solution to escape at the oppo- contact with ·thP solid material, and devices 

45 site end, and longitud inally extPncling ribs on I to arrest the fecd of partly disintegrated solid 110 
the inner wall of the cylinder. material and conYey it in the direction of the 

1:2. In a lixiviating appar~tus, the comhi- i!o\\· ofthe liquid and reintroduce it into the 
nation with a cylinder, of me~1;s all0\1·ing the 1 cylinder, 
introduction of the solid material and the es- 17. In a Jixiviating apparatus, the com hi-

50 cape of the saturated solution at one end of I nation \Yith the cylinder, of a perforated 115 

the cylinder, a discharge opening for the sol id 

1 

helix therein for conYeying the material from 
residue at the other end of the c.dinder, one end to tlw other, an outlet at the latter 
means to introd uce liquid at tllP last named 

1 
end for the solid residue, a pipe, opening into 

end of the cvlinder, a. perforated helix in the the interior of the c~~Jincl er near the last 
55 cvlinder to convey the material from one end named elld, for introd ucing water into the 120 

to the other, an eleYating spiral at the last cylinder, a second pipe, opening into the in
named end of the _cyLinder to co~wey the _sol id 

1 
terior of the cylinde~ more r~motf' from t_he 

residue to the d1sc harge openmg, an mner :\ last named end, for mtroducmg· motl~er hq
tubc ·\\·ithin tl1e cylinder, a helix therein to uor into the cylinder, and means allowmg t~e 

60 conwy nia~eria! . in ~he_ opposite direction I satura.ted solu_tion to escape at the oppos1te 125 
from .that m wnJCh It IS conve,~ed hv the end of the cv lmder. 
helix in the cylinder, an eleYatii1g spiral to ! ] 8. In a ilxiviating apparatus, the combi-
cenvev the solid material from tlw c,dindf'l' i nation "~itlt a fC'cding device to carry the ma
to th~ inlet Pnd o. f the tube, and a heater l teri~l i!l ~ne dirPction! mf'~ns t? ca_use a flow 

65 within the cylinder. of ltqmd m the oppos1te d1rectwn m contact 130 
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with said material, and a second feeding de- : .to arrest the feed of partly disintegrated solid 

vice to carry partly disintegrated solid mate- / material and convey it to the second feeding 

rial in the direction of the flow of the liquid. device. 

1~. In. a lixivia~ing apl?aratus, the combi- I In testimony of which inyen~ion, I have 

5 na~10~ With a ~eedi?-g device to carry the ma-·1 hereu?to set my .hand, at Wilmington, Del., 16 

tenalm one drrectwn, means to cause a flow on this eleventh day of May, 1907. 

of liquid in the opposite direction in contact 

1

. CHARLES E. ARNOLD. 

with said material, a second feeding device to Witnesses: 

carryl?artlydisintegratedsolidmaterialin the HENRY E. MEAD, 

10 directiOn of the flow of the liquid, and means S. W. NEWELL. 
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This invention relates to centrifuges for sepa
rating the solid matter from mixtures of solids 
and liqUids, such centrifuges being of the type in 
which there is produced a rotary liquid ring into 
which extend conduits admitting the mixture to 
be acted upon. 

An object of the invention is to provide a cen
trifuge of the type stated in which the solid mat
ter is separated by ejection at high speed and 
with great pressure into a separation zone, so 
that the time required for separation is reduced 
and the output is improved as regards quantity 
and dryness. 

Another object of the invention is to attain a 
high discharge speed and impact pressure of the 
ftUid mixture admitted to the centrifuge by build
ing-up in said mixture a high pressure in oppo
sition to a lesser back pressure. 

Another object of the invention is to make use 
of constricted flUid-mixture discharging orifices 
which assist the bUilding-up under centrifugal 
force of the requisite excess pressure in the mix
ture by producing a dUference in effective level, 
or pressure head, between the surface of the ad
mitted mixture and the surface of the liquid ring 
into which said mixture is discharged. 

Another object of the invention is to effect the 
requisite separation by impact of the high-speed 
ftuid mixture against a rotary separation or dep
osition surface. 

Another object of the invention is to effect sep
aration impact of the high-speed ftuid mixture 
almost perpendicularly to the rotary separation 
surface. 

Yet another object of the invention is to pro
vide a centrifuge comprising a rotatable separa
tion drum arranged in a housing which also is 
rotatable but about an axis transverse to the axis 
of rotation of the drum. 

Other objects of the invention wili be apparent 
from the following speciftcation and claims. 

Examples embodying the invention w1II now be 
described with reference to the accompanying 
dra~s, in which: 

Figs. 1 and 2 are sections at right angles to one 
another of a simple form of centrifuge. 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of a centrifuge 
comprising two drums having mutuaiiy trans
verse axes, Fig, 3 being a section on line m-m 
of Fig. 5. · 

Fig. 4 is a section on the line IV-IV of Fig, 3. 
Fig. 5 is a section on the line V-V of Fig, 3. 
Fig, 6 is a detail sectional view to a larger scale 

Fig. 7 is a section to a larger scale on the line 
VII-VII of Fig, 6. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view showing 
an enlarged inlet discharge suitable for thickly 

5 fluid mixtures. 
Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 3, but showing a 

modifted form of centrifuge in longitudinal sec
tion, the centrifuge according to Fig. 9 having 
an arrangement of constricted spraying dis-

1 o charges separate from the inlet conduits. 
Fig. 10 is a view similar to Fig. 6, but showing 

the modification according to Fig, 9 to an en
larged scale. 

The centrifuge according to Figs. 1 and 2 in-
15 eludes a centrifugal drum I rotatably mounted 

in bearings 2 and 3. The right-hand end wall of 
the drum I is closed, while the left-hand end wall 
has the form of a ring. The inlet for the mix
ture to be separated . is a conduit I & which is 

20 journalled in the bearing 2 in the manner of a 
trunnion. The inlet condUit I & merges into ra
dial outlets 16 which extend into the ring 11 of 

· liquid in the drum I at the inner peripheral sur
face 11 of the liquid. The mixture, in conse-

25 quence of an acctimulation of pressu1·e in the 
outlet conduits 16, is discharged through nozzles 
18 at high speed to the inner deposition or sepa
ration zone in the drum I. The accumulation 
of pressure is in effect due to the dUference in 

30 radius from the axis of rotation, or virtual di1fer
ence in "level" or pressure head, between the 
surface of the greater depth of liquid in the out
lets 16, with their constricted discharges 18, and 
the surface 11 of the liQUid in the liquid ring 

35 confined by the drum. The resultant impact of 
the high speed streams with the separation sur
face of the drum, in co-operation with the effect 
of centrifugal force, ensures a strong separation 
or deposition effect, whilst recoil of the solid mat-

40 ter is counteracted by the centrifugal force. The 
impact of the high-speed discharge streams takes 
place almost perpendicularly to the deposition 
surface presented by the internal penphery of 
the drum. While the solid matter is separated 

45 and deposited on the separation surface and is 
discharged from time to time by any known 
means, the excess of liqUid ftows over the inner 
circular edge of the left hand ring wall, as shown 
in Figure 1. 

60 Deftecting projections 2& throw the liquid 
stream back again towards the periphery, in 
order to obtain as complete deposition as possible 
due to impact. The liqUid streaming back is 

of a deposition pocket already shown in Fig. 4. II 
gUided as far as possib1e---along the internal pe
riphery of the drUm by deflec~ pl"tea 21 sur-• 
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rounding the nozzles 18 so that any solids which 
may be entrained are given time for deposition. 

Referring to Figs. 3 to 7, the centrifuge there
in shown includes an outer housing constituted 
as a drum I which is rotatably supported by 5 
bearings 2 and 3 and whicl). can be driven by a 
wheel or pulley 4. There extends through one 
of the journals of the drum I a shaft 5 which is 
connected through transmission gearing &, 1, 8, 
9 and 10 to a second drum II . The drum II is 10 
arranged internally of the drum I with its axis 
perpendicular to the axis of the drum I, the 
drum II having a shaft 13 which is journalled 1n 
bearings 14 in the drum I . The drum II has a 
peripheral ring of teeth 12 which mesh with the 1,; 
last element I 0 of said gearing. The shaft 5 is 
held fast externally of the drum I . Thus, 1n the 
rotation of the drum I, the internal drum II is 
caused to rotate more or less slowly as deter
mined by the transmission ratio of the gearing. 20 

As shown in Figures 4 and 5 the drum II is 
formed in two similar halves, being arranged 
with an axial distance or space. Into this space 
extends the end piece or mouth of an inlet con
duit 15 which is supported by the shaft 13 and ~;; 
the bearing 3 respectively. This inlet-conduit 15 
for the mixture . to be separated extends into the 
middle of the inner drum II , the discharges I & 
of said conduit being offset from the aXis of the 
shaft 13 (see Fig. 3) and being provided at their 30 
outer ends with exchangeable nozzles 18 of con
stricted cross-section. Pockets or cells II are 
arranged at the internal periphery of the drum 
II, and pivotal valve flaps 20 are adapted to 
close them. Pivotal props 21, which are urged 3;;. 
outwards under centrifugal force, serve to main
tain the flaps in closed position during the 
deposition or separation stage. Pivotal pressers 
<not shown> serve to force the props away in 
order that the flaps 20 will adopt their open 40 position during the discharge stage, at which 
stage the solid materials pass outwards through 
convergent funnels 23 into fixed receptacles <see 
Fig. 5). 

do: :C~~o~!~h~i:~ct~!~~~!~~~u~~~rt~~ ~o~~ 4:; 

zles 18 do not enter the pockets 19, but simply 
extend closely thereto. 

Due to the accumulation of pressure in the 
discharges 16 of the inlet conduit 15, the mixture till 
is forced to pass at great speed through the noz
zles 18 into the pockets 19. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
difference, or effective pressure head, between 
the surface of the pressure-accumulating liquid 
in the outlets 16 and the surface 11 of the liq
uid ring in the drum I I. It is due to this differ- M 
ence that the requisite discharge-stream speed 
through the nozzles 18 is obtained. The excess 
of liquids overflowing the annular inner edges of 
the halves of the drum II <see Fig. 4> and pass
ing through the sieves 21 is expelled outwards 60 
by the centrifugal force through holes of the 
outer drum I into a fixed receiver surrounding 
the drum I <see Figs. 3 and 5>. 

Fig. 6 illustrates a suitable flow of the stream 
into a pocket and shows how the stream flowing 65 
in the direction of the arrows impinges against 
several surfaces and is thus forced to deposit its 
solid materials. The stream impinges almost 
perpendicularly on the internal periphery of the 70 drum, but only after an initial circuitous pas
sage during which it impinges against other faces 
or walls of each pocket. 

The stream is again led back towards the outer 
peripheral surface of the pockets by deflection 76 

projections 2&. Fig. 6 shows also the pivoted flap 
20 and the pivotal prop 21 in the closing posi
tion. 

A further deflection and deposition action Js 
brought about by extending the exit path by 
means of a ba1He plate 28, which is connected to 
and rotates with the discharges 16 and may be 
made as a sieve <see Figs. 4, 6 and 7 >. A drum
end ring 21 connected to the inwardly directed 
side surface of the half of the drum II <see Figs. 
4 and 6) may also be made as a sieve, and in 
this event the outgoing liquid, which but for the 
sieving perforations would have to pass over said 
ring, ultimately leaves some of the entrained solid 
materials deposited on the ring to be forced 
outwards towards the outer periphery of the 
pockets under centrifugal force. Scrapers 28 
<see Fig. 5> continuously maintain the sieve 21 
cleaned 1n proximity to the discharge zone. 

Where the centrifuge has to deal with thickly 
fluid mixtures, the arrangement of deflecting 
projections 29 <see Fig. 8) in the converged dis
charges 16 can be used with advantage instead 
of nozzles. These projections present inclined 
faces which propel the liquid radially outwards 
at increased speed. 

In the modification according to Figs. 9 and 10, 
the constricted outlets for discharging the fluid 
mixture supplied to them through the inlet con
duit are arranged on a separate channelled ring 
29. The ring 29 is fixed to and rotates with the 
inner drum II. The outlets 16 of the structure 
Ill, 16 are wider mouthed than in the former 
construction and they project to a short extent 
into the channel of the ring 29. The liquid dis
charged into the ring 29 accumulates in the form 
of a liquid ring 31 and produces an excess pres
sure sufilcient to produce the increased liquid
speed necessary in the small-bore discharge 
tubes 30 connected to the ring 29. Where as in 
the example the inner drum periphery is divided 
into deposition or separation pockets 19, there is 
one tube 38 for each pocket. These tubes 30 
may extend as shown well into the pockets 19 
seeing that the tubes and pockets rotate in uni
son. Thus, the discharged streams have to pene
trate only a comparatively thin layer in order 
to reach the impingement faces, and so the dis
advantage of discharging the streams into the 
pockets through a thick layer of liquid is obvi
ated. Indeed, in large machines such a layer of 
liquid readily becomes so thick that the dis
charge-stream speed necessary to penetrate it 
would produce erosion and wear effects, with the 
result that enlargement of the discharges would 
take place and reduction of the discharge-stream 
speed would result. Another disadvantage ob
viated by the modification according to Figs. 9 
and 10 is due to the feature that the discharge 
stream, in its initial circuitous passage in each 
pocket or cell preparatory to almost perpendicu
lar impact with the internal periphery of drum 
II, does not become braked or thrown back for 
a short time when flowing past the walls of the 
pocket. Such a disadvantage carries with it the 
danger that a proportion of the solid matter 
would be entrained with backwardly flowing liq
uid. 

The excess pressure necessary for production 
of the increased discharge-stream speed in the 
tubes 30 is obtained by virtue of the difference, 
or effective pressure head, between the liquid 
surfaces 31 and 32 in the channel of ring 29 and 
in the liquid ring, respectively. The liquid a.c
cumulated in the channeled ring 29 tends to 
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remain, under the action of centrifugal force, as 
far as possible from the axis of rotation. Thus, 
the ring 29 can tum in unison with the drum 

lesser radius than the inner periphery of sai!l 
ring of liquid, to effect separation of the solid 
matter from the liquid matter of said accumu
lated mixture by high-speed ejection thereof I I without thereby causing the segmental form 

of the accumulated liquid to alter (see Fig. 9>. 
The fluid mixture to be separated can be sup

plied to the inlet conduit under pressure, espe
cially in any case where the mixture Is thickly 
fluid or viscous. 

.; through said constriction and against said sepa
ration surface through said ring of liquid. 

2. A centrifuge according to claim 1, wherein 
said hollow radial part is provided with a pro
jection on its inner surface, the rear side of said 

I claim: 10 projection being inclined with respect to the 
axis of rotation, whereby to give an additional 
drive to said mixture in said hollow radial part 
in the radial direction. 

1. A centrifuge comprising an annular hollow 
rotor defining an inwardly facing separation area 
having inwardly directed side surfaces, said side 
surfaces under rotor rotation enclosing a cen
trifugally produced ring of liquid, a hollow ro- Iii 
tatable structure coaxial to said rotor and pro
vided with a hollow radial part to supply said liq
uid, the end of said radial part extending into said 
liquid ring closely towards the inSide of said 
separation surface, and means for rotating said 20 
rotor and structure, the radial part being pro
vided at its end with a sudden constriction of 
its cross section to maintain a radially inner sur
face of an accumulation of a mixture of liquid 
and solid matters supplied by said hollow co- 25 
axial structure, said inner surface being at a 

3. A centrifuge according to claim 1, wherein 
said hollow radial part is subdivided by a ·hollow 
ring provided on said rotor open on its inwardly 
facing circumference, a first hollow radial part 
leading from said hollow rotatable coaxial struc
ture and submerging into the open circumfer-
ence of said ring and a second hollow radial part 
leading from the outward circumference of said 
ring and submerging into said annular hollow 
rotor, the cross section of said second hollow 
radial part being ·constricted with regard to the 
cross section of said first hollow ra.d1al part. 

HERBERT SCHULZ. 
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Rubber latex usually contains between 30 
and 40 per cent. of "ru~ber.. It has be~n 
found possible, by centrifugmg, to obtaiJ?-, 
from 100 litres of rubber latex, about 50 h-

;; tres of concentrate containing about 60 per 
cent. rubber and about 50 litres of skimmed 
latex containing about 10 per cent. rubber. 
In order to effect such separation it has been 
found necessary to use ~ separat~r ?f maxi-

10 mum efficiency. For tlus reason It IS almost 
imperative to use separator bowls pi:ovided 
with conical "discs". With certain kmds of 
latex it has been found that the discs quickly 
become coated with slime, which, after a few 

15 minutes' separation, accumulates t o such an 
extent as to substantially fill the spaces be
tween the discs. The bowl must then be 
dismantled and the slime removed. It has 
been therefore found commercially impracti-

20 cable to effect the purification of rubber la-
tex by centrifugation. . . . 

The object of the present mv~nbon Is t_o 
provide an efficient and commcrcwll~ pra?tl
cable centrifugal process for the pun_ficatw_n 

25 o:f rubber latex that will remove the Impun
ties and also effect the separntion of the rub
ber latex into a concentrate of a very high 
degree of purity and a skimmed latex that is 
of a lower, but yet comparatively high, degree 

3() of purity. 
The process comprises two centrifugal sep

arating processes of different cJ:aract~r.m 
the first of which are removed the 1mpunt1es, 
or the great bulk of them, including impuri-

35 ties that are liable to stick to the separator 
bowl as well as relatively non-adherent sol
ids, and in the second of which ~h~ latex is 
separated into two parts one contammg more, 
and the other containing less, rubber than in 

40 the original latex. 
While the process is not dependent for its 

execution on the use of centrifuges of any 
specific construction, it is practically impera
tive to use centrifuges o£ quite <1ifferent types 

4.5 in the two centrifugal steps of the complete 
process, and as illustrative of centrifuges that 
have been found efficient. vertical sectional 
views of two centrifuges' are shown in the 
drawin()"s: Fig. 1 being a vertical sectiona l 

50 view ol'a centrifuge in which the first step of 

the process may be carried out and Fig. 2 a 
similar view of a centrifuge in which the sec
ond step of the process may be carried out. 

The centrifuge shown in Fig. 1 comprises 

I ·• 

a bowl a, a tubular feed shaft b, a passage c 155 

through which the latex is admitted to the 
separating space of the bowl, discs d sleeved 
on the tubular feed shaft , and a liquid outlet 
e from the central part of the bowl. 

In this centrifuge, all the latex passes !60 

through a part of the bowl which has a 
strong centrifugal action and, from a puri
fying point or view, is extremely effective. 
It is not necessary that the bowl should be 
equipped with conical discs. but it is dis- .£la 
tinctly preferred to use such discs. It is pre
ferred, however, that the discs should extend 
at a wider angle to the bowl's axis than is cus
tomary in separators of this type so as to 
facilitate the sliding outward along the discs '7{) 

of such of the solid impurities as are sepa
rated out between the <1iscs. It is pre-ferred 
that the discs shall not extend out close to 
the periphery of the bowl, but shall extend 
out only so far as to leave a surrounding 75 

chamber of substantial radial dimensions. 
Nor need the discs, if discs are used, be posi
tioned as close together as in the ordinary 
disc separator. 

In this centrifuge, the solids and slime con- .so 
stituents are to a substantial extent separated 
out in the open space surrounding the discs 
and accumulate on the bowl wall. That part 
of the latex that flows between the discs d 
has a reduced content of impurities and the ,s;, 
remaning impurities that are removed in the 
constricted. separating chambers between the 
discs slide outwardly comparatively freely 
alonl! the discs and do not tend to accumulate 
thereon or clog the separating compartments. !!0 

The centrifuge shown in Fig. 2 comprises 
a bowl f. a tubular feed tube q, discs h extend
ing outward from the feed tube compara
tivel:v close to the bowl wall and provided :J.J 

with nrtically alil!ning holes i. a passaf!e k 
through which the entering liquid is fed to 
the holf's i . a light liqnid outlet m, and a heavy 
liouid ontlet n. 

'when the pnrifif'd rubber latex discharged 
from bowl a is admitted to the feed tube of 100 
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the central bowl, it flows up through the disc 
orifices i and distributes it1:>elf through the 
separating spaces between the discs, where 
a separation occurs similar to that character-

a izing the. epa ration from "·hole milk of skim 
' milk and butter fat. The L1iscs should ex

tend at a comparatively small angle to the 
axis of rotation, they should be quite close 
together and should extend radially to near 

lO the periphery of the bowl. The separation 
that occurs therein is one of maximum effi
ciency. Any part of the solution that, reach
ing the separating spaces, flows directly in
ward and thence upw~n·d to the light liquid 

11 discharge m and that th erefore escapes pass
ing through that part of the bowl that has 
the maximum separating effect, cannot carry 
with it any substantial amount of heavy 
solid impurities, since these have been re-

10 moved in the first separator. The result is 
that, of each 100 litres of rubber latex ad
mitted to the centrifuge, there are discharged 
from the light liquid discharge n& (say) 50 
litres of a purified concentrate comprising 

11 (say) 60 per cent rubuer and from the heavy 
liquid discharge n (say) 50 litres of a puri
fied skimmed latex comprising (say) 10% 
rubber. These proportions are merely illus
trative and may be controlled by regulating 

10 the comparative rate of discharge from the 
two outlets. 

Having now fully described my invention, 
what I claim and desire to protect by Let
ters Patent is : 

al 1. The process of purifying rubber latex 
and separating it into two portions each of 
a high degree of purity and containing, re
spectiYely, more and less rubber than in the 
original latex which comprises subjecting the 

.o latex to such centrifugal action as will sub
stantially separate impurities from the latex 
and then subjecting the separated purified 
latex to such centrifugal action as will sepa
r~te it into a purified latex having a relatively 

.a h1gh rubber content and a purified latex hav
ing a relatively low rubber content. 

2. The process of purifying rubber latex 
and separating it int<> two portions each of a 
high degree of purity containing, respec-

60 tively, more mtd less rubber than in the 
original latex, which comprises feeding the 
lwtex to a relatively spacious open compart
ment wherein it is subjected to a relatively 
strong centrifugal action and then into a 

55 series of relatively constricted separating 
compartments, in which it is subjected to a 
l"elatively weak centrifugal action and from 
which the latex is delivered in a substantially 
purified state, and then feeding the purified 

60 latex to a number of constricted separating 
compartments and to loci between the zones 
<>f 1naximum and minimum centrifugal action 
and in said compartments >;eparating purified 
latex having a high rubber content from 

<Hi purified latex having a low rubber content 

and continuously removing the two separated 
components from the loci of centrifugation. 

3. The process of purifying rubber latex 
and separating it into two portions each of 
a high degree of purity and containing, re- 70 
spectively, more and less rubber than in the 
original latex which comprises subjecting 
the latex to such centrifugal action as will 
substantially separate impurities from the 
latex and continuously removing from the 75 
locus of separation the purified latex, and 
then subjecting the purified latex to such cen
trifugal action as will separate it into a pu
rified latex having a relatively high rubber 
content and a purified latex having a rela- so 
tively low rubber content. 

4. The process of purifying rubber latex 
and separating it into two portions each of 
a high degree of purity containing, respec
ti•el,v. more and less rubber than in the origi- s;; 
nallatex. which comprises subjecting the latex 
to such centrifugal action as will subject sub
stantially the entire body of the latex to a 
relatively strong centrifugal action and re
move a portion of the impurities and then to uo 
such relatively weak centrifugal action as 
will remove substantially the remainder of 
the impurities, and then subjecting the puri
fied latex to such centrifugal action as will 
separate it into a purified latex having a ~s 
relatively high rubber content and a purified 
latex having a relatively low rubber content. 

In testimony of which invention, I have 
hereunto set my hand at Stockholm, Sweden, 
on this thirteenth day of June, 1928. ltJO 

HANS OLOF LINDGREN. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JoHN W. BooliiAN, a 

citizen m the United States, residing at 
Western SprinWJ, in the county of Cook and 

5 State of lllin01s, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Rotary Ex
tracting Apparatus, of which the following 
is a specification. 

My invention relates to apparatus {or ex-
10 tracting soluble substances, such ns gt·ea!'e, 

from various materials containing the same, 
by means of suitable solvents such as gaso
line or naphtha, and recovering the sol vent. 
My invention is in some respects an im-

16 pro¥em.ent upon the apparatus described and 
claimed in Patent Number 1,282,407, issued 
October 22, 1918, to William E. Garrigues. 

In the said patent there is described a 
horizontal rotary drum in which the ma-

20 terial containing the soluble substance and 
the solvent are - agitated together and the 
solvent with the soluble substance drawn 
off as fully as possible. This may be ac
complished by drawing off the solution 

26 through a filter. A certain amount of the 
solvent, however, remains within the mass 
of material. A feature of the construction 
disclosed in the said patent consists in means 
enabling the introduction of hot gas, spe-

so cifically steam, during the rotation of the 
drum, only- within that portion of the drum _ 
which is at any moment lowermost, the steam 
being thus used for the recovery of the sol
vent remaining in the mass. By thus intro-

36 ducing steam into the mass of material in 
the bottom portion of the drum, and not at 
all into the space within the urum above the 
material, the pressure within the mass will 
be greater than that in the space above the 

40 same. Accordingly, the hot gas or steam 
with the volatilizeil solvent and any par
ticles of the same which may remain liquid, 
entrained therein, will rapidly rise from 

-the mass and pass out through an axial out-
46 let, to the condenser. 

My construction provi\fes various im
provements on the type of apparatus re
ferred to. In the construction of the pat
ent referred to steam was introduced in the 

60 lower portion of the drum through per
forated pipes, and the drum was heated by 
steam which was circulated through series 
of closed pipes, to prevent condensation 
within the drum of the steam injected into 

the material through the perforated pipes. 515 
The entering steam for both series of pipes 
and the return connection for the closed 
series of pipes, all passed through the valve 
construction at one end of the drum. I have 
found with this construction that wet steam, eo 
returning from the closed heating system, is 
likely to mingle with the entering dry steam 
which is to be injected within the material, 
which is u...'ldesirable. 

With my present construction I keep the 615 
steam which is to be injected into the ma
terial separated at all times from the steam 
which is intended for maintaining the tem
perature of the drum, and so arrange the ro
tating and stationary parts at and adjacent 70 
to the steam passages as to prevent the mix
ture of wet and dry steam. I accomplish 
this by providing a heating jacket surround
ing the drum in place of the closed pipes 
within the drum referred to, and provid- 75 
ing an enclosed pocket within the head of 
the drum into whiCh steam passes by an axial 
opening and from which it is led into the 
jacket. A smaller inlet pipe carries the dry 
steam for injection within the material in so 
the drum _through the interior of the other 
pipe referred to and into the interior of a 
suitable valve construction within the drum, 
both pipes passing through suitable stuffing 
boxes which may readily be adjusted to 85 
take up wear. 

My improved construction also prefer
ably provides improvements in regard to 
the means by which the, dry steam is passed 
into the mass of material, the filtering means 110 
provided within the drum, and the manner 
m which the volatilized solvent and steam 
are led from the drum, as will more fully 
hereinafter appear. 

In order that a clearer understanding of 116 
my invention may be had attention is hereby 
directed to the accompanying drawings 
forming part of this app1ication and illus
trating one embodiment of my invention. 
In the drawin~ Fig. 1 represents a sectional 100 
longitudinal VIew through a horizontal ro
tary extractor, embodying my invention, 
certain parts being shown ifi elevation, Fig. 
2 is a cross section taken on line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1, Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional de-
tail showing the outlet of the drum, partly· 
shown in elevation and Fig. 4 is an en
larged vertical section through the steam 
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head and valve at the entrance end of the 
drum, partly shown in elevation. 

Referring to the drawings the horizontal 
rotary drum is illustrated at 1, an outer shell 

6 2 surrounding the same to provide a heat
in~ jacket 3, the cylindrical shells 1 and 2 
bemg spaced apart by rneans of suitable 
rings such as those shown at 4. Suitable 
man holes are provided as is indicated at 5 

10 for the introduction of the material contain
ing the soluble substance which is to be ex
tracted. 

The drum is provided with heads 6 and 
7 at the entrance and exit ends of the same. 

16 The drum may be provided with peripheral 
rails 8 which rest m contact with rollers 9, 
the extractor having .a drive gear 10 which 
meshes with a driving pinion 11. 

The head 6 of the drum is preferably di-
20 vided in the form of a casting having an out

~ardly extending annular flange 12 enclos
mg a space or pocket 13. This is covered 
by an outer plate I! which may be remov
ably secured in any suitable way to the 

:.. 5 flange 12. 
A suitable valve structure is provided on 

the inner face of head 6. This preferably 
comprises a rotating member 15 which takes 
the form of a box-like structure having a 

. o flange or flanges 16 secured to the inner face 
of h@ad 6. 'I11is may have a bearing member 
17 secured within the same to rotate there
with. A stationary member 18, prefera:bly 
of box-like construction, is mounted with-

. :, in the rotating bearing member 17, this sta
tionary member being secured in position 
by means presently to be described. Lubri
cants may be conducted by a suitable pipe 
19 to the adjacent surfaces of members 17, 

4t) 18 and 6 at which relative rotation occurs. 
Memiber 18 may suitably be formed of brass 
or other suitll'ble bearing material. 

The outer plate 14 is provided with an 
opening extending axially through the same 

•5 in which a stuffing box is mounted eompris
ing the gland 20 and a packing material 21. 
A tube 22 extends through this stuffing box 
into the inner pocket 13. 

An axial opening extends through the in-
50 ner. portion 6' of the head 6 in alignment 

with the opening through plate 14 and a 
stuffing box is mounted in this opening, com
prising a gland 23 and packing material 24. 
A pipe 25 of smaller diameter than pipe 22 

55 extends through the interior of pipe 22 and 
through the stuffing box in the portion 6' of 
head 6. The inner end of pipe 25 is securely 
fastened to member 18 of the valve, to hold 
the latter stationary, pipes 22 and 25 both 

60 being fixed in position. Preferably the inner 
end of pipe 25 is threaded as is indicated at 
26 and is screwed into a suitably threaded 
opening in the outer wall of member 18. If 
desired a set screw 27 may also be provided 
to extend through the wall of member 18 

into binding contact with the threaded end 
of pipe 25, after the latter has been ecrewed 
into position. 

The heating jacket 3 of the drum is con
nected by a sUitable pipe or pi~ 28 with 71 
the pocket 13 of head 6. The p1pe 28 indi
cated connects with a tapped opening 29 
which extends through flange 12 into pocket 
13, pipe 28 at its other end opening in a 
similar manner into the jacket 3. As stated 71 
a plurality of pipes 28 may thus be provided 
to lead from various points on the periphery 
of pocket 13 to various points around the 
steain jacket. 

Heating fluid, preferaibly steam, flows 80 

through the pipe 22 into pocket 13 and 
thence through pipe or pipes 28 into the 
jackt 3 so as to maintain the drum in a 
heated condition to prevent the condensa
tion of steam within the drum.' When steam 8& 

condenses in jacket 3 to a sufficient extent, 
the drum may be stopped and the jacket 
drained through connections 29. 

The pipes for injecting the heating fluid, 
preferably dry steam, into the mass of rna- 80 

terial in the drum, preferably takes the form 
of a plurality of spaced pipes 30, 30 which are 
secured in parallel spaced relati<m around 
the periphery of the drum, by means of the 
supporting angle members indicated at 31. 95 
These pipes are preferably open at their ends 
which are farthest removed from head 6 and 
are of varying length as is indicated in 
Fig. 1 so that the steam delivered thereby 
will enter the material in the drum at dif- 100 

ferent points lengthwise of the latter. I 
consider this construction to be preferable 
to the perforated pipes specifically described 
in the Garrigues patent referred to for the 
reason that the latter tend to become clogged. 105 

The various pipes 30 may be secured at 
their outer ends in bosses 32 provided in 
head 6. 

Each pipe 30 is provided with a T connec-
tion 33 from which extends a pipe 34, pipes 110 

34 extending radially inward, their mner 
ends extending into tapped openings in the 
member 15 of the rotary valve, one of such 
tapped openings being indicated at 35 in 
Fig. 4. 

The stationary valve member 18 has a slot 
or opening 36 through its bottom surface. 

115 

The tapped openings 35 through the outer 
mem·ber 15 are equally spaced around the 
periphery of the latter and correspond in 120 

number to the pipes 30, pipe connections 34 
screwing into each of the same, bearing mem-
ber 17 also having openings in alignment 
with the tapped openings 35. As the drum 
revolves, there will only be communication 126 

between the interior of valve member 18 and 
a pipe 30, when the latter is adjacent to the 
bottom of the drum, during rotation of the 
latter, so that the connection 34 of the pipe 
30 referred to will be in alignment with slot 130 
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36. The latter may extend for a distance 
sufficient to enable one or two of the pipes 
30, for example, to register therewith at a 
time. Dry steam continuously enters the 

6 space within th" valve through pipe 25, dur
ing the rotation of the drum, and passes 
through the pipes 30 which are lowermost 
at any moment into the mass of material 
within the drum. The solvent which is to be 

10 used within the extractor may similarly be 
introduced through pipe 25. 

It will be noted that with the arrange
ment described the steam which is used in 
jacket 3 is kept at an times apart from the 

111 steam which is to be injected through pipes 
30 into the interior of the drum. Glands 20 
and 23 may readily be tightened to take up 
any wear between the same and the pipes 
22 and 25. 

20 I also find it advisable to use a longitudi-
nal screen or filter in place of the vertical 
filter which is illustrated as extending across 
the exit end of the drum in the Garrigues 
patent referred to. Such a vertical filter 

211 cuts off the end portion of the drum and 
therefore decreases the space within the 
drum which is effective for containing the 
material to be treated. Furthermore, dif
ficulty sometimes arises because of the clog-

so ging of the vertical screen in the prior con
struction referred to. 

Accordin~ly I have provided a longitudi
nal screen mdicated at 37 as secured upon 
parallel longitudinal angular members 38 

II secured to the inner curved surface of the 
drum. The filter thus extends the length of 
the drum and across the curved surface of 
the drum, so as to form a chord of a small 
arc of the periphery of the drum. 

40 The space between the filter and the ad
jacent curved surface of the drum is quite 
small and accordingly the ~eater portion 
of the interior of the drum IS available for 
containing the material to be operated upon. 

411 With this construction the vapor outlet 
through head 7 of the drum takes the form 
of a stationary pipe 39 which extends 
through a stuffing box 40 in the head 7 of 
the drum. At Its inner end pipe 39 is 

60 provided with a suitable connectiOn 41 into 
which extends the upwardly directed pipe 
42 having an elbow 43 at its upper end with 
an inwardly directed open end portion 44. 
With this construction the end 44 of the out-

66 let is always above the upper surface of 
material being treated in the drum. During 
the solvent recovery operation, the vapor 
tension within the mass of material causes 
the steam to rise with a considerable por-

60 tion of volatilized solvent and to pass out 
through pipes 44, 42, and 39, to a suitable 
condenser. 

In the operation of the apparatus the ex
tractor is partly filled with a material con-

65 taining the soluble substances to be extract-

ed, and the solvent, preferably preheated, 
is continuously run in throug_h pipe 25 while 
the extractor is rotated. The rotation is 
then stopped, a pipe or tube connected to 
the draw off connection indicated at 45, lead- 70 

ing to the space between filter 37 and the 
adJacent peripheral surface of the drum, 
and the solvent with dissolved soluble sub
stance drawn off as fully as possible. Con
nection 45 is then closed, the pipe leading 76 

therefrom being removed, the extractor 
again rotated, and steam allowed. to flow 
through pipes 22 and 25, with the recovery 
of solvent remaining in the mass, as above 
·described. 80 

What I claim is : 
1. In extracting apparatus, the combina

tion of a horizontal rotary drum having a 
head at one end with an enclosed pocket 
therein, a jacket surrounding said drum, 811 

connecting pipe means leading from said 
p¢ket to said jacket, a valve comprising 
a rotary and a stationary member and hav
ing an interior space, at the inner side of 
said head, spaced steam delivery jipes se- 110 

cured within said drum, connecte to said 
valve to open into said space only when they 
occupy the lower portion of the drum, dur
ing the rotation thereof, an axial pipe lead
ing through the outer portion of said head U 

into said pocket, and a pipe of smaller di
ameter extending through said first pipe 
and into said SJ?ace within said valve. 

2. In extractmg apparatus, the combina
tion of a horizontal rotary drum having a 100 

head at one end with an enclosed pocket 
therein, a jacket surrounding said drum, 
connecting J?ipe means leading from said 
pocket to said jacket, a valve comprisin~ a 
rotary and a stationary member and havmg 106 

an interior space, at the inner side of said 
head, spaced steam delivery pipes secured 
within said drum, connected to said valve to 
open into said space only when they occupy 
the lower portion of the drum, during the 110 

rotation thereof, said pipes having open 
ends at var_ying distances from said head, 
a pipe leadmg from the exterior into said 
pocket, and a pipe leading from the exterior 
mto said space within sa1d valve. 116 

3. In extracting apparatus, the combina
tion of a horizontal rotary drum having- a 
head at one end with an outwardly openmg 
pocket therein, an outer plate secured 
thereto to cover said pocket, a jacket sur- 120 

rounding said drum, connecting pipe means 
leading from said I>ocket to said jacket, 
axially disposed stuffing boxes mounted in 
openings through said plate and the inner 
portion of. said head, a pipe ~xtendi~g 126 

through sa1d plate stuffing box · mto said 
pocket and a smaller pipe extending 
through said first pipe and throu,g;h said 
inner stuffing box, a valve within said drum 
having a member rotating with said head lSO 
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and a stationary member and having an 
interior space into which said laat named 
pipe extends, and spaced deliver.Y. pipes 
within said drum, connected to said valve 

6 to open into said space only when they oc
cupy the lower portion of the drum during 
the rotation thereof. 

This . specification signed and witnesaed 
this 6th day of December, 1920. 

JOHN W. BODMAN. 

Witnesses: 
GuY S. BURTis, 
w. E. SANGE:K. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

1,Ht,585 

CONTINUOUS EXTRACTION AND I'JLTBA
TION APPARATUS 

l'blllpp LoreDS l'aath, WleabacleD, GenDaQ7 

AppUcaUon llla7 29, 1930. Serial No. '5'1.ZU. all4 
ID Germany .Jane U, 1829 

t Claims. ( CL 87---6) 

Heretofore valuable extraCts of oll-contatnlng terial with solvent, as well as of the eztractJoD. 
material, such as seeds or the like, and miscel- is made possible. 
laneous filtration has generally been etrected in Use of a saturating drum, as· opposed to known 

a special apparatus. In prior practice, however, feeding spiralS, atrords the Important advantap 

I there has been the defect that the extraction has that the extraction material comes into intimate II 

taken place in a contuiuous manner whlle it has contact with the solvent, whereby solution of the 

not been posslble to carry out continuous flltra- on or fat is favored. 
tion because the filter used always remained en- The restriction at the Junction of the two 
tirely operable only for a llm1ted time and it was drums results in matnta!Jiing a certain condition 

10 necessa.ry to renew it from time to time. This, of solvent in the enrich1ng drum such that a '10 

however, considerably lowers the practicability continued repeated ·soattng of the material with 

of the .process. solvent occurs. This 18 not poutble with a screw 
Apparatus for this purpose having drum bodies conveyor, because -its hellcal trough must al

whlch rotate in a cyl!nder which is pe.rt1ally ways have its outlet on the bottom. 

11 filled with solvent have been known. Here, how- In addition, according to the invention, the 'II 

. ever, ~ is a washing without a continuous casing of the filter drum is covered with an anti-

_ operation because a simultaneous removal of the moisture impregnated sllk for filtering. This 

eXtracted material does. not occur. filter covering absorbs no moisture whatever and 
It has alread7 been proposeq, to conduct the the~fore need ·not be changed, whereby an en-

10 extraction material to the solvent by means of tlrely continuous operation 1s made possible. 80 

screw conveyors. Here it has been ·shown that The filter drum 1s surrounded by a stationary 

~e material conveyed in a stationary spiral casing which catches the filtered miscellaneous 

~ clogs the stationary filter bottom of the matter. and conveys it through an outlet to the 

trough after a ahort..period of operation. dist1111ng means. 
II On the ~ hand, filter cloths, tin sieves. The m~ed form of filtering and extrac~ • 

porous atone, etc., heretofore used caimot be drum, as shown in Pigs. ' and 5, is subdlvidil 
emplO)'ed for continuous filtration, because, for into several compartments by constr1cttons aDd 
example, cloths absorb moisture in a short time the insertion of partitions. The successlvely ei:... 
and become impenetrable, whlle sieves, although ticulated drum compartments makes posSible re-

ao rema1ntng penetrable, cannot give a clear fll- peated washing of the material in the indiVidual to 
· trate, and rotating porous stones permit the pas- compartments and to apprec1abl7. raise the em

sage only of 11Qu1ds, when they are so coarsely ciency of the filtration. The solvent and ex

porous that a clear filtrate cannot be aptalned. traction material can thus be exposed to each 

U the graJns, however, are so fine that a clear other in a counter current. _ 
115 filtrate 1s possible, a rotating stone permits pas- In this mod11lcat1on of the drum, the mate- II 

sage,of nothing at all. · rial being treated <seeds or the llke> and · the 

The new apparatus according to this inven- solvent remain in intimate contact for a con

tion, cor: · tsts of a rotating drum divided into . slderable period, which tends to increased econ

two subdlV1s10DS by ineans of a restriction. In omy.-
to the ftrst part of the drum the material to be The invention 1s hereinafter described, by WfQ' 100 

treated ·is ·saturated with solvent, whlle in tile of example, with reference to the accompanyjna · 

second part of the drum it 1s filtered and washed. diagrammatic drawings in which:-
Longltndinally of the drum extends a rotary Figure 1 1s a longttudlnal section Wustrattng 

part1a11y hollow shaft .which serves as an lnlet one constr.uction of apparatus according to the 

'5 for the solvent to the in'terior of the drum. The invention. Figures 2 and 3 are sections along 101 

shaft supports screw conveyors which move tbe the ~ llnes I-I, and u-n respectively of Pia-

. extraction material from a stationary trough ure 1. . 
provided with an lnlet hopper 1lrst to th~ satu- Figure 4 1s a longttudlnal section Wustrattng 
rating or enriching drum and then to the filtering a mod11lcation, and Figure 5 1s a section on the 

60 · . llne m-m of . Plgure 4. , 110 
and washing drum, frOD' which it reaches the In ~ the invention into etrect and with 

outlet of the apparatus. reference to P1gures 1 to 3 of the accomj,anytng 
On the inner walls of the drum body, accord- diagrammatic drawings, the rotating member 

1ng to the invention. spirals are mounted which consisting of the two drums 1 and 2 is mounted 

66 intlmately mix the materl,al and move it through in the bearings 3, 4 and 5, and 1s driven by the 111 

the drums. " driving pulley fi. A stationary cas1ng 7 having a 
The shaft and two part drum body have sepa- discharge pipe 8 surrounds the drum 2. Hel1cal 

rate drives, the relative speeds of which can be . blades 9 and 10 are fixed to the inner walls of 

adJusted as required. In this way regulatton the drums 1 and 2. The clrcumference ( l tbe 

10 of the period of saturatioJ:l of the ~ ma- drum 2 1s constructed in the form of a filter 11, 110 
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which consists of separate frame parts, for ex
ample of four parts, 12a to 12d, as shown in sec
tion in Figure 3, covered with silk impregnated 
against moisture. 

11 A partially hollow rotatable shaft 15 is dis
posed co-axially with the rotating members 1 

and 2, and is mounted in the bearings 13 and 
14, which shaft 15 is driven by the driving pulley 
16. The solvent necessary for the extraction 

10 enters the hollow shaft 15 at 17 and 18, from 
which points it is conveyed through perfora
tions 19 and 20 in the shaft into the interior 
of the drum in contact with the extraction ma
terial. 

15 The extraction material introduced through 
the inlet funnel, a hopper 21 falls into the trough 
22, where it is caught up by the screw conveyor 
on the shaft 15, and is thereby conveyed into 
the impregnating drum 1. The material is here 

20 continuously impregnated to the point of com
plete saturation with the solvent entering at 19, 

in such a way that the rotating drum 1 with 
its helical blades 9 constantly kneads the mate
rial under treatment and conveys the same to 

25 the second screw conveyor 24, situated on the 
shaft 15. This screw conveys the material 
through the constriction 25 between the drums 
1 and 2 to the filtering and washing drum 2. 

The material is here also again worked up by 
30 the helical blades 10, and is subjected to fur

ther repeated washing by the solvent issuing from 
the perforations 20. 

The drum wall 2 constructed in the form of 
a filter 11 allows the solvent saturated wiLl oil 

35 and fat <miscella) to fiow into the casing 7, from 
which it passes through the discharge pipe 8 to 
the distillation apparatus. Owing to the con
tinuous rotation of the drum, the surface of 
the filter 11 as it comes to the top, is constant-

40 ly freed afresh from the adhering extraction 
material, because the latter falls downwards ow
ing to its own weight and the moisture con
tained therein is not absorbed by the impreg
nated silk. In this way constant and uniform 

45 permeability of the filter and a continuous op
eration are ensured. 

The helical blades 10 pass the filter residue 
remaining in the drum 2 on to the screw con
veyor 26 of the shaft 15, which conveys it to the 

60 discharge pipe 27. The residue leaving the ap
paratus at this point can, if desired, be again 
introduced fnto the extraction apparatus or to 
a further apparatus operating in the same man
ner in order to obtain as clear a filtrate as pos-

65 sible. Further several drums 2 may be connected 
one behind the other. 

According to the modification illustrated in Fig
ures 4 and 5, the drum 2 is divided into drum 
cells 30 by constrictions 28, into which the par-

60 titions 29 interlock. The material under treat
ment is introduced in the direction of fiow of 
the arrow 31, whilst the solvent is introduced 
into the filter drum in the direction of the ar
row 32. The apparatus therefore operates on 

G5 the counter-current principle. The screw con
veyor 10 of the individual cells conveys the ma
terial, in the manner hereinbefore described, from 
one cell to another through the constricted open
ings 33 between the cells. The solvent, which 

70 enters through the hollow shaf," 5, fills the ex
ternal drum 7 to a definite height, and fiows 
through the overfiows 34 situated in the partition 
walls 29 from one cPU to the other, and finally 
passes through the discharge pipe 8 attached at 

71 35 to the distillation plant in the form of a 

highly saturated filtered miscella. By means of 
this modification the extraction material comes 
into particularly intimate contact with the solvent 
and consequently thorough washing is effected. 

In a further modification the apparatus may 80 

consist only of a filter and washing drum such as 
the drum 2. In this case, the material must be 
introduced into the drum in a state of complete 
saturation with the solvent. The above described 
filtering and washing drum is then in itself a 85 
continuous operating filter. 

After the extraction has been completed the dis
charged material may be subjected in known 
manner to pressure in order to remove the greater 
portion of the solvent. The expulsion of the re- 00 

sidual solvent is then effected in a continuous 
process by means of a suitable expelling appa
ratus which follows immediately on the former. 
If desired a pressing out process may be inserted 
between the individual drum systems, so that re- 95 
peated pressing is effected in known manner in 
combination with the extraction by means of the 
above described drum system. 

What I claim is:-
1. Apparatus for continuously extracting and 100 

filtering material containing a soluble substance 
by means of a solvent, comprising a rotatable 
impregnating drum wherein the material to be 
treated is impregnated with solvent and a rotat
able washing and filtering drum rigidly connected 105 

in axial alignment with the impregnating drum, 
separate means for p::.ssing the raw material and 
solvent into said drums, and separate means for 
removing the resulting filtrate and residue from 
said drums, said filtering drum having a cover- 110 
ing formed of impregnated moisture-proof silk. 

2. Apparatus for continuous extraction and 
filtration of material containing a soluble sub
stance comprising a rotatable drum provided 
with transverse constrictions forming compart- 115 
ments in series, at least one of said compartments 
being perforated, an independently rotatable con
veyor means within said drum, means for produc-
ing a continuous fiow of material under treat
ment through said compartments, means for con- 120 

tinuously removing said material from the drum, 
and means for continuously directing solvent 
through said material in the opposite direction to 
its flow. 

3. Apparatus for continuously extracting and 125 

filtering material containing a soluble substance 
by means of a solvent, comprising an impregnat-
ing drum wherein the material to be treated is 
impregnated with a solvent and a rotatable wash-
ing and filtering drum rigidly connected with the 130 
impregnating drum, spiral conveyors fixed to the 
inner walls of said drums, said filtering drum 
having a wall pervious to the solvent and ex
tract and a rotatable shaft extending through the 
drums, conveyor means on said shaft, means to 135 
rotate said shaft, separate means to rotate said 
drums, and means to regulate the speed of rota
tion of said shaft and drums. 

4. An extracting and filtering apparatus com
prising a rotatable impregnating drum for im- 14:) 
pregnating a material with a solvent, a rotat
able washing and filtering drum rigidly connected 
in axial alignment with said impregnating drum, 
a constriction in said rigid connection, separate 
means for feeding the raw material and the 1_ ~ 

solvent into said drums, and separate means for • 
withdrawing the resulting filtrate and residue 
from said drums, said filtt!ring drum having a wall 
pervious to the solvent and extract. 

PHD..IPP LORENZ FAUTH. lci~ 
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6 Claims. (CI. 87---G) 

The present invention has for its object a reac
tion column, which also provides, in particular, 
for the continuous extraction by one or more sol
vents or reagents, of one or more substances 

5 which are contained in solution or combination 
in solid bodies or material, such as oleaginous 
material (ground seeds and oil-cake> in the case 
of the oil industry. 

The said column is chiefiy characterized by the 
10 fact it comprises, disposed one below the other 

and separated by a suitable space, planes or 
' surfaces which are perforated and have the in
clined position, and whose lines of greatest slope 
are all situated in the same :;>lane and are ar-

15 ranged in zigzag, so that the material under 
treatment will move on a zigzag path and in thin 
sheets along the said planes or surfaces, whilst 
the solvent or solvents, or other liquid or gaseous 
fiuids used for the treatment will traverse the said 

:!0 planes or surfaces in the contrary direction to 
· that of the material, and pass through their per

forations. 
According to the density of the material to be 

exhausted, the directiOn of such material may 
25 be either upward or downward, while the solvent 

or solvents will always move in a contrary direc
tion to the material. 

In a preferred .embodiment, there are em
ployed, side by side, two sets or perforated sur-

30 faces which are mounted in zigzag in each set, 
the adjacent surfaces of the two sets being pref
erably inclined-in contrary directions. 

According to another characteristic, in the 
single set or in each set of ·perforated surfaces 

35 mounted in zigzag, the surfaces inclined· ln con
trary directions have a relative alternate move
ment of translation, parallel with the axis of the 
column, tbe surfaces inclined in one direction 
being for example stationary, while the surfaces 

40 inclined in the other direction are vertically 
movable. 

Thus in the above-mentioned embodiment 
comprising two sets of perforated surfaces, the 
adJacent surfaces of the two sets may be verti-

45 cally movable and may be mounted, for instance, 
upon a shaft which is given an alternate vertiCal 
movement, whilst the other surfaces are fixed 
and are mounted on the walls of the column. 

Further characteristics wlll be set forth In the 
60 following description. 

In the accompanying draw-mgs, which are 
given solely by way of ~pie: 

Fig. lis a vertical lengthwise section of an ex:
tractlon column which is improved according to 

55 the invention and provides for the downward 

circulation of the material to be exhausted, which 
has a greater density than the solvent or solvents. 
The said figure also shows 8.n elevator arranged 
at the outlet of the column for the purpose of 
taking up the exhausted material. 5 

Fig. 2 is a partial vertical section on the line 
2-2 of Fig. 1. 

Figs. 3 and 4 are horizontal sections on the 
lin~ 3--3 and 4-t of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 is diagrammatic view of a column 10 
adapted for material which is lighter than the 
wlvent or solvents, this material circulating in 
the column In the upward direction. 

In the embodiment represented in Figs. 1 to 4, 
the extraction column comprises a vertical re- 15 
ceptacle I consisting of metal or other material. 
The said receptacle, which is represented as hav
ing a single wall, may obviously have a double 
wall. The cross-section of the said receptacle 
may be as desired, but it is preferably of a square 20 
or rectangular form as shown (Figs. 3 and 4>. 
The receptacle may be formed, for instance, by 
the longitudinal bending, in U-shape, of a sheet
metal piece (or a double wall> which thus forms 
three sides, the fourth side I a (Figs. 3 and 4) 25 
being removable and secured for instance to 
angle-iron members 2 mounted on the edges of 
the two adjacent faces. 

The said receptacle I is closed at the top by a · 
cover 4 (Figs. 1· and 2), traversed by one or more 30 
conduits 5 which are connected with a feeding 

. chute, not shown, and serve for the supply of the 
material under treatment to the upper part of 
said reCeptacle I and practically in Its vertical 
longitudinal plane of symmetry X-X. 35 

The lower part of the·receptacle I is joined by 
a connecting part & to a bucket elevator l at 
whose upper end is a discharge conduit 8 which 
opens downwardly. 

On the inner faces of the receptacle I, and 40 
parallel with the plane X-X. are located at a 
certain distance from the cover 4, two perforated 
plates 9 and ga which are pivotally mounted on 
the said faces by means of hinges I 0. ·The plates 
9, sa. which form above them a chamber I I 45 
termed "maceration chamber", may be more or 
less 1ncllned by any suitable means, for instance 
by means of osclllating cams 13 rotated by levers 
14 arranged outside of the receptacle f. 

Below the said pivoted plates 9, 9a, the same 50 
faces of the receptacle I are provided, at stated 
distances, with perfoJ"ated plates I 5, 15• (Figs. 1 
and 4>, which are downwardly inclined from the 
wall of the receptacle I towards the middle plane 
X-X. but without reaching this plane, thus pro- 55 
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viding, for each pair, between their adjacent cen
tral edges, a middle opening 18 (Ffgs. 1 and 4). 

The said plates 15, I &•, which are removable 
or not, are mounted on the walls of the said re

ts ceptacle, by any suitable means, in a fixed in
clined position, for instance by the use of angle
Irons 11 or like members. 

Between the stationary plates 15, 15• are re
spectively mounted additioQal perforated plates 

10 18, 18• (Figs. 1, 2, 3) which are inclined in the 
contrary direction to the corresponding plates 
15, 15•, the lines of greatest slope of all such 
plates being situated in a vertical plane which is 
perpendicUlar to the plane X-X The plates 

15 18 and 18• form by pairs roof-shaped devices, 
whose upper ridges are situated in the plane 
X-X. The ridge of the first roof section lo
cated at the top, carries a comb 19 with vertical 
teeth. 

20 All of the plates 18, 18• which stop at a certain 
distance from the inner faces of the receptacle I 
are secured by brackets 20 to a vertical shaft 21 
of circular, square or any polygonal section. 
The said shaft 21 is mo\mted in bearings 22 (Fig. 

~5 1) which are secured, at stated distances apart, 
to the walls of the receptacle I, and is vertically 
slidable along its longitudinal axis, in the said 
bearings. The said shaft is given a vertical re
ciprocating movement whose amplitude is such 

30 that the plates 18, 18• which move with the same, 
will not make contact with the plates 15, 15• 
between which they are located. The recipro
cating motion of the shaft 21 may be obtained by 
any suitable means, and for instance, as shown 

35 In Fig. 1 by the use of an eccentric cam 21, which 
is keyed to a horizontal shaft 24 which rotates 
in a bearing 25 moun~d on the cover 4, and 
cal'ries a loose pulley 26 and a driving pulley 21. 

The cam 21 acts upon the lower face of a disc 

40 28 which . is mounted on -the upper end of the 
shaft 21. The said cam has such outline and 
angUlar setting that it will rapidly lift the shaft 
21, but will only allow it to descend very slowly 
by gravity. 

45 The elevator 1 is provided at the upper part 
with an inlet pipe 29 for the supply of the solvent 
or solvents, and the receptacle I is provided, be
low the cover 4, in the maceration chamber II, 
with a neck 10 for the discharge of the solvent or 

50 solvents loaded with the substance or substances 
to be extracted. 

The material to be treated is delivered by the 
conduit or conduits 5 to the upper part ~f the 

receptacle I, i. e. into the maceration chamber 

55 II. -
It is discharged by gravity through the central 

adjustable opening formed between the lower 
edges of the two plates 9, 9•. In this opening, it 
is divided into two parts by the vertical comb II. 

60 One of th6se parts slides down by gravity on a 
zigzag path, successively upon the set of plates 
16-18 which are alternately inclined in con
trary directions; the other part descends in a 
similar manner upon the second set of plates 

65 15"-18• which are also alternately inclined in 
contrary directions. The descent of . the mate
rial is facilitated by the reciprocating vertical 
movements imparted to the plates 18--18• car
ried by the shaft 21, by the action of the rotating 

70 cam 21, the upward movements being very rapid 
' and the downward movements very slow, 

The exhausted material is directed by the in
clined conduit 8 into the bottom of the ele
vator 1 which d.lscharges it through the upper 

75 opening 8, from which it is brought, for Instance, 

to a drying device, not shown, in order to rer.1ove 
the solvent or solvents with which it 1s saturated. 

As concerns the said solvent or solvents, these 
are supplied to the apparatus through the neck 
29 of the elevator 1, and are discharged through 1 

the maceration chamber II and the neck 10 after 
circulating In the upward direction in the whole 
of the receptacle I, thus passing through the var
ious perforated plates 16-15• and 18--18•. Said 
solvent or solvents will thus circUlate In counter- 10 

current with reference to the material, and they 
traverse the thin sheets of moving material. As 

concerns these sheets, a certain number are 
spread upon the various perforated plates 15, 

15• and 18, 18•; the others have the vertical po- Its 

sltlon, and form, as It were, curtains of material 
which drop respectively from the lower edges of 
the plates 15, 15• and 18, 18• upon the upper 
parts of the plates 18, 18• and 15, 15•. 

It should be noted that the last two perforated 20 
plates 18b, 18• which are mounted on the lower 
end of the shaft 21 may be located at a distance 
from the lower edges of the last two stationary 
perforated plates 15b, 15•, which is less than the 
distance between the other sets of fixed and 25 
movable plates. In consequence, a given up
ward movement of the shaft 21 which exceeds 
the normal movement but will not allow the con
tact between all of the other sets of plates, will 
provide for the closing of the space between the 30 
two fixed plates 15b, 15• by means of the two 
lower movable plates 18b, 18• which now serve 
as a check-valve, thus cutting otr the material 
In case the elevator 1 should stop Its action. 

A like resUlt may be obtained by pivotally ~ 
mounting the two lower panels 15b and 15• so that . 
their lower central edges may be brought in con
tact. 

In the embodiment above described, it 1s sup
posed that the material under treatment has an 40 
absolute density which exceeds the density of the 
solvent or solvents. 

In the contrary case, the operation w111 be 

modified, as well as the extracting apparatus, as 
shown in Fig. 5, and herein the fixed plates 15, 46 
15• and the movable plates 18, 18• which are 
mounted on the shaft 21, are inclined in contrary 
directions to the corresponding plates shown in 
the preceding embodiment: The solvent is sup
plied through the neck 10, which served as the 
exit of the mixture In the preceding case, and 10 

the material is delivered by pressure to the lower 
part of the column by a screw conveyor II, or 
the like, which receives the material from a col
umn .II which now serves as the maceration col- 615 
umn. The discharge of the solvent miXture and 
of the extracted product or products will take 
place through the neck 21. - The exhausted mate
rial 1s removed for instance by a screw conveyor 
12, and may be brought to a drying apparatus, , eo 
as In the preceding case. . . 

Obviously, the said invention 1s not 11mlted to 
the embodiments herein described and repre
sented, which are given solely by way of example. 

Thus the movable plates II, 18• may, if neces- Clli 

sary, be mounted upon several vertical shafts 21 

whose axes woUld be situated in the plane X-:X. . 
and all of these shafts woUld be vertically mov
able In synchronism, for instance by cams s1m1lar 

to each other and having the same angUlar posi- 70 

tion, or by a rigid connection between the said 
shafts. 

Having now described my invention what I 

claim as new and desire to secure 'by Letters Pat-

ent Is: 75 
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1. An extraction column comprising a casing, 

two sets of inclined, perforated surfaces arranged 
in zigzag above each other at a sUitable distance 
from each other, means for delivering at one end 

5 of the casing the material to be treated, means 
for delivering· the extracting medium at the oppo
site end of the casing and means ·for imparting an 
axial reciprocating motion to one set of perforated 
surfaces. 

10 2. An extraction column comprising a casing, 
two sets 'of inclined, perforated surfaces arranged 
in zigzag above each other at a suitable distance 
from each other, means for delivering at one end 
of the casing the matertal to be .treated, means 

15 fot; delivering the extracting medium at the oppo
site end of the casing and means for imparting 
rapid motion to one set of perforated surfaces in 
one direction and a slower motion to the same in 
the reverse direction. 

zo 3. An extraction column comprising a vertical 
casing, means for delivering at one end of the 
casing the material to be treated, means for de
livering the extracting medium at the opposite 
end of the casing, incllhed, perforated surfaces 

21 fixed in the casing at a suitable distance above 
eaCh other, a shaft extending axially in the casing, 
roof shaped perforated surfaces mounted on said 
shaft in the spaces between the surfaces carried 
by the casing and inclined in the contrary dlrec-

ao tton to said surfaces and a rotating cam adapted 
to impart an u1a1 reclprocattng motion to said 
llbaft. 

' 4. An extraction column comprising a vertical 
casing, means for delivering, at the top of the 
casing, the material to be treated and means for 
delivering the extracting medium at the bottom 
of the casing, a discharge outlet at the upper part 6 
of the casing, inclined perforated surfaces mount-
ed in an angularly adjustable position in the cas
ing substantially below the said discharge 'l»utlet, 
and converging towards the axis of the casing, 
inclined, perforated surfaces fixed in the casing 10 
at suitable distance above each othN, a shaft ex
tending axially in the ca.Sing, roof shaped perfo
rated surfaces mounted on said shaft in the 
spaces between the surfaces carried by the casing 
and inclined 1n the contrary direction to .said 15 
surfaces, and means for imparting an axial recip
rocating motion to the shaft. 

5. An extraction column according to claim 4 
and further comprising a vertical comb provided 
on the ridge of the upper most inclined roof 20 
shaped surfaces carried by the shaft. 

6. An extraction col~ according to claim l 
in which the lowest roof shaped device and the 
lowest inclined surfaces carried by the casing are · 
so arranged that the distance between them Js 

25 

smaller than the distance between anyone of the 
surfaces carried by the shaft and the surfaces 
carried by the casing immediately above the 
latter. ' 10 

ANDRB OLIBR. 
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5 Claims. 

This invention relates to apparatus for con
tacting partially immiscible fluids of substan
tially different densities and more particularly to 
apparatus for use in the solvent extraction of 

5 lubricating oils. The apparatus of this invention 
provides improved and efficient means for 
countercurrently contacting partially immiscible 
fluids and more particularly for contacting hy
drocarbon lubricating oils with selective solvents. 

10 · In the solvent extraction of hydrocarbon 
lubricating oils, for example, extraction has been 
effected by thoroughly agitating the oil and 
solvent under suitable conditions of temperature 
and pressure in a mixing chamber and subse-

1 5 quently separating the extract and raffinate 
phases in a separate operation. Such a process 
as this has necessitated a large amount of ap
paratus for mixing the oil and solvent and for 
separating the extract and raffinate phases. 

It has also been proposed to effect solvent ex
traction of lubricating oils by introducing the 
solvent and untreated oil into the top and bot
tom, respectively, of a batHed tower. As a fur
ther modification, solvent extraction of the oil 
has been effected by introducing the oil into the 
central portion of a vertical tower and intro
~ucing a heavy solvent into the top and a light 
solvent into the bottom of the tower. In such 
operations the mixture of oi~ and solvent or sol-

30 vents completely fills the entire space within the 
tower, and contact between oil and solvent is 
effected by countercurrent flow of the oil and 
solvent or solvents due to their relative differ
ence in gravity. WhEre gravity towers such as 

36 these have been used it has usually been neces
sary for satisfactory results that a plurality of 
towers be arranged in series in order that the 
final raffinate be sufficiently refined. Whenever 
it has been necessary to repair or to clean any 

40 one of the gravity towers the operation of the 
entire series has been discontinued, thus result
ing in an obviously uneconomical use of a large 
amount of equipment. 

The apparatus of my invention provides 
45 simple and extremely compact apparatus where

by satisfactory separation may be effected in a 
single stage of operation. By the use of the 
apparatus of my invention, a solvent extraction 
plant constructed with a number of these com-

50 pact machines operating in parallel would not 
have its capacity seriously handicapped if one or 
even more of the machines were shut down for 
cleaning. 

This apparatus which is adapted for contact-
55 ing partially immiscible fluids of different densi-

(Cl. 261-83) 

ties comprises a rotatable bowl, means for in
troducing a relatively heavy fluid into the central 
portion of the bowl, means for · introducing a 
relatively light fluid into the outer portion of 
the bowl, means for withdrawing the heavy fluid 6 
from the outer portion of the bowl, and means 
for withdrawing the lighter fluid from the cen
tral portion of the bowl. The rotatable bowl is 
provided with a plurality of cylinders substan
tially coaxially aligned within the bowl, the 10 
alternate cylinders being provided with open
ings disposed adjacent the upper portions thereof 
and the intervening cylinders being provided 
with openings disposed adjacent the lower por-
tions thereof. Hi 

More particularly, the apparatus of my inven
tion comprises a centrifugal machine which may 
be used with advantage for subjecting a hydro
carbon oil and a suitable solvent or solvents to 
the action of centrifugal force to produce an ex
tract and a raffinate phase, and for withdrawing 
the extract and raffinate phases. The oil and the 
solvent or solvents may be separately introduced 
into the apparatus. The extract and raffinate 
phases produced within the apparatus by the 26 
contact between the oil and solvent upon subjec
tion to centrifugal force may be separately with
drawn from the apparatus. 

The details of the apparatus of my invention 
will be clearly understood by consideration of 30 
the apparatus shown in the accompanying 
drawings. 

Figure 1 comprises a sectional view of a 
centrifuge in which an unrefined oil may be sub-
jected to selective extraction; 35 

Figure 2 comprises a sectional view of a modi
fied form of centrifuge; and 

Figure 3 comprises a horizontal sectional view 
of the stationary and revolving bowls of the 
centrifuges. -10 

The centrifuge shown in Figure 1 comprises a 
stationary bowl I provided with a cover divided 
radially into two non-communicating chambers 
2 and 3. A rotatable or revolving bowl 4 provided 
with a cover member 5 is positioned coaxially 4:, 
within the stationary bowl and is rotatably 
mounted therein. Two sets of concentric cylin
ders 6 and 1 are placed within the revolving bowl 
4 and substantially coaxially aligned therewith. 
These sets of concentric cylinders are positioned .'iO 

so as to alternately overlap each other, thus form-
ing a series of annuluses. One end of one set of 
cylinders is rigidly mounted in the false bottom 
8 of the revolving bowl and one end of the other 
set of cylinders Is rigidly mounted in the false 
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cover I 0 of cover member 5. Suitable means may 
be provided on the Inner surface of false cover 
I 0 and fa lse bottom 8 of the revolving bowl for 
removably holding the unmounted ends of each 
set of concentric cylinders securely in position. 
The unmounted ends of the cylinders e.re provided 
with suitable perforations I I and I 2 to allow pas
sage of a fluid therethrough. Perforations I 3 and 
I 4 are provided in the false cover and false bot-

10 tom, r espect ively, of the revolving bowl to permit 
passage of a fluid from the interior of the revolv
ing bowl into the space between the false cover 
and false bottom, respectively, and the outer 
shell of the revolving bowl, which space is main-

15 tained by perforated spacer rings I 5 and I 6, re
spectively. The centers of the false cover and 
false bottom terminate in concentric cylinders I 1 
and 18, respectively, which extend into the cover 
portion of the stationary bowl. An additional 

20 cylinder I 9 extends coaxially from within the 
cover portion of the stationary bowl between cyl
inders I 1 and I 8 to a position well within the 
interior of the revolving bowl. Cylinder I 1 com
municates with the upper section 2 of the cover 

25 portion of the stationary bowl while cylinders 
18 and 19, respectively, communicate with suit
able supply pipes 20 and 2 I. The desired space 
between concentric cylinders I 1 and I 9 and be
tween concentric cylinders. I 8 and I 9 is provided 

30 by perforated spacer rings 22 and 23, respec
tively. The collar 24 of cover member 5 extends 
within section 3 of the stationary bowl cover 
portion and provides a communicating space, to
gether with cylinder I 1, for fluid to pass from the 

35 space maintained by spacer rings I 5 into section 
3. Discharge spouts 25 and 26 are provided for 
the removal of fluid from each of sections 2 and 
3 of the cover portion of the stationary bowl. 
Supply pipes 20 and 2 I may be provided with 
valves (not shown) for controlling the rate of 
flow of fluid through these pipes. Suitable means 
may be provided with advantage for draining 
from the space between stationary bowl I and 
rotatable bowl 4 any fluid which may have leaked 

, thereinto. 
In using the apparatus of my invention shown 

in Figure 1 for the selective extraction of hydro
carbon lubricating oil, the oil to be treated is in
troduced into the centrifuge through supply pipe 

;;o 20 into cylinder 18 , thence through spacer rings 
I 6 and perforations I 4 into the outer portion of 
the interior of the revolving bowl. The solvent 
or suitable solvent mixture with which the oil is 
to be treated, and usually heavier than the oil, 

55 is introduced into the centrifuge through supply 
pipe 2 I, thence into the space between cylinders 
I 8 and I 9 through spacer rings 23 and into the 
central portion of thP. interior of the revolving 
bowl. The revolving bowl is rotated by means of 

60 shaft 21 thus exerting centrifugal force on the oil 
and solvent. The solvent, being heavier than the 
oil, displaces the oil at the outer portion of the 
revolving bowl and forces the oil toward the cen
ter of the bowl. As the oil is forced toward the 

65 center of the bowl, it passes through a tortuous 
path as it flows through the annuluses and per
forations I I and 12 alternately positioned at the 
top and bottom, respectively, of adjacent concen
tric cylinders 6 and 1. Thus, the oil being forced 

70 toward the center of the bowl and the solvent 
being forced toward the outer edge of the bowl 
come into contact as they pass through the an
nuluses. The solvent , as it approaches the outer 
edge of the revolving bowl, comprises a solution 

75 of the extract in the solvent <extract phase), 

while the oil forced toward the center of the bowl 
comprises the refined oil <raffinate phase). The 
position of the interface, which is indicated by 
the dotted line 28, between the oil and the ex
tract phase in the outer portion of the revolving 5 
bowl is controlled with advantage by the internal 
diameter of replaceable ring dams 29 and 29'. 
The position of the interface is moved toward the 
center of the bowl by decreasing the internal 
diameter of ring dam 29, or, conversely, is moved 10 
toward the outer portion of the bowl by increas
ing the internal diameter of ring dam 29. Vari
ation in the internal diameter of ring dam 29' 
has a diametrically opposite effect upon the posi
tion of the interface to that of ring dam 29. The 15 
position of the interface may, therefore, be con
trolled by changing the internal diameter of ring 
dam 29 or 29' , or by the combined effect of both. 
The oil being forced toward the center by the 
extract phase tends to fill the greater portion of 20 
the bowl. The heavier solvent, or extract phase 
as it soon becomes, flowing counter-currently out
ward with respect to the oil flows upward or 
downward, as the case may be, on the outer edge 
of each annular space seeking its way to the 25 
outer portion of the bowl. At the lip of each cyl
inder, formed by the perforations I I and 12, the 
outflowing solvent (or extract) phase and the 
in-flowing oil (or raffinate ) phase undergo in
stantaneous mixing and are separated again by 30 
centrifugal force in the next succeeding annular 
space. As a result of this countercurrent flow and 
instantaneous mixing, each annular space to
gether with the lip of the cylinders within the re
volving bowl comprises a stage in a countercur- 35 
rent contacting system. The extract phase col
lected at the outer portion of the revolving bowl 
passes through perforations I 3 through spacer 
rings I 5 into section 3 of the cover portion of the 
stationary bowl. The raffinate phase forced to- 40 
ward the center of the bowl flows upwardly 
through spacer rings 22 into section 2 of the cover 
portion of the stationary bowl. Thus, the opera
tion of the apparatus comprises separately intro
ducing the oil and solvent into the apparatus and 45 
separately discharging the extract and raffinate 
phases from the apparatus. 

The modified form of apparatus shown in Fig
ure 2 is adapted for use where it is desired that 
the oil to be treated is subjected to the action of 50 
two individual selective solvents or solvent mix
tures. The apparatus itself is substantially the 
same as that shown in Figure 1. The modified 
apparatus, however, is provided with an addi
tional cylinder 30 extending coaxially within cyl- 5t5 
inder I 8 and conforming generally to the shape 
of cylinder I 8 and false bottom 8 of the revolv
ing bowl. The lower extension 3 I of the cylin
der 30 engages at its outermost end the false 
bottom 8 at a point substantially half way be- 60 
tween the center and outer portion of the revolv
ing bowl. The false bottom is further provided 
with perforations 32 to permit the passage of a 
fluid into the interior of the revolving bowl from 
the space between the lower extension 3 I and 65 
false bottom 8. This space between lower ex
tension 3 I and false bottom 8 is maintained by 
perforated spacer rings 33, while the space be
tween concentric cylinders 18 and 30 is main
tained by suitable spacer rings 34. The upper 70 
portion of cylinder 30 communicates with a suit
able supply pipe 35 which may be provided with 
a suitable valve (not shown). 

In using the modified form of apparatus shown 
in Figure 2, the oil to be treated is introduced 75 
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into the centrifuge through supply pipe 20 into would not be seriously handicapped with respect 
the space between cylinders 18 and 30, thence to its oyerall capacity if one or even several rna
through spacer rings 34 and 33 and perforations chines were shut down for cleaning or repair. 
32 into the bowl substantially half way between While the apparatus of my invention has been 

6 the center and outer portion thereof. A heavy described with respect to its use in the selective IS 
solvent such, for example, as phenol may be In- extraction of hydrocarbon lubricating oils, it 
traduced through supply pipe 21 and spacer rings should be noted that the apparatus may be used 
23 Into the central portion of the revolving bowl. with advantage for other similar operations 
A suitable light solvent such, for example, as a wherein it is desired to contact a plurality of 

10 light naphtha is introduced through supply pipe partially immiscible fluids and separately with- 10 
35 into cylinder 30, thence through spacer rings draw from the operation a plurality of fluid 
16 and perforations 14 into the outermost por- products produced by this contact. By partially 
tion of the revolving bowl. Upon rotation of the immiscible fluids, as used herein, I means fluids 
revolving bowl by means of shaft 21, a centrifugal which are not substantially completely miscible 

US force of considerable magnitude may be exerted or soluble in one another but which are suffi- 15 
upon the oil and solvents within the bowl. The ciently miscible to efi'ect a selective extraction 
heavy solvent is forced toward the outer portion of one of the fluids by contact with one or more 
of the revolving bowl together with the heavy other fluids. 
extract obtained from the oil by contact between The method of refining as carried out by the 

20 the oil and the solvents. The lighter solvent is above described apparatus is claimed in my co- 20 
displaced from the outer portion of the revolving pending application 157,748, filed on the same 
bowl and is forced toward the center of the bowl date as this application. 
together with the refined oil as a raffinate pro- I claim: 
duced by contact of the oil and solvents. The 1. Apparatus for contacting partially immis-

26 extract flows through perforations 13 and spacer cible fluids of difi'erent densities which comprises 25 
rings 15 into section 3 of the cover portion of a rotatable bowl, means for introducing a rela
the stationary bowl, while the raffinate is forced tively heavy fluid into the central portion of the 
upwardly through spacer rings 22 into section 2 bowl, means for introducing a relatively light 
of the cover portion. If desired, the entire ap- fluid into the outer portion of the bowl, means 

30 paratus may be maintained under a superat- for introducing a fluid having a density sub- 30 
mospheric pressure by enclosing the apparatus stantially intermediate that of the heavier fluid 
in a suitable pressure chamber. Thus, the mod-- and that of the lighter fluid at a point substan
ifled operation carried out in the apparatus tially intermediate the central and outer par
shown in Figure 2 comprises a process in which tions of the bowl, means for withdrawing the 

115 the oil to be treated and two individual solvents heavier fluid from the outer portion of the bowl, 35 
are introduced separately into a centrifuge and and means for withdrawing the lighter fluid from 
separate extract and raffinate phases are dis- the central portion of the bowl. 
charged from the apparatus. 2. Apparatus for contacting partially immis-

If it is fvund desirable to maintain a substan- cible fluids of difi'erent densities which com-
40 tially uniform rotational speed of fluid within prises a rotatable bowl, a plurality of cylinders 40 

the apparatus shown in Figures 1 and 2, the ro- · substantially coaxially aligned within the bowl, 
tatable bowl may be provided with a plurality the alternate cylinders being provided with open-
of vertical radial partitions 36 as shown in Fig- ings disposed adjacent the upper portions there
ure 3. These vertical radial partitions may ex- of, the intervening cylinders being provided with 

45 tend substantially the entire distance between openings disposed adjacent the lower portions 45 
false bottom 8 and false cover 10 of the revolv- thereof, means for introducing a relatively heavy 
ing bowl and also extend substantially the entire fluid into the central portion of the bowl, means 
distance between cylinder 19 and the outer shell for introducing a relatively light fluid into the 
4 of the revolving bowl. outer portion of the bowl, means for introducing 

r;o Many advantages are realized from the use of a fluid having a density substantially intermedi- 50 
the apparatus of my invention. An efficient and ate that of the heavier fluid and that of the light
complete separation of the extract and raffinate er fluid at a point substantially intermediate the 
phases is produced by the centrifugal force set central and outer portions of the bowl, means for 
up within the centrifuge. Inasmuch as the great- withdrawing the heavier .fluid from the outer 

(i,j er bulk of the fluid substantially completely fill- portion of the bowl, and means for withdrawing 55 
ing the entire revolving bowl comprises the oil the lighter fluid from 'the central portion of the 
(or raffinate), a thin film of the heavy solvent bowl. 
(or extract) is maintained at the outer edge of 3. Apparatus for contacting partially immis
each annular space. The thin film thickness of cible fluids of difi'erent densities which comprises 

no the extract at the outer portion of each annular a rotatable bowl having a false cover and a false 00 
space together with the forceful mixing at the bottom, a plurality of cylinders substantially co-
lip of each of the concentric cylinders within axially aligned within the bowl attached to and 
the bowl produces a highly efficient mixing of depending from the false cover, a plurality of cyl-
oil and solvent. inders substantially coaxially aligned within the 

~; .; The compactness and simplicity of the cen- bowl attached to and extending upwardly from 65 
trifuge conserves space and simplifies the oper- the false bottom and adapted to be disposed in 
ation as well as cleaning of the apparatus. spaced relationship intermediate adjacent cyl
Moreover, inasmuch as the apparatus of my in- inders of the cylinders depending from the false 
vention thoroughly mixes the oil and solvent and cover, means for introducing into the bowl a 

10 efficiently separates the extract and raffinate plurality of fluids of difi'erent densities, and 70 
phases, the treatment with a single machine may means for withdrawing said fluids from the bowl. 
constitute with advantage the complete treat- 4. Apparatus for contacting partially immis
ment of the oil. A solvent plant using the ap- cible flUids of difi'erent densities which comprises 
paratus of this invention carried out in a number a rotatable bowl provided with a cover and hav-
of machines operating, in parallel, therefore, ing a false cover and a false bottom providing a 75 
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space at the top and bottom of the bowl with . 
each space communicating with the interior of 
the bowl adjacent the outer portion thereof, a 
plurality of cylinders substantially coaxially 

1 aligned within the bowl attached to and depend
ing from the false cover, a plurality of cylinders 
substantially coaxially aligned within the bowl 
attached to and extending upwardly from the 
false bottom, means for introducing a relatively 

10 heavy fluid into the central portion of the bowl, 
means for introducing a relatively light fluid 
into the space provided by the false bottom, 
means for withdrawing the heavier fluid from the 
outer portion of the bowl through the space 

16 provided by the false cover, and means for with
drawing the lighter fluid from the central par
Lion of the bowl. 

5. Apparatus for contacting partially immis
cible fluids of different densities which comprises 

20 a rotatable bowl provided with a cover and hav
ing a false cover and a false bottom providing a 
space at the top and bottom of the bowl with 

each space communicating with the interior of 
the bowl adjacent the outer portion thereof, 
a plurality of cylinders substantially coaxially 
aligned within the bowl depending from the false 
cover, a plurality of cylinders substantially co
axially aligned within the bowl attached to and a 
extending upwardly from the false bottom, means 
for introducing a relatively heavy fluid into the 
central portion of the bowl, means for intro
ducing a relatively light fluid into the space 
provided by the false bottom, means for intro- 10 
ductng a fluid having a density substantially in
termediate that of the heavy fluid and that of 
the light fluid at a point substantially inter
mediate the central and oUter portions of the 
bowl, means for withdrawing the heavier fluid 16 
from the outer portion of the bowl through the 
space provided by the· false cover, and means 
for withdrawing the lighter fluid from the cen
tral portion of the bowl. 
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OFFICE 

In certain arts it is desirable to contact and grooves 21, of different diameters, formed in the 
wash the surface of one liquid with another upper face of base flange I D, is a plurality of 
liquid, subsequently separating the resultants annular partitions 22 , 23, 24 , 25 conveniently 
into two or more well-defined and individualized cylindrical. These partitions may be varied in 
liquids, rather than to produce an intimate r.:Jix- 5 number and spacing in accordance with the par-
ture of such two liquids followed by separn,tion ticular liquids which are to be associated. 
and individualization. Within the smallest partition 25 is an annular 

For instance, in the purifi ~ation of lubricating partition 26 and projected radially through the 
oil certain steps of purification involve treatment several partitions 22 to 25 is a pressure-balanc-
of the oil with a liquid such as phenol which has 10 ing tube 27 which forms a pressure-balancing 
the capacity of absorbing undesirable impurit ies conduit between the interior of partition 26 and 
contained in the oil. Such purification has the exterior of partition 22, the outer end of said 
heretofore been obtained by admixing the phenol tube 27 extending toward but not to the inner 
with the oil, but too long and too intimate con- face of wall II. There may be several of these 
tact of the phenol with the oil produces unde- 15 tubes 27 circumferentially spaced from each 
sirable results and it has been recently discov- other. 
erect that desi!·ed pmification, while avoiding Nested within the upper end of partition 26 
most of the deleterious effects heretofore pro- is a cup 28 provided with a radial conduit 29 
duced , may be obtained by contacting a film of which is projected through the several parti-
the oil with a film of phenol foll owed by a sepa- 20 tions 22 to 26 to form a conduit from the in-
ration of the treated oil and the treating phenol. terior of cup 28 to the exterior of the largest 

An object of my present invention is to pro- diameter partition 22. There may be several of 
vide a mechanism by which two liquids , differ- these conduits 29, circumferentially spaced. The 
ing in specific gravities, may be brought into bottom of cup 28 is medially elevated, as shown, 
surface contact only and continued in a rela- ;~3 and is axially perforated at 28'. Cup 28 is 
tive sliding contact in such association for a capped by an annular cap :?0 having an axial 
predeterminable period of time and under pre- perforation 31. 
determinable pressures, and subsequently sepa- The smallest-diameter partition 25 near its 
rated one from the other. upper end is pierced by a circumferentially 

A further object of my invention is to p::ovide :10 spaced series of conduits 35, the inlet mouths of 
an improved method of surface treating one which are arranged about half way between par-
liquid by another liquid of different specific titian 26 and partition 25. Partition 25 is also 
gravity. pierced, near its upper end by a circumferen-

The accompanying drawing is an axial verti- tially-spaced series of conduits 36, the inlet 
cal section of an apparatus embodying my in- .,., mouths of which lie closer to the inner face of 
vention. partition 25 than the inlet mouths of conduits 35, 

In the drawing I 0 indicates a base flange and and the outlet mouths of which lie at a point in-
11 indicates a main body flange which, together termediate between partit!on 25 and partition 21!. 
form a centrifugal bowl which may be rota t ed ?.t The largest-diameter partition 22 is pierced 
desired speeds by means of a carrying spindle 12 . . ;11 near its bottom with a plurality of circumfer-
The body flange I I is preferably readily separg- entially-spaced conduits ll , the inlet mouths of 
ble from the base flange ! 0 and is conveniently which are arrfl.nged at or close to the inner face 
held in association therewith by the ring n u t I~. of the largest--diameter P< rtition 22 anct the out-
The body flange II at its upper end is provided let mouths of which are spaced outwardly be-
with a reduced-diameter intermediate neck 14 . ~.-, yond the outer face of said partition 22. Parti-
and a further-reduced nee!~ 15. Near its upper tion 22 is also pierced near its bottom with a 
end the intermediate neck 14 is provided inter- plurality of conduits 38, the inlet mouths of 
nally with a downwardly-presentPd should <J r 16, which are arranged closer to the outer face of 
upon which may be seated any one of a number partition 22 than are the cutlet mouths of con-
of ring dams 11 by means of a nut 18, said ring f ·l l duits 31, and the outlet mouths of which are 
dams varying in internal diameter. arranged intermediate between the inner face of 

Necks 14 and 15 are connected by radia l partition 22 and the outer face of the next 
flange 19 provided with a plurality of heavy- smaller partition 23. 
liquid outlets 20 and a plurality of air vents V. P artition 23 near its upper end and conven-

Removably seated in a plurality of circular : .-, iently in the plane of conduits 35, is pierced by 
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a plurality of circurnferentially-spaced conduits 
39 the inlet mouths of which are arranged in
te{mediate the inner face of partition 23 and the 
outer face of partition 24. The upper end of 
partition 23 is also pierced by a plurality of cir- 5 
cumferentially-spaced conduits 40, the inlet 
mouths of which are arranged closer to the in
ner face of pR rtition 23 than are the inlet mouths 

liquid, which, in the case of oil treatment, would 
be the phenol solvent. This tube 56 is provided 
with an outwardly and d ownwardly flaring skirt 
51 which serves as a guard for perforation 28'. 

Sleeved over the supply conduit 56 is a second 
supply conduit 58 the lower end of which pro
jects down through perforation Z I but lies short 
of skirt 51. The supply conduit 58 is for delivery 
of the lighter liquid to be handled which, in the of conduits 39, and the outlet mouths of which 

are arranged intermediate the outer face of par
tition 23 and the inner face of partition 22 and 
preferably a little closer to the inner face of par
tition 22 than are the outlet mouths of con
duits 38. 

Partit ion 24 near its bottom is pierced by a 
plurality of circumferentially-spaced conduits 
41, preferably in the plane of the conduits 3l , the 
inlet mouths of which are arranged close to the 
inner face of partition 24 and the outlet mouths 
of which are arranged at an intermediate point 
between partitions 24 and 23 and preferably as 
close to the inner face of partition 23 as are the 
outlet mouths of conduits 39. 

Partition 24 is also pierced by a circumfer
entially-spaced series of conduits 42, the inlet 
ITIOUths of which are arranged at an intermediate 
point between the inner face of partition 24 and 
the outer face of partition 25 and the outlet 
mouths of which are arranged closer to the outer 
face of partition 24 than are the outlet mouths 
of conduits 41. 

The piercing conduits of any partition may be 
arranged in substantially the same plane and 
conveniently are circumferentially alternated. 
The conduits 36, 40 are shown at a higher level 
than conduits 35, 39 and 38, 42, at a higher level 
than 3l, 41 for convenience of illustration. 

For convenience in handling, the parts 22 to 
;;2, inclusive, are secured together into a unitary 
structure. 

Surmounting the aforesaid unitary structure 
is a separator bell 45 having in its lower face a 
plurali ty of circumferential grooves adapted to 
receive the upper ends of the aforesaid cylin
drical partitions and this bell carries, beyond the 
largest-diameter partition, a depending annular 
skirt 4G, the lower end of which is extended be
low the outer mouths of conduits 29. The diam
eter of this skirt 45 lies within the outer ends 
of the balancing tubes 21 . Bell 45, at its outer 
diameter, conveniently has a sliding fit with the 
inner face of the bowl wall II, but is radially 
notched as indicated at 41. Instead of the 
notches 47 the bell 45 may have a maximum 
diameter somewhere between the inner face of 
the bowl wall II and the outer face of skirt 
1!6. Bell 45 is provided at its upper end with a 
tubular neck Q5' which extends up through and 
fi ts neck 15. 

Base flange I 0 is provided with an upwardly
projecting hub 50 bored to receive the upper end 
of spindle 12 and this hub is externally longi 
tudinally slotted to form a plurality of circumfer
ent.ia!ly-spaced conduits 52. Sleeved over the 
upper end or hub 51), so as to define the outer 
sides of conduits 52 for a major portion of their 
len gths, is a thimble 53 which, at its lower end, 
is outwardly and upwardly flared as indicated at 
54, so that its upper edge lies between partitions 
25 and 26 above the lower end of partition 26. 
The upper end of thimble 53 projects into the 
raised central portion of the bottom of cup 28 
and is axially perforated as indicated at 55. 

Proj ected down through perforations 31, 28' 
and 55 is a supply conduit 56 for the heavier 

10 case of oil treatment, would be the oil to be 
treated. 

The operation is as follows, the bowl being set 
in rotation at high speed and the light liquid de
livered through supply conduit 58 until it starts 

15 to discharge through perforations 20, whereupon 
the supply of light liquid is temporarily sus
pended and the heavy liquid supplied through 
conduit 5G. This heavy liquid will flow through 
conduits 52 into the lower end of the space de-

20 fined by the smaller diameter partition 25, thence 
upwardly along the inner face of that partition, 
out through conduits 36; thence downwardly 
along the inner face of partition 24, thence out
wardly through conduits 4 I ; thence upwardly 

25 along the inner face of partition 23 and out
wardly through conduits 40; thence to and down 
the inner face of partition 22 and outwardly 
t hrough conduits 3l; and thence upwardly along 
the inner face of bowl wall II and upwardly 

30 through passages 47; thence upwardly over the 
inner edge of dam ll and thence through per
forations 20 and out over the upper edge of the 
intermediate bowl neck 14. Thereupon the supply 
of lighter liquid will be resumed and will pass 

35 from cup 2ll out through conduits 29 where it will 
be deflected downwardly by skirt 46, and will flow 
down along the outer face of partition 22, the 
stream of lighter liquid being held against parti
tion 22 by reason of the accumulation of heavier 

40 liquid adjacent the inner face of bowl wall II. 
At the bottom of partition 22 the lighter liquid 
flows inwardly through conduits 38 between the 
outer face of partition 23 and the film of heavier 
liquid on the inner face of partition 22; thence 

45 upwardly to and through conduits 39 to the outer 
face of parti tion 24, thence downwardly between 
said outward face and the heavier-liquid film 
on the inner face of partit ion 23 to and through 
conduits 42 to the outer face of partition 25; 

50 thence upwardly in surface contact with the film 
of heavier liquid on the inner face of partition 
24 to and through conduits 35 to the outer face of 
partition 26; thence downwardly in surface con
tact with the heavier-liquid film on the inner face 

55 of partition 25 to the lower end of partition 26 
and thence upwardly within partition 23 to flow 
upwardly past cup 28 and thence upwardly 
through neck 45' to be discharged from the upper 
end of said neck. The two liquids will, of course, 

60 fill the annular spaces between the several par
titions, bt;t the arrangement of the several con
duits through the partitions maintains these two 
liquids in annular strata between the several par
tions and between the largest diameter partition 

65 and the bowl wall, so that, instead of an intimate 
mixture of the two liquids there are maintained 
a plurality of oppositely flowing annular streams 
of the two liquids having sliding surface contact 
with each other, the centrifugal force developed 

70 by the rotation of the bowl constantly pressing 
the lighter liquid against the immediately adja
cent outer heavier liquid. The lighter liquid flows 
from outer regions of the bowl toward inner re
gions of the bowl and the heavier liquid flows 

75 from inner regions of the bowl to outer regions 
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of the bowl so that the two liquids (modified by 
the chemical or other reaction which has occurred 
within the bowl as a r esult of the aforesaid sur
face contact) are finally separated and flow, re
spectively, over the upper end of the intermediate 5 
neck 14 and the upper end of neck 4 5 '. 

It will be noted that, when two liquids of dif
ferent specific gravities are delivered to a rotat
ing bowl such as has been described, the heavier 
liquid is formed into a series of annular stream 10 
sections which flow along the inner faces of 
the perforated partitions and finally along the 
inner face of the bowl wall to exit through per
forations 20 , and at the same time the lighter 
liquid is formed into a series of annular stream 15 
sections which flow along the outer face of each 
partition and in surface contact with the inner 
annular surface of each heavy-liquid stream in 
a direction opposite to the direction of flow of 
the heavy liquid , to exit through the bore of 20 
the inner partition 26 and neck 45. It will also 

annular perforated partitions arranged axially 
within the bowl and within the bell region to 
form a n ested series of annular chambers, the 
smallest diameter chamber and the largest di
ameter chamber communicating respectively with 
independent outlets from the bowl, a pair of 
flow-guide means perforating alternate partitions 
near one end, one defining inward flow from 
adjacent the outer face of its partition to a zone 
spaced from the inner face of said partition 
and the other defining outward flow from adja-
cent the inner face of its partition to a zone 
spaced from the outer face of said partition, 
a pair of flow-guide means perforating the other 
alternate partitions near the ends opposite the 
first-mentioned flow-guide means, one of said 
second-mentioned flow-guide means defining out
ward flow from adjacent the inner face of its 
partition to a zone spaced from the outer face 
of said partition and the other of said second
mentioned flow-guide means defining inflow from 
adjacent the outer face of its partition to a 
zone spaced from the inner face of said parti
tion, an inlet conduit and flow-guide means lead-

be noted that, due to the centrifugal forces 
which are set up in the two liquids, the light
liquid stream is pressed against the adjacent 
portion of the heavy-liquid stream. 

One stream therefore acts upon the other by 
reason of impressed surface contact, as distin
guished from intermixture. 

2.i ing from the exterior of the bowl to a zone 
adjacent the inner face of the smaller diameter 
perforated partition, a second inlet and flow
guide means leading from the exterior of the 

My improved method therefore comprises the 
establishment and maintenance of a stream of 30 
relatively heavy liquid and a stream of relatively 
light-liquid in surface contact, one with the 
other and one stream moving longitudinally rela
tive to the other so that successive portions of 
one stream are brought into surface contact with :'.> 
successive portions of the other stream. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. The combination with a centrifugal bowl, 

of a dividing bell arranged within the bowl de
fining two outlet passages from inner and outer · ~:1 

pressure regions of the bowl, a plurality of nested 
annular perforated partitions arranged axially 
within the bowl and within the bell region to 
form a nested series of annular chambers, the 
smallest diameter chamber and the largest diam- 45 
eter chamber communicating respectively with 
independent outlets from the bowl, a pair of 
flow-guir!e means perforating alternate partitions 
n e11 r one end, one defining inward flow from 
adjacent the outer face of its partition to a 50 
zone spaced from the inner face of said partition 
and the other defining outward flow from adja
cent the inner face of its partition to a zone 
spaced from the outer face of said partition, 
a pair of fl ow-guide means perforating the other C3 
rltfrn.<>te p fl,rtitions near the ends opposite the 
first- mentioned flow-guide means, one of said 
secor> d-mcntion t'd flow-guide means defining out
ward flow from adjacent the inner face of its 
partithn to a :>:one spaced from the outer face 60 
of s:o~id partition and the other of said second
me:~ticned flow- guide means defining inflow from 
adiacent the outer face of its partition to a 
:>:one fpace d from the inner face of said parti
ti on, an inlet conduit and flow-guide means lead- · , 
ing from the exterior of the bowl to a zone 
adjacent the inner face of the smaller diameter 
perforated partition, and a second inlet and flow
gnide means leading from the exterior of the 
bowl to a zone adjacent the outer face of the 70 
lnrgr:>st-diameter perforated partition. 

2. The combinat·on with a centrifugal bowl, 
of a dividing bell arranged within the bowl de
fining two outlet passages from inner and outer 
pressure regions of the bowl, a plurality of nested 7.> 

bowl to a zone adjacent the outer face of the 
largest-diameter perforated partition, and a pres
sure-balancing conduit between inner and outer 
pressure regions of the bowl. 

3. The combination, with a centrifugal bowl 
having an open upper end, a dividing bell in 
the upper end of the bowl having a discharge 
orifice leading to the top of the bowl and a 
skirt with an effective diameter adjacent but 
short of the bowl wall, an annular partition 
subtending the bell to a low region of the bowl, 
a second annular partition subtending the bell 
to the bowl bottom and spaced outwardly from 
the first-mentioned partition, a third annular 
partition subtending the bell to the bowl bot
tom and spaced outwardly from the second par
tition, a flow passage perforating the second par
tition near its upper end with its inlet end ad-
jacent the outer face of said partition and its 
outlet end spaced inwardly from the inner face 
of said partition, a second flow-passage perfo
rating said second partition near its upper end 
with its inlet end adjacent the inner face of 
said partition and its outer end spaced outward
ly from the outward face of said partition, a 
flow passage perforating the third partition near 
its lower end with its inlet end adjacent the 
outer face of the third partition and its outlet 
end spaced from the inner face of the third 
partition and the outer face of the second par
tition, a second flow passage perforating the 
third partition near its lower end with its inlet 
end adjacent the inner face of the third parti-
tion and its outlet end spaced from the outer 
face of the third partition and from the bowl 
wall, a fluid-supply conduit leading into the up
per region of the bowl and through the several 
partitions to that region of the bowl beyond the 
th:rct partition, a skirt depending from the bell 
to a region below the outlet of said last-men
tioned conduit and spaced between said outlet 
and the bowl wall, a second fluid-supply conduit 
leading into the lower region of the bowl within 
the second partition and below the lower end 
of the first partition, and flow-defining means 
arranged between said last-mentioned conduit 
and the lower end of the first partition and 
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spaced between the first and second partitions 
to cause flow from the space surrounding the 
lower end of t.he first partition to the lower 
region within the first partition. 

4. A structure of the character specified in 
claim 3 having a pressure-balancing conduit ex
tending tJ1rough the several partitions from the 
interior of tl1e first partition to a region outside 
the thiTd partition and skirt and short of the 
bowl wall . 

5. A structure of the cll::trartcr spccifl.Pd in 
c'aim 3 bavir.g two annular p:ntitions subtend
ing t!'e bell to the bowl bottom and n'dially 
spaced from each other and adjaeent partitions, 

which are respectively adjacent the inner and 
outer faces of their partitions and the outlet ends 
of which are respectively spaced outwardly from 
the outer face and inwardly from the inner face 
of their partition, and a conduit perforating the 
several partitions near one end and formed at 
its inner end to receive a fiuid during rotation 
about the axis of the group. 

8. A counter-flow stratifica tion un it of the 
1 !J character specified in claim 7 having a pressure

balancing conduit perforating the several parti
tions and forming a passage from the interior of 
the smallest partition to a zone outwardy spaced 
beyond the outer face of the largest partition. 

D. The method of securing cotmtPr-current 
contact between a heavier liquid ard a lighter 
fluid which comprises forcin g t11e heavier liquid 
to traverse outwardly through a laterally closed 
passageway of increasing radius while rotating 

·:;l the pas~mgeway to exert centrifugal forc e on said 
liquid, said passageway having non-aligned open
in ,ys whereby such centrifugal force causes an 
outward flow of the heavier liquid in addition to 
its progrest::ive movement through said pflssage-

a flow-passage perforating the smaller of sai1 ~ .; 
partitions near its lower end with its inlet end 
adjacPnt the outer face of its partition and its 
outlet end intermedinte the inner face and the 
next smaller partition, a second flow-passa Ge per
forat;ng the smallPr of said partitions n':'ar its 
lower end with its inlet end adjacent the inner 
face of said partition and its outl et end spaced 
from the outer face of said partition and tbe 
inner face of the n ext larger partition, a fl ow-· 
passage perforating the larger of said partitions 
near its upper end with its inlet end adjacent 
the inner face of its partition nnd spaced from 
the outer face of said partition and the inner 
face of the next larger partition, and a flow 
passage perforating the larger of said t wo parti
tions ncar its upper end with its inlet Pr:d ad
jacent the outer face of its partition and it s out-

:: 1 way, and supplying a lighter fluid to the outer 
extremity of the passageway under presS\.' re to 
force it inwardly through the passageway and 
counter-current to the flow of said liquid. 

10. The method of secP.ring count.rr-current 
::o contact botween a liquid and lighter fluid which 

comprises forcing the liquid to traven;e a suc
cession of Ia t erally closed concentric passages 
while rotating said passages to exert centrifugal 
force on said liquid said passages having non-

let end spaced from the inner face of its parti
tion anr\ the cuter face of t~w next smaller parti
tion. 

6. A structure of the character spzcified in 
claim 3 having two annular partitions subtend
ing the bell to the bowl bottom and radially 
spaced from each other and adpacent partitions, 
a flow-p ssage perforating the smaller of ~a\d 
partitions P"ar its lower end with its inlet end 
ad.i::tcent the outer face of its partition and its 
outlet end intermediate the inner face and the 
next smHll p~rtition. a second flow-passage per
forating the smaller of said partitions near its 
lo,•ler end with its inlet end adjacent the inner 
face of said partition and its cutlet end spaced 
from the outer face of said partition and the 
inner face of the next la!'gP.r partition, a ftow
pa~s?..ge perforating the larger of said partitions 
near its upper end with its inlet end adjacent t'le 
inner face of its partition and spaced from t:re 
outer face of said partition and the inner fr,ce of 
the next largPr partition, a flow-passage per
forating the lare-er of said two pa!'titions near 
its upp\'r end with its inlet end adjacent the 
outer fRee of its partition and its outlet end 
spaced from the inner face of its partition anrt 
the cuter face of the next smaller partition . ~.nd 

a pressure --balancing conduit extending throu c;h 
the several partitions from the intericr of the 
first partition to a region outside the largest 
diameter p:ntltion and skirt and short of the 
bowl wall. 

::.; aligned openings therebetween at opposite ends 
of alternate passages whereby such centrifugal 
force canses an outward flow of the lir.uid from 
passa(?'e to pass:>~e and in addition there t.o, a 
longitudinal movement of the liquirl. within each 

4() of said pa.ssages, and supplying a lighter fluid 
to the outer concentric passage und er pressure 
to force it inwardly through said passages in 
counter-current to the flow of said liquid. 

11. In apparatus for effecting counter-current 
45 contact between fluids, a rotor comprising a plu

rality of partitions forming therebetween lateral 
ly closed passages of enlarging radii , non-aligned 
openings in said partitions , means for supplying 
a heavier fluid within said passages, means for 

50 rotating the rotor to develop centrifugal force 
and cause said fluid to pass outwardly through 
the rotor from passage to passage. and to traverse 
said passages in a continuous film in its move
ment, and means for forcing a lighter fluid in-

55 wardly through the passages in said rotor. 
12. In apparatus for effecting counter-c'1r.::ent 

contact between fluids, a rotor , concent.r.ic parti
tions within said rotor forming concentric lateral 
ly closed passages therebetween , openings in said 

60 
partitions forming passages therebetween, the 
openings in alternate partitions being at opposite 
ends thereof, means for supplying a fl'lid within 
said rotor, means for rotating said rotor to de
velop centrifugal force and thereby cause said 

65 fluid to traverse said passages longitudinally in 
a continuous film and pass outwardly from pas
sage to passage through said openings, and means 
for supplying a lighter fluid and causing it to pass 
inwardly through the passages in said rotor 

7. A counter-flow stratification unit for cen
trifugal bowls comprising three nested radially
spaced annular p~.rtitions, tr.e outer partition be
ing perf0ratPd near one end by two flow-rassages. 
the inlet ends of which are respectively ad.iacent. 
the outer and inner fac es of their parti t ion and 
the outlet ends of which are respectively spaced 
inwardly from tl:.e inner face and outwardly 
from the outer face of their partition, and the 
intermediate partit ion being perforated near the 
other eTid by two flow passages the inlet ends of 75 

70 counter-current to the fl ow of said first me!ltioned 
fluid. 

13. The method of treating two incompletely 
miscible liquids of different specific gravities, 
which consists in establishing surface contact 
only of two definite streams of such liquids, the 
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components of which have not been preliminarily 
commingled; causing flow of said definite streams 

which has not been preliminarily commingled 
with the heavy liquid and forming said lighter 
liquid into a defined stream in only surface con-
tact with the heavy stream; causing exertion of 
successively varied pressures upon the contacted 
surface of one stream laterally through the 
medium of the other stream, causing flow of the 
two contacting streams in opposite directions 
while in said pressure contact, and subsequently 

in opposite directions in surface contact only; 
and simultaneously pressing the stream of lighter 
liquid against the stream of heavier liquid by a 5 
pressure exceeding the normal weight of the 
lighter liquid per unit of contact area, such pres
sure being incrementally progressively varied dur
ing such surface contact; and finally separating 
one stream from the other. 10 withdrawing of one stream from the other. 

14. The method of associating two liquids not 
readily miscible and of different specific gravities 
which comprises; establishment and maintenance 
of a definite flowing stream of the heavier liquid 
with an exposed lineally extending surface; estab- 15 
lishment and maintenance of an oppositely flow .. 
ing definite stream of lighter liquid in contact 
only with the said exposed surface of the heavy 
liquid stream; avoiding intermingling turbulence 
of the two liquids; and finally separating the two 20 
streams. 

15. The method of associating two liquids not 
readily miscible and of different specific gravities 
which comprises; establishment and maintenance 

17. The method of treating one liquid with an
other liquid of different specific gravity, which 
comprises, effecting surface contact only be
tween two incompletely miscible liquids of dif
ferent specific densities by supplying the heavier 
liquid in a constant stream to the inner end of a 
curved passageway of increasing radius; rotating 
said passageway about an axis to develop by 
centrifugal action a defined stream of heavy liq
uid and a propellant force in said heavier liquid 
to propel it outwardly in stream form through 
said passageway; introducing into said passage
way, without preliminary commingling with the 
heavier liquid, the lighter liquid to form a de
fined stream of lighter liquid in surface contact 
only with said heavier liquid; and causing the two 
streams of liquid to flow in opposite directions 
in surface contact only. 

18. The method of treating two incompletely 
miscible liquids of different specific gravities, 
which consists in establishing surface contact 
only of two definite streams of such liquids the 
components of which have not been preliminarily 
commingled; causing flow of said definite streams 

of a definite flowing stream of the heavier liquid 25 
with an exposed lineally extending surface; 
establishment and maintenance of an oppositely 
flowing definite stream of lighter liquid in con
tact only with the said exposed surface of the 
heavy liquid stream; avoiding intermingling 30 
turbulence of the two liquids; causing the lighter 
liquid to press upon the heavier stream with an 
incrementally varying pressure as surface con
tact between the two streams progresses; and 
finally separating the two streams. 35 in opposite directions in surface contact only; and 

simultaneously pressing the stream of lighter liq
uid on the heavy liquid by pressure exceeding 
the normal weight of the lighter liquid per unit 

16. The method of treating one liquid with an
other liquid of different specific gravity, which 
comprises, the establishment of a defined stream 
of heavy liquid without substantial commingling 
with a lighter liquid; the imposition on an ex- 40 
posed surface of said stream of a lighter liquid 

of cont::tct area; and finally separating one stream 
from the other. 

FAY M. TOMLINSON. 
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This invention relates to apparatus for bring
ing substances in the solid phase into contact 
with substances in the liquid phase, and relates 
more particularly to apparatus for washing, 
leaching or extracting a fibrous or granular solid 
by countercurrent action with a suitable liquid 
medium. 

An object of this invention is the provision of 
an improved apparatus for continuously bring
ing substances in the solid phase into contact 
with substances in the liquid phase. 

A further ob iect of this invention is to pro
vide an apparatus for continuously washing 
cellulose acetate, which has been precipitated in 
particle form from a solution thereof in acetic 
acid . in such a manner that the cellulose acetate 
is washed substantially free of acetic acid and 
the wash liquor is of relatively high acid con
centration. 

Other objects of this invention, together with 
certain details of construction and combinations 
of parts, will appear from the following detailed 
description and the appended claims. 

In many manufactures the problem arises of 
treating solid particles with liquid media in 
which the bulk of the solid is insoluble with a 
view, for example, to removing constituents from 
solid material whether by physical action, as in 
washing or extraction, or by chemical action of 
the liquid. or with the view to removing con
stituents from the liquid by the action of th1 
sol!d for the purpose of purifying the liquid, re 
covering the:r;,: from the substances removed, o. 
impregnating the solid. In the treatment of 
solids with liquids or liquids with solids, it is 
obviously advantageous to insure as intimate a 
contact as possible therebetween. The present 
invention provides a means whereby this desid
eratum may be obtained in a continuous manner 
by causing the treating liquid to pass through 
the solid particles while the solid particles and 
the treating liquid are passing each other in 
opposite directions. 

In accordance with this invention the solid 
particles are continuously fed into, propelled 
along, and discharged from, a rotating cylindri
cal vessel while the liquid is continuously intro
duced into said vessel and caused to flow 
through the body of the solid particles as the 
latter move in a direction opposite to that of 
the liquid, the construction and arrangement 
of the apparatus being such that the liquid re
mains in contact with the solid particles for an 
appreciable length of time. By this means the 
liquid is brought into intimate contact with the 

solid particles and the treatment is much more 
effective than if only the liquid flowed, for ex
ample, over the surface of the material instead 
of through it. The apparatus may be used with 

5 particular advantage for the treatment of ma
terials with liquids of substantially the same or 
not very different specific gravities. Moreover, 
the apparatus may be employed for the treat
ment of fibrous solids, granular solids, or in fact 

10 any solid in a state of division which may be 
separated on a filter and which will flow from 
a chute. 

The apparatus according to the present in
vention comprises a rotating cylindrical vessel 

15 containing a number of plates or partitions di
viding said vessel into a plurality of compart
ments. The partitions are provided with open
ings and the compartments are provided with 
suitable means for passing the solid material 

20 from one compart~nent to another and so on 
through the cylindrical vessel. The apparatus 
is also provided with means for feeding the ma
terial thereto at one end of the same and means 
for discharging the material at the other end 

25 of the same . . together with means for introduc
ing a countercurrent of liquid at the discharge 
end of said cylindrical vessel. The rotation of 
the cylindrical vessel causes the means in the 
compartments to function to pass the solid mate-

30 rial from one compartment to another and also 
to pass the liquid from one compartment to an
other but in the opposite direction. 

We have found that convenient means for 
passing the material from one compartment to 

3.3 another are sheets which are fastened between 
the partitions so that they are tangent to the 
openings in the partition and which are of such 
size as to divide the compartment into two parts. 
A semi-cone or scoop shaped deflector co-op-

40 erates with one end of the sheet to deflect the 
material into the opening in order to pass it on 
to the next succeeding compartment and ad li
tional openings are arranged near the center 
openings to permit the liquid to pass from one 

45 compartment to another. 
One form of apparatus according to this in

vention is illustrated in the accompanying draw
ing, in which 

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of the ap-
50 paratus showing a cylindrical vessel partitioned 

off into sections, 
Figure 2 is a uetail view of the interior of the 

cylindrical vessel showing the openings in the 
partition walls and the means by which the solid 

56 particles are passed from section to section 
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through the vessel and the treating liquid Is rigidly mounted in each cell in such a manner 
passed through the sections in counter direction that its base meets half of the circular center 
to the solid particles, opening, the apex of the deflector being modi-

Figure 3 Is a cross-sectional view taken along fled to a fiat section and being fastened to the 
line 3-3 In Figure 2, 5 far partition of that cell at a line more than the 

Figure 4 Is a cross-sectional view, taken along diameter of the center opening through and away 
line 4-4 In Figure 3, showing a detall of the from the cylindrical vessel axis and normal to 
construction about the openings in the part!- the displacement sheet 18. The junction of this 
tlons, and deflector and the displacement sheet may be a 

Figure 5 1s a front view of the structure shown 10 solid connection or the deflector may be remov-
in Figure 4. ablY fastened in the compartment by means of 

Like reference numerals indicate like · parts bolts or cap screws. The construction and ar-
throughout the several views of the drawing. rangement of the deflector 19 1s such that it 

Referring to the drawing, the device of this divides the displacement sheet into two unequal 
invention 1s shown as comprising a cylindrical 1;; parts, the part in front of the concave face of 
vessel generally indicated by the reference the deflector being the shorter part. This part, 
numeral 6 arranged to rotate horizontally ull(ln indicated by the reference character A, 1s per-
its axis by any suitable means <not shown>. fora ted and, as stated, may be either fiat or 
The vessel 6 Is provided at one end with a con- curved. The other or longer part, indicated by 
duit 1 by which the solid material is fed into said 20 reference character B, may be, as stated, oti-set 
vessel, the solid material being discharged at from the short part of the displacement sheet. 
the opposite end of the vessel Into a suitable In order to provide for the passage of the liquid 
chute 8 from which It 1s passed into a suitable through the vessel in a direction counter to the l· 

container, as Is well understod in the art. At direction of the flow of the solid material there-
the material discharge end of the vessel there 25 through the Inner partitions 13 are provided with 
Is provided a pipe 9 having a valve II for feed- an opening 21 radial from the axis of the cylin-
ing the liquid into the vessel, either continu- drlcal vessel and adjacent to the center open-
ously or intermittently as required, the liquid lng 11, and also angular openings 22 and 23 In 
being discharged Into a suitable receptacle 12 at adjacent displacement sheets 18. The openings 
the material feed entrance of the vessel. To the 30 21, 22 and 23 are provided with shields 24 which 
inner surface of vessel 6 are fastened with a cause the liquid to fiow In the desired direction 
solid connection circular plates or partitions 13 upon the rotation of the vessel. If desired, man-
which are spaced along the interior of the vessel holes may be constructed in at least every other 
and are arranged to divide the vessel into anum- compartment to permit of easy inspection. 
ber of compartments or cells 14. The partitions 35 While we prefer to construct our apparatus of 
may be retained in position by means of right- stainless steel, It will, of course, be appreciated 
angled bars 15 suitably fixed to the inner sur- that any other suitable material may be em-
face of the vessel and co-operating with grooves ployed. Moreover, the vessel need not be cylin-
16 arranged along the periphery of the parti- drical, but may be in the shape of a prism having 
tion.; 13. While the drawing shows a vessel con- 40 any number of sides from three to infinity. 
taining eighteen cells, it Is to be understood that The operation of the apparatus of our inven-
our invention Is not limited to the use of a ves- tlon will be described in connection with the 
sel containing any specific number of cells. It washing of solid particles of material with water. 
will be appreciated that the numbe.r of cells and In this case the solid particles to be treated are 
the size of the vessel will depend upon the use 45 fed into the vessel 6 rotating at lA! to 2 R. P. M. 
to which it Is Intended to be put and/or the at a rate of from 300 to 4,000 pounds per hour 
nature of the material being treated. through condUit 1. Water 1s fed Into the OP-

All of the partitions are provided with round posite end of vessel 6 through pipe 9 at the rate 
center openings 11. Fastened rigidly to the of from 1,000 to 40,000 pounds per hour. Upon 
partitions 13 defining each cell 14 and tangent 50 rotation of the vessel 6 in a clockwise direction 
to the center openings 11 are displacement sheets as viewed from its discharge end, the perforated 
18 which divide each cell Into two parts of un- portion A of displacement sheet 18, when It 
equal size. These displacement sheets having a reaches Its lowermost position lifts the wet solid 
perforated portion and a solid portion. Further- particles. During about a 60 degree arc of travel, 
more, the displacement sheets may be straight or 5J the wet solid particles drain slowly on perforated 
curved and the perforated portion may be set portion A and then slide down this portion Into 
at an angle to the solid portion. Since these dis- deflector 19 and are discharged therefrom into 
placement sheets are tangent to the center open- the adjacent compartment. During this drain-
ings of the partition, they are oti the center line ing period, the liquid in the compartment from 
of the cylinder by the radius of the center open- 60 which the solid particles had been lifted by per-
ing. These displacement sheets are so arranged !orated portion A of the displacement sheet 18 
that, when viewed from the material discharge is being displaced by the solid portion B of said 
end of the vessel and assuming clockwise rota- sheet. This liquid drains to the next compart-
tion, they are arranged in. an even spiral and ment counter-current to the flow of the solid 
oti-set an equal angle, of about 20 degrees, from 65 particles through the passage formed by open-
each other clockwise from the feed end to the ings 21, 2Z and Z3. In this manner, the solid 
discharge end of the vessel. It is to be under- ' particles are propelled through the vessel from 
stood, however, that the displacement sheets may compartment to. ooiD;Partment, falling In the 
be arranged in a double spiral and in this case liquor of one compartment, which liquor 1s sub-
the displacement sheets will be oti-set from each 70 sequently drained therefrom, and the liquor 1s · 

other on an angle of about 40 degrees. How- caused to pass through the compartments of the 
ever, this angle may be increased to a greater vessel counter-current to the flow of the solid 
n):ltnber of degrees under special conditions of particles. 
size and design to meet special requir(!Dlents. The apparatus of the invention 1s of particular 
A semi-cone or scoop sh&ped deflector 19 Is 75 ut111ty in the manufacture of cellulose acetate 
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and like materials, for example cellulose nitrate, 
formate, propionate or butyrate. In the manu
facture of cellulose acetate, the raw acetate ob
tained by ·acetylation, whether or not this has 
been followed by ripening, contains acetic acid 
which is desirable to remove both with a view to 
recovery of the acid and to purification of the 
cellulose acetnte. This removal may very con
veniently be effected by means of the apparatus 
of the invention, the raw cellulose acetate being 
continuously fed into, propelled through and dis
charged from a counter-curtjent of a liquid ca
pable of di ~solving acetic acfd but not cellulose 
acetate. During their passage in opposite direc
tions through the apparatus the liquid becomes 
progressive1y richer imd the cellulose acetate 
progressively poorer in acetic acid. As treating 
liquid we · prefer to use water or other aqueous 
liquids relatively poor in acetic acid. 

The application of the apparatus of the in
vention to a chemical treatment of fiaky or 
granular materials by llquid media may also be 
illustrated by reference to the manufacture of 
cellulose acetate or the like substances. Certain 
processes result in the production of cellulose 
acetates centaining small quantities of sub
stances, e. g., sulphuric esters of cellulose, which 
It is desirable to remove with a view to stabiliz
ing the product. This removal is effected in the 
so-called stabilizing step which frequently com
prises treating the cellulcse acetate with aque
ous solutions containing acid, for example, with 
very dilute aqueous sulphuric acid solutions at 
temperat1.1res in the neighborhood of the boiling 
point. This step may very conveniently be car
ried out by the process of the Invention. 

Moreover, where two or more consecutive proc
esses both involving treatment of the solid ma
terial with liquids are involved, e. g., in cellulose 
acetate manufacture. where washing is followed 
by stabilization which is followed by a further 
washing, by applying the principles set out above, 
the various consecutive steps can be combined to 
~ive a continuous process. Cellulose acetate may 
for example be passed in succession through 
three units of the type described above arranged 
in series so that the material fe·d into the first 
passes through a counter-current of water or 
other suitable washing liquid, is fed into the sec
end unit where it passes through a counter
current of hot, very dilute sulphuric acid and 
then into the third unit, where it is washed by a 
counter--current of water and discharged. 

It is to be understood that the foregoing de
tailed description is given merely by way of il
lustration and that many variations may be 
made therein without departing from the spirit 
of our invention. 

Having, described our invention, what we ·de
:;-ire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable about 
a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel divid
ing said vessel into a series of compartments, 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 
of said series of compartments and means for 
feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 
of compartments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the .periphery of said vessel ar
ranged for the passage of solid materials and 
another opening separated from said first open
ing and arranged for· the passage of liquid in a 
direction opposite to the passage of said solid 
materials through said vessel, and means in each 
compartment, operable upon rotation of said 

vessel, constructed to lift said solid materials in 
its compartment at intervals to the level of the 
first-mentioned opening and to tip said solid ma
terials through said opening. 

5 2. In apparatus for treating solid materials 
in particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 
about a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel 
dividing said vessel into a series of compartments, 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 

10 of said series of compartments and means for 
feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 
of compa!'tments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the periphery of said vessel ar
ranged for the passage of solid materials and an-

lu other opening separated from said first opening 
and arranged for the passage of liquid in a direc
tion opposite to the passage of said solid mate
rials through said vessel, and means, including 
a defiector, in each compartment, operable upon 

20 rotatio·n of said vessel, constructed to lift said 
solid materials in its compartment at intervals to 
the level of the first-mentioned opening and to 
tip said solid materials through said opening. 

3. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
25 particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable about 

a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel divid
ing said vessel into a series of compartments, 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 
of said series of compartments and means for 

30 feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 
of compartments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the periphery of said vessel ar
ranged for the passage of solid materials and 
another opening separated from said first opening 

35 and arranged for the passage of liquid in a direc
tion opposite to the passage of said solid mate
rials tiliough said vessel, and a displacement 
sheet in each compartment mounted on the parti
tions forming said compartments, said displace-

40 ment sheet being constructed and arranged so 
as, upon rotation of said vessel, to lift sai<f. solid 

. materials in its compartment at intervals to the 
level of the first-mentioned opening and to tip 
said solid materials through said opening. 

45 4. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable about 
a horizontal axis, ·partitions in said vessel divid
ing said vessel into a series of compartments, 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 

50 of said series of compartments and means for 
feeding tlie liquid at the other end of said series 
of compartments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the periphery of said vessel ar
ranged for the passage of solid materials and an-

n:. other opening separated from said first opening 
and arranged for the passage of liquid in a direc
tion opposite to the passage of said solid mate
rials through said vessel, a displacement sheet 
in each compartment mounted on the partitions 

en forming said compartment and a deflector 
mounted on said displacement sheet, said dis
placement sheet and deflector being constructed 
and arranged so as, upon rotation of said vessel, 
to 11ft said wlid materials in its compartment 

~:.; at intervals to -the level of the first-mentioned 
opening and to tip said solid materials through 
said opening. 

5. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 

711 about a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel 
dividing said vessel into a series of compartments, 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 
of said series of compartments and means for 
feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 

75 of compartments, each partition having an open-
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lng spaced from the periphery of said vessel for 
the passage of solid materials and another open-· 
ing for the passage of liquid in a direction op
posite to the passage of · said solid materials 
through said vessel, a displacement sheet in each 
compartment mounted on the partitions forming 
said compartment and tangent to the first-men
tioned opening, and a deflector mounted on said 
displacement sheet and extending into said open-· 
ing, said displacement sheet and deflector being 
constructed and arranged so as, upon rotation 
of said vessel, to lift said solid materials in its 
compartment at intervals to the level of the first
mentioned opening and to tip said solid materials 
through said opening. · 

6. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable about 
a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel divid
ing said vessel into a series of compartments. 
means tor feeding the solid materials at" one end 
of said series of compartemnts and means for 
feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 
of compartments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the periphery of said vessel ar
ranged for the passage of solid materials and 
another opening separated from said first open
ing and arranged for the passage of liquid in a 
direction opposite to the passage of said' solid 
materials through said vessel, and a displacement 
sheet in each compartment mounted on the par
titions forming said compartment, said displace
ment sheets being off-set from each other to form 
a spiral arrangement thereof, each displacement 
sheet being constructed and arranged so as. upon 
rotation of said vessel, to ·lift said solid ma
terials in · its compartmimt at intervals to the 
level of the first-mentioned opening and to tip 
said solid materials through said opening. 

.compartment, said displacement sheet having 
a perforate portion and an imperforate portion, 
and a curved deflector attached to each displace
ment sheet between said perforate and imper-

IS forate portions and to said first-mentioned open
ing, the perforate portion be"lng constructed and 
arranged so as, upon rotation of said vessel, ·to 
lift said solid -materials in the compartment at 
intervals to the level of the first-mentioned open-

10 ing and in cooperation with said curved deflector 
to tip said materials through said opening into 
an adjacent compartment. 

9. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 

Hi about a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel 
dividing said vessel into a series of compart
ments, means for feeding the solid materials at 
one end of said series of compartments and 
means for feeding the liquid at the other end of 

20 said series of compartments, each partition hav
ing an opening spaced from the periphery of said 
vessel for the passage of solid materials and an
other opening for the passage of liquid in a di
rection opposite to the passage of said solid ma-

25 terials through said vessel, a displacement sheet 
in each compartment, said displacement sheet 
having a perforate portion and an imperforate 
portion, and a curved deflector attached at one 
of its longitudinal edges to a displacement sheet 

30 between said perforate and· imperforate por
tions and at its ends to a partition and to the 
periphery of said first-mentioned opening, the 
perforate portion being constructed and ar
ranged so as, upon rotation of said vessel, to lift 

35 said solid materials in the compartment at in
tervals to the level of the first-mentioned open
ing and in cooperation with said curved deflector 
to tip said materials through said opening into 
an adjacent compartment. 

10. In apparatus for treating solid materials 
in particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 
about a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel 
dividing said vessel into a series of compart
ments, means for feeding the solid materials at 

7. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 40 
about a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel 
dividing said vessel into a series of compart
ments, means for feeding the solid materials at 
one end of said series of compartments and 
means for feeding the liquid at the other end of 
said series of compartments. each partition hav
ing an opening spaced from the periphery of said 
vessel for the passage of solid materials and an
other opening for the passage of liquid in a di
rection opposite to the passage of said solid ma
terials through .said vessel, a displacement sheet 

45 one end of said series of compartments and 
means for feeding the liquid at the other end of 
said series of compartments, each partition hav
ing an opening spaced from the periphery of said 
vessel for the passage of solid materials and 

GO another opening for the passage of liquid in a 
direction opposite to the passage of said solid 
materials through said vessel, a displacement 
sheet in each compartment, said displacement 
sheet having a perforate portion and an imper-

in each compartment, said displacement sheet 
having a perforate portion and an imper
forate portion and a deflector attached to 
each ·displacement sheet . between said ·per
forate and imperforate portions, the perforate 
portion being constructed and arranged so as, 
upon rotation of said vessel, to lift said solid 
materials in the compartment at intervals to the 
level of the first-mentioned opening and in co
operation with said deflector to tip said ma
terials through said opening. 

8. In apparatus for treating solid materials in 
particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable about 
a horizontal axis, partitions in said vessel divid
ing said · vessel Into a series of compartm~nts. 
means for feeding the solid materials at one end 
of said series of compartments and means for 
feeding the liquid at the other end of said series 
of compartments, each partition having an open
ing spaced from the periphery of said vessel for 
the passage of solid materials and another open
ing for the passage of liquid in a direction op
posite to the passage of said . solid materials 
through said vessel, a displacement sheet in each 

G5 forate portion and a deflector attached to each 
displacement sheet between said perforate and 
imperforate portions, the perforate portion being 
constructed and arranged so as, upon rotation 
of said vessel to lift said solid materials in the 

60 compartment at intervals to the level of the first
mentioned opening and in cooperation with said 
deflector to tip said materials through said open
Ing into an adjacent compartment, and the 1m
perforated portion being adapted to lift the liquid 

65 and to pass it through said second-mentioned 
opening into an adjacent compartment in a 
direction opposite to that in which the solid ma
terial was passed. 

11. In apparatus for treating solid materials 
70 in particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable 

about a horizontal axis, partitions dividing 5aid 
vessel Into a series of compartments. means for 
feeding the solid mater:.als into the first of said 
compartments and means for feeding liquid into 

76 the last of said compartments, each partition 

: 
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having a central opening for the passage of. that in the preceding compartment, the per-
solid material and a second opening for the pas- forated portion of said displacement sheet bcin& 
sage of liquid, a displacement sheet in each com- constructed and arranged so as, upun rotation of 
partment tangential to said central opening and said vessel, to lift said solid materi<lls in the 
dividing the compartment into two parts, a por- 5 compartment at intervals to the level cf the 
tion of said displacement sheet being perforated first-mentioned opening and in cooperation wiL~l 
and a portion thereof being unperforated, and said deflector to tip said materials t!HOU!!h said 
a curved deflector in said compartment partly opening in the adjacent compartment .. f<nd the 
surrounding said central opening and attached unperforated portion being constructed and ar-
to and extending ohliquely across said displace- 10 ranged so as to lift the liquid and pass it through 
ment sheet so as to form a barrier between the said second-mentioned opening into an adjacent. 
perforated part of said displacement sheet and compartment in a direction opposite to that in 
the unperforated sheet, each of said sheets being which the solid material was pa~sed . 
inclined at about 20° in lead of that in the pre- 13. An apparatus for treating solid materials 
ceding compartment, the perforated portion of 15 in particle form with liquids, comprising a vessel 
said displacement sheet being constructed and rotatable about a horizontal axis, j;1.eans for feert-
arranged so as, lJ.POn rotation of said vessel, to ing solid materials into one end of sJ.! d vessel 
lift said solid materials in the compartment at and means for feeding liquid into the epposik 
intervals to the level of the first-mentioned end of said vessel, transverse partitions dividing 
operung and in cooperation with said deflector 20 said vessel into a series of compartments, each 
to tip said materials through said opening in the partition having a central hale therein lor thr 
adjacent compartment, and the unperforated passage of solid material, a displacement sh2t> t 
portion being adapted to lift the liquid and pass in each compartment tangential to 8aid central 
it through said second-mentioned opening into hole and dividing the compartment into t·.v:1 
an adjacent compartment in a direction oppo-

25 
parts, a portion of said displacement sheet bein;.: 

site to that in which the solid material was perforated and a portion thereof being unper-
passed. !orated, and each of said displacement sheets 

12. In apparatus for treating solid materials being inclined at about 20° in lead of that in th<:> 
in particle form with liquids, a vessel rotatable preceding ·compartment, a curved deflector in 
about a horizontal axis, transverse partitions 30 each compartment partly surrounding said cen-
dividing said vessel into a series of compart- tral hole and attached to and extending obliquel y 
ments, means for feeding the solid materials into across said displacement sheet so as to form a 
the first of said compartments and means for barrier between the perforated part and the un-
feeding liquid into the last of said compartments , perforated part thereof, and a passage through 
each partition having a central opening for the 35 eacl:i of said partitions for passing liquid from 
passage of solid material and a second opening one compartment to an adjacent compartment. 
for the passage of liquid, a displacement sheet the construction and arrangement being such 
in each compartment tangential to said central that at each rotation of the vessel solid material 
opening and dividing the compartment into two is lifted and drained by the perforated P'Ht of 
parts, a portion of said displacement sheet being 40 each displacement sheet and deflected by the 
perforated and a portion thereof being unper- curved deflector into the next compartment, 
forated, and a curved deflector in said compart- while liquid is lifted by the unperforated part of 
ment partl:1 surrounding said central opening each sheet and drained through said passage 
and attached to and extending obliquely across through said partition into the preceding com-
said displacement sheet so as to form a barrier partment. 
between the perforated part of said displace- 45 
ment sheet and the unperforated sheet, each of 
said sheets being inclined at about 20" in lead of 

ROBERT F. THOMPSON. 
ROYAL A. STONE. 
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9 Claims. (CI. 23-270) 

The present invention relates to countercur
rent liquid contact apparatus and more particu
larLy to mixing devices for promoting liquid 
contact. 

5 The liquid contact apparatus of the type de-
scribed herein is of value, for example, in the 
solvent extraction of lubricating oils for seoara-

intermediate chambers. The liquids in each 
chamber settle into two layers, namely, a heavy 
layer comprising primarily cresylic acid with dis
solved oils and a light layer comprising largely 
propane with dissolved oils. The proportions of 5 
materials vary from chamber to chamber and in 
general. the heavv laver has increasing proPor-

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION. 

Patent No. 2,091,709. August 31, 1937. 

ARTHUR C. HA!1PTON. 

It is hereby certified that error appears in tbe printed specification 

of the above numbered patent requiring correction as follows: Page ;, second 

. column, 11.ne 26, claim 9, for the word "mixtures" read mixers; and that 

the said Letters Patent should be read w1 th thi6 correction therein that 

the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office. 

Signed and sealed this 12th day of October, A. D. 1937. 

(Seal) 

gram of the preferred form of apparatus for sol
vent extraction of lubricating oils; Fig. 2 is a 
section, on an enlarged scale, showing the details 

35 of the mixing apparatus; and Fig. 3 is a diagram 
of a modified form of apparatus. 

The apparatus is herein illustrated as applied 
to the two-solvent method of separating a re
duced crude into its paraffinic and naphthenic 

40 constituents . To this end, two immiscible sol
vents are employed, one a light solvent, such as 
propane, for extracting the paraffins and the 
other a relatively heavy solvent as cresylic acid 
for extracting the naphthenes. The reduced 

45 crude to be treated is introduced at an interme
diate point of a countercurrent path along which 
the propane courses in one direction and the 
cresylic acid in the other. 

The illustrated apparatus comprises a horizon-
50 tal extraction cylinder having a series of extrac

tion chambers numbered consecutively from 1 to 
9. Propane is continuously introduced into the 
left-hand chamber I and cresylic acid into the 
right-hand chamber 8, while the crude oil to be 

55 tr~ated !s introduced into one or more .of the 

Henry VanArsdale. 
Acting Commissioner of Patents. 

tube 20 and the pipe 2 1, the rormer Is narea ana 
immediately below the connection, the tube 20 is 
contracted, as indicated at 22, whereby the liquid 
is drawn from the upper layer through the pipe 21 35 
by injector action. The purpose of the spray 
head I 8 is to introduce the liquid entering at 14 
in a plurality of high velocity jets which converge 
in the restriction 22, thereby promoting the in
jector action and preventing back flow through 40 
the pipe 2 L 

The tube 20 is suitably supported at its up-
per end by a flange 24. At the lower end, the 
pipe 22 leads into a plenum chamber 26 which 
extends completely across the extraction cham- 45 
ber and lies against the end wall 28 thereof. 
At the top of the plenum chamber and approxi
mately at the interface of the light and heavy 
layers, there is a slot 30 extending across the 
chamber and opening into the next succeeding 50 
chamber. 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, material from the 
bottom of chamber l is conducted by a pipe 
32 to enter the mixer in chamber 5. The flow 
pf ~vy material through the mixer acts to 55 
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9 Claims. 

The present invention relates to countercur
rent liquid contact apparatus and more particu
Iar~y to mixing devices for promoting liquid 
contact. 

5 The liquid contact apparatus of the type de-
scribed herein is of value, for example, in the 
solvent extraction of lubricating oils for separa
.ion of the naphthenic and paramnic constitu
mts. The apparatus comprises a series of ex
raction chambers, each of which contains two 
Jractically immiscible liquid layers of different 
lensities and provision is made for progressing 
'le materials of the two layers in opposite direc
.ons through the series of chambers. Existing 

I 1pparatus has frequently been unsatisfactory 
I either beCaUSe Of itS failUre tO permit proper 

egregation of the liquid layers or because of 
ariations in operation which tend to prevent 
lifferentiation of the liquids from chamber to 
hamber. 

The principal object of the present invention 
> to provide countercurrent extraction appara
us which is dependable in continuous operation 
nd which acts to promote proper contact and 
egregation of the liquids in the dif!erent cham
ers. 

With this and other objects in view, as will 
ereinafter appear, the present invention com
rises the apparatus hereinafter described and 
articularly defined in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 is a dia

gram of the preferred form of apparatus for sol
vent extraction of lubricating oils; Fig. 2 is a 
section, on an enlarged scale, showing the details 

35 of the mixing apparatus; and Fig. 3 is a diagram 
of a modified form of apparatus. 

The apparatus is herein illustrated as applied 
to the two-solvent method of separating a re
duced crude into its paramnic and naphthenic 

40 constituents. To this end, two immiscible sol
vents are employed, one a light solvent, such as 
propane, for extracting the paramns and the 
other a relatively heavy solvent as cresylic acid 
for extracting the naphthenes. The reduced 

45 crude to be treated is introduced at an interme
diate point of a countercurrent path along which 
the propane courses in one direction and the 
cresylic acid in the other. 

The illustrated apparatus comprises a horizon-
50 tal extraction cylinder having a series of extrac

tion chambers numbered consecutively from 1 to 
9. Propane is continuously introduced into the 
left-hand chamber I and cresylic acid into the 
right-hand chamber 8, while the crude oil to be 

55 tr~ated is introduced into one or more of the 

(CI. 23-270) 

intermediate chambers. The liquids in each 
chamber settle into two layers, namely, a heavy 
layer comprising primarily cresylic acid with dis
solved oils and a light layer comprising largely 
propane with dissolved oils. The proportions of 5 
materials vary from chamber to chamber and in 
general, the heavy layer has increasing propor
tions of naphthenes progressing from right to 
left, while the light layer has increasing propor
tions of paramns progressing from left to right. 10 
In the chamber I, the heavy layer comprises 
mainly cres,ylic acid with naphthenes in solution 
while in chamber No. 9, the light layer comprises 
mainly propane with paramns in solution. 

Included in each chamber, except the last, is 15 
a mixing device indicated generally at I D. To 
produce the general countercurrent flow of 
liquids, material is continuously pumped from 
the heavy layer of each of the chambers from 
3 to 9 inclusive into the mixer of a preceding 20 
chamber. Thus, for example, a pipe 12 is con
nected from the bottom of chamber 3 leading 
to the mixer in chamber I. 

As shown in Fig. 2, each mixer comprises a 
nozzle 14 external to the cylinder and having a 25 
flange 16 secured to the shell. At the bottom of 
the nozzle 14, there may be placed a spray head 
18 for introducing the liquid in a plurality of jets 
into the tube 20. Branching from the tube 20 is 
an injector pipe 21 having an open end in the 30 
light layer. At the point of connection of the 
tube 20 and the pipe 21, the former is flared and 
immediately below the connection, the tube 20 is 
contracted, as indicated at 22, whereby the liquid 
is drawn from the upper layer through the pipe 21 35 
by injector action. The purpose of the spray 
head 18 is to introduce the liquid entering at 14 
in a plurality of high velocity jets which converge 
in the restriction 22, thereby promoting the in
jector action and preventing back flow through 40 
the pipe 21. 

The tube 20 is suitably supported at its up-
per end by a flange 24. At the lower end, the 
pipe 22 leads into a plenum chamber 26 which 
extends completely across the extraction cham- 45 
ber and lies against the end wall 28 thereof. 
At the top of the plenum chamber and approxi
mately at the interface of the light and heavy 
layers, there is a slot 30 extending across the 
chamber and opening into the next succeeding 50 
chamber. 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, material from the 
bottom of chamber 1 is conducted by a pipe 
32 to enter the mixer in chamber 5. The flow 
9! ~vy material through the mixer acts to 55 
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withdraw material from the upper layer of cham
ber 5 and to introduce a mixture of both mate
rials into chamber 6. The action is therefore 
to introduce material from the heavy layer of 

5 chamber 1 and from the light layer of chamber 
5 into chamber 6. The apparatus gives high 
velocity with turbulence and consequent effective 
contact between the liquid particles in the region 
20. In the settling tank itself, however, turbu-

10 lence is undesirable because it would mix the 
previously settled layers. The plenum chamber 
forms a transition space of large volume where
in the velocity is lowered and the liquid is 
brought to a relatively quiescent condition prior 

l.J to its introduction into the settling chamber. 
The introduction of the mixture into chamber 6 
results in some agitation of the liquids at the 
interface, thereby promoting the effective surface 
contact of the particles of the liquids. This tur-

20 bulence is, however, largely confined to a small 
region immediately above and below the inter
face, so that the previously settled layers of liquid 
are not unduly disturbed. 

Although the mixer by which liquid is intro-
23 duced into chamber 6, for example, is, for rea

sons of convenience, physically placed within 
chamber 5, the invention does not require such 
disposition of the mixer. The mixer may be dis
posed anywhere so long as it operates to promote 

30 the countercurrent passage of light and heavy 
liquids. 

The same action occurs for all of the cham
bers. There is therefore a continuous progres
sion of heavy material toward the left and of 

33 light material toward the right. The heavy lay
er becomes enriched in naphthenes as it pro
gresses toward chamber I and the light. layer 
becomes enriched in paraffins as it progresses in 
the opposite direction. 

40 The introduction of the crude oil to be treat-
ed is by pipe 34, the open end of which points 
directly into the open end of the injector pipe 
21. The crude may be introduced into one or 
more of the chambers, as shown in Fig. 1. For 

45 those mixers into which the crude oil is intro
duced, the injector handles a portion of the 
crude as well as a part of the material of the 
light layer. 

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, propane 
so is pumped continuously into chamber I in mix

ture with heavy material pumped from chamber 
2 through a pipe 36. Cresylic acid is introduced 
by the pipe 38 into the mixer in chamber 8, and 
enters the final chamber 9 in mixture with rna-

53 terial obtained from the upper layer of cham
ber 8. The naphthenes dissolved in cresylic acid 
and possibly mixed with a small quantity of pro
pane, are continuously withdrawn from the low
er layer of chamber I by a pipe 40, and the par-

00 affins dissolved in propane and possibly mixed 
with a small quantity of cresylic acid are con
tinuously withdrawn from the upper layer of 
chamber 9 by a pipe 42. The pipes 40 and 42 
lead to suitable solvent recovery apparatus, by 

65 which the extracted oils are separated from the 
solvents. 

The apparatus affords maximum reliability 
and efficiency of contact. Since the injector pipe 
21 of each chamber is disposed at all times en-

70 tirely in the upper layer, and since the heavy 
material is withdrawn from the bottom of each 
chamber, the operation is not matel'ially affect
ed by fluctuations in the height of the inter
face. Furthermore, the rate of withdrawal of 

75 light material from any chamber is dependent 

upon the rate of flow of heavy material through 
the mixer, so that proper proportions in the mix
ture are always maintained. 

The modified apparatus shown in Fig. 3 com
prises a series of individual extraction chambers 5 
or vessels, each wit.h an external mixing device. 
Only three vessels are shown, designated as 6', 
1' and 8', corresponding to the chambers 6, 1 and 
8 of the apparatus of Fig. 1. Each chamber is 
provided with a mixer 50, of the same general 10 
form as those shown in Fig. 2, having an in
jector pipe 52 connected by a pipe 54 with the 
upper layer of the preceding chamber. Material 
from the lower layer of the succeeding chamber 
is pumped into the top of the mixing device, and 15 
the mixture of materials is introduced into the 
corresponding extraction vessel approximately at 
the interface of the two layers. The operation is 
identical with that taking place in the apparatus 
of Figs. 1 and 2. 20 

Although the invention has been described as 
embodied in a method and apparatus for ex
tracting the paraffinic and naphthenic portions 
of petroleum oils, it will be understood that the 
invention is not limited to such use but may be 23 
employed for other purposes involving the coun
tercurrent flow of liquids. 

Having thus described the invention, what is 
claimed is: 

1. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav- 30 
ing a succession of chambers to maintain an up-
per layer and a lower layer of liquid, a mixer 
having an outlet leading into one of the cham
bers, and having two inlets, one of said inlets 
being connected with one layer of one adjacent 33 
chamber, means for forcing liquid from the other 
layer of the other adjacent chamber into the 
second inlet, the mixer being constructed to take 
liquid by injector action through the first inlet, 
and a plenum chamber into which the liquids 40 
flow between the inlets and the outlet. · 

2. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav-
ing a succession of chambers to maintain an 
upper layer and a lower layer of liquid, a mixer 
having an outlet leading into one of the cham- 45 
bers, and having two inlets, one of said inlets 
being an injector pipe disposed in the upper layer 
of one adjacent chamber, a connection from the 
lower layer of the other adjacent chamber to 
the other inlet, and a plenum chamber into which 50 
the liquids flow between the inlets and the 
outlet. 

3. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav-
ing a succession of chambers to maintain an 
upper layer and a lower layer of liquid, a mixer 55 
having an outlet leading into one of the cham
bers, and having two inlets, one of said inlets 
being disposed in one layer of one adjacent cham
ber, means for forcing liquid from the other 
layer of the other adjacent chamber into the 60 
second inlet, the mixer being constructed to take 
liquid by injector action through the first inlet, 
and a plenum chamber into which the liquids 
flow between the inlets and the outlet, said out-
let being disposed approximately at the inter- 65 
face of the liquid layers in the chamber. 

4. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav
ing a succession of chambers to maintain an up
per layer and a lower layer of liquid, a mixer hav-
ing an outlet leading into one of the chambers, 70 
and having two inlets, one of said inlets being 
an injector pipe disposed in the upper layer of 
one adjacent chamber, a connection from the 
lower layer of the other adjacent chamber to the 
other inlet, and a plenum chamber into which 75 
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the liquids flow between the inlets and the out
let, said outlet being disposed approximately at 
the interface of the liquid layers in the chamber. 

5. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav-
5 lng a. succession of extraction chambers, each 

maintaining an upper layer and a lower layer 
of liquid, a mixer having an outlet to discharge 
into one of the chambers, inlets for the mixer 
connected with the upper layer of a chamber 

10 at one side and the lower layer of a chamber at 
the other side of the chamber into which the 
mixer discharges, the mixer having provision for 
turbulently mixing the liquids entering the in
lets, and a plenum chamber between the inlets 

15 and the outlet. 
6. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav

ing a succession of extraction chambers, each 
maintaining an upper layer and a lower layer 
of liquid, a mixer having an outlet to discharge 

20 into one of the chambers, inlets for the mixer 
connected with the upper layer of a chamber at 
one side and the lower layer of a chamber at 
the other side of the chamber into which the 
mixer discharges, the mixer having provision for 

25 turbulently mixing the liquids enterin;; the :nlets, 
and means providing a substantial enlargement 
of the passage through which the mixed liquid 
flows to lower the velocity of the mixed liquid 
prior to its discharge through the outlet of the 

30 mixer into the corresponding chamber. 
7. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav

ing a succession of extraction chambers, each 
maintaining an upper layer and a lower layer 
of liquid, a mixer having an outlet to discharge 

35 into one of the chambers, inlets for the mixer 
connected with the upper layer of one adjacent 
chamber and the lower layer of the other ad
jacent chamber, the mixer having provision for 
turbulently mixing the liquids entering the in-

lets, and means providing a substantial enlarge
ment of the passage through which the mixed 
liquid flows to lower the velocity of the mixed liq
uid prior to its discharge through the outlet 
of the mixer into the corresponding chamber. 5 

8. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav-
ing a succession of extraction chambers, each 
maintaining an upper layer and a lower layer 
of liquid, a mixer having an outlet to discharge 
into one of the chambers, inlets for the mixer 10 
connected with the upper layer of a chamber 
at one side and the lower layer of a chamber 
at the other side of the chamber into which the 
mixer discharges, means for pumping liquid into 
one of the inlets, means for injecting liquid into 15 
the other inlet by the ftow of the fi rst liquid to 
produce a turbulent mixing of the liquids, and 
means providing a substantial enlargement of 
the passage through which the mixed liquid 
flows to lower the velocity of the mixed liquid 20 
prior to its discharge through the outlet of the 
mixer into the corresponding chamber. 

9. In countercurrent extraction apparatus hav-
ing a succession of extraction chambers, each 
maintaining an upper layer and a lower layer 25 
of liquid , a plurality of mixtures, one for each 
of several of the chambers and having an out-
let to discharge into its corresponding chamber, 
two inlets for each mixer connected respectively 
with the upper and lower layers of adjacent 30 
chambers , means for turbulently mixing the liq
uids introduced into the inlets, and means pro
viding a substantial enlargement of the passage 
through which the mixed liquid flows to lower 
the velocity of the mixed liquid prior to its dis- 35 
charge through the outlet of the mixer into the 
corresponding chamber. 

ARTHUR C. HAMPTON. 
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This invent ion relates to improvements in ap
paratus for use in processes of solvent extraction 
of mixtures of hydrocarbons and/ or hydrocarbon 
derivatives . and the general object of the inven-

5 tion is to provide mechanism for more rapidly 
and effectively separating the oil phase and the 
solvent phase, t hereby speeding up production. 

A further object of th e invention is to provide 
an apparatus of the character above described 

10 smaller in size but equal in capacity to previous 
types of apparatus a nd which can be easily and 
economically constructed. 

In the present disclosure th e term "hydrocar
bons" is employed in a broad sense as defining 

15 not only hydrocarbons but compounds derived 
from hydrocarbons , such as asphalts , asphaltenes, 
and hydrocarbon derivatives containing sulphw· , 
nitrogen, etc. 

As is well known. any process of solvent ex-
:W traction as at present practised comprises two 

importan t. steps which are directly opposite in 
nature each from the other. Primarily solven t 
extraction is practised by thoroughly mixing the 
solvent used with the material to be extracted in 

~,:; order to attain as near as possible to the condi
tions of equilibrium, i. e. in order to attain as 
n early as possible to the maximum extr active 
efficiency of th e solvent used. Subsequent to 
this step the mixture is separated either by set-

30 tling and decan tat ion or by other means such as 
centrifuging. In general, centrifuging and grav
ity settling compr ise the two most important 
methods of effecting such separat ion. This sep
aration sh ould be complete and defini te in order 

::;,:; t hat the process may operate at its maximum 
efficiency. In general, any solvent process will 
be operaterl by a succession of stages such as 
describ2d above , wh erein ftow of solvent and the 
m aterial to be processed is maintained counter-

.J.O current. However, r egardless of th e sequence of 
steps. the efficiency of the process depends on 
th e efficien cy of the steps of successively mixing 
ard separHting. 

With many solvents the step of separating the 
4.3 tw0 phasrs which co-exist in the mater ial pass

ing from the mixii g, tage to the separation stage 
is so slow t l:at settling chambers of extreme size 
cr Pepara.tion b:; centrifuge is necessary. From 
mv C'xr>crirnents ::mel observations. I have dis-

30 cnvc:·pd that !'ettlimr ifi rough ly proportional to 
t11P dis t;:~ nce through ,,_.h ;,.,;l globules of the sepa
rating phases must ~ettlr. For e::<ample, settling 
trroug\1 a iwe\vP inrh <'olumn of material will 
br 2.~c0mnlisheJ in ;· ~·UP.;hlv nne-hal f thP time ns 

05 w:;uld seLtling t hrough a twenty-four inch col-

(Cl. 196-13) 

umn, although , due to a sligh t degree of coagu
lation of particles during their passage through 
the mixture . a slight tendency does exist to de
crease t he t ime required over that indicated by 
the inverse ratio of the settling distance. 5 

One of t he principal objects of the present in
vention is to provide a novel settling chamber 
for use in solvent extraction in which. if neces
sary, the effect of considerable height of column 
necessary to produce sharp delineation between 10 

th e solven t phase and the oil phase is preserved 
and at the same time to provide means for pro
ducing the effect of short settling distances for 
the particles to be separated and coagulated from 
the mixture entering the separating chamber. 15 

I have discovered that the rate of coagulation, 
which is slow during the actual settling pe1iod. 
takes place readily when two particles of the 
same phase become superimposed upon each 
other, so that by virtue of their weight, coagu- 20 
lation thereof is enforced. In oth er words, pro
viding the h eavier material in t.he dispersed phase 
coagulation is found to take place mainly at the 
bottom of a settling chamber after the individual 
globules have settled thr0ugh the dispersing m e- 25 
dium. Furthermore, it is well known that as 
globules increase in size because of coagulat ion, 
settling is increased in speed . 

A further object of the inven tion is to provide 
an apparatus comprising a series of mixers for 30 
the hydrocarbon and solvent and a complemen
tary se1ies of settling chambers of the character 
above described embodying the invention through 
which solvent extraction of the hydrocarbon mix
ture may be progressively effected and counter- :JJ 

current ftow of the respective phases maintained 
by gravitational force. t hereby to simplify the 
plant, to reduce the expense of installation, and 
to render the process of solvent extraction m or e 
profitable. 40 

Illustrative apparatus embodying the invention 
is shown in the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a view, partly in vertical section, of 
a preferred form of settling chamber embodying 45 
the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a view of a modified form of settling 
chamber, a portion of the outer wall of which is 
broken a way; 

Fig. 3 is a view, partly in vertical section, 30 

illustrating an apparatus providing a complete 
extraction plant in a single upright vessel, in 
which a vertical series of settling tanks of the 
character above described are provided with mix-
ers complementary to each settling chamber 55 
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drawing heavy material from the settling cham
ber next above and light material from the set
tling chamber next below; and 

Fig. 4 is a view, partly in section, of an ap-
5 paratus comprising two vertical series of settling 

chambers with mixers associated with each of the 
chambers of one series, drawing heavy material 
from the lower portion of one chamber and light 
material from the top chamber therebeneath 

10 and discharging it into a complementary settling 
chamber of the other series, thus providing a 
separation plant of relatively low height , but of 
large capacity. 

In the commercial practice of solvent separa-
13 tion it is common practice to utilize vertical 

settling tanks of sufficient dimensions to secure 
approximately complete settling of the two phases 
and ordinarily such tanks are constructed to ver
tical height of several feet, so that the settling 

:W particles must pass several fee t through the 
mixture contained in the tank. 

One of the principal objects of the present 
invention, as heretofore pointed out, is to pro
vide a novel settling tank for use in solvent ex-

~3 traction in which the effect of con,siderable 
height of column necessary to produce sharp 
delineations between the solvent phase and oil 
phase is preserved, but will produce satisfactory 
separation of the phases by short settling dis-

30 tances for the heavier particles, with means for 
aiding coagulation of the heavier particles. 

o
u.J 

Preferred forms of settling tanks adapted to 
perform this function are illustrated in the ac
companying drawings. 

The construction illustrated in Fig. 1 comprises 
a settling chamber, preferably longitudinally in 
the form of a parallelogram, and of rectangular 
cross section, having a base I which is inclined 
to the horizontal, vertical ends 2 and 3, and a 

40 top 4, inclined to the horizontal in substantial 
parallelism with the bottom I. The settling tank 
may be made of any suitable material and sup
ported upon suitable columns 5 and 6 from a base 
1. A series of baffle walls 8 extend in parallelism 

43 to the lower and upper walls I and 4 and termi
nate short of the ends of the chamber, thereby 
dividing the chamber longitudinally into a series 
of compartments 9 which are intercommunicat
ing at their upper and lower ends with the cham-

50 ber and with each other. These baffle walls or 
partitions desirably are provided with essentially 
horizontal slots I 0 staggered in respect to those 
in adjacent partitions in such manner as to pre
vent short circuiting of the material flowing 

55 from one compartment to another. 
The upper end of the settling chamber is pro

vided with an outlet conduit I I which may con
sist of a standard pipe of suitable diameter to 
permit the unrestricted flow of the light phase 

GO after separation from the mixture. At the bot
tom of the chamber is located a similar outlet I 2 
through which the heavy material is discharged 
from the separating chamber. Desirably a stand
ard pipe 13 of suitable diameter is connected 

65 to the outlet I 2 by a sui table coupling I 4 and 
extends downwardly to or below the base of the 
machine where it is connected with a hori
zontal pipe I 5 which in turn is connected to a 
vertical pipe I 6 of sufficient length to form in 

70 conjunction with said separating chamber a so
called u-bend separator. The outlet I 1 of the 
pipe I 6 is arranged at such height in respect to 
the outlet I 8 of the pipe I I as to afford essen
tially automatic and independent discharge of 

75 the two phases. 

The hydrocarbon and solvenL phases inLruduccd 
to a mixer I 9 through pipes 20 and 2 I a1 e S'J 

dispersed by rapid agitation that there will be 
produced droplets of sufficient fineness to permit 
of rapid and easy extraction. The mixture is 5 
fed from the mixer through a pipe 22 which 
extends across the mixing chamber and is de
livered to the various compartments therein 
through suitable orifices 23 communicating with 
the several compartments intermediate of their 10 
lengths. 

Upon leaving the orifices 23 t he mixture is 
shortly reduced in velocity to a sufficient degree 
to eliminate turbulence at which point settling 
begins. Assuming that the oil phase constitutes 15 
the heavier of the two phases to be separated, 
the path of the oil, wh~ch is indicated by solid 
line arrows, will then be as follows:-

Issuing horizontally through the orifice 23 the 
particle having become reduced below the point 20 
of turbulence will settle downwardly until it 
comes in contact with another particle or par
ticles on the baffle wall 8. This coagulated ma
terial will then flow downwardly until it reaches 
the upper edge of a slot I 0. It then passes down- 23 
wardly as indicated by arrows to another baffle 
wall, thence downwardly on the ba.ffle wall to 
another slot and so on until it reaches the outlet 
conduit I 3. At each successive lower baffle wall 
there is a tendency to encounter other material :JO 
of a similar nature and with the resulting effect 
that further coagulation will occur upon the 
baffle walls and settling by reason of the increased 
size of the drops, will become progressively easier 
and more rapid. The effect of these partitions is 3.J 
to reduce the vertical distance through which 
any individual oil particle must travel before it 
comes into contact with anothei· par Licle in such 
a manner as to induce coagulation and by reason 
of increased particle size resulting from this <:.u 
coagulation, will continue to settle with increased 
rapidity. 

The slots I 0 in the baffle walls perform val
uable service in the processing of certain types 
of stock. I have found that an oil phase which <.i. :i 
results from the mixing of a selected solvent 
with a petroleum fraction suitable for lubricating 
oil manufacture, which comprises high percent
ages of wax, will possess considerable structural 
strength at the temperatures of operation. It is ;:;o 
not unusual to encounter waxy charging stocks 
possessing pour points as high as 110-degrees F. 
In consequence, at temperatm·es appreciably be
low the pour point, the waxy material in the oil 
phase will tend to impart such a high degree of ;, ;:i 

tensile strength to the oil phase, that globules 
of solvent will be mechanically held within the 
oil phase , and provided no agitation of this phase 
takes place or no expressive forces are applied 
greater than the difference in gravity of the two GU 
phases, this mechanically restrained solvent 
phase will remain permanently held within the 
oil phase. Where the oil phase flows through the 
slots I 0 this mechanically held material is largely 03 worked out of the oil phase and allowed to re
join other portions of the solvent phases which 
are flowing upwardly through the separator. The 
action by which this material is released is that 
of disruption of the waxy structm·e by passing 70 
over the edge of the slot. The change in di
rection of flow at this point may be described as 
similar to the bending of a bar of material and 
results in rupture of the upper surface of the 
waxy material which encloses the globules of sol- 75 
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vent, thereby releasing it from confinement and 
permitting it to pass freely upwardly. 

The passage of the solvent phase, which by 
assumption is the lighter phase, and which is in-

5 dicated by broken line arrows, is in reality con
siderably more simple than that of the oil phase. 
In the first place, there is very little in the way 
of a coagulation problem. Except for the me
chanically restrained globules of solvent previ-

10 ously mentioned, the solvent phase is in general 
continuous throughout and will flow freely from 
one portion of the settling chamber to any other, 
and as more material is charged to the settling 
chamber, it will continuously flow between par-

15 ticles of oil phase upwardly and out through the 
conduit II to the outlet 18 thereof. However, the 
baffle walls or partitions 8, the utility of which 
has been previously discussed , in respect to the 
oil phase, also serve a desirable purpose with re-

20 spect to the solvent phase. A typical portion of 
solvent phase will pass, upon issuance from an 
orifice 23 , in an upward direction until it reaches 
a zone existing along the under part of each baffle 
wall 8 through which such material will then 

i.3 flow freely. The baffle walls or partitions there
fore serve to prevent the solvent phase from tend
ing to re-mix and interfere with the flow of such 
oil droplets as have been carried to points higher 
in the settling chamber, but which have by this 

::!0 time started to coagulate and to descend, as here
tofore described. 

It has been found that the shape of the pas
sages or channels through which separated or 
part ially separated oil or solvent phase is to flow 

;;.:> is an important factor in the efficiency and ca
pacity of the apparatus. Desirably these pas
sages should be straight. at least until flow of the 
phase in question has carried the material com
prising that phase to a point in the apparatus 

40 where none of the other phase is present. It has 
been found that if these passages can be made 
straight or nearly so turbulence is reduced over 
t!Jat which would occur in a tortuous or curved 
channel. With phases that differ comparatively 

45 litt le in density the greater efficiency of an ap
paratus with straight passageways over one with 
curved walls can be considerable. An explana
tion of this fact can be found by considering the 
mechanics involved:-For example, in Fig. 1 

50 the space between the vertical wall or end 3 and 
the terminals of the baffle walls 8 constitutes the 
passagew~.Y for the downward flow of the heavier 
ph ase . However, except near the bot tom portion 
both phases will to some extent inevitably co-

55 exist within this channel , t he quantity of the 
lighter phase steadily increasing the higher is the 
actual point within this channel. At a point 
above mid-height, the compartments 9 <even that 
portion of the compartment adjacent to the chan-

60 neJ) t end to contain more of the lighter phase 
t h an of the heavier phase; furthermore, th is 
channel is in effect two channels which may be 
termed "major" and "minor" channels, although 
these two channels are not physically separated 

u.3 by a partit ion. The major channel is that t h rough 
which the heavier material flows downwa rdly 
and occupies the space between end 3 and baffle 
B which adjoins t he latter. The other or minor 
channel acts as a scavenger for small amounts 

70 of lighter phase. Near the bottom it fades away 
to neglig"ble importance; higher up, flo w may 
even be greater through it than through the ad
joining portion of the major channel. Con ditions 
arr analogou s at the opposite side of the appara -

75 tus except conditions are inverted. It will be 

apparent, therefore, that any turbulence in these 
passageways, the exterior walls of which are sup
plied by ends 2 and 3, will be most undesirable 
and tend to defeat separation by destruction of 
the minor channels, the substance of which then 5 
becomes merely an "adulterant" of the material 
flowing in the major channel. Furthermore, a 
turbulent condition set up in these areas has 
been found to transmit itself into adj acent por
tions of the compartments 9, so that they in turn 10 
deliver material to the passageways which is less 
efficiently separated. In consequence, I have 
found it very desirable to avoid channels th e walls 
of which are curved with respect to the line of 
flow. In practice therefore the convenient meth- 15 
od of accomplishing this result is to use vessels 
having straight vertical walls. 

By the use of this invention I have been able 
to produce in a settling chamber of greatly re
duced size for a given capacity, solvent phase of 20 
purity equal to that which is generally produced 
by the use of settling chambers having a volu
metric hold-up in excess of twice the hold-up pos
sessed by the apparatus utilizing my invention. 
Furthermore. when processing a waxy stock, the 25 
oil phase issuing from the settling chamber em
bodying the present invention tends to be more 
free of mechanically held solvent phase than does 
similar material issuing from a conventional type 
of gravity separator. 30 

In such instance, as the hydrocarbon charge to 
an extraction plant does not contain appreciable 
quantities of waxy and high melting substances, 
the use of slots in the partitions may be dispensed 
with. For example , in Fig. 2 is shown a settling 33 
ch amber utilizing my invention which comprises 
a tubular, preferably cylindrical , shell 24 having 
a bottom 25, and top 26, and provided with nar
rowly spaced imperforate baffles 27 which in the 
plane shown do not extend the full width of the 40 
tubular shell 24 , thereby providing a series of 
compartments communicating with vertical 
channels 28 between the ends of t he baffles or par
titions and the shell 24. The mixture to be sep
arated may be introduced through a pipe 29 hav- 45 
ing orifices 30 communicating with the several 
compartments defined by the partitions 27. 

A pipe 31 leading from the upper end of the 
settling chamber is provided with an outlet 32 to 
discharge the lighter phase and a pipe 33 com- 50 
municating with the lower end of the chamber 
serves to discharge the heavier phase. The pipe 
33 has a vertical section 34 provided with an out -
let 35 so arranged with respect to the h eigh t of 
t he outlet 32 as to afford essentially automatic 55 
and independent discharge of the two phases , 
as above described. 

By reason of the greatly decreased time neces
sary for settling in the improved settling cham
ber above described, the volume of the settling 60 
chamber may be radically reduced . Because of 
this fact it is possible to construct and operate 
an extraction plant of new and compact design, 
for example an apparatus of th e so-called "tower" 
type, but which is free of the fundamental de- 65 
ficiencies to which such apparatus has heretofore 
been subject. 

As h as previously been stated, the two steps 
of mixing and settling are completely antithetical 
with respect to their accomplishments . In the 70 
case of one, turbulence is necessary. In the case 
of the other, turbulence is detrimental. It is 
then evident that to attempt to brin g about the 
two steps,-mixing and settling-within a com
mon chamber, is inconsistent, and that if con- 75 
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ditions ideal for the accomplishment of one step 
are maintained, that of the other step will be' 
impossible of accomplishment. Furthermore, 
any compromise from one ideal condition, to an 

5 intermediate state of turbulence, will result in 
a corresponding detriment to the other condition, 
and in consequence neither operation may take 
place at its maximum efficiency. Such a state 
of compromise is that which exists in the so-

lO called ext raction columns or towers as now op
erated. In such columns the heavier of the two 
materials, solvent and oil, is admitted near the 
top of an upright vessel, the lighter material 
being admitted near the bottom. In consequence. 

lJ the two materials will tend to pass through the 
vessel in opposite directions, being so impelled 
by virtue of the difference in their respective 
densities. Such movement, may be reasonably 
rapid provided no great degree of turbulence ex-

:!0 ists in the system. However, in order that the 
first of t he two steps, mixing to effect transfer 
of extracted material to the solvent, may be ac
celerated, it is customary to introduce a degree 
of turbulence by means of mixing devices. In 

:!.3 short, a condit ion is established which is incon
sistent both with efficient mixing and efficient 
settling in that turbulence must be comparatively 
low to allow some settling, and in consequence 
must be too low to cause the most efficient and 

:.;o speedy diffusion, therefore the efficiency of the 
process as a whole suffers in each of its essential 
steps. 

In usual practice, this failure to attain a high 
efficiency is compensated for by increasing the 

:;.) length of the paths through which each phase 
must flow. Although by such lengthening it is 
t heoretically possible to eventually attain a length 
of pa th which will give the same efficiency as 
would be produced in a smaller unit, in which 

40 complete efficiency of solvent was developed, such 
increase results in increased volume of solvent 
continuously held in the system and due to the 
comparatively high price of solvents, results in 
increased capital and operating costs. Further-

4.3 more, it may also result in the use of unneces
sarily large volumes of solvent which must later 
be recovered by distillation and consequent con
sumption of energy, 

I have discovered that by dividing such an 
.JO ext raction tower into definite mixing and set

tling zones, in which neither of the two steps,
mixing and settling-may interfere with the op
eration of the other, that it is possible to greatly 
increase the efficiency of such towers and thereby 

.3J correspondingly to reduce their size to effect the 
same degree of extraction. To accomplish this 
result ~wd to secure complete countercurrent 
flow, one phase is bypassed from the settling 
stage around the corresponding mixing stage. 

GO This constitutes an important feature of the 
present invention. An illustrative embodiment 
of the invention in which the length of the 
tower is reduced by the employment of settling 
chambers of the character above described is 

GJ shown in Fig. 3 and comprises a preferably cylin
drical shell 36 having therein a superimposed 
series of settling chambers S I, S2, S3, S4, S5, 
8 6, which may be formed by conoidal partitions 
31 which form the base of one settling chamber 

iO and the top of the chamber below. The lower
most chamber has a corresponding conoidal base 
38 of much heavier material as it necessarily 
supports all of the liquid of the several cham
bers. The top 3 9 of the uppermost chamber S I , 

7•3 likewise desirably is of conoidal form and spaced 

the same distance from the bottom of said cham
ber as the spacing of the tops and bottoms of 
the other chambers. 

The central portions of the base 38 of the sep
arating chambers and the partitions 31 desirably 5 
support the casings 40 of suitable mixing cham
bers Ml, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, and a vertical 
shaft 4 I extending axially through the mixing 
chambers is provided with suitable vanes 42, 
preferably disposed at such angles to the hori- 10 
zontal as will propel the liquid in the mixing 
chamber gently upwardly. Distributing conduits 
43 extend outwardly from the upper portions of 
the mixing chamber to such distance as to dis
charge the material from the mixing chamber 15 
a pproximately midway of the radius of the set
t ling chambers. 

The heavy material is supplied through a pipe 
/i ll to the mixer Ml, from which it is forced 
through the pipe 43 into the settling chamber S I. 20 
The light material is introduced through the pipe 
45 into the lower mixing chamber M6 in which 
it is mixed with heavy material taken from the 
next higher settling chamber S5. The mixture 
of light and heavy material is discharged from 25 
the mixer M6 through the outlet pipe 43 into the 
settling chamber SG where the lighter material 
r ises to the top and enters the mixing chamber 
M5 while the heavy material is discharged 
through the outlet 49. 30 

The bottom of each of the mixing chambers 
M5 , M4 , M3, M2, Ml, is provided with ports 46 
which communicate with the upper portion of 
the settling chamber therebeneath, so that the 
ligh ter material is progressively fed from each of 3.J 
the settling chambers to the mixer of the cham
ber next above, as indicated by broken line ar
rows, and finally to the uppermost chamber S 1, 
from which it passes through an outlet pipe 41 
from the extractive plant for proper subsequent 40 
treatment. 

In each of the mixing chambers a mixture of 
light and heavy material is discharged through 
the pipe 43 into the settling chamber correspond
ing thereto. The heavy material, which is intro- 45 
duced through the pipe 44 into the mixing cham
ber M I, and thence through the pipe 43 into the 
settling chamber S I, descends by gravity to the 
bottom of the chamber, and passes therefrom 
through an outlet bypass 48 to the mixer M2 of 50 
the settling chamber S2 therebeneath, as illus
trated by full line arrows. Similarly, the heavy 
material passes along the bottom of each of the 
lower settling chambers S2, S3, S4, S5, through 
similar bypasses to the mixer of the chamber 3.3 
next beneath, and is finally discharged from the 
lower portion of the settling chamber S6 through 
a delivery conduit 49. 

Each of the settling chambers desirably is 
provided with a plurality of partitions or baffles 60 
50 and 5 I, which are spaced apart in such man
ner as to divide the settling chamber into a plu
rality of compartments communicating with each 
other, and serve to divert the descent of particles 
of t he dispersed material and cause coagulation 65 
th ereof as above described, thereby increasing the 
rapidity of separation of the heavier material 
from the light and thereby enabling the size of 
the set tling chamber to be reduced. 

\Vhile in the above description the base 38 and 70 
the partit ions 31 are illustrated and described as 
inclining downwardly toward the circumference 
of the shell, it is obvious that the same effect 
would be obtained if the construction shown were 
inverted so that the partitions would extend up- 75 
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wardly instead of downwardly with the mnang 
chambers located beneath said partitions instead 
of superimposed thereupon. In such case the 
broken and heavy line arrows indicating the di-

5 rection of fl.ow of th e light and heavy materials 
would be reversed. This may be easily noted by 
inverting tilE drawing, Fig. 3. 

A fur hE:r cnndlfiCation of the invention illus
trating a convenient manner of forming a du-

10 plex- tower or ~reater c:::.pacity is shown in Fig. 4. 
Th e construction shown in Fig. 4 is one more eco
nomical for plants of large capacity than would 
be the construction illustrated in Fig. 3, although 
th e actual operation of th e two types would dif -

15 fer in no essential detail. 
I n the const ruction illustrated in Fig. 4, two 

sei·ies of superimposed settling units of t he char
acter above described are emrJ~oyed with mixers 
having inlets communicating respectively with 

20 the bott0111 and upper portions of two adj acent 
settling cl1amber,-; of one series and discharginr; 
h co a corre~por,ding scttlmg chamber of the 
other series. In this construction countercunent 
flow of t:1e light and h eavy materials is main -

25 tained, but for structural reasons t he separa ting 
ch?.E·b;;rs are arranged in two columns composed 
of separators which with respect to the flow of 
heavy mater ial through the system may be desig
lated by alternate numbers. Furthermore, the 

30 respective ::: c~tling chambers are manufactured 
as identical interchangeable units . In addition, 
the various mixers are also manufactured as 
identical interchangeable units. By virtue of this 
type of construction there arises certain advan-

35 tages particularly with respect to extraction 
plants of large capacity. By arrangement of 
alternate separators in a single column counter
current flow with respect to a single stage which 
requires t hat light material be delivered from 

40 one adjacent separator and th at heavy material 
be delivered from the oth er adjacent separator, 
is more easily attained. Therefore, the material 
to be delivered to any one mixer will be drawn 
from settling chambers which are structurally 

45 udjacent in one series each to the other al th ough 
from the viewpoin t of flow through the system 
th ey are not consecut ive. In this manner the 
necessary piping and connections are less com
plicated and more simple of installation. Fur-

50 thermore, by reducing the separate units of a 
soivent plan t to a few iden tical and interchange
able units, the actual manufactm e of such a 
plant is simplified and co!1struction costs re
duced. The separate units completely assembled 

5n may be ci1op manufactured and after transporta
t ion to the desired site may be readily erected 
with a minimum of field construction. Again, due 
to the interchangeability of various units, the 
nucber of stages of a plant may be easily in-

60 creased and in case of damage to one or more 
units, replacement can be readily effected. In 
addition, by simplification and standardizat ion of 
t he various parts, advantage may be t aken of the 
r esulting reduction in engineering and fabrication 

6> costs. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, one of the series com

J; rises a suitable base 52 upon which is superim
posed a series of preferably identical settling 
chamber units 53 which may be secured together 

70 in any suitable manner as by flanged plates 54 
and 55 welded to the sides of adjacent units 
und having their h orizontal flanges seemed to
gether by bolts 55 to form a rigid construction. 
The other series comprises a base 57 having su-

7.:; perimposed thereupon a series of separator cham-

ber units 58 in all respects like the units 53 and 
secured together in a like manner. Each of the 
separator units desirably is of the form illustrated 
in Fig. 1 and may be provided with inclined par
titions 59 dividing the same into a series of 5 
compar tments, the partitions being provided with 
apertmes SO which are so disposed that the ap
ertures in th e several partitions are in staggered 
arrangement. 

In this construction the heavy material is in- 10 
traduced th rough a pipe 61 into t he mixer Ml, 
trom which it is discharged through the pipe 62 
,-.,o c~~e uppermost mixing chamber 81. The 

lighter material is also drawn from the upper 
end of tnc r.J. ixing chamber 82 of the other series 15 
ctnd mixed with the heavier material is dis
charged through the pipe 62 into the separator 
S l and is discharged from the upper portion of 
the mixer 8 I t hrough the outlet pipe 63. 

The h eavy material in the settling chamber 81 20 
settles to t he bottom of said chamber and passes 
therefrom through a pipe 64 to t he mixer M2. 
At the same time light material is taken from the 
upper portion of the separator chamber 83 
through a pipe 65 to the mixer M2 and after 2.1 
having been mixed with the heavy material from 
the ch amber 81 is discharged from the mixer M2 
through the pipe 65x into t he settling chamber 
S2. Similarly, the h eavy material is drawn from 
the lower portion of the settling chamber S2 30 
through a pipe 65 into the mixer M3 and light 
material is drawn from the upper portion of the 
chamber S4 through a pipe 61 to the mixer M3 
from which the mixture of light and heavy ma
terial is d ·scharged through a pipe 68 to the set- 3J 

t ling chamber S3. Similarly, denoting a typical 
mixer between M4 and Ml2 inclusive as Mn, light 
material will be drawn to mixer Mn from sepa
rator Sn+1 and heavy material from separator 
Sn-1 for any number of separators of the series. 40 
In order to provide for the counterflow through 
the system the light material is introduced 
through the pipe 69 into the lowermost mixer 
M 13 and finally discharged through the pipe 
63 from the uppermost chamber S I, while 45 
the heavy material is introduced through the 
pipe 61 into the mixer M I and finally discharged 
from the lowermost chamber S 13 of the series 
through the outlet pipe 72. 

It will be obvious that the embodiments of the 50 
invention specifically described herein are of an 
illustrative character and that various changes in 
construction and arrangement may be made with-
in the spirit and scope of the following claims. 
For example , it may be mentioned that four 55 
series of superimposed settling chambers may be 
employed and th e settlers so staggered with re
spect to relative arrangement that the heavy ma
terial drawn from Sn+1 and the light material 
drawn from Sn-1 to mixer Mn may be delivered 60 
at the same level thereby resulting in further 
simplification of the necessary connections. 

Having thus described the invention, what is 
claimed as new, and desired to be secured by Let-
ters Patent, is: G.i 

1. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by se
lective solven t action comprising a settling cham
ber having straight vertical walls, means for in
troducing into said chamber a mixture of said 
h ydrocarbons and a solven t selectively dissolv- 70 
ing certain constituents thereo-f t o form oil and 
solvent phases of different densit ies one of which 
is a dispersed phase , a plurality of n arrowly 
spaced baffle walls within said chamber having a 
minimum inclination to the horizontal consistent 7f> 
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wiih the free movement of the separaled phases 
acting so to diver t the direction of flow of the 
droplets of the dispersed phase as to facilitate 
rapid accumulation and coagulation thereof, and 

5 means for separately delivering the respective 
phases from upper and lower portions of said 
chamber. 

2. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub
stance by selective solvent action comprising a 

10 settling chamber having straight vertical walls, 
means for introducing into said chamber a mix
ture of said substance and a solvent selectively 
dissolving certain constituen ts thereof to form oil 
and solvent phases of different densities one of 

J .) which is a dispersed phase, a vertical series of 
narrowly spaced baffle walls having a minimum 
inclination to th e hori zontal consistent with the 
free movement of the separated phases and divid
ing the chamber into a plurality of communicat-

~0 ing compartments of small heigh t, said baffle walls 
having apertures arranged to change the direc
tion of gravitational flow of the respective phases 
and acting to release such particles of one phase 
as may be entrained in the other, and means for 

2.1 delivering the respective phases from the upper 
and lower portions of said chamber. 

3. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub
stance by selective solvent action comprising a 
settling chamber having straight vertical walls, 

:;o means for introducing into said chamber a mix
ture of said substance and a solvent selectively 
dissolving certain constituent.s thereo.f to form oil 
and solvent phases of differe!'lt densities one of 
which is a dispersed phase, said chamber having 

·• ' narrowly spaced baffle walls acting so to divert 
the direction of flo w of the droplets of the dis
persed phase as to produce rapid accumulation 
and coagulation thereof, and discharge pipes hav
ing legs communicating respectively with the top 

40 and bottom portions of said chamber separately 
delivering the respective phases from said cham
ber and so arranged as to form a trap, the effec
tive legs of which are of such relative height that 
delivery of the quantity of each phase produced 

4.i will be automatically and continuously effected. 
4. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub

stance by selective solvent action comprising a 
settling chamber having vertical walls, means for 
introducing into said chamber a mixture of said 

50 substance and a solvent selectively dissolving 
certain constituents thereof to form oil and sol
vent phases o.f different densities one of which 
is a dispersed phase, a plurality of narrowly 
spaced parallel baffle walls inclined to the hori-

55 zontal within said chamber providing a series of 
communicating settling compartments of vertical 
h eights small in comparison with the other di
mensions of the chamber by means of which the 
vertical distance through which a settling particle 

GO must pass before encountering other particles 
under conditions which will accelerate coagula
tion will be decreased, said compa1tments com
municating with straight vertical passageways 
separately delivering the respective phases from 

G:> the upper and lower portions of the chamber . 
5. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub

stance by selective solvent action comprising a 
settling chamber having vertical walls, means for 
introducing into said chamber a mixture of said 

70 substance and a solvent selectively dissolving cer
tain constituents thereof to form oil and solvent 
phases of different densities one of which is a dis
persed phase, a plurality of inclined narrowly 
spaced parallel baffle walls inclined to the hori-

75 zontal and terminating short of the end walls 

thereof to provide straight vertical passageway5 
and a series of settling compartments communi
cating therewith of vertical height small in com
parison with other dimensions of the chamber 
by means of which the vertical distance through 5 
which a settling particle musi pass before en
countering other like particles will be decreased, 
means for separately delivering the respective 
phases from the upper and lower portions of the 
chamber comprising conduits for the respective 10 
phases communicating respectively with said pas
sageways at the upper and lower portions of the 
settling chamber and of proper cross sectional 
area to permit unrestricted flow of said phases 
but not to excessively increase i he hold-up of the 15 
solvent. 

6. Apparatus for r efining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a series of 
mixers and a vertical series of complementary 
superimposed settling chamber units having 20 
straight vertical walls, means for supplying hy
drocarbon to the mixer at one end of said series, 
means for supplying solvent to the mixer at the 
other end of said series, means for delivering the 
oil phase and solvent phase to each mixer and 25 
the mixture thereof to the complementary set
tling chamber in such manner as to maintain a 
true countercurrent flow by gravitational forces, 
baffle walls in each settling chamber having a 
minimum inclination to the horizontal consistent 30 
with the free movement of the separated phases 
acting so to divert the dire(:tion of flow of the 
droplets of the dispersed phase as to produce 
rapid accumulation and coagulation thereof, and 
means for delivering one phase from the upper 35 
end of said series and the other phase from the 
lower end thereof. 

7. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a series of 
settling chambers arranged in a plurality of 40 
columns with the settling chambers of said series 
alternating in the respect ive colu..'!lns, a power 
actuated mixer complementary to each of said 
settling chambers having inlets communicating 
respectively with the bottom and upper portions 45 
of two adjacent settling chambers in the same 
column, and a discharge outlet communicating 
with its complementary settling chamber of 
another column, means for introducing the hy
drocarbon at one end of said series, means for 50 
introducing the solvent at the other end of said 
series of settling chambers, and means for de
livering the lighter phase from the uppermost 
of said series and the heavier phase from the 
lowermost of said series. 55 

8. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a series of 
settling chambers arranged in two columns with 
the settling chambers of said series alternating 
in the respective columns, a power actuated mixer GO 
complementary to each of said sett!i11.g chambers 
having inlets communicating respectively with 
the bottom and upper portions of two adjacent 
settling chambers in the same column. and a dis
charge outlet communicating with its comple- G.i 
mentary settling chamber of another column, 
means for introducing the heavier material into 
the mixer having an inlet communicating with 
the upper portion of the upper settling chamber 
of one column, means for introducing the lighter 70 
material into the mixer having an inlei commu
nicating with the bottom of the lowermost set
tling chamber of the same co umn, and means 
for discharging the lighter and heavier phases re
spectively from the top of the uppermost and 75 
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the bottom of the lowermost separators of the said baffle walls intermediate of their lengths a 
mixture of said substance and a solvent selec·· 
tively dissolving certain constituents thereof to 
form oil and solvents phases of different den
s'ties, said compartments communicating with 5 
essentially vertical passageways separately de
livering the respective phases irom the upprr 
and lower portions of the settling chamber. 

other column. 
9. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbon s by 

selective solvent action comprising a series of 
5 settling chambers arranged in a plurality of 

columns with the settling chambers of sa.id series 
alternating in the respective columns, a mixer 
complementary to each of said settling chambers 
having inlets communicating respectively with 

10 the bottom and upper portions of two ad j:c,cenc 
settling chambers in the same column, and a dis
charge outlet communicating with its comple
mentary settling chamber of anoth er c::;lumn, 
means for introducing the hydrocarbon 2,t on 

l G end of said series, means for introducing the 
solvent at the other end of said series of settling 
chambers, means for delivering the lighter phase 
from the uppermost of said series and the heavier 
phase from the lowermost of said series, and 

20 baffle walls· in each of said settling chambers in
clined to the horizontal and terming,ting sh ort 
of the ends of said chambers dividing the re
spective chambers into communicating compart
ments of relatively short h eight and acting to 

2.; facilitate coagulation of the descending droplets 
of the dispersed material. 

10. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a series of 
settling chambers arranged in a plurality of 

:;o columns with the settling chambers of said series 
alternating in the respective columns, a mixer 
complementary to each of said settling chambers 
having inlets communicating respectively with 
the bottom and upper portions of two adjacent 
settling chambers in the same column, and a 
discharge outlet communicating with its com
plementary settling chamber of another column, 
means for introducing the hydrocarbon at one 
end of said series, means for introducing the 

.: 1: solvent at the other end of said series of settling 
chambers, means for delivering the lighter phase 
from the uppermost of said series and the h eavier 
phase from the lowermost of said series, a plu
rality of baffle walls in each settling chamber 

4 i inclined to the horizontal and terminating short 
of the ends of said chamber dividing the respec
tive settling chambers into a plurality of com
partments of relatively short h eight acting to 
facili tate coagulation of descending droplets of 
dispersed material, said baffle walls being provided 

50 with apertures in vertically staggered arrange
ment and acting to facilitate the release from the 
heavier material passing therethrough of such 
lighter material as is entrained therein. 

11. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
53 selective solvent action comprising a settling 

chamber, within said chamber a plurality of 
narrowly spaced baffle walls having a minimum 
inclination from the horizontal consistent with 
the free movement of fluids present, means for 

60 delivering at a plurality of points between dif
ferent pairs of baffle walls a mixture of said hy
drocarbons and a solvent selectively dissolving 
certain constituents thereof to form oil and sol-

6.; vent phases of different densities, and means for 
separately delivering the respective phases from 
the upper and lower sections of said chamber. 

12. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub
stance by selective solvent action comprising a 

70 settling chamber having straight essentially ver
tical walls, a plurality of narrowly spaced baffle 
walls inclined to the horizontal within said 
chamber providing a series of communicating 
settling compartments, means for delivering at 

75 a plurality of points between different pairs of 

13. Apparatus for refining a petroleum sub
stance by selective solvent action comprising a 10 

[,et tling chamber h aving straight essentially ver
tical walls, a plurality of narrowly spaced b:1.F.le 
wails h a';ing essentially horizontal slots and in
clined to the horizontal within said eh~mber 
providing a series of co1nmunicating settling 13 
comp.- itmcn i;s, means for delivering at a pluraliLy 
of points between different pairs of said baffle 
walls intermediate of their lengths a mixture 
of said substance and a solvent selectively dis
solving certain constituents thereof to form oil 20 
and solvent phases of diffel'ent densities, sa1d 
compartments communicating with essentially 
vertical passageways separately delivering the 
respective phases from the upper and lower por
t:ons of the settling chamber. o_._, 

l4 . Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a settling 
chamber having straight vertical walls. mean~ 
for introducing into the chamber a mixture of 
said hydrocarbons and a solvent selectively dis- 30 
solving certain constituents thereof to form oil 
and solvent phases of different densities one of 
which is a dispersed phase, a plurality of nar
rowly spaced baffle walls provided with essen
tially horizontal slots within said chamber h av- ;:;.i 
ing a minimum inclination to the horizontal 
consistent with a free movement of the separated 
phases acting so to divert the direction of flow 
of the droplets of the dispersed phase as to facil
itate rapid accumulation and coagulation there- 40 
of, and means for separately delivering the re 
spective phases from upper and lower portions 
of said chamber. 

15. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 

selective solvent action comprising a settling 45 
chamber, a plurality of narrowly spaced baffle 
walls within said chamber having a minimum in
clination from the horizontal consistent with the 
free movement of fluids present and providing 
a series of settling compartments, means for de- 50 
livering between different pairs of baffle walls a 
mixture of said hydrocarbons and a solvent se 
lectively dissolving certain constituents thereof 
to form oil and solvent phases of different den
sities, essentially vertical passageways connect- 55 
ing with opposite portions of said settling com
partments into and through which the respec· 
tive phases flow, and means communicating with 
said passageways for separately delivering the 
respective phases from the upper and lower sec- 60 
tions of said chamber. 

16. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
selective solvent action comprising a settling 
chamber, a plurality of narrowly spaced baffle 
walls within said chamber having a minimum in- 65 
clination from the horizontal consistent with 
the free movement of fluids present and pro
viding a series of settling compartments, said 
baffle walls having spaced slots, the slots in ad
jacent walls being arranged in staggered rela- 70 
tionship, means for delivering between different 
pairs of baffle walls a mixture of said hydrocar
bons and a solvent selectively dissolving certain 
constituents thereof to form oil and solvent 
phases of different densities, essentially vertical 75 
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passageways connecting with opposite portions 18. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by 
of said settling compartments into and through selective solvent action comprising a series of 
which the respective phases flow, and means vertically disposed settling chambers, each hav
communicating with said passageways for sepa- ing a mixer associated therewith, means for sup-

5 rately delivering the respective phases from the plying hydrocarbon to the mixer at one end of 5 
upper and lower sections of said chamber. said series, means for supplying solvent to the 

17. Apparatus for refining hydrocarbons by mixer at the other end of said series, means for 
selective solvent action comprising a series of delivering the oil phase to the mixer associated 
mixers and a vertical series of complementary with one of the settling chambers from a cham-

10 superimposed settling chamber units, means for ber disposed thereabove, means for delivering 10 
supplying hydrocarbon to the mixer at one end the solvent phase to said last mentioned mixer 
of said series, means for supplying solvent to from a chamber disposed therebelow, means for 
the mixer at the other end of said series, means delivering the mixture of the two phases from t 
for delivering the oil and solvent phases to each said last mentioned mixer to the settling cham- f 

15 mixer and the mixture of said said phases to ber with which it is associated, the arrangement 15 1 
the complementary settling chamber in such being such as to maintain counter-current flow • 
manner as to maintain a true counter-current of the phases by gravitational forces, baffle walls 
flow by gravitational forces, baffle walls in each in each settling chamber providing a series of 
settling chamber providing a series of settling settling compartments and having a minimum 11 

20 compartments and having a minimum inclina- inclination to the horizontal consistent with the 20 
tion to the horizontal consistent with the free free movement of the separated phases and act
movement of the separated phases and acting so ing so to divert the direction of flow of the drop-
to divert the direction of flow of the droplets of lets of the dispersed phase as to produce rapid 
the dispersed phase as to produce rapid ac- accumulation and coagulation thereof, essen-

25 cumulation and coagulation thereof, essentially tially vertical passageways connecting with op- 25 
vertical passageways connecting with opposite posite portions of said settling compartments 
portions of said settling compartments into and into and through which the respective phases 
through which the respective phases flow, and flow, and means for delivering one phase from 
means for delivering one phase from the upper the upper end of said series and the other phase 

30 end of said series and the other phase from the from the lower end thereof. 30 
lower end thereof. JOHN W. POOLE. 
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This invention relates to a lixiviating appa
ratus and process for dissolving soluble materials 
out of a mixture or compound of such soluble ma
ter ial and insoluble material by leaching or the 

5 like. 
In many metallurgical and chemical industries 

the separation of valuable matter from inert 
matter is accomplished by dissolving the valuable 
soluble matter in a solvent in which the inert 

10 matter is insoluble. The oame process is often 
used to effect a separation of two or more ma
terials which may all be soluble in the solvent but 
to a different degree by a careful regulation of 
flow condition and choice of solvents. The ap-

15 paratus used in such process has often .1erctofore 
been objectionable becauGe of escape of obn e>xious 
or expen~ive gases or vapors and because of the 
lack of continuity of operation. 

It is the principal object of this invf''ltion to 
20 provide an apparatus for leaching which will con

tinuously dissolve out soluble matter from a mass 
of soluble and insoluble material and in which 
the raw material is continuously introduced into 
one end of the lixiviator and the separated ma-

25 terials are continuously removed from other parts 
of the lixiviator. 

A further object of the invention is to provide 
a lixiviation apparatus in which a gaseous in
stead of a liquid solvent medium may be used 

30 to dissolve out certain ingredients of the solids, 
or in which the leaching may be carried out under 
superatmospheric pressures or in which a gaseous 
medium may be passed counter current to a liquid 
medium to effect selective .separation of parts 

35 thereof. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

a lixiviator with a continuous counter-current 
flow of solvents and solids in which the solvent is 
separately introduced under suitable control and 

40 is removed at the end opposite the discharge of 
the solids to provide complete treatment and 
whereby the strongest solvent acts on the more 
completely leached solids and the weaker solvent 
is most effectively used on the incoming raw 

45 products. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

an apparatus for the automatic separation of 
solution and inerts whereby the solution may be 
subsequently treated and the inerts will be dis-

50 charged substantially free of the solution of sol
vents and solubles. 

Another object of this invention is to provide 
a sealed lixiviator apparatus for the leaching of 
soluble from insoluble materials in which the 

55 vapors or gases may be controlled without es-

cape of obnoxious gases and whereby low boiling 
point solvents may be recovered with economy if 
desired. 

A further object of this invention is to provide 
a lixiviator tank with a multiplicity of spaced !i 
flights in such relation as to agitate the solids 
and solvents introduced into the tank and con
tinually move the undissolved material forward 
to the discharge end and in which the flights are 
loosely secured in the tank and free to move a l 0 
slight amount to cause a jarring action to re
move any solids which might stick to the flight. 

A further object of this invention is to provide 
a process of lixiviation in which the solvents and 
solids are introduced and passed through the l 5 
sealed tank in counter-current and whereby the 
tank vapors may be recovered and removed 
through one discharge, the inert solids removed 
through a separate discharge, and the solvent re
covered from a third discharge for greatest 20 
economy and completeness of separation. 

Further objects and advantages of this inven
tion will appear from the following description 
thereof taken in connection with the attached 
drawiugs which disclose a preferred form of em- 25 
bodiment thereof and in which; 

Figure 1 is a vertical section substantially cen
trally of the apparatus, 

Figure 2 is a vertical cross-section substantially 
on the line 2-2 of Figure 1, 30 

Figure 3 is a vertical cross-section substantially 
on the line 3-3 of Figure 1, 

And Figure 4 is a detail section of the tank 
showing a modified form of flight. 

The llxiviator of my invention includes a cy- 35 
lindrical tank or drum 10 which is provided with 
the peripheral tires or rims 12 which support the 
drum on pairs of rollers 14 and 16, as more clearly 
shown ln Figures 2 and 3. 

In order to prevent longitudinal shifting of the 40 
drum I 0, roller J 14 are provided with flanges 14a 
cooperating w1th the side of the track 12. The 
rollers I G are flat however, so that any expansion 
of the drum due to the temperature change may 45 
take place on the rollers 16. 

The drum I 0 is also provided with a central 
gear 18 by which the drum I 0 is driven through 
the gear 19, gear train 20, speed reducer 21, and 
motor 22, or other source of power in any 50 
preferred manner. The drum 10 is provided with 
a fluid discharge head 24 suitably held against 
rotation by the piping connections 24c which may 
be sealed against the escape of pressure within 
the drum I 0, and provided with packing :flanges 55 
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25 in which the drum 10 rotates in a pressure
tight manner. 

The fluid discharge end of the drum I 0 is also 
provided with a feed box for the solid material, 

5 which may be mounted on suppo·rts I I . The feed 
box communicates with a screw conveyor hous
ing 27 rotating with and adapted to extend par
tially into the drum I 0. The screw conveyor 
housing 21 is provided with a screw conveyor 28 

10 preferably of t h e ribbon type which is adapted 
to receive solids which pass tluough the star 
feeder wheel 29 in the feed box 26, and which are 
discharged into the dmm 10 by the screw con
veyor 28. The star feeder wheel 29 is preferably 

15 used to seal the feed box 26 against escape of 
gases and pressure although other well known 
or preferred methods for sealing the feed cham
ber may be used equally as well. 

The screw conveyor 27 is supported within the 
20 drum f 0 by spider members 4<3 and by the head 

llO of the drum. The conveyor housing is thus 
rotatable with the drum and stuffing boxes 45 
and liS are used to seal the housing from the fluid 
discharge head 24 and the feed box 26, thus pre-

~.3 venting leaks. The screw conveyor 28 is pref
erably of the ribbon type and supported by posts 
28a from the shaft 4 7, which shaft is driven by 
the sprocket 48 and chain 49. 

The drum ! 0 is provided with a plurality of 
30 flights or upstanding angular pmjections 30 and 

are mounted on the inner surface in an over
lapping progressive spiral so that the solid ma
terial will be continually raised and agitated and 
forced forward through the drum. The solids fed 

3.3 into the drum by the screw conveyor 28 thus drop 
through the apertures 3 I in the conveyor housing 
21 and drop onto the inwardly projecting flights 
30. As the drum I 0 continues to rotate, the solids 
will be continuously urged toward the discharge 

40 end of the drum where they are picked up and 
dropped into the solids discharge conveyor hous
ing 32 having the solids discharge conveyor 33 
therein. The solids are carried by the conveyor 
33 to the solids discharge head 34 and by means 

45 of a star feeder 35 or other sealing means are 
discharged from the l'xiviator. The flights or 
upstanding projections 30 are shown in end view 
in Figure 3, the projections extending partially 
toward the center of the drum and adapted to 

50 carry the material forward and agitate it. 
Cooperating with the flights 30 is a spiral baffle 

55 wh~ch is secured within the dmm I 0. This 
baffle in its continuous movement, aids to pre
vent insoluble materials from passing out of the 

55 open apertures 42 and being inadvertently dis
charged from the v.rrong end of the drum 1!1. 
The baffle 55 continuously aids to force the ma
terial forward together with the flights 30 so 
that it will be eventually carried up and deposited 

60 in the opening 56 in the conveyor housing 32 . 
The conveyor 33 is mounted on a hollow sh aft 36 

which is connected into the stuffing box 37 to 
which the solvent is piped. The screw conveyor 
33 , similar to the conveyor 28, is of the ribbon 

65 type and mounted free and above the hollow 
shaft 36 by the posts 33a wh:ch project outwardly 
from the shaft 3G; the shaft 36 being l"Otatable by 
means of the sprocket gear 50 and driving chain 
51. A suitable flange 52 is provided to seal tr...e 

70 shaft 36 into the stuffing box 31. 
The solvent passes through pipe 38 and through 

the h ollow shaft 36 and is discharged near the 
discharge end of the dmm I 0. The liquid solu
tion of soluble materials rest on the bottom of the 

Hi drum I 0 until a predetermined liquid level is 

reached. This liquid level is governed by the 
head 40 on the drum I 0 which, as particularly 
shown in Figure 2, is provided with a series of 
apertures 42 which are spaced from the rim of 
the dmm I D. As shown in Figure 1, the aper- r; 
tures determine a liquid level at approximately 
the line 43, and when the solution exceeds the 
level 43 it passes out of the dmm through the aper
tures 42 and into the solution discharge end 24a 
of the fluid discharge head 24. At the same :o 
time any gas or vapor within the drum I 0 will 
be discharged out of the gas discharge end 24b 
of the fluid discharge head 24 either by use of a 
vacuum pump (not shown) or because they are 
lighter than air. J ;:; 

In order to completely remove the inert solids 
from the drum 10 the pick up plates 51 are pro
vided and spaced a sufficient amount so that the 
solid material may be worked into the space be
tween the plates and then carried up a nd dropped ::0 
into the chamber 56 above the discharge screw 33. 
The pick up plates 51 are perfora ted to permit 
draining of the solids. The lower end 58 of the 
conveyor housing 32 is sealed to insure the dis
charge movement of soUds which are deposited ::.> 
within the conveyor housing. 

In operation of the lixiviator a certain part of 
the raw m aterial is to be separated from the 
total feed by a solvent which in specir.l cases 
may also act as a flotation medium. The solids :::J 
enter through the star feeder 26 which seals the 
entrance against escape of gases and vapors and 
by means of the screw conveyor are forced into 
the lixiviator cylinder. At the same time the 
solvent enters through the hollow shaft 36 at the 3f. 
opposite end of the continually rotating drum I 0 
and comes in contact with the solid materials fed 
into the cylinder. The pick up flights 30 carry 
the undissolved solids in counter-current to the 
flow of solvent toward the discharge end and the 4r 
pick up plates 57 then discharge the solids to the 
discharge screw which discharges also in gas tight 
relation through the star feeder 35. The solven t, 
which is strongest as it enters the lixiviator tank, 
contacts with the most reduced materials reducing 4!" 
the final solids as much as possible. The solu
tion then passes along the drum contacting with 
the material and then passes out of the head 
of the drum after finally contacting with the 
most concentrated solids, the solution being the :30 
weakest at this point. The solution may then 
pass through sealed pipes to storage tanks (not 
shown) or any other desired place for retreatment 
and recovery. At the same time the gases or 
vapors such as steam, acids, low boiling hydro- r i 
carbons, or gases or volatile liquids used as 
solvents pass out of the upper part of the fluid 
discharge head through a single conduit to a 
condenser or other appropriate apparatus (not 
shown) to be recovered and condensed if val:.~able 6'1 
or obnoxious. 

For a successful operation, the relative quanti
ties of feed and solvent must be proportioned and 
the proper time of contact between feed and 
solvent determined. If heat is to be preserved, C.5 
the drum may be lagged and by means of the 
star feeders and the flight conveyors the rate of 
feed may be carefully controlled. The star 
feeders may not be essential however, as the ma
terial itself may act as a seal for the feeding dis- 70 
charge conveyors. 

Such an apparatus is continuous and auto
matic and brings about a leaching which may be 
exactly controlled and by which there is a com
plete separation or flotation of the soluble rna- 75 
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terials !rom inert materials and/or non-dissolved 
materials. The time element may be readily 
changed by varying the speed of rotation of the 
cylinder, by varying the feeding or corresponding 

5 quantity of solvent, by changing the angle of the 
pick up flights and by adjusting the discharge 
holes in the head of the drum either closer or fur
ther from the center. The horizontal axis of the 
drum may be raised at one end to also vary the 

10 rate at which the solids will travel through. 
In this apparatus it is possible to use other 

feed control means than a star feeder, which, 
however, is preferred for its simplicity and com
pleteness of sealing. The ribbon screw conveyors 

15 may be of different shape and construction and 
may be continuous conveyors if desired. Simi
larly the projecting flights for agitating the ma
terials within the drum may be changed although 
the separate flights are preferred for complete 

20 agitation and forward movement of the solid 
products. The flights may be movable as shown 
in Figure 4 in which the flight projection 30 may 
be secured to the drum I 0 by a bolt 59 which has 
a lock nut 60 but which bolt is longer than the 

25 thickness of the flight and drum. In such con
struction, the flight will lie against the surface of 
the drum when the flight is at the bottom of the 
drum and will then pick up the solids on the bot
tom of the drum. As the drum rotates however, 

30 the solids will be carried up the side of the drum 
to an elevated point at which most of the solids 
will drop off. As the drum continues to rotate, the 
flight will reach a point near the top of the drum 
at which time the flight itself will move down-

33 ward due to the extra length of the securing bolt. 
As the flight drops, it suddenly reaches the head 
of the securing bolt and the shock will jar the 
sticky solids from the flight to completely clean 
it. A similar action of shock cleaning continu-

40 ously talces place with the fl ights continuously 
reaching the top of the drum and the solids are 
thus completely agitated. 

It will thus be seen t h at I have produced a 
lixivlator which is most efficient in contacting the 

45 solvent in its greatest strength with the solubles in 
their most reduced stage and in contacting the 
weakened solution with the entering materials by 
a continuous counter-current flow of solids and 
solvent. The lixiviator is completely self-cleaning 

50 and is continuous in ope:·ation as the solvent and 
solids enter the tank at axial points and no stop 
is necessary for cleaning except when a new proc
ess is carried out. The inerts are discharged 
separately and without contamination of other 

55 products through a gas tight seal on one end while 
the solution of soluble materials is separately re
moved at another point. The tank being gas tight 
is particularly suitable for reduction of solids with 
volatile solvents such as acids, steam or volatile 

60 mineral oils which can be recovered, condensed, 
and reused. Obnoxious and poisonous odors can 
also be cont rolled by the separate gas discharge 
conduit. Gases may also be introduced either as 
solvents or oxidizing agents and maintained 

65 under slight superatmospheric pressure if desired. 
The lixiviator is also suitable for leaching liq

uids either by other liquid solutions or by gases. 
The liquids would pass into the feeding conveyor 
at the end opposite the gas or solvent feed and 

70 the gas would remove the soluble material and be 
drawn out at an opposite end to the feed for com
plete contact and reduction. Liquids can also be 
removed from the solids fed in, or part of the 
solids dissolved , and in either case, the inerts will 

75 be discharged free of the soluble material. 

While I have shown a preferred form of embodi
ment of my invention and described the appara
tus primarily with reference to leaching a solid 
with a liquid solvent, it will be readily apparent 
that being sealed against escape of gases, a gase- r, 
ous solvent, under pressure if desired, may be 
used to remove or act upon certain ingredients in 
the solid, or that the same apparatus may be used 
for passing a gas countercurrent to a liquid with 
agitation of the liquid to effect removal of a por- J o 
tion of the liquid and scrubbing or purifying of 
the gas and that various modifications may be 
made in the apparat us without departing from the 
spirit of my invention or the scope of the follow-
ing claims. 15 

I claim: 
1. The method of leaching soluble from inert 

material under superatmospheric pressure in a 
lixiviation apparatus which comprises, maintain
ing a pressure seal at each end of said appara- 20 
tus, independently feeding the soluble and inert 
m aterial ir:.to one end of the apparatus at a regu
latable rate. feeding the solvent into the oppo
site end of said apparatus, rotating the apparatus, 
autom::;,tically convoying the solvent and soluble 25 
and iner t material counter-current to each other 
through said apparatus and withdrawing the sol
vent and dissolved material from one end of the 
apparatus, and separating the undissolved inert 
material from the solvent and withdrawing the 30 
separated inert material from the other end of 
the apparatus while still maintaining the pres
sure seal. 

2. The method of leaching soluble from inert 
material under superatmospheric pressure in a 35 
iixiviation app::uatus which comprises, maintain
ing a pres~ure ;:;eal at each end of said apparatus, 
feeding the soluble and inert material into or>e 
end ef the apparatus, feeding the solvent into the 
opposite end of said apparatus , conveying the sol- 40 
vent pnd soluble and inert material counter-cur
rent to each other through said apparatus, agi
tating t he solvent and soluble and inert material 
together in said apparatus. and withdrawing the 
solvent and dissolved material from one end of 4.> 
the apparatus, and raising the undissolved inert 
material from the solution at the bottom, drain
ing said inert material and discharging said inert 
material from the other end of the apparatus 
while still maintaining the pressure seal. GO 

3. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described 
comprising a rotatable cylind!'ical drum, a plu
rality of upstanding flights secured to said drum 
in a substan tially spiral manner to progressively 
advance solids through said drum, a ribbon con · G.) 
veyor to introduce solids containi<1 g ;,oluble m2t
ter at one end of said drum, rac:ans to independ·
ently actuate said conveyor, a second conveyor 
to discharge inert matter at the opposite end of 
said drum, said conveyors being in substantially 60 
gas tight relation to seal said drum, solvent in
take means at said insert discharge end of the 
drum, and a solute discharge means at the other 
end of the drum. 

4. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described 65 
comprising a cylindrical drum, means for rotat
ing said drum, means for feeding the solid mate
rial, and means to agitate and progressively ad
vance the solid materials through said drum, com
prising a plurality of spaced flights loosely se- 70 
cured to the interior of said drum for limited 
radial movement, said flights being self-cleaning, 
and adapted to move with respect to their sup
port an amount sufficient to jar loose materials 
carried thereon. 75 
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5. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described, 
comprising a driven rotating drum, feeding 
means including a star feeder and a conveyor to 
feed solids in gas tight relation into said drum, 

5 a discharge means including a conveyor and a 
star feeder to discharge inerts in a gas tight re
lation, a solvent intake co-axial with said drum 
adapted to introduce solvent counter-current to 
said solids, means to progressively contact said 

10 solvents and said solids with the strongest solu
tion contacting with the most inert solids, and 
the weakest solution with the entering solids, 
and means to separately and in gas tight relation 
remove the gases and vapors and the solvent in-

!.> eluding the soluble materials. 
6. A lixiviator apparatus of t he class described, 

comprising a driven rotating drum, feeding means 
including a star feeder and a conveyor to feed 
solids in gas tight relation into said drum, a dis-

:!0 charge means including a conveyor and a star 
feeder to discharge inerts in a gas tight relation, 
a solvent intalce co-axial with said drum adapted 
to introduce solvent counter-current to said sol
ids, means to progressively contact said solvents 

~.3 and said solids with the strongest solution con
tacting with the most inert solids, and the weak
est solution with the entering solids, and means 
to separately, and in gas t igh t relation remove 
the gases and vapors and the solvent including 

30 the soluble materials, said lixiviator having a 
plurality of pick up shovels to assist in removing 
the inerts, said pick up shovels having perfo
rated bottoms to additionally drain sa id inerts . 

7. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described, 
3.3 comprising a gear driven rotat ing drum, feeding 

means to feed solids in gas tight relation, a dis
charge means to discharge inerts in a gas tigh t 
relation, a solvent intake coaxial with said drum 
adapted to introduce solvent counter-current to 

40 said solids, means to progressively contac t said 
solvents and said solids with the strongest solu
tion contacting with the most inert solids, and 
the weal,est solution with the entering solids, and 
means to separately, and in gas tight relation 

45 remove the gases and vapors and the solvent in
cluding the soluble materials, said lixiviator hav
ing a ported head to govern the liquid level there
in, and a, spiral baffle adjacent said ported h ead 
to prevent the discharge of solids in the solvent 

f.iO discharge conduit. 
8. In a lixiviating apparatus of the type de

scribed for solids, liquids and gases, a rotating 
drum, stationary sealed heads at each end of 
the drum, means on the inside of the drum to 

M> propel a substance from one end to t.he other 
thereof, separate conveyors to introduce and re
move substances through said heads, means to 
control the escape of gases from said drum, and 
means within the drum to separate the soluble 

material from the inerts, said means lifting the 
inert material out of the soluble material and 
depositing it on its discharge conveyer. 

9. An apparatus for agitating a mixture con
taining solid material, and a liquid, comprising 5 
a gas tight scaled cylindrical vessel, means for 
rotating said vessel, a non-rotatable head on one 
end of the vessel, means for feeding the material 
to be agitated through said head into one end 
of the vessel, separate upstanding flights inde- 10 
pendently secured to the interior of said vessel, 
said flights being spirally arranged to progres
sively move solid materials through the vessel, a 
non-rotatable head on the opposite end of the 
vessel, means to discharge inerts through said 15 
head, and means to raise the inert material onto 
said discharge means, said non-rotatable heads 
sealing said vessel against escape of gas. 

10. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described 
comprising a gas tight sealed rotating drum hav- 20 
ing a sealed h eoo means to rotate the drum, means 
to continuously introduce solvents and solids into 
said drum including independently rotatable feed
ing means, means to continuously convey said sol
ids and solvents in countercurrent through said ::.3 
drum means to raise the unreacted solids from 
the solution, and means to continuously and in
dependently discharge the unreacted solids 
through the sealed head, whereby said lixiviator 
is self-cleaning. 30 

11. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described 
comprising a gas tight sealed rotating drum, a 
fluid discharge head secured to said drum in non
rotatable ma,-,ner, said head having a gas dis
charge conduit and a separate liquid discharge 35 
conduit , said gas discharge conduit being above 
the normal liquid level whereby solvents may be 
separately recovered and gas or vapors may be 
separately discharged, a second head secured to 
said drum in non-rotatable manner and means 40 
to separately discharge inerts from said drum 
through said second h ead, said means including 
a ribbon conveyor and means to load the con
veyor. 

12. A lixiviator apparatus of the class described, 4.3 
comprising a gas tight sealed rotating drum, a 
fluid discharge h ead secured to said drum in non
rotatable manner, said head having a gas dis
charge conduit and a separate liquid discharge 
conduit , said gas discharge conduit being above 50 
the normal liquid level whereby solvents may be 
separately recovered and gas or vapors may be 
separately discharged, said drum having a sepa
rate inert discharge head at the opposite end of 
the drum from said solv.ent discharge conduit 5.3 
and a conveyor operating through said inert dis
charge head whereby said inerts may be dis
charged substantially free of solvents. 
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UNITED .STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
FRANK H. MALONEY, OF BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT. 

PICKLING AND WASHING MACHINE. 

1,251,073. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Dec. 25, 191 "1. 
Application filed J'uly 31, 1917. Serial No. 183,801. 

To all whom it may concern: . 
Be it known that I, FnANK H. MALONEY, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Bridgeport, in the county of Fairfield and 

5 State of Connecticut, haYe inYented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Pickling 
and ·washing Machines, of which the follow
ing is a specification. 

The invention relates to improvements in 
10 machines for pickling, cleaning, and ''ash

ing relatiYely small articles such as brass 
stampings, screw machine products, Yalve 
casings, and like articles which require treat
ment in order to relieYe them of oxid and 

15 other foreign substances collected during 
the course of manufacture. 

The object of the invention is to proYide 
a continuously operating machine adapted 
to feed materials therethrough whereby 

20 to permit the materials to be subjected 
to a bath of a suitable solution, and 
to a washing bath so as to cleanse them 
of all foreign substances engendered during 
the course of manufacture, the construction 

25 and arrangement of the machine being such 
that the articles passing through the machine 
are first subjected to a bath of a cleaning 
solution, and then subjected to another bath 
and ''"ashed of the cleansing influence before 

30 being delivered through the discharge end 
of the machine. A further object of the in
vention is to provide an arrangement where
by to subject the articles passing through 
the machine to a tumbling or agitating 

35 moYement, so as to insure an immersion aml 
washing of the materials before being dis
charged at the delivery end of the machine. 

The innntion comprises a cylinder adapt
ed to be continuously rotated and having an 

40 internal helical or spirally arranged web or 
blade extending throughout the length 
thereof providing a helical channel for feed
ing materials through the cylinder; in the 
arrangement of scoops carried by the cylin-

45 der and associated with tanks designed for 
containing acid or other cleansing solutions, 
said cylinder being provided 'dth perfora
tions whereby to permit the liquids collected 
by the scoops to flow into the cylinder upon 

50 the articles as they are fed therethrough. 
The invention further comprises mems for 
washing the articles after passing through 

the cleansing influence, and in certain pecul
iar and novel features of construction and 
arrangement whereby waste of the solution 55 
is avoided, and still further in the novel and 
peculiar construction of the machine where-
by the articles passing through the machine 
are immersed and rinsed before being de-
livered: · 60 

In the drawings, illustrating the inven
tion, in the several figures of which like 
parts are s1milarly designated, Figure 1 is 
a side elevation of the machine. Fig. 2 is a 
longitudinal section of the machine. Fig. 3 65 
is a transverse section drawn on the line 
A-A of Fig. 2, showing the scoop or dipper 
immersed in the cleaning influence holding 
tank, and Figs. 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the 
several positions of the scoo~ or dipper dur- 70 
ing the revolution of the cylmder. 

1 designates a cylinder of substantially 
uniform diameter throughout its length sup
ported by rollers 2 operating upon circum
ferentially arranged bands or tracks 3 car- 75 
ried by the cylinder. The said rollers 2 are 
journaled in brackets or frames 4, and are 
so disposed to hold the cylinder 1 in a sub
stantially horizontal position. The cylinder 
1 is designed to be rotated upon the rollers 80 
2, and, for the purpose of illustration, I show 
the cylinder 1 provided with a band or rim 
of sprocket teeth 5 over which operates a 
drive sprocket chain 6 extending from a suit
able source of power (not shown). It will 85 
be appreciated that while I have shown and 
spectfied a sprocket and chain mechanism 
for revolving the cylinder, that other mech
anism may be employed for r~volving the 
cylinder, and that the mechamsm may be 90 
located in other positions than that shown in 
the drawings of the present application. 
While I have shown the cylinder 1 mounted 
upon rollers 2 supported in frames located 
at the inner and outer ends of the cylinder, 95 
it will be apparent that other supporting 
rollers may be employed according to the 
length of the cylinder. 

Carried by suitable brackets (not shown), 
positioned adjacent to the inner end of the 100 
cylinder 1, is a hopper 7 having its discharge 
7' opening into the inner end of the cylinder 
1. The cylinder is formed with an internal 
spirally arranged web or blade 8 extending 
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throughout the length thereof providing a and the pipe 18 is provided with a plurality 65 

loiral or helical groove or channelS' adapted of perforations 19', through which cleansing 

or feeding the materials through the water is sprayed upon the materials before 

cylinder. being delivered from the 12ylinder. A drain 

5 Located adjacent to and below the inner hopper 21' is arranged below the perfora-

or forward end of the cylinder 1, is a tank tions 20' for carrying off the cleansing wa- 70 

12, adapted for holding a solution of snl -· teras it escapes through the perforations 20'. 

furic acid or other cleansing solution. The The operation of the machine is as fol-

cylinder 1 is provided with a scoop or dipper lows:-

10 9J.en at one end and closed at Its opposite Taking, as an example. smaJl brass pieces 

en , and adapted to operate through said con:ing from an annealing furnace, and 75. 

tank 12 during the revolution of the cylin- wh1eh are consequently coated with oxid, 

der. The cylinder is provided between the they are dll!J1ped or pour~d into the hopper 

end walls of the scoop or dipper with a plu- 7. from which they flow mto the groove or 

15 rality of perforations 11 designed to permit channel 8' at the forward end of the rna-

the feeding of the liquid into the cylinder chine, and through the rotation of the cyl- 80 

and the escape of the liquid from the cylin- incler, it will be appreciated that the rna-

der back into the tank 12 during the revolu- terials are feel therethrough in a manner 

tion of the cylinder, thereby flooding the similar to that of all screw conveyers. Now 

20 channels 8' and completely immersing the as the materials :pass through the channels 

articles as they are fed thr0ugh the machine. 8' embodied within the length of the scoop 85 

In order to avoid any waste of the cleansing or clipper 9, they will be sprayed anrl im-

influence, the cylinder 1 is r,rovided with a mersed in a suitable cleansing solution col-

plurality of circumferential y arranged per- lected from the tank 12, and as the solution 

25 forations 13 located immediately forward of is fed into the channels 8', immediately 

the scoop or di:pper 9, which sen·e to drain forward of the scoop or clipper 9, the solu- 90 

the liquids fed mto the channels 8' forward tion ''"ill run back into the tank, thrmwh 

of the scoop or ditper 9. Adjacent to the the perforations 13, and hence used onr a~d 

outer end of the cy inder 1 there is located a over again. As the articles continue through 

so tank 14 adapted for containing a solution of the machine they are subjected to an im-

soap and water or other suitable cleansing mersion of fresh water supplied by the pipe 95 

or washing solution, and operating in con- 18, rinsed. and this rinsing water is drained 

junction with this tank l± is a scoop or eli~- through the perforations 20 formed in the 

per 15 carried by the cylinder 1, and whic , cylinder 1. Then as the articles are passed 

85 like the scoop or dipper 9, is open at one through the cylioder they are subjected to 

end and closed at its opposite end, and is a bath of the solution contained within the 100 

adapted to collect the solution contained in tank 14 in a similar manner as that described 

the tank 14 and spray and immerse the rna- with respect to the scoop or dipper 9, after 

terial as it is ted through the cylinder. The which the articles are subjected to a fur-

40 cylinder between the end walls of the scoop ther washing, rinsing, and draining before 

or dipper 15' is provided with perforations being delivered out through the free end of 105 

16, whereby to permit the inflow and dis- the cylinder. . 

charge of the liquid upon the material as it It will thus be seen that I provide a Yery 

passes through the cylinder. Immedi:. tely simple and highly efficient apparatus for the 

45 forward of the scoop or dipper 15 the cyl- purpose descnbed, and it will be understood 

inder is provided with a plurality of cir- that while I have shown only two solution 110 

cumferentially arranged perforations or containinf tanks and two scoops or dippers 

slots 17 whereby to collect and drain back associatec therewith, that a greater number ., 

into the tank 14 the liquid that has been may be employed should occasion require. 

50 previously scooped up by the scoop or dip- I therefore do not limit myself to any spe-

per 15. Arranged centrally within the outer cific number of scoops or clippers and tanks, 115 

end of the cylinder 1 is a pipe 18 having a or solutions or washes, as it will be obYious 

plurality of perforations 19, said pipe be- to anyone skilled in the art to which the in-

mg designed for supplying cleansin~ water Yention relates that a greater or less num-

·56 to the materials to wash them of t 1e first her may be employed without. departing 

cleansing influence and subject them to an frorr:! the spirit of the invention. 120 

immersion of pure water, which is drained It will be particularly noted that the inlet 

off through perforations 20 into a drain and escape ports or perforations of the cyl-

hopper 21 located below the cylinder and inder are arranged at intervals throughout 

60 havmg a suitable drain pipe connected there- the length thereof so that as the matPrinls are 

to for carrying off the water as it escapes fed through the helical channel they are 126 

through the perforations 20. Immediately subjected to an immersion, and that the so-

adjacent to the outer end of the cylinder, lutions or water in which the materials are 

the latter is provided with perforations 20', immersed are drained and l"ed back into the 
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several tanks, or into the drainage funnels cylinder having a plurality of perforations 65 

as hereinbefore described. arranged in its penphery, a scoop or dipper 
It is to be noted that the scoop or dipper carried by said cylinder and embracing said 

9 forms a means for positively delivermf perfor'ations, a fluid holding tank through 

6 fluid to the drum during a portion of eac which said scoop or dipper is adapted to op-
revolution thereof. erate, and means for rotating said cylinder. 70 

What I claim is:- 7. A machine of the kind described, com-
1. A machine of the character described, prising a rotatable cylinder having a spi-

comprising a rotatable drum having an in- rally arranged channelway therein adapted 

10 ternally arranged helically disposed member for feeding materials through the cylinder, 
for conveying work therethrough, means ex- said cylinder having perforations, a scoop 75 

teriorly arranged upon said drum for auto- or dipper carried by the cylinder embracing 
matically supplying fluid to the work pass- the perforations thereof, a solution holding 
ing through said drum as the drum is ro- tank arranged below the cylinder through 

16 tated, said drum having a plurality of dis- which the said scoop or dipper passes dur-
charge openings to permit of the escape of ing the revolution of the cylinder, and means 80 

the fluid at intervals during the passing of for revohing said cylinder. 
the work through the drum. 8. A machine of the kind described, com-

2. A machine of the character described, prising a rotatable cylinder having a spi-

20 comprising a rotatable drum having an in- rally arranged channel extending there-
ternally arranged helically disposed mem- through, means for rotating said cylinder~ a 85 

her, and means carried upon the periphery hopper associated with the forward end of 
of the drum for positively delivering fluid the cylinder and discharging into said chan-
to the drum during a portion of each revolu- nel, a tank arranged below said cylinder 

25 tion thereof. adapted for containing a suitable bath, and 
3. In an apparatus of the character de- means carried by an arranged externally 90 

scribed, a drum having means at.one end for of said cylinder for collecting and deliver-
receiving the work to be treated, means ar- ing the solution of said bath upon the mate-
ranged within the drum for passing the rials passing through said cylinder. 

80 work therethrough, and means carried by 9. A machine of the kind described, com-
and connected to the periphery of the drum prising a rotatable cylinder having a spi- 95 

for positively delivering fluid to the work rally ~trranged channel extending there-
passmg through the drum, said drum hav- through, the said cylinder having a plural-
ing a plurality of perforations to permit the ity of perforations opening into said chan-

85 escape of the fluid at intervals during the nel, scoops or dtpers carried by the said 
passage of the work through said drum. cylinder and em racing said perforations, 100 

4. A machine of the character described, tanks located below the said cylinder in the 
comprising a rotatable drum provided with path of said scoops or dippers, as and for 
a helically arranged channel therein form- the purpose. specified, and means for sup-

40 ing a plurality of separate work-carrying plying rinsing water to the materials as 
chambers, and means arranged externally they are fed through the cylinder. 105 
upon the cylinder for positively delivering a 10. A machine of the kind described, 
cleansing solution . to and discharging the comprising a perforated cylinder having 
same from said chambers to act uP.on the helical or spirally arranged feeding chan· 

46 work in each a plurality of times while pass- nels therein, a scoop or dipper carried bf. 
ing through the drum. and arranged upon the periphery of said cy. 110 

5. A machine of the kind described, com- inder adapted for positively delivering a 
_, prising a rotatable cylinder havin~ a spi- cleansing influence to materials passu~~ 

rallv arranged web extending throug out the through the cylinder, and a tank arrang 
60 lenith thereof providing a spirally arranged below said cyljnder through which the scoop 

channel, said cylinder having a plurality of or ditper operates, said cylinder having a 115 

perforations arranged throughout its length, plura ity of perforations arranged forward 
in combination ' with a fluid holding tank, of said scoop or dipper whereby to drain the 
and a scoop or dipper arranged upon said said cleansing influence back into said tank. 

65 cylinder and adapted to cooperate with said 11. An apparatus of the kind described, 
tank to positiYely deliver fluid to the cylin- comprising a rotatable cylinder, a scoop or 120 

der during a portion of each revolution dipper arranged upon the/eriphery thereof 
thereof, as and for the \urpose specified. to J?Ositively deliver flui to the cylinder 

6. A machine of the ind described, com- durmg a portion of each revolution thereof, 
60 prising a rotatable cylinder having a spi- said cylinder having a series of perfora-

rally arranged web or blade extending tions adjacent to the inner or closed end 125 

throughout the length thereof providing a of the scoop or dipper and a series of escape 
spirally arranged channel adapted for feed- openings adjacent to the forward end of 
ing materials through the cylinder, said said scoop or dipper, a solution holding 
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tank arranged below said cylinder within 
the path c! said scoop or dipper, said perfo
rations forward of the scoop or dipper be
ing so located as to drain the fluid sprayed 

6 upon the work passing through the cylin
der back into said fluid holding tank~ sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand this 26 day of July, A. D. 1917. 

FRANK H. MALONEY. 
Witnes:;es : 

MARY E. LYDDY' 
Mn.oRED SEXTON. 

~ 
I 
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To all whom it may conceTn: 
Be it known that we, ALFRED EwART HoL

LEY, residing at Chemical Works, Oldbury, 
England, and OwEN EDWIN MoTT, residing 

5 at the Research -Department, Royal Arsenal, 
'Voolwich, England, subjects of the King of 
Great Britain, have invented an Improved 
Apparatus for the Treatment of One Liquid 
with Another, of which the following is a 

10 specification. 
The invention relates to an improYed ap

paratus for the treatment of one liquid with 
another. 

By the term "liquid" it is intended to in-
15 clucle suspensions, emulsions and solutions, 

but tne process is limited to cases in which 
there are two liquids of different specific 
gravities and not completely miscible. 

According to this invention one liquid is 
20 treated with another liquid by mixing them 

in a series of vessels fitted with stirrers and 
all at. the same level, which vessels are here
inafter referred to as agitators, and allow
ing the mixture to flow into vessels at the 

25 same level as the agitators and hereinafter 
referred to as separators, in which gravity 
may cause a separation, and from which 
heavier liquid passes by an opening near 
the bottom and lighter liquid by an opening 

30 near the top, the passage from the agitator 
to the separator lying between these open
~ngs. The st~rrer may take the form of an 
mJector for a1r or steam. · 

Physical or chemical interactions may be 
35 . carried out by these means and provisions 

may be made for cooling or heating the 
liquids. 

The apparatus is particularly applicable 
for nitratmg organic matter and for wash-

40 ing nitro compounds but the plant is useful 
for many other physical and chemical in
teractions. 

The lighter liquid from any separator 
passes to the agitator next in the series in 

45 one direction and the heavier liquid :from 
that separator to the next agitator in the 
other direction. Thus, provided light liquid 
is supplied to the first agitator and. heavy 

liquid to the last, there will be, due to the 
head produced in the separator, a constant 50 
flow of light liquid from the last separator 
and of hea.vy liquid from the first. the flow 
of the liquid being controlled by valves. 

The invention is illustrated in the accom
panying drawings i~ which Figure 1 is a 55 
sectiOn and Fig. 2 is a similar view showing 
a modification. 

In the drawings a are the agitators to the 
first of which heavy liquid is supplied by the 60 
pipe b, and to the last of which light liquid 
is supplied by the pipe c. 
Th~ liquid in the agitators is stirred by 

the stirrers d. · 
e ar~ the separators communicating with 65 

the agrtators b:v a passage f. g are pipes 
leading from the bottom of the agitators to 
the bottom of the separators and h are pipes 
leading from the top of the agitators to the 
top of the separators. 70 

i a.re valves for controlling the flow of 
the liquid. 

The separators need not be in one with the 
agitators but may be sepn.rate vessels com
municating with the agitators at about half 75 
way up. 

Each separator also may consist of two 
parf:s one for the light and one for the heavy 
liqmd. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows 80 
only these jeatures the apparatus being oth
erwise identical with Fig. 1. Similar parts 
are indicated by the same letters. 

The separator consists of two parts i and 
l, the -part j being. open top and bottom and 85 
collectmg the lighter liqmd and the part l 
being closed at the bottom and open at the 
top_~nd collecting the heavier liquid. 

What we claim is:-
1. Apparatus for the treatment of one 90 

liquid with another, comprising a series of 
agitators all at the same level, a series of 
separators at the same level as the agitators, 
the bottom of a: separator being connected to 
the bottom of an agitator in one direction 95 
and the top of a separator to the top of an 
agitator in the other direction, and each 
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separator being in direct communication 
with the agitator at a point situated between 
the other connections. 

2. In apparat11s for the treatment of one 
5 liquid with another comprising a series of 

agitators all at the same level, a series of 
!<«:>parators communicating with and at the 

same level as the agitators and means where-
by the flow of the two liquids in opposite 
directions is caused solely by the head pro- 10 
ducecl in the separators. 

ALFRED EWART HOLLEY. 
OWEN EDWIN MOTT. 

·' 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

GEORGE J. STREZYNSKI, OF POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO THE DE LAVAL 

SEPARATOR COMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N.Y., A CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY 

CENTRIFUGAL BOWL 

Application filed June 25, 1931. Serial No. 546,756. 

Uv itt\·euiiun relates Lu l;uwls for centrif
U,!al(y sqm1 ating li<111ids of di itc re11t sp ecifi c 
graYiLies and ha , for ib object the provision 
of a Lowl that will han~ lC's ·tendency to be 

.J dogged lJy Yi~cou s sticky liquids. 
ln Lhe operation of centrifugal separators, 

Ow ligl1ter of tLe t\ro constiiueuts when it 
Plllerg<•s from the inner eJge of th e inter
disc spa!'es comes in coHLa d with the out-

-" s i<l f' of the tubular shaft or with the wings 
ih,tt ordi nari i.r project therefrom to support 
Uw cliscs. Jf such lightC'r liquid be of high 
Yi~cosit,\, and especially if it be of a sticky 
Hutun', it, will fn:quently ~tdhere to snell 

w shaH or wings atlll c:m~e plugging of the 
LJ\\l. This, in sonte cases, makes continuous 
oprmtion impossilJle. 

In my innntion tlte otttside diameter of the 
tubular slwft is made so much smaller than 

~(} the out.let. for the ligh ter constituent that 
it will be substantially less than the insirle 
diameter of the annulus of such constituent 
in th e bowl and the ~>ings are omitted from 
the space betwen the discs and the tubular 

25 shaft, thereby substantially eliminating all 
surfaces to which it is p ossible for the aboYP 
described Yiscous and sticky material to 
adhere, ,,·herclJy there is no olJstrudion to the 
continuous discharge of such material from 

30 the bowl. 
In the accompanying drawings, which il

lustra te a !Jowl made in accordance with my 
in vPntion: Fig. 1 is a Yertical section of the 
bo"l, Fig-. 2 a cross-section on the line 

35 2-~ of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 a perspective view 
of the tnhular shaft. 

The bowl shell a has an upstanding; cen
tral nave b around which is a tubular shaft c 
throngh which the. mixture to be separatc:•d is 

40 fpd to thr howl. B et11een the nave and the 
tubular shaft is a liqnid fC> ecl distributor d 
and at the lowC' r part of the tubular "haft 
is a prttico::tt (' h aving p assages f communi
cating. at tlw ir il1Pr emls, with th e inter-bar 

45 space's of th e l iouid f C'rll rli stributor and at 
their outPr ends ;vith thr <li st ributing holr: q 
through a serirs of fru sto-conical member s h, 
tPchn ica lly ca llC'cl discs, only a few of which 
are sho\Y ll . \Yhi ch surronn rl thr tubular shaft 

50 above its petticoat ancl cliYicle t.he liquid be-

ing- treate<l .into many thin layers. This 
liquid feed contrivance f orms the subject
matter of another application filed of even 
<late herewith, Serial N"o . 546,757. 

The discs lz, "·hich are spaced from the 65 

tubular shaft, are guided by a plurality of 
n rtic:al lJars i having their lower ends at
ta ched to the petticoat e and their upper C>nds 
supported by bars .1 from the upper part of 
the tubular shaft. 60 

Abo ·e the series of di sc-s h is a top disc lc 
"·hicl1 <'t:>pa rates tbe out.fio>ving lighter COll

stituent from tlw outfiowing heavier constit
ttent in the passages p under· the bowl top m. 
The top disc k is provided with a neck n 65 

having therei n helices o described in my co
pendiH,Q; application Serial No. 472,277, filecl 
> ""Ug'll~t 1, 1930. 

The diameter of the neck n is so much 
~£renter than that of the tubular haft c that 70 
the inn er surface x of the lighter component 
will be a substantial distance from the tubu
lar shaft. 

J n operation. liquid to be separated is fed 
into the center of the bowl. \Vlwn it strikes 75 
the top of the nave it is spread outward and 
caught between the bars of the distributor d, 
which cau~e it to rotate with the bowl. Cen
trifugal force then makes it flow through pas
sages f to the di stributi ng holes g when ce it 80 

passes into the spaces between the discs h. 
Here centrifugal force canses the heavier 
constitnr nt to mow toward the bowl shell 
while the lighter constituent moves toward 85 
the crnter where, beca use it hn.s ample space 
and nothing to which it can adhere. it flows 
upward an cl rlischarges from th e top of the 
bo"·l. 

Having now fully described my invention, 90 

"·hat I claim and desire to protect by Let
ters PatC>ni is : 

1. A centrifuge colllprising a bowl, a cen
tral btbular feecl shaft, cliscs "·hose inner 
eclgrs arc spaced a substantial di~tnnce from 95 

the fC'P rl f'haft an cl whose outer edges are 
spn rC'cl from the bowl wall, aJ1ll cl isc-guiding 
clevicC's exten<linO' substantially parallel to 
tl1 e axis of the f~ed shaft ancf spaced from 
the feed shaft so as to pro,·icle a snbstantial- 100 
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ly unobstructed discharge passage for the 
light constituent. 

2. A ccntrifrwal bo\\"l am1 spaced-apart 
discs contained fherein, ~aid bo"-l haYing a 

5 substantially unobstrudeLl ~olids-collr ct ion 
space betwe.en its out<'r wall and the onter 
cclcres of the disc aJHl lul\-i ng an annular pns
sa~e, sul>stantiallv tlfl()bc: t rttdcd in both :t'-'
ialnnd circumfprential (lirl'dio ns, for a light. 

10 constituent <lischargcd from the spaces he
tween said discs. 

3. A centrifuge comprising a bowl, discs 
contained therein, said howl ba 'ling a snl>
:-:tant-ially unobstrnctecl sol ids-collection space 

15 adjacent its peripheral wall, ~mel means p_ro
viding, for the discharging ltght separating 
constituent, an annular Aow passa~e substan
tially devoid of obstructiiJg surfaces to wh_ich 
:-:tick\· viscous materials can adhere, and disc-

20 o·uidl.nO" means pngagin<r the discs adjacent 
their i;;'ner edges bcut not extending int'o said 
flow passage. 

4. In a centrii"-ugal bowl, the eombination 
with a central tubular shaft of relatively 

25 small external diameter nnd a nest of discs 
havincr center holes of much greater diame
ters tl~an that of the tulmlar shaft, said bowl 
having a substantially unobstructed solids
collection space adjacent its peripheral wa!L 

3(! of disc-~uiding contrivances engaging said 
cliscs adjacent said center holes and also 
spaced a substantial distance from said shaft, 
thereby providing a substantially unobstruct
ed space surrounding the tubular shaft. 

35 n. In a centrifugal howL the combination 
with a feed cleYice ~·omprisin~ a tubular shaft 
of relatively small external diameter and a 
JlPSt oi" discs having ccntRr holes of much 
larger diameters than that of the tubular 

40 shaft, said bowl having a SIIbstantially un
obstructed solids-collection space acljacent its 
peripheral wall, of disc-gni<ling bars sub
stantially parallel to the axis of said shaft 
and spaced from the shaft and supported 

4.., only at top and bottom by saifl feed device. 
6·. In a centrifu~:al bowl, the combination 

with a central tubular shaft and discs in the 
bmd havinu: center holes spaced a substan
tial di stance from said tubular shaft, of ver-

!JJ tically extending dis(:-supporting contriv
ances also spaced n substantial distance from 
saitl tubular shnft, said bowl having a sub
stantially unohstruetNl solids-collection 
space ad] a cent its peripheral wall and h_aving 

5i> an outlet for the lighter separated constituent 

60 

Gli 

so positioned that the inner wall of discharg
ing lighter constituent will be positioned be
L ween sa id contrivan ces and said shaft. 

7. In a centrifugal bowl, the combination 
with a relatively small diameter tubular shaft 1U 
anrl a llf'St of separating discs havinrr center 
hol<>s o{ nmch greater dinmeters than the 
diameter of the t.11bular shaft. said bowl hav
ing a substantiallY unobstructed solicls-col
lertioJt space adjacent its periph<>ral wall. of 'lo 
vertic-ally extending clisc-gnicling han: spac-ed 
a substnntinl distauee from saic1 , haft. a top 
disc havin,g a clischnrge neck smallrr thnn 
the diameters of the holes in thP otl1Pr cliscs 
but so much greatPr than the diamPtrr of the 80 
tnbnlar shaft tlwt the intPrior wall of rlis
f'harging "<"J1rtratPd lighter lirptirl will he nt, 
n snbstantia l rlistan<'e from the annular shaft 
anrl fmm the vPrt.icalh.' extencl ing ha rs. 

'' 85 R. In a f'ent rifll f,!:rtl howl, tlw combination, 
"-ith a bowl hnving a neck for clischargp of 
th e light<>r separated constitnrnt. of a central 
tnl·mlar shaft, discs in the bowl havinrr center 
holes. thP inside rliameters of snid nPck nnd 
holrs being snbst.anti}1lly §:!reat.er thnn the out- 90 

siclP diamPter of said shaft. snirl howl having 
fl substantially nnobRtrnPtecl solicls-colJPction 
spacr adjnce1it its peripheral "·all, and elise
supporting hnrs loc::JJ,ecl ont>iidr th<> cylin
clrical plane of thr discharge neck. thPrcby 95 

nroYicling a substantia llv nnohstrnctrd space 
thron12·h which the sepa1:atecl lighter liqnid is 
conveyed from the Joens of separation to tlw 
diseharge neck. 

100 9. In a centrifugal bowl. the combinntion, 
with a bowl having n neck for clisehargp of 
th<> lighter separatrcl constituent, of a cen
trnl t11bnlar shaft whose external diametrr is 
snbstantiallv smaller than the internal diam
eter of said neck, discs in the howl hnving 
center holes whose inside eli a mPtRrs are great-
er thnn the inside dinmeter of said lwck said 
howl having a substantially unobstrnrted 
solicls-c0llection space adjacent its periphPrnl 
\Vall, nncl disc-supporting bars locaterl ont
side the cylindrical plane of the discharge 
neek thereby providing a substantially tm
obstructecl space through which the lightPr 
separated liquicl is conveyPd from the Joens 
of separation to the discharge neck. 

lil testimony of which invention , ] have 
her<>tmto set my hand, at Poughke<>psie, 
N. Y., on this eighternth day of .T1me, 1931. 

105 
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GEORGE J. STREZYNSKI. l 2C 
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UNITED ST ... \TES PATENT OFFICE. 
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CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR. 

1,307,000. Specitica tion of Letters Patent. Patt•utcd ,J uJJe 17, lUlU. 
Application filed April 20, 1918. SeriHI No. 229,805. 

1C1 allwlto111 it may t·mu·P't'n: 
Be it, known that I, ,V.ILDRO;\' S. EsTEr, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
ClHeland in the county of Pawn ec> and 

o State of Oklahoma. haqi inwntf'd new and 
useful Impro,·enlrnb in C'<'n!rifngal :-iepara
tot-s. of which the following is a :;pccific,ltion. 

My present in Yention has to \l. · with the 
separation of foreign su bstance fron1 n1in-

10 eral oil, more particularly C'rude oil. 
The object of the inYention ic; the pro,·i

sion of nlet·ha.nil'alllleans for bringing abont 
the thoroug-h sepa ration of a forrign sub
f>tancc known as "B. S." fron1 crude oil, and 

11> this expeditiously and without thc> em ploy
ment of <'hemical s or any oth er extmneous 
means. The substan ce referred to as B. R. 
is larg-ely composc>d of water· in the form of 
snmll particles coatc><l with cut oil. 

20 With the foregoing in ·mind, t h e im·en-
tion will be fully undrrstood frorn the fol
lowing tles<' ription and claims 11·hc>n tl1r SHIIIC 
are r ead in connection " ·ith tlH· dra11·ing-., ac· 
compan~ring and forming part. of this spcci-

25 fication, in whieh-
Figurr 1, is a wrtical a nrl diamrtrica 1 :"PC

tion of a separator eonstrn<'tt•<l in acconlaiH'C 
with my inYention and designed especiall y 
for handling a h ra vy volume of oil. 

30 Fig. 2, is a d etail pcrspect.in· illnstra!il'e 
of one of the cone-likr St'Jlltl 'a!or mcrnb rs 
Colllprised in the apparatus. 

Fig. 3, is a horizontal spr·tion ~akPn in th, 
phuw indicated by thr l ine 3- 3 ol' Fig. 1, 

35 looking rlowm,·arclly. 
Fig. 4. i"' a dctail horizontal st•c!ion tnk<>n 

ill the plaiW by tlw line 4~ or Fig. 1. look· 
ing rlo\\'nwardl y. 

Fig. !). is a <Jetail vi<·ll· sholl'ing till' ar-
40 rangenll'llt of the vnhc>d discharge nipples 

of the eentrifngal Yl\Sscl rrhttil'f' to thc an
lllllar statiowH'v tn,ngh. " ·hich l'l'<'eil'l'S fror !l 
saitl nipples. 

Fig.(). is a rll•taillongitllllinal l't>r!ical :;el'-
41> t ion 't.akt•n tll!·ongh or;e 'one-lil((• scparatnr 

lllPilll JP I' of tlH• et·ntrifngal I'CSS<'I. 

Fig. 7. is a s('(·tion takt-n at right angles 
to Fig. r., anrl in the plane inrlicatcrl by the 
lirH• 7- 7 of Fig-. r.. 

50 Fig. R, is a dPt-ail l'rrt.ic;tl rlialll<'tri,·nl src-
t ion of a modifiention hrrPina.ftt•r specifit:ally 
n•frrred to. 

Fig. V. is a ho1·izontnl sc>etion in the planc> 
of linP 9-9 of Fig. R. 

'\o Hefcrring by numeral to the said <lra11· -

ing,, and lllore partieulany t.o Fig:;. 1- 7 
t lwreof: 

1, is tl tl' l'rnnll' of rny novel sl'parator ap
pamt II'>. ()b,·ion,ly this fran1c> lll:l,V l1c> of 
any <'On-;truct ion r·on1patiblc \\'ith its pur- 60 

!JOSl'. t hon g h th c> ronstrnd ion illu:-.trat('(] ha s 
H'Pn found to IH• \l'l•ll adapted !o tliC• usc to 

"·hich it ha-, Leen put. 
Snitably n1ountrd in tlw frallle 1 i~ the 

CPntrifugal n•ssc>l i. 11·hil'l1 constitut<'!l a 61> 
J,ighly irnportan t part of Lhe appamtns. 
Tlw ;.aid l (•ssel :! i ~ pro,·irlcd at 3 ll'ith a 
botlrllll wall in the forrn of a trnn<'atPrl conr, 
and fro111 the inrwr anrllipper portion of the 
said c·onc> ],ottolll H rlqwnds a tnh<' 4. ft will 70 
al so be· notl·rl hy r·omparison o f Fig-s. J- ;) 
that thl' hotton1 !i i" proYirled ;1t intPn·;ils on 
its outrr port ion "·ith sPparator n1emhers :) 
of inverted V-sh ape in cross ;.Pl'tion for an 
in1portant purposr hPrc>i11after 'ic>t. forth. 71> 
At its lrmPr t•rHI thr tube 4 is dispo:--e<l anrl 
Sllitahly fixl'<} in tlw cup G, and this l'II!J G 
is fixt>d 011 !Ill' uppl'r t'rHl of a solid shaft 7 
t:l1at ht>ar:-. a hanrl pull<'y R. aTHl is ~tcppcd 
at its lrmt•r l•nrl in thl' fixrd hc•aring D. ,\ lso 80 
fix l'd in thr r· np ti, and to ;.olirl shaft 7 is a 
tuhnl a r ;,haft ;,pction 10. This shaft sretion 
10 l'Xtl'nds up\\'ardly thnmgh tlw tnhe .J: and 
is joined !lil'IJIII!h a eonpling- 11 ll'ith ;t tubu-
lar sha ft ;,(• r·t ion 1:2. This lattt•r ,haft sec: 85 
tion i:-. gt'l!l'rally arljacl·nt to it,.; upper cncl in 
thl• IJl'a ring };~ HJl(l the 11pper portion of the 
fralll<' 1, and ahoH' tire sai1l ht·aring 1~ is 
eq11ipp<•d 11·ith tlw rwt>i1·iug t>lc>lnrnt H. 
TIH' :--ah,j- l'l'l'l'il'f\>'g Pl<•n1rnt I~ is rnade pm- 90 
portiona~rly la1·gr dialll<'ter as illustratc1l in 
onlt•r to l'l'C'l'il-t' l'rn(]p oil fnllll an inner pipe 
l.j ;1:-. illlic.(rah•d.'or fron1 a pliil'ality of pipes 
i1• thp .di -..r· i'l't ion of tlw party practising the 
1 ~ cntJOn. 91> 

The C'Onpling lllClllh<'r· 11 SP' ' Ps to t>ffect 
conn<•rti<Jil of till' tnlJnlar sha f. ... . !ions 1~ 
antliO to rnclially dispo;.pr] pipt•s Iii P<JII ippPd 
with dt>pending disl'llargc> spo 11t~ . It. will 
be not.irc>d. hOII'(' \'C' l', that thc> spct iou 12 a lone 100 
is not in comllllllli!'at ion with the radial pipe 
16, thr. upp.rr c>nd of thP section 10 being 
closPd hi' plug 1R. and the said ,.;edio!l 10 
~ing mrule t.uhular purely for thr sa.ke of 
llghtness. 101:> 

C'ollllllllllira.ting with and extending out
warclly anrl downwardly fron1 thc> cup G 
a!l d gmnpc>rl abm1t thr sa id cnp arc> dis
charg<· pipes Hl. These pipes 1!) haYc their 
ednction disposed in the annular tray 20. 1 Hl 
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ancl fro111 the said tray rxtt>ntl s a pipe 21, 
11 l1i('h hns for ib function to conclwt the 
!'iaJ·iJ i,•d oil to a ,.,f .. ck tank. or to any othrr 
"nitahlt· point ,,f -tnrage. · 

;, :-inpe.ril!ipth'<i :111d ihrd to tiH lop of thP 
""",.;pJ ~ adj:l< t• n( (" filf' t'il't•J:I tlfPrl'IH'P 111\'l'<'
of i" a '-:tfl'ty rail :!:!, and jotll 'lt:dt·d in ex 
t•·rinl · l., • :trill~· :! : ~ " " , ,. , ,l'J:! al·t• tlw lt'l ·tit'a ll 1· 
di"[ '""rt! :-- 1<'111-. :! 1 I' l":illt''- ~.-, 11hich nn• 

lO Jllt'ft•raiJJ\ f"l' i'l"<h !':ti [llll'jlOSl'"> in tht• 
forn1 of g-:llt• 1 all' ''· \t tlu•ir ttpper end-. 
tilt• ,(t'llt:-; :! -~ :tl"t' [ll'OI . ·.J IYi(!J !Jand IY[Wt-1-: 
:!10. aiT: II I!.!"l'd II itJ1i11 ,., , nil'n( I" P:IC!J of an 
:lfl<'ll<i:t11 t' '1"!111 Ilia \· 11n tlt · ·· rUtin !'Onclit ions 

15 ,..tan.! 11pon tlw n :s,.<' l 2. 
It 11·ill '" ' llllt!t-r, tuod frilltl £111· forrgoing 

that tht• Ia[, ,- ~.; :1nd thrir t·onq d<·ll l<'' lltary 
:-;tl' IIJs :! I and !. nd ll·ht•L•I,.; :!(i arP !!l'onpucl 
:tf i11f t'n a!-. alHllll lu' YC''-'il'l :!, anti by refer-

~0 t'llt"<' to Fig. I it ;II br not c•d that C'ach 
1al1 t' :!.> i-.. :JIT:tllg<·• to co ntrol a radia lly 
d i"'l'"'t'd nip ph- :!I IY!J 't t·ont ll ltlnica tcs "ith 
all.! [pads fron1 1 he in t r ior of thr 'e-;scl 2 
adjan' lil to tilt• botton i]wrrof. Thr ~a i el 

25 nip[>lt•-.. :!I an' arrangrd :11 ul mo1·ahlc in the 
op<'lting :! 8 pro1·idC'd in tlt t' illlll'l' wall 2D o[ 
an :tnnular re<·Pil·ing t n 111gh ~~0. 11 hiclt is 
snit:1hl1' :lx<'d 11·itltin tlw fntllll' l and i,., 
prm i<l;·<l "it h a pipr :11. a-: he:-t >'hOIYII in 

:10 l'ig. :; :1 1ul tJp,.,ignP<l to IP:ul "B.S.'' to :t snit
:dtll' po int or <li-;l'h:trp:t•. It will al-:o },e ob
-.t'l'lt'd l>.l t'flll lpari:-on of Fig-. I and:, that 
f lit• t rongh !)() i-.. inl'lin('(l or t'ii ii !Pd down
ll':trdly lo ll at·,]' t il l' p iJH' ::$L ~o as to pronwtc 

:J .> fl u· pn:-s:tg<' of" R S.'' to til<· ,_aid pipP :n; 
al-..o that till· opPning :Lt> in lht• IIIIH' r \\:til of 
t rn11;.dt :30 i" --o di-.p!N'd that t Ill• lowt•r por
tion of lilt• inn<•r lYall ~!) of fhl' fmugh 
i, !.!l':ttill:tllv iiH 'l\':i "<'d in IJ<'i!.!·ld :cs it ap-

-10 pr.">:I<' IH"' tlie di,.,l'h:trgt• pipe :\1. Front this 
it folio\\·-. f ha t not IYitlt -.ta ndi ng fill' int'lina 
ti"n of tltt' troLigh :Wand tht' arr:tnp:t•ment 
of tl1l' nippi<'S. 27 11·hit'l1 lltOI't' in the_ hori
zontal plant' in tiH' frongh, therr IS no 

·1--, liability o f "n. S.'' O\'el'flowing frmu the 
trough through ·t hP O(lt'ning 28. 

nn Fig.!\. :1:! is a 1 nhwl pipe dPsig-netlto 
hl' l'OIIIH'dPtl with a suitahil' So li!'<'<' of stt•:tlll 
"IIJl[dirtl and IP:uling in to till' disdwrgl' piJ>L' 

;;o :n of the tro1 1 ~h !10, :uul at :~;\• is anotlwr 
1·:1 h ·t•d pipe t1rsig-IH'<1 to ~Pad fr•1111 thr son rcc 
of stea111 s11ppJy ant! :tl-.o tll'Sif!,' IH'd for the 
l'lllllt<'t:tion of a lto~t· to 11·\iit·lt -; t<':tnl Ilia\' 

IH' t:Olll'cniently appli <'<l to tltl· in t<:ri" r 1;1' 
r,::; t hr n •s-;cl 2 for f horot1gltly t' lean mg the 

:-:aid I'<'S'il'l snbsNJUentl_r to an opl'mtion of 
the apparatus. 

.\s will bP noLt•<l by contparing Ftgs. 1 
:111<1 3, the sepanttm· m<'Inbers .i extentl en-

(;o I in·h· hd II·Pen the i'One botton1 3 and the 
s~~it!'wall of the 1·essel 2; also, th<· nipples '27 
a re anangecl to lead "n. S." from the ves
sd 2 a.t poinh hl'l,ween the llll'II11JPrs .) and 
the r ndial pipes lG a re nrmngC>cl lo <lis-

rharge -..trpants of oil into the vessel at 65 
point<-; lJC'tW<•en thP -;eparator llleiilbers 5. 

The con sf rnclion hert>i nbdore specifically 
rPfl'lT< ,]to, and be:--( showll at the botton1 oi 
Fig. 1, is <1<>-.igm·tl nwrc e~pec1ally for ern
!HHiiment in a JargP 111aclJine adapted to 70 
handle a lH'a') yoJullle of oil; the- solid 
shaft 7, and the cup interposed between the 
!-.tPtn :tlltl the tuue ! being wrll adaptr<l to 
11 itlbt and a great <lllloimt of torsional strain 
intpo-.cd on the rotary portion o-E the ap- 75 
('H !'al ns. 

I n l•"igs. 8 and 9, I show a modification 
rl'l :t t i ng In ore p;u·t icularly to the lower por
tion of thr npparfttus and de:-;igned for in
t·orporat io11 in a coJ11parati \'ely small r.p- 80 
pamtus, or OIH' designed for handling a 
light Yolun1c of oil. In the said modified 
<·on:-;lrnction, a tuuular shaft 7a i::; employed 
to co nd11 ct the clarified oil tu a stock tank 
or ot hc•r -..uitahlP point of ~tat·age. The said 85 
:-..haft 7·• 1:-.. fi-.al•h· connet·ted to a cup G: 
:111 tl t liP ,_aid t' lt p !i i,; 11.\ablv connected in 
t urn 11·ith tiH• luhl' -! through the merliu1n 
of ll'hit'lt it i,; ('tlltlll'l'tP<l 1rith the inner por
tiolt of th(' t l'llncalt·d eonc-sltape bottom :~ . 90 
Tl~t• pDrti on o f tlH' pipe i' IYithin the tnbe 4 
i, t'or:t111inot1:-.., :1~ indit'atNl bY 3!3 in orcl<'l' to 
c·nnh lt• oil to pa,:; fron1 tlw 'tube ..J. into thP 
pipe I" ; and it 11 ill al-.o Itt' notrtl that the 
p111iion of till' pip<• I" 1\itltin the coupling 95 
11 is pl11ggPd to pn•1·<·nt tlH' ,]irpct passage 
of tlH• iiH'Ontill!.!' oil to the pipe 7• . 

. \s •d forth in Jill' :-!:il t'lllt'IIL of im rntion, 
tlH• ohjPet of tl1i, n;y i111 l'ntion is the prm·i-
-.ion of :11 1 apparaf 11 s for Pliminating lhe 100 
forl'ig11 -:uh-.t:UH't' 11 vi i lmo11 n in the art as 
··B. :-i." frn111 l'l'lldt' oil; it be1ng an e~
tahli,.IH' Ll fact t h:tt t'l'ltde ilil containing 
t11on• tha11 :tpp roxinl:t!Piy ~% of the said 
fnrl'ign .-ldt,.;(nnt 't' is not lll!il'kt'fabll'. 105 

f11 t\it• OJ'l'l':tlillll nf 111.1 :IJ>[l<lrrttns tO :It-
tail! tlu· Pnd ,..tat<•d, th t• crndP oil is con
tlllt 't<•d t lirlln!.!'li !IIH' or n~tn·c pipes Hi into 
tht' pri lll:ll'_l' lt'<<'ill'l' ll of tlil' apparatus. 
Fro111 lht• -.aid n'<'<'il·t·r l1 tlw crude oil 110 
pn-..,_<'' dolll lllnrdly thrn11gh th<' Lnbnlar 
shaft ' .t•dioll 1:!. :111<1 thi" rntlialh· outward 
tltr"ugli tlw ]>l[ll'.., [li fro111 the ~p01it~ 17 fro111 
11·11idt it i-.. tlist ·hargt•<l doll'llll nnlly into the 
<·t•llfrifllgal " ''":--l'l :!. 11hid1 is rotated :tt a 115 
high ratt' of 'IH'•·tl. Tn the '-':tid l'essel 2, 
:tilt! by n·ns<lll of tlw t't ' ilfrifn~nl nction plus 
tltt• :wf i1•11 of g:r:11 ify. fht• fon•ign -.11b:-..tance 
lntoll·n as " II. :-i." i,.. t':tll,.;ed to collect in 
the lol\'\'1' and oii(Pr Jllll'f ion of thr 1·e,;scJ. 120 
:!, ll'hile thP t'OIIi[t:tr:ttil Ply light l'larifirtl oil 
has;} tentlt•lu·y to ri -:l' anti to :I"SllltW a po-;t-
t ion adjact'nt to t IH· IIJli'l'l ' 1:P<·ri1·ing Pnrl of 
tlw ttd>t' -1. fnfo thl' -.aid t 11hc -~ tlll' clear 
oi l pa-.~<''· and fro111 -oni<l t11hP ~ the clear 125 
oil is di>'cll:t rgt•d int o tit<' 'llllltdar trny :!0, 
in ll'hich fliP cli sl'll:lrgP Pllds of th<' pipp,.: l!l 
are arrangl't! fu rP\'OIIl' :h :thcll <' ilr:-;eJ•ibctl. 
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Front tht• trav :W the C'lenr oil is earric•d to 
~toragc through the pipe 21. 

Tn!'idPntal to tlw des('rilJc•d ~cgrl'ga tion of 
tit<' foreign ~t t h,.,tanee "B. S.'' in the out<·r 

6 aJHl lower portion of thl' (·<•ntrifugal \ "l'v 

bt•l :2, a nd dming the holding of tlH' :-.aid 
foreign sullsht rl<"t' in said ,·cssel portion, the 
~o;cparator ltt<'lllbers .) st'!"\"t' the i11tportant 
]Jltrpos<' of effectua lly J>l "(' l·enting !'o liC'ttioH 

10 of tltt• •·B. S." into a unitarv lll:ts:-. tbi ,., be
ing- lltaiPrially u<h antagC'ous for tltt' rea. on 
that tit<' g-atht>ring of the hea,·.r foreign suh
:'.tarH·p ""11. S." at any one point in the , .l .. ;,.,cl 
2 II"O IIld IutHI the eff<'l'l of !](•st rol·in" tlw 

15 balan<·<• of the n•,..sel ::!. :tnd 1rould . till'r~fore, 
:'.Priou-.,ly intC'dt•rp with· tlw dficiPnt op<'ra 
tton of thP apparatus. It 11 ill abo I)(> notPd 
jn this t"O il nedion that Ill l'Pason of the 
rl'iatii"P a r ·~·i' l1!YPI! tent uf .till' (·one :-hapt•<l 

20 S<'para tor:-.··and thP pip<'" Hi, the oil i,., ini
tially di,,-·h:ll·ged imo the q•,.;;.;el :2 at point<-> 
h<·twePn tht· ,.;ppa r:t!ors :i . and lwnCl' the :-.a id 
1'Pp;trator:-. -, ha ,.t, 01lly to rl'tain the fon·ign 
suh~tntHP "'B.:--;_ .. nt the point:-. in whic·h ~aid 

25 Stih"t:ttH·<· ''"'initially pla('ed. I IYollld, there
fore. Ita 1 <· it ttn•krstood that the foreign 
::;ttb·taL( ,. •·B .... is not c·on! inualh dis
l'har!!Td fl'o111 tiH• 1 p,..,.;p] :!. On the. other 
1tand tlw -.,ppar;tttOII of the suh-,tatwe "13 Fl.'' 

SO i .~ dl'<•cted in thl• fplfowing mauner. narnely: 
.\ ftcr tlw l·t·s~t·! :~ ha,., hPen rotate< I for a 

ll<'t'L'"~nry [)('riod ()f ti111e with a full cont
plentent of oil tben·in. the :-. JWP<l of thl' sai!l 
1 e-.;sp] 2 i~ rt•dtu·pd to n 1·en· considerable" 

S5 l'Xtl•ttt. '>!" so lhat it :-. lowly !·otatp..; but \·ct 
has a tt"ndl'n<·Y to nto,·e tlll' nt:t:-.,., thHein 
radiallY out w,,·nl. .\.t this tint(' while sh<rHl
ing on. th.e \"l"s<·l :! and hnlding to the rail 
2:2. thP O))(' l'ator nt,tnipnlate,., the hand wheel 

40 2ti "c' ns u, oJH'Il the gate nthcs 2!l. \Vhen 
t lth i;.; <lorw it i-. to In• tmderstooll that the 
c·o tttparati,·ely hl':t'.' foreign :-.ubstance "B. 
~- ''. whi('h ha ,.. l'olledecl lwtwPl•n thl· :-.epa
rator-, :i, alll1 in the lowpr ontl·r portion of 

i5 tltl' ,.<':-.se l ~ during thP JH'el· iott~ rotation of 
tl.t• 1 pso.,t•l 2 at a high rate of speed. will 
pa:-,; throttgh the nipple:-. at :21 into the 
annttlar trough ~0. and by reason of tl tt' 
inl'lination of tlw sairl trough will be ('nrried 

50 to t he pip<' Bl. DJtcl through the latter to a 
:-,nitabh· point of discharge. ~\.t thi s ti lt ll' 
stPal tt i ... ll't int" tlw pipe :}:!. :IIHl being dis
t'ltargNl hy tlH· sa id pipe :~:2 into tlte p ipe :n 
1vill ln11·<· tht• eft'e!·t of hPatin!! ancl re<lu<·-

65 i11g thP thic·l,n""" of tlH' foreign ..;ubstance 
"D. ~.". 11 itlt t lte n •sult that I lw fn·p fl ow 
of tlw lattl'l' tltruuglt tlte pipe Bl will he 
pi·OJttntP<l. During the <lPs("l"ibe<l taking off 
or elirnination of the fo reign sub~buwe 

60 "B. :--;:·. a ft·pe flow of till' !"Onlparatil'ely 
dPar t r tt d <· o il into thP t ube 1 takes phll'e. 
fron t wlwn!'<' tlte roltljJal'atil·ely dear oil is 
!·arTi<·d tltrot tglt tlw pipes l!l and the tray 20 
and thP pipe ::!1 to a <;lorag-e point, as be-

66 fore tlesnibecl. By obsening the oil pass-

ing- to the point of storag<', as :-. taled, tit<· 
att<·ndant is l'n aiJled to a~<'erlain \l'lwn sudt 
oil is practicall.v free frotn tlH· 'i tt!>stant P 

··B. S."', and wltt•t t t ftc oil i:-. in Sll!'h :-.1 a t<' 
tlte attl' ll lhlllt is appri~ed of the fad tltat it 70 

is tintl' to l"lose tl1P nth'"S 2.), wltidt pur
posP he a<·<·o tnpli o, ftp ::; l1y nwnipulu.lion of the 
hand wheels :W. 

After the ::. tep:-. set forth in the operation 
are carried ont, the dri,· ' ng of the \'P~:-.P I ~ 76 
at. a. contparati ,·c ly high rate of SJlN'd is 
rc:-.untl'<l to br ing about the collet·! ion of the 
forPign suh,tance "13. S." in the outer and 
lo11·t,;. portion of the 1·es~e l, an<l tlw gather
ing of the cl<•ar oil in thP upper 11nd tnncr 80 

portion of the n•s,.,PI. ~tn d the fre(• flo11· of 
sul'h dear oil into the upper end of the 
tubP +. It will ht• noticed in this conm·dion, 
am! parti<·ularly to Fig. l. that tlw t rtllt•·atl·tl 
<·onc-;;hape of tit<' Ycsse l hottorn ~ i,; tn atc- 85 

ria ll.1 ad l"lli•Wgrou~ in bringing ahoul the 
resul t -,ta tP<l, and inastnn•·h as tlte :-.atd bot
totll :1 fa!'ilitate ... the gra\·itation of the sub
stan< e '·B . ~ - ' ' to the outer atHllower portio11 
of th<· ,.p ... ,..l'[ 2. and in thi s the ~aid botltHll 90 
3 i.., n"sisted ],y tht' sit a JlP and sloping s ides 
of t hP separa tor-, !l. 1t will al~o be notl'd 
that tlw trnnr·ated ("One-shqw<l ht,ttnlll ;\ a'l
sists the tC'ndt>m·y of the contparatin• ly light 
an<l darifled oi l. wltielt tPndPn t·\· is to r i:-.e 95 
and gather initially in tlw tlppe{· portion of 
the 1 p,.,s<' l :2. hut n lso in the i ntw r portion of 
said ,·rs'>el front whence it i!' frpe to pass in 
company 11 ith bnt an infinitesimal quantity 
of the foreign substanre "B. S." 101 

It will be appre!·iated fron t the forpgoing 
that my no1·el ~eparating apparatus when 
propHly uperatt><l is arln ptcd to redtt<·e the 
proportion of the forrign :-.ub:-:tance "B. S." 
to less t.han 27r in ft large volume of emde 10 

oil, and in a short period of tintr: also that 
the operation of the apparatu'> doe~ not en-
tail the entployrnent of skilled labor. and 
that it 111aY he earr·ierl on t to the best. acl,·an
tagt' withc>11t the assistaP<'e of rlwtujcals, or 111 

other pxt rnneo u. means whntsocYer. In 
other 11·ords nty nnYel apparatu,., is a!lapt.cd 
to aProntplish thP l'lirn ination of the foreign 
<>ubstance "R. S." by purely merhanieal 
lllP:tns. whieh takPs mhautagP of tlte princi- 1U 
plps of eentrifugal a< tion and gTa\·ity. 

T pre fer to rmplo_v g-ate valves, ns statod, 
for coo ttr·olling till' nipplps 27, as sa id 1·alve. 
lea1 l" the passagPs through the nipple>, rn
f"irp]y unobstr·u l' h•cl. I !lo not desire, how- 120 

over, to lw undc r·,tood as t.o ht> eon fining 
m_vsl'lf to l'ah'es of th l' ga.tl' type, s inrl' other 
vah· t>s 111ight lw pmployed. if necessary. 
without affeeting t he general opcratio11 of 
my appnrntm;. 125 

I would also havP it •tlHIPt":-.!ood that my 
novel apparatus js not designed to reclaim 
any portion of thn foreign snbsbm c·p "D. S." 
On t lw other hand the ftmction of my appa
'"<J.tus is purely to free, ot· practically free, 130 
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till' l'l"llde oil of till' Sitbstanc·p "B. s.··. 0..:() as 
to n•nd t•r till• t' t'llllt- oil ]WI'I'i·l·l 1.1 lll<trkel
nlllt•. and tltat ll'hic·h i-. dotH' \\"Jilt lht• Jor
<'ign ""''"!:ttl ·t· "B.S.'' af!,•r '''[l:tl":tlion fro111 

b Uw oil i,., not of ttl\ ill\"l'lll in11. 
Su},:-.pqupnt l,v to 'an ojwraliom ut' 111.' no,·,.] 

appar:tltt:-.. it is tll' .... irabl<~ to qui,·ld)· and 
tl1urougldy t:ka r the \e:-;;.t•l 2 of <·ollt·d•·d 
st•<linlellt, :tlltl to attain tlti:-- t•nd tlH• \:dH., 

10 2.) art> opPn<•il and I l11· \"1'"~·:< · 1 ~ j,., slo11· ly 1'0-
iaft•<l ll"liilt· :-.len111 fr•>lll :1 ho,,· <'OIIIll'cll'ol lo 
the ndl'l·d pipe :3:3 j ,; pln.n•<l i11tn the \ l'"Scl 
2 and upmt the sPp,u·alor,., ;l nnd tlw other 
parts l hereof. 

15 In the mo<lifit•<l t·onsltndion sho"'' in 
Figs. 8 and fl, lht• darifictl oil pas:-.es fro111 
the tube+ through the foramina! ions of rill' 
shaft sc·ction 7" into ~<ti<1 shnfl -;eelion. nn<1 
is cond ucte<l hi' the stt'tll to a ,;u it<~ hlc point 

20 of :;Lorage. · 
Experienl'e ha'> clemon;;trntl't1 thnt the ap

paratus herein ;.;].own aml t1t•scrihed i:, pos
SPssec1 of Jargt• C:!p.ll'ity in proportion to it.., 
::,ize and the power requirrtl io driYe it. <tntl 

25 I, therefore, prefer to t•mplo.l' in C'Urrying ouL 
of my inYcntion an apparatus :in which .tlw 
parts aJ e siruilarl I ' con,.;tn1ded <1llcl rel<t -
1 i1·el.'· anangetl. i uo not clt>sirc, hOIYC\'PL'. 
to be understood as confining myself to the 

30 :-;;~id spe-cifiC' construction an<L relal iw al'
nmgt·tLLent uf parts. a,. sincP in the fllliiL't' 
practice of the inn•ntion change" in rhe 
forlll anrl anangctllrnt of the p<trl,; mn~· 
be t11adc without imol\'ing <1epnrlnt·c frn111 

35 the principle of mv invention as <lt•finPtl in 
m:v appended clainis. 

HaYing rlesc-ribecl m~ iuwntion. wltat r 
<],•sin• and ,·1aim by Lr•tter,; Patl•nt is: 

1. 1n a n~ntrifugal St'ptu·a! i11g a pp:.ra t u..; , 
40 ihc combination of a Yes;.cl JIIOilllt<•d for ro

tation about its axis, mean" in the •cssel 
f~H' nwriYing oil from tlw. nppror iilller por
t Ion td tlw ye;,,-cl. means fm· rl<·l i 1·erincr <>il 
to tltP w-;scl at intel'l'a.ls and ~1t point, :~dja 

·l~ n•nt (q t.he si l" w·d l of thl' ,·cs-t•l. uw:1n~ 
fm·11,ing tht> bntton1 •lf the Yl\S•;t'l nnd in
f'liJH'd ontwardh- ant1 clown1Yardly toward 
the .~ai<l ,;ide \V:tll. nH'an:-: on thl; snid in
l'}i)J(•tl holitom lll<':ttl' for >-Ppnrating the oil 

&0 in the ves,;rl into tHntions: said :,;ppnratin?r 
Jtll':tlls l')('ing HlTanu·Pd in staggen•d l'"htion 
I<_J t1H· oil t1Plivering me.:~ns, nnd ntefllli- cat·
l't<'il by lht• \'r.sscl aud nrrangrd in .,;uhstan
t ial \'P.rtiC'al eoinf'id llC'P with tht> oil dt· 

f>& li\'<·ring lllt'an" for r·mH1uding fon•ign ,nb
f.taJlCC' from thr vessel. 

'2. ln a. ' ' P I~I,ifn,;r.d s<'P <ll'ating app:1t.11ll· 
tl" ,·omLJtJ:ltl• 'Jl uJ " \'('sse] monnk,l foe ro
ta! ion nbo11t its :I Xi,;, mro1ms in the \'CS;.('] for 

fiO n·<·pj vin~· oil frotll tl!e npper inner po1 tion 
,f tlw \'Pssrol, tiH~n.n-. for tlel iHrin{! oil to 

the 't':>:-.el ut interYa;s unu llL points :ldj,,
cent to the side wall of the vessel. 
me;1 " forming the bottom of the vessei 

65 anu inclined outwardly and downwardl.v 

to11ard tlte s:1id side wall, means 011 tl1c said 
inclined hotlont lliC'!lllS for separating the oil 
in tlw l't";:,;e[ inlo portions: said .,;cpa rating 
Jllt'llll'-' b<·ing ananged in staggel'(~d rrlat ion 
to the oil delivering means, means carried by 70 
t ltl' n •s,c•l and arrangrd in subsLantia1 vcrti-
(':\1 coincidence wit .h the oil dl'livrring means 
for conducting foreign substance from the 
yp,..-;('], and Yahes in thr said conductinp: 
nwans. 75 

B. In a centrifugal sepamtin'g apparatus, 
I hro combimtf ion of a ves~el monnted for ro
tation about its axis. means in thr vrs:-<el 
for rc•·eivinp: oil from t.he npp~r inner por
tion of the ve_,;sc l, means for drli 1·ering oil 80 
to the vessel at intervals and at points ad
jacent. to th<' sidP wall of the \'C'ssel, me:tlb 
forming Lhe bottom of the vessel and in
clined ouhnn·<lly anll do~rnwarclly toward 
the said side wall, means on the said in- 85 
cline<l bottom ·mran,; for .,;eparating tlte oil 
in the vessel into portions; said sepnrating 
mrans being arral'lgrcl in staggerec1 relntion 
to the oil deliYcring nwans, means to be 
carried by the Yes Pl allll arrangrd in sub- 90 
stant.inl Ycrtica 1 coinci<1rnce with the oi 1 dc
liY!'ring means for com1ncting foreign snb
stancc fi:·om the vessel. Yah-cs in :-.aid con 
ducting means. and n stationary annnlar 
trough haYing an oprning in its innor \\'all 95 
for the reception and play of the said con
ducting means of the Yessel. 

4. Jn n t·rntrifngal apparatus, thr combi
nation of the 'cc;sel in rotation ahont its 
axis. and haYing n bottom in thP form of 100 
a tnmcatcd cone. a tnlJe extending- doll'n
""•1n1ly from th<' inner pottion of said bot
tom, s<'parators of inw.rtcrl V-shape in cross
section arrangrd at intrn-als on t.he onter 
portion of <.aid bottom. llll'aJlS for deliYeriJ1g 105 
oil to i.lw recPptacle at points abow the 
space"' hrthPt'n said cone-slmped separators. 
:mrl me.lllS for Coll(1ncting foreign sn bstanC'C' 
frnm thP 1·essrl nt points between said SC'pa-
rators. 110 

5. A centrifngal separating apparatns 
<'()JIIprif'in!! a Yes.sr1 ntmmtC'd for rotation 
nLont its axis. and ha,·ing a bottom of the 
~hape of a trllnrnt l'rl <'Olll'. a rocntral shaft 
eanying· f'.lw snirl \'('.;srl. nnll haYing an np- 115 
]WI' tubnhr nortion. nwans for snppl,ving 
oil to sai<l lttbulat· nort.ion. radial pipes ex
trnding from sai<1 tnhnhr Portion anr1 ar
rnit,!!('(l to disC'hargt' in the ontrr nppcr pol 
tion of thr Yes. r1. s0parntors of inwi't<'fl 120 
sh:tpP in r.t·o;.:-; .,;ection arranp·~·!l on tlw ontcr 
j)Or( ion of t 1w trmwatrd C'OIH' hotiom nnd 
dispn.~N1 in stagger'('(l relation to thro said 
rn<1in1 piprs, a tnbr eonnectNl with anrl 
ad;lptrrl to rrcein• oil from I he upprr inner 125 
portion of tlte trnnrated c·onr. hottom. means 
for conducting oil from the said tnbe. anrl 
means for eonrhwting collect{'c] foreign snb
stanC'e out of the Yesscl at points between 
the separu.tors. 130 
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G. ~\ crntr·ifugal separator apparatus, 
comprising a 1·es,-c1 mounted in rotation 
a boll( it-; axi s and ha 1 ing Cllllction cond11ih 
PXt<•JHI ing orrt ll' ardlv f rom it '- lower ont<·r· 

5 portion :it int,·r ·1·al s; nth e:-; <.:on trolling said 
r·ond11ih, a ,;a[dy rail 011 the 1 e::;se l. and 

-~h·e sknrs gt·outwd abo11t the n ·ssel al in
tc·n·al» and conrrcd cd t lrPr'ell'itlr, and ha1-
ing'.tlrandl('-; ananged in the pl:rne :rhoq• 

10 that of t.he Yessel. 
7. ] 11 a centrifugal apparatus. tIre corli!Ji

nat ion of the ,·c,.:;,cl mo11nted in r·ol:ttion 
aiJOIIt it.;; axis, and ha1·ing eduction <'o n
dllits <•xtcnding Olltll·arclly ft'Olll its ollter 

15 loll'('!' portion aL intenal s, and al so ba ~ - 
i ng ntl 1·cs in ·mi<l t:omluits. and stems 
grorqwd a!Jo11t the l't ' "S~"l and extPnding 
auon• tIre ~tell! and C'Oili1CCtCci to the ~aid 
ntln·s, and r·arri ed uy th e I l'-,el '0 as to 

20 rotat (' t herc11·ith. 
k. ln a c<·ntrifugal apparatrrs, the collrui 

nal ion of a fi .'\P<l stationary trough irH'lirw<l 
do11·nw :mlly to a point of di scharge and 
lw.1·ing an inner ;, ide ll':tll , and an opening 

25 in said 11·all. arHl :tlso ilttl'ing l.hc inner wall 
J!Or( i011 Ul'iOI\' the upening illC.:!'CUS('d in 
height a'-> it :rpproaclrPs said point of di s
l'irargc. and a <.:!'ntrifr1gnl 1·pssel mounted 
for rolnlion 11 ithin tlrl' :tllrrlrlar lroll! .. dl anrl 

30 lra1·ing eduction concltrib rli -; pos(';l anrl 
rnor:tbiP in :t horizr!lltal plane in tlte said 
t>fH'Iring oft IH· tmugh . 

9. In a r·ent ri f11gal ~~·parat ing apparatus, 
the r·omhinnl ioh of a "lationary ann11lar 

35 tl'111l;!'h open at its i11ner s ide. an·d a 1·essel 

{ 

arranged within LlrP tror1gh and for ro(:r 
I loll about ih axis, arHl lia1 ing 1·dr tr· l iorr 
<'OTHillih :rt iniL·n ·:rl,.; of it -. Ollt i· r and loll'<'!' 
portion di -,pos<•d :liHI lllOI'abl<· in th e oJH'II
ing of the trouglr, and :tl so lra1·ing a tr1111 - 40 
<· :tt Pd eone-:-ltaped botlo11r , a t11he adapl<·d 
to reeci1·<! an elellreut of the oil fru11r tlw 
IIIli ' "'' inner portion of s:rid IJotlOIII. :'t'p:t 
rator, <•f in1·ertr•d V-shapc in c ro,..s ,..e<:Linn 
arra nged On til(' OlltL•r of the bottolll :rt in - 45 
lt·n·:ds, rneans for cund11d ing an (' IPiil<'Tlt 
of LlH• oil Jro111 the »aid l11ue to :1 poi111 o[ 
storage. and IIH'all ,; for deli l'eri ng o i I I o l•n 
sL·parut ed into ('Iemen(:-; to t liP 1·r·:·N: I :rl"" u 
lire space-. bctii'L'Cil I he eonc-, hapl'd st•p:r- 60 
mtors. 

10. In a ccntri C11gal :-;epa rating a ppara
tus, lite eombin:ll ion of stationary. a rtnlli:ll' 
recei1 ing IIJ Cans, a 1·es.·el I~ tOIIJJted for rota
tioll alHlut its u.,i -. and :uT:r.r!.!ed 11·itlr in said 55 
11 rean", and Ira 1·i ng 1·aJ n :d (•dllction IIIP:In -; 
aL inten·:tl s :trrangt•d lo dPii1 er s rd•.., L:tT H'<' 
Lo -.aid l't•eeil·ing rue:tns. Jlo(•ans i11 till' 1 L''"<'l 
for a..:t:('lernt in;.!· tilL' pas.-,agt• of ht•a 1 y s ll b

,.,Lance to tIr e o11t<·r loll'er portio11 of till' 60 
1'1':-;:--el , mL•:trls <It irrt <·n·als on Llll' l:t - t n:urll'd 
lll<' tllr» for separal ing the strlJs t:trJ <.:e into 
portions, and 111 eans rot.:rtaule ll'ith the 
1·e.-;;,el and l'Onstruct ed and arranged to s 11 p
pl _y srdhtance to I><· ;,eparated to ti r<' 1 t·s-< ·1 G.; 
at points aUOI'l' tl11• spaces i>dii i'PTI lir<' :-: rid 
,.:eparati 11g nrmi·IIS. 

lit t<·stimoll.Y whereof 1 allix my s ignaiJII'P. 

WALDRON ~- GSTEP. 
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7 Claims. (CI. 233-!0) 

In centrifugal separators of the usual types, 
which as a rule are constructed for separation of 
two liquids of different specific gravities, the 
separated components are discharged from the 

5 bowl over level outlets whose· radial positions are 
fixed. ·n. however, three or more liquids of dif
ferent specific gravities are to be continuously 
discharged from the bowl, the construction of a 
corresponding number of level· outlets offers very 

to considerable dimculties. In addition , the bowl 
will also be very sensitive to variation<> in the 
specific gravities of the components of the liquids. 

The obJect of the present invention is to pro
vide means for securing effective separation and 

15 separate discharge of more than two components. 
In the drawing, which shows preferred embodi

ments of the invention: 
Fig. lis a vertical section of a centrifugal bowl, 

embodying the invention, which ls adapted for 
~0 continuous separation of three liquids of different 

specific gravities. 
Figs. 2 and 3 are detail sections illustrating 

d11ferent modifications of one of the heavier liquid 
discharging means. 

115 The Invention Is mainly characterized by ele
ments in the bowl wall of such a construction that 
they allow but one of the two heavier components 
of the original mixture which are betng displaced 
towards the periphery of the bowl to stream out, 

80 the lightest component of the mixture discharg-
. ing in known manner through outlets close to the 
rotation center of the bowl. The other of the 
two heavier components of the original mixture 
whlc~ are displaced toward the periphery of the 

16 . bowl <which component may be the heaviest 
component or the next heaviest component of 
the original three components> discharges 
thrOugh outlets arranged in known manner at a 
radial zone outside the outlet for the lightest 

60 component. 
The bowl illustrated In Fig. 1 Is especially con

structed for separating on from a mixture of 
goudrons and sulphuric acid, which are residues 
after the refining, at the same time that the 

41 goudrons and sulphuric acid are separated from 
each other, and for separately removing these 
three components. Of these thr~ components, 
the on bas the lowest specific gravity and the 
acid the highest specific gravity. The mixture is 

10 fed into the centrifugal bowl through a central 
feed tube I and then streams through channels 

· I into a separating c.hamber 3, preferably pro
vided with a liner of frusto-conlcal discs 4. In 
this chamber the mixture . of liquids is at firs!. 
aeparated into two Jlll>m bulks, one of which 

consists exclusively of the lightest comP<>nent, 
and the other of the two heavier components. 
The lighter component, e. g., the oil, is displaced 
inward ln the separating chamber and discharges 
through level outlet 5, which may be regulable 5 
by well known means. The two heavier com
ponents, e. g., the sulphuric acid and the gou
drons, are displaced towards the periphery of the 
bowl under the influence of the centrifugal force . 
In the bowl wall 9 are outlets 6. which may be 10 
capillary nozzles, of such a construction as to· 
allow the escape of the sulphuric acid with :.,ut 
very little or nothing of the goudrons, which have 
a higher viscosity than the sulphur~ acid. The 
goudrons move inward through channels l and 15 

are removed from the bowl in known manner 
through outlet 8, which may also be regulable 
in known manner. 

With other mixtures it is, of course, possible 
to arrange the nozzles in such a way that the 20 
next heaviest component, with but very little or 
nothing of the heaviest component, will escape 
through the nozzles, the heaviest liqutd discharg
ing through an outlet of known type, for in-
stance, a level outlet like outlet 8. 25 

In the specific mixture given as an example, 
all three substances to be separated are in liquid 
state. It must not be understood, however, that 
the process is limited to substances with com
paratively low viscosity. In fact, substances of 30 
a consistency between that of a liquid and that 
of solids are separable in a bowl embodying the 
invention. 

Figure 2 shows a special type of capillary nozzle 
In the bowl wall 9. The channel 10, whosP. axis 35 
is at right angles to the rotation axis of the bowl, 
has, at its inner end, the shape of a conical valve 
seat II. The channel is partlY occupied by a 
valve body 12, the inner part of which has the 
shape of a cone 13 fitting on the . valve seat II. 40 
During the rotation of the centrifugal bowl the 
C4}nes of the valve body are pressed outward ·onto 
the valve seat so that capillary conl\::al through
fiow channels are formed between the cone and · 
the seat. 45 

Figure 3 illustrates still another type of capil
lary nozzle in the bowl wall. The channel 14 has. 
in this construction, a boring or countersunlt por
tion II at the inner side of the wall. Extending 
into the channel is the shank of a pin II. having, 50 . 
at its inner end, a head ll. In the boring, sur
rounding the shank of the ptn, are a number of 
thin ring-shaped <preferablY .metal> .discs II. 
-Rhen the centrifugal bowl tutates, tne pin is 
thrown outward by the centrtfugal force and 11 
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presses together the discs 18, so that the desired 
caplllary channels are for'med between them. 

The effect of the centrifugal force acting on 
the valve bodies 12 or the pins 16 may be ln-

G creased by means of springs, arranged In such a 
manner that they press the said parts outward. 
The same effect may be reached by the aid of 
screws forc1ng these . parts outward. 

It will be understood that the Invention is not 
1 o limited to the separation of the particular mixture 

of oil, goudrons and acid specified, since it Is ap
plicable to the separation of any mixture of more 
than two components whereof the two heavier 
components are of different specific gravities or 

15 of substantially different viscosities. 
Having now fully described our invention, what 

we claim and desire to protect by I;etters Patent 
is: 

1. A centrifugal bowl for continuous separation 
20 and separate discharge of the components of a 

mixture of more than two components, compris
ing outlet means for one of the heavier compo
nents positioned relatively near the rotation axis 
of the bowl and communicating directly with the 

z.; interior of the bowl at only its peripheral zone, 
and outlet means for the other heavier compo
nent, the last named outlet means comprising a 
hole providing a comparatively free opening 

. when the bowl is stationary and means adapted 
::o to so throttle the hole during rotation of the 

bowl as to provide an outlet of caplllary character. 
2. A centrifugal bowl for continuous separation 

and separate discharge of the components of a 
mixture of more than two components, compris-

3!i ing outlet means for one of the heavier compo
nents positioned relatively near the rotation axis 
of the bowl, and outlet. means for the other 
heavier component, the last named outlet means 
comprising a frusto-conical valve seat and a 

40 valve having a frusto-conical part substantially 
conformtng in shape to the valve seat and which 
is arranged to press outward due to centrifugal 
action onto said valve seat during rotation of the 
bowl to form a capillary throughflow channel be-

45 tween the valve and Its seat. 
3. A centrifugal bowl for continuous separation 

and separate discharge of the components of a 
mixture of more than two components, comprising 
outlet means for one of the heavier components 

50 positioned relatively near the rotation axis of the 
bowl, and . outlet means for the other heavier 
component, the last named outlet means com
prising a countersunk r~cess, a headed pin, and 
ring-shaped discs sleeved on the pin between Its 

55 head and the base of the recess and arrangE ' to 
be pressed together by centrifugal action during 
the rotation of the bowl to form capillary chan
nels between them. 

4. The process of separating a mixture of more 
60 than two constituents of which one of the heavier 

constituents· is a relatively free flowing liquid and 
the other of the heavier constituents is a rela
tively viscous material, which comprises subject
ing the mixture to centrifugal force, effecting 

65 separate discharge of the three constituents by 

so throttling the discharge through which the two 
heavier constituents tend to escape as to allow 
the escape therethrough of only the more free 
flowing of the two heavier constituents and com
pel separate outflow of the other heavier constit- 5 
uent. · 

5. A centrifugal bowl for continuous separation 
and separate discharge of a mixture of three 
constituents one of the two heavier of which is a 
relatively free flowing liquid and the other a 1 o 
relatively viscous material, said bowl having out
lets, relatively near the axis, communicating re
spectively with the central portion and periph
eral portion of the separating space of the bowl, 
said bowl having an outlet in its peripheral wall 15 
through which both of said heavier constituents 
tend to escape, said peripheral outlet being formed 
by members presenting opposing surfaces and 
which are movable one relatively to another to 
afford between said surfaces an outlet of variable 20 
size but which, under the infiuence .of centrifugal 
force, tend to close and so closely contact as to 
provide an outlet of capillary character through 
which only the relatively free flowing liquid can 
escape, thereby compelling the discharge of the 25 
other heavier ingredient through the outlet, rela
tively near the bowl's axis, communicating with 
the peripheral portion of the separating space of 
the bowl. 

6. A centrifugal bowl for continuous separation 30 
and separate discharge of a mixture of two con
stituents one of which is a relatively free flowing 
fluid and the other of which is a relatively viscous 
material, said bowl having an outlet in its periph
eral wall th· C"Jgh which both constituents tend 35 
to escape and an ou ~let, relatively near its axis, 
which communicates directly with only that part 
of the bowl adjacent its periphery, said peripheral 
outlet ~ing formed by members presenting op
posing sUrfaces and which are movable one rela- ·_40 
tively to another to afford between said surfaces 
an outlet of variable size but which, under the 
influence of centrifugal force, tend to' close and 
so closely contact as to provide an outlet of capil
lary character through which only the relatively 45 
free flowing liquid can escape, thereby compelling 
the discharge of the other specified constituent 
thro\igh the other outlet. · 

7. The process of separating a mixture pro
duced by the treatment of oil with a mineral acid ljO 
to thereby form a mixture of oil, acid sludge and 
free acid, the acid sludge and free acid being 
of substantially greater specific gravity than 
the oil and the acid sludge being compara- · 
tively viscous and the free acid being rela- r .. r; 
tively free-flowing, which comprises subject
ing the mixture to centrifugal force and effecting 
separate discharge of the three constituents by 
so throttling the discharge through which the 
acid sludge and free acid tend to escape as to 6Q 
allow the ~ape of only the relatively free-flowing 
acid and 'compel l!eparate outflow of the acid 
sludge. 

HENRI WALCH. 
JEAN PREI.Az. 65 
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8 Claims. (Cl. 233-13) 

The present invention relates to methods of 
effecting separation of mixtures of solids and 
liquids or of a plurality of liquids into their con
stituents and to apparatus for carrying out such 

5 methods. The principal feature of the inven
tion consists in a design of centrifugal bowl for 
effecting such a separation with a high degree 
of efficiency. 

In the centrifugal separation of substances 
10 involving a continuous discharge of one or mor~ 

of the substances from the bowl, and particu
larly in the centrifugal separation of solids from 
liquids, considerable difficulty has been encount
ered in attempting to effect an efficient elimi-

15 natio~ of impurities from the substances con
tinuously discharged. Thus, in the separation 
of solids from liquids in which they are sus
pended, by the centrifugal sedimentation of the 
solids against the rotor of a centrifugal machine 

20 and the continuous discharge of liquids from a 
zone spaced radially inwardly of the wall of such 
rotor, it has been difficult to avoid the dis
charge of some solid particles with the liquid 
leaving the bowl even though it is known that 

26 their mass and stze are such that deposition 
should occur under the force generated. Vari
ous theories have been advanced for the difficul
ty encountered in this connection. It was be
lieved that the trouble was caused by turbulence 

30 within the rotor which impaired the flow of 
solids toward the bowl wall and tended to cause 
a re-suspension of solids which had already 
reacl_led that wall under the influence of cen
trifugal sedimentation. While this phenomenon 

31 doubtless has an adverse effect upon the opera
tion of the machine, I have found that it does 
not have such an important effect as does the 
tendency of air and other gases within the bowl 
to flow from the feed to the discharge outlets 

40 through the bowl. The velocity of the dis
charge of liquid from the .bowl naturally causes 
a suction of gases in the direction of the flow 
of the liquid through the bowl. This suction 
induces air currents which flow directly from the\ 

46 feed opening through the discharge openings 
and gases carried into the rotor with the feed 
liquid or drawn in around the feed nozzle tend 
to entrain solid and liquid particles from the 
mixture entering the bowl and carry them di-

60 rectly through the bowl without permitting them 
to be subjected to the centrifugal action of the 
rotor. 

My invention involves a solution of this dif" 
ficulty by the provision of a zone of high pres-

615 sure ·spaced from ·the feed opening of the bowl 

and thereby precluding the suction of gases 
through the bowl in the manner discussed 
above. 

More specifically, I have provided a liquid seal 
which is adapted to prevent the flow of gases 6 
between these points. Thus, the invention con
templates in it& preferred embodiment the pro
vision of an imperforate disc secured to an im
perforate central portion of the bowl and hav
ing sufficient diameter to enable its periphery to 10 
be submerged in at least the innermost zone of 
liquid which is being subjected to centrifugal 
treatment within the bowl. In order that such 
a disc may be submerged within the liquid, it 
is necessary that the pressure at its periphery 16 
be greater than the pressure of the atmosphere 
surrounding it. Since every particle of material 
which leaves the rotor must be subjected to this 
or a greater pressure, it will be obvious that 
there is no tendency to suck gases from the feed 20 
opening through this zone. 

My invention will be better understood by a 
reference to the following specification in the 
light of the attached drawings, in which, 
· Figure 1 is a general view, partly in section 25 
and partly in elevation, illustrating .the general 
structure of a centrifugal machine for separating 
solids from a body of liquid by sedimentation, 

Fig. 2 is a detail sectional view through the 
upper end of the centrifugal bowl illustrated in 30 
Fig. 1, 

Fig. 3 is a similar detail sectional view through 
the lower end of this bowl, 

Fig. 4 is a top perspective view of a sealing 
disc for use in connection with such a bowl, 35 

Fig. 5 is a bottom perspective view of the P8ft 
illustrated in Fig. 4, 

Fig. 6 is a detail view, partly in section, illus
trating a modification, and 

Fig. 7 is a view corresponding to Fig. 2, illus- 40 
trating the construction of a bowl adapted to ef
fect a separation of two liquids from each other 
in accordance with my invention. 

Referring to the drawings by reference char
acters, the numeral I 0 designates the frame of 45 
a centrifugal separator which includes a casing 
II for the rotor of such a machine. The sub
stance under treatment is fed to the rotor 20 
which rotates within the casing II by means of 
a conduit 12 which is attached to a feed nozzle 60 
14 by means of a removable connection l a. The 
feed and bearing features of the base ·portion 
of the rotor may be of any desired type "but I 
prefer to employ connections of the type il
lustrated in the patent to W. H. Bath No. H 
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1,750,154, March 11, 1930, for "Centrifugal ma
chine." Such an arrangement Involves a 
spreader disc 15 which is adapted to be secured 
within the body of the rotor by means of a 

G plurality of posts 16 which space this spreader 
disc from the ba.se of the rotor. The base 2 I 
of the rotor Is provided with a downwardly pro
jecting boss 11 which bears within a bushing 18 
which is secured within cushioned drag mech-

10 anism 19 of the general type lllustrated in the 
aforementioned patent. Both the base 21 and 
the head 22 of the bowl are secured to its main 
body by means of screw.-threaded connections. 
The head of the bowl is provided with a reduced 

16 neck 23 which passes through an arrangement 
of covers 24" adapted to receive the discharge 
from the bowl and direct this discharge out
wardly. The neck 23 is secured to the drive 
spindle 25 by any suitable coupling connection 

20 and this drive spindle 25 is In turn co:tmected 
to a source of power for rotating the bowl. A 
plurality of axially extending discharge passages 
26 are arranged within the neck of the head of 
the bowl and are adapted to direct liquid pass-

25 ing from the main body of the bowl into the 
covers. 

Insofar as it has been described above, the 
centrifugal separator to which my invention is 
applied conforms to well known principles of 

30 design. In the operation of such a machine 
liquid is injected through a reduced opening In 
the upper end of the feed nozzle 14 under pres
sure and impinges against the spreader disc I 5 
which causes it to flow outwardly against the 

35 periphery of the rapidly rotating bowl in the 
form of a thin spray. Such liquid will grad
ually fill the bowl, forming a vertically extending 
substantially cylindrical la,yer within the Inner 
circumference thereof. The rotation of the 

40 bowl w1ll be imparted to this cylindrical layer 
of liquid within It and this rotation will effect 
a movement of the solid particles suspended 
within the liqUlid against the periphery of the 
bowl under the Influence of centrifugal force. 

45 When a layer of liquid sufficiently deep to o\'er
flow the discharge passages 26 and the ring dam 
controlling the depth of liquid has collected in 
the bowl, this liquid will begin to be discharged 
continuously into the cover. 24. Solids which 

50 have been projected radially outwardly toward 
the peripheral wall of the bawl under the in
fluence of centrifugal force will be retained 
within the bowl. In the use of such a machine 
in the manner just described a suction effect is 

55 induced by reason of the discharge of liquid 
from the bowl through the discharge passages 
26. A further gas flow is caused by the action 
of centrifugal force induced by the bowl rot&.
tlon upon the gas within the bowl. Such gases 

60 carry with them certain amounts of solid and 
llquid material, and material so entrained in the 
gas current 1s not thrown against the liquid 
layer and is not, therefore, subjected to the 
normal influence of the ,rotation of the bowl. 

65 As a consequence of this fact some solids are 
discharged with the liquids leaving the passages 
26. The air current which constantly flows In 
a direction longitudinally of the bowl from its 
feed through its discharge opening, in turn 

'lO causes a rapid flow of a thin liquid layer 
adjacent the innermost circumference of the 
liquid within the bowl in the same direction and 
neither this thin layer of liquid nor the solids 
entrained in it are subjected to adequate cen-

rl trlfugal treatment. 

My invention comprises means for effectively 
precluding the flow of gases through the bawl 
In the manner above described. In order to at
tain this result I have formed an annular space 
21 in the base of the head of the bowl and ar- 5 
ranged a liquid sealing member within this 
space. The flow of liquid into this space Is con
trolled by means of a discharge weir 28 which 
is provided with a thin annular lip 2 9 over 
which liquid is adapted to overflow into the 10 
space 21. A ring dam 30 secured to the neck 
of the bowl head adjacent its uppermost end 
controls the level of liquid within the main 
body of the bowl and the space 21, this ring 
dam being secured in position by an annular 15 
clamping nut 31. Within the annular space 21 
I have secured a sealing member 32. This seal
ing member Is provided with a threaded ex
tension 33 through which it is secured to the 
head ot- the bowl and has an annular flange 20 
34 which is of larger external diameter than · 
the internal d,lameter of the ring dam 30 and 
therefore constantly dips into the liquid within 
the space 21 and constitutes a sealing disc to 
prevent the escape of gases with the liquid dis- 2~ 

charged. A plurality of wings 35 extending in a 
direction longitudinally and radially of the bowl 
are formed integrally with the sealing member 
or secured thereto and tend to effect the neces
sary acceleration and deceleration of the liquid 30 
incident to its passage around the annular 
flange 34. 

In the operation of a centrifugal bowl pro
vided with a sealing member of the above de
scribed type, it will be evident that every particle 35 
of mat~rial passing through the bowl must paSs 
aroWH• the disc 34 constituting the flange of 
the sealing member and that this disc therefore 
embodies an effective liquid seal for the preven
tion of air currents within the bowl. As liquid 40 
entering the bowl is likewise under substan
tially constant pressure, it will be seen that 
there is no tendency to set up either a draft of 
air directly through the bowl or eddy currents 
within the bowl discharging through the .feed 45 
nozzle. It is possible to reduce turbulence and 
increase the emciency of the clarifying function 
by means of the special type of weir 1llustrated 
in Fig. 6. This weir 36 involves an extended 
edge 31 of zigzag form produced by cutting 50 
away the main body of the weir, as indicated 
at 38. By ·reason of its extended surface a grad-
ual flow of li'luid over the weir is possible with
out reducing the capacity of the machine. 

In Fig. 7 I have illustrated the application 55 
of my invention to a bowl of the type in which 
two liquids are separated from each other. It 
will be understood, of course, that the same 
problem exists in a machine of this type in 
connection with the tendency of liquid entering 60 
the bowl to be entrained by air which tends to 
flow directly through the bowl from the feed 
through the exhaust opening, as exists in con
nection with the entrainment of solids in the 
clarifier type of bowl. The bowl CO illustrated 65 
in Fig. 7 is provided with an illner ring dam 41 
secured to the base of the bowl head and adapted 
to regulate the depth of liquid in the bowl and 
with a ring dam 42 arranged at the uppermost 
extremity of exhaust passages 45 for controlling 70 
the thickness of the heavier layer of liquid. As 
in the previous design, an annular space 41 is 
provided ill the bowl head and liquid passillg 
from the main body of the bowl into the dis
charge openings 44 must pass through this space. 11 
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The level of liquid within this space is deter
mined by the outermost radial extremity of the 
openings U and a sealing member 4& of the 
same general type as that illustrated at 32 in the 

5 embodiment of Figs. 1 to 5 is provided with a 
sealing disc which extends radially outwardly 
into the liquid within the space 41 beyond this 
radial extremity and thus seals the discharge. 
It will be understood, of course, that it is only 

10 necessary to seal the innermost layer of liquid, 
for all of the liquid in the outermost layer is 
subject to the pressure of this innermost layer 
and the additional pressure caused by the effect 
of centrifugal force upon the outer layer of liqUid 

15 and there is no contact between this outermost 
layer discharging through the openings 45 and 
the atmosphere within the bowl. 

It will thus be seen that my invention con
templates in general means for forcing all of 

20 the liquid to pass through a zone of high pres
sure within the bowl at a zone removed a sub
stantial distance from the feed openings. This 
high pressure is produced by means of a sealing 
disc and this disc is preferably arranged in a 

25 portion of the bowl beyond the zone of sepa
ration. In the two examples illustrated, it is 
arranged in the very head of the bowl beyond 
the main body in which such separation occurs. 
By arranging the disc in this zone, the increased 

30 velocity of the liquid passing around the disc 
does not disturb deposited solids. 

While considerable advantages accrue from 
the arrangement of the sealing device beyond 
the upper end of the main body of the bowl, it 

35 is important to point out that even in cases 
where the disc dips into liquid in this main body, 
the sealing zone should be substantially re
moved from the zone of feed. Liquids entering 
the· bowl are subject to no substantial centrifugal 

40 force until they abut the wall of the rotor or the 
layer of liquid within that wall. Such liquids 
travel a certain distance longitudinally of the 
bowl before they have been fully brought up to 
bowl speed and there is a considerable amount 

45 of swirling in the lower portion of the bowl 
incident to this acceleration of the liquid. Dur
ing -this accelerating period, gaaes may remain 
entrained in the liqUid within the bowl and pro
vision of a liquid seal adjacent this section of 

50 the bowl in which swirling occurs would not, 
therefore, completely seal the discharge from 
gases. The provision of a sealing member which 
dipS into the liqUid in a zone substantially re
moved from the zone of feed is therefore im-

55 portant because it avoids the possibllity of the 
production of a suction effect tending to carry 
. solids through the liquid discharge openings. 
Thus it will be seen that this suction effect has 
been avoided by locating the sealing zone a sub-

60 stantial distance from the zone of feed and that 
the disturbance of already deposited solids and 
the interference with the sedimentation opera
tion by reason of turbulence have been avoided 
by locating the disc at the opposite end of the 

65 bowl from this zone of feed; i. e. in a zone 
beyond the zone of deposition of solids. 

Modifications will be obvious to those skilled in 
the art and I do not therefore wish to be limited 
except by the scope of my sub-joined claims as 

70 interpreted in the light of the generic spirit of 
my invention. 

W}la.t I claim is: 
1. :In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl 

in which a separation of constituents of a mix
ture is adapted to take place under the in1luence 

of centrifugal force, means for feeding mixture 
to the bowl, means for discharging a liquid con
stituent from the bowl and imperforate means 
extending from a central portion of the bowl and 
submerged a relatively small depth in the liquid 8 
under treatment for directing all substances 
passing through the bowl continuously through a 
zone of high pressure between the zone of feed 
and the zone of ultimate discharge from the 
bowl, said last-Qamed means being located ad- 10 
Ja.cent the opposite longitudinal extremity of 
the separating zone of the bowl from the zone 
of feed. 

2. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl 
in which a separation of constituents of a mix- us 
ture is adapted tQ take place under the influence 
of centrifugal force, means for feeding mixture 
to the bowl, means for discharging a liquid con
stituent from the' bowl, means for ma.inta!ning a 
given depth of I.iquid within the bowl, and an 20 
imperforate centrally arranged sealing member 
having a periphery of sufiicient diameter to be 
submerged a rel~tively small depth in the liquid 
whose level is ~ontrolled by said last-named 
means, said sealing member being located ad- 28 
jacent the opposite longitudinal extremity of the 
separating zone of the bowl from the zone of 
feed. 

3. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl 
having a main body portion in which a separa- so 
tion of constituents of a mixture is adapted to 
take place under the influence of centrifugal 
force, a head at one end of said main body por-
. tion for discharging a liquid constituent from 
the bowl, a base including feeding means at the 35 
opposite end of Sa.id main body portion, means 
for mainta!ning a given depth of liquid within 
the bowl, and a ·centrally arranged imperforate 
sealing member ~arried by said head, said seal
ing member having a periphery of sufiicient 40 
diameter to be · submerged a relatively small 
depth in the liquid within the bowl. 

4. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl 
having a main body portion in which a separa
tion ot constituents of a mixture is adapted to 45 
take place under the influence of centrifugal 
force, means beyond said main body portion 
for discharging a liquid constituent from the 
bowl, means for maintalning a given depth of 
liquid within the· bowl, a centrally arranged im- 60 
perforate sealing·_ member associated with a por
tion of the bowl _opposite said main body portion 
with respect to said feeding means, said seal
ing member ha:vtng a periphery of su11lcient 
diameter to be· submerged a relatively small 55 
depth in the liqUid within the bowl, and means 
for maintaining_ the angular velocity of the 
liquid passing around said sealing member con
stant in the zone of said sealing member. 

5. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl eo 
having a main body portion in which a separa
tion of constituents of a mixture . is adapted to 
take place und~r the !n1luence of centrifugal 
force, means beyond said main body portion for 
discharging a Uciuid constituent from the bowl, 65 

means for maintaining a given depth of liqUtd 
within the bowl, a centrally arranged imper
forate sealing member associated with a portion 
of the bowl opposite said main body portion with 
respect to said feeding means, said sealing mem- 70 
ber having a periphery of sumcient diameter 
to be submerged a 'relatively small depth in the 
liquid within the ·bowl, and means associated 
with said sealing member for maintaining the 
anau]ar velocity of the liquid passing around 7G 
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laid seaUng member constant in the .zone of said discharge passages, a centrally arranged 

s&id sealing member. sealing disc within said sealing chamber and 

6. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl having a circumference sumcient to immerse its 

comprising a main body portion in which a periphery within the body ,of liquid within said 

1 separation of constituents is adapted to take sealing chamber, and an extended annUlar weir G 

place under the in1luence of centrifugal force, controlling the ftow of liquid from said main 

a head upon said J;n&in body portion, said head body portion to said sealihg chamber. 

being provided with discharge passages, a seal- 8. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable bowl 

ing chamber within said he&d and connecting comprising a main body portion in which a 

10 with said discharge passages, a centrally ar- separation of constituents is adapted to take 10 

ranged sealing disc within said sealing chamber place under the inftuence of centrifugal force, 

.and having a circumference sumcient to im- a head upon said main body portion, said head 

merse its periphery within the body of liquid being provided with discharge passages, a seal

within said seaUng chamber, and an annular ing chamber within said head and connecting 

lG weir controlUng the \flow of liquid from said with said discharge passages, a centrally ar- 15 

main body portlon to said sealing chamber. ranged sealing disc within said sealing chamber 

7. In a centrifugal separatOr, a rotatable bowl and having a circumference su1Dcient to 1m

comprising a main body portion in which a sep11-- merse its periphery within the body of liquid 

ration of constituents is adapted to take place within said sealing chamber, and an annular 

20 under the inftulmce of centrifugal force, a head weir of zigzag shape controlling the ftow of 20 

upon said main body portion, said head being liquid from said main body portion to said seal

provided with discharge passages, a sealing ing chamber. 
chamber within said head and connecting with ARTHUR U. AYRES. 

' { 
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My invention relates to a collecting vessel respondingly formed pipe bends and by the 
for centrifugals working under air-tight con- yielding of the collecting vessel, also through 
ditions, and especially to the coupling of the elastic elements. The extension 11 of the 
pipes for the material to be treated with said feed pipe 7 may either be rigidly connected 

1 collecting vessel. ~ with the pipe 7, or, as shown m the drawing, 55 
This novel collecting vessel is substantially it may be a separate piece and likewise ar

characterized in that pipe bends are arranged ranged to be movable axially, in which case 
on the one-piece external casing of the hinged the spring 14 at the same time closes the con
collecting vessel1 feed and discharge pipes, nection between the extension 11 and the feed 

10 which are movable axially and at the same pipe 7. 
time subjected to longitudinal pressure, be- The pipe couplings of the discharge bends 
ing coupled to said pipe bends. 8b9 and 10, also the feed pipe 11, are p~efer-

CIO 

The advantage of this novel device lies in a ly arranged in proximity to the pivoting 
the possibility of cleaning not only the col- point 1, thus enabling the collecting cham-

li lecting vessel, but also that feed and dis- hers to be drained when tiltinJ~; the collecting Cll 
charge pipes, also in the reliable sealing of vessel2. In the open position the remaining 
the pipes with the vessel at the coupling and contents are returned to the respective pipes 
connection points7 thus securing reliable and through drip troughs 15 disposed on top of 
simple marupulat10n. the pipes. The drip troughs may be omitted 

20 The accompanying drawing shows an em- in certain positions. In .Fig. 1 the dripping TO 
bodiment of the invention by way of exam- position is shown by chain-dotted lines. If 
ple, in which;- ' the couplings are in alignment, or in a simi

Fig. 1 is a cross section and Fig. 2 a plan. lar position relative to one another in prox
The hinged collecting vessel 2, pivoted at imity to the pivoting axis, the apJ?lication of 

215 the point 1, is provided with three collecting the pressure for tightening the JOint is fa- 71 
chambers 3, 4 and 5 for the discharge and cilitated by reason of the greater leveraJ~:e so 
for separating the I®terials to be treated, that in most cases the deadweight of the col
also a feed pipe 7 connected with the cover lecting vessel suffices to produce the tighten-
6. Discharge bends 8, 9. and 10, connected ing pressure. Moreover, adjustment is here-

so with the collecting chambers 3, 4 and 5, and by more easily effected in case the spring so 
a vertical extension 11 of the feed pipe 7, are pressure is obtained by the bends or other 

. coupled to corresponding pipes when the auxiliary means with limited spring pres
collecting vessel 2 is fixed. Air-tightness of sure. The pivot 1 is preferably open at the 
the couplings is secured by the p1pes being back to permit the whole collectin~ vessel 2 

35 made movable axially, and by their being being lifted off while in the raised position 81 
· subjected to pressure through a spring, seal- withoutcfolackening the bolt. If the device is 

ing being thus effected by them inde.Pend- to be cleaned, the cover 6, which is secured 
ently of one another with the possibility of by screw clamps, is taken off, and the collect
compensating for possible faulty workman- ing _bottoms, which are loosely fitted, re-

40 ship and other changes. . moved separately. The outside edges of the 90 
The drawing only shows the p1pe 12 of the collectinJ~; bottoms are bent downwards and 

feed pipe 7, said pipe 12. bemg similarly open into annular collecting chambers 16 
formed as the other pipes of the discharge and 17 disposed on the inner wall of the col
bends 8} 9 and 10. They are movable axially lecting veesel 2, and communicating with the 

45 and guided in the holders 13 which may be discharge bends 8, 9 and 10. The upper bot- 95 
attache·d to the casing of the centrifugal. tom is held by compression springs 18 at-

" · Springs 14 seal the coupling by exerting a tac.b.ed to the cover 6, the lower bottom, the 
. constant upward pressure, if need be, by the diameter of which is smaller, being held by 
. . inte.rposition of a jointing ~ing. The spring . intermediate ribs 19. Owing to this arrange-

50 ~essure may al$o be obta1'ned through cor- ment, the possibility is given of extending . lot 
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the outer casing of the collecting vessel over 
all collecting chambers without any inter.:. 
ruption, and thus locating the discharge· 
bends in an unchangeable1 secure position 

15 relative .to one another wtthout impairing 
the cleaning of the discharge bends. Special 
jointings between the collecting chambers 
may be dispensed with, and the collecting 
vessel may be made of great stren([th, a fa-

10 vorable point of the invention. Tlie inven
tion is also applicable without the hinge 1, in 
which case the collecting vessel 2 is lifted off 
vertically in the known manner. 

In all cases the possibili~ is given of thor
liS oughly cleaning the collectmg vessel and the 

pipes, combmed with easy and safe manipu
lation. 

What I claim is:-
1. A feed and collectins ve-ssel for centrif-

20 ugal apl?aratus, comprising an integral 
outer casmg having a plurality of troughs 
one over the other and decreasing in size 
from the bottom to the top; a collecting 
chamber lid for each trough; a pipe con-

-25 nected to each trough decreasing in size from 
the top to the bottom; a cover for the casing; 
and a pipe secured to the center of the cover. 

2. A feed and collectins vessel for cen
trifugal apparatus, compnsing an integral 

ao outer casing having a plurality of troughs 
~ one over the other and decreasing in size from 

the bottom to the top; a collecting chamber 
lid for each trough; a pipe connected to each 
trough; a cover for the casing; and a pipe 

36 secured to tlie center of the cover, each pipe 
· having a drip.J trough to permit axial move-

ment of the p1pes. . 
3. A feed and collecting vessel for centrif

ugal apparatus, comp,risinl!; an integral outer 
40 casing having a plurality of troughs one over 

the other and. decreasing in size from the bot
tom to the top, said casing being hinged to 
the apparatus; a collecting chamber lid for 
each trough; a pipe connected to each 

46 trough; a cover for the casing i a pipe secured 
to the center of the cover i and a drip trough 
f?r e~h pipe to permit anal movemeJ:).t of the 
plpes. ~ . 

4. A feed and collecting vessel for centrlf-
~ ugal apparatus, comprising an integral outer 

casing having a plurality of troughs one over 
the other and decreasing in size from the bot
tom to the top, said casing being hinged to the 
apparatus; a collecting chamber lid for each 

N trough; a pipe connected to each trough; a 
cover for the casing; a pipe secured to the 
center of the cover; a drip trough for ~ch 
pi~ to permit axial movement of the pi~; 
ana a spring for each pipe tQ provide a tight 

eo couple. . · 
,. ID. testimony whereof I affix !Il~ signature. 
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To all whom it may concern: j dome shaped ends, to the lower one of w4ich 
Be it known that I, DAviD RoBERT YAR- is riveted a circular plate 6, constituting an 

NALL,. a citizen of the United States, resid- end bearing. This plate abuts against and 
ing at Philadelphia, in the county of Phila- cooperates with a pair of parallel rolls, 8, 

5 delphia and State of Pennsylvania, have arranged at right angles to the plate 6, and 60 
invented new and useful Improvements in journaled in bearings to, carried on a fixed · 
Inclined Rotary Digesters and Extractors, abutment. The plate 6 has mounted at its 
of which the following is a specification. · center a -packing gland or stuffing box 9, 

M,Y invention !elates to. app.aratus for di- ~nd a fixe~ pi:pe 7 extends .thr~mgh and _is 
10 gest111g or treat111g certa111 k111ds of mate- JOurnaled 111 this gland. This pipe 7 carries 65 

rial, or for extracting therefrom certain at its inner end a sprayer he'ad, 12, which 
products, and more particularly, it relates consists of a cylindrical head, provided with 
to apparatus of this character in which the a plurality of radial passages 12a, communi
material is fed into one end of a closed cas- eating with the pipe 7. To the other end of 

15 ing, an~ discharg~d from the other end, the .drum C?r casing is atta~hed a collar 13, 70 
after be111g treated. agan:i.st whwh seats a chargmg door 14, held · 

My invention is particularly designed for against its seat by means of swinging eye
use in treating butcher scrap, city garbage, bolts, 18, taking in notches in the door, in a 
and the like, for the purpose of extracting well known manner. A packing gland 19 

20 therefrom certain products, such as grease, is mounted in the head or door 14, and jour- 75 
but obviously is not confined to such use, as naled in this gland is a pipe 15, bent up-
it may be employed with equal advantage in wardly, and carrying at its upper end a 
digesting wood pulp, etc. cap 16, just belo'\\" which, perforations 17 

The object of my invention is to provide are formed in the pipe. Outside of the head 
25 a device of the class described, by means 14, the pipe 15 is provided with a union, 20, 80 

of which the treatment of a given amount which connects it, through an elbow 21, with 
of material may be accomplished much more another pipe 22, connecting with a suitable 
rapidly and conveniently than heretofore, jet condenser indicated conventionally at 
and at the same time more effectively and 23a in Fig. 1. The pipe 15 constitutes the 

30 economically. exhaust, while the pipe 7 constitute~ the 85 
With the_ above and other objects in view supply means for the casing. A stub piJ?e 

IllY invention consists in the construction and hand valve 23, may also be mounted 111 · 
hereinafter described, and illustrated in the the casing, if desired. 
accompanying drawings, in . which:- · Secured to the inside of the drum or cas-

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional eleva- ing, and extending · longitudinally thereof 90 35 
tion, showing the complete device. Fig. 2 are a number of baffle plates 4', preferably 
shows, in detail, plan and sectional eleva- consisting of angle irons riveted to the cas
tion of the thrust bea-ring, hereinafter de- ing. As clearly shown in Fig. 4, I secure 
scribed. Fig. 3 shows detail views of the wear strips/ 5' to each of the baffle plates, 

40 sprayer head, hereinafter described. Fig. 4 and these, when worn, can be readily re- 95 
is a transverse section alonO' the line 4--4, moved, and new ones substituted, thus 
of Fig. 1, looking in the d'irection of the greatly facilitating repairs, and reducing the 
arrow. Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view simi- cost of maintenance of the apparatu~. 
lar to Fig. 1, and showing a modified con- In the side of the casing near its lower end 

45 struction. is mounted a discharge gate, 25, and secured 100 
Referring to the drawings in detail, the thereto is a rearwardly extending rack, 25' , 

main feature of the device consistil of a cy- cooperating with a pinion (not shown) con
lindrical drum, shell, or casing, 1. This is nected with a hand wheel 30'. 
supported in an inclined position, so as to be Means for rotating the drum or casing are 

so capable of rotation. To this end the drum provided, and, as shown, consist of a large 105 
carries on its periphery two or more circular annular pinion, 3, secured to the drum, and 
rails, 2,. supported on expansion pads .5. meshing with a pinion. 3', ~onnected with a 
These rails rest on support111g rolls, 4, smt- s_procket wheel 3~, which, 111 turn, may be 
ably journaled in fixed bearings. · J driven by any suitable means. 

55 The drum 1 is provided with dished or The operation of the device is as fol- llO 
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lows:-The union 20 being uncoupled, and stay bolts 30, a circular header, 27, perfo
the head 14 being removed, the material to rated over its entire surface with small holes, 
be treated is charged into the drum either 28. An annular internal flange, 26, prefer
from a conveniently arranged conveyer, or ably formed of an angle iron, is secured to 

5 by hand, through a hopper, temporarily the shell or drum at such a distance from the 10 

placed in the opening. At the same time lower end thereof, that when the head is 
the driving means is thrown in, and the ·bolted on tight, the edge of the perforated 
drum started revolving. The baffie plates header 27 · will seat snugly against said 
pick up the material, as it enters, and, as flange 26. At the extreme bottom of the 

10 the drum continues to revolve, the material drum, a discharge pipe 24 is fixed in the 75 

is dropped, and picked up again, and head, and is provided with a cap 32, and 
dropped, each time nearer the lower end. perforations, similar to the pipe 15 in Fig. 
This process continues, until the drum is 1. In operation, the drum is filled with the 
finally filled, up to the edge of the door 14, material to be operated upon, as in the pre-

15 and the material establishes itself along vious case, but in this case, the space be- 80 

some such level as that indicated by the line tween the head and perforated header is 
A-A of Fig. 1. The driving mechanism is empty. A suitable solvent is now admitted 
now thrown out of gear, and the head 14, through pipe 7', to any desired depth, and 
and attached pipe, replaced and secured in I the device is then rotated. After the solvent 

20 position. The digester is now started re- has had time to dissolve out the grease or 85 

volving again, and steam is admitted to the other product, the pipe 24 is opened, and the 
casing through pipe 7. The sprayer head 12 liquid run out into suitable tanks. Pressure 
causes the steam to escape in diverging jets may now be applied to the contents of the 
and to throughly permeate the mass of mate- drum by admittmg steam through the valve 

25 rial. In practice it is found advantageous 2,3, (shown in Fig. 1). This pressure tends 90 

to use reducing v:;tlves in the pipe ~' to sup- to drive out the grease held in solution in the 
ply superheated steam at comparatively low mass through the perforated header, and 
pressure. Any vapors or obnoxious fumes from thence it flows out through the drain 
are carried off through the exhaust line 15, pipe 24. After the grease has been ex-

30 21, 22; a conventional form of valve for this tracted, the lower head of the drum is re- 95 

purpose is in~icated ~t ~a in Fig. 1: By m<?ved, and the solid matter is run out into 
havmg the digester mclmed but slightly smtable receptacles. · 
from the horizontal, it will be seen that It will thus be seen that I have provided a 
there is a very small pressure on the mate- simple and highly efficient apparatus for the 

35 rial at the lower end, due to the weight of treatment of grease bearing and other mate
superposed matter, and therefore it is found rial, and it is thought the many advantages 
in practice, that the particles are carried up of my construction will be rea.dily appre
and over by the steam, and thus caused to ciated by those skilled in the art. 
circulate, thereby bringing constantly fresh What I claim is;-

40 portions of the charge in"to contact with the 1. In a device of the class described1 
an in-

s~eam jets. ~hus it will l?e seen tha~ the clined drum or shell, means for rotatmg the 
time for treatmg a charge IS comparatively same, and a thrust bearing secured to the 
short. After. the matenal is properly di- end thereof, and supported on a pair of roll
gested, .steam IS turned off, the drum stopped ers carried by a fixed abutment, one disposed 

45 and relieved of all pressure, through exhaust on ea.ch side of the axis of the drum. 
line 15, and try valve 23, (the latter provid- 2. In a device of the class described, an in
~g an auxiliary ?r additional pressure re- c~ined cylindrical drum, means on its pe
hef to more rapidly reduce the pressure nphery for rotatably supporting the sameha 
within the digester) and the gate valve 25 thrust bearing secured to one end of t e 

50 opened by means . of the rack and hand drum, rollers cooperating with the same, and 
~heel. T~e contam~d. mass then runs out a stuffing box carried by said thrust bearil:_J.g. 
mto a smtable receivmg tank, where the 3. In a device of the class described, an m
grease and water are pressed out by any clined cylinder provided with dome shaped 
well kno:wn methods: If the materia} tends en~s, means for rotating said cylinder, a plu-

55 t'? clog, It may be dislo~ged by turmng the rahty of annular rails surrounding the same, 
digeste~ back and forth through 90 degrees. rollers supporting said rails, and a thrust 

In Fig~. 5 I have shown a modification of bearing independent of said rails carried by 
my d~vice design~d for use as an extractor. the lower end of said cylinder. . 
In this constructiOn, the lower end of the 4. In a device of the class descnbed, a 

60 dr~m,. instead of being rivet~d on, as in Yig. closed1 
inclined, rotary casing, means for 

1, IS nveted to a cast Iron rmg, 29. This IS chargmg thereinto material to be treated, a 
adapted to seat against a cast Iron flange 31, feed pipe for supplying fluid under pressure 
attached to the drum, and to be secured to to the center of the interior of said casing 
said flange by means of swing or eye-bolts. through the lower end thereof, a spray noz-

65 To the dished head is riveted by mean~ of zle carried by said pipe, and a removable 
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exhaust pipe communicating with the m- mounted in said head, a pipe journaled in 
terior of said casing at the highest point said gland, a union carried by one end of 
thereof. said pipe, the opposite end of said pine ex-

5. In a device of the class described, an in- I tending within the cylinder and opening 
5 clined cylindrical casing provided with dome therein substantially at the highest point 55 

shaped ends, means for rotating said cylin- i within the cylinder, and a perforated cap at 
der, a thrust bearing secured to one end, a the inlet end of said pipe, said pipe being 
packing gland mounted in sajd bearing, a removable with said head. 
removable head secured to the other end, and 10. In a device of the class described, a 

10 a packing gland also mounted in said head. closed, rotary, inclined drum, a charging 60 
6. In a device of the class described, a door at the upper end of said drum so situ

closed, inclined, rotary drum, means at the ated that a horizontal line through the edge 
upper end for inserting a charge of mate- thereof lies wholly above the lower head of 
nal to be treated, means at the lower end of the drum, a packing ~land centrally mount-

15 and movable with the drum for discharging ed in said lower head, a supply pipe jour- 65 
such material after treatment, and means naled in said gland, and a sprayer head car
for supplying fluid under pressure to the 1 ried by the end of said pipe and arranged 
interior of the body of the drum through to discharge directly into the material being 
the lower end thereof, so as to thoroughly treated, and below the horizontal line 

20 diffuse the fluid through said charge of through said charging door. 
material. 11. In a device of the class described, an 

70 

7. In a device of the class described, a inclined casing, a packing gland mounted 
closed, inclined, rotary drum and means for in said casing, a fluid supply pipe journaled 
SJlpporting and rotating the same, means in said gland, and a sprayer head secured 

25 for charging material into the upper end to the end of said pipe, said head being pro- 75 
of said drum so as to fill the lower portion vided with a plurality of radial openings, 
thereof, a fluid supply pipe journaled in the and located below a horizontal line through 
lower end of the drum and arranged to the center of said casing, whereby the fluid 
discharge directly into the material being is discharged directly into the mass of ma-

30 treated, and a removable fluid exhaust pipe terial being treated. 80 
journaled in the upper end of said drum, 12. In a device of the class described, an 
and communicating always with the highest inclined closed receptacle having a filling 
point thereof, such point being above the I opening positioned to limit the amount of 
level of the material being treated. space occupied by the material within the 

35 8. In a device of the character described, receptacle to provide a permanent space at 85 
a closed, inclined rotary cylinder, a fluid the top of the receptacle free from the rna
supply pipe journaled in the lower end terial, means for normally closin<T said fill
thereof, a head detachably connected to the ing opening, a feed pipe for supplying fluid 
upper end of the cylinder to permit chang- 1 under pressure to the lower end of said re-

40 ing thereof, a packing gland mounted in ceptacle beneath the material, and a remov- 90 
sa1d head, and a fluid exhaust pipe jour- able exhaust pipe communicating with said 
naled in said gland and removable with the permanent space. 
head, said exhaust pipe having its inlet end In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
substantially at the highest point of the my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

45 interior of the cylinder. nesses. 
9. In a device of the character described, 

a rotary inclined cylinder, a detach,able head 
secured to the upper end thereof, said head 
forming an opening through which the cyl-

50 inder may be charged, a packing gland 

DAVID ROBERT YARNALL. 

Witnesses: 
WILLIAM BANSBACK, 
GEo. H. PEIRCE. 
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12 Claims. (Cl. 12'7-'7) 

This invention pertains generally to apparatus 
for· extracting solute from a solute-containing 
&<>lids by means of a solvent, and more particu
larly to apparattJS of such character capable of 

5 operating on the counter-current principle. 
In my copending application Serial No. 

514,515, now Patent No. 2,004,184 dated June 11, 
1935, I have described and claimed a process of 
diffusion employing the countercurrent principle 

10 in which the columns of solvent and solids are 
divided into segregated masses. The procedure 
is such that each segregated mass of solvent 
comes consecutively into contact with a prede
termined number of segregated masses of solids 

16 of progressively increasing percentages of solute 
content, and such that each segregated mass of 
solids comes consecutively into contact with a 
predetermined number of segregated -masses of 
solvent of progressively decreasing percentages 

20 of solute concentration. 
As set forth in said copending application, new, 

unexpected and highly beneficial results are ob
tained by conducting the process so that the 
segregated masses of solvent do not become mixed 

25 with each other and so that the segregated 
masses of sollds do not become mixed with each 
other. 

This application is in part a division of said 
above mentioned copendfug appllcation and in 

:10 pa1t a continuation of my copending application, 
Serial No. 550,749 flied July 14, 1931, both of 
which applications disclose apparatus of the 
above mentained character. 

The above mentioned process makes it feasible 
a.:; to add diffusers without limit in view of the fact 

that the pressure head on the individual diffuser 
is not increased thereby. In view of the low 
pressure head on the individual diffuser, circu
lation diftlculties are entirely avoided because 

411 there is no tendency for the solids to become 
impacted as is the case with high pressure. 

By splitting up the columns of solvent and 
sollds, the solute is more uniformly extracted 
from the solids throughout each diffuser and a 

4.-. higher percentage of solute is extracted per 
diffuser. 

The process permits large savings in the 
amount of solvent ordinarily required in diffusion 
processes, and the solvent leaving the process 

:;u has a higher degree of solute concentration. The 
solids are more thoroughly exhausted than in 
ordinary diffusion processes. 

In view of the fact that a simple bathing of 
the solids is substituted for forced circulation at 

il.J high pressure, points of low solute exhaustion 

in the individual diffuser, known as nests, are 
eliminated. 

Many other advantages result from the use of 
the process, some of which will more particularly 
appear as the specification proceeds. I 

The apparatus disclosed herein is particularly 
adapted for carrying out said process. 

In such apparatus each separate mass of sol
vent is contained within a separate compartment. 
The compartments are arranged consecutively. II 
Each separate mass of sollds, by means of an 
arrangement of revolving blades or scoops and 
a series of plates forming troughs or chutes, is 
caused to pass through the compartments sepa
rately from the other masses of solids and coun- 11 
tercurrently to the movement of the compart
ments and consequently countercurrently to the 
solvent. The compartments are conveniently 
though not necessarily formed by the turns of a 
screw which may be disposed within the inside 20 
of a cyllndrical or otherwise shaped casing which 
forms a common outer wall for all of the com
partments. Each tum of the screw will then 
bound one compartment. The number of con
secutive compartments may thus be multiplied 25 
without limit. 

Each revolving blade or scoop is perforated 
and may be conveniently disposed between and 
attached to adjacent walls of the screw. These 
blades or scoops do not 11ft the solvent because 30 
of the perforations. Each blade or scoop, how
ever, carries with it any solids that may be in 
the compartment through which it passes and 
deposits the same into a trough or chute which 
in turn deposits such solids into a compartment 35 
further on in the series. 

The troughs or chutes may be stationary. as 
disclosed in copending application, Serial No. 
514,515, or may revolve with the screw as dis
closed in copending application, Serial No. 40 
550,749, or may revolve otherwise. 

The invention will be more fully understood 
upon reference to the draWings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of one form of 
45 the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a section on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation on line S-J of 

Fig. 4 of another form of the invention; 
Fig. 4 is a section on line C-4 of Fig. 3; 50 
Fig. 5 is a section on line 1-5 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 6 is an elevation partly in section on the' 

line 6--S. of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 7 is a transverse sectional elevation of a 

further form of the invention; A 
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Fig. 8 Is a plan view shown broken of the chute 
structure of the form shown in Fig. 7; 

Fig. 9 is an elevation of the chute structure 
shown in Fig. 8; ' 

5 Fig. 10 is a sectional plan view shown broken 
on line I 0-10 of Fig. 11 showing a further form 
of the invention; 

Fig. 11 is an end view; 
Fig. 12 is a sectional elevation shown broken 

10 on line 12-l2 of Fig. 11; 
Fig. 13 is a perspective view of the chute struc

ture of the form of the invention shown in Figs. 
10, 11 and 12; 

Fig. 14 is an ~levation of another form of the 
15 invention; 

Fig. 151s a top plan view; 
Fig. 16 is a sectional view; 
Fig. 17 is a section on line 11-11 of Fig. 15; 

and 
20 Fig. 18 is a perspective view illustrating the 

revolving scoop and chute structure of the form· 
of the invention shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16 and 17: 

Refening now more particularly to Figs. 1 and 
2, I 0 is a longitudinally disposed casing illus-. 

25 trated as cylindrical, in which is disposed a heli-·· 
cal shaped screw I I . Screw I I is hollow at the 
center 12 and contacts the inner wall 13 of casing 
10 to form a liquid-tight joint. The outer pe-· 
ripheral ed!!'e of screw II may be welded to the 

30 inner periphery of casing I 0 for this purpose if 
desired, or a joint may be effected in any other 
manner. 

Screw II may be of any suitable shape and 
may be very similar to an Archimedean screw. 

85 If casing I 0 were filled with liquid to the 'level 
represented by the line C-C, each full turn of 
the screw would bound a compartment 16 con
taining a segregated mass of liquid. 

Now if screw II is rotated about its longitudinal 
(0 axis the level of the liquid in each compartment 

will remain substantially horizontal and the 
liquid in each compartment will be moved in a 
direction parallel to the axis of the casing 10, 
depending upon the direction of rotation. New · 

45 compartments will be continuously formed at 
one end and existing compartments will contin
uously disappear at the other. 

It will be noted that this progression of liquid 
from one end to the other of the casing I 0 takes 

50 place without any mixture of the liquid of one 
compartment with that of another. Upon each 
complete revolution of the casing I 0 the liquid 
in each compartment advances one step, that is, 
a distance equal to the pitch of the screw, or in 

55 other words, substantially the width of one com
partment. 

If the rotation is counterclockwise, as shown 
in Fig. 2, and the screw is right-handed, the 
liquid will progress from right to left, as seen 

60 in Fig. 1. 
Upon each revolution one new compartment 

will be created at the right to receive fresh liquid 
and one existing compartment will disappear at 
the left after the discharge of its liquid. ' 

65 The perforated blades above referred to are 
shown at 18. These blades '18 are shown ar
ranged between the turns of the screw II and are 
conveniently placed in line longitudinally ot the 
casing .I 0. In Fig. 2, six longitudinal sets of per-' 

70 forated blades 18 are shown at 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 
and 24. However, as will subsequently appear, 
it is merely necessary to have two diametrically 
disposed longitudinal sets of blades 18. The ad
ditional sets increase the number of individual 

75 masses of solids which will be passed through a. 

single compartment per revolution and thereby 
make it possible to divide each mass of solids of 
the ordinary dif!usion processes into any desired 
number of parts for better dif!usion. 

The solvent passes through the perforations of 6 
blades 18 and Is not raised thereby. Any solid.ljl 
in the compartments, however, will be picked up 
by the blades 18 and ·will be carried up out of 
the solvent to somewhere near the top of ~g 
10, from which points each individual mass of 10 
solids, with the structure so far described, will 
fall vertically to the bottom of casing I D. Any 
solvent adhering to any mass of solids will have 
drained back into its compartment before the 
solids reach their point of fall. 15 

With diametrically disposed longitudinal sets 
of blades 18, say, for instance, sets 18 and Z2, 
all solids falling from blades 18 of the set 18 
will be deposited within the paths of the blades 
18 of the set 22. These solids will then be 20 
picked up by the blades 18 of set 22 and re
deposited in front of blades 18 of the set 18. · 

Let us consider the solids occupying a par
ticular compartment, such for instance as com- · 
partment 16/. By the time the solids reach the 25 
falling point, the liquid from which they have 
been lifted will have advanced to the left, a 
distance slightly less than one-half of the pitch 
of the screw, or in other words the compartment 
will have advanced to the left,a distance slightly 30 
less than one-half of its width. The solids, 
therefore, just prior to falling, will be above 
compartments 16/ and 16g, with the compart
ment division line about half way between, and 
the solids, upon falling, will divide between the 35 
two compartments. Because the solids do not 
slide materially on the inner wall of casing I D 
between turns of the screw II, there will be no 
movement of the solids longitudinally of the 
casing 10. 40 

In order to effect a longitudinal movement of 
the solids through the casing I D contra tO the 
movement of the solvent, I provide a plurality 
of inclined plates 31. Plates 31 are shown 
mounted on a longitudinal support 26 compris- 45 
ing spaced members 21 and 28 at the center of 
casing I 0. Members 21 and 28 are shown sup
ported upon uprights 29 and 30. This construc
tion is merely for the purposes of illustration, 
and any other construction may be substituted 50 
therefor. 

The longitudinal component of the inclination 
of each plate is equal to approximately one-half 
of the pitch of the screw. Each plate 3t, there
fore, will advance solids falling ther~n long!- 55 
tudinally to the right as seen in Fig. 1, a distance 
approximately equal to one-half the pitch of 
the screw. 

As previously pointed out, during the time in 
which the solids from any one compartment 60 
travel from the bottom to the top of the casing 
I 0, the compartment itself advances to the left 
as seen in Fig. 1 a distance approximately equ~~ol 
to-one-half the pitch of the screw. Therefore, · 
such solids, upon being advanced longitudinally 65 
to the right by virtue of the inclined plates 31, 
will be completely deposited into the next com
partment on the right. This compartment con
tains no other solids at the time of such deposit. 
The solids, therefore, progress ·froz;n left to right 70 
from one compartment to the next without a 
mixing of the solids from one compartment with 
those from another. 

Plates 31 may have any desired shape and 
angle as long as the function above set forth is 7!1 
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accomplished. That is, they may be fiat, or 
curved to conform to the shape of the screw 
at their edges, or may be of any other suitable 
shape and/or inclination. 

From the foregoing. it will be seen that each 
individual . mass of solids passes through two 
compartments per revolution of casing I 0 and 
advances to the right a distance equal to the 
pitch of the screw. In other words, each in
dividual mass passes twice over the . slanting 
plates 31 per revolution. 

From this it will be seen that if there are ten 
blades 18 in each of the sets 19 and 22 capable 
of picking up solids out of compartments holding 
solvent, each individual mass of solids will pass 
through twenty individual masses of solvent be
fore being discharged at the right, · and each 
individual mass of solvent will have been in con
tact with 20 separate masses of solids before dis
charge at the left. This is the equivalent of 
twenty diffusers. 

By increasing the number of oppositely dis
posed longitudinal sets of blades 18, that is, by 
adding sets 20 and 23 and sets 21 and 24 and 
increasing the number of plates 31 per turn of 
the screw from two to six as shown in dotted 
lines, so that one plate 31 per turn of the screw 
is always available to completely deposit the 
solids into the next compartment, the number 
of individual masses which can be handled by 
the device is multiplied by three. That is, in
stead of one mass of solids passing through each 
mass of solvent per half revolution, there are 
three masses. 

The weight or volume of these masses of solids 
is, of course, dependent upon the· rf!,te of feed
ing of solids at the left and the weight or vol
ume of each mass of solvent depends upon the 
rate of feeding of solvent at the right. This 
makes it possible to adjust the weight of volume 
of one with respect to the other. 

If it is desired to approximate prior practice 
in the beet sugar industry, for instance, in which 
the weight of water per diffuser is about equal 
to the weight of beet slices, if the sets 19 and 
22 of blades 18 only are used, the weight of each 
new mass of beet slices would be adjusted so 
as to be about equal to the weight of each new 
mass of water. If all six sets of blades 18 were 
employed, the weight of each new mass of beet 
slices would be about one-third the weight of 
each new mass of water, etc. In the latter case 
three masses of beet slices would be the equiva- · 
lent of the beet slices of one diffuser and con
rddering the' masses of beet slices as being di
vided into sets of three, the first mass of each 
set may be compared to the top one~third, the 
second mass to the middle one-third, ~~ond the 
third mass to the bottom one-third of beet slices 
in an ordinary diffuser. 

It should be strictly understood that this is 
merely by way of illustration and that the weights 
of the masses of beet slices and of the masses of 
water may be varied in any manner desired. 

From the foregoing it will be seen that the 
device permits continuous diffusion in any de
llred manner, prevents undesirable mixtures, and 
takes the place of twice as many consecutive 
diffusers _ as there are spires in the helical 
screw 11.-

- Furthermore, the solids of each diffuser may 
be divided up into any desired number of sepa
rate masses by increasing the .number of oppo
'$itely disposed sets of blades 18, and preferably 

the number of plates II so that the latter Diay 
conform to the former. 

Undesirable mixtures are elimtnated because 
the solvent of any one compartment does not 
come into contact at any time with the solvent of ·1 
any other compartment and the individual masses 
of solids do not become mixed with each other. 

The masses of solids travel through the appa
ratus at exactly the same rate and each mass Is 
therefore exposed to diffusion for .the same period lU 
of time. 

The solvent and the solids progress simultane
ously in opposite directions. The feeding of fresh 
solids and the discharge of exha~ted sOlids takes 
place at opposite ends of· the casing II. The 15 · 
feeding of solvent and the removal of liquor also 
takes place at opposite ends of the casing -fl. 

For the purposes of llustration, casing II is 
shown provided with circumferential fianges II, 
which fit between fianges 31 on rollers 14 mounted 20 · 
between supports 15. Four seta of rollers 14 are 
Illustrated in spaced relation. 

It is, of course, understood that any other 
structure may be substituted for rotation pur
poses as well as for the other parts spectftcally 25 
described in connection with the description of 
Figs. 1 and 2 without departing from the spirit of 
the invention. 

Referring now to Figs; 3, 4, 5 and 6, it will be 
seen that in this form of the invention each per- 30 
!orated blade has a corresponding chute ar
ranged within the casing 41 and that each chute 
revolve~ with the screw. The masses of solids are 
lifted from the respective compartments by the 
perforated blades leaving the masses of solvent 16 
behind, and then each mass of solids is caused to 
move through a chute to a compartment further 
on in the series. Inasmuch as there is one chute 
for each blade there will be, of course, a plurality 
of chutes arranged longitudinally through the t& 
center of the casing. The construction will be 
simplified by keeping the number of blades per 
turn of the screw at a minimum. Complicated 
structure and construction dimculties are thus 
avoided. t6 

In the form of the invention shown in F'tgs. 1 
and 2 I have shown that two, four or six blades 
per turn of the screw, and perhaps more, may be 
employed. In this form of the mventlon, I show 
three blades per turn of the screw. However, 10· 
more may be added, pai;;icularly if complicated 
structure is not.,of importance. · · 

Helical screw 41 may be in ·an respects s1milar 
to screw II . The perforated blades may be in . 

· all respects similar to the blades II. Three long!- 66 
tudinal sets, to wit: sets 42, 41 and 44, are shown, 
spaced at regular interva~. 

Longitudinally arranged at the center of screw 
41 is a triangular construction 41 comprising 
three plates, 4&1 41 and 41. The structure 41 is eo 
shown secured in place so that the meeting edges 
of the supporting plates 41, 41 and 41 are adja
cent tl;le· blades of sets 41, 41 and 44. 

Mounted upon each supportiiig plate ••. •1 
and 48 are slanting plates 41, 18 and II respec- t6 
tively. The slanting plates are shown substan
t"ally vertically arranged with respect to their 
supporting surfaces and form the inclines chutes 
through which the solids such as beet slices or 
other particles are caused to fall or slide by ,grav- 10 
tty into the next turn of the screw. The arrange
ment of the inclined plates may' be best· seen in 
Figs, 3 and 6. 

Let . is be assumed that the casing 41 rotates 
counterclockwise as seen in Pigs. 4 and _ 5 or as . 76 

• 
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seen in Figs. 3 and 6, the top of casing 41 moves It Is, of course, undentood that the solids may 
toward the observer. , · be fed at the left at any desired rate within the 

The blades 42 are at their highest points In capacity of the device and that the solvent IIl83' 

Figs. 3 and 6. The group of solids which w11l be be fed at the right at any desired rate within 
6 carried up by the blade 42a, for instance, wm fall the capacity of the device. The solvent, of course, 1 

or slide into the chute formed by the inclined preferably does not overrun,the inner edge of the 
plates 49a and 49b and w11l fall upon a blade 41b screw 41, otherwise the solvent of the compart
not shown in Fig. 3 but shown In Fig. 6 in the ments w11l become mixed. 
next tum of the screw to the right. ·This. group The horizontal component of the inclination of 

10 of solids will follow the blade 41b to the bottom the plates 41, 110 and lilts approximately equal to 10 
of casing 40 where It w11l remain until lt.ls picked one and one-third of the pitch of the screw 41. 
up and raised to the top of the casing 41 by the That Is, when a group of solids 1s raised to the 
blade 42b. · Th1s group of sollds w11l tben fall or top by the blade 42a, for instance, and 1s de
slide through the chute formed by the fDcllned posited on to the back of the blad~ 41b, the mass 

10 . plates 41b and 49c on to the next blade 41 In of sollds advances to the right a dJ.stance ap- 10 
Ute. next tum of the screw toward the right, that proximately equal to one and one-third of the 
Is, upon the blade 43c. This group of sollds w11l pitch of the screw 41. By the time this mass of 
then be relowered to the bottom of the casing 41 sollds Is picked. up by the blade 42b, It wll1 have 
where it will remain until It is picked up by the moved bact to the left a distance approximately 

20 blade 42c and is again advanced a unit distance equal to one-third the9pltch of the screw so that Z0 
to the right. This mass or group of sollds w1ii the resultant advance to the rtgbt 1s equal to · 
eventually arrive at the righthand end of the the pitch of the screw. 
drum, and will be discharged for Instance into a During each complete revolution, three &epa-

receptacle shown diagrammatically at 112. rate masses of solids pass through each compart-
26 During this time solvent, which w11l enter at ment. One of these masses w1ll be manipulated 26 

the righthand end of casing 41 in a continuous between a blade 42 and a blade 41, a second of 
, column and will be divided into segregated masses these masses w1ll be manlpu.lated between a blade 

by virtue of the turns of .the screw 41, w1ll have 41 and a blade 44, and a third of these masses 
advanced through the casing 40 to the left be- will be manlpu.lated between a blade 44 and a 

30 tween the turns of the screw 41 and w11l have blade 42. 30 
been discharging at the }efthand end, for instance The ratio of the weight or volume of sollds per 
into a receptacle. shown diagrammatically at Ill. segregated mass to the weight or volume of sol
Inasmuch as any single group of soUds moves to vent per segregated mass . may be controlled by 

the right a distance equal to the pitch of the the rate of feeding of sollds and solvent at 1111 and 
a5 screw per revolution of casing 41 and any single 114 re'spectively. One may be varied at wll1 with 35 

mass . of solvent moves to the left an equal respect to the other within the capacity of the 
amount, the relative movement between groups particular device in use. It w11l be seen that the 
of solids and masses of solvent per revolution 1s capacity of the device 1s a mere matter of dlmen
twice the pitch of the screw. If 1t 1s assumed slons and w1ll be taken into consideration at the 

40 that there are ten full operative turns of screw time the device 1s constructed. tO 
41, any single group of sollds w1ll move relatively · The form shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 1s s1m1lar in 
to twenty consecutive masses of solvent and w1ll all respects to the form shown in Pigs. 3 to 6 in
come Into contact with every other mass of sol- elusive except that a single supporting plate Ill 
vent. The very next group of solids .. wm come 1s arranged within the hollow center of the screw. 

45 into contact with the alternate masses of solvent The supporting plate II bas inclined plates on u 
not contacted by the first mentioned group. The each surface so that in effect It takes the place 
third group of solids w11l come 1nto contact with ··of· two of the supporting plates 41, 41 and 41 ar
the same masses of solvent as the flrst.mentloned ranged bact to bact. The chutes formed by the 
group of sollds. The fourth group, of sollds w1ll inclined plates Ill on one side of the supporting 

It come Into contact with the alternate masses the plate II are fed by the perforated blades Ill and 00 
same as the second group of sollds, etc. the chutes formed by the inclined plates II on 

Means for supplying solvent, which generally the other side of supporting plate II are fed by 
w11l be plain water, at The rlghthand end of the the perforated blades II. The inclination of the 
casing 4!1 1s shown diagrammatically at 114. plates 11 and II 1s such that the chutes formed 

60 It is, of course, understood that when the de- thereby w1ll advance the sollds such as beet sllees II 
vice 1s in full operation each blade 42 carries or other particles In a direction opposite to the 
aollds to the to~ of the casing 41 durtilg each flow of the solvent propelled by the screw. The 
revolution of the casing 41, and that each mass horizontal component of the slanting plates 11 
or group of solids 1s advanced to the rtgbt ,.. d1a- and II 1s approximately equal to one and one-

eo tance equal to the pitch of the screw. half the pitch of the screw instead of one ~d II 
Means for cbargtng sollds at the leftband end ontl-thllil the pitch of the screw as 1s the case in 

of the casing 411s shown diagrammatically at 11. the form shown in Pip. 3 to 6 inclusive. Any 

The blades 41 operate in a manner s1m11a.r to mass of sollds precipitated, for lilstance, from a 
the blades 42. In th1s Instance, the Inclined perforated blade II to the right as indicated in 

81 · plates II form the troughs or chutes and preclpl- Pig. 8 on to the bact of a perforated blade II w1ll • 
tate tbe sollds ~ the right on to the backa of the be moved backwardly to the left by the screw a 
blades 44 which in tum lower the solids to the dlBtance approximately equal to one-half the 
bottom of the casing, 41 where they remain 'untn pitch of the screw before such mass will be picked 
picked llP by the next blade 41 on- the right in UP by the next perforated blade Ill on the right. 

to each Instance. The resultlDg movement to the right, therefore, Ja .,. 
The blades 44 also operate In a manner simUar equal to the pitch of the screw. 

to the blades 42 and 41 by ralslDg the sollds to the In the forms of the invention shown in Pigs. 

top whereupon they' .,re precipitated to the right 3 to 6 and Figs. 7 to 9, the opening at the center 
onto the backs of ,._des 42 through chutes of the screw bas beea shown circular and the 

fl formed by the Inclined plates 11. inclined plates have been shown as having' a 71 
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curved periphery. The opening at the center of 
the screw and/or the inclined plates may have 
any other suitable peripheral shape such, for in
stance, as rectangular. 

~ In Figs. 10 to 13 inclusive is shown a form of 
the invention very similar to that shown in Figs. 
7 to 9 except that the central opening of the 
screw is square in shape and the inclined plates 
are rectangular. Screw Ill is secured to the 

10 inner wall of the casing 40 as in the other forms. 
The inner supporting plate is illustrated at 66 
having quadrilateral inclined plates 61 on one 
side and similar plates 69 on the other side. 
· Perforated blades 68 feed the chutes formed 

15 by the inclined plates 69 and perforated blades 
10 feed the chutes formed by inclined plates 61 
when the device is rotated counterclockwise as 
seen in Fig. 11. The position of the inclined 
plates 61 and 69 with respect to the screw Ill is 

20 1llustrated in Figs. 10 and 12. , The position of 
the inclined plates 61 and 69 on the supporting 
plate 66 is illustrated in perspective at Fig. 13. 
The form shown in Figs. 10 to 13 inclusive is 
otherwise similar to the form shown in Figs. 3 

25 to 6 and the form shown in Figs. 7 to 9. 
I have for the purpose of 1llustration con

sidered the casirtg 40 as rotating counterclock
wise. However, it is obvious that it may be 
rotated clockwise if desired in which _case the 

30 feeding of solids and the feeding of solvent would 
each take place at the opposite end of casing 40 
from that shown. 

It is obvious that the screw might be left
handed or righthanded as desired, the other 

15 parts being made to conform therewith. 
While the invention is shown and described in 

connection. wit}). . a construction in which the 
screw is attached to the (iasing so that both the 
screw and the casing rotate, the invention is in 

40 no way limited thereto. If the screw should fit 
tightly within the casing so as to form a substan
tially liquid tight joint at the bottom and if fric
tional difficulties should be overcome, it is obvi
ous that the screw and the perforated blades 

45 might tum and the casing might be stationary, 
in which case part of the top of the casing might 
be removed, if desired, particularly if the per
fora-ted blades were made in the shape of scoops, 
or that one might otherwise move relatively to 

50 the other, all of which modified forms are within 
the scope of the invention. 

The fundamental features of the invention 
comprise a construction in which separate com
p&rtments are employed for moving solvent in 
separate masses and in which means are pro-

5~ · vided for automatically lowering and raising 
separate masses of solids into and out of the com
partments and for moving the solids in separate 
masses. The 'moving of the solids and solvent 

80 countercurrently applies the countercurrent prin
ciple of extraction as described in my copendi..rut 
application. However, the structure can be 
modified to move both in the same direction. 
This will take place in the form of Figs. 1 and 2, 

65 for instance, by reversing the rotation of cas
ing 10. 

The forms shown in Figs. 3 to 13 inclusive 
wherein the chute structure is supported within 
the casing so as to eliminate stationary supports 

70 outside of the casing, permit the casing to be 
made of any length and the screw to have any 
number of turns without involving constructional 
dimculties which may result from the necessity 
of having stationary end supports for the chute 

TG structure. 

In the forms shown in Figs. 3 to 13 inclusive 
each tum of the screw corresponds to one dif
fuser so that if the screw has 40 turns, for in
stance, the device corresponds to a pattery of 40 
diffusers. Inasmuch as the solids in the forms I 
shown in Figs. 3 to 13 inclusive move a total dis
tance equal to the pitch of the screw per revo
lution of the casing, each mass of solids would 
pass successively through forty different bodies 
of solvent, the solute content of which decreases 10 
progressively as the solids advance. 

The chute forming plates may, of course, have 
any other suitable shape and/or inclination or be 
of any other suitable number. 

As previously pointed out, I -prefer to employ U 
a revolving screw for the purpose of creating the 
moving compartments for the solvent. However, 
this may be accomplished in other ways. For in
stance, the compartments might be formed by 
separate containers having screw-shaped side • 
walls of about one-half a spire or less in length. 
Such containers might move synchronously with 
a revolving scoop and chute structure, similar to 
that suggested in Fig. 8 except that blades 51 
and 60 would have side walls to form perforated a 
scoops. Each scoop would thread its way into 
and out of consecutive containers to lift the solids 
therefrom and by virtue of the chute structure 
would deposit the solids into the second next con-
tainer in the series. • 

Such an arrangement is suggested in Figs. 14 
to 18 in which are shown compartment-forming 
containers 80 having screw-shaped side walls II 
and 82 and an arcuate bottom 83. Adjacent con
tainers 80 may be joined together at their ex- • 
treme lower edges by means of a hinge 1llustrated 
at 84 in Fig. 16 so as to form an endless con
struction similar to that of an endless conveyor. 

A frame 85 having an upper guiding member n 
and a lower guiding member 81 might be provided 40 
for holding the containers 80 in contiguous rela
tionship particularly when the same are passing 
underneath the revolving SCOOP and chute struc
ture illustrated at 88. 

It will be seen that while the compartments II 44 
are underneath the revolving scoop and chute 
structure illustrated at 88, they are in close con
tact with each other and are in most respects 
very similar to the lower portion of the screw 
and casing structure previously described. 10 

Containers 80 might be provided with U-shaped 
straps 90 for sliding upon the guide member II 
and with angular members 91 attached to straps 
90 having ends 92 for sliding underneath the lon
gitudinal edges of the guide member 81 for u 
holding the containers 80 in upright position. 

Straps 90 might be provided with lugs U · for 
engagement by transverse slots 84 in spaced 
wheels 95 and 96 attached to shafts 91 and 81 
respectively. • 

The framework 85 might be supported at op
posite· ends by outwardly extending members I 00 
on opposite sides which in tum might rest on 
uprights I 0 I. · 

The revolving scoop and chute structure II • 
would comprise a central plate I 03 having stag
gered extensions I 04 on opposite longitudinal 
edges. It would be in shape very similar to a 
longitudinal cross section of a male thread of 
which the contiguous containers would form the II 
lower half or less of the corresponding female 
thread. The staggered spaces 105 between ex
tensions I 04 would be in width approximately 
equal to the thickness of a side wall II plus the 
thickness of a side "Wall IZ and spaced so .as to fl 
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permit the side walls to pass therebetween and 
so that the extensions 104 would be of a width 
to permit them to thread through containers 80. 

The extensions I 04 would, of course, be per
{i !orated and might have three side walls to form 

a scoop at the~ entrance end of each chute. 
The chutes· formed by plates I 01 .would ad

vance the solids to the right as seen in Figs. 14 
and. 15, the containers 80 moving to the left 

10 along the top stretch. 
The Inclination of plates 101 would be such 

·that the horizontal component would be approxi
mately, equal to one and one half the pitch of 
the theoretical screw. 

15 The revolution of the scoop and chute struc-
ture 88 would be synchronized with respect to the 
movement of the containers 80, for instance by 
the drive suggested at I 08, so that the extensions 
I 04 would thread their way in and out of the 

20 containers 80. 
Solids could be fed at I 09 and removed at II D. 

The containers could be fllled with solvent by 
any means such as a pipe suggested at Ill. The 
containers would, of course, automatically dis-

25 charge -their contents at the left. 
It will be seen that the operation would be 

very similar to the forms shown in Figs. 3 to 13 
inclusive. 

The containers, of course, need not be fas-
30 tened into an endless conveyor but might be 

separately handled and placed upon a conveyor 
at the right of Figs. 14 and 15 and removed at · 
the left. 

Any other structure might be substituted for 
35 the parts shown in detail. ' · 

The invention may be applied to the extrac
tion of any type of solute from any iype of solid 
matter with any type of solvent. It is particular
ly adapted to the extraction of soluble carbohy-

40 drate from vegetable products and more par
ticularly to · the extraction of sugar from beet 
slices, cassettes or chips, the extraction of sugar 
from sugar cane, etc. 

The invention is also adapted to the treatment 
41 of chicory root, Jerusalem artichokes, dahlias or 

other roots and tubercles, for instance, in ex
tracting inuline therefrom. 

Other uses of the device herein dlsclosed will 
become apparent· to pe'rsons skilled in the art 

110 upon becoming familiar with this mvention. 
Having described my invention, it is obvious 

that many other modl1lcations may be made in 
the same within the scope of the claims without 
departing from the spirit thereof. 

U I claim: 
1. In a device of the kind described, means for 

moving segregated masses of liquid in compart
ments in one direction, said means including a 
substantially horizontally disposed screw, means 60 associated with said screw for raising and .lower
ing segregated masses of solids in and out of 
Said compartments, and mearis for advancing 
said segregated masses of solids in a direction 

88 
opposite to the movement of said liquid. 

2. In a device of the kind described, means 
for moving segregated tnaS~JeS of liquid in com
partments in one direction: J;afd means including · 
a substantially horizontallY disposed internal 

10 screw, means associated with . and revolved with · 
said screw for ra1s1ng and lowering segregated 
masses of sOlids in and opt of said compartments, 
and means comprising inclined stationary plates 
disposed through the center of ' said screw for 

'II advancing said segregated masses of solids in 
~ 

a direction opposite to the movement of said. 
liquid. 

3. In a device of the kind described, means for 
moving segregated masses of liquid in compart
ments in one direction, said means including a 5 
substantially horizontally disposed internal screw, 
means associated with and ,revolving with said 
screw for raising and lowering segregated masses 
of solids in and out of said compartments, and 
means disposed through 'the center of said screw 10 
and revolving therewith for advancing said seg"
regated masses of solids in a lfuection opposite 
to the movement of said liquid. · 

4. In a device of the kind described, a revolving 
drum, means within said drum for caW!ing. the 15 . 
flow of a continuous column· of liquid in segre
gated masses, means within said drum and ro
tating therewith for raising and lowering a eon
tinuous column of divided material in segregated 
masses in and out of said segregated masses of 20 
liquid, and means within said drum for advanc-
ing said segregated masses of divided material 
through said drum countercurrently to said 
liquid. 

5. A device of the kind described comprising !15 
a longitud.iruUly disposed drum, a helical screw 
disposed within said drum and contac~ing the 
inner walls thereof, a plurality of spaced per
forated blades joining the spires of said screw. 
and forming a plurality of separate compart- 80 
ments with said spires, a plurality of inclined 
chutes longitudinally arranged along the center 
of said screw, the inlet of each c;:hute disposed ad
jacent a perforated blade and the outlet of each 
chute displaced longitud1nally from said inlet, so as 
as to deliver materlal•passing therethrough into 
an adjacent compartment in a direction counter
current to the progression of said screw, said 
chutes being fixed within said drum so as to ro- , 
tate therewith. 40 

6. In a device of the kind described, means for 
causing the flow of a continuous column of liqUid 
in segregated masses, and means for causing the 
flow of a eontinuous column of divided matetial 
in segregated masses countercurrent to said 41 
liquid, so that the segregated masses of divided 
material come progressively Into contact with ce~
tain segregated masses of liquid, said firSt and 
second mentioned means' being combined into a· 
unitary revolving structure. · r 50 

7. -In a device of the kind described, revolving 
means causing the flow of a eontfn\lous colwlm 
of liquid in segregated masses, arid means re-

- volving with said last mentioned means for caus
ing .the flow of a continuous column of divided 65 
material in segregated masses-countercurrently 
to said liquid, so that the segregated masses of 
divided material come progressively into contact 
with successive segregated masses of liquid. . 

. 8. In a device of the kind described, a horizon- eo 
tally disposed rotating casfng, a horizontally dis
po&ed screw In said casing, the periphery of said 
screw forming a tight joint with said casing, a 
plurality · or' oppositely disposed long!tud1nally 
aligned perforated plates joining spires of ' Said 65 
scr~w. and inclined bame plates at the center of 
said screw.<: 

t In a device of the kind described, a hori
zontally disposed rotating casing, a -horizontal-
ly disposed screw in said casfng, the periph:- 70 
ery of aa1d screw forming a tight Joint with said 
casfng, and ba111e plates at the center of said screw, 
said ba.ftle plates inclined so as to move matter 

· fall1ng thereon In a direCtion along the axis of 
said screw a distance equal to one-half the .Pitch ;5 
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of said screw, and perforated plates interposed 
between and joining the adjacent turns of said 
screw. 

10. In a device of the kind described, a revolv-
6 ing drum, means within said drum and rotating 

therewith for dividing a continuous column of 
liquid into segregated masses, means within said 
drum and rotating therewith for dividing a con
tinuous column of solid matter into segregated 

10 masses, and means within said drum for causing 
said column of liquid and said column of solid 
matter to move countercurrently therethrough 
and in a manner so that the segregated masses 
of solid matter remain substantially completely 

15 segregated from each other and come progressive
ly into contact with the segregated masses of 
liquid which also remain substantially complete
ly segregated from each other. 

11. In · a diffusion apparatus for extracting 
20 sugar from beet slices and the like, means for 

producing a column of liquid in segregated masses 
comprising a series of coaxially associated con
tiguous compartments each adapted to hold a 
mass of liquid in segregated relation to the liqUid 

25 contained in the adjacent compartments of said 
. series, means for moving said separate compart
ments in a substantially horizontal path, whereby 
said segregated masses of liquid are moved there
with, said first-mentioned means also forming 

10 compartments for producing a column of segre
gated masses of beet slices, and means for mov
ing said column of beet slices within' said first
mentioned means in diffusing relationship and in 
countercurrent to said column of liquid, said last-

mentioned means being operatively associated 
with said ~ompartments for moving a series of 
segregated masses of beet slices into and out of 
said compartments and means communicating 
with the respective compartments for ad- 6 
vancing said segregated masses of beet slices in a 
direction opposite to the movement of said masses 
of liquid. 

12. In a diffusion apparatus for extracting 
sugar from beet slices and the like, means for 10 
producing a column of liquid in segregated masses 
comprising a series of coaxially associated con
tiguous compartments each adapted to hold a 
mass of liquid in segregated relation to the liquid 
contained in the adjacent compartments of said 15 
series, means for moving said separate compart
ments in 1. substantially horizontal path, where-
by said segregated masses of liquid are moved 
therewith, said first-mentioned means also form
ing compartments for producing ·a column of 20 
segregated ma.Sses of beet slices, and means for 
moving said column of beet slices within said 
first-mentioned means in diffusing relationship 
and in countercurrent to said column of liquid, 
said last-mentioned means being operatively as- 25 
sociated with said compartments for moving a 
series of segregated masses of beet slices into and 
out of said compartments and revolving means 
communicating with the respective compartments 
for advancing said segregated masses of beet 30 
slices in a direction opposite to the movement of 
said masses of liquid. 

JULIEN BERGE. 
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This invention relates to apparatus for the 
countercurrent contacting of two fluids, partic
ularly two liquids. it is especially adapted to 
the extraction of petroleum fractions, for in-

5 stance a lubricating oil stock, with a selective 
solvent or solvent mixture. 

It is an object of my invention to provide an 
apparatus of the above type which will accom
plish efficient equilibrium · contacting of the two 

!0 fluids in each of a plurality of stages. Another 
object is to provide an apparatus in which this 
can be accomplished together with the attain
ment of maximwn throughput. Other and more 
detailed objects will become apparent as the de-

j ,; scription of my invention proceeds. 
My invention will now be described in detail 

with reference to the preferred embodiment 
shown in the accompanying drawing in which 

Figure 1 is an elevation of my countercurrent 
20 contactor partly in section; and 

Figure 2 is a partial elevation taken along the 
line 2-2 of Figure 1. 

Referring now to the drawing in more detail, 
a generally horizontal casing II, w:ptch may suit-

25 ably be of the approximate cross-section shown 
in Figure 2, rests on supports 12 and is divided 
into two end compartments 13 and a plurality 
of intermediate compartments 14 by means of 
a plurality of baffles 15. Segmental passages 15a 

::o are left between baffles 15 and casing II. I pre
fer to use from 3 to 7 intermediate compartments 
14. Downwardly projecting extension 16 opens 
into the lower end of the right hand compart
ment 13 and is provided, preferably at the bot-

... , tom, with a fluid outlet 11 equipped with a valve 
18. Similarly the left hand compartment I 3 is 
provided with upward extension 19 at the top of 
which is located a fluid outlet 20 equipped with 
valve 21. The right hand end compartment 13 

.; J is also provided V?ith a fluid inlet 22 equipped 
with a valve 23 and the left hand end compart
ment 13 is equipped with a fluid inlet 24 which 
is provided in turn with a valve 25. Inlet 22 Is 
preferably, but not necessarily, located near the 

~;; top of right hand end compartment 13 and inlet 
24 is preferably, but not necessarily, located near 
the bottom of left hRnd end compartment 13. 

Intermediate compartments" 14 are provided 
with downwardly projecting baffles 26 which may 

:;o suitably be segmental in form and are prefer
ably approximately perpendicularly disposed with 
respect to the axis of casing II. Baffles 26 may 
be centrally located· in compartments 14 but are 
preferably located somewhat nearer to the right 

&5 hand end of the compartment. A1s wW J_)~ e~-

plained later this may be referred to as the UP
stream end of the compartment. Compartments 
14 are likewise provided with upwardly project
ing baffles 21 which may suitably be segmental 
in shape and are preferably approximately per- 6 
pendicularly disposed with respect to the axis 
of casing II. Baffles 21 are preferably located 
somewhat closer to the left or upstream end of 
the compartment than to the other end. 

Casing II or a portion of it is traversed by 10 
shafts 28 and 29 which are preferably located 
in vertical alignment with each other and par
allel to the axis of casing II. Shaft 28, in the 
form shown in Figure 1, is journaled at 30, 3 I, 
and 32 and is driven from drive shaft 33 by 15 
means of a pair of variable pulleys 34 and a 
belt 35. Similarly, shaft 29 is journaled at 3&, 
31 and 38 and is driven through drive shaft 31 
by means of a pair of variable pulleys 39 and 
the belt 40. Drive shaft 33 is in turn driven 20 
through pulleys 41, belt 42 and variable speed 
reducer 43 by means of motor 44. Variable speed 
reducer 43 is controlled by means of lever 45. 
It is thus possible to drive shafts 28 and 29 at 
a wide range of selected rates of rotation. Fur- 26 
thermore, by means of pulleys 34 and/or pul
leys 39 the rates of rotation of the two shafts 
can be independently varied. It is also possible 
to change the direction and location of either 
of the shafts by closing belt 35 or belt 40. 30 

Bamles 26 divide the upper portions of inter
mediate compartments 14 into upper upstream 
zones 46 and upper downstream zones 41. Shaft 
28 carries paddle wheels 48 which are located 
within or project into upper upstream zones 41. 35 
Similarly, baffles 21 divide the lower portions of 
intermediate compartments 14 · Into lower up
stream zones 49 and lower downstream zones 110. 
Paddle wheels 51 are carried by shaft 29 within 
or projecting into lower upstream zones 49. The 40 
paths 112 of the tips of paddle wheels 48, as shown 
in Figure 2, project upwardly to points above the 
lower edges of baffles 26 but below the upper edges 
of baffles 15. Similarly the paths 53 of the tips 
of paddle wheels 51 project at their lowest points 45 
below the upper edges of baffles 21 but above the 
lower edges of baffles 15. The reason for this 
will bec.ome apparent later in the description. 
Shafts 28 and 29 should be so located that paddle 
wheels 48 and 51 will fulfill the foregoing re- 50 
quirements and yet not project into the down
stream zones 50 and 41 respectively. 

Casing II is provided with a plurality of gas 
vents 54 located immediately on the upstream 
side of the various baffles 26 and above outlet Zl. 66 
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These gas vents are connected to manifold 55 by 
means of valves 56. Manifold 55 is also provided 
with a master valve 51. 

Having described my countercurrent contact-
5 ing apparatus I will now proceed to outline the 

processes for which it is adapted and its func
tional advantages with respect to those processes. 
The apparatus can be utilized for the contacting 
of any two fluids, but it is particularly adapted 

10 to contacting two liquids which are not com
pletely miscible with each other under the pre
vailing operating conditions and which are sub
stantially different in ~peciftc gravity. 

The liquid of low~r specific gravity is intro-
15 duced through inlet 22 by means of valve 23 and 

flows through casing II past and around the 
various baffles 15 and 26 and finally past baffle 
58 up into extension 19 and out through outlet 
20 and valve 21 . Simultaneously the liquid of 

20 higher specific gravity is introduced through inlet 
24 by means of valve 25 and flows along the bot
tom of casing II past the various baffles 15 and 
21, finally past baffle 59, into downward exten
sion 16 and then out of the apparatus through 

25 outlet 11 and valve 18. While the two liquids 
are thus being flowed through the apparatus in 
countercurrent contact with each other, shafts 
28 and 29 are rotated by means of motor 44, etc. 
at optimum speeds to be determined as herein-

SO after described. Paddle wheels 48 and 51 at
tached to shafts 28 and 29 respectively are ro
tated thereby. The rotation of these blades tends 
to promote emulsification between the two liquid:; 
being contacted. This is highly desirable since 

35 it insures intimate contact and the attainment 
of equilibrium between the two liquids. Never
theless, it is desirable that the emulsion after 
being formed be broken so that the unemulsified 
liquid can pass on to the next stage of the process 

40 and again to undergo emulsification. 
My invention makes this desirable result pos

sible and in effect makes each of compartments 
14 a distinct stage wherein equilibrium is ob
tained and the two liquids pass on in opposite 

45 directions to the next stages. 
The method by which this is accomplished will 

be described with particular reference to the right 
hand one of compartments 14 which may be 
taken as typical. The lighter liquid entering the 

50 apparatus through Inlet 22 passes over the top 
of the right hand one of baffles 15 and enters 
upper upstream zone 46 wherein it is vigorously 
agitated by paddle wheel 48. This agitation to
gether with the agitation provided by paddle 

55 wheel 51 located in the lower left hand portion 
of compartment 14 produces a central zone of 
emulsified material wherein the two liquids are 
in intimate contact within each other. A por
tion of this emulsified material pa"WS around the 

60 lower end of baffle 26 and into the upper down
stream zone 41 wherein there is no agitation and 
the light liquid which has been in contact with 
the heavy liquid settles out and passes over the 
top of the next baffle 15 into the next compart-

05 ment. Simultaneously heavy liquid enters com
partment 14 at the lower left and comes into 
lower upstream zone 49 wherein it Is vigorously 
agitated by means of paddle wheel 51. A por
tion of the emulsified material passe3 over the 

70 top of baffle 21 and the lower l!quid settles out 
in the lower downstream zone 50 and then passes 
out of the compartment nt the lower right. Both 
the light and heavy liquids thus first enter a 
vigorous agitation zone and are contacted with 

75 the other liquid and then enter a relatively qules-

cent zone in which they settl'e out and pass on 
in the next compartment. The quiescent zone3 
should preferably be rather larger than the agi
tation zones. 

The approximate preferred interfacial levels 5 
between each of the liquids and the emulsifica
tion zone are shown by dashed lines in Figure 1. 

It will be understood, of course, that these lines 
are approximate only since in many cases the 
emulsified layer will gradually taper off into the 1 u 
unemulsifted layer. In the right hand end com
partment 13 interfacial level 60 should be rela
tively high in order to permit the settling out 
of entrained light liquid from the heavy liquid 
being withdrawn through outlet 11. Similarly IJ 
interfacial level 6Da in left hand end compart
ment 13 should be relatively low so as to permit 
the settling out of entrained heavy liquid from 
the light liquid being withdrawn through outlet 
20. Level 6Da must in general be above level 60 ~o 

so that the hydrostatic head necessary to secure 
flow through the apparatus can be secured. In
terfacial level 61 in upper upstream zone 46 rep
resents the approximate interface between the 
light liquid and the emulsified material. This ~.> 

level should preferably meet baffle 15 near the 
top thereof. After flowing around baffle 26 into 
relatively quiescent zone n, the level 62 between 
the light liquid and the emulsified material wlll 
be somewhat lower than level 61 due to the ab- :JU 
sence of agitation. Similar considerations apply 
to levels 63 and 64 representing the approximate 
interfaces between the heavier liquid and the 
emulsified material. 

These optimum results can be obtained by con- 3.1 

trol of the rates of rotation of shafts 28 and 29, 
by control of valves 18, 21, 23, and 25 and if de
sired by the use of interfacial liquid level controls 
(not shown) located in one or both of end com
partments 13 cooperating with one or more bf 40 
valves 18, 21, 23, and 25. In the preferred meth-
od an interfacial liquid level control is used in 
one of end compartments 13 in cooperation with 
a pressure control valve located in the outlet 
from the opposite end compartment. 4.1 

The provision of gas vents 54 is of great im
portance when contacting two liquids, since the 
accumulation of air, vapors, etc. in the upper por
tions of the various compartments, particularly 
immediately on the upstream sides of baffles 26 50 
may otherwise interfere seriously with the opera
tion of the apparatus. 

While paddle wheels 48 and 51 may suitably be 
formed of flat blades, cups, etc. facing in the di
rection of rotation, it is sometimes desirable to ;,.:; 
slope them slightly so as to help propel the two 
liquids in their respective downstream directions. 
This tends to increase the throughput of the de
vice. Too great a propulsion must be avoided 
however, since it Interferes with the attainment of li ,l 

equilibrium in each stage. It is also sometimes 
desirable to use more than two paddles in each of 
compartments 14. The paddles should, however, 
be confined largely to zones 46 and 49. 

It Is a matter of considerable importance that u.J 
the angle at which casing II is tilted to the hori
zontal be carefully selected. If this angle is too 
small the rate of flow through my apparatus wm 
be very small and the aforementioned relation
ships between the various interfacial levels can- iO 

not be obtained. On the other hand, there is an 
upper limit, angles larger than which cannot be 
used without sacrifice of emciency or operability. 
Angles from about 5• to about 30• can be used 
although angles from about a• to about 20• are 7u 
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preferable. The term "generally horizontal" ap
plied herein to casing II covers angles from o• to 
20• or 30• to the horizontal. 

While my process and apparatus can be used for 
contacting any two fluids and particularly for the 
contacting of any two non-miscible liquids differ
ing substantially in specific gravity, it is peculiarly 
adapted to countercurrent extraction of petroleum 
fractions and more particularly to countercurrent 

IU extraction of lubricating oil stocks. In a pre
ferred embodiment the material Introduced 
through inlet 22 and withdrawn through outlet 
20 is a lubricating oil stock, and the material In
troduced through inlet 24 and withdrawn through 

15 outlet 17 is a selective solvent such as dichlor
ethyl ether, nitrobenzene, cresylic acid, phenol, 
sulfur dioxide or a mixture of sulfur dioxide and 
benzol. 

Baffles 26 and 21, as well as baffles 15 as shown 
20 in Figures 1 and 2 and as hereinbefore described 

are segmental baffles having approximately hori
zontal edges. This is theoretically correct and is 
practically desirable in many ca5es. I find, how
ever, that if one cr both of the liquids being con-

2.3 tacted is highly viscous or if paddle wheels 48 
and/ or 51 are rotated at high speeds a portion of 
the unemulsifled material tends to rotate with the 
paddles with the result that it Is carried under 
or over one end of the edges of baffles 26 or 2l 

so with consequent "short-circuiting". ·In other 
words, a portion of the materia.! passes from agi
tation zone 46 to quiescent zone 47 or from agita
tion zone 49 to quiescent zone 50 without having 
been emulsified. This can be remedied by dis-

3.3 placing baffles 26 and / or 27 in the direction of the 
rotation of the corresponding paddle wheels so 
that this "short-circuiting" will not occur. Alter
natively the baffles can be extended on the edge 
over or under which the unemulslfied liquid 

40 passes so that short-circuit.;ng will be prevented. 
While I have described m.r invention in con

nection with a specific embodiment thereof, I do 
not wish to be limited thereby but only to the 
scope of the appended claims in which I have set 

~.:; forth the novel features of my invention. 
I claim: · 
1. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 

of two fluids, comprising a generally horizontal 
casing, a plurality of baffles partially dividing said 

.iu casing into a plurality of compartments, and in
dependent agitation means located in and con
fined to diagonally disposed· portions of said com
partments. 

2. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 
;,.; of two fluids, comprising a generally horizontal 

casing, a plurality of baffles partially dividing said 
casing into a plurality of compartments, baffles 
dividing the upper portions of said compartments 
into two upper zones, baffles dividing the lower 

tiO portions of said compartments into two lower 
zones, agitation means located in and confined to 
one of said upper zones and agitation means lo
cated in and confined to one of said lower zones 
diagonally disposed with respect to said Iast-

u;; mentioned upper zone. 
3. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 

of two fluids, comprising a generally horizontal 
casing, a plurality of baffles disposed ap,Rroxi
mately perpendicularly to the axis of said c'asing 

· 70 and .dividing raid casing into two end compart
ments and a plurality of intermediate compart
ments, a plurality of baffles extending from the 
top ef said casing into said intermediate compart
ments and dividing sai.d Intermediate compart-

; u ment into two upper zones, a plurality of bames 

extending from the bottom of said casing into 
said intermediate compartments and dividing said 
intermediate compartments into two lower zones, 
a shaft traversing said upper zones, a second 
shaft traversing said lower zones, means for ro- [, 
tating said shafts, agitation means carried by 
said first-mentioned shaft within at least one of 
said upper zones, agitation means carri!:d by said 
~::econd shaft within at least cne of ~aid lower 
zones diagonally disposed with respect to said 1 J 

last-mentioned upper zone, a fluid inlet located In 
each of said end compartments and a fluid out-
let located in each of said end compartments. 

4. Apparatus for countercurrent c:mtacting 
comprising a generally horizontal casing, a plu- 1.:; 

rality of baffles disposed approximately perpen
dicularly to the axis of said casing and dividing 
said casing into two end compartments and a 
plurality of intermediate comp.1rtments, a plural-
ity of barnes extending from tl'le top of said casing :2tl 

into each of said intermediate compartments and 
dividing each of sa.;d intermediate compartments 
into a downstream upper zone and an upstream 
upper zone, a plurality of baffles extending from 
the bottom of said casing into each of said inter- :2.; 

med:ate compartments and dividing each of said 
intermeaiate compartment3 into a downstream 
lower zone and an upstream lower zone, a shaft 
traversing said upper zones, a second shafl trav
ersing said lower zones, means for rotating said ;;u 
shafts, means for controlling the rates of rotation 
of said shafts, agitation means carried by said 
first-mentioned shaft within said upstream upper 
zones, agitation means carried by said second 
shaft within said upstream lower zones, a fluid 3.:; 

inlet located in each of said end compartments 
and a fluid outlet located in each of said end 
compartments. 

5. Apparatus for countercurrent contacting 
comprising a generally horizontal casing, a plu- ~u 

rality of baffl()S disposed approximately ·perpen
dicularly to the axis of said casing and divid~ 
ing said casing into two a:1d cotnpartme·nts and 
a plurality of intermediate compartments, a plu
rality of baffles cxtendir.g from the top of said 4 .:; 

casing into each of said intermediate c::>mpart
ments and dividing each of said intermediate 
compartments into a downstream upper zone and 
an upstream upper zcne, a plurality of baffles ex
tending from the bottom of said casing into each i:iU 
of said intermediate compartments and dividing 
each of said intermediate compartments into a 
downstream lower zone and an upstream lower 
zone, a shaft traversing said upper zones, a sec
ond shaft traversing said lower zones, means for .:;s 
rotating said shafts, means for controlling the 
rates of rotation of said shafts, means located 
substantially within said upstream upper zones 
and carried by said first-mentioned shaft for 
agitating the material in the upper portion of 60 
said casing and propelling it downstream, means 
located substantially within said upstream lower 
zones and carried by said second shaft for agitat
ing the material in the lower portion of said 
casing and propelling it downstream in a direc- G.3 
tion opposed to the downstream direction of the 
material in the upper portion of said casing, 
a fluid inlet located in each of said end compart
ments and a fluid outlet located in each of said 
end compartments. 70 

6. Apparatus for countercurrent contacting 
comprising a generally horizontal casing, a plu
rality of baffles disposed approximately perpen
dicularly to the axis of said casing and dividing 
said casing into two end compartments and a 74 
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plurality of intermediate compartments, upper 
passages located near the tops of said baffles con
necting each adjacent pair of said compartments, 
lower passages located near the bottoms of said 

5 baffles connecting each adjacent pair of said com
partments, a plurality of baffles extending from 
the top of said casing into each of said inter
mediate compartments and dividing each of said 
intermediate compartments into a downstream 

10 upper zone and an upstream upper zone, a plu
rality of baffles extending from the bottom of said 
casing into each of said intermediate compart
ments and dividing each of said intermediate 
compartments into a downstream lower zone and 

1;; an upstream lower zone, a shaft traversing said 
upper zone , agitation means carried by said shaft 
substantially within said upstream upper zones 
and extending upward to a maximum height 
above the lower edges of said second-mentioned 

iO baffles and below mid upper passages, a second 
shaft traversing said lower zones, agitation means 
carried by said second shaft substantially within 
said upstream lower zones and extending down
ward to a maximum depth below the upper edges 

i .J of said third-mentioned baffles and above said 
lower passages, means for rotating said shafts, 
means for controlling the rate of rotation of said 
first-mentioned shaft, means for controlling the 
rate of rotation of said second shaft, a fiuid inlet 

:;J located in each of said end compartments and 
a ftUld outlet located in each of said end com
partments. 

7. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 
of two liquids incompletely miscible with each 

:;:; other and differing substantially from each other 
in specific gravity, comprising a casing inclined 
to the horizontal , a plurality of baffles partially 
dividing said casing into u plurality of compart
ments, and independent agitation means located 

-11) in and confined to diagonally disposed portions 
of said compartments. 

8. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 
of two liquids incompletely miscible with each 
ether and differing substantially from each other 

4.) in specific gravity, comprising a casing inclined 
to the horizontal, a plurality of bafiles disposed 
approximately perpendicularly to the axis of said 
casing and dividing said casing into two end 
compartments and a plurality of intermediate 

50 compartments, a plurality of batHes extending 
from the top of said casing into said intermedi-

ate compartments and dividing said Intermedi
ate compartment Into/ two upper zones, a plu
rality of baffles extending from the bottom of said 
casing into said Intermediate compartments and 
dividing said intermediate compartments Into two 5 
lower zones, a shaft traversing said upper zones, 
a second shaft traversing said lower zones, means 
for rotating said shafts, agitation means carried 
by said first-mentioned shaft within at least one 
of said upper zones. agitation means carried by 10 
said second shaft within at least one of said low-
er zones diagonally disposed with respect to said 
last-mentioned upper zone, a liquid inlet located 
in each of said end compartments and a liquid 
outlet located in each of said end compartments. 15 

9. Apparatus for the countercurrent contacting 
of two liquids incompletely miscible with each 
other and differing substantially from each other 
in specific gravity comprising a casing inclined 
to the horizontal, a plurality of baffles disposed 20 
approximately perpendicularly to the axis of said 
casing and dividing said casing into two end 
compartments and a plurality of intermediate 
compartments, a plurality of baffles extending 
from the top of said casing into each of said 25 
intermediate compartments and dividing each of 
said intermediate compartments into a down
stream upper zone and an upstream upper zone, 
a plurality of baffles extending from the bottom 
of said casing into each of said intermediate 30 
compartments and dividing each of said inter
mediate compartments into a dbwnstream lower 
zone and an upstream lower zone, a shaft travers
ing said upper zones, a second shaft traversing 
said lower zones, means for rotating said shafts, 35 
means for controlling the rates of rotation of said 
shafts, means located substantially within said 
upstream upper zones and carried by said first
mentioned shaft for agitating the material in the 
upper portion of said casing and propelling it ~0 
downstream, means located substantially within 
said upstream lower zones and carried by said 
second shaft for agitating the material in the 
lower portion of said casing and propelling it 
downstream In a direction opposed to the down- 45 
stream direction of the material in the upper 
portion of said casing, a fiuid Inlet located in each 
of said end compartments and a fiuid outlet locat-
ed in each of said end compartments. 

JACK ROBINSON. 60 
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BXTBACTION 

Gluomo BoUaro, MllaD, l&aq 

ApplleaUon Ma,. IS, 1818, Serial No.I1,J78 
In 1&.17 .. ,. Z5, 1815 

S Claims. ( CL !1--Z61) 

Tbls invention pertains t.o the art of c:oo.tacttD¥ 
countercurrently one or _more liquids with one or 
more finely divided eol1ds being t.o a great degree 
in.soluble in t he reagent liquids and d11fer1ng in 

5 apeclftc gravity and a1ao t.o the art of contactmg 
two or more liquids being to a great degree im
miscible and c:Wrertng in specUlc gravity. 

.Operations of this type occur very widely in 
. physloo-chemical processes as for instance in the 

1 o extraotl.on of oil from seeds, m COilt6ct.tng oil with 
bleaching earth, mineral Oils with sulphuric acid, 
mineral oils with selective solvents, such as ace
tone, sulphur dioxide, furfural, propane and 
others for purposes. qf refln1ng or dewaxlng. 

1 /J Apparatuses for the purptlse above indicated 
bave never been constructed before because the 
known mechanisms oa.n serve only for the 
countercurrent contacting of liquids, but 1D no 
case bave they been so constructed that their 

20 main embodiments can serve equally well for the 
operation of both liquid-liquid or liquid-solid 
systems, which feature forms the main object of 
the present invention. 

A furl/her object of this invention is to devise 
25 a novel construotion whereby a proeeas of 

countercurrent conte.ctlng may be carried out 
with a minimum of space 1D the mix1ng zones and 
a maximum of demulsUying and d11fuslon em
cieney m .the quiescence zones, so :t.hat ·the eon-

30 centration of the e:mtracted material in the re
agent liquids may be the grea.test posSible while 
the extra.cted liquid or solid phases may be &fter 
conoflaet1ng deprived 1D the greatest proportion of 
the materJals to be extraoted. 

35 All these objects and advaatages are obtained 
b:y operation in the apparatuses herein described, 
cons1st1ng of means forming a sueeession of aJ.ter
nate zones of turbulence and qUiescence, which 
succession conatitutes a widely used form of con-

40 .truotlon for liquid-liquid coUDtereurrent ap
paratuses, which bas never been employed for 
solids, while new construoWonal features are em
bodied. Palticularly do these apparatuses all 
~t a combination of quiescence chambers 

45 arr8oeed in a self-contained shell and formed of 
a plw:al1ty of elongiUted straig·ht conduits equaUy 
inclined having a constaut small sectional area, 
eaending longitudl.nally between two stirrer arms 
dJISposed in chambers with dimensions restricted 

50 to those strictly neceasa.ry for the accommodation 
of 8Bid stirrer arms, one conduit chamber being 
arranged at each end of aa1d aM;ema.te suecession 
of chambers, while outlets for the contacted 
phaaea ve arranged after eakl termtDa1 oondu1t 

55 clambers, and entrancea for tbe pm..e. to be coo-

tacted ve arranged on the chambers provided 
with stirrer arms. In consequence of the reduc
tion of the apace capacity in the turbulence zones, 
the total volume capacity is reduced to a mini
mum of the paints 1D the apparatus where Uni- 1 
form cooeen.tration of the solute 1D the reagent 
liquids is unavoidable oo aooount of the necessary 
agitation of the materials to be contacted. The 
result is that the highest possible concentration 
of the !iOlute in the issuing reagent liquid is ob- 10 
tatned. 

The construction of the quiescence chambers 
or zones is Characterized by the use of a plurality 
of straight unbeJiled conduits of d11ferent shapes 
but all so disposed as to have an elongated form 115 
and a constant equal small .seetlonal area which 
ensures thwt the materials pass ·through them 1D 
constent equal thlnly laminar layers or else are 
divided into a large number of stl'8ight elong&ted 
strea:m.Iets allowing in both cases the separation 20 
of the phases to occur quickly due .to their reduced 
aeot.ioDal area, and <thoroughly due to their 
elongated form, while the thinness of the laminar 
111.yera dords the greatest proportion of 1Dter
faclal development of contact surface between the 25 
phases running counter-currently as against ,the 
volume of 1low. Fwthermore. the constant in
cHnation of <the apparatus ranging between 0" 
and 90" ensures the fall of the solid particles 1D 
the form of streamlets and the running of .the 30 
phases 1D counltercurrent in the Quiescence zones 
abarply divkled into two. superimposed ftows. 

The invention completely excludes the vertical 
position which would destroy the effect of the 
division into 111.yers of the flowing phases and in 35 
cer.tatn eases allows the horlzon.taJ position for 
liquids only or also for solids if the heavier phase 
1a forwarded centrifugally. The operation 1a 
generally so conducted that <the )leavier liquid or 
solid pbases are introduced 1D the apparatus 40 
through inlets applied on the superior turbulence 
zones whereas <the lighter liquid p~ enter 
through the inlets applied on the inferior turbu
lence zonce, care '>eing taken that . .fln equal 
pressure between the liquid phases eXists in all 45 
parts of the apparatus comprising inlets and out
lets, so that the countercurrent movement of the 
phases in the quiescence zones only takes place 
by vll"tue of their c:Wrerent spec11lc gravities. In 
a liquid-solid ay8tem, the 110lid phase must always 50 
be heavier speei1leal1y than the liquid phsse and 
therefore enters the apparatus always from a 
su,pertor turbulence zone. 

The outleta of the reacted phases are located 
after the QUiacence aone. which terminate at os 
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both ends the altema.te succession of turbulence Referring now to the embodiment shown in 
and quieooence oha.mber.s, while in case solid Figs. 1 and 2, I designates the outer shell of a 
phases are to be extracted, .screw conveyors are cylindrical inclined container; 2 1s a rotatable 
used, which do not allow the escaping liquid phase supported shaft extending through its whole 

li to leave <tile apparatus through the same outlet. length and provided with pulley 3; 4 and I des- li 
The turbulence is caused by a rotatable shaft ignate the lnlets into turbulence chambers of the 

extending through the whole length of .the ap- heavier and lighter liquid phases to be contacted; 
paratus, carrying arms which extend in .the I and 1 designate the outlets of the lighter and 
turbulence chambers, an appl1081t1on which is heavier phases after contacting. The numerals 

10 widely known for liquid-liqUid countercurrent I are the laminar quiescence conduits formed by 10 
sy.stems but which has which ·has never been equidistant longitudinal fiat plates arranged par
applled for liquid-solid systems of phases in a allel to shaft 2 and extending in transverse di
counter-current apparaltus. rection over the complete chord of the cross 

The aforesaid plurality of conduits in the section of the outer shell I, while in the axial 
15 quiescence zones are immovable and .the separa- direction the ends of said plates terminate in 16 

.tion of the phases only takes place :there by othe correspondence to the cross-planes shown by the 
acrtion of gl'a.Vi•tY but :the invention also contem- dotted lines Ia. The turbulence zones I are 
plate& the application of ceilltrlfugal force to cause . therefore determined by two reciprocally facing 
a quicker and more thorough separllition of .the cross-planes Ia, which are only spaced apart by 

20 phases through a shorter distance. the space necessary to accommodate stirrer arms 20 :.. 
The apparatus in which centrifugal force 1s I D fixed on a shaft 2. The conduits placed at 

applied to can advantageously also be made to the two ending quiescence chambers are longer 
work in horizontal position, thus saving the op- than the intermediate ones. Numerals II desig
eration of lifting the phases. nate terminal collecting chambers tor the con-

25 In this case the conduits assume a frustro- tacted liquids, while 12 are arms fixed on shell 2li 
conical or cylindrical form and they are made I tor the support of shaft 2. Further means at 
to rotate by fixing them on the same rotatable the inlets and outlets may be used tor the con
shaft. The heavier phase is then separated by trol ot entering and leaving liquids but are not 
centrifugal force and in the case of trustro- shown. Numeral 4a represents a further lnlet 

30 conical conduits, also forwarded by it, while the into an intermediate turbulence chamber when- 30 
lighter phase is pushed mechai1ically in the op- ever a third phase is included in the system. 
poslte direction of the heavier phase. The frus- The operation of the apparatus 1s as follows: 
troconical or cylindrical conduits may have a the lighter phase enters through 5 and fills the 
curved re-entrance on one or both ends in order apparatus up to the level of outlet 6; then shaft ... 35 to facilitate the engagement of the phases 2 is made to rotate and the heavier phases drop ..., 
t_herein. through lnlets 4 and 4a and displace an equal 

Other details are indicated in the annexed portion of the lighter phase which leaves the 
drawings forming part hereof, and wherein sev- apparatus through 6. The heaVY phase enter
era! embodiments of the apparatus made ac- ing in 4a may be or not soluble either in the 

40 cording to the present invention are diagram- heavier phase entering through 4 or in the lighter 40 
matically illustrated only by way of example: phase entering through 5. If it 1s soluble in 

Fig. 1 1s a vertical axial section of a double the heavier phase it will descend as a sole solu
countercurrent incllned contacting apparatus for tton flowing countercurrently to the llghter phase 
a llquid-llquid system of phases with laminar since the specific gravity of said solution 1s higher 

45 conduits. than that of the lighter phase. I1 it is not 4li 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on line n-n soluble it will descend similarly because its own 

of Fig. 1 which shows in its upper portion a tur- specific gravity is still higher than that of the 
bulence chamber and in its lower portion a Qui- lighter phase. u it is soluble in the lighter 
escence chamber or zone. phase, the specific gravity of the ensuing solu-

50 Fig. 3 1s a vertical axial section of an inclined tion must be lower than that of the heavier phase 50 
countercurrent contacting apparatus for a liquid- entering through 4 and then said solution rises 
solid system of phases with inclined laminar countercurrently to said descending heavier conduits. 

Fig. 4 1s a vertical axial section of a single phase. 
55 countercurrent contacting inclined apparatus for Supposing that the heaVY phase entering 56 

a liquid-liquid system of phases with rotating through 4• 1s soluble in the lighter phase under 
cylindrical conduits. said conditions above and determines a sole light

Fig. 5 1s a cross section on line V-V of the er phase, the heavier phase will descend through 
apparatus of Fig, 4. the laminar conduits I and arrives in the sue-

GO Fig. 6 1s a vertical axial section of a single cesslve turbulence zones 9 while the lighter phase 60 
countercurrent, horizontal contactln.'r ; --,aratus ascends countercurrently through the laminar 
for a liquid-liquid system of phases with rotat- conduits I in the turbulence chambers 9 and 
lng frustroconical conduits. from there in the above standing quiescence con-

Fig. 7 1s a cross section on line vn-vn of duits 8 from where it ·proceeds to chamber II 
G5 the apparatus of Fig. 6. and outlet 8. The heavier phase continues to 65 

Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 arid 12 are fragmentary ver- - descend passing alternatively through all qui
tical axial sections of special forms of construe- escence and turbulence zones till it arrives at 
tion of rotating cylindrical and frustroconical the inferior collecting chamber II and leaves 
conduits whose ends are llmlted by curved sur- through outlet 1. A controlled proportionate 

;o faces. volume of the llghter phase continually enters 70 
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are diagrammatic partial through inlet 5 and ascends countercurrently 

cross sections of laminar conduits. to the heavier phase and after dissolving the 
In several figures the design of the conduits heavY phase entering through 4a it reaches out

has been only partially shown for the sake of let I and leaves the apparatus. The major 
75 simplicity. length of the terminal quiescence conduits 8 71 
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serves to determine a complete separation of the 
contacted phases before leaving the apparatua. 

Referring now to the embodiment shown in 
Fig. 3, which is particularly intended for the 

5 treatment of solids, II is the inclined outer shell 
having a rectangular shape; IC is a rotating shaft 
actuated by a pulley, not shown. Numeral II 
designates the entrance into a turbulence cham
ber 21 of the finely divided solid phases; II the 

Ill inlet into a turbulence chamber 21 of the liquid 
lighter phase; 11 the outlet of the contacted solid 
phase; II is a screw-conveyor of the contacted 
solid phase; II the outlet of the contacted lighter 
phase; 2D are the laminar quiescence conduits 

15 having an added inclination with the upper one 
of greater length in order to allow a thorough 
sedimentation of the finest solid particles. Bald 
conduits are formed by ,equidistant longltucUnal 
ftat plates extending in a transverse d1rect1on 

20 from one side to the other of the shell II while 
in the direction perpendicular to the above, au 
plates begin from cross-plane 21• and terminate 
alternately in cross-planes 2Db and 21". 

The turbulence chambers 21 are therefore de-
25 termined by the two mutually facing crossplanea 

2D• and 2D• whose distance is the shortest re
qUired for the accommodation of arms 21; said 
peculiarity being omitted at the upper end of 
quiescence zone towards the superior chamber 

ao 24. Shaft 14 supported by arms 22 carries stir
ring arms 21 flxed on same, while U are the col
lecting chambers at both ends, and II• represent 
double bottoms which may be provided for the 
heating of the phases. Cocks 2 I• serve for emp-

35 tying the turbulence chambers when the appa
ratus is at rest, controlled exhaust openings 21b 
allow gases developing from the liquid phase to 
escape. . 

The operation of this apparatus is slmUar to 

40 that of apparatus I with the sole cWference that 
a second heavy phase is omitted and that the 
added inclination of the plates constituting the 
conduits 20 facilltate the downward course of the 
solid particles, and that the screw-conveyor II 

.a entirely stops outlet 11 so that the contacted 
heavier solid phase is evacuated mechanically In 
a manner that does not allow the lighter phase 
to leave through said outlet 11. The space com
prised !letween 20b and 20• serves for the sedi-

60 mentation of the coarser solid particles so that 
they will descend through the quiescence zones 
separately from the finer ones, thus avoiding dis
turbance of the course of the last ones. Means 
II• serve for heating means 21• for the evacua-

GG tion of liquid and solid materials, while 21b serve 
for the evacuation of gases. These particular 
means II•, 21•, and 21 b are only to be used when 
necessary. 

Referring to the embodiment shown in Pigs. 4 
eo and 5, which 1s particularly Intended when there 

1s too little difference In the speclftc gravity of 
the phases, 25 represents the outer inclined sheD; 
21 the rotating shaft with a pulley 21; 21 the in
let of the heavier phase into a turbulence cham-

615 ber II; 21 the inlet of the lighter phase in an
other turbulence chamber II; ID the outlet of the 
contacted lighter phase; II the outlet of the con
tacted heavier phase; 12 are the cylindrical con
centric laminar rotating condUits constituted by 

70 cylindrically curved plates whose ends lie in 
planes perpendicular to shaft 21 on which they 
are fixed by means of arms stm11ar to those re
lating to the frustrocontcal embodiment illus
trated in Figs. 6 and 7 and Indicated by reference , 

7l 41; II are the turbulence chambers; 14. the stir-

ring arms flxed on shaft II; and II the terminal 
collecting chambers at both ends. 

As said before this kind of apparatus can a1ao 
be made to work in horizontal position. 

The mode of operation of the apparatus 1s slm- G 

liar to that of the apparatus of Fig. 1, omitting a 
third phase, but the separation of the phases in 
the quiescence zones is enhanced by the centrifu
gal effect created by the rotation of the cylindri-
cal conduits In the quiescence zones. 10 

Pigs. 6 and 7 Ulustrate an embodin . . nt with 
rotating frustrocontcal quiescence conduits, 
which is particularly intended to be used when 
the heavier phase has a tendency to stick and 
hence is conveniently subJected to a forwarding 15 
action. Numeral 18 represents the outer shell 
and 11 the rotating shaft with pulley II; II 1s 
the inlet of the heavier phase in turbulence 
chamber 44; 4D the Inlet of the lighter phase in 
another turbulence chamber 44 and 41 the outlet 20 
~f the contacted heavier phase; 42 the outlet of 
the contacted lighter phase. The frustrocontcal 
concentric laminar conduits 41 are constituted by 
frustrocontc&Uy curved plates, flxed by means of 
arms 41 <P'lg. 7> on shaft 11 and rotating with 25 
same; the ends of said frustroconteally curved 
plates lie In planes which are perpendicular to 
shaft 11; 44 are the turbulence chambers; 46 the 
stlrrlng arms ftxed on shaft 11; and 46 the termi-
nal collecting chambers at both ends. 30 

This apparatus can also be made to work In 
an Inclined position. 

'lbe mode of operation of this apparatus 1s the 
following: the heavy phase either solid or liquid 
enters at II and after mixing with the llquid sa 
light phase In U enters thefrustrocontcalconduits 
41 and overcoming the tendency to stick is for
warded centrifugally to the next turbulence 
chamber U and subsequently arrives at outlet 41. 
The light phase Is pushed mechanically through '8 
Inlet 4D and, overcoming the centrifugal force of 
the frustrocontcal rotating quiescence conduits 
41, passes successively through the qUiescence 
and turbulence zones till it leaves through outlet 
42. 41 

Pigs. 8, 9 and 10 show modes of constructbn of 
the turbulence zones 31 of the embodiment of Fig. 
4, by which said zones may be limited as shown 
at 48 In a conical or curved manner through a 
suitable differentiation of the lengths of the cy- GO 
ltndrical plates forming the quiescence conduits. 

Pigs. 11 and 12 show modes of construction of 
the turbulence zones U of the embodiment of 
Pigs. 6 and 7, by which said zones also may be 
limited In slmUar manner as shown at 41. 11 

In the case of Figs. 8 to 12, the stirrer arms are . 
preferably enlarged so as to correspond to the 
dimensions of the enlarged turbulence chambers. 
An apparatus can be formed out of a sole type 
of these forms of quiescence zones or of a com- eo 
blnation thereof. 

.,.. 13 fs a sectional view of a type of a dia
phragm type of laminar conduit to be uaed in 
connection with the embodiments shown In P1p. 
1 and 3, and constituted by plates II extendlna 6G 
long1tud1nally over the chord of the crou section 
of the shell of the apparatus, while the sPacea 
resulting between- two succeaslve platea are in 
their turn further divided by dlaphra8ma II 
which are Interposed lolllltud1nally between two 70 
plates and are perpendicular to the chord of said 
crou section. Obviously said diaphragm forma
tion which conatltutes a unltary conception for 
the mode of eouatructton aa shown tn P1p. 1 
and s DJ.a7 be aubltttutecl b7 aeta of pipes u 71 
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eqUivalents, and are to be equally undentood aa blnation of qUiescence chambers arranged in a 
being ftat plates In the clalma when auch plates self-contained shell and formed by a plurality 
are spec11led. of elongated, clear, straight conduits having a 

Pig. U 1s a sectional view of an undulated small cross-sectional area constituted by cylin-
r, type of laminar condUits. drlcal shaped surface portions equallY inc11ned 5 

Variation& may, of course, be reaorted to and with the shell and concentric to each other, said 
parts used without others within the scope of conduits being fixed on the rotatable shaft ex
the W»pended clalms. tending through the apparatus and arranged be

Having now fully described m:v Invention, I tween two stlrring arms located in chambers 
1 :> claim: whose dimensions are restricted to those strictly l O 

1. In an apparatus for the continuous coun- necessary for the accommodation of said stirring 
tercurrent contacting of at least two liquid phases arms, one conduit chamber arranged at each end 
substantially lmmlscible and differing in spec11lc of said alternate succession of chambers, outlet 
gravity, as well as for the continuous counter- ports for the contacted phases arranged after 

J.i current contacting of at least one liqUid phase said terminal conduit chambers, and entrance I :J 

with at least one substantially insoluble solid ports for the phases to be contacted arranged 
phase dlfferlng in speclflc gravity, whlle con- on the chambers provided with stirring arms. 
tacting the phase by superposition thereof in 3. In an apparatus for the continuous counter
layers, including an alternate succession of current contacting of at least two liquid phases 

20 means forming quiescence and turbulence zones substantially imm1sclble and dlffering in spec11lc 20 
with a rotatable shaft carrytng stirring arms and gravity, as well as for the continuous counter
extending through said whole succession of zones, current contacting of at least one liquid phase 
the combination of quiescence chambers arranged with at least one substantially insoluble solid 
in a self-contained incltDed shell and formed by phase differing in spec11lc gravity, constituted by 

2J a plurality of elongated, clear, straight condUits an alternate succession of means forming quies- 25 
having a constant equal small sectional area con- cence and turbulence zones with a rotatable shaft 
sistlng of pipes equally inclined with the shell, carrying stirring arms and extending through 
extending between two stirring arms located in said whole succession of zones, the combination 
chambers whose dimensions are restricted to of . quiescence chambers arranged 1n a self-con-

:;J those strictly necessary for the accommodation tained shell and formed by a plurality of elon- 30 
of said stirring arms, the degree of inclination gated clear and straight conduits having a small 
of said shell and pipes being a suftlclent depar- sectional area constituted by cylindrical shaped 
ture from the vertical to allow of said superpo- surface members equally inclined with the shell, 
sition of the phases, one conduit chamber ar- and concentric to each other and to the appa-

;;.:; ranged at each end of said alternate succession ratus, and fixed on the rotatable shaft extending 35 
of chambers, outlet ports for the contacted through the apparatus also whlle the edges of 
phases arranged after said terminal conduit at least one of the two extremities of the several 
chambers, and entrance ports for the phases to cyllndrical shaped surface members lle on a 
be contacted arranged on the chambers provided curved revolution surface coaxial with the rotat-

40 with stirring arms. log shaft, said condUits being arranged between 40 
2. In an apparatus for the continuous counter- two stirring arms contalning chambers whose 

current contacting of at least two liqUid phases dimensions are restricted to those strictly neces
substantially lmmlscible and differing 1n specific sary for the accommodation of said stlrrtng arms 
gravity, &I! well as for the continuous counter- one conduit chamber arranged at each end of 

u current contacting of at least one liquid phase said alternate succession of chambers, outlet 45 
with at least one substantially insoluble solid ports for the contacted phases arranged after 
phase differing in speclftc gravity, constituted said terminal conduit chambers, and entrance 
by an alternate succession of means forming ports for the phases to be contacted arranged 
qUiescence and turbulence zones with a rotat- on the chambers provided with stirring arms. 

10 able shaft carrying stlrrlng arms and extending 60 
through said whole succeaslon of zones, the com- GIACOMO BOTI'ARO. 
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My process which is new and distinc
tive provides for the treatment of the prod
ucts of the distillation or cracking, or both, 
of hydrocarbons and the incidental treat-

5 ment of cooling oil and condensate, in an 
elongated chamber placed either horizon
tally or perpendicularly, or at any angle 
from the horizontal to the perpendicular, 
as may be preferred, which chamber is so 

10 constructed or arranged that the cooling liq
uid or medium, which may be crude petro
leum oil, shall occupy one part longitudinally 
of the elongated -chamber and the vapors or 
gases resulting from distillation or cracking, 

lG or both, shall occupy the other part longitu
dinally of the chamber, and while they may 
be in surface contact shall not intermingle ex
cept as herein set forth. In practice I admit 
the vapors or gas to the chamber at or near 

20 one end and admit the cooling liquid at or 
near the other end and pass them through 
practically the entire length of the chamber 
in counter current, or I may, if desired, ad
mit both vapor or gas and cooling liquid 

25 separately at the same end of the chamber 
and pass them through it independently and 
concurrently. 

By passing the vapor or gas and cooling 
Equid through the chamber in this manner, I 

30 may maintain such pressure as is desired, and 
regulate temperature in the chamber, thus 
dephlegmating under regulated pressure and 
temperature, as has not heretofore been done, 
and doing it more adequately, efficiently and 

35 speedily. 
To aid in treating the vapors and gases, 

and at the same time remove moisture or mist 
from the vapor or gas bein~ treated, I pro
vide baffles to impede and distort the flow of 

40 such vapor or gas, and in any practical man
ner, but usually and preferably by means of 
revolving discs partly submerged in the cool
ing liquid, I agitate the vapor or gas and 
sprinkle, spray or dash particles of the cool-

45 ing liquid against and into the gas, and trans
fer heat from the vapor or gas to the cooling 
l;quid. In this manner I not only speedily 
and efficiently cool the vapor or ~as and heat 
the liquid used as a cooling medmm, both of 

50 which are purposes of my invention, but I 

also extract moisture from the vapor or gas, 
aid in condensing higher boiling point prod
ucts and intimately intermingle said mOisture 
and higher boiling point products with the 
cooling medium, and where it is a crude or 
other heavy petroleum oil, cause the absorp- 55 

tion in it, either in whole or in part, of said 
moisture and higher boiling point products. 

When sulphur or objectionable color or 
odors are present in the gas or vapor, I add 
to the cooling liquid, then usually a heavy 60 

or crude petroleum oil, any suitable treating 
agent, such as lime, caustic soda, soda ash, 
water, fuller's earth, or bentonite, or a com
bination of one or more of these, and then the 
treatment described, in addition to the effects 65 

already mentioned, clarifies the products and 
eliminates the objectionable sulphur, color 
and odor, either wholly or to a degree suffi
cient for commercial purposes, and heavy 
or crude oil when used as a cooling medium, 70 

is made into a product well adapted for 
transformation by simple and well known 
processes into a very efficie~t lubrica,ting oil, 
or used as charging stock in cracking opera
tion with or without the intervening removal 75 

of entrained solids. 
In this manner, I may remove from or 

change in crude or other oils that portion 
thereof that unduly deposits carbon, in 
cracking, on the apparatus. My process is 80 

continuous. Gas or vapor and cooling me
dium are renewed or added to as often as 
desired or continuously and the treatment 
agent when used may be added or withdrawn 

815 
whenever and as often as desired. 

Other characteristics and further advan
tages of my process appear in the descrip
tion of an apparatus I have invented particu

·larly adapted to it, and in the several claims 90 
which follow. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of 

the apparatus showing the rotating discs in 
elevation; 95 

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view showing one 
form of a weir or dam in elevation; 

Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view of the ap
paratus showing one form of disc in eleva-
tion; · 100 
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Fig. 4 is a sectional detail of the disc of 
Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional detail of a modified 
form of disc; 

5 Figs. 6 and 7 are cross sectional views of 
the apparatus showing weirs of modified 
construction; 

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic view of the appa
ratus of Fig. 1; and 

10 Figs. 9 and 10 are diagrammatic views 
showing modifications of said apparatus. 

My apparatus consists of a chamber 
through which by snitable openings a liquid 
and gas enter at different temperatures and 

15 moYe counter current to each other while 
passing progressi vely through openings in 
a plurality of rcvoh·ing metalli<; discs ar
ranged concentrically on a revolving shaft 
whereby heat from the liquid is transferred 

20 to the discs and from the discs to the gas
or heat is transferred from the gas to the 
<liscs and from the discs to the liquid; or a 
liquid may be pas~ed concurrently with a 
gas through the apparatus. 

25 The liquid may contain lime, caustic soda, 
soda ash, fuller's earth, hydrated lime, or 
bentonite herein called treating agents, to 
alter the ella racter of the liquid or vapor in 
the dephlegmator, for instance, l:iy absorption 

30 of sulphur or coloring matter. This liquid 
is continually lifted as a film wetting the 
discs and may be nsed for altering the char
acter of the gas by exposure thereto and hy re
newal for treatment by revolving the discs. 

35 Figure 1 shows one arrangement of my 
apparatus and its application to oil stills 
as a separator of liquids heavier than gaso
line out of vapors from a cracking still while 
operating under, for instance, 600 pounds 

40 pressure. However, it may be operated at 
lower or normal pressure, or higher pres
sure. A cylindrical chamber of steel is em
ployed with an entrance port for hot vapors 
at 2. and an exit port for the vapors not con-

45 densed or absorbed at 3. A means of en
trance for inspection and repair may be pro
Yided in the form of a port 4. Liquid oil 
produced in the apparatus by conden.sation 
or brought to it by a pipe 6, may be intro-

50 duced through an intake 5, and withdrawn 
through an outlet 7, or returned through a 
pipe line 8 by a pump 20, being cooled dur
ing recirculation by water or other means 
entering the water jacket 9 at 21 leaving 

55 at 22. 
Weirs represented in Figs. 2, 6 and 7, re

spectively, by 10 lOa and lOb of whichever 
type may be preferred may be interposed 
along the lower side of the chamber, if de-

GO sired, to insure pools of l;quid into which 
perforated rotatinf" <Lscs 11 dip and " ·hich 
also act as protectors to preYent undue con
vection currents in the liquid. anrl gas lift 
effed. from rapidly overpassing gas. The 

65 cha1~ber 1 may be horizontal as in Fig. 8, 

or vertical as in Fig. 10, or at an angle be
tween, as in Fig. 9, but any angle sufficient 
to permit a flow of liquid from one end to 
the other in a suitable manner is satisfactory. 
Horizontal or nearly horizontal operation is 70 

Yery satisfactory. In the arrangement of 
Fig. 10, angular baffles 23 with openings are 
provided for the return downward on the 
baffle side of oil and for the passage upward 
on the opposite side of gas. A means 24 is 75 

provided for diverting incoming cooling oil. 
12 is a shaft with suitable means of vari

able rotation provided by passing through 
stuffing boxes 25 and driven by means of a 
pulley 13. The discs 11 are concentrically 80 

fastened to the shaft and revolve between 
the weirs 10 dipping through the surface of 
liquid 14. The passage of gas through the 
passages in the discs 11 may be furthered 
by oppositely disposed baffles 16 which retard 85 

the passage. The perforations of the discs 
11 may be of such character, as indicated in 
Fig. 5, that a large amount of surface in pro
portion to weight is presented for heating 
and cooling; or the perforations may be so oo 
formed or arranged tortuously as to give free 
passage to gas and to catch mists and en
trained particles. 

For the further purpose of removing mists 
I also may interpose stationary discs 17 or 05 

parts of discs with zigzag or tortuous or 
sharply diverted passages, if desired, between 
the revolving perforated discs 11. The sta
tionary discs 17 may be provided with strips 
17a of corrugated metal arranged in zigzag 100 

or other tortuous relation so as to impede the 
flow therethrough. The same result may be 
attained by grouping short opened"ended 
tubes or the ,like in parallel relation to the 
shaft 12. Various arrangements of the rotat- 105 

ing discs are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 in 
which 15 indicates corrugated metal strips 
forming zigzag passages as at the top of 
Figs. 3 and 4, and 15a represents short par
allel tube sections as at the bottom of Figs. 3 110 

and 4 and throughout the entire extent of 
the disc of Fig. 5, but any other arrange
ment affording passage to gas presenting a 
large metallic surface is suitable. 

By thus constructing my apparatus I can 115 

use it for dephlegmator or bubble tower on 
oil cracking or other apparatus. I can take 
advantage of structural metals, such as high 
chromium or other steels resistant to corro
sion, that are not now economically available 120 

for less efficient bubble towers and dephleg
mators, which require more metal for con
struction in proportion to effectiveness and 
capacity. 

I normally rotate the shaft 12 at a rate 1~5 

below that at which the perforated discs 11 
will throw oil upwards-however, if desired, 
I can take atlnntage of the spraying effect of 
higher rates of revolution of shaft 12 and 
the heat transfer effect of liquid thrown 130 

.· 
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through gas. Operating at lower rates of let, and a liquid outlet, the flow of liquid 
revolution, I find I am able to cool and handle being opposite to the flow of the gas. 
greater volumes of _gas than could be handled 3. An apparatus for the treatment of hy
at higher speeds. Since the spray formed by drocarbon vapors including an elongated 

5 the rapid rotation of the discs 11 would be horizontally disposed chamber having an in- 70 

carried concurrently with the gas, I have pro- let at one end and an outlet at the other for 
vided tortuous passages through stationary the ingress and egress of vapors and gases, 
eliminators at intervals as represented by 17 - said chamber having a series of weirs ar-
to prevent the removal, as a mist or spray, of ranged along the bottom to provide means for 

10 the liquid from the chamber 1. In Fig. 10, retaining a liquid therein but permitting the 'i5 

24 is a deflector to insure liquid delivery to passage of vapors thereover, means for sup
one side of the vertical dephlegffiator from plying a liquid to one end of the chamber and 
which it is separated from the ascending gas for receiving it from the other end, and perfo-
by deflecting perforated plate~ 23. Figs. 2, ra~e ~e1_11hers adapted to r.evolve through 

15 6, and 7 show the bafHes or weirs 10, 108 and said llqmd so as to carry their wetted perfo- so 
lOb, respectively wholly or partly immersed rate surfaces into the path of said vapors to 
in liquid whose surface is 14. The tops of cause the gases to come into contact with the 
the weirs or baffies are represented respec- liquid. 
tively at 19, 198 and 19b and the optional holes 4. An apparatus for the treatment of hy-

20 through the same which may be of various drocarbon vapors including an elongated 85 

shapes and sizes are respectively 18, 188 and horizontally disposed chamber having an in-
18b, although the weirs may be imperforate let at one end and an outlet at the other for 
if desired. the ingress and egress of vapors and gases, 

In operation the rotation of the shaft with said chamber having a series of weirs ar-
25 the perforated discs carried thereby will ranged along the bottom to provide means !JO 

cause a dashing up of the liquid hydrocarbon for retaining a liquid therein but permitting 
into the space through which the vapors are the passage of vapors thereover, means for 
passing, thus effecting an intimate commin- supplying a liquid to one end of the cham
gling of the fine liquid particles with the her and for receiving it from the other end, 

30 vapors which assists in an intercha,nge of perforate members adapted to rotate through !l5 

heat and also in the condensation of the more said liquid so as to carry their wetted per
condensible vapors. At the same time the £orate surfaces into the path of said vapors 
formation of the discs is such that as to afford to cause the gases to pass therethrough, the 
a large surface exposure to the tortuously vapors passing through the chamber in the 

35 directed gases so that the exchange- of heat opposite direction from the liquid, and means 
is facilitated, and the separation of con- for rotating said perforate members. 
densible gases promoted. 5. An apparatus for the treatment of hy-

I claim: drocarbon vapors including an elongated 
1. In a dephlegmator, a chamber provided horizontally disposed chamber having an in-

40 with an inlet for condensible vapors and let at one end and an outlet at the other for 
gases, and an outlet for incondensible gases, the ingress and egress of vapors and gases, 
an inlet and an outlet for liquid, discs in the said chamber having a series of weirs ar
chamber between said jnlets and outlets pro- ranged along the bottom to provide means 
vided with surfaces forming passages ex- ~r {fltaining a liquid therein but permitting 

45 tending in angular relation to the line of flow the passage of vapors thereover, means for 
of the gases and adapted to permit the gases supplying a .liguid. to one end of the chamber 
to pass and be relieved of mist, said pas<>ages and for receivmg It from the other end, per
being configured to afford an ext~nded sur- fo~ate. m~mbers adapted to re.volve through 

50 
face exposure for the interchange of heat, said hqmd so a~ to carry their w~tted per-
and means for rotating the discs. forate surfaces mto the path of said vapors 

2. A dephleglllator having formed therein to cau~e the gases to. pass therethrough, 
a section for the. passage of vapors and gases ~eans. m the path of said vapors for rem?v
and provided with mist eliminating station- m~ mist therefrom, and means for ro~atmg 

rt't' · t d · 'd said perforate members. 
5.:> ary pa J Ions ~n erp~se m su gas passage- 6. An apparatus for the treatment of hy-

way an pro.v1ded With passages configured drocarbon vapors including an elongated 
to sharply divert the ~o~ of the g~s there- horizontally disposed chamber having an in
through and t~ereby el~mm~~;te the mist ~here- let at one end and an outlet at the other for 
fro"?, and havmg .rotatmg dis~s.located mter- the ingress and egress of vapors and gases, 

110 m~dia~e the . statwna~y par~Itwns, each of said chamber having a series of weirs ar
said d~cs bemg provided wi'th passagewa vs ranged along the bottom to provide means 
affordmg greater surface exposure than the for retaining a liquid therein but permitting 
le.teral surface of the discs, means for rotat- the passage of vapors thereover,· means for 
ing the discs, an inlet for vapors and gas, supplying a liquid to one end of the chamber 

6:5 an outlet for incondensible gases, a liquid in- and for receiving it from the other end, per-

100 
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£orate members adapted to revolve through 
said liquid so as to carry their wetted per
forate surfaces into the path of said vapors 
to cause the gases to pass therethrough, a 

5 .series of corrugated vanes in the path of said 
vapors and between certain of said perforate 
members for removing mist therefrom, and 
means for rotating said perforate members. 

HOMER T. DARLINGTON. 
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9 Claims. 

This invention relates generally to the art of 
extracting soluble matter from solid materials 
containing such matter, and has particular ap
plication to methods and apparatus for the sol
vent extraction of oils and fats from finely di

vided or flaked vegetable materials, such as corn 
germ, copra, palm kernels, soya. beans, rape seeds, 
and the like. 

For ease in expression, the more specific state
ments of the present disclosure will refer oply 
to the extraction of oil from oil bearing vege
table material, although it is to be expressly un
derstood that the invention is equally applicable 
to the extraction of various other substances, 
solid as well as liquid, from a wide variety of 
materials, including those of the mineral and 
animal kingdoms. 

One of the immediate objects of the present 
Invention is to provide a novel procedure and 
apparatus of greater emciency than those here
tofore known for extracting oil from vegetable 
materials which have been mechanical treated 
so as to free the oil from the natural cell struc
ture. 

Another object is to provide an extractor of 
the character described embodying the counter
current principle, but so improved in structure 
and mode of operation as to be capable of more 
rapid and emcient extraction than prior devices 
intended for similar purposes. 

A further object is . to produce a continuously 
operative solvent extraction process and appa
ratus of novel characteristics wherein the sol
vent flows both countercurrently and transversely 
to the movement of the solid material while the 
latter is continuously agitated, thereby subjecting 
each particle of the material to frequent con
tact with, and relatively vigorous washing by, 
solvent of varying concentration. 

Still another object is to provide an extrac
tion device of the character described embody
ing a rotatable, screen type drum through which 
the extractable material is continuously moved 
and means for producing a. continuous flow of 
solvent both countercurrently and transversely to 

the movement of said material through the drum, 
the transverse circulation of the solvent not only 
Increasing the rapidity of the extraction but also 
preventing clogging of the drum screen. 

These and other objects, including that of 
generally lmprovl~ upon the structural and 
performance characteristics of the device here
tofore available to the art for similar extrac
tion procedures, will appear more fully upon a. 
consideration of the detailed description of the 

(Cl. 23-270) 

embodiment of the Invention which follows. Al
though only one particular form of machine em
bodying the Invention is described and Ulustrated 
In the accompanying drawings, it is to be express-

5 ly understood that these drawings are for the 
purpose of illustration only and are not to be 
construed as defining the scope of the inven
tion, reference being had for the latter purpose 
to the appended claims. 

10 In the drawings, wherein like reference char
acters indicate like parts throughout the several 
views: 

Fig. 1 Is a side elevation of one form of ex
traction apparatus embodying the procedural and 

15 structural features of the present invention; 
Fig. 2 is an end elevation of the extractor shown 

in Fig. 1, looking from the left in the latter figure 
but omitting the motor, belt and pulley of the 
drum rotating mechanism; 

20 Fig. 3 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional 
view taken substantially on line 3-3 of Fig, 1, 
but on an enlarged scale, showing the manner 
In which the detachable cover plates are secured 
to the shell or casing of the extractor; 

26 Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the extractor of 
Fig. 1 with the shell shown In section in order to 
illustrate the exterior of the rotatable extractor 
drum and the arrangement of the transverse par
titions or weirs which divide the bottom portion 

30 of the shell into a. plurality of solvent compart
ments; 

Fig. 5 Is a plan view of one of the removable 
screen units which make up the cylindrical wall 
of the extractor drum, showing the fine mesh 

35 working screen with Its edge portions in the ex
tended, unlapped positions which they occupy be
fore the screen unit ts Inserted in its proper posi
tion in, and secured to, the framework of the 
drum; 

_40 Fig. 6 is a sectional view of one of the screen 
units taken substantially on line 6-6 of Fig. 5, 
but showing the working screen with its edge por
tions doubled and lapped upwardly around the 
sides of the screen frame; 

45 Fig. 6a Is a fragmentary, enlarged sectional 
view taken on a vertical plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the drum illustrating the manner 1n 
which the screen units and solvent transfer buck
ets are secured to the framework of the drum; 

50 Fig. 7 is an enlarged, vertical sectional view 
taken approximately on the axis of the extrac
tor of Fig. 1, but with the central portion of the 
extractor broken !'.way, certain parts shown in 
full and others omitted in the interest of clarity; 

55 Fig, 8 is a tranSverse vertical section taken sub. 
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stantially on line 8-8 or Fig. 7, looking toward 
the material discharge end of the extractor and, 
as in the case of the left-hand portion of Fig. 7, 
omitting for the sake of greater clarity the semi
circular helical vanes within the drum which 
serve to feed the material axially through the 
drum; 

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are sectional, plan and side 
elevational views, respectively, of one of the sol
vent transfer bucket units which serve to deliver 
solvent from the compartments in the bottom of 
the shell to the upper surface of the rotatable 
drum, whence it passes into the drum through 
the perforations of the screen units. the section of 
Fig. 9 being taken substantially on line 9-9 of 
Fig. 10; 

Figs. 12 and 13 are a side elevation and a trans
verse vertical section, respectively, of the solvent 
supply weir from which the fresh solvent iS ini
tially delivered to the interior of the drum, the 
section of Fig. 13 being taken substantially on line 
13-13 of Fig. 12; 

Figs. 14 and 15 are an end elevation and a ver
tical axial section, respectively, of one of the two 
end rings or wheels of the drum, including the 
associated stub shaft by which the drum Is sup
ported and rotated, the stub shaft and spokes of 
the wheel being shown in full in Fig. 15, rather 
than in section, said section being otherwise taken 
substantially on line 15-15 of Fig. 14; 

Figs. 16 and 17 are elevational views of one of 
the longitudinal rib members and one of the cir
cumferential hoop members, respectively, which 
make up the skeleton framework of the drum; 

Figs. 18 and 19 are a vertical axial section and 
an end elevation, respectively, of the member 
forming the head of the drum at the end into 
which the solid material is initially fed, the sec
tion or Fig. 18 being taken substantially on llne 
18-18 of Fig. 19; 

Figs. 20 and 21 are an end elevation and a ver
tical axial section, respectively, of the drum head 
which is secured to the material discharge end of 
the drum, the section of Fig. 21 b 2ing taken sub
stantially on line 21-21 of Fig. 20; 

Figs. 22 and 23 are side and end elevations, re
spectively, of one of the semicircular, hel!cal ma
terial feeding vanes of the drum; and 

Figs. 24 and 25 are an end elevation and a ver
tical axial section, respectively. of the material 
discharge trough into which the solid extracted 
material is delivered by the blades of the dis
charge head of the drum and from which said 
material is removed by the screw conveyor indi
cated in Fig. 7, the section of Fig. 25 being taken 
substantially on line 25-25 of Fig. 24. 

The extraction apparatus illustrated in the 
drawings as one embodiment of the present inven
tion primarily comprises an extractor drum hav
ing a foraminous peripheral wall rotatablY 
mounted in a shell o:r casing the bottom of which 
1s formed into a plurality of intercommunicating 
solvent compartments through which the solvent 
and dissolved matter gradually flow in a direction 
countercurrent to that in which the solid extract
able material moves through the interior of the 
drum, the drum being provided with a plurality 
of bucket-like members secured to Its periphery at 
spaced points both axially and circumferentially 
thereof which take solvent from the compart
ments at the bottom of the shell, elevate it, and 
then pour it over the exterior surface of the drum, 
whence it passes into the drum through the per
forations of the foraminous wall, flows through 
the particles of solid material in a direction sub-

stantially transverse to the axial direction of 
movement thereof through the drum, and then 
drains back into the compartments through the 
perforations of the lower portion of the drum wall. 

5 Novel means are also provided for feeding the 
solid material into the druni, moving it through 
the drum with a combined axial and rolling or 
tumbling movement and removing it from the 
discharge end ·thereof, as well as for supplying 

10 fresh solvent to the extractor and causing a con
trolled countercurrent flow thereof through the 
compartments beneath the drum. With this gen
eral concept of the combined transverse and 
countercurrent flow extractor of the present in-

15 vention in mind, reference may now be had to 
the drawings for a more detailed disclosure of 
the various novel features thereof. 

As can be seen best from Figs. 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8, 
the drum of the extractor, indicated generally at 

20 31, is an elongated, substantially cylindrical de
vice of built-up construction <the elements of 
which will be described in detail hereinafter) 
which is housed and mounted for rotation about 
a horizontal axis within a generally cylindrical 

25 shell or casing 32, the latter being supported in 
any suit3.ble manner as by standards 33 secured 
to or formed integrally with the plates 34 form·· 
ing the end closures of the shell. The standards 
33 also support suitable bearings 35 in which are 

30 jo-umalled the stub shafts 36 of the drum 31, the 
positions of these bearings being such as to sup
port the drum with its axis off-set vertically above 
that of the shell 32 in order that there may be 
adequate space in the bottom portion of the shell 

35 for the solvent compartments later to be d escribed. 
The shell 32 is so constructed as to be l!quid 

tight, and may also be normally sealed against 
the escape of vapor by packing or welding around 
all of the openings in the end plates 34 through 

40 which extend the drum shafts, material feed 
and discharge conduits, etc. Access to the in ;e
rior of the shell may be had, however, for pur
poses of repair, cleaning or the like, through a 
plurality of manholes 37 extending the entire 

45 length of the shell along one side thereof, each 
manhole being provided with a removable cover 
plate 38 adapted to be suitably secured to a 
flanged frame 39 which is in turn welded to webs 
40 projecting outwardly from the shell 32 <see 

50 Fig. 3). 
The drum itself is of novel composite construc

tion, comprising a plurality of longitudinal rib 
members 41 and circumferential hoop members 
42 suitably secured together, as by welding, to 

55 form a skeleton framework, a pair of spoked 
end rings or wheels 43 which carry the stub shafts 
36 and m!IY be welded to the ends of the rib mem
bers 41, a feeding drum head 44, a discharge 
drum head 45, and a plurality of arcuate screen 

60 units 46 which are detachably secured to the rib 
and hoop members 41 and 42 to form a perforated 
cylindrical wall for the drum. 

Each of the longitudinal rib members 41 <Fig. 
16). of which there are eight in the embodiment 

65 illustrated, extends the entire length of the drum 
between the end rings 43, and is provided in its 
bottom or radiaV.y inner edge 41 with a plurality 
of equally spaced notches 48 which are adapted 
to cooperate with similar notches 49 extending 

70 radially inwardly from the outer edges 50 of the 
hoop members 42 (Fig. 17), of which there are 
nine in the embodiment disclosed, when the rib 
and hoop members are assembled to form the 
skeleton of the drum. The notch joints thus 

75 formed facilitate ma;.nteuance of the rib a ...... 
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hoop members 1n their proper relative positions 
whlle they are being welded together to form the 
drum framework. The upper or radially outer 
edge IS I of each of the rib members is preferably 
divergently lncllned from both ends toward the 
middle, as shown, in order to increase the radial 
depth of the ribs intermediate the ends thereof 
and thereby strengthen the drum framework 
against sagging. 

To each end of the framework formed by the 
rib and hoo» members 41 and 42 is secured an 
end ring or wheel 43 (Figs. 14 and 15> consist
ing of a rim 52 of L-shaped cross section, a hub 
53 and a plurality of twisted spokes 54 intercon
necting the rim and hub, and preferably welded 
thereto. Fixed in the hub 53 of each of the 
wheels 41, as by a shrinkage fit, is the inner end 
of one of the stub shafts 3& by which the drum 
is journslled for rotation in the bearings 35. As 
is indicated in Fig. 14, the radially inner portion 
of each of the spokes 54 adjacent the bub 53 is 
coplanar with the axis of the drum, while the 
outer portion of each spoke is twisted out of the 
axial plane at a suitable angle so as to assist 
in moving the solid material being treated axially 
through the drum. The two wheels 43 are identi
cal in construction exce!)t that, because they are 
faced in opposite directions, their spokes are 
likewise twisted oppositely. The stub shaft 3& 
fixed to the wheel at the feeding end of the drum 
is also preferably longer than that at the dis
charge end in order to provide for the connection 
thereto of a suitable means by which the drum 
may be rotated. For example, in the construc
tion illustrated, this stub shaft carries a pulley 
55 which is driven by a belt 5& from a motor 51, 
it being understood that the drive thus provided 
is suitably controllable in order to rotate the 
drum at any desired speed. 

The element 44 <Figs. 18 and 19> which forms 
the head of the drum at the material feeding end 
thereof consists of an imperforate cYlindrical 
wall 58 of slightly smaller diameter than the 
rim 52 of the adjacent end wheel 43, and a lip 
or fiange 59 which extends radially inwardly 
ftom the left-hand or outer edge of cylindrical 
wall 58, the opening defined by the inner edge of 
said lip being of su.Olciently large diameter to 
admit the discharge end of a fixed delivery chute 
&0 formiilg a part of the mechanism, later to be 
described, by which the solid material to be ex
tracted is fed into the drum. The right-hand 
or inner edge portion of cyllndrical wan 58 is 
provided with a plurality of diagonally extending 
slots II equal in number to, and of the same 
angularity as the twisted portions of, the spokes 
154 of the adjacent end wheel ca. this construc
tion enabling assembly of the drum head 44 with 

. the rest of the drum by ~i>ly telescoping its 
right-hand or tnner edge portion inside of the 
rim 112 of end wheel ca. the spokes of the wheel 
seating in the slots & I and thereby holding the 
head against rotation relatively to the drum 
framework. If desired, the head may then be 
permanently secured to the end wheel, as bz 
welding. . 

In order to positively feed the material deliv
ered to the drum head 44 by the chute II into 
the main body of the drum, said head is also 
provided with a helical vane &2 which, as shown 
best 1n Pig. 19, may be of a gradually increasing 
radial height from the outer end thereof, which 
1s adjacent to and of the same hel.ght as the lip 
II of the drum head, to its inner end which lJea 
1n u1a1 alignment with ita outer eDd uulin a. 

same transverse plane as the closed ends of the 
slots II. That ta. 1n the illustrated embodiment. 
the radially inner edge of the vane 12 follows a 
path which is both helical and spiral. the radial 

6 height of said vane at its inner end being sub
stantially the same as that of the hereinafter 
described semicircular, helical feeding vanes 
within the mn.in body of the drum. 

The drum head 45 <Figs. 20 and 21) which is 
10 located at the discharge end of the drum is simi

lar 1n construction to the feeding head 44 in so 
far as it includes an imperforate cyllndrical wall 
58, an inwardly turned lip or fiange Iii and di
agonal slots & I tor engagement with the spokes 54 

15 of the end wheel 43, although, of course, it is 
faced oppositely to said feeding head U. In
teriorly, however, the two heads di.ffer, the dis
charge head 45 being provided with a plurality 
of fiat, perforated lifting blades &3 which are se-

20 cured to the cyllndrical wall 58 and radial lip Iii 
as by welding, each of these blades lying at an 
angle to the radial plane through its llne of con
tact with the cyllndrical wall 58, but with its in
ner longitudinal edge parallel to the drum axis 

25 and at the same distance therefrom as the inner 
edge of lip 59. The function Of these blades &I 
is to lift the extracted solid material from the 
bottom of the discharge head C5, where it collects 
after passage through the main body of the drum, 

30 and to deliver said material into a fixed discharge 
trough 64 which extends into the opening defined 
by the inner edge of the lip 59 of the drum head 
and forms a part of the mechanism. later to be 
described, which removes the exhausted solid 

2.3 material from the apparatus after extraction. 
The perforations in the blades &3, which may be 
on the order of Ya" in diameter. are adapted to 
permit drainage of solvent and dissolved matter 
from the solid material being elevated by the 

40 blades downwardly into the bottom portion of the 
drum head, whence it may fiow into the solvent 
compartments in the bottom of the shell 32 in a 
manner to be set forth hereinafter. 

Coming now to the removable· screen units 4& 
45 constituting the cyllndrical wall of the drum, 

eighty of which are required to surface the drum 
of the disclosed embodiment, it will be seen from 
Figs. 5, 6 and 6a that each unit consists of a 
quadrilateral frame &5 having two arcuate sides 

.50 and two which are straight-edged, a section of 
relatively coarse mesh supporting screen && spot 
welded along its edges to the frame, and a section 
of fine mesh working screen 61 which has no per
manent connection to the frame 65, but is simply 

55 placed under the supporting screen I& with its 
edge portions doubled and lapped around the out
side of the screen frame. Each of the arcuate 
sides Of the frame &5 is provided with a pair of 
bolt holes &8, while each of the straight sides has 

60 s1m11ar holes &9, said bolt holes being so located 
and spaced as to line up with corresponding holes 
11 and 11 formed 1n the circumferential hoop 
members 42 and longitudinal rib members 41, re
spectively <see Fig& 16 and 1 7>. With this con-

65 struction, after the section of working screen 11 
has been folded about t!le frame &5 in the manner 
indicated in~- 6, the whole unit may be inserted 
into one of the el.ghty spaces in the drum frame
work defined by the rib and hoop members, and 

70 then secured 1n place to the hoop and rib mem
bers, respectively, by bolts 12 and 1 I, which bolts 
also pass through the doubled and lapped edge 
portions of the fine mesh working screen &1 as 
indicated in Fig. 6a. The rims 112 of the ~d 

76 wheels 41 are also provided with bolt holeS JC, 
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corresponding to those in the circumferential drUm, the radial height of the vanes ao mav be 
hoop members 42, in order to receive halt of the substantially less than the radius of the drUm, 

bolts l2 which pass through the arcuate sides of as is indicated in Fig. 7. 
the screen units in the two end sections of the In order to produce the combined countercur-
drum. 5 rent and transverse fiow of solvent relatively to 

Although the cylindrical surface 81 of each the movement of the solid material which is one 
screen unit which serves merely to support the of the features of the present invention. novel 
fine mesh working screen 8l may be formed in means have been provided for establishing a plu-
any suitable manner, it has been found that a rallty of solvent compartments within the shell 
coarse screen of approximately %" mesh, spot 10 adapted to contain solvent of varying concentra-
welded to the frame 66, is quite satisfactory. tion, and for delivering solvent from said com-
While the specific character of the working partments to the interior of the drum in such a 
screen 6l may also vary dependent upon the size manner that it fiows substantially transversely 
of the particles of solid matter being treated, a through the material therein and then dra1n.s 
screen of approximately 100 mesh is considered 15 back into said compartments throUgh the 
suitable when the apparatus is to be used for the screened cylindrical surface of the ·drum, the 
extraction of oil from finely divided or flaked veg- compartments being so constructed and ar-
etable matter, such as corn germ. A convenient ranged that there is a continuous, gradual fiow of 
way of making each of the n~cessary sections of solvent and dissolved matter in a direction oppo-
working screen is to first cut a rectangular piece 20 site to that in which the material is moved 
of dimensions exceeding those of the bottom of through the drum. Novel means have also been 
the screen frame by approximately twice the provided for originally supplying the fresh sol-
height of the frame sides, then cut out the cor- vent to the extractor, and for returning thereto 
ners to produce the cruciform shown in Fig. 5, solvent which may be carried out of the drum in 
and finally double over the outwardly extending zr. the solid material leaving the discharge end of 
edge portions of the cruciform and fold them up the latter. 
against the sides of the screen frame, as indicated As is shown best in Figs. 4, 7 and 8, the bottom 
in Fig. 6. portion of the extractor shell 32 is divided into a 

The mechanism by which the solid material to plurality of solvent compartments 81 by means of 
be extracted is fed into the drum may be of any 30 transversely extending, segmental shaped parti-
suitable construction, and may be varied when tions or weirs 82 which may be w'elded to the 
handling materials of specifically different char- shell, the weirs varying uniformly in height from 
acter. In the embodiment illustrated, the means one end of the shell to the other , the tallest weir 
provided are particularly adapted to handle vege- being positioned in substantially the same vertical 
table material in finely divided or fiaked state 35 plane as rim 62 of the end ring or wheel U at the 
and comprise a hopper l5 delivering into one end material discharge end of the drum. The weirs 
of a horizontal pipe l6 in which is mounted a hell- 82, of which there are twenty-one in the embod-
coidal screw conveyor n driven by a variable iment illustrated, are uniformly spaced along the 
speed motor l8 mounted on top of the extractor length of the drum 31, alternate weirs lying in 
shell 32. The pipe l6 is also provided with a 40 the same vertical planes with the circumferential 
downwardly extending spout l9 into which the hoop members 42 of the drum framework. The 
material is delivered by the conveyor ll and di1ference in height between adjacent weirs is so 
which connects to the upper end of the previ- selected that the overflow from one compartment 
ously mentioned chute 60, the lower end of which 81 to another will be such as to produce the de-
extends through the end plate 34 of the shell 45 sired rate of countercurrent fiow of the solvent 
and into the feeding head U of ·the rotating .through the extractor. 
drum 31. The material thus delivered from the If desired, the top edges of the weirs 82 may 
chute 60 into the drum head 44 is caused to move be provided with rectangular or triangular cut-
into the main body Of the drum by the feeding outs at one or more points therealong through 
action of the helical vane 62 and the twisted por- 50 which the overflow may be etiected, instead of 
tions of the spokes 64 of the end wheel 43. using the entire lengths of said edges for this 

Once inside the drum, the material is contin- purpose. Alternatively, the weirs might be made 
uously moved therethroUgh in a generally axial of uniform height throUghout the length of the 

., 

direction, and at the same time rolled or tum- shell and provided with communicating orifices 
bled, by any suitable means such as an interrupt- 55 of suitable size and shape to produce the desired 
ed type helical conveyor of the construction in- gradual flow of solvent from compartment to 
dicated in the right-hand portion of Fig. 7. This compartment. 
conveyor, of which only a portion is shown in the The fresh solvent may be originally introduced 
latter figure, comprises a plurality of semicircUlar into the apparatus from any suitable source 11 
helical vane members 80, each of the construe- 60 through a valved pipe 84 and a solvent supply 
tion Ulustrated in Figs. 22 and 23, secured to the weir 86 of the novel construction illustrated in 
interior of the drum at axially spaced points Figs. 12 and 13. This supply weir is essentially' 
therealong and arranged in staggered relation- a channel shaped receptacle or container having 
ship in two opposed rows with the leading edge an inlet nipple 86 which is adapted to pass 

of each vane in substantially the same redial 65 through the end plate 14 of the extractor shell 
plane with , but axially spaced from. the t.ra.ilJ.ng and to be suitably coupled to the pipe 14 so as to 
edges of the immediately adJacent vanes. Two support the weir in an inwardly extending, horl-
such vane members liO are located in taeh o! the zontal position within the shell, o1f-set from both 
ten sections of the drum defined by the ci cum- the horizontal and t he vertical axial planes of 
ferential honp members 42 and end wlle<:;"s .,S, 70 the drum as Indicated in Flgs. 4 and 8. The ver-
and are preferably welded to the inner edges of tical side wall of the weir which 1s adapted to 
the longitudinal rib members •1 . Inasmuch as serve as the overflow side ·is provided with a 
it is desirable to maintain the drUm. less than half downwardly extending continuation ll, and both 
full, so ·as to insure a vigorous rolling or tumbling the top ~tnd the bottom edges of said wall are aer-
action of the material aa it movea ~h the 75 rated a... .udicated at 11 in order to~ a IUb-
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stantially uniform overftow of solvent along the economical manufacture and read7 connect1on to 
entire length of said wall. and diaconnectlon from the drum. 

With this construction, fresh solvent from the As shown, each unit conslsts of an L-shaped 
source 83 may be permitted to flow at a control- base plate II, a pair of side or wing plates 14 of 
lable rate through the pipe 84 Into the supply weir 5 generally triangular shape welded to the edges of 
85, and thence to overftow the serrated wall, drip- the radially extending portion of the base plate 
ping otr the points of the bottom edge thereof In- at right angles to the latter, and a bucket form-
to the discharge head C5 of the drum. The fresh lng element 91 of relatively complex shape which 
solvent thus washes down throUgh the solid ma- Is welded both to the tangentially extending por-
terial which Is being elevated by the perforated 10 tlon of the base plate 91 and to the side plates 
lifting blades 63 and accumulates in the bottom 94. The otV;er wan portion of each bucket form-
of the drum head 45, whence It overflows Into the 1ng element Ills Inwardly depressed as Indicated 
adjoining screened section of the drum and then at 98 so that, as the c;lrum rotates, channels are 
drains through the screen Into the first one or two available for reception of the alternate solvent 
solvent compartments 81 therebeneath. 15 compartment partitions or weirs 82 which lle In-

Although the fresh solvent might, If desired, termediate the radial planes of the cfrcumferen-
be introduced directly into the space or com- tial hoop members 42 <see Fig. 7>. By riveting 
partment indicated at 89 between the first trans- the depressed portion of the wall of tbe bucket 
verse weir 82 and the end plate 34 of the shell, forming element 95 to the base plate II In the 
the novel arrangement illustrated 1s of advantage 20 manner Indicated, t>.ach bucket unit Is dWfded Into 
in that it increases the efficiency of the extrac- two solvent containing spaces 91. To assist In 
tion by removing from the solid material which retaining the desired amount of solvent In the 
has already reached the discharge drum head 45 spaces 91 when the bucket units are passed 
an appreciable quantity of soluble matter which, through the solvent compartments by rotation of 
while already extracted from the solid material, 25 the drum, the upper or free edges of the outer 
woUld otherwise be carried out of the apparatus wall portion of the bucket forming element II 
with ~aid material because of the lack of sum- may be hooded Inwardly as Indicated at 98. ·It 
cient liquid solvent to wash the extracted matter will also be noted that the end wall portions of 
back into the screened portion of the drum. the bucket forming element 85 are lo~er than 
When the solvent Is Introduced in the manner n- 30 the tangentially extending portion of base plate 
lustrated so as to wash throuq;h the solid mate- 93 and underlap the side plates 84 In the man-
rial which is in the course of being discharged, ner shown best In F1g. 9. With this latter con-
the solvent and dissolved matter cmtscella> which structlon, it will be seen ·that, as each bucket 
is being carried along with the mass of solid rna- unit Is elevated beyond the horizontal position 
terial will be washed out by the fresh solvent so 35 shown in Fig. 9, the solvent therein will flow out 
that substantially no extracted soluble matter of the spaces 91 over the radially extending por-
willleave the drum with the solids. tlon of base plate 93 In a stream which Is confined 

The solvent which overflows from the last or and directionally controlled by the end wan par-
left-hand compartment 81 into the space 9D be- tions of the element 95 and the side plates 84. 
tween the last transverse weir 12 and the end 40 In order to provide for ready detachable 
plate 34 of the shell fs discharged from the ex- mounting of the bucket units 82 on the drum, 
tractor through a suitable outlet 11. This sol- the axial dimension of each unit <that Is, the dis-
vent. which normally contains a small amount of tance between the two side plates 94> 1s made 
solld material as well as the desired, predeter- slightly less than the distance between the arcu-
mined percentage of soluble matter, may first be 45 ate sides of the frame 61 of one of the screen 
passed through a suitable ruter or other device units 48. and the side plates 94 and base plate 93 
for removing the solids, and then to a suitable re- are provided with bolt holes 99 and I DO, respec-
covery plant where the soluble matter and sol- tiveiy, which are adapted to line up with the 
vent may be separated and collected ~ known screen frame bolt holes 68 and 69, and to receive 
manner. 50 the bolts 12 and ll by which the screen units are -,__ 

The means by which the solvent 1s transferred secured to the drum framework <see Fig. 6a). 
from the solvent compartments 11 at the bottom AU of the bucket units 82 are of Identical con-
of the shell 32 to the interior of the drum a 1 1s struction except as respects the radial dimensions 
best Jllustrated in Figs. 7-11. A.s there shown, of the base plates 83 and Side plates 84. Because 
there are secured to the exterior of the drum a 55 of the fact that the solvent compartment weirs 
plurallty of solvent bucket units H, one for each 82 decrease uniformly In height from one end of 
of the screen units 46, which are so constructed the drum to the other, It Is obvious that the dis-
and arranged that, as the drum 1s rotated, they tance between the liquid level of the solvent In 
dip into the solvent contained 1n the compart- the compartments 81 and the axis of the drum 
ments 81, elevate that solvent through approxl- 60 will increase proportionately as the material feed-
mately a quarter revolution of the drum and then lng end of the latter Is approached Conse-
pour the solvent onto the screened periphery of quentiy, In order that the bucket units associated 
the drum, whereupon it flows through the 8creen with the di1rerent sections of the drum may all 
and downwardly through the solid material · receive the proper amount of solvent In passing 
within the drum, which fs simultaneously being 65 through the compartments SI,Jt Is desirable that 
rolled or tumbled and gradually moved axially of the radial dimensions of the base and side plates 
the drum, picking up soluble matter as It flows, of these units be suitably varied to compensate 
and finally drains back Into the compartments 81 for the dftrerence In solvent level In the various 
through the lower portion of the screened drum compartments. Although, with compartment 
wall. Although the specific construction of the 70 weirs of uniformly varying height such as those 
bucket units 92 may be varied as desired, that tllustrated, the bucket units 1n each section of 
illustrated in the drawings has been found ca- the drum should theoretically be of a dfJferent 
pable of delivering the solvent into the drUm in & radial dimension tnan those of the adJacent sec-
more desirable manner than other constructions tions, satisfactory results and more economical 
which have been tried, and susceptible of both 75 manufacture may be obtained by using units of 
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the same dimension 1n each pair of sections along extractor and, as a consequence, the extraction 
the length of the drum, thereby requiring only emctency also, p:u-ticularly when the apparatus 
ftve different sizes of base and side plates, Instead is used for extracting oUs and fats from ftnely 
of ten. divided or flaked vegetable materials. 

After the solid material being treated has been 5 Alt~ough it is believed that the method aspects 
moved through the drum and simultaneously sub- of the present invention wm be obvious from the 
Jected to a vigorous agitation and washing with foregoing description of a preferred form of ap-
transversely flowing solvent in the manner pre- paratus for carrying out the method, the pre-
viously described, it reaches the discharge head cedure may be summarized as follows, applying 
41 of the drum and is there delivered by the lift- 10 it, by way of example, to the extraction of oU 
tng blades 63 into the previously · mentioned d!s- from com germ. 
charge trough 64 which constitutes one element The com germ is first reduced to ftnely divided 
of the means by which the extracted material is condition, as by flaking, crushing, grinding or 
removed from the apparatus. T~is trough, which other suitable mechanical operation, so as to free 
is of the irregular shape illustrated in Figs. 24 1.3 the oU from the natural cell structure of the com. 
and 25, is provided with a supporting flange I 0 I The ftnely divided com Is then placed in the 
carrying a plurality or stud bolts 102 by which hopper ll, whence it is fed by t~e helicoidal con-
the trough is adapted to te fixed to the end plate veyor l1 through the pipe 18 and into the delivery 
SC of the shell 32 in proper position to project in- spout 11 and chute' 80 which deliver it to the in-
wardly through the central opening defined by 20 tenor of the feeding head 44 of the drum 31. As 
the Inwardly turned lip 59 of the drum discharge the drum is continuously rotated by the motor 
head 411. As is shown best in Fig. 8, the position n. the particles of com are gradually moved 
of the flange 101 is off-set from the vertical axial through- tt-e drum by the semicircular helical 
plane of the drum, but the body portion of the vanes 81 wlt'll a combined axial and rolling or 
trough is formed with a corresponding eccentric- ~3 tumbling movement. At the same time, solvent, '• 
ity in the opposite direction so as to bring the originally supplied in fresh state from the source 
open mouth of the trough into proper position to . 83 to the interior of the discharge head 45 of 
receive the solid material as it slides off the lifting the drum by the solvent supply weir 88, is being 
blades 81. continuously taken from the compartments 81 

The stud bolts 182 also serve to secure to the 30 in the bottom of the extractor shell 32 by the 
outer surface of end plate 34, in coaxial allgn- bucket units 82, elevated therein and then 
ment with th opening I 03 in supporting flange dumped over the upper portion of the screened 
Ill, a discharge pipe 104 provided adJacent its circumferent'al wall of the drum, whereupon it 
outer end with a downwardly directed conduit flows through the fine mesh working screen 8l 
101 through which the extracted solid material ::.3 <backwashing the screen as it passes there-
may be delivered from the extractor to any de- through). into the drum and through the mass of 
sired destination, as, for example, to a solvent finely divided particles of com until it reac~es 
recovery device. In order to move the extracted the bottom portion of the drum and drains back 
material from the trough 8C through the pipe 104 through t'!"'e screened wall thereof into the com-
to the conduit 105, a screw conveyor 106 is rotat- 4:> partments 81. 
ably mounted in the trcugh and pipe, the inner Due to the stepped arrangement of the trans-
end of the conveyor shaft 1 Ol taking bearing in verse partitions or weirs 82 forming the solvent 
a suitable boss I 08 carried by the body of the compartments 8 I, there is a gradual flow of sol-
trough 14, wh'le Its outer end passes through a vent and dissolved oil from one compartment to 
combined radial and thrust bearing 109 carried by 45 the next 1n a direction countercurrent to that 
the pipe I 04 and thence to any suitable driving in which the corn moves through the drum, the 
member <not shown), such as a variable speed result being that the oil concentration of the 
motor like that Indicated at 18 which · drives tee solution in the various compartments varies sub-
conveyor l1 at the feeding end of the extractor. · stantially uniformly from one end of the ex-

Inasmuch as the solid material which is deliv- 50 tractor to t'lle other, beh1g a minimum In the 
ered into the discharge trough 84 may still con- extreme right-hand compartment adjacent the 
taln some solvent and dissolved soluble matter, discharge end of the drum and a maximum In the 
It is desirable that this liquid be given an oppor- left-hand compartment and space 10 whence the 
tunity to drain back into the extractor before concentrated solution is discharged to the oil 
the solids are finally discharged from tt-e appa- 55 and solvent separating and recovery system 
ratus. To this end, the bottom of the bocly pt'r- through the outlet 91. In this manner, the con-
tlon of the trough 64 is provided with a plurality centrat!on of the solvent which is flowed through 
of mUled slots II 0 through which liquid may drain the corn at the various points along the length 
into the discharge drum head 45 or the space 89 of the drum is varied in approximately direct 
in the bottom of tre shell 32. For the same pur- 60 relation to the oU content of the corn through 
JXR. a substantial section of d'scharge pipe 104 which it flows. 
is provided with s1mfiar slots Ill and a catch For optimum results. the speed of operation of 
tank 112 Into which said slots open. Any liquid the feeding conveyor 11 is so regulated relatively 
dralnlng into the catch tank 112 is returned to to the speed of ro-tation of the drum 31 that the 
the end compartment 89 of the shell 32' through 65 latter is maintained less than half full of corn, a 
a suitable conduit 113. 40% fill being preferred when handling this par-

While it may be feasible In many Instances to ticular material. The flow of fresh solvent from 
omit the special solids discharge mechanism dis- the source 83 is also controlled in any suitable 
closed and to simply drop tt-e solids from the manner relatively to the feed of the corn so as 
lifting blades 63 or the r1ischarge head 45 into a 70 to extract the desired proportion of oil from the 
steep angle, gravity discharge chute and later re- corn during the interval of time which It takes 
cover whatever solvent may remain in the solids for the passage of the corn through the drum. 
by a pressing or distilling operation, the use of Wlhen the corn reaches the discharge end of 
the particular construction illustrated Increases the drum, it moves into the discharge head 45 
the magnitude of the solvent flow through the 75 through the spaces between the spokes 54 of the 
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end wheel ca. whe~ it is subJected to a shower These and other advantagea of the procedure 

of fresh solvent dripping off the serrated bottom and apparatus herein cUaclcsed characterize the 

edge of the overflow wall of the solvent supply P~t invention as a marked improvement over 

weir 81. The com Is then elevated by the lifting the extraction methods" and devices of the prior 

blades II and delivered thereby into the dis- G art. In this connection, although only one apecUlc 

charge trough IC, the perforations in said blades mechanism for carrying out the invention luts 

and the milled slots II 0 in the bottom of said been illustrated in the accompanying drawings, 

trough permitting drainage of solvent and dis- It should be obvious that the invention Is not 

solved oll back into the bottom of the discharge l1m1ted to the particular structure shown, but Is 

head Cl, whence it may escape into the screened 10 capable of a variety of mechanical embodiments. 

section at the end of the drum and thence drain For example. Instead of using the bucket and 

into the solvent compartments 81 therebeneath. compartment arrangement disclosed, various 

The extracted com is moved outwardly from the other expedients 'could be readily devised for 

trough IC through the pipe I 04 and into the dis- delivering solvent into the drum at various points 

charge conduit lOll by the screw conveyor II&, the 15 along the length thereof and causing said solvent 

milled slots Ill .in the bottom of the pipe per- to fiow through the material in the drum in a 

mitting further drainage of liquid into the catch generally radial direction. Simllarly, the move-

tank liZ from which it is returned to the space ment of the particles of solid material through 

89 at the end of the shell through the conduit the drum could be produced in ways other than 

II I. The relatively dry. extracted com which 20 by the use of a helical conveyor like that ill us-

is thus delive~ into the discharge conduit 1011 trated; in some instances, the mere pressure of 

may be treated for further recovery of solvent, if the feed of the material into the drum would be 

desired, and then disposed of in any suitable su1!1.ctent. The gradual countercurrent fiow of 

manner. the solvent might also be effected by other means 

There are thus provided by the present inven- 25 than the stepped compartment partitions or weirs 

tion both an improved method and a novel appa- shown. as by the provision of cut-outs or fiow 

ratus for extracting soluble matter from solid ·orifices in said partitions of suitable size or shape, 

materials containing the same which are capable as heretofore mentioned. Furthermore, certatn 

of more rapid and emclent extraction than the of the elements of the apparatus are obviously 

procedures and mechanisms heretofore known. 30 useful independently of the others and in com-

By comb1ning the countercurrent principle of bination with various other devices adapted for 

solvent extraction with a relatively vigorous agi- similar purposes. 

tation of the material and a transverse fiow of Inasmuch as numerous other changes, which 

the solvent relatively to the m,ovement of said will now suggest themselves to those skilled in the 

material throu~h the treating zone in the man- 35 art. may also be made in the procedural steps of 

ner disclosed. it has been found that substantially the method, and in the form. details of construe-

complete extraction of any given material can tion and arrangement of the parts of the appa-

be accomplished in from 10% to 25% of the time ratus. without departing from the spirit of the 

reQuired when using ordinary counterflow meth- invention. the l1m1ts of the invention are to b~ 

ods and anparatus. Consequently, an tnstalla- 40 measured only by the appended claims. 

tion embodying the present invention is capable What Is claimed Is: 

of extracting the same amount of raw material 1. In a method of extracting soluble matter 

per unit of time as could be handled by a ma- from particles of solid material. the steps of mov-

chine of from four to ten times its size con- ing said material in one direction through a sol-

structed and operated according to the teachings 45 vent treating zone, fiowing a body of solvent in 

of. the prior art. · the opposite direction below and out of contact 

In extracting oil from the insides of fibrous with said zone, lifting portions of said s-:>lvent body 

particles such as finely divided vegetable matter, above said zone at a 'plurality of points along its 

the rolling or tumbling movement imparted to length, and percolating the lifted port~ons of sol-

the particles according to the present invention 60 vent down through said material. said percolating 

produces a sponge-like squeezing action. whlle solvent dra1n1ng from the material in said zone 

the substantially continuous transverse fiow of · back into the body of solvent below. 

solvent insures that there is always solvent avail- 2. In a method of extracting soluble matter 

able for picking up any oil that may come to the from particles of solid material. the steps of mov-· 

eXJ)OSed surfaces of the particles, dissolving it 65 ing a continuous mass of said material in one 

and carrying it away out of the drum. The con- direction through a solvent treating zone, flowing 

stant backwashing of the screen by the solvent a body of solvent in the opposite direction below 

as t~e latter is poured from the buckets onto the and out of contact with said zone. lifting portions 

exterior of the drum is also of substantial advan- of said solvent body above said zone at a plurality 

tage because it prevents the screen from becom- 60 of points along its length, and percolating the 

1ng clol!ged with the finely divided material being lifted portions of solvent down through said mate-

extracted, and thereby avoids the lost time that rial. said percolating solvent draining from the 

would occur were it necessary to periodically take material in said zone back into the body of solvent 

the machine out of service for the purpose of below. 
cleaning the screen. 65 3. In a method of extracting soluble matter 

Structurally, the apJ:6ratus of the present in- from particles of solid material. the steps of mov-

vention Is not only novel, but also particularly ing a continuous mass of said material In one 

well adapted for continuous operation with a direction through a solvent treating zone, while 

minimum of a.ttention by tne operating force. simultaneously rolling or tumbling said material. 

It is also of such construction as to facilitate 70 fioWing a body of solvent in the opposite direction 

manufacture. since tlte princioal elements of tht• below and out of contact with said zone, lifting 

drum, shell and material feeding and discharge portions of said solvent body above said zone at a 

means are separately formed and assembled in plurality of points along its length, and perco-

such a way as to be readily remo\o'able and re- lating the lifted portions of solvent down through 

placeable without dismantling of the machine. 75 said material, said J)e!Colatlng solvent draining 
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from the material 1n said zone back Into the rotatable, cylindrical drum having a perforated 
body of solvent below. wall, means for feeding said material through 

.. , 
4. In a method of extracting soluble matter said drum in one direction, a plurality of sol-

trom particles of solid ·material, the steps of vent compartments having solvent levels below 
moving said material in one direction through I and out of contact with said drum, means for 
a solvent treaLing zone, flowing solvent 1n the feeding solvent from one compartment to an-
opposite direction below and out of contact with other in succession in the opposite direction, and 
said zone through a plurality of substantially means carried by said drum for lifting solvent 
separate but communicating stages, lifting por- from said compartments and emptying it on the 
tions of said solvent above said zone from each 10 top of the drum to percolate through said mate-
of said stages, and percolating said lifted sol- rial therein and drain from the bottom of the 
vent down through said material, said perc.olat- drum back into said compartments. 
ing solvent draining from the material ·tn . said 8. ·Apparatus for extracting soluble matter 
zone back into the stage from which it was lifted. from particles of solid material comprising a 

5. In a method of extracting soluble matter 15 rotatable, cylindrical drum having a perforated 
from particles of solid material, the steps of wall, means for feeding said material through 
·moving said material in one direction through said drum in one direction, a plurality of solvent 
a solvent treating zone, while simultaneously compartments having solvent levels below and 
rolllng or tumbling said material, flowing sol- out of contact with said drum and successively 
vent in the opposite direction below and out of 20 decreasing in height in the opposite direction. 
contact with said zone through a plurality of sub- means for feeding solvent to a high compartment 
stantially separate but communicating stages, whereby it overflows from one compartment to 1 
lifting portions of said solvent above said zone another in said opposite direction, and means 
from each of said stages, and percolating said carried by said drum for lifting solvent from 
Ufted ... soivent down through said material, said 25 said compartments and emptying it on the top 
percolating solvent draining from the material of the drum to percolate through the material 
in said zone back into the stage from which it therein and drain from the bottom of the drum 
was lifted. back into said compartments. 

6. In a method of extracting soluble matter 9. Apparatus for extracting soluble matter 
from particles of solid material, the steps ')! 30 from particles of solid material comprising a 
moving said material 1n one direction through rotatable, cylindrical drum having a perforated 
a solvent treating zone, while simultaneously wall, feeding elements within said drum for feed- 'j 
rolllng or tumbling said material, flowing sol- ing said material therethrough in one direction, 
vent in the opposite direction below and out of a plurality of solvent compartments having sol-
contact with said zone by overflow to stages of 35 vent levels below and out of contact with said 
successively decreasing level, lifting portions of drum, means for feeding solvent from one com-
said solvent above said zone from each of sa!d partment to another in succession in the oppo-
stages, and petcolating said lifted solvent down site direction, and means for lifting solvent from 
through said material, said percolating solvent each compartment and emptying it on top of the 
draining from the material in said zone back .f.O drum to percolate through the material therein 
into the stage from which it was lifted. and drain back into said compartments. 

7. Apparatus for extracting soluble matter THOMAS M. RECTOR. 
from particles of solid material comprising a 

,/I 
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Metallic values estimated at thousands of 
tons are lo,t annually in galvanized iron 
scrap resulting from the punching or shear
ing operations during the manufacture of 

5 articles m?..de from ~alvanized sheet iron as 
such scrap has no commercial value clue to 
the coating of zinc thereon which renders it 
unfit for re-melting. 

The chief object of this invention is to 
10 provide an apparatus for reconring the basic 

metallic values from plated scrap metal. 
Another object of this i1wention is to pro

vide an apparatus wherein galvaruzed iron 
scrap is first subjected to an acid solution 

lG bath to remove the zinc coating thereon, then 
cleansed with water to remove the acicl there
from. find finally dried by heat treatment. 

Briefly stated the invention resides in an 
apparatus consistin~ of a rotatable drum 

:'O having a plurality of compartments adapted 
to receive intermittent charges of a given 
amount of galvanized iron scrap and sulfuric 
acid solution in required proportions where
in the action of the acicl upon the scrap re-

~ moves the zinc coating thereon by pickling, 
the charge of scrap and acid solution being 
transferred from one compartment to an
other durin~ each reYolution of the drum, 
which is rotated one revolution at a time at 

~0 predetermined intervals in order that the 
acid may have sufficient. contact with the 
scrap to remove the coating thereon before 
it is discharged therefrom. 

~- The scrap and solution are discharged 
,,;~ fro1n the drurn an<.l seJ)arated, the acid going 

to waste or to an apparatus adapted to re
cover the zinc values therein. The scrap is 
discharged from the drum into a rotating 
barrel wherein it is cleansed with water to 

·~0 

4G 

remove the acid therefrom. and is discharged 
from the washing barrel into a revolving 
screen or trommel wherein the scrap is partly 
dried. As the scrap is ruscharged from the 
balTel into the screen it is continually 
sprayed with fresh water which also enters 
and overflows from the barrel, the fresh 
water enterin~ the barrel reducing the acid 
content of the solution caus·3d by any acid 

Gv remaining on tlw surface of the scrap. The 
scrap is then discharged from the screen into 

a tubular rotating drier wherein anv remain
ir;~ moisture thereon is evaporated" by a hot 
an· blast as the scrap passes throu~h the drier 
from one end to the other from which the 
finished product is finally <1ischaro·ed. 55 

Refrrring to the drawi'ngs which illustrate 
a practical embodi ment of the invention 
wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a top plan view of the apparatus 
employed in carrying out the method stated; IJO 

Fi~. 2 is a side elevation of the apparatus, 
parts bein!!" broken away and shown in sec-
tion; ' · 

Fi!.!·. 3 i an enlarged vertical section taken 
on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; G5 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4-4 
of Fig. 3 in the direction indicated by the 
arrows; 

Fig. 5 is a section taken through the dry-
in~ screen on line 5-5 of Fig. 3; ·, o 

Fi~. 6 is a transverse sectional view of the 
tubular drier taken on line 6-6 of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal sectional view taken 
through the drum; 

Fig. 8 is a. sectional vie'v tal{en on ljne 8-8 ~;s 

of Fig. 7: 
Fig. 9 is a view looking toward the dis

cbar~e end of the drum as inrucated by the 
arrow 9 of Fig. 8; · 

Fig. 10 is a transverse section through the so 
drum taken on line 10-10 of Fig. 8; 

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary side elevation 
partly in section of the drum showing the 
interior construction as it appears after one 
qnarter revolution from the position shown 85 

in Fi~. 7 and 10; 
Fi.a. 12 is a fragmentary side elevation of 

thr dischar~e end of the drum as indicated 
by arrow 12 of Fig. 11 parts being broken 
away and shown in section. 90 

.Referring by numerals to the accompany-
ing drawings, the clrmn is designated at 10 
anrl consists of a cylinder 12 rotatably car
rieo by rollers 13 engaging bands 14 enc_ir
cling the drum at each end thereof as m- 95 

rlicated at 15. The cvlincler 12 is constructed 
o£ wood or other ac:l'd-proof material and is 
proYided with a plurality of disk shaped 
partition plat-e;; 18, each of which havr a 
sul.Jstantially square shaped opening 20 there- 100 
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in as best shown in Fig. 10. A plurality 
of diagonally disposed scrap transfer plates 
22 arefositionecl between the partitions, each 
end o which join the paJ'tttions adjacent 

5 the openings 20 as indicated at 24 in Figs. 
1 and 11, and serYe to transfer the scrap from 
one compartmeut to the next during rota
tion of the clrum. 

The fo rward end of the rlru m is proYided 

10 with a closure plate 26 having a ci rcular 
openinO' 27 therein through which a charge 
made 1~p of a quantity of scrap -S- and 
sulfuric acid solution -A- is introduced 
into the first compa rtment of the drum as 

15 desiQ'nated at 28. Whrn feeding a charge 
of s~rap into the drnm, the drum rema ins 
stationary with the diagonal transfer plates 
in the position shown m Fi~. 2, and whl'n 
in this position the scrap or solution cannot 

20 run from one compartment to another due 
to the openings in the partition being aboYe 
the level of th e solution in the rlrnm. 

The charge remains in the first campart
ment until the drum is giYen another rcvolu-

:.!5 tion which is accomplished hy shifting a 
clutch 30 on a line shrr ft 31 by a lever 3~ 
which transmits power from the shrrft to 
the drum b:v a belt 34: pa si ng O\er a pulley 
3!5 on the line shaft 31 anc1 a pnlley 36 on 

:;o the shaft 37 npon which a pair of the ro'lkn; 
13 are mounted. 

The dr11m is rotaterl to the left when fa c
ing the forward end 38 of the clrnrn or in 
the direction indicated by the arrow 40 when 

3:J fac;ng- the rear or clisrharae end a.· shown 
in Fig. 9. Normally the clutch is disengaged 
and the drnm rema,ins stationary for a pre
determined interYal after a charge is intro
dured into the first compartment. the drum 

.l.iJ is then given a single revolution by shifting 
the clutch 30. 

During rotation of the drum the solution 
will pass from the fir t compartment 28 into 
the next or second compartment 42 when the 

4u trnnsfer plates reach the position shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8, (but cannot enter the third 
compartment 44 clue to the position of the 
transfer plate nt this time). and during the 
remainder of the revoln6on the scrap rest 

50 in,. on the bottom of the r1rum in the first 
co~mnrt.ment will collert on the transfer plate 
which, dne to its inclined position, will dis
charge the scrap therein in to the second t:om
partment when the plates reach the position 

53 shown in Fi.!!s. 11 anC! 1~. Another charge 
is then fed into the fi.rst compartment aml 
the above operations repeater1 the action of 
which carri e..<; the charg-e introclucefl into the 
first compartment 28 thr0ngh each of the 

l;t• sncceeding compartments designated at -¥1. 
45 46. and 47 at each reYolntion of the 1h·um. 

From the forE>goin<l· it will be seen that hy 
introducing a charge at earh reyo]ntion of 

r . the drum all of the compnrtments will 
' · eventually be filled, and that a cl1arge placed 

in the first compartment will pass through 
each of the succeeding compartments during 
which time the aciu •vill remove the metal 
coating from the scrap, the intervals between 
each revolution of the drum being governed 70 

by the number of compartment,; employed, 
for example it requires about thirty minutes 
contact with a twelve percent ( 12%) acid 
solution to remoYe the zinc from one hundred 
fifty (150) pounds scrap, hence with a drum 75 

having six compartments a lapse of ~ix min
utes is allowed between each rotation of the 
drum. 

Thus it will be seen that by pro.-iding a 
un1m with a greater number of compart- 80 

ment~ the period between revolutions may be 
reduced, for instance with a drum having 
twelve compartments the interval between 
revolutions may be reduced to one half. 

Enrh c-harge of treated scrap is discharged 85 

from the drum into a rotating washing barrel 
d('signated at 50, hmvever before the charge 
enters the washing barrel the solution is sep
arated :from the scrap in tlJe following 
manner : 90 

·when the transfer plates reach the posi
tion shown in Fig". 7 and 8 the solution in 
the last compartment 47 will flmv through 
the opening 51 in the end plate 52, into an 
nnnular troug-h fi3 secured to the end of the 95 

dntm, at which time the "olution will drain 
through a plurality of openings 54 formed 
in the side wall 56 of the trough into a 
launder 58 which carries the solution to waste 
or to a treatment plant adapted to recover 
the zinc values in the solution. 

As the drum continues to rotate the scrap 
will collect on the transfer plate in the last 
compartment which will dischar~e it into the 
trough between a plurality of baffle plates 60 
which serve to carry the scrap upwardly, and 
when the baffle plates reach the position 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 the scrap will drop 
into a chute 61 which carries it into the 
barrel. 

The washing barrel 50 is of cylindrical 
shape and is partially fillerl with water and is 
provided with a plurality of baffie plates 65 
which agitates ~he scrap as the barrel rotates. 
a portion of the scrap being continually dis
charged into an opening 66 formed in a 
conical screen 67 mounted in an extension 67 
proiectin~· from the end wall of the barrel. 

The screen serves to separate or drain the 
water from the scrap which is continuously 
sprayed with fresh water i!.'suing from a per
forated pipP- 70 extending into the screen, 
the fresh water passing through the screen 
and overflowing from the opposite end o:f 
the drnm through an opPninl! 72, thereby 
preventing the water in the harrel from be
coming charged to any appreciaHe extent 
with acid as it is removed from the scrap. 

Rotation of the washing barrel is nccom
plished by rollers 74 which engage a t:i ·t;u]ar 
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track on each cnu thereof, the rollers being 
dri \'en by a belt 75 l_Jassing over pulleys 76 
and 77 respectively on the line shaft 31 aml 
on a shaft 78 to which the roller:; are secured. 

The washed scrap is discharged from the 
screen through chute 80 into a reYolving 
·creen or t.rommel 82 \Yhich sene:; to elimi

nate water remainin)! on the scrap as it passes 
therethrough, aml is discharged from the 

10 creen through a chute 83 into n tubular ro
tating drier 1:54 which serYes to remove any 
moisture remaining on the scrap. 

The drier is of considerable length and is 
provided with a plurality of baffie plates 

15 85 which extend throughout the length there
of, the scrap being dried as it pa.-ses through 
the drier b\· a hot air blast induced bv a 
burner 85. · " 

Rotation of the screen 82 and drier 84 is 
20 accomplished by pulleys 86 and 87 on the 

line shaft 31 and pulleys 80 and 90 on shafts 
having rollers engaging track on the screen 
and drier respectively, power being trans
mitted from the shaft 31 to the pulley by 

25 belts 91 and 92. The line shaft may be ro
tated by a motor 94 through a belt 9[) passing 
over pulleys on shaft unLl motor. 

From the construction it will be seen that 
charges of scrap fed into the drum 10 will 

30 pass successively through the drum, washing 
barrel 50. screen 82, and finally through the 
tlrier during which time all of the zinc coat
ing thereon. will have been removed from the 
scrap. 

35 Although tlw apparatus above described is 
particularly adapted to remove coating from 
scrap resulting from punching of galvanized 
sheet iron in which an acid solution is em
ployed to remove the zine coating on the 

40 metal base. it will be readil:y nnclerstoocl that 
the apparatus may be employecl in removing 
other coating:; from materials of different 
character by employing a suitable solvent. 

T claim: 
45 l. An apparatns for removing coatings 

from scrap metal comprisin;; a drum rotat
ably mounted. a plurality of partition plat0s 
in said chum having openings therein form
ing a plurality of compartments, a diagonal-

50 ly disposed plate in each compartment join
ing said partition plates, a clo,ure plate hav
i11g an opening therein through \Yhi ch a 
charl-!e of scrap and a solvent is introrlncecl 
into the first compartment of said clrnm. :-:a!ll 

55 drum adapted to be rotated one revolution 
at l1 time at predetermined intervals. a charw 
being introduced into the first compartnwnt 
of sairl clrum at the completion of each reYo
lution. said diagonally clispose<l plates 

60 aclapteLl to transfer the scrap from one com
partment to the next thr01tgh the openings 
in the partition p1atec.: durillg each revolu
tion of said drum, whereby a charge intro
Llucetl in tlw first compartllH'Ilt \Yill pass suc-

G5 cessively through each compartment and be 

discharged from the last compartment, an 
annular trough secured to the discharge end 
of said drum adapted to receive charges of 
scrap discharged from the last compartment 
of said drum, ::said annular trough having a fO 
perforated portion throuf!'h wh1ch the sol
wnt is drained from the scrap, and a plu
rality of baffle plates in said annular trough 
adapted to elevate the scrap to a position for 
discharging it from the drum at eaeh revoln- fl 
tion. 

2. An apparatus for removing coatings 
fr·om scrap metal comprising a drum rotat
ably motlllted. a plttrality of partition plates 
in sai1l dmm having openings therein form- 80 
ing a plurality 0£ compartments, baflle plates 
i~) . each com par·tment joining the said par
htwn plates, a closure plate having an open-
ing- therein throngh which a charge of scrap 
and a soln•nt is introduced into the first com- 85 
partment of said drum, said drum adapted 
to be rotater! at predetermined interYa!s. a 
charge of scrap b-aing introduced into the 
first compartment of said drum at the com
pletion of each re,·olution, said baffle plates 90 
adapted to trnns:fer the sera p from one cc·m
partmE'n! ~o the next through the openings in 
the parhtw11 plates Llnring each revolntion 
?f thE' drnn1, whereby a charge introduced 
mto the fir<:t compartment will pass sue- t5 
cessivel:v throttgh <>ach compartment and be 
disch:u·ged from the last compartment, an 
annular trough secured to the discharge end 
of sairl . drum aflapted to receive char'ires of 
scrap_ 1llscharged. from the last compartment 100 
of smcl r'l.rnm, said annular trono-h havino- a 
perforated portion through which the ;ol
vent is clrainrd from the scrap. and means 
in said annular trou~h afln.pted to elevate 
scrap to a position for discharginf! it from 105 
the drnm at each reYolution. 

3. An apparntns for remoYing eoatings 
from scrap metal comprising a drum ro
tatably mounted, a plurality of partition 
phlte? in said dru_m having openings therein 110 
formmg a plnr~hty of compartments. scrap 
transfer plates m each compartment joinin(T 
the said partition plates. a closure plat~ 
having an opening therein through which a 
charge of scrap and a solvent is introduced 115 
into the first compartment of said drum. said 
dnun adapted to be rotated at predetermined 
intervals, a charge of scrap being introduced 
into the first compartment of s'aid drum at 

120 
the completion of each reYolution, said trans-
fer plates adapted to transfer the scrap 
from one compartment to the next through 
the openings in the partition plates during 
each revolution of the drum, whereby a :i25 

charge intror'l.uced into the first compart
ment will pass successively through each 
compartment and be discharged from the 
last compartment. and means at the dis
charge end of said drum adapted to elevate 130 
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scrap to a position for discharging it from 
said drum at each revolution. 

4. An apparatus for removing coatings 
from scrap metal corn~rising a drum rotat-

e~ ably mounted, a plurality of partition plates 
in said drum having openings therein form
ing a plurality of compartments, means in 
each of said compartments for transferring 
the scrap from one compartment to the next 

a-g through the openings in the partition plates 
during each revolution of the drum, a closure 
plate haYing an opening therein through 
which a charge of scrap and a solvent is in
troduced into the first compartment of said 

oa drum, said drum adapted to be rotated at 
predetermined intervals, a charge of scrap 
being introduced into the first compartment 
of said drum at the completion of each revo
lution, and means at the discharge end of 

\'c~ said drum adapted to elevate scrap to a 
position for discharging it from said drum 
at each revolution. 

5. An apparatus for removing coatings 
from scrap metal comprising a drum rotat-

?.5 ably mounted, a plurality of partition plates 
in said drum having openings therein form
ing a plurality of compartments, means in 
each of said compartments for transferring 
the scrap from one compartment to the next 

~<r through the openings in the partition plates 
during each revolution of the drum, a clo
sure plate having an opening therein through 
which a charge of scrap and a solvent is in
troduced into the first compartment of said 

1 ,;.i,; drum, said drum adapted to be rotated at 
predetermined intervals, a charge of scrap be
ing introduced into the first compartment of 
said drum at intervals during its revolution, 
and means at the discharge end of said drum 

.J[· for draining the surplus solvent from the 
scrap and elevating the same to a discharge 
position during a revolution of the drum. 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 
CLAUDE E. BOWERS. 
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APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING OIL. 

1,203,419. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 31, 1916. 
Application filed May 1, 1913. Serial No. 764,970. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that OLI\'ER J. SHINER, late 

a citizen of the United States, residing in 
Bayonne, in the county of Hudson and 

5 State of "Yew Jersey, invented certain new 
and useful ImproYements in Apparatus for 
Purifying Oil, of which the following is a 
specification. 

This invention relates to apparatus of the 
10 kind shown in U. S. Patent No. 1,099,622, 

elated June 9, 1914 which shows and de
scribes a process of and apparatus for puri
fying oil similar to that herein shown and 
described. Claims for the. process and 

15 claims to some features of the apparatus are 
made in said patent. The claims of the ap
plication for the present patent are confined 
to certain details of the apparatus which 
will be hereinafter specified. 

20 In the accompanying drawings illustrat-
ing the invention, Figure 1 is a diagram of 
the apparatus for purifying oils constructed 
in accordance with this invention. Fig. 2 
shows a section on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1 

25 and illustrates the washing tanks and some 
of their pipe connections. Fig. 3 shows a 
vertical central section through one of the 
mixers forming part of the apparatus. Figs. 
4, 5, and 6 are detail views of parts of the 

30 mixer. · 
The apparatus employed preferably com

prises twelve tanks,-three tanks in which 
the oil is cooled or heated to bring it to the 
required temperature, three tanks for wash-

35 ing purposes, four settling tanks, and two 
mixing tanks. The cooling or heating tanks 
A, A', A 2 are arranged in series, as shown, 
oil being pumped into the bottom of tank A 
at X, filling this tank and flowing from the 

40 top of the tank through the pipe a to the 
bottom of tank A' in which tank it rises, 
overflows through the pipe a' and enters the 
bottom of tank A 2 which tank it fills and 
oYerflows at the top through the pipe a2 

45 arrd enters the bottom of the settling tank 
C. The pipes a, a', and a2 are provided 
with valves a3

, a4, aG, and each tank is pro-

vided with a water-spraying device D which 
is connected by a pipe d with a manifold 
D', which manifold is connected by pipes 50 
d', d 2

, d3 with the hot water supply pipe 
E, the supply pipe E' f0r bottom water and 
the supply pipe E 2 for well vvater. The bot
tom water referred to comes from the bot
tom of the tanks A , A', A 2 and is stored in 55 
a suitable receptacle and afterward brought 
in by pipes, as indicated in Fig. 1, and may 
be used for modifying the temperature of 
the oil in said tanks. This bottom water is 
supplied at a temperature of about 62° F . 60 
Each of the pipes d , d' , d2 is provided with 
suitable Yalves e, e' , e2

• By operating these 
nlves the spraying device D may be sup
plied with hot water, bottom water or well 
water, or a mixture of these waters, as may 65 
be required for the purpose of obtaining 
the desired temperature in the oil. Each of 
the tanks A, A', A 2 is in like manner con
nected with the pipes E, E', E 2 and each of 
said tanks A, A', A 2 is provided with a 70 
drain pipe F in the bottom for carrying off 
water and delivering it to a sewer pipe G. 
Said pipe F is also connected with a pump
ing-out line H. The drain pipe F is con
nected with said pipes G and H in the man- 75 
ner clearly indicated in the drawings, valves 
f being employed to control the flow of liq
uid to either the pipe G or the pipe H. 
Each of the tanks A, A', A 2 is in like man
ner connected with the pipes G and H. The 80 
oil continuously flows from the pipe X to 
and through the several tanks A, A', A 2 

where it acquires the desired temperature 
and it then passes to the settling tank C 
where any water that may still cling to the 85 
oil descends or is held at the bottom while 
the oil rises and passes out at the top 
through a pipe I which leads to a mixing 
tank J, the details of construction of which 
are shown in Figs. 3, ·1. 5, and 6, and will 90 
be hereinafter more fully described. The 
pipe I is provided with valves i, i', as 
shown. The number anrl sizes of the cooling 
or heating tanks and the number and sizes 
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of the settling tanks employed may vary said supply being controlled by the valves e, 65 
at different seasons of the year or in the e' , e2

• Each set of pipes q, q', q2
• connects 

treatment of different oils, naphtha, etc. with a pipe 0 provided with a spraying de-
It will be understood that water of the vice o. The first wash tank Q should be lead 

5 proper temperature is supplied continu- lined because the oil has commingled with 
ously through the spraying devices D and it some weak acid which would attack an 70 
it comes in contact with the continuously iron tank. and furthermore the oil is cooled 
flowing oil, the water being heavier de- or maintained at a relatively low tempera
scends and passes the constantly rising oil. ture in the tank Q for a similar purpose, 

10 In the summer time the temperature of the i . c., so that the metal tank shall not be at-
oil entering the cooling tan-ks is usually tacked by the weak acid in the said tank. 75 
about 85° F. By treating the oil in the There are two other wash tanks Q', Q2

, 

several cooling tanks with water at a tern- which are supplied with water from the 
perature of say 60° F. the oil may have its pipes E, E', E 2 in a similar way and each 

15 temperature gradually reduced to about 60° of said tanks Q, Q', Q 2 is provided with a 
F. The temperature •>f the oil varies at discharge pipe R connected by pipes R', R 2 80 
different times and under different condi- with the pipe G which leads to the sewer or 
tions and the temperature of the water to the pipe H through which oil may be 
should be correspondingly varied in order pumped when emptying the system. The 

20 to bring the oil to a temperature of about water supplied to the tanks Q, Q', Q2 in 
60° F. before it is subjected to the acid the normal operation of the apparatus passes 85 
treatment. continuously through the pipe connections 

The cooling tanks A, A', A 2 and the set- · described to the sewer. The flow of the 
tling tank C are all closed air-tight and water may be regulated by the valves shown. 

25 are joined by air-tight connections. The Suitable air inlet valves are applied to the 
water admitted to the cooling tanks and tanks where required. In Fig. 2 such valves 90 
which descends to the bottom thereof flows are shown at B and the other tanks in the 
continuously to the sewer, the flow being system may .be provided with such va:lves. 
regulated by suitable valves. The water set- The connecting pipes may, if necessary be 

30 tling in the tank C is drawn therefrom and · equipned with air inlet val~es as indicated 
passed to the sewer as often as required, at B' in Fig. 2. Such valves are necessary 95 
gages being employed to show the water when emptying the system through the 
level. It will be understood that the pump- pumping-out line H, but when oil is being 
ing-out line His for the purpose of empty- pumped through the tanks. such valves are, 

35 ing the tai~ks throughout the system of oil of course, closed. The tanks where required 
when repa1rs are necessary and for other may be provided with air chambers B 2 as in- 100 
like purposes, and normally this pumping- dicated in Fig. 2. These, as shown in Fig. 
out line His not in use, but is only employed 2, are connected with the pipes S, S' and S2 • 

occasionally. The air in the tanks and pines when the 
40 Fresh acid preferably 66° Baume from a system is being filled with oil. for the most 

suitable pump or other device for supplying part, passes out at the delivery end of the 10& 
acid under pressure is conveyed by a pipe K system, but some air lingers and such air 
to the top of the mixer J and is mixed with will be forced up into air chambers, such as 
oil in the manner hereinafter described. indicated at B 2 , and the air nressure may be 

45 The acid passes downwardly through the oil relieved, if necessary, from time to time, by 
and is drawn off as often as required means of air-relief cocks b. - · 110 
through a pipe L provided with a valve l The oil after being washed in the tank Q 
and it is conveyed as sludge-acid to any suit- passes out from the top thereof and flows 
able receptacle. The oil which rises to the by means of the pipe S having a valve 8 to 

50 top of the mixer passes by means of a pipe . the bottom of the tank Q' in which it rises 
M provided with a valve m to the bottom and passes out from the top through a pipe 115 
of a settling tank N where it is separated S' having a valve 8' and enters the bottom 
from any acid which may cling to it, said of the tank Q 2 where it rises and flows out 
acid settling to the bottom and being drawn from the top through a pipe S2 having a 

55 off when required through a valved pipe n valve 82 and then enters the bottom of the 
and passed to the pipe L which conveys it to settling tank T. It will be understood that 120 
any suitable receptacle for sludge-acid. The the oil is washed as it flows through the 
oil which continually rises in the tank N tanks Q, Q', Q2 and the temperature of the 
passes out through the top thereof through oil may be graduallv raised by employing 

60 a pipe P provided with a check valve p and well water, bottom water, hot water, <11' a 
it enters the lower portion of a washing combination thereof, as required. Prefer- 125 
tank Q which is ' supplied with either hot ably the temperature of the water admitted 
water, bottom water, well water, or a mix- to the first tank Q is 64° F.; that admitted 
ture thereof through the pipes q, q', q2, to the second tank Q is 75° F., and that ad-
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mitted to the third tank Q2 is 85° F. In this 
way the oil is raised to the temperature best 
fitted for the alkali treatment. In the set
tling tank T the oil is separated from any 

5 water which may pass over from the wash 
tanks with it, such water collecting at the 
bottom and being drawn off to the sewer 
pipe G as often as required. The tank T is 
connected by means of the nlved pipes t, 

10 t', t 2 with the pipes G and H, and when the 
system is being emptied the valves may be 
so operated as to connect the tank T with 
the pumping-out line H. In this connection 
it will be observed that the settling tank C' 

15 is provided with valved pipes c, c', c2 con
necting with the sewer pipe G and the 
pumping-out li1.e H. 

The oil separated from the wash-\vater 
flows out from the top of the settling tank 

20 T through a pipe U having valves u, tt' and 
enters the bottom of another mixing tank V 
similar to the tank J hereinbefore referred 
to. Fresh lye preferably 9° Baume is sup
plied under pressure through the pipe W to 

25 the top of the tank V and flows clown 
through said tank meeting the oil rising 
therein and being thoroughly mixed with 
said oil in the manner hereinafter described. 
The bottom of the tank V is connected bv 

30 a pipe V' having a valve v' with a pipe V2 

through which the spent lye flows continu
ously during the normal operation of the 
apparatus, the flow being regulated by the 
valve v'. The oil passes out through the 

35 top of the tank v through a pipe V 3 having 
a valve v 2 and enters the bottom of the set
tling tank Y which tank is also connected 
to the pipe V2 through which spent lye is 
delivered as often as required. The puri-

40 fied or finished oil passes from the top of 
the tank Y through a pipe Z having a valve 
z to any suitable receptacle. 'Vhere naphtha 
is being treated it is not necessary to further 
treat it with clay in the manner hereinbe-

45 fore referred to, but the naphtha when it 
issues from the pipe Z is ready for final dis
tillation and is then ready for the market. 
If kerosene is being 'purified, a further treat
ment with clay is necessary. 

50 As before specified, all of the twelve tanks 
are closed air-tight and are supplied with 
suitable gages, vacuum valves, etc. The 
check valve p is for the purpose of prevent
ing water from passing from the tank Q to 

55 the settling tank N in case of accident, as 
where the supply of water or the pressure 
of water may excPecl the pressure of oil, this 
valve p permits the oil to flow freely, as in
dicated by the arrow in Fig. 1, but it will 

60 close if the liquid tends to flow in the oppo
site direction. 

The pipe P, as indicated in Fig. 2, is pro
vided with a valve p' and this pipe connects 
with a pipe Z', as indicated in Fig. 2. This 

pipe Z' also connects with a pump Z2 which 65 
latter is connected by a pipe za with the pipe 
L. The pipe za is provided with a valve z3 

as indicated in Fig. 1. The pipe L, it will 
be observed, connects with the tanks ,J and 
N so that by closing the valve p' the flow of 70 
oil to the wash tank Q may be stopped and 
the acid-water in the tank Q may be trans
ferred to the pipe L or oil from the mixer 
J and tank N may be transferred to and put 
through the tank Q by means of the pump 75 
Z2• In this way the acid may be washed out 
of the oil and this oil may be pumped out 
and transferred to· a suitable receptacle when 
emptying the system. When it is desired to 
stop the operation and entirely empty the 80 
pipes, the ·water and chemicals are first with
drawn from the tanks in the manner before 
described and then the pumping-out line H 
is connected by means of the val ,·es~ before 
referred to, with the tanks and said tanks 85 
may be emptied of the oil which they con
tain, the vacuum valves, before referred to, 
assisting in the emptying of the tanks in a 
well known wav. 

The fact that this process may be carried 90 
on continuously is largely due to the use of 
mixers for bringing the acid and oil and the 
alkali and oil into intimate contact with 
each other and in a sub-eli viclecl or atomized 
condition. It is largely for this reason that 95 
the periods of settling heretofore necessary 
are avoided. 

The mixing apparatus, which is prefer
ably employed, and which in practice has 
been found to be most efficient is illustrated 100 
particularly in Fig. 3 of the drawings to 
which reference is now invited. This mix-
ing apparatus comprises a cylinder 1 stand-
ing vertically, closed at opposite ends by 
heads 2, 3, and resting on any suitable foun- 105 
dation 4. Centrally arranged within the 
cylinder is a vertical shaft 5 resting in bear
ings 6 at its lower end and passing through 
a stuffing box 7 carried by the upper head 2. 
The shaft 5 also passes through a shaft 110 
mounting 8 which may be provided with 
ball-bearings 9 and at its upper end ·the 
shaft carries a beveled pinion 10 meshing 
with a corresponding pinion 11 on a driving 
shaft 12. The cylinder 1 is provided with 115 
man-holes 13 and 14 and it is equipped in 
its side near its lower end with an inlet 15 
for oil and at the top with an outlet 16 for 
oil. It is also provided with an inlet 17 at 
the top for acid or lye. Otherwise the con- 120 
tainer may be of any suitable construction. 
Within the cylinder 1 is arranged a vertical 
series of pans 18. These have u general coni-
cal shape being of the general construction 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Each of the pans 18 125 
is secured at its periphery 19 to the side wall 
of the cylinder 1 in any suitable way and it 
is divided preferably into four pockets by 
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means of · radial partitions 20. The pan is 
open at the top and has a sloping bottom 21 
provided with a central opening 22 sur
rounding the shaft 5. The pans 18 are 

5 spaced apart, as shown, and between each 
two pans are arranged perforated plates 23~ 
24. Each pair of plates is attached to a hub 
25 secured to and revolving with the shaft 5. 
One means of securing the hub 25 to the 

10 shaft is indicated at 26. These plates~ which 
are circular and correspond in form with 
t}:le interior diameter of the cylinder 1, ex
tend close to the walls of the cylinder with
out touching it, being free to . revoh·e within 

)5 the cylinder. The upper plate 23 of each 
pair of plates is perforated preferably with 
! inch holes preferably spaced one inch be
tween centers and the bottom plate 24 of 
each pair is preferably perforated with k 

2.0 inch holes preferably spaced ! inch bet>reen 
centers. All of the plates aresimilnrly con
structed and are arranged as clearly shown 
in Fig. 3 of the drawings. 

In order to provide a bearing for the shaft 
. 25 5, . about midway between the upper and 

lower ends of the cylinder 1, one of the pans 
is provided with a hub 27 which is attached 
to the partitions 20 in the manner shown in 
Fig. 4. This provides means for steadying 

80 the shaft 5 and is desirable inasmuch as the 
mixer may be of considerable height. The 
oil, which enters at 15, passes up through the 
openings 22 of the several pans 18 while the 
acid or lye, which enters at 17, descends 

35 through the oil to the bottom of the mixer 
and flows out at 28. The oil passes up 
through the openings 22 in the pans 18 and 
then up through the perforated plates. The 
acid or lye first enters the uppermost pan 18, 

40 passes down throu~rh the opening 22 of this 
pan and is received by the uppermost pair 
of plates 23, 24. Each pan serves to carry the 
chemicals into the center of the mixer and 
drop them_ down onto the revolving plates 

45 which throw "them out by centrifugal force 
toward the shell of the mixer, and the oil, 
naphtha or other liquid being treated passes 
up through the center of the pan while the 
chemicals are passing down through said 

50 openings and are at this time being mixed. 
This apparatus insures an intimate mix

ture of the chemicals with the oil, the par
ticles being thoroughly .atomized and for 
this reason the flow of oil through the mixer 

55 may be made continuous. It is largely due 
to the use of mixers of the kind described 
that the process may be performed continu-
oo~~ - . 

It will be observed that the tanks are all 
60 closed air-tight so that danger from fire is 

reduced· to a minimum. The easily volatile 
gases are saved, whereas in the old method 
many of these gases were lost because the 
agitators employed were not closed air-tight. 

Further_more by this continuous method 65 
there is a large saving of acid because when 
the oil and acid are passing · through the 
mixer there is a thorough mixing of the two 
liquids, whereas in the old system the acid 
does not come in contact with every particle 70 
of the · oil and it is necessarv to use a rela
tiwly large amount of acid to obtain the de
sired results. 

A process and apparatus have been de
scribed especially. intended for nse in treat- 7 5 
ing oils, bi.1t . other liquids, such as naphtha, 
may be treated in the same way. So much of 
an oil treating system as is necessary to give 
a clear understanding of the present inven
tion has been described and shown. It is to 80 
be understood that some of the parts of the 
apparatus are of well known construction 
and need no specific illustration or descrip
tion. 

\Vhnt is herein claimed as the invention of 85 
the said 0Ln'ER J. SHINER, is, 

1. In an apparatus for purifying oil the 
combination of a mixer in which the oil re
ceives an acid treatment, means for supply-
ing acid thereto, a settling tank to which the 90 
acid-treated oil passes from the mixer, a 
pipe for sludge-acid having valved connec
tions with the mixer and the settling tank, a 
wash tank, a pipe connecting the top of the 
settling tank with the bottom of the wash 95 
tank, a valve in said pipe for closing com
munication between the settling tank and 
the wash tank, a vah-ed pipe connecting the 
wash tank with the sludge-acid pipe, and a 
pump connected with said last-mentioned 100 
pipe, the organization being such that in the 
normal operation of the apparatus acid
treated oil may pass from the settling tank 
to the wash tank but by closing the valve be
tween the settling tank and the wash tank 105 
·and opening communication between the 
wash tank and the sludge-acid pipe oil may 
be drawn from the mixer and the settling 
tank into said wash tank or the acid water 
in the wash tank may be transferred to the 110 
sludge-acid pipe. . 

2. In an apparatus for purifying oil the 
combination of a series of closed tanks for 
chemically treating the oil and for washing 
it, pipes connecting the several tanks for 115 
conveying oil continuously through them, 
means for i?Upplying purifying agents to 
some of the tanks, air inlet valves applied to 
the top of said tanks, and a pumping-out 
line connected with the tanks for opening 120 
the valves and emptying the tanks of oil. 

3. In an apparatus for purifying oil the . 
combination of a series of tanks in which the 
oil is washed and chemically treated, pipes 
connecting said tanks in series for conveying 12" 
oil continuously through them, means for 
supplying water to some of the tanks to 
wash the oil, means for supplying chemicals 
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to other tanks in the series, pipes for draw
ing off water from the bottom of the wash 
tanks, pipes for drawing off chemicals from 
the bottoms of other tanks in the series, air 

subscribed my name this 30th day of April 1 o 
1913. 

MAUD E. SillNER, 

Admin-istratrix of the estate of OUver J. ~ inlet valves on the tanks, and a .pumping-out 
line connected with the tanks for emptying 
them of oil after the water and chemicals 
have been withdrawn therefrom. 

Shiner, deceased. 
"\Vitnesses: 

JoHN F. O'NEILL, 
w. J. FLANAGAN. In testimony whereof I have hereunto 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for :five cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents, 

Washington, D. C." 
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It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 1,203,419, granted October 31 , 

1916, upon the application of Oliver J. Shiner, deceased, late of Bayonne, New 

Jersey, for an improvement in "Apparatus for Purifying Oil," an error appears 

requiring correction as follows: In the grant, lines 10-11, and in the heading to the 

·printed specification, lines 5-6, for "\farie A. Davidson, Administratrix" re1td 
' 

Marie A. Davidson, Executrix; and that the aaid Letters Patent should be read with 

this correction therein that the same may conform to the record of the case in the 

Patent Office. 

Signed and sealed this 28th day of November, A. D., 1916. 

[SEAL.) 

Cl. 196-29. 

F. W. H. CLAY, 

.Acti11-g Commissioner of Patents. 
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This invention relates to an apparatus par
ticularly suitable for use in processes wherein 
soluble materials are extracted from solid par
ticles, usually in the flaked or finely comminuted 
condition, by means of a liquid solvent such as 
benzene, naphtha, trichlorethylene, perchlor
ethylene, or other solvent. An Ulustration of 
such a process is the extraction of oleaginous 
matter from soy beans, ordinarily in the flaked 
or finely comminu~d condition, -by means of a 
chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent such as trichlor
ethylene. 

More particularly, our invention relates to the 
removal of the miscella from the solld particles, 
from which the extractable matter has been ex
tracted by means of a lio.uid solvent, in such a 
way that clogging of the filter screens through 
which the miscella is drawn off is entirely 
avoided. 

It is customary in commercial methods for ex
tracting soluble materials such as oils, fats and 
waxes from solid particles to employ extraction 
apparatus of the countercurrent type. In the 
usual form of counter-current ap"9aratus the 
flaked or finely comminuted solid from which the 
oli!aginous _matter is to be extracted is caused to 
travel through the extraction apparatus in a di
rection counter-current to the direction of flow 
of the oncoming solvent. Usually means·are pro
vided to insure forcing the flaked or finely di
vided solid material through the extraction aP
paratus in a direction opposite to the direction in 
which the llqqid solvent iS permitted to travel 
through the equipment. , 

Counter-current extraction apparatus of a 
type now familiar in the extract~on industry fre
quently uti.llzes two tubes or conduits joined to
gether at their point of intersection, thus pro
viding a continuous V-shaped conduit. The sol
vent is introduced at the top of one of the legs 
of the v, and the mlscella. removed somewhere 
adjacent the upper portion of the other leg. The 
solvent is generally fed into the apparatus from 
an elevation somewhat above that or ·the mis
cella outlet, and then flows dqwnwardly throUgh 
one tube and upwardly through the other tube 
to tLe mlscella outlet. Flow against the resist
ance of the tubes is insured by providing an 
adequate head of solvent above the mlscella out
let. The solid material, in the counter-current 
apparatus, is usually conveyed by .some conveyor 
means in a direction opposite to that of solvent 
flow. 

In :he past considerable di1Dculty has been ex
perienced in removing the miscella from the solld 

material remaining in the extraction apparatus. 
The mlscella is the mixture or solution of the 
extracted material in the solvent which must be 
removed from the residual soUd particles in order 

5 that it may be further treated to recover the 
valuable oleaginous materials contained therein. 
The solld particles, frequently flaked or ftnely di
vided, which are subjected to extraction in com
mercial processes, are often of lower s~11lc 

10 gravity than the solvent. This is especially true 
where chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents such as 
trichlorethylene, perchlorethylene, carbon tetra
chloride, tetrachlorethane, etc. are utlllzed. Un
der such circumstlmces there is a definite tend-

15 ency for the flaked or finely comminuted solid 
particles to float on or adjacent the upper surface 
of the solvent. In the usual counter-current ex
traction apparatus the miscella is removed from 
the extraction column adjacent an upper level of 

20 the solvent, since the solld particles are ordi
narily conveyed downwardly through one portion 
of the extraction tube while the solvent flows up
wardlY through this portion, counter-current to 
the solid, to an outlet pipe from which it is re-

2~ moved for treatment in order ·to recover dissolved 
oleaginous matter. In the past the fine particles 
floating on the upper surface of the solvent have 
accumulated adJacent the screen or ftlter through 
which the mlscella is drawn off, and have sert-

311 ously interfered with withdrawal of the mlscella 
by clogging the sereen. In present commercial 
operations not only is the removal of mtscella 
seriously interfered with by clogging bf the screen 
due to the presence in the solvent of floating solid 

;;;; material, but the apparatus .has to be frequently 
disassembled, and the filtering surface or screen 
subjected to cleaning at frequent intervals. 

It is the principal obJect of this invention to 
proVide eqUipment for use in comter-current ex-

40 traction processes which wUI permit the with
drawal of the mlscella from ·the extraction ap
paratus without interference with the withdrawal · 

' because of ftlter screen clogging. In other words, 
it is one of our principal aims to provide eQulP-

45 ment in which there is substantially no danger 
that solid particles Will deposit on and clog the 
ftJ.ter screen through which the solution of olly 
materials in solvent .is removed from the ap
paratUs. 

50 Another object of our invention relates to im-
proving the process of extracting oleaginous ma
terials from solid particles in a counter-current 
extraction apparatus by inSUring easy removal of 
the ::nlsCella. from the extraction apparatus, this 

II being accompllshed by preventing interference 
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with filtering as the result of clogging of the filter 
screens. By _utillz1ng our improved apparatus, 
continuous removal of the mlscella iS insured by 
operating so that the solid particles floating in the 
extraction column do not tend to accumulate 
adjacent the filters. 

Still other objects of our invention involve the 
provision of a weir or dam, or of a conduit acting 
as such, positioned at a higher level than the 
level of the filter _ screen or screens so that the 
solid particles fioating on the surface of the 
liquid will be maintained -at a level higher than 
that of the screen. In this way the mlscella 
may be withdrawn without any danger of inter
ruption due to screen clogging. Other obJects of 
our invention will be apparent from the ensuing 
disclosure of certain improved embodiments 
thereof. 

Our invention may best be described with ref
erence to the annexed drawing which represents 
a preferred but. not necessarily the only embodi
ment of our improved apparatus. Figure 1 reP
resents a cross-sectional view of the mlscella 
withdrawal portion of an extractipn apparatus 
constructed in accordance with our invention, 
that part of the conveyor adjacent the filter be
ing omitted for the sake of clarity. Figure 2 
is a cross-sectional view, some parts being illus
trated in elevation, which cross-sectional view ·is 
taken at right angles to the cross-section of 
Figure 1, substantially on the line Z-Z of Figure 
1, the section being Viewed in the direction of the 
arrows. 

Referring more specifically to the drawing, the 
arrows and legends on Figure 1 Wustrate the di
rection of travel of the solid particles from which 
oleaginous material is to be extracted, and the 
direction of flow of solvent, opposite to that of 
the solid materials, through the equipment. The 
portion of the extraction tube shown represents 
but part of on{! leg of the usual counter-current 
extraction apparatus comprising two sections of 
tube Joined together at their point of intersec
tion to form a continuous v -shaped conduit as 
shown, for example, In the patent to Hutchinson 
No. 126,300 and in that to Wheeler No. 550,035. 

'Ib.e solid material, which is usually in the 
flaked or finely comminuted condition, is forced 
downwardly through this section of the extrac
tion tube by means of a conveyor, while the 
solvent travels upwardly through this portion of 
the tube. The conveyor may have the form of a 
screw conveyor as Ulustrated, or it may be of 
any other convenient type. 

The construction shown in the drawing defi
nitely ellmlnates any such tendency. The nu
meral • represents the extraction tube' through' 
which the solid materials from which oleaginous 

5 matters are to be extracted are -propelled in the 
direction indicated by the arrow by means of 
screw conveyor I rotating on shaft 6. AB previ
ously stated, the solvent flows upwardly through 
this section of the extraction tube • in a direc-

10 tion counter-current to that of the solid material. 
The extraction apparatus is provided adjacent 

its upper end with outlet box 8 with removable 
cover II, which surrounds extraction tube • and 
serves for the removal of miscella from the ex-

15 traction tube. While this outlet box 8 is most 
conveniently located somewhere adjacent the up
per end of the apparatus, it is of course not nec
essary that it be positioned adjacent an upper 
level, as it may be located an:vwhere in the ex-

20 traction apparatus from which point it is de
sired to withdraw the miscella. 

In the outlet box I there is positioned a screen 
or filter I which is seated on extending lips or 
supports I 0 formed on the extraction tube 4. As 

25 shown, the filter screen has approximately half 
the area of the circumferential interior area of 
the extraction tube. 

The interior of outlet box 8 communicates with 
conduit 12, through which the niiscella is dis-

30 charged. This. conduit is proVided with a hori
zontal discharge pipe 14 communicating with it, 
which discharge pipe 1• in turn communicates 
with vertical pipe 16. Discharge pipe 22 com
municates with pipe 18 through the horizontal 

35 connecting pipe 20. There is provided, as shown, 
a vent 1n the upper portion of pipe 16 so that 
discharge of air or vapors to the atmosphere is 
readily accomplished. Venting is readily effected 
by leaVing the pipe 18 uncapped at this end, open 

4D to the atmosphere. 
The ~ow line of horizontal connecting pipe 20 

establishes the level of solvent in the extraction 
apparatus. This pipe therefore serves as a dam 
or weir over which ·miscella must flow after hav-

45 ing been removed from the extraction apparatus 
through screen or filter I and conduits 12, 14, 
and 1_1. It Is evident that the level of the flow 
line of pipe 20 determines the level · It of the 
liquid solvent within the extraction tube 4. The 

50 level 24 is either identical with that of the flow 
line or may, under some circumstances, be slight
ly above it, thus providing a head for the flow 
of mlscella thru the filter. 

It Is evident that solid particles which tend 
55 to float on the solvent within the extraction. 

tube will accumulate adjacent the level of the 
liquid indicated by the numeral 24. Since this 
level is above the level of the screen 9, there 
will be no tendency for the particles to ac-

In spite of the fact that positive means are 
provided for conveying the solid particles through 
the extraction apparatus, there is a tendency for 
"fines" or very small fragments of the solid ma
terial to resist positive conveyance and float on 
the surface of the solvent. In other words, as 
extraction continues, there is a tendency for 
some of the solid particles to accumulate ad
jacent the upper level of the solvent. The por
tion of the solid material which thus escapes 
positive conveyance through the extraction ap
paratus tends to accumulate adjacent the upper 
level of the liquid. In past operations, where 
the filter screens are located adjacent .the upper 
level of the solvent, which of course is neces
sarily the case where the outlet for miscella de- 70 
termines the level of solvent in the leg of the 
apparatus shown, tbese solid P.articles have de
posited in and on the filter screen and have 
clogged that screen, thereby interrupting normal 
extraction operations. 

60 cumulate adjacent that filter screen 9. There 
therefore wUl be no tendency whatever for solid 
particles to clog the filter screen 9, since all 
solid particles are maintained, because of thP. 
elevation of diseharge pipe 20, at the level 24 

65 of the solvent within the extraction tube, which 
level is considerably above the level of the filter 

7G 

screen. 
_Conduit 12 is, as shown, provided with a 

valve 18. When this valve Js opened, liquid 
present within the outlet box 8 may ·be with
cttawn from the extraction apparatus without 
going through conduits 16, 20 and 22. This pro
cedure may be followed when it is desired to 
completely drain the apparatus. 

The extraction apparatus and process herein . 
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described are not restricted in their use to meth- We claim: 
ods 1n which a soluble material 1s extracted by In a counter-current extraction apparatus for means of a solvent, but are of general appll- extracting a desired constituent by means of a cation wherever a solid 1s suspended in and solvent therefor from solid particles having a tends to float on the surface of a liquid. our 5 speclftc gravity less than the solvent, an in-invention might therefore be utilized for pur- cUned tube leading from and to a ftlterlng cham-poses entirely unrelated to solvent extraction. ber interposed in the upper end thereof, a con-such as, for example, In an apparatus wherein veyor in said tUbe extending throUtrh said oil or any other liquid is treated with a decol- chamber and arranged to convey the solid parta-orlzing agent under circumstances wherein solid 10 clea downwardly tbroutJh said tube against uP-particles of decolorlztng agent, or other solid wardly ftowlnl solvent, a ftlterlng screen ar-partlcles, would have a tendency to float on the ranged in said chamber to form a continuation surface of the oU or liquid. of the bottom portion of said tube, a aolvent It should be understood that our invention ouUet conduit from said chamber below said 1s not restricted to the precise details described l5 screen, said conduit and chamber being so ar-as mustrative of certain improved embodiments rallied and constructed as to provide a solvent thereof. Many changes might be made In the trap, whereby the solvent level in said chamber construction as described which would sttll come 1s maintained above the ftlterlng area of the within the scope of our invention. Accord- screen. 
lngly, the scope of the invention 1s to be con- 20 
strued 1n accordance with the appended claim 
and prior art. 

ARTHUR A. LEVINE. 
ROY JACKSON DENT. 
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1 
The presen t invention relates to a new and 

novel multiple-contact, countercurrent mechani
cal extractor. More particularly, it relates to 
an improved apparatus for the solven t extrac
tion of one material from a mixture thereof , r. 
adapted to require a minimum amount of ex
tracting solvent and to eliminate the necessity 
for pumps between stages. 

Many different manufacturing operations ad
vantageously make use of solvent extraction 10 
procedures. For example, chemical reactions in 
the production of drugs and dyestuffs are fre
quently carried out in organic solvents. It is 
usually necessary to recover and/ or purify these 
solvents. One well-known process of so doing is 115 
that of extracting the mixture with an additional 
solvent which has a selective affinity for the ma
terial to be removed from the mixture but little 
or no affinity for the residue. 

In the past, various flow schemes have been 20 
proposed for carrying out such operattons. They 
cover a wide range. The simplest are those used 
with small amounts of easily-separable material 
in which the material to be extracted is simply 
agitated with the extracting solvent and allowed 21\ 
to separate into layers, the layers decanted and 
the extracting solvent removed. However, since 
the solvent ratio is in many cases high, if the 
volumes to be treated are large, excessively large 
volumes of selective solvent must be handled. In 30 
order to decrease the required volume of solvent, 
procedures of step-wise, multiple--contact, coun
tercurrent extraction have been developed. It is 
with these procedures that the apparatus of the 
present invention is primarily concerned. 35 

In the past. such operations have been cus
tomarily carried out by agitating the liquid to be 
extracted together with the solvent in one ves
sel, pumping the resultant emulsion into a sep
arating chamber, allowing the emulsion to sep- 40 
arate, and separately pumping both layers to the 
next stage. The solvent flows in one direction 
and the material to be extracted in the other 
through a series of such operations. Such a pro
cedure involves an extensive arrangement of 45 
tanks and pumps. It involves !l, considerable 
power consumption, since each stage requires the 
operation of an agitator and several pumps. 
Further, large quantities of both the material 
being extracted and the extracting solvent are 50 
being processed which again unduly increases the 
required apparatus and consequently the fixed 
overhead. A still further disadvantage lies in 
the fact that in ordinary agitating operations, 
the maximum extracting ability of the solvent 66 

2 
cannot be utilized since there is a finite time 
limit in practical operation and equilibrium con
ditions between solvent and material to be ex
tracted are not attained. 

It is the object of the present invention to pro
vide an extracting device which is not subject 
to these major difficulties. It is, therefore, a 
principal obj ect to construct an apparatus in 
which multiple contacts between solvent and ma
terial to be extracted are carried out under con
ditions such th at the maximum extracting power 
of the solvent is more n early utilized . Another 
object is to construct an apparatus in which the 
agitating and separating operations are carried 
out in the same chamber. Still another, and not 
the least important object, is to provide an ap
paratus in which no pumping between stages is 
required when a step-wise operation is employed. 

The invention will be more fully illustrated 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawing 
in which: 

Figure l. represents an elevation, partly in sec
tion , of one form of ,;uch an apparatus; and 

Figure 2 ~h aws a fqrther modification inciicat
ing the arrangement of elements for a continuous, 
countercurrent , st ep-wise operation . 

The basic apparatus, as illustrated in Figure 1, 
comprises a chamber I . closed by a cover 2 hav
ing mounted thereon a standard 3 which sup
ports a motor 4 which in turn rotates a shaft 
5 which extends down into t he chamber and ter
minates in an impeller 6. It is a feature of 
the present invention that the impeller 6 is ar
ranged to deliver an Hpward thrust. Dependent 
from the cover and smrounding the shaft and 
impeller is a sleeve l. shown in Figure 1 as closed 
at the bot tom and having overflow ports 8 therein 
near the top. Surrounding sleeve 1 and also 
dependent from cover 2. is a baffle 9 closed at the 
top and open at the bottom. Baffle 9 does not 
extend quite as far down into the chamber as 
does sleeve 'J , al though this is not a limiting 
feature. In the drawing, sleeve 1 and baffle 9 
are shown as sections of concentric cylinders. 
T t>.e invention, however, is obviously not so lim
ited since they may be of other cross section. 

Fluid to be extracted en ters chamber I through 
a conduit I 0 extending r:lown nearly to the bot
tom of chamber I to a point directly below i.m
pellor S. A second conduit II also enters the 
cham her . joining with condnit 10 directly under 
impeller G in a T con nection 12 , the third arm 
13 of which extends vertically upward under 
impellor 6 and into the space enclosed by sleeve 
1. Above the T connection 12 but below sleeve 
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3 
l, conduit I 3 is joined by an addi tiona! conduit 14 
which extends vertically upward outside bame 9 
to a point roughly midway the height of cham
ber 1. 

Provision is made for the removal of material ;, 
from chamber I at two points; one near the top, 
and the other near the bottom. At one side of 
chamber I , near the top thereof, is a small space 
formed by a balne 15 having a port 16 therein to 
open into the main chamber. Any liquid reach- 10 
ing the height of port 16 will flow into the small 
chamber and then out of the apparatus through 
a conduit 17. 

At another point in the side wall of chamber 
I, near the bottom thereof, a port 18 connects 15 
with a conduit 19 which extends vertically up
ward to approximately the height of chamber I, 
being provided with a vent 20 at the end thereof. 
Near the upper end of conduit 19 it is joined 
through a T connection by a conduit 21 which 20 
extends vertically downward, thus forming with 
conduit 19 a swing U connection which permits 
control of the height of the interface between 
fluid layers in chamber I. 

The operation of the apparatus is essentially 25 
simple. Fluid to be extracted enters through 
conduit 10 and extracting solvent enters through 
conduit II. They mix in conduit 13 through 
which they enter the space enclosed by sleeve 7 
and become thoroughly and intimately agitated 30 
by the action of the impellor. The latter being 
designed for upward thrust forces the mixture 
up through the sleeve, out through openings 8 
into the annular space between sleeve 7 and balne 
9, down through the annular space, under the 3.) 
lower edge of balne 9 and out into the main space 
of chamber I. At this point, due to the action 
of the agitator the mixture is a very highly dis
persed emulsion which forms a layer filling the 
vertical central portion of the chamber. This 40 
emulsion breaks and the solvent, containing the 
desired dissolved constituents, rises into a rela
tively quiescent supernatant layer which com
prises the organic phase and overflows through 
opening 16 and out of the chamber through con- 45 
duit 11. 

It will be apparent that the flow capacity 
through the sleeve 1 and the annular space be
tween the sleeve and balne is potentially much 
larger than through the feed conduits I 0 and 50 
II. Advantage of this fact is taken to provide 
an important feature of the present invention, 
namely, the use of conduit 14 through which, as 
shown in Figure 1, unseparated or only partially 
separated emulsion is drawn in by the action of :;:; 
the impellor and recycled. While in Figure 1 
the length of conduit is fixed, in practice it is 
often highly desirable to make the inlet to con
duit 14 adjustable in height so that the recycled 
fluid if so desired may be drawn from either the GO 
separated or unseparated layers. By recycling 
fluid in this manner both fluids or phases are 
repeatedly broken up and recontacted, thus tak
ing maximum advantage of the solvent power 
and conversely requiring the use of a minimum ~,_ :; 
of solvent. 

As shown in Figure 1, sleeve 1 is closed at the 
bottom, fitting tightly around conduit 13. How
ever, this is not necessarily a limitation. In fact , 
where it is desired to circulate fluid from the i ' 
lower part of the chamber in excess it is of ad
vantage not to do so. 

The extracted material, being the heaviest, 
eventually settles out of the emulsion, forming 
the lower layer in the chamber I. The static ':'3 

4 
head of liquid in chamber I forces liquid from 
this lower layer out through opening I 8, up 
through conduit 19 and down through conduit 
21. By adjusting the height of the inverted U 
formed by the conduits 19 and 21, the height 
above the bottom of the chamber and therefore 
the volume of the organic phase , i.e. the quiescent 
solvent layer, may be controlled. 

In Figure 2 a modification of the apparatus 
particularly well adapted for step-wise, contin
uous, multiple-contact, countercurrent treatment 
is shown. Although somewhat differently ar
ranged, it will be noted that each of the elements 
described in connection with Figure 1 are pres
ent in the apparatus arrangement of Figure 2. 

In Figure 2 it will be seen that the apparatus 
comprises a plurality of the extractors shown in 
Figure 1. For purposes of illustration, three such 
units are shown although it is obvious that the 
invention is not limited to any particular number. 
A large chamber 22 is seen to be divided into 
three subsidiary chambers 23, 24 and 25, of ap
proximately equal size, by two dividing walls 
26 and 27. Each chamber is provided with a 
standard 3, motor 4, shaft 5, impeller 6, sleeve 
1, openings 8 and baffle 9 supported from the 
cover as in the case of Figure 1. Each of the 
chambers is provided with a conduit I 0 for in
troducing fluid to be extracted as in the case of 
Figure 1. As to chamber 23, this conduit enters 
from outside the apparatus and in chambers 24 
and 25 introduces fluid from the immediately 
preceding chamber. 

Each of the chambers is also provided with a 
conduit I I for introducing solvent thereto in a 
countercurrent direction to the flow of material to 
be extracted. It will be noted that instead of 
conduit II entering through the top of the cham
ber as in Figure 1. it is introduced into chamber 
25 through a conduit 28 into a pocket 29 formed 
by a baffle 30, from which pocket the solvent is 
carried through a conduit down into the T con
nection below the impellor as in the case in Fig
ure 1. It will be further noted that each of the 
chambers has a corresponding pocket 29 and 
balne 30 but that the solvent flow from one cham
ber to the next is over the top of the dividing 
walls 26 and 27, which do not extend the entire 
height of the chambers. 

In each chamber, the mixture of solvent and 
material to be extracted i.s carried by conduit 1.3 
up into sleeve 7 beneath impellor 6 as in Figure 
1. However, in order to obtain a more uniform 
recirculation, conduit 14 has been replaced. In 
each of the chambers a third concentric bame 31 
is located between sleeve 1 and balne 9 and ex
tending about half the height of sleeve 7. This 
baffle is closed at the top by an annular plate 32. 
Admission into the annular space between sleeve 
7 and baffle 31 is by means of a plurality of short 
conduits 33 spaced approximately equally around 
the baffle. 

The external inverted U formed by conduits 19 
and 21 in Figure 1 in each of the chambers 23, 
24 and 2·5 is replaced by a pocket 34 formed at 
the top of each chamber by a closed cylindrical 
baffle 35. Extracted liquid from the bottom of 
each chamber is forced by the action of the im
pellor up into pocket 34 through a conduit 36 
which extends vertically from a point near the 
bottom of the chamber up into poeket 34. By 
adjusting the distance to which conduit 36 ex
tends up into pocket 34 it is possible to control 
the height of the fluid interface within the 
chamber as is done by the use of the externallY-
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5 
located, inverted U in Figure 1. Extracted fluid 
leaves pocket 34 through conduit I 0, leading 
to the next step in the extraction in the case 
of chambers 23 and 24, or out of the appa
ratus in the case of chamber 25. 

I claim: 
1. In an apparatus adapted to carry out coun

tercurrent, stepwise, mUltiple-contact, solvent ex
traction: the combination of a closed chamber 
having a vertically-positioned impellor shaft lo
cated therein, said shaft extending downward 
from the cover of the chamber and terminating 

6 
sage vertically downward along the major por
tion of the length of said vertical sleeve; a plu
rality of converging inlet conduits joining a com
mon conduit, said common conduit terminating 

;, within the said sleeve below said impellor; a fluid
conducting means having at least one inlet open
ing in the central space of the chamber outside 
said baffle and arranged to deliver fluid within 
said sleeve below said imepl!or; an overflow means 

l tJ to the exterior of said chamber from the space 
outside of said baffle and outlet means from the 
bottom of said space, said outlet means being ar
ranged to permit gravity flow and to retain an in an impellor adapted to produce an upward 

fluid thrust; a vertical sleeve surrounding said 
shaft and impellor, said sleeve having at least one 15 

overflow port near the top thereof; a baffle sur
rounding said sleeve and extending at least sub
stantially to the top of the chamber, said baffle 
being open at the bottom and providing a pas-

effective head of liquid above said impellor. 
2. An apparatus according to claim 1 charac

terized in that the bottom of said sleeve is closed 
about said means for introducing mixed fluids 
thereinto. 

CARL E. MENSING. 
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The present Invention relates to the art of 
centrifugal separators and is concerned with the 
development of a centrifugal separator adapted 
to effect emcient separation from a liquid of 

I a viscous material of lower specific gravity than 
said liquid. The invention was conceived in con
nection with the development of a centrifugal 
separator capable of continuously discharging 
from an imperforate centrifugal rotor a viscous 

» material stratified from a liqUid within said ro
tor and which is of such a viscous or dry con
sistency as to present serious dimculty in con
nection with attempts to discharge such mate
rial under liquid balance from the liquid from 

U which it has been stratified. In order to effect 
continuous discharge of material of this consist
ency, the inertia of the rotating material within 
the rotor is taken advantage of to effect dis
lodgment of that material from the rotor. To 

20 this end, a stationary inertia dislodging means, 
such as a skiDiming nozzle or a dislodging knife, 
is used. 

In the particulars discussed above, and in the 
general design of the centrifugal rotor of the 

2ll present Invention, the invention resembles the in
vention of my prior application Serial No. 751,336, 
filed November 3, 1934 for Method and apparatus 
for separating wax from oil. The present in
vention was conceived and reduced to practice 

30 as a solution of problems arising in connection 
with the use of a centrifugal separ:ator designed 
in accordance with my prior application above 
identified. 

In a general way, It may be said that the pres-
35 ent invention consists in improvements over the 

prior application designed to effect continuous 
and steady discharge of the stratified viscous ma
terial under the influence of the dislodging tool. 
Specific dimculties which have been overcome 

40 and whose solution constitute most important 
features of the invention can best be understood 
after a general discUBSion of the type of centrif
ugal separator involved and its method of oper
ation. 

45 Referring to the attached drawing for an mus-
. tration of the invention, Fig. 1 of that draWing 

constitutes a central longitudinal cross-section 
through the centrifugal separator of the inven
tion and 

50 Ftg. 2 is a transverse cross-section taken on 
the line Z-Z of Fig. 1. 

The invention was conceived as the solution 
of the problem of separating waxes of various 
consistencies from petroleum stocks diluted with 

65 a· solvent adapted to render such stocta of h1sher 

specific'gravity than the precipitated wax, and 
will be described in connection with a separat
ing problem of this character. 

Referring to the drawing by reference char
acters, the numeral I 0 designates a centrifugal 5 
rotor. The mixture to be subjected to a centrif
ugal separating operation, such as a suspension 
of wax in a solution of petroleum stock in a sol
vent of high specific gravity, is fed to the cen
trifugal rotor by means of a feed nozzle II com- 10 
munlcating with a central tube 12 constituting a 
part of the centrifugal rotor. The mixture to be 
centrifuged passes from the central tube 12 into 
the main body of the rotor through radially ex
tending passages 13. The rotor contains a plu- 15 
rality of stratifying plates 14 adapted to facill
tate centrifugal separation of constituents of the 
mixture, these stratifying plates being in the 
form of nested frustro-conical discs in the form 
of the invention illustrated. 

It is to be noted that the discharge passages 
13 deliver the mixture to be subjected to cen
trifugation to a zone of the rotor within the in-

20 

ner termini of the stratifying plates 14. The 
purpose of delivering the mixture to this zone Is 25 
to effect subsidence of a large plloJ1; of the lighter 
and more viscous material without passing such 
material to the zone occupied by the stratifying 
plates. AB explained in my prior application 
identified above, this feature of design makes it 30 
possible to avoid rapid cloggage of the space be
tween the stratifying plates by the viscous mate-
rial and has Important advantages in connection 
with an operation such as the separation of wax 
from a heavy· oJl solution. 35 

The rotor Is provided with a frustro-conical 
dividing wall Ill, and the heavier material strati
fied as the outer layer within the rotor Is con
tinuously discharged around the outer edge of 
this dividing wall and through passages II lo- 40 
cated between this dividing wall and the upper 
part 11 of the rotor.. '11l1s liquid eflluent is con
tinuously discharged Into the receiving cover I I 
of the centrifuge. A dislodging tool In the form 
of a skimming nozzle I I which is reclprocable 45 
toward and away from the stratum of viscous 
lighter material occupying the inner radial zone 0 

of the material straWled within the rotor Is pro
vided for discharge of this viscous material. The 
features of the machine design discussed above 50 
are described and claimed in my prior applica
tion referred to above, and constitute no part of 
the present invention. 

A consideration of the mode of operation of this 
machine 1n the separation of wax from a heavy 65 
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oil solution of a centrifugal separator incor
porating these features of design will Ulustrate 
the background of the present invention and the 
advantages attained by the practice of the in-

5 vention. In the separation of wax from a heavY 
oil solution, the rotor is first set in operation and 
the chilled waxy oil solution is fed to the stratify
ing section of the rotor through the feed nozzle 
II and the central tube 12 with its radiating pas-

10 sages 13. At this stage of the operation, the 
skimming nozzle 19 is set at a position radially 
inward of its normal operative skimming posi
tion. As the mixture accumulates in the rotor, 
the heavier oil solution will be stratified from the 

15 wax and flow outwardly, around the frustro-con
ical dividing wall 15 and through the passages 16 
into the liquid receiving cover 18. The layer of 
wax gradually accumulates within the portion of 
the rotor lying inwardly of the inner termini of 

20 the discs 14. When this layer of wax accumulates 
to the desired depth, the skimming nozzle 19 is 
slowly moved outwardly into the inner part of 
the zone occupied by the wax layer stratified 
within the rotor. The nozzle 19 should be moved 

25 outwardly until a continuous and uniform dis
charge of wax is obtained. Such an operation 
is obtainable in connection with the dewaxing 
of certain types of oils, ·notably cylinder stocks, 
but great difficulty is encountered in attempts to 

30 obtain the desired uniformity of wax discharge 
with other types of oils, notably oils containing 
fine and granular waxes, such as those which 
occur in distillates of intermediate gravity and 
viscosity. , 

35 When working with stocks containing fine and 
granular waxes, as the nozzle 19 is moved into the 
wax layer, wax is initially discharged through 
that nozzle. As the nozzle is gradually moved 
further outwardly toward the point at which the 

40 most satisfactory operation should be obtained 
with respect to the thickness of the wax layer and 
relative freedom of wax from entrained oil, how
ever, the wax discharge suddenlY becomes very 
thin due to the discharge of heavY oil solution 

45 therewith and if the nozzle is moved inwardly to 
reduce the quantity of oil picked up by the nozzle 
and to thicken the wax, the discharge of the wax 
suddenly ceases almost entirely and the wax 
stratum within the rotor moves outwardly largely 

50 into the zone occupied by the stratifying plates 
14, leaving the skimming nozzle high and dry. 

If now the nozzle 19 is moved outwardly until 
it again reaches the wax layer, satisfactory wax 
discharge can be obtained for a while, but after a 

55 short period of operation, the wax becomes sud
denly very much thinner again and this can be 

) temporarily corrected by movement of the nozzle 
inwardly. The entire undesired sequence must . 
soon be repeated in order to obtain continued op-

60 eration of the process, however. 
The object of the present invention has been to 

improve upon the features of design of a centrifu
gal rotor of the character described above in such 
a manner as to afford uniform and continuous 

65 discharge of the viscous and lighter emuent, such 
as the wax of the above illustration, and to avoid 
the difficulties discussed above. 

This obJect is accomplished, in the practice of 
the invention, by the provlslon of means 20 for 

70 maintaining the lighter subsided material which 
occupies the portion of the rotor lying Inwardly 
of the inner term1n1 of the stratifying plates at a 
speed of rotation substantially the same as the 
speed of rotation of the rotor. These means con-

75 stttute, In the form of the invention illustrated. 

accelerator structure in the form of a plurality of 
radially extending webs or wings which may be 
formed integrally with the central tube 12 and 
extend radially from this central tube to the 
inner termini of the stratifying plates 14. These 5 
wings contain portions in the form of webs 21 ex
tending a substantial distance longitudinally of 
the rotor and occupying the full depth of the 
inner wax stratum within the rotor. These webs, 
at their outer radial extremities, are preferably 10 
enlarged to form ribs 22, which also assist in 
maintaining the viscous material at approximate-
ly the speed of bowl rotation and which extend 
throughout substantially the entire longitudinal 
zone of the rotor occupied by the viscous mate- ] 5 
rial. The zone of the rotor adjacent the skim
ming nozzle 19 is of course left free of accelerator 
structure in order to afford provision for unob
structed movement of the skimming nozzle. The 
upper ends of the ribs 22 are preferably con- 20 
nected together by means of an annular frustro
conical rigidifying disc 23. The outer radial ex
tremities of the ribs 22 preferably abut the inner 
radial extremities of the stratifying plates 14 and · 
tend to center these stratifying plates within the 25 
rotor. One of these ribs is preferably provided 
with a key 24, as illustrated, which enters into 
slots formed in the stratifying plates and thus in
sures the rotation of these plates at the same 
speed as the rotor. 30 

It has been found that the provision of the sim
ple expedient described above in conjunction with 
the dislodging to,ol 19 serves to maintain the wax 
stratum at substantially the speed of rotation of 
the rotor and to avoid the difficulties discussed 35 
above in connection with the continuous discharge 
of fine and granular waxes. 

Modifications will be obvious to those skilled in 
the art and I do not therefore wish to be limited 
except by the scope of the sub-joined claims. 40 

I claim: 
1. A centrifugal separator comprising an im

perforate rotor in which subsidence of a mixture 
of liquid and solids of lower specific gravity than 
said liquid is adapted to take place under the 45 
influence o( centrifugal force, and means for 
feeding a mixture of liquid and solids to the 
rotor, said rotor comprising a main body portion, 
means for directing a mixture fed to the rotor 
Into a central unobstructed part of said main 50 
body portion provided with radially extending 
accelerator members, and a series of closely 
spaced frustro-conical discs having their inner 
circumferential termini radially a substantial 
distance . without said zone of feed, whereby to 55 
afford a substantially unobstructed subsidence 
zone provided with accelerator members with-
in which the major portion of the solids of said 
mixture is adapted to be stratified from the 
liquid content of the mixture and a radially outer 60 
disc zone within which residual solids which flow 
outwardly with liquid from said unobstructed 
subsidence zone are adapted to be collected and 
returned to the unobstructed zone, and a skim
mJng nozzle located in a position adapted to 65 
contact subsided solids within the rotor and ef
fect continuous discharge of such solids there
from under the influence of the inertia of said 
solids. 

2. A centrifugal separator comprising an im- 70 
perforate rotor in which subsidence of a mixture 
of liquid and solids of lower specific gravity than 
said liquld is adapted to take place under the 
Influence of centrifugal force, and means for 
feeding a mixture of liquid and solids to the 75 

• 
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rotor, said rotor comprising a main body por
tion, means for directing a mixture fed to the 
rotor into a central unobstructed part of said 
main body portion provided with radially extend-

5 ing accelerator members, and a series of closely 
spaced frustro-conical discs having their in
ner circumferential termini radially a substan
tial distance without said zone of feed, whereby 
to afford a substantially unobstructed subsidence 

10 zone provided with accelerator members within 
which the major portion of the solids of said 
mixture is adapted to be stratified from the liquid 
content of the mixture and a radially outer disc 
zone within which residual . solids which flow · 

15 outwardly with liquid from said up.obstructed 
subsidence zone are adapted to be collected and 
returned to the unobstructed zone, and a sta
tionary dislodging tool located in a position 
adapted to contact subsided solids within the 

20 rotor and effect continuous discharge of such 
solids therefrom under the influence of the in
ertia of said solids. 

3. A centrifugal separator comprising an im
perforate rotor in which subsidence of a mixture 

25 of liquid and solids of lower specific gravity than 
said liquid is adapted to take place under the in
fluence of centrifugal force , and means for feed
ing a mixture of liqUid and solids to the rotor, 
said rotor comprising a main body portion, means 

30 for · directing a mixture fed to the rotor into a 
central unobstructed part of said main body por
tion provided with radially extending accelerator 
members, and a series of closely spaced frustro
conical discs having their inner circumferen-

SG tial termini radially without said zone of feed , 
whereby to afford a substantially unobstructed 
subsidence zone provided with accelerator mem
bers within which the major portion of the solids 
of said mixture is adapted to be stratified from 

the Uquid content of the mixture and a radi
ally outer disc zone within which residual solids 
which flow outwardly wtth liquid from said un
obstructed subsidence zone are adapted to be 
collected and returned to the unobstructed zone, fi 

and a skimming nozzle located in a position 
adapted to contact subsided solids within the 
rotor · and effect continuous discharge of such 
solids therefrom under the influence of the in-
ertia of said solfds. 1 o 

4. A centrifugal separator comprising an im
perforate rotor In which subsidence of a mixture 
of liquid and solids of lower specific · gravity 
than said liquid is adapted to take place under 
the influence of centrifugal force, and means for 1 fi 
feeding a mixture of liquid and solids to the 
rotor, said rotor comprising a main body portion, 
means for directing a mixture fed to the rotor 
into a central unobstructed part of said main body 
portion provided with radially extending accel- 20 
erator members, and a series of closely spaced 
frustro-conical discs having their inner circum
ferential termini radially without said zone of 
feed, whereby to afford a substantially unob
structed subsidence zone provided with accel- 25 
erator members within which the major portion 
of the solids of said mixture is adapted to be 
stratified from the liquid content of the mixture 
and a radially outer disc zone within which re
sidual solids which flow outwardly with liquid 30 
from said unobstructed subsidence zone are 
adapted to be collected and returned to the un
obstructed zone, and a stationary dislodging 
tool located in a poSition adapted to contact sub
sided solids within the rotor and effect continu- 35 
ous discharge of such solids therefrom under . 
the influence of the Inertia of said solids. 

LEO D. JONES. 
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